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Combining Progression and Regression
in State-Space Heuristic Planning
Dimitris Vrakas and Ioannis Vlahavas
Department of Informatics
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
54006, GREECE
[dvrakas,vlahavas]@csd.auth.gr
Fax: ++3031 998419

Abstract. One of the most promising trends in Domain Independent AI
Planning, nowadays, is state-space heuristic planning. The planners of this
category construct general but efficient heuristic functions, which are used as a
guide to traverse the state space either in a forward or a in backward direction.
Although specific problems may favor one or the other direction, there is no
clear evidence why any of them should be generally preferred.
This paper proposes a hybrid search strategy that combines search in both
directions. The search begins from the Initial State in a forward direction and
proceeds with a weighted A* search until no further improving states can be
found. At that point, the algorithm changes direction and starts regressing the
Goals trying to reach the best state found at the previous step. The direction of
the search may change several times before a solution can be found. Two
domain-independent heuristic functions based on ASP/HSP planners enhanced
with a Goal Ordering technique have been implemented. The whole bidirectional planning system, named BP, was tested on a variety of problems
adopted from the recent AIPS-00 planning competition with quite promising
results. The paper also discusses the subject of domain analysis for state-space
planning and proposes two methods for the elimination of redundant
information from the problem definition and for the identification of
independent sub-problems.
Keywords: Planning, Heuristic Search, Bi-Directional Search

1. Introduction
Motivated by the work of Drew McDermott in the mid 90’s on heuristic state-space
planning, a number of researchers turned to this direction. During the last few years a
great amount of work has been done in the area of domain-independent, state-space,
heuristic planning and a significant number of planning systems with remarkable
performance were developed.
Hector Geffner in his recent work on HSP-2 [3] studies the matter of search
direction and the HSP-2 planning system enables the user to decide for the direction
of the search. It is clear from the experimental results that there are specific problems,
which favor one or the other search directions, but in general there is no clear
evidence why any of the two directions should be preferred.
In this paper we propose a hybrid search strategy for domain-independent, statespace heuristic planning that combines both progression (forward chaining) and
regression (backward chaining). The search begins from the Initial State and proceeds
with a weighted A* search until no further improving states can be found from the
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Goals. At that point the algorithm changes direction and regress the Goals trying to
reach the best state found at the previous step. The direction of the search may change
several times before a solution can be found.
Two domain-independent heuristic functions based on ASP/HSP enhanced with a
Goal Ordering technique were implemented and the whole bi-directional planning
system, named BP, was tested on a variety of problems adopted from the recent
AIPS-00 planning competition with quite promising results.
This paper also discusses the subject of automatic domain analysis and the
utilization of the information extracted from it in the planning process. We propose
two methods, based on the planning graphs created by the heuristic functions of BP,
which can identify valuable information about the internal structure of the problems.
The methods are utilized in BP for eliminating redundant information from the
definition of the domain and for dividing the problem in a number of easier subproblems that can be tackled in parallel.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief review of
the work related to state-space, heuristic planning and other approaches to bidirectional planning. Section 3 describes the bi-directional search strategy in detail
and deals with certain issues that arise while regressing the goals of a problem.
Section 4 describes the heuristic functions of BP and describes the adoption of a Goal
Ordering technique to heuristic state space planning. Section 5 presents experimental
results that illustrate the efficiency of BP on a variety of problems adopted from the
AIPS-00 planning competition. Section 6 discusses a number of domain analysis
techniques that result from the construction of planning graphs and section 7
concludes the paper and poses future directions.

2. Related Work
One of the most promising trends in domain-independent planning was presented over
the last few years. It is based on a relatively simple idea where a general domain
independent heuristic function is embodied in a heuristic search algorithm such as
Hill Climbing, Best-First Search or A*. A detailed survey of search algorithms can be
found in [9]. Examples of planning systems in this category are UNPOP[13], the
ASP/HSP family [2,3,4], GRT[16], AltAlt[14] and FF[7].
The first planner in this category was UNPOP[13], a regression planner that
constructed at each step a graph, named greedy regression-match graph. The graph
was used in the search, for creating the heuristic function and cutting down the
branching factor by pruning certain actions.
The direct descendant of UNPOP was HSP[4], which searches the state space in
the forward direction though and constructs a more sophisticated heuristic function
from a similar graph. HSP was followed by HSP-R[2], a similar planer with two main
differences from HSP. The search is performed in a backwards manner and the
heuristic is created in the opposite direction, which enables HSP-R to create the
planning graph only once. HSP and HSP-R were later embodied in a unifying
planning system called HSP-2[3]. GRT [18] is another extension to HSP that searches
in the forward direction and creates the heuristic backwards once at the beginning.
Nigenda, Nguyen and Kambhampati presented a hybrid planning system, named
AltAlt [14], which was created using programming modules from STAN [10] and
HSP-R. In the first phase, AltAlt uses the module from STAN to create a planning
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graph, from which it extracts a heuristic function that is used to guide the backward
hill-climbing search, which is performed in an HSP-R manner.
One of the latest planners in this category and the most effective according to the
results of the AIPS-00 planning competition1 is Hoffmann’s FF planning system [7].
FF constructs a graph similar to this of GRAPHPLAN from which it extracts a sketch
plan. The sketch plan is then used in a forward enforced hill-climbing search in two
ways. Firstly, the length of the sketch plan is used as an estimate for the distance
between the Initial state and the Goals and secondly a set of helpful actions is
extracted which helps in cutting down the branching factor of the search.
Bi-directional search is a well-known search strategy mentioned in almost any
textbook about Artificial Intelligence. However, it has not been broadly adopted as a
search strategy. Especially in planning, there are only a few systems performing a
combined search in both directions. The only bi-directional planners that have been
developed, to the knowledge of the authors, are PRODIGY [19], NOLIMIT[18],
FLECS[20] and RASPUTIN[6]. All of these planners have been developed by
researchers of the Carnegie Mellon University’s PRODIGY project and are based on
the combination of goal-directed backward chaining with simulation of plan
execution [18]. Although these planners perform some kind of search in both
directions, they are actually forward-direction planners, which utilize the backward
search as an action selection mechanism.

3. The Search Strategy of BP
The planners presented in the previous section have shown quite impressive
performance and they have proved to be able to handle a large variety of difficult
problems. However, they usually present variations in their efficiency among
different domains or even between problems of the same domain.There are two main
reasons that justify this behavior:
a) Although the heuristic functions constructed by all the planners are general, they
seem to work better with specific domains.
b) There are domains and problems that clearly favor one of the two search
directions (forward or backward).
The first argument, which is also a conclusion drawn from the experience of the
authors, has been stated by Stone, Veloso and Blythe in [17]. The second argument is
the main conclusion drawn by Bart Massey in an extensive study in the directions of
planning presented in [11]. Bonet and Geffner have pushed the same argument one
step further: “Although we don’t fully understand yet when HSP will run better than
HSP-R, the results suggest nonetheless that in many domains a bi-directional planner
combining HSP-R and HSP could probably do better than each planner separately”
[2]. The answer to the question posed by Bonet and Geffner above has been answered
by Massey in [11], where the planning problems are discriminated into forward and
backward problems, in the sense that strongly directed planners will find the problems
of the opposite direction intractable.
Motivated by the conclusions stated above we developed BP, a heuristic statespace planner, which combines search in both directions. A part of the plan is
1

A complete review of the participating systems, the domains and the results of the
AIPS-00 competition can be found at the URL: http://www.cs.toronto.edu/aips2000/
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constructed with the progression module (forward chainer) and the rest is constructed
with the regression module (backward chainer). The sub-plan of the regression
module is inversed and merged with that of the progression module in order to
produce the final plan. However the case is not always that simple, because usually
BP interleaves the execution of both modules several times before a solution is found.
Details about the search strategy are presented later in this section but first we
describe the progression and the regression search modules.
3.1 The Progression Module
The progression module employs a best-first search method starting from the initial
state and moving forward trying to reach the goals with two main differences:
a) the size of the planning agenda is limited by an upper limit SOF_AGENDA. This
means that if there are N states (N>SOF_AGENDA) only the SOF_AGENDA
most promising (according to h) states will be stored and the rest will be pruned.
This fact sacrifices completeness but it is necessary, since otherwise a lot of
problems would become intractable.
b) The progression module will stop the search when it is not further possible to
move to a state, the distance of which is not greater than the distance of the
current state plus T. This part of the algorithm is crucial to the unified bidirectional search strategy, since the value of T determines how frequently will
the algorithm change the search direction.
The progression module takes five arguments, which are: a) the initial state I’ of
the sub-problem, b) the goals G’ of the sub-problem, c) the maximum size
SOF_AGENDA of the planning agenda d) a threshold T declaring when should the
search stop and e) a heuristic function h capable of estimating distances between
states. The progression module returns a new state S, which is the state closer to G’
that the module could find.
3.2 The Regression Module
The algorithm of the regression module is quite similar to the one of the progression
module, since the search strategy is symmetric. The only differences are in the way of
finding the applicable actions and forming the successor states. The regression module
makes extensive use of binary mutual exclusions between facts. Two facts p and q are
mutual exclusive, denoted as mx(p,q), if no valid state contains both of them at the same
time. Mutual exclusions are calculated in a way similar to the one they are calculated in
GRAPHPLAN [1].
An action A is backward applicable to state S if S contains at least one add and
no del effects of A and there are no mutual exclusions between facts of S and the facts
added by A. State S’ is produced from the backward application of action A to state S
by removing the del effects of A from S and adding the add ones.
3.3 Combining the two Search Modules
The underlying framework of the bi-directional search strategy is based on a
relatively simple idea. Usually, single-directional planners reach a point in the search
process where the heuristic function becomes less informative. Two of the main
reasons that justify this behavior are: a) the branching factor of the current subproblem is too large for the heuristic to produce accurate estimates b) the sub-problem
is much too complex and the heuristic function becomes obsolete as the search goes
on, especially when it is constructed only once at the beginning.
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In contrast, BP constructs the heuristic function in the backward direction and
starts performing a forward directed search until it reaches a state SB from where it is
difficult to proceed. Then it reconstructs the heuristic function in the opposite
(forward) direction and starts searching, in the opposite direction (backward), from
the Goals towards SB. If the backward search is also blocked after some steps in a
state SB2, BP will restart the planning process replacing the Initial state with SB and
the Goals with SB2. The value of the Threshold is increased each time a search module
returns without improving its initial state. The bi-directional search strategy of BP is
outlined in Figure 1, where St.plan represents the plan from the Initial state to St for
the progression module and the plan from the Goals to St for the regression one.
Search Algorithm of BP
Input I, G, Output Plan
Plan1=Plan2=[],S = I,F = G,Direction=Forward,Threshold=Init_Thr
While F ⊄ S
Begin
If Direction = Forward
begin
Create backward heuristic function hB
St=Progression_module(S,F,MAX_SOF_AGENDA,Threshold,hB)
If St ≠ S Plan1=Plan1+St.plan, Threshold=Init_Thr, S=St
Else Threshold=Threshold+STEP
Direction = Backward
end
Else
begin
Create forward heuristic function hF
St=Regression_module(S,F,MAX_SOF_AGENDA,Threshold,hF)
If St ≠ F Plan2=Plan2+ St.plan,Threshold=Init_Thr,F=St
Else Threshold=Threshold+STEP
Direction = Forward
End
end
Return Plan1+reversed(Plan2)

Figure 1: The Search algorithm of BP
There are two reasons that enable BP to face the problems stated above: a) the
change in the direction enables BP to update the heuristic function, b) due to the
adaptive way in which BP changes directions, it tends to solve the major part of the
problem in the direction, which best fits it.

4. BP’s Heuristic Functions
In order to test the efficiency of the bi-directional search strategy, we developed two,
relatively simple, domain independent heuristics functions that were embedded in the
BP planning system. The two heuristic functions are quite similar and are based on
exactly the same idea, but the first one is used for the progression module and the
other for the regression one. Note here, that both search modules of BP adopt a
weighted A* search strategy, where the total cost of a state S is calculated as:
w1*L(S)+w2*h(S). In this formula, L(S) is the number of steps needed to achieve state
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S starting from the Initial state (Goals in case of regression), h(S) is the value returned
by the heuristic function and w1 and w2 are user-defined constants.
4.1 The Progression Heuristic Function
The heuristic function used for the progression module is similar to the one of the
GRT planning system. The heuristic function is extracted from a leveled graph,
similar to the one built by GRAPHPLAN. The graph consists of all the subgoals of
the domain (the action levels of the GRAPHPLAN are omitted) that are generated
from the Initial state, tagging them with a number K, identifying the minimum
number of steps needed to generate them starting from the Goals.
The graph construction begins from the Goals of the problem (level 0) and
proceeds backwards adding iteratively a new level L with all the subgoals that are
generated by actions that are applicable at level L-1. An action A is applicable at level
L-1, if at least one add-effect of A exists in L-1. For each action A that is applicable at
level L-1, the algorithm computes a value V as the sum of the tags of all the facts in
add(A). The facts in its precondition list are then added at level L and tagged with V+1
if they have not already been tagged with a smaller value than V+1. The expansion of
the graph iterates until the graph reaches level LMAX, where no more subgoals can be
generated with a cost smaller than the one in its tags.
After the creation of the graph, which is done only once as long as the planner
does not change direction, the tags of the facts are used to produce estimates for the
distance between any state S in the domain and the goals, just by summing up the tags
of the facts in S.
4.2 The Regression Heuristic Function
As stated earlier in this section, the regression heuristic function is similar to the
progression one and just differs in the direction in which the graph is created. The
graph for the regression is built starting from the facts in the Initial state (level 0) and
proceeds forwards until it reaches a level LMAX, where no more facts can be added to
the graph with a cost smaller than the one in their tags. Here, an action A is applicable
at level L, if all the preconditions of A exist in L.
4.3 Refining the heuristic functions with Goal Ordering
Goal ordering for planning has been an active research topic over the last years and a
number of techniques have been successfully adopted by state-of-the-art planning
systems. The research so far has been focused on two tasks: a) how to automatically
extract as much information as possible about orderings among the goals of the
problem, with minimum computational cost and b) how to use this information during
planning. McCluskey and Porteous with their work on PRECEDE[12] proposed a
method for identifying goal orderings between pairs of atomic facts, based on direct
domain analysis. The more recent work of Koehler and Hoffman on GAM [8] have
resulted in two techniques for identifying goal orderings, one based on domain
analysis and another utilizing the information gained by the construction of a planning
graph. The simplest and yet quite effective orderings extracted by these techniques
have been described as reasonable orders and are based on the following idea:
“A pair of goals A and B can be ordered so that B is achieved before A if it isn’t
possible to reach a state in which A and B are both true, from a state in which A is
true, without having to temporarily destroy A.” [15].
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IPP [8] and FF[7] make use of reasonable orderings during planning through the
construction of a goal agenda that divides the goals into an ordered set of sub-goals.
The planners sequentially achieve the first sub-goal in the agenda, which has not yet
been achieved. Experimental results have shown that the use of the goal agenda yields
in significance improvement in terms of both planning time and plan quality.
BP adopts a slightly different method to compute reasonable orderings between
goals, which is based on mutual exclusions between facts of the domain. Since the
planner calculates the set of binary mutual exclusions, in order to use them for the
regression phase, the overhead imposed by the calculation of reasonable orderings is
negligible. Function OB (Ordered Before), which is outlined in Figure 2, is iteratively
ran on every pair of goals in order to identify the possible orderings between the goals
of the problem.
Function OB
Input: Goals a and b
Output: True (a should be ordered before b) or False
For each action O: a add(O)
begin
MutexPre=false
For each fact f: f prec(O)
If mx(b,f)=true MutexPre=true
If MutexPre = false return false
end
Return true

∈

∈

Figure 2: The OB Function
The orderings extracted by OB are used in the planning phase, in order to refine
the results of the heuristic functions and not to divide the goals into sub-sets. More
specifically, after the evaluation of a state S by one of the two heuristic functions, as
exemplified by sub-sections 4.1 and 4.2, BP searches state S for possible violations of
the goal orderings. Fact f of a state S is violating the goal ordering if:
f Goals and ∃ goal g: g S and OB(g,f)=true
For every ordering violation in state S, the estimated distance between S and the
Goals is increased by a constant number, since at a later point the ordering breaches
will have to destroyed and re-achieved after the correct ordering has been reinstated.

∈

5. Experimental Results
In order to test the efficiency of BP we implemented two additional planners: a) PMP
(Progression Module Planner), a progression planner using the progression module
and heuristic function of BP and b) RMP (Regression Module Planner), a regression
planner using the regression module and heuristic function of BP. The search modules
in PMP and RMP were slightly modified, so as to continue their search until a
solution is found. The three planning systems were tested on a large variety of
problems adopted by the recent AIPS-2000 planning competition.
The codes of the planners were based on the publicly available code of the
second version of GRT and were implemented in C++. All the tests were run on a
SUN ENTERPRISE 3000 parallel computer, with a SPARC-1 processor at 167 MHz
and 256 MB of RAM. The underlying operating system was SUN Solaris 2.6 and the
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programs were compiled by GNU C++ compiler. For the tests we have chosen the
following configuration for the three planners:
MAX_SOF_AGENDA=200, Init_Thr = 2, STEP = 2, w1=0.4 and w2=1.0.
The three planners (PMP, RMP and BP) were tested on all problems of the blocks
world, the logistics, the MIC-10 and the freecell domains used in the AIPS-00
planning competition. Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 present the results of the tests. Columns 1,2
and 3 present the number of steps of the plan found by each planner and the time needed
to solve the problem (in brackets). Note that short dashes mean that the problem could
not be solved within the 180 seconds limit in CPU time set on all planners. Plan lengths
written in bold note the minimum plan length found by the three planners. Note that due
to space limitations, tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 present only a part of the tested problems.
5.1 Blocks world
It is clear from table 1 that the specific problems favor regression planners. RMP was
able to solve 47% more problems than PMP producing in all problems shorter plans
in much less time, while BP presented results quite similar to RMP. Specifically, BP
solved 1 problem less than RMP, producing 16% longer plans, spending though 45%
less time on average. BP clearly outrivaled PMP, producing 67% shorter plans and
spending almost 20 times (1930%) less time on average.
5.2 Logistics
In the logistics problems the choice of planning direction didn’t seem to play a very
important role. RMP and BP solved more problems than PMP, but produced slightly
worse plans than the latter. Specifically, BP produced 3% longer plans than PMP but
solved 32% more problems in 7% less time on average. RPM solved the same number
of problems with BP and was quite faster (9%) than the latter. However the plans it
produced were 5% longer than those of BP.
Prob

PMP

4-0
5-0
6-0
6-2
7-0
7-1
7-2
8-1
8-2
9-1
9-2
10-1
10-2
11-0
11-1
11-2
12-0
12-1
13-1
14-0
14-1
17-0

6 (40)
12 (790)
42 (14790)
54 (15820)
44 (12930)
70 (13990)
106 (42890)
88 (27360)
18 (250)
62 (5270)
-

RMP

BP

6 (40)
6 (60)
12 (100)
12 (110)
12 (140)
18 (270)
24 (640)
22 (260)
20 (410)
22 (390)
22 (430)
24 (440)
20 (530)
22 (410)
20 (490)
30 (850)
16 (410)
16 (390)
30 (5150)
30 (3570)
26 (5130)
28 (1740)
38 (21350)
42 (7490)
- 114 (40200)
34 (4730)
78 (8490)
30 (2080)
- 220 (125030)
34 (5040)
48 (8680)
38 (18380)
38 (8170)
36 (5910)
50 (59280)

Table 1: Plan length and solution time
(in msec) for Blocks world problems
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Prob PMP

RMP

BP

4-0
5-0
6-0
7-1
8-0
9-1
10-0
12-0
13-1
14-0
14-1
15-0
15-1
16-0
16-1
17-0
17-1
18-1
19-1
20-0
20-1

23 (240)
32 (350)
33 (440)
51 (1340)
41 (1230)
34 (1230)
54 (3790)
51 (3820)
83 (17620)
78 (15490)
93 (20410)
95 (21480)
85 (20070)
109 (35820)
108 (40890)
116 (41350)
120 (45650)
101 (46410)
119 (70160)
127 (73580)
123 (66510)

20 (240)
27 (350)
28 (450)
50 (1830)
37 (1340)
32 (1320)
50 (5010)
45 (4960)
81 (24160)
79 (31140)
87 (30120)
106 (38620)
82 (24410)
112 (47130)
85 (16430)
114 (53130)
120 (85490)
102 (59810)
113 (89260)
138 (116440)
112 (33480)

20 (150)
27 (220)
25 (210)
62 (10730)
31 (640)
32 (590)
74 (29650)
45 (4590)
76 (5970)
112 (70170)
76 (20240)
83 (10330)
104 (90900)
110 (22620)

Table 2: Plan length and solution time
(in msec) for Logistics problems

5.3 MIC-10
MIC-10 is a domain that clearly favored progression planners, as shown by the
experimental results. RMP was unable to solve problems harder than s4-1, while PMP
and BP solved almost every problem of the domain. We tried to increase the size of
the planning agenda for RMP and as a result the planner was able to solve a few more
problems (up to s5-2) but this had a negative impact on planning time. Concerning the
other two planners, BP clearly outperformed PMP by solving 7.5% more problems in
35% less time on average and by producing 10% shorter plans.
5.4 Freecell
Like the logistics domain, freecell does not clearly favor a specific planning
direction. However PMP seemed to perform better than RMP and this is probably due
to the fact that there is too much implied information that is omitted from the goals. In
this domain BP solved 3 problems more than RMP and 2 less than PMP, producing
plans of lower quality (approx. 6% longer plans) than both RMP and PMP. However,
concerning planning time, BP clearly outperformed the other two, needing 35% less
time than PMP and 614% less time than RMP on average.
Prob

PMP

RMP

BP

Prob PMP

RMP

BP

S1-0
S3-0
S4-0
S10-0
S11-0
S12-0
S15-0
S17-0
S17-4
S18-4
S19-0
S19-2
S19-3
S19-4
S20-0
S20-1
S20-2
S20-3
S20-4

4 (0)
12 (40)
16 (100)
40 (1980)
41 (2400)
48 (4280)
60 (8710)
67 (12840)
65 (14280)
70 (16050)
74 (26090)
77 (21910)
84 (28640)
79 (23800)
-

4 (10)
10 (320)
-

4 (20)
11 (40)
15 (100)
36 (1390)
39 (1580)
41 (2500)
52 (5130)
62 (7880)
57 (8040)
62 (9140)
66 (11520)
64 (11990)
67 (12100)
66 (11570)
70 (16560)
71 (13450)
65 (12850)
72 (14770)
70 (15570)

2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
4-1
4-2
4-3
4-4
4-5
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4

9 (37660)
8 (34110)
8 (38860)
8 (32920)
9 (33770)
15 (88360)
19 (100650)
19 (90870)
13 (71910)
16 (83530)
21 (150020)
19 (127580)
-

11 (4240)
9 (4150)
9 (3940)
9 (4150)
11 (4390)
18 (43870)
19 (15000)
15 (10580)
13 (9990)
17 (19310)
28 (93750)
38 (86140)
24 (27880)
46 (152930)
39 (153630)

Table 3: Plan length and solution
time (in msec) for MIC-10 problems

9 (3920)
8 (3910)
8 (3510)
8 (4110)
9 (3930)
18 (18990)
17 (20190)
16 (30130)
15 (14950)
16 (38760)
27 (106590)
24 (25090)
28 (78620)
26 (67300)
30 (100620)
28 (159790)
29 (85080)

Table 4: Plan length and solution time
(in msec) for Freecell problems

6. Domain Analysis through Planning Graphs
The relaxed planning graphs built by the heuristic functions of BP, as described in
sections 4.1 and 4.2, can be used as a means for extracting valuable information about
the structure of the domain. This information can then be used in various ways, such
as a) removing redundant information from the definition of the problem and thus
cutting down the branching factor and b) identifying independent sub-goals that can
be solved in parallel.
6.1 Simplifying the Definition of the Problem
The simplification of the problem’s definition concerns facts of the Initial state that
are useless for the planning process. For example, in the logistics domain the Initial
state may contain facts noting the initial location of packages, which do not need to be
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moved. This information is present in the description of the world, for means of
completeness, but increases the branching factor of the problem with useless actions.
BP employs a simple but efficient method for eliminating useless facts from the
Initial state, which is based on the backward graph built by the progression heuristic
function. After the initial construction of the backward graph, the method eliminates
all the facts of the Initial state that do not appear in the graph. If a fact f does not
appear in the backward graph, there is no way to reach a state S where f S, by
regressing the Goals. This means that the facts added by the actions that have f in
their preconditions, are not present in the graph too and therefore f does not contribute
at all in the process of reaching the Goals of the problem. So it is safe to remove it
from the Initial state without jeopardizing completeness.
There is no actual overhead imposed by the above method, since the backward
graph is built by the progression heuristic function no matter if the method for
eliminating useless facts is applied or not. As far as the efficiency of the method is
concerned, the method is not complete, in the sense that it does not identify all the
forms of information that could be safely removed from the definition of the problem.
6.2 Identifying Independent Sub-Goals
Motivated by the results of the method for eliminating useless facts from the Initial
state, we developed a second method for identifying independent sub-goals that can
be solved in parallel. Given the definition of a problem <I,A,G>, the method
iteratively builds N (size of G) backward planning graphs, removing at each time one
of the goals in G. It follows from the method in the previous sub-section that if we
remove goal Gk from G, then the facts in I (noted as Ik), that do not appear in the
backward graph of G-{Gk,} are closely related to Gk and they are not needed for the
achievement of the rest of the goals. After the creation of the graphs, the algorithm
comes up with a number L of sets of the form <Ik,Gk>, which indicate that the set IK of
initial facts is only needed for the achievement of goal GK.
Consider, for example, a logistics problem with a city consisting of two locations
(airport and center), two trucks (tr1 and tr2) and three packages (P1, P2 and
P3) that have to be moved. The initial state and the goals of the problem are:

∈

I={at(P1,center),at(P2,center),at(P3,center),at(tr1,center),a
t(tr2,center)}
G={at(P1,airport),at(P2,airport),at(P3,center)}

The independent goals and the sub-sets of G used for the graphs are the following:
G1=at(P1,airport), G-{G1}={at(P2,airport),at(P3,center)}
G2=at(P2,airport), G-{G2}={at(P1,airport),at(P3,center)}
G3=at(P3,center), G-{G3}={at(P1,airport),at(P2,airport)}

The three subsets of the Initial state that are extracted from the backward graphs are
the following:
I1={at(P1,center)}
I2={at(P2,center)}
I3={at(P3,center)}

So the sets extracted by our method are the following:
S1=<{at(P1,center)}, at(P1,airport)>
S2=<{at(P2,center)}, at(P2,airport)>
S3=<{at(P3,center)}, at(P1,center)>

At a first step, these sets can be used for further elimination of redundant facts
from the problem’s definition. If for a given set <Ik,Gk>, the size of Ik is equal to 1 and
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Ik {Gk}, it is safe to remove Gk from G and Ik from I and discard <Ik,Gk>. This is
exactly the case with set S3 of the previous example, where it is obvious that fact
at(P3,center) could be safely removed from I and G.
The second use of the sets of the form <Ik,Gk> is for dividing G in sub-goals the
plans of which that can be combined in a parallel plan. The benefits of such a method
are: a) a speedup in the planning process since tackling each sub-problem
independently is usually easier than tackling the whole problem as one and b) a
parallel plan which will probably be executed in less time than any sequential one.
The first argument is also supported by experimental results. We developed a
planner, named BP-SP (Bi-directional Planner for Sub Problems), which uses the
above method for dividing the initial problem into a number of sub-problems and then
uses BP for solving the sub-problems sequentially. Supposing that we have L sets of
the form <Ik,Gk> and I and G are the initial state and the goals respectively, BP-SP
starts with the sub-problem <I’,A,G’> where:
L

I’ = I -

UI

k

, G’ = {G1}

k =2

If BP manages to solve <I’,A,G’> it will encounter a state S’ where G’ ⊆ S’. S’ will be
used for the next iteration of BP-SP to form the new sub-problem <I’’,A,G’’> as
follows:
I’’=S’-{G1} I2, G’’={G2}
This process is repeated L times and the overall plan returned by BP-SP is constructed
by concatenating the plans of the sub-problems.
The two planners (BP and BP-SP) were tested on all 80 logistics problems of the
AIPS-00 planning competition. BP-SP managed to solve 66 problems, 20 more than
BP, and it was almost 4 times faster on average. The resulted plans were
approximately 30% longer but this could be probably overcome by a planner utilizing
the fact that the sub-plans of BP-SP can be combined in a parallel plan. It lies in our
future plans, to enhance BP with the ability to handle parallel problems.

∪

7. Conclusions and Future Work
It is a generally accepted fact that there are certain domains or certain problems of
domains that can be tackled more efficiently by forward planners and others that can
be tackled more efficiently by backward ones. The matter of direction in planning is
an active field of research and yet no clear answer has been given to the question of
which direction should be generally preferred. This paper proposed BP, a hybrid
planning system that combines search in both directions. BP changes the search
direction in an adaptive way, which enables it to solve the major part of the problems
in the direction that best fits them.
BP has been tested on a variety of problems used in the AIPS-00 competition
and has been compared to two single-direction planners (a forward and a backward)
that utilize the same heuristic function and optimization techniques. Experimental
results have shown that BP has a stable performance on all domains, outperforming,
in general, both of the single-direction planners.
It is in our future plans to develop a more sophisticated heuristic function and
embody it in BP, along with several optimization techniques extracted from automatic
domain analysis. Our experience with BP has shown that a large amount of useful
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information can be extracted from the combination of planning graphs in both
directions and this information can be used to construct efficient optimization
techniques, such as the two methods discussed in section 6.
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Abstract. Heuristic search planning e ectively nds solutions for var-

ious benchmark planning problems, but since the estimates are either
not admissible or too weak, optimal solutions are found in rare cases
only. In contrast, heuristic pattern databases are known to signi cantly
improve lower-bound estimates for optimally solving challenging singleagent problems like the 24-Puzzle and Rubik's Cube.
This paper studies the e ect of pattern databases in the context of deterministic planning. Given a xed state description based on instantiated
predicates, we provide a general abstraction scheme to automatically
create admissible domain-independent memory-based heuristics for planning problems, where abstractions are found in factorizing the planning
space. We evaluate the impact of pattern database heuristics in A* and
hill climbing algorithms for a collection of benchmark domains.

1

Introduction

General propositional planning is PSPACE complete [3], but when tackling speci c benchmark planning instances, improving the solution quality usually reveals the intrinsic hardness of the problems. For example, plan existence of Logistic and Blocks World problem instances is polynomial, but minimizing the
solution lengths for these planning problems is NP-hard [11]. On the other hand
for some benchmark domains like Sokoban and Mystery even plan existence is
NP-hard. Therefore, we propose a planner that is able to nd optimal plans
and, if challenging planning problems call for exponential resources, the planner
approximates the optimal solution.

1.1 Optimal Planning Approaches
Graphplan [1] constructs a layered planning graph containing two types of nodes,

action nodes and proposition nodes. In each layer the preconditions of all operators are matched, such that Graphplan considers instantiated actions at speci c
points in time. Graphplan generates partially ordered plans to exhibit concurrent actions and alternates between two phases: graph extension to increase the
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search depth and solution extraction to terminate the planning process. Graphplan nds optimal parallel plans, but does not approximate solution lengths; it
simply exhausts the given resources.
Another optimal planning approach is symbolic exploration simulating a
breadth- rst search according to the binary encoding of planning states. The
operators unfold the initial state over time and an ecient theorem prover then
searches for a satisfying truth assignment. A Boolean formula ft describes the set
of states reachable in t steps. If ft contains a goal state, the problem is solvable
with the minimal t as the optimal solution length.
Two approaches have been proposed. Satplan [17] encodes the planning problem with a standard representation of Boolean formulae as a conjunct of clauses.
The alternative in the planner Mips [8] is to apply binary decision diagrams
(BDDs); a data structure providing a unique representation for Boolean functions [2]. The BDD planning approach is in fact reachability analysis in model
checking [4]. It applies to both deterministic and non-deterministic planning and
the generated plans are optimal in the number of sequential execution steps.
Usually, symbolic approaches cannot approximate except for recent preliminary
results with domain abstractions [15] and with symbolic best- rst search [6].
Though promising, the solution quality is not as good as in explicit search.
1.2

Heuristic Search Planning

Directed search is currently the most e ective approach in classical AI-planning:
four of ve honored planning systems in the general planning track of the AIPS2000 competition at least partially incorporate heuristic search. However, in
traversing the huge state spaces of all combinations of grounded predicates,
all planners rely on inadmissible estimates. The currently fastest deterministic
planner, FF [13], solves a relaxed planning problem for each state to compute
an inadmissible estimate. Furthermore, non-general pruning rules in FF such as
helpful action cuts and goal ordering cuts help to avoid plateaus and local optima
in the underlying hill-climbing algorithm. Completeness in undirected problem
graphs is achieved by breadth- rst searching improvements for the estimate and
by omitting pruning in case of backtracks. Nevertheless, the daunting problem for
FF are directed problem graphs with dead-ends from which its move committing
hill-climbing algorithm cannot recover.
The best admissible estimate that has been applied to planning is the maxpair heuristic [10] implemented in the HSP planner. However, even by sacri cing
optimality due to scaling, in AIPS-2000 this estimate was too weak to compete with the FF-heuristic. Moreover, own experiments with an improvement to
max-pair according to a minimum matching on a graph weighted with fact-pair
solution lengths were discouraging.
This paper proposes a pre-computed admissible heuristic that easily outperforms max-pair and by scaling the in uence of the heuristic even the state-ofthe-art FF-heuristic is beaten. To build the database we exhaustively search
all state-to-goal distances in tractable abstractions of the planning state-space
that serve as lower bound estimates for the overall problem. After studying the
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pattern database framework, we present experiments with a sizable number of
benchmark planning problems of AIPS-1998 and AIPS-2000 and draw concluding remarks.
2

Planning Space Representation

For the sake of simplicity we concentrate on the STRIPS formalism [9], in which
each operator is de ned by a precondition list P , an add list A, and a delete list
D, but the presented approach can be extended to various problem description
languages which can be parsed into a xed state encoding. We refer to state
descriptions and lists as sets/conjuncts of grounded predicates also called facts
or atoms. This is not a limitation since all state-of-the-art planners perform
grounding; either prior to the search or on the y.
De nition 1. Let F be the set of grounded predicates and O be a set of grounded
STRIPS operators. The result S 0 of an operator o = (P; A; D) 2 O applied to
a state S  F is de ned as S 0 = (S n D) [ A in case P  S . Inverse STRIPS

operators o

1

are given by o 1 = ((P n D) [ A; D; A).

We exemplify our considerations in the Blocks World domain of AIPS-2000,
speci ed with the four operators pick-up, put-down, stack, and unstack. For
example, the grounded operator (pick-up a) is de ned as

P = f(clear a); (ontable a); (handempty)g,
A = f(holding a)g, and
D = f(ontable a), (clear a); (handempty)g
The goal of the instance 4-1 is de ned by f(on d c),(on c a),(on a b)g
and the initial state is given by f(clear b) (ontable d), (on b c), (on c a),
(on a d)g. The rst step to construct a pattern database is a domain analysis

prior to the search. The output are mutex groups of mutually exclusive facts.
In every state (reachable from the initial state), exactly one of the atoms in
each group will be true. In general this construction is not unique such that we
minimize the state description length over all possible partitionings as proposed
for the MIPS planning system [7]. In the example problem we nd the following
nine mutex-groups.
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

G1 = f(on c a); (on d a); (on b
G2 = f(on a c); (on d c); (on b
G3 = f(on a d); (on c d); (on b
G4 = f(on a b); (on c b); (on d
G5 = f(ontable a); trueg,
G6 = f(ontable c); trueg,
G7 = f(ontable d); trueg,
G8 = f(ontable b); trueg, and
G9 = f(handempty); trueg,

; (clear
; (clear
; (clear
; (clear

a)
c)
d)
b)

; (holding
; (holding
; (holding
; (holding

a)
c)
d)
b)

g,
g,
g,
g,

a)
c)
d)
b)
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where true refers to the situation, when none of the other atoms is present
in a given state description.

De nition 2. Let G = fG1; : : : ; Gk g with Gi  F [ ftrueg for i 2 f1; : : : ; kg
be the set of mutex groups, i.e. fi 6= fj for fi 2 Gi nftrueg and fj 2 Gj nftrueg.
A state is a conjunct f1 ^ : : : ^ fk of facts fi 2 Gi , i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. All represented
states span the planning space1 P .
3

Pattern Databases

A recent trend in single-agent search is to calculate the estimate with heuristic
pattern databases (PDBs) [5]. The idea is to generate heuristics that are de ned
by distances in space abstractions. PDB heuristics are consistent2 and have
been e ectively applied to solve challenging (n2 1)-Puzzles [19] and Rubik's
Cube [18]. In the (n2 1)-Puzzle a pattern is a collection of tiles and in Rubik's
Cube either a set of edge-cubies or a set of corner-cubies is selected.
For all of these problems the construction of the PDB has been implemented
problem-dependently, i.e. by manual input of the abstraction for the puzzles and
its storage by suitable perfect hash functions. In contrast, we apply the concept of
PDBs to general problem-independent planning and construct pattern databases
fully automatically.

3.1 State Abstractions
State space abstractions in the context of PDBs are concisely introduced in [12]:
A state is a vector of xed length and operators are conveniently expressed
by label sets, e.g. an operator mapping hA; B; i to hB; A; i corresponds to a
transposition of the rst two elements for any state vector of length three. The
state space is the transitive closure of the seed state S0 and the operators O. A
domain abstraction is de ned as a mapping  from one label set L to another
label set K with jK j < jLj such that states and operators can be simpli ed by
reducing the underlying label set. A state space abstraction of the search problem
hS0 ; O; Li is denoted as h(S0 ); (O); K i. In particular, the abstraction mapping
is non-injective such that the abstract space (which is the image of the original
state space) is therefore much smaller than the original space.
The framework in [12] only applies to certain kinds of permutation groups,
where in our case the abstract space is obtained in a more general way, since
abstraction is achieved by projecting the state representation.
1
The planning space P is in fact smaller than the set of subsets of grounded predicates,
2

but includes the set of states reachable from the initial state.
Consistent heuristic estimates ful ll ( ) ( ) + ( )  0 for each edge ( )
in the underlying, possibly weighted, problem graph. They yield monotone merits
( ) = ( ) + ( ) on generating paths with weight ( ). Admissible heuristics
are lower bound estimates which underestimate the goal distance for each state.
Consistent estimates are indeed admissible.
h v

f u
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g u
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De nition 3. Let F be the set of grounded predicates. A planning space abstraction  is a mapping from F to F [ ftrueg such that for each group G
either for all f 2 G : (f ) = f or for all f 2 G : (f ) = true:
Since planning states are interpreted as conjuncts of facts,  can be extended
to map each planning state of the original space P to one in the abstract space
A. In the example problem instance we apply two planning space abstractions
odd and even . The mapping odd assigns all atoms in groups of odd index to
the trivial value true and, analogously, even maps all uents in groups with
even index value to true. All groups not containing a atoms in the goal state are
also mapped to true3. In the example, the goal is partitioned into even (G) =
f(on c a)g and odd (G) = f(on a b); (on d c)g, since the groups G4 to G9
are not present in the goal description.
Abstract operators are de ned by intersecting their precondition, add and
delete lists with the set of non-reduced facts in the abstraction. This accelerates
the construction of the pattern table, since several operators simplify.
De nition 4. Let  be a planning space abstraction and  (S1 ; S2 ) be the graphtheoretical shortest path between to two states S1 and S2 in A. Furthermore, let
S0 be the start and St be the set of goal states in P . A planning pattern database
(PDB) according to  is a set of pairs, with the rst component being an abstract
planning state S and the second component being the minimal solution length in
the abstract problem space, i.e.,
PDB() = f(S; (S; (St ))) j S 2 Ag:
PDB() is calculated in a breadth- rst traversal starting from the set of goals
in applying the inverse of the operators. Two facts about PDBs are important.
When reducing the state description length n to n with 0 < < 1 the state
space and the search tree shrinks exponentially; e.g. 2n bit vectors correspond
to an abstract space of 2 n elements.
The second observation is that once the pattern database is calculated, accessing the heuristic estimate is fast by a simple table lookup (cf. Section 3.3).
Moreover, PDBs can be re-used for the case of di erent initial states. PDB (even )
and PDB (odd ) according to the abstractions even and odd of our example
problem are depicted in Table 1. Note that there are only three atoms present
in the goal state such that one of the pattern databases only contains patterns
of length one. Abstraction even corresponds to G1 and odd corresponds to the
union of G2 and G4 .
3.2 Disjoint Pattern Databases

Disjoint pattern databases add estimates according to di erent abstractions such
that the accumulated estimates still provide a lower bound heuristic.
3

To include mutex-groups into PDB calculations which are not present in the goal
state, we may generate all possible instances for the fact set. In fact, this is the
approach that is applied in our implementation.
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((clear a),1)
((holding a),2)
((on b a),2)
((on d a),2)

Table 1.

((on d c)(clear b),1) ((on a b)(clear c),1)
((on d c)(holding b),2) ((clear c)(clear b),2)
((on d c)(on d b),2)
((on a b)(holding c),2)
((on a c)(on a b) ,2) ((clear c)(holding b),3)
((clear b)(holding c),3) ((on a c)(clear b),3)
((on d b)(clear c),3) ((holding c)(holding b),4)
((on b c)(clear b),4) ((on a c)(holding b),4)
((on c b)(clear c),4) ((on d b)(holding c),4)
((on a c)(on d b),4)
((on b c)(holding b),5)
((on a b)(on b c),5)
((on d b)(on b c),5)
((on c b)(holding c),5) ((on a c)(on c b),5)
((on c b)(on d c),5)

Pattern databases PDB (even ) and PDB (odd) for the example problem.

De nition 5. Two pattern databases PDB(1 ) and PDB(2 ) are disjoint, if the
sum of respective heuristic estimates always underestimates the overall solution
length, i.e., 1 (1 (S ); 1 (St )) + 2 (2 (S ); 2 (St ))  (S; St ); 8S 2 P :
PDBs are not always disjoint. Suppose that a goal contains two atoms p1
and p2 , which are in groups 1 and 2, respectively, and that an operator o makes
both p1 and p2 true. Then, the distance under abstraction 1 is 1 (because the
abstraction of o will make p2 in group 2 true in one step) and the distance under
2 is also 1 (for the same reason). But the distance in the original search space
is also 1.
De nition 6. An independent abstraction set I is a set of group indices such
that no operator a ects both atoms in groups in I and atoms in groups that are
not in I . The according abstraction I that maps all atom groups not in I to
true is called an independent abstraction.
Theorem 1. A partition of the groups into independent abstractions sets yields
disjoint pattern databases.
Proof. Each operator changes information only within groups of a given partition
and an operator of the abstract planning space contributes one to the overall
estimate only if it changes facts in available fact groups. Therefore, by adding
the solution lengths of di erent abstract spaces each operator on each path is
counted at most once.
For some domains like Logistics operators act locally according to any partition into groups so that the precondition of Theorem 1 is trivially ful lled.
3.3 Perfect Hashing

PDBs are implemented as a (perfect) hash table with a table lookup in time
linear to the abstract state description length.
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According to the partition into groups a perfect hashing function is de ned
selected groups in the current abstraction
as follows. Let Gi1 ; Gi2 ; : : : ; Gik be the Q
and o set(k) be de ned as o set(k) = kl=1 Gil 1 with Gi0 = 1. Furthermore,
let group(f ) and position(f ) be the group index and the position in the group of
fact f , respectively. Then the perfect hash value hash(S ) of state S is
X
hash(S ) =
position(f ) o set(group(f )):
j

f 2S

j

j

j



Since perfect hashing uniquely determines an address for the state S , S can be
reconstructed given hash(S ) by extracting all corresponding group and position
information that de ne the facts in S . Therefore, we establish a good compression ratio, since each state in the queue for the breadth- rst search traversal
only consumes one integer. The breadth- rst-search queue is only needed for
construction and the resulting PDB is a plain integer array of size o set(k + 1)
encoding the distance values for the corresponding states, initialized with for
patterns that are not encountered. Some states are not generated, since they are
not reachable, but the above scheme is more time and space ecient than ordinary hashing storing the uncompressed state representation. Since small integer
elements consume only a few bytes, on current machines we may generate PDBs
of a hundred million entries and more.
1

3.4

Clustering

In the simple example planning problem the combined sizes of groups and the
total size of the generated pattern databases PDB (even ) and PDB (odd ) di er
considerably. Since we perform a complete exploration in the generation process,
in larger examples the requirements in time and space resources for computing
PDBs might be exhausted. Therefore, an automatic way to nd a suitable balanced partition according to given memory limitations is required. Instead of a
bound on the total size of all PDBs together, we globally limit the size of each
pattern database, which is in fact the number of expected states. The restriction
is not crucial, since the number of di erent pattern databases is small in practice.
The threshold is the parameter to tune the quality of the estimate. Obviously,
large threshold values yield optimal estimates in small problem spaces.
We are confronted with a Bin-Packing variant: Given the sizes of groups, the
task is to nd the minimal number of pattern databases such that the sizes do
not exceed a certain threshold value. Notice that the group sizes are multiplied
in order to estimate the search space size. However, the corresponding encoding
lengths add up. Bin-Packing is NP-hard in general, but good approximation
algorithms exist. In our experiments we applied the best- t strategy.
4

Results

All experimental results were produced on a Linux PC, Pentium III CPU with
800 MHz and 512 MByte. We chose the most ecient domain-independent planners as competitors. In Logistics, the program FF is chosen for comparison and
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Fig. 1. Time performances and numbers of expansions of A* and hill climbing in the
Logistics domain with respect to the PDB and FF heuristic on a logarithmic scale.
PDB construction time is included in the overall search time.

in Blocks World, the pattern database approach is compared to the optimal
planner Mips.
4.1

Logistics

We applied PDBs to Logistics and solved the entire problem set of AIPS-2000.
The largest problem instance includes 14 trucks located in one of three locations
of the 14 cities. Together with four airplanes the resulting state space has a
size of about 314 144 6042 8 84223 1085 states. All competing planners
that have solved the entire benchmark problem suite are (enforced) hill-climbers
with a variant of the FF heuristic and the achieved results have about the same
characteristics [14]. Therefore, in Table 1 we compare the PDB approach with
the FF-heuristic. In the enforced hill climbing algorithm we allow both planners
to apply branching cuts, while in A* we scale the in uence of the heuristic with a
factor of two. The e ects of scaling are well-known [22]: weightening A* possibly
results in non-optimal solution, but the search tends to succeed much faster. In
the AIPS-2000 competition, the scaling factor 2 has enhanced the in uence of
the max-pair heuristic in the planner HSP. However, even with this improvement
it solves only a few problems of this benchmark suite.
The characteristics of the PDB and FF heuristics in Figure 1 are quite different. The number of expanded nodes is usually larger for the former one but
the run time is much shorter. A* search with PDBs outperforms FF with hill
climbing and branching cuts. The savings are about two orders of magnitude
with respect to FF and A* and one order of magnitude with respect to FF and
hill climbing, while the e ect for the number of expansions is the exact opposite.
In the example set the average time for a node expansion in PDB-based planning
is smaller by about two orders of magnitude compared to FF.
On the other hand, in larger problem instances enforced hill climbing according to the PDB heuristic generates too many nodes to be kept in main
memory. In a few seconds the entire memory resources were exhausted. This
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Fig. 2. Overall and magni ed solution quality of A* and enforced hill climbing in the
Logistics domain with respect to to the PDB and FF heuristic.

suggests applying memory limited search algorithm like thresholding in IDA*
and alternative hashing strategies to detect move transpositions in high search
depths.
We summarize that hill climbing is better suited to the FF heuristic while
weighted A* seems to perform better with PDBs. The solution qualities are about
the same as Figure 2 deptics. Even magni cation to larger problem instances fails
to establish a clear-cut winner.
4.2

Blocks World

Achieving approximate solutions in Blocks World is easy; 2-approximations run
in linear time [24]. Moreover, di erent domain-dependent cuts drastically reduce
the search space. Hence, TALPlanner [20] with hand-coded cuts and FF with hill
climbing, helpful action and goal ordering cuts nd good approximate solutions
to problems with fty Blocks and more. FF using enforced hill climbing without
cuts is misguided by its heuristic, backtracks and tends to get lost in local optima
far away from the goal. We concentrate on optimal solutions for this domain.
Since any n-Tower con guration is reachable from the initial state state, the
state space grows exponentially in n, and indeed, optimizing Blocks World is
NP-hard. Graphplan is bounded to about 9 blocks and no optimal heuristic
search engine achieves a better performance, e.g. HSP with max-pair is bounded
to about 6-7 blocks. Model checking engines like BDD exploration in Mips and
iterative Boolean satis ability checks in Satplan are best in this domain and
optimally solve problems with up to 12-13 blocks. Table 3 depicts that PDBs
are competitive and that the solution lengths match.
Moreover, better scaling in time seems to favor PDB exploration. However,
in both approaches space consumption is more crucial than time. In the bidirectional symbolic breadth- rst search engine of Mips the BDD sizes grow very
rapidly and large pattern databases with millions of entries still lead to millions
of node expansions. When searching for optimal solutions to 13-block benchmark
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Fig. 3. Time performance and solution quality of BDD expoloration and optimal PDB
planning in Blocks World. PDB construction time is included in the overall search time.

problems this thrashes the memory resources in both planning approaches. In
summary, optimal solving Blocks World is still hard for general planning engines.

4.3 Other Domains
Gripper (AIPS-1998) spans an exponentially large but well-structured search
space such that greedy search engines nds optimal solutions. On the other
hand, Gripper is known to be hard for Graphplan. Both FF with hill-climbing
and cuts and PDB with weighted A* nd optimal solutions in less than a second.
Like Logistics, the NP-hard [11] Mystery domain (AIPS-1998) is a transportation domain on a road map. Trucks are moving around this map and packages are being carried by the mobiles. Additionally, various capacity and fuel
constraints have to be satis ed. Mystery is particularly dicult for heuristic
search planning, since some of the instances contain a very high portion of undetected dead-ends [14]. In contrast to the most e ective heuristic search planner
GRT [23], the PDB planning algorithm does not yet incorporate manual reformulation based on explicit representation of resources. However, experiments
show that PDB search is competitive: problems 1-3, 9, 11, 17, 19, 25-30 were optimally solved in less then 10 seconds, while problem 15 and 20 required about 5
and 2 minutes, respectively. At least problem 4,7, and 12 are not solvable. Time
performance and the solution qualities are better than in [23] Scaling reduces the
number of node expansion in some cases but has not solved any new problem.
The start position of Sokoban consists of a selection of balls within a maze and
a designated goal area into which the balls have to be moved. A man, controlled
by the puzzle solver, can traverse the board and push balls onto adjacent empty
squares. Sokoban has been proven to be PSPACE complete and spans a directed
search space with exponentially many dead-ends, in which some balls cannot be
placed onto any goal eld [16]. Therefore, hill climbing will eventually encounter a
dead-end and fail. Only overall search schemes like A*, IDA* or best- rst prevent
the algorithm from getting trapped. In our experiments we optimally solved all
52 automatically generated problems [21] in less than ve seconds each. The
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screens were compiled to PDDL with a one-to-one ball-to-goal mapping so that
some problems become unsolvable. Since A* is complete we correctly establish
unsolvability of 15 problems in the test set. Note that the instances span state
spaces much smaller than the 90 problem suite considered in [16] with problems
currently too dicult to be solved with domain independent planning.
As expected, additional results in Sokoban highlight that in contrast to the
PDB-heuristic, the FF-heuristic, once embedded in A*, yields good but not
optimal solutions. BDD exploration in Mips does nd optimal solutions, but for
some instances it requires over a hundred seconds for completion.
5

Conclusion

Heuristic search is currently the most promising approach to tackle huge problem
spaces but usually does not yield optimal solutions. The aim of this paper is to
apply recent progress of heuristic search in nding optimal solutions to planning
problems by devising an automatic abstraction scheme to construct pre-compiled
pattern databases.
Our experiments show that pattern database heuristics are very good admissible estimators. Once calculated our new estimate will be available in constant
time since the estimate of a state is simply retrieved in a perfect hash table by
projecting the state encoding. We will investigate di erent pruning techniques
to reduce the large branching factors in planning. There are some known general pruning techniques such as FSM pruning [25], Relevance Cuts and Pattern
Searches [16] that should be addressed in the near future.
Although PDB heuristics are admissible and calculated beforehand, their
quality can compete with the inadmissible FF-heuristic that solves a relaxed
planning problem for every expanded state. The estimates are available in a
simple table lookup, and, in contrast to the FF-heuristic, A* nds optimal solutions. Weighting the estimate helps to cope with dicult instances for approximate solutions. Moreover, PDB heuristics in A* can handle directed problem
spaces and prove unsolvability results.
One further important advantage of PDB heuristics is the possibility of a
symbolic implementation. Due to the representational expressiveness of BDDs,
a breadth- rst search (BFS) construction can be completed with respect to larger
parts of the planning space for a better quality of the estimate. The exploration
yields a relation (estimate state) represented with a set of Boolean variables
encoding the BFS-level and a set of variables encoding the state. Algorithm
BDDA*, a symbolic version of A*, integrates the symbolic representation of
the estimate [6]. Since PDBs lead to consistent heuristics the number of iterations in the BDDA* algorithms is bounded by the square of the solution length.
Moreover, symbolic PDBs can also be applied to explicit search. The heuristic
estimate for a state can be determined in time linear to the encoding length.
H

;
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Goal Ordering Heuristi
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Abstra t. Forward haining is a popular strategy for solving lassi al
planning problems and a number of re ent su essful planners exploit it.
To su eed, a forward haining algorithm must arefully sele t its next
a tion. In this paper, we introdu e a forward haining algorithm that
sele ts its next a tion using heuristi s that ombine ba kward regression
and goal ordering te hniques. Ba kward regression helps the algorithm
fo us on a tions that are relevant to the a hievement of the goal. Goal
ordering te hniques strengthens this ltering property, for ing the forward sear h pro ess to onsider a tions that are relevant at the urrent
stage of the sear h pro ess. One of the key features of our planner is
its dynami appli ation of goal ordering te hniques: we apply them on
the main goal as well as on all the derived sub-goals. We ompare the
performan e of our planner with ff { the winner of the AIPS'00 planning ompetition { on a number of well-known and novel domains. We
show that our planner is ompetitive with ff, outperforming it on more
omplex domains in whi h sub-goals are typi ally non-trivial.

List of keywords: forward haining, ba kward regression, goal ordering,
relaxed problem

1

Introdu tion

Forward haining is a popular strategy for solving lassi al planning problems.
Early planning systems, su h as GPS [12℄, used forward haining but were qui kly
over ome by regression-based methods su h as partial-order planning [17℄ and,
more re ently, Graphplan [2℄. These methods were viewed as more informed, or
fo used. However, with the aid of appropriate heuristi fun tions, re ent forwardhaining algorithms [3, 6℄ have been able to outperform other planners on many
domains.
To su eed, a forward- haining planner must be informed in its sele tion of
a tions. Ideally, the a tion hosen at the urrent state must bring us loser to
the goal state. To a hieve this goal, re ent forward- haining planners use new,
improved heuristi fun tions in whi h regression te hniques play an important
role. The idea of ba kward regression through forward haining was rst expli itly stated by M Dermott [13℄. It was impli itly used in GPS and ff [6℄ and in its
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more general form in Graphplan and its des endants [2, 9, 11℄ (as a polynomial
stru ture onstru ted in a dire tion opposite to the main sear h dire tion). It
was used also in [1℄ for relevan e omputation.
In this paper we extend regression-based relevan e ltering te hniques with
a dynami goal-ordering heuristi s. This results in a planning algorithm { ro
(Regression + Goal-Ordering) { that has a better han e of hoosing a tions that
are relevant and timely. The ba kward regression heuristi s used in our planner
is somewhat similar to the one used in GPS. That is, we onstru t a sequen e of
subgoals, where the rst subgoal is the main goal and the last subgoal is satis ed
in the urrent state. The di eren e between ro and previous algorithms is in
the way this subgoal sequen e is generated. More spe i ally, given the urrent
subgoal in the onstru ted sequen e, the next subgoal is omputed as follows:
we sele t the proposition that we believe should be a hieved rst in the urrent
subgoal { we use a goal ordering heuristi s to make this sele tion. Then, we
sele t an a tion that has this proposition as an add-e e t. Finally, we add the
pre onditions of this hosen a tion to the beginning of the onstru ted sequen e.
Thus, we have a ombination of a ba kward regression method with a goal
ordering te hnique, where the ordering is omputed dynami ally for all subgoals
of the sequen e of goals generated by the ba kward regression pro ess.
The ombination of ba kward regression with goal ordering is based on the
following intuition: One of the main goals of ba kward sear h in the ontext of
forward haining algorithm is to avoid onsidering irrelevant a tions. [1℄. However, when a relevant a tion is inserted in an inappropriate pla e in the plan,
we either obtain a plan that is longer than ne essary or we must perform expensive ba ktra king. By ordering subgoals, we strengthen the ltering property
of ba kward regression and redu e the need for ba ktra king be ause we for e
the forward haining pro ess to onsider a tions that are relevant at the urrent
stage of the sear h pro ess.
Typi ally, goal ordering is done for the original goal only, and prior to the
initiation of sear h { it is stati in nature. Next, the problem is divided into
smaller subproblems, ea h of whi h an be solved separately [12, 10℄. Dynami
ordering of propositions is often seen in CSP problems. It was used in the ontext
of Graphplan's ba kward sear h, viewed as a CSP problem, in [8℄. This paper
is among the rst to use dynami goal ordering in the planning pro ess, and the
parti ular dynami goal ordering approa h we introdu e here is the main novel
ontribution of this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 provides a short review of related work. Se tion 3 des ribes the proposed algorithm. In Se tion 4
we provide an empiri al omparison between our planner and the winner of the
AIPS 2000 planning ompetition, ff [6℄. The main on lusion of our experimental analysis is that ro is ompetitive with ff, outperforming it on domains in
whi h the subproblems obtained after ordering the top level goal are non-trivial.
Finally, Se tion 5 on ludes this paper.
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2

Related Work

In this se tion we provide a short review of forward sear h algorithms and goal
ordering methods and their use in planning. This will help provide some of the
ne essary ba kground and will pla e this work in its proper ontext.
2.1

Re ent forward sear h algorithms

hsp The hsp algorithm [3℄ is a forward haining algorithm without ba ktra k.
Ea h step, the a tion leading to the state with minimal approximated distan e to the goal is hosen. This distan e is approximated by solving a relaxed
problem in whi h the delete e e ts of all a tions were removed. Given this relaxed problem, we approximate the distan e from the urrent state ur to a
state s using the sum (or maximum) of the weights of the propositions that
hold in s. The weight of a proposition p is 0 if it belongs to ur. Otherwise,
weight(p) = minall a ts a hieving p 1 + dist(pre ond(a t)), i.e., one more than
the minimal distan e of the set of pre onditions of a tions that a hieve p.
ff ff (Fast Forward) [6℄ is a forward sear h algorithm that sele ts an a tion
at ea h step using an approximated distan e measure. The distan e from the
urrent state to the goal is approximated by the plan length for a hieving the goal
in a relaxed problem indu ed by the urrent problem. ff uses Graphplan to
solve the relaxed problem. Be ause the relaxed problem does not have del-e e ts,
there are no mutually ex lusive pairs of propositions and a tions in the problem.
Therefore, it an be solved in polynomial time. To make the measure nearoptimal, various heuristi s for de reasing the length of the extra ted solution
are applied.
The algorithm applies breadth- rst sear h from the urrent state s until it
nds a state s that has a stri tly better value. The ordering te hnique from [10℄,
des ribed below, is applied to make ff more e e tive. ff won the AIPS 2000
planning ompetition.
0

2.2

Goal ordering methods

There has been mu h work on goal ordering methods and their use in planning.
Most of this work addresses the following four questions
1. How to order two propositions? [7, 10, 8℄
2. How to derive a total order on propositions given an ordering on all pairs of
propositions? [10℄
3. How to use a total order on goal propositions in planning? [12, 10, 8℄
4. How to in orporate propositions that are not in the top-level goal into the
goal order? [14℄
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For our purpose, the rst and the third questions are the most relevant.
An interesting lassi ation of methods determining the order between two
given propositions is introdu ed in [7℄. A ording to it, we may on lude that
p < q if at least one of the following onditions holds.
1.
2.

To a hieve q we must a hieve p
When a hieving p we destroy q if it existed in some previous state. An example of goal lobbering is the pair of propositions on(1; 2)
and on(2; 3) in the Blo ksWorld problem. on(2; 3) has to be a hieved before
on(1; 2), be ause on(1; 2) is destroyed in the pro ess of a hieving on(2; 3)
3. Pre ondition violation. A hievement of q makes a hievement of p impossible (dead-end).
Goal subsumption.
Goal

lobbering.

Two riteria for ordering propositions based on the prin iple of goal lobbering are given in [10℄. A modi ed version of the rst of them is used is the
proposed algorithm and des ribed in detail in the next se tion.
A widespread method for using a goal ordering in planning is to iteratively
apply the planning algorithm to a hieve in reasing subsets of the goal. For example if we have a goal ordering(p1 ; :::; pn ), then rst we try to a hieve a state s1
in whi h fp1 g holds, starting at the initial state. Next, we try to a hieve fp1 ; p2 g
starting at s1 , et . The last plan a hieves the required goal from s1 ; : : : ; sn 1 .
By on atenating the resulting plans, we get a omplete plan.
3

Algorithm des ription.

We now pro eed to des ribe the ro planning algorithm. In Se tion 3.1 we des ribe the algorithm and its a tion sele tion heuristi . In Se tion 3.2 we provide
more details on some of the subroutines used during a tion sele tion. In Se tion
3.3, we dis uss some optimization implemented in the urrent version of ro.
Finally, in Se tion 3.4., we demonstrate the work of RO on a running example.
3.1

The Proposed Algorithm and its A tion Sele tion Heuristi

ro is a forward haining planner with hronologi al ba ktra king. It re eives a
domain des ription as input and an integer n denoting sear h-depth limit (the
default value of n is 2000).
The rst step of ro is to ompute some data that will be useful during
the sear h pro ess. In parti ular ro onstru ts an approximated set of pairs of
mutually ex lusive propositions. It is known that exa t omputation of all mutual
ex lusive pairs of pre onditions is not less hard than the planning problem [2℄.
Therefore, only approximation algorithms are a eptable in this ase. RO obtains
an approximate set of mutual ex lusive pairs as the omplement of a set of
rea hable pairs whi h is found by a modi ation of Rea hable-2 algorithm [4℄.
Next, a standard depth- rst sear h with hronologi al ba ktra king is performed (Figure 1). (Note, that to obtain the desired plan, we have to run this
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fun tion on the initial state and the empty plan). The heart of this algorithm is
the heuristi sele tion of a tion that will be appended to the urrent plan (line
5). This heuristi s is based on ba kward sear h without ba ktra ks (ba kward
regression). The depth of this regression phase, MaxDeep,is a parameter of the
planner (the default value of MaxDeep is 50). The ode of this pro edure is
given in Figure 2.
As we an see from the ode in Figure 2, this pro edure builds a sequen e
of subgoals, starting with the main (i.e., original) goal as its rst element. At
ea h iteration, the urrent (last) subgoal in this sequen e is pro essed as follows:
its propositions are ordered (line 2) and the minimal proposition that is not
satis ed in the urrent state (the required proposition) is sele ted (line 3).
Next, an a tion a hieving this proposition is hosen (line 4). If this a tion is
feasible in the urrent state, it is returned. Otherwise, the set of pre onditions
of this a tion is appended to the subgoal sequen e be oming the new urrent
subgoal, and the pro ess is repeated.
We see that ro ombines goal ordering and ba kward regression te hniques:
ea h time a new subgoal is sele ted, its propositions are ordered, and this ordering is used to sele t the next a tion for the regression pro ess. This ombination
is the main novel ontribution of this work.
C omputeP lan(C urState; n; C urP lan)

1. For

i

= 1 to

N um F easible Do

//N um

F easible

is the number of a tions feasible in

the urrent state
2.

Begin



3.

If Goal

4.

If n = 0 then return FAIL

5.

a t

:=

C urState

then return

C urP lan

Ba kwardReg (C urGoal; M axDeep)

//this fun tion hooses an a tion whi h

was not hosen before
6.

N ewC urState

:=

apply (C urState; a t)

7.

N ewC urP lan

:=

append(C urP lan; a t)

8.

Answer

9.

If Answer is not FAIL then return (Answer )

10.

End

=

C omputeP lan(N ewC urState; n

1; N ewC urP lan)

11. Return FAIL
Fig. 1. The main algorithm

3.2

Auxiliary pro edures for the proposed forward sear h heuristi s

In this se tion, we des ribe two auxiliary pro edures (lines 2 and 4 of the
fun tion). The rst orders the propositions of a given subgoal.
The se ond nds an a tion a hieving the given proposition and satisfying some
additional onstraints.
Goal ordering is based on a number of riteria. The main riterion is a modi ed version of the Graphplan riterion from [10℄. This riterion is mentioned

Ba kwardReg
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Ba kwardReg (C urGoal; M axDeep)

1. If

M axDeep

= 0 Choose randomly an a tion feasible in the

urrent step that was not

hosen before, and return it
2. Order propositions of
3.

Let

C urGoal

n

C urGoal

be

C urP rop

the

4. Choose an a tion
in the

the

C urGoal,

whi h

is

minimal

a t

a hieving

C urP rop

that was not hosen before in the

hoose su h an a tion, then

is feasible in the

N ewC urGoal

8. Return(Ba

urrent state then return

a t

be the set of pre onditions of

a t

kwardReg (N ewC urGoal; M axDeep

Fig. 2. The Main Heuristi

C urState.

1))

of the Algorithm

in 2.2. It states that for two propositions p and q , p must be a hieved before
if every a tion a hieving p on i ts with q . The modi ed version used here
states that p must be a hieved before q if the per ent of a tions on i ting with
q among a tions a hieving p is more than the per ent of a tions on i ting with
p among a tions a hieving q .
q

Thus, if for two given propositions p and q the \ han e"that q will be destroyed while a hieving p is higher than the \ han e" that p will be destroyed
while a hieving q , it is preferable to a hieve p before q . The original version
of this riterion was derived from analysis of problems su h as Blo ksWorld,
HanoiTower and so on, where it is dire tly appli able. The proposed modi ation of this method extends its appli ability. For example it is appli able for
many Logisti s-like problem.
Intuitively, the a tion sele tion fun tion uses the following rule: Sele t an
a tion that an be the last a tion in a plan a hieving the required proposition
from the urrent state. In parti ular, the a tion sele tion fun tion performs three
steps. First, it omputes the relevant set whi h ontains the required proposition and all propositions that are mutually ex lusive with it. The non-relevant
set is determined as the omplement of the relevant set. Next, it builds a transition graph whose nodes orrespond to the elements of the relevant set. This
graph ontains an edge (a; b) for ea h a tion with a pre ondition a and an adde e t b. Finally, it sele ts an a tion orresponding to the last edge in a path
from a proposition that is true in the urrent state to the required proposition. If there is no su h path, it returns F AI L. If there are few su h paths, it
hooses a path with the minimal number of non-relevant pre onditions of the
orresponding a tions (in order to nd a path as lose as possible to a "real"
plan).
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in

hoose randomly an a tion feasible

urrent step that was not hosen before, and return it

a t

7. Let

of

C urState

5. If it is not possible to
6. If

by order of their a hievement

proposition

3.3

Optimizations

The a tual implementation of ro introdu es a number of optimizations to the
above algorithm. We des ribe them next.
The rst feature is a more ompli ated ba ktra k ondition. There are basially two onditions that an trigger ba ktra king: either the plan ex eeds some
xed length or a state has been visited twi e. However, the rst ba ktra k must
be triggered by the rst ondition. The state we ba ktra k to is determined as
follows: If no state appears more than on e (i.e., we ba ktra ked be ause of plan
length), we simply ba ktra k one step. If a state appears twi e in the urrent
state sequen e, we ba ktra k to the state prior to se ond appearan e of the
rst repeated state. For example, suppose our maximal plan length is 6, the
state sequen e is (A; C; B; B; C; D), and we have not ba ktra ked before. In this
sequen e, both B and C appear twi e. However, B is the rst state to o ur
twi e. Therefore, we ba ktra k to before the se ond appearan e of B . Thus, the
new sequen e, after ba ktra king, is (A; C; B ). From this point on, we ba ktra k
whenever the urrent state appears earlier in the sequen e, even if plan length
is smaller than the maximal length.
The se ond optimization is the memoization of the sequen e of subgoals
generated by the main heuristi s. Instead of re omputing the whole subgoal
sequen e in ea h appli ation of the sear h heuristi , we use the subgoal sequen e
that was onstru ted in the previous appli ation (if su h a sequen e exists). The
modi ed algorithm eliminates from the tail of the subgoal sequen e all subgoals
that were a hieved in the past, and ontinues onstru tion from the resulting
sequen e.
This memoization method has two advantages. First, it saves time by avoiding the omputation of the full subgoal sequen e. Se ond, and more importantly,
is that it maintains a onne tion between subsequent appli ations of the sear h
heuristi s. This way, ea h appli ation of the sear h heuristi appli ation builds
on top of the results of the previous appli ation and avoids a idental destru tion of these results. The running example in the next se tion demonstrates the
usefulness of this approa h.
3.4

A Running Example

Consider a well-known instan e of the Blo ksWorld domain alled the Sussman
Anomaly. It is an instan e with three blo ks, its initial state is fon(3; 1); on
table(1); lear (3); on table(2); lear (2)g and the goal is fon(1; 2); on(2; 3)g. Note,
there is only a single rea hable state that satis es the goal riteria. In this state,
the proposition on table(3) holds. However, on table(3) is not stated expli itly
in the goal. This raises a diÆ ulty for algorithms that employ goal ordering beause they are strongly a e ted by intera tions between a tions in the goal. For
example, in our ase, the propositions of the goal have to be ordered as follows
(on(2; 3); on(1; 2)). However, before a hieving on(2; 3), it is ne essary to a hieve
on
table(3).
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Let us run RO on this instan e. We onsider the simplest version of the
Blo ksWorld domain with two a tions only: one for moving a blo k from the
table on top of another blo k, and one for moving a blo k to the table. Below
we show the result of ea h appli ation of the sear h heuristi s.
First appli ation.
The urrent state is the initial state, i.e. fon(3; 1)on table(1); lear(3); on
table(2); lear (2)g, the subgoal sequen e is not onstru ted yet, so it needs to be
onstru ted from s rat h. Its rst subgoal is the main goal whi h is ordered as
(on(2; 3); on(1; 2)). The required proposition of this level is on(2; 3), RO sele ts
a tion put on(2; 3) to a hieve this proposition. This a tion is feasible in the
urrent state and it is returned, so the rst appli ation is nished here. Note,
that the rst appli ation of the sear h heuristi s sele ts a wrong a tion!
Se ond appli ation. The urrent state is fon(2; 3); on(3; 1); on table(1); lear(2)g.
The only subgoals in the subgoal sequen e are (on(2; 3); on(1; 2)). RO hooses
the required proposition to be on(1; 2) and sele ts a tion put on(1; 2) to
a hieve this proposition. As we an see, this a tion is not feasible in the urrent state and so the subgoal sequen e is extended. Now, it ontains both
the main goal and the pre onditions of a tion put on(1; 2), namely, it is
((on(2; 3); on(1; 2))( lear(1); lear(2))). Note, that the ordering of the se ond
subgoal is hosen randomly and it does not matter here. Now, the required proposition is lear(1). The a tion sele tion heuristi hooses a tion take out(3; 1).
This a tion is also not feasible and this fa t leads us to further extend the subgoal
sequen e. The next ordered subgoal in this sequen e will be (on(3; 1); lear(3))
(again, the order of the propositions does not matter here). The new required
proposition will be lear(3). To a hieve this proposition, RO sele ts a tion
take
out(2; 3), whi h is returned, be ause it is feasible in the
urrent state.
Note that in spite of the fa t that after an appli ation of this a tion we arrive
at a state that appeared before, ba ktra king is not performed be ause the rst
ba ktra k o urs only on e we ex eed the maximal plan length { and this did
not o ur, yet.
Third appli ation. The new urrent state is the initial state! However, we
have learned something in the pro ess, and this is re e ted in the sequen e of
subgoals we now have: ((on(2; 3); on(1; 2))( lear(1); lear(2))). (The last subgoal
was eliminated be ause it was fully a hieved). This information was not available
when we started our sear h. In fa t, the new required proposition is lear(1), a
proposition that does not appear in the original goal. Be ause we have hosen
it as the required proposition, we will not repeat past mistakes. The algorithm
sele ts a tion take out(3; 1) to a hieve this proposition. This a tion is feasible
in the urrent state, therefore, it is returned.
During the fourth and the fth appli ation, the algorithm a hieves the main
goal in a straightforward way: it puts blo k 2 on blo k 3 and then blo k 1 on
blo k 2.
The resulting plan is : (put on(2; 3); take out(2; 3); take out(3; 1); put
on(2; 3); put
on(1; 2))
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Obviously, this plan is not optimal. The rst two appli ations were spent
onstru ting a subgoal sequen e whi h then for ed RO to sele t the right a tions.
This feature of RO frequently leads to non-optimal plans. However, we believe
that the resulting non-optimal plan usually ontains a near-optimal plan as a
subsequen e. Therefore, we an run a plan re nement algorithm [1℄ on the output
of RO and obtain a near optimal plan. In some ases, this may be a more e e tive
approa h for obtaining a near optimal plan.

4

Experimental Analysis

To determine the e e tiveness of ro, we performed a number of experiments
omparing its performan e to the ff planner { the winner of the AIPS 2000
planning ompetition. These results are des ribed and analyzed in this se tion.
All experiments were ondu ted on a SUN Ultra4 with 1.1GB RAM. Ea h
result is given in the form A=B where A is the running time for the given
instan e, and B is the length of the returned plan. The input language is a
restri ted version of PDDL without onditional e e ts.
The main on lusion of our experimental analysis is that ro is ompetitive
with ff, outperforming it on domains in whi h the subproblems obtained after
ordering the top level goal are non-trivial.
4.1

Classi al Domains

In this subse tion we onsider well known lassi al domains, su h as the Blo ksWorld,
the Hanoi Tower, and two versions of the Logisti s. The results are presented in
the table below.
Blo ksWorld

Hanoi Tower

size

ro

ff

size

ro

ff

10

0.4/12

0.08/12

6

0.2/63

0.12/63

15

2/18

0.14/17

7

0.3/127

0.3/127

20

7/27

0.4/26

8

0.6/255

1.3/255

25

19.9/36

1.01/35

9

1.3/511

3.61/511

46.5/44

2.64/44

10

2.9/1023

23.06/1023

30

Usual Logisti s

Logisti s With Car Transportation

size

ro

ff

size

ro

ff

10

0.8/105

0.65/95

10

0.7/109

0.47/80

20

8.5/210

10.5/191

20

7.3/239

8.83/165

30

63.4/287

100/312

30

31.2/349

57.29/250

40

127.9/419 248.3/383

40

92.7/479

234.17/335

50

314.3/522 806.3/479

50

226.3/583

813/420

Table 1. Blo ksWorld Running Results

We an see that ro is not ompetitive with ff on the Blo ksWorld. This
stems from the simple nature of the subproblems obtained after goal ordering in
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this domain whi h make the additional omputational e ort of ro redundant in
this ase.
However, for some problems harder than Blo ksWorld, this omputational
e ort is worthwhile. One su h example is the HanoiTower domain. On this domain, ff outperforms ro for small problem sizes (less than 7 dis s). But when
the number of dis s is larger than 7, ro outperforms ff, with the di eren e
in reasing as the domain size in reases.
The last example in this part is the Logisti s domain. We onsider two versions of this problem. The rst one is the lassi domain. The se ond one is a
slight modi ation of the rst, where airplanes an load and unload ars.
An instan e of the Logisti s is mainly hara terized by the initial and nal
distributions of pa kages among ities. If the number of ities is small relative
to the number of pa kages or if the majority of pa kages have the same initial
and nal lo ations, ff outperforms ro. However, when pa kages are distributed
among many ities and their nal lo ations are also di erent, ro outperforms
ff. Table 1 ontains running times for both version on the Logisti s domain. In
all the examples we used, ea h ity ontained exa tly one pa kage and the initial
and nal lo ation of ea h pa kage was di erent. In addition, ea h instan e of the
se ond version ontains a single ar only.

4.2 Modi ed Classi al Domains
In addition to lassi al domains, we onsidered two novel domains whi h ombine
features of existing domains.

Combination of the Logisti s with the Blo ksWorld The rst su h do-

main ombines aspe ts of the Logisti s and Blo ksWorld domains. Suppose we
have n lo ations and m obje ts pla ed in these lo ations. A proposition at(i; k )
means that obje t i is at lo ation k . If obje t i an move from lo ation l to lo ation k , this fa t is expressed as moves(i; k; l). We assume the graph of moves to
be undire ted for ea h obje t, that is, moves(i; k; l) implies moves(i; l; k ). Obje ts an transport ea h other. Propositions transports(i; k ) and in(i; k ) mean
that the obje t i an transport the obje t k and that the obje t i is within the
obje t k respe tively. For this domain, we assume that the transport graph is a
DAG. The transport graph is de ned as follows: the nodes are the obje ts and
an edge (a; b) appears in it i the obje t a an transport the obje t b.
The Blo ksWorld features of this domain are expressed by the fa t that we
an put one obje t on another. The proposition expressing Blo ksWorld-like
relations are lear(i), at(i; k ) and on(i; k ). Note, that at(i; k ) means that the
obje t i is \on the table" at the lo ation k . This type of proposition plays the
role of the onne ting link between these two ombined domains.
The set of a tions in this domain is the union of the a tions in the Logisti s
and the Blo ksWorld domain with a few small modi ations. In parti ular, an
obje t an be loaded into another obje t or moved between lo ations only if it
is " lear" and "on ground"; also we an put one obje t into another only if they
are in the same lo ation and not within another obje t.
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This domain has an interesting property that neither the Logisti s nor the
Blo ksWorld have: Top level goals intera t with intermediate goals. An obje t,
whi h is in intermediate level of a tower at some lo ation, may be required for
transportation of another obje t. To do so, we must remove all the obje ts above
this obje t.
To try planners on this domain, we onstru ted a simple set of examples, in
whi h the planner have to build towers of blo ks in a few di erent lo ation, and
the moving ubes must be in bottom pla es of these towers. ff behaves badly
on this set: it runs more than hour on an example with 11 ubes. However mu h
larger examples of this domain are tra table for ro. For example, it orders 21
ubes in 50 se onds and produ es plan of length 628 steps.

A Modi ed Hanoi Tower A se ond domain we onsider is a modi ation of

the Hanoi Tower domain. In this modi ed version the number of lo ations is
arbitrary. Initially all dis s are in the rst lo ation. The task is to move them to
the last lo ation using a number of rules. These rules are almost the same as the
Hanoi Tower domain rules with two ex eptions: The rst one is that if a dis is
pla ed on the nal lo ation it an't be taken ba k from this lo ation. The se ond
one is that all dis s are enumerated and it is possible to put dis number a on
dis number b i b = a + 1 or b = a + 2. In essen e, this domain is a simpli ed
form of the FreeCell domain.
The diÆ ulty of an instan e in this domain depends on two fa tors: the number of dis s and the number of ells. The latter determines the onstrainedness
of the instan e (the fewer the ells, the more onstrained the instan e is).
For small number of dis s (less than 12) ff outperforms ro independently of
onstrainedness of the pro essed instan e. This is the ase for weakly onstrained
instan es with large number of dis s, as well. However, tightly onstrained instan es of this domain are pra ti ally intra table for ff. The table below presents
running results of ro for instan es whose solution for ff takes more than one
and a half hours. The size of an instan e is given in form A=B , where A is the
number of dis s, B is the number of lo ations ex ept for the nal one.

Table

instan e time/length
17/5
527.3/933
18/6
76/279
20/7
52/160
22/7
62/185
24/8
120/265
25/8
152/287
26/9
155/243
28/9
269/207
30/9
550/303
2. Running times for the Modi ed Hanoi Tower domain
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5

Con lusions

In this paper we presented a forward sear h planning algorithm. An implementation of this algorithm was shown to be

ompetitive with

ff on domains in whi

h

subproblems obtained as a result of goal ordering are themselves non-trivial. Our
algorithm makes a number of novel

{
{
{
{

A forward sear h heuristi s

ontributions:

ombining ba kward regression and goal ordering

te hniques.
A

omplex memoization te hnique for reusing subgoal sequen es.

A novel

ombination of the Logisti s and the Blo ksWorld domain.

A better understanding of the weaknesses and strengths of

ff.
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Abstract. Many known planning tasks have inherent constraints concern-

ing the best order in which to achieve the goals. A number of research e orts
have been made to detect such constraints and use them for guiding search,
in the hope to speed up the planning process.
We go beyond the previous approaches by de ning ordering constraints not
only over the (top level) goals, but also over the sub-goals that will arise
during planning. Landmarks are facts that must be true at some point
in every valid solution plan. We show how such landmarks can be found,
how their inherent ordering constraints can be approximated, and how this
information can be used to decompose a given planning task into several
smaller sub-tasks. Our methodology is completely domain- and plannerindependent. The implementation demonstrates that the approach can yield
signi cant performance improvements in both heuristic forward search and
GRAPHPLAN-style planning.

1

Introduction

Given the inherent complexity of the general planning problem it is clearly important to develop good heuristic strategies for both managing and navigating the
search space involved in solving a particular planning instance. One way in which
search can be informed is by providing hints concerning the order in which planning
goals should be addressed. This can make a signi cant di erence to search eciency
by helping to focus the planner on a progressive path towards a solution. Work in
this area includes that of GAM [7] and PRECEDE [9]. Koehler and Ho mann [7]
introduce the notion of reasonable orders where a pair of goals A and B can be
ordered so that B is achieved before A if it isn't possible to reach a state in which
A and B are both true, from a state in which just A is true, without having to
temporarily destroy A. In such a situation it is reasonable to achieve B before A to
avoid unnecessary e ort.
The motivation of the work discussed in this paper is to extend those previous
ideas on orderings by not only ordering the (top level) goals, but also the sub-goals
that will arise during planning, i.e., by also taking into account what we call the
landmarks. The key feature of a landmark is that it must be true on any solution
path to the given planning task. Consider the Blocksworld task shown in Figure 1,
which will be our working example throughout the paper.
Here, clear(C) is a landmark because it will need to be achieved in any solution
plan. Immediately stacking B on D from the initial state will achieve one of the top
level goals of the task but it will result in wasted e ort if clear(C) is not achieved
rst. The ordering clear(C)  on(B D) is, however, not reasonable in terms of
Koehler and Ho mann's de nition yet it is a sensible order to impose if we wish
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Example Blocksworld task.

to reduce wasted e ort during plan generation. We introduce the notion of weakly
reasonable orderings, which captures this situation. Two landmarks L and L are
also often ordered in the sense that all valid solution plans make L true before
they make L true. We call such ordering relations natural. For example, clear(C)
is naturally ordered before holding(C) in the above Blocksworld task.
We introduce techniques for extracting landmarks to a given planning task, and
for approximating natural and weakly reasonable orderings between those landmarks. The resulting information can be viewed as a tree structure, which we call
the landmark generation tree. This tree can be used to decompose the planning
task into small chunks. We propose a method that does not depend on any particular planning framework. To demonstrate the usefulness of the approach, we
have used the technique for control of both the forward planner FF(v1.0) [5] and
the GRAPHPLAN-style planner IPP(v4.0) [8], yielding signi cant performance improvements in both cases.
The paper is organised as follows. Sections 2 to 4 explain how landmarks can
be extracted, ordered, and used, respectively. Empirical results are discussed in
Section 5 and we conclude in Section 6.
0

0

2 Extracting Landmarks
Throughout the paper, we consider a propositional STRIPS framework where actions are triples = (pre( ) add( ) del( )), plans are sequences of actions, the
result of applying an action to a state with pre( )  is
( )=
( [ add( )) n del( ), and planning tasks are triples (O I G ) comprising the action
set, the initial state, and the goal state. In this section, we will focus on the landmarks extraction process and its properties. First of all, we de ne what a landmark
is.
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o ;

o

o

S

o

S

o

o

;

S

Result S; o

;

De nition 1. Given a planning task P = (O I G ). A fact is a landmark in P
i is true at some point in all solution plans, i.e., i for all = h 1
i G
(I ) : 2
(I h 1
i) for some 0   .
;

;

L

L

Result

P

;P

L

Result

; o ; : : : ; oi

i

o ; : : : ; on ;

n

All initial facts are trivially landmarks (let = 0 in the above de nition). For the
nal search control, they are not considered. They can, however, play an important
role for extracting ordering information. In the Blocksworld task shown in Figure 1,
clear(C) is a landmark, but on(A B), for example, is not. In general, it is PSPACEhard to decide whether an arbitrary fact is a landmark.
i

De nition 2. Let LANDMARK RECOGNITION denote the following problem.
Given a planning task P = (O I G ), and a fact . Is a landmark in P ?
Theorem 1. Deciding LANDMARK RECOGNITION is PSPACE-hard.
Proof Sketch: By a reduction of (the complement of) PLANSAT, the problem of
;

;

L

L

deciding whether an arbitrary STRIPS planning task is solvable [2]: add an arti cial
by-pass to the task, on which a new fact must be added.
L
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Due to space restrictions, we include only short proof sketches in this paper. The
complete proofs can be found in a technical report [11]. The following is a simple
sucient condition for a fact being a landmark.

Proposition 1. Given a planning task P = (O I G ), and a fact . De ne PL =
(OL I G ) as follows.
;

;

;

L

;

OL := f(pre(o); add(o); ;) j (pre(o); add(o); del(o)) 2 O; L 62 add(o)g

If PL is unsolvable, then L is a landmark in P .

With PL being unsolvable, the goal can not be reached without adding , even
when ignoring delete lists. Deciding about solvability of planning tasks with empty
delete lists can be done in polynomial time by a GRAPHPLAN-style algorithm [1,
6]. An idea is, consequently, to evaluate the above sucient condition for each noninitial state fact in turn. However, this can be costly when there are many facts in
a task. We use the following two-step process.
L

1. First, a backward chaining process extracts landmark candidates.
2. Then, evaluating Proposition 1 eliminates those candidates that are not provably landmarks.
The backward chaining process can select initial state facts, but does not necessarily select all of them. In veri cation, initial (and goal) facts need not be considered
as they are landmarks by de nition.

2.1 Extracting Landmark Candidates
Candidate landmarks are extracted using what we call the relaxed planning graph
(RPG): relax the planning task by ignoring all delete lists, then build GRAPHPLAN's planning graph, chaining forward from the initial state of the task to a
graph level where all goals are reached. Because the delete lists are empty, the
graph does not contain any mutex relations [6]. Once the RPG has been built, we
step backwards through it to extract what we call the landmark-generation tree
(LGT). This is a tree (
) where the nodes are candidate landmarks and an
edge (
) 2 indicates that must be achieved as a necessary prerequisite for
. Additionally, if several nodes 1
k are ordered before the same node ,
then 1
k are grouped together in an AND-node in the sense that those facts
must be true together at some point during the planning process. The root of the
tree is the AND-node representing the top level goals.
The extraction process is straightforward. First, all top level goals are added to
the LGT and are posted as goals in the rst level where they were added in the
RPG. Then, each goal is solved in the RPG starting from the last level. For each
goal in a level, all actions achieving are grouped into a set and the intersection
of their preconditions is computed. For all facts in we: post as a goal in the
rst RPG level were it is achieved; insert as a node into the LGT; insert an edge
between and into the LGT. When all goals in a level are achieved, we move on
to the next lower level. The process stops when the rst (initial) level is reached.
We also use the following technique, to obtain a larger number of candidates:
when a set of actions solves a goal, we also compute the union of the preconditions
that are not in the intersection. We then consider all actions achieving these facts.
If the intersection of those action's preconditions is non-empty, we take the facts
in that intersection as candidate landmarks as well. More details about the process
(which are not necessary for understanding the rest of this discussion) are described
by Porteous and Sebastia [10].
N; E

L; L
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E
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0
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L0

A1

L1

A2

L2

A3

L3

on-table A pick-up A holding A stack B A on B A stack C A on C A
on-table B pick-up B holding B stack B D on B D stack C B on C B
on-table C unstack D C holding D stack B C on B C stack C D on C D
on D C
clear C put-down B : : :
:::
:::
clear A
:::
clear B
pick-up C holding C
clear D
:::
:::
arm-empty
Fig. 2.

Summarised RPG for the Blocksworld example shown in Figure 1.

Let us illustrate the extraction process with the Blocksworld example from Figure 1. The RPG corresponding to this task is shown in Figure 2. As we explained
above, the extraction process starts by adding two nodes representing the goals
on(C A) and on(B D) to the LGT ( = fon(C A),on(B D)g = ;). It also
posts on(C A) as goal in level 3 and on(B D) in level 2. There is only one action achieving on(C A) in level 3: stack C A. So, holding(C) and clear(A) are
new candidates. holding(C) is posted as a goal in level 2, clear(A) is initially true
and does therefore not need to be posted as a goal. The new LGT is: = fon(C
A),on(B D),holding(C),clear(A)g = f((holding C),on(C A)) ((clear A),on(C A)g.
As there are no more goals in level 3, we move downwards to solve the goals in level
2. We now have two goals: on(B D) and holding(C). In both cases, there is only
one action adding each fact (stack B D and pick-up C), so their preconditions
holding(B), clear(D), clear(C), on-table(C), and arm-empty(), as well as the respective edges, are included into the LGT. The goals at level 1 are holding(B) and
clear(C), which are added by the single actions pick-up B and unstack D C. The
process ends up with the following LGT, where we leave out, for ease of reading,
the initial facts and their respective edges: = fon(C A), on(B D), holding(C),
holding(B), clear(C), g and = f(holding(C),on(C A)), (holding(B),on(B D)),
(clear(C),holding(C)) g. Among the parts of the LGT concerning initial facts,
there is the edge (clear(D),clear(C)) 2 . As we explain in Section 3, this edge plays
an essential role for detecting the ordering constraint clear(C)  on(B D) that was
mentioned in the introduction. The edge is inserted as precondition of unstack D
C, which is the rst action in the RPG that adds clear(C).
N

;E

N

;E

;

N

:::

E

;:::

E

2.2 Verifying Landmark Candidates
Say we want to move from city A to city D on the road map shown in Figure 3, using
a standard move operator. Landmarks extraction will come up with the following
LGT: = fat(A), at(E), at(D)g = f(at(A), at(E)) (at(E), at(D))g|the RPG is
only built until the goals are reached the rst time, which happens in this example
before move C D comes in. However, the action sequence hmove(A,B), move(B,C),
move(C,D)i achieves the goals without making at(E) true. Therefore, the candidate
at(E) 2 is not really a landmark.
N

;E

;

N

E
A
Fig. 3.

B

C

D

An example road map.

We want to remove such candidates because they can lead to incompleteness in
our search framework, which we will describe in Section 4. As was said above, we
simply check Proposition 1 for each fact 2 except the initial facts and the goals,
i.e., for each such in turn we ignore the actions that add , and check solvability of
L

L
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N

L

the resulting planning task when assuming that all delete lists are empty. Solvability
is checked by constructing the RPG to the task. If the test fails, i.e., if the goals are
reachable, then we remove L from the LGT. In the above example, at(A) and at(D)
need not be veri ed. Ignoring all actions achieving at(E), the goal is still reachable
by the actions that move to D via B and C. So at(E) and its edges are removed,
yielding the nal LGT where N = fat(A), at(D)g and E = ;.

3 Ordering Landmarks
In this section we de ne two types of ordering relations, called natural and weakly
reasonable orders, and explain how they can be approximated. Firstly, consider the
natural orderings. As said in the introduction, two landmarks L and L0 are ordered
naturally, L n L0 , if in all solution plans L is true before L0 is true. L is true before
L0 in a plan ho1 ; : : : ; on i if, when i is minimal with L 2 Result(I ; ho1; : : : ; oi i) and
j is minimal with L0 2 Result(I ; ho1; : : : ; oj i), then i < j . Natural orderings are
characteristic of landmarks: usually, the reason why a fact is a landmark is that it is
a necessary prerequisite for another landmark. For illustration consider our working
example, where clear(C) must be true immediately before holding(C) in all solution
plans. In general, deciding about natural orderings is PSPACE-hard.
De nition 3. Let NATURAL ORDERING denote the following problem.
Given a planning task P = (O; I ; G ), and two atoms A and B . Is there a natural
ordering between B and A, i.e., does B n A hold?
Theorem 2. Deciding NATURAL ORDERING is PSPACE-hard.
Proof Sketch: Reduction of the complement of PLANSAT. Arrange actions for two
new facts A and B such that one can either: add A, then B , then solve the original
task; or add B , then A, then achieve the goal right away.
The motivation for weakly reasonable orders has already been explained in the
context of Figure 1. Stacking B on D from the initial state is not a good idea since
clear(C ) needs to be achieved rst if we are to avoid unnecessary e ort. However,
the ordering clear(C)  on(B D) is not reasonable, in the sense of Koehler and
Ho mann's formal de nition [7], since there are reachable states where B is on
D and C is not clear, but C can be made clear without unstacking B . However,
reaching such a state requires unstacking D from C , and (uselessly) stacking A onto
C . Such states are clearly not relevant for the situation at hand. Our de nition
therefore weakens the reasonable orderings in the sense that only the nearest states
are considered in which B is on D. Precisely, Koehler and Ho mann [7] de ne
SA;:B , for two atoms A and B , as the set of reachable states where A has just been
achieved, but B is still false. They order B r A if all solution plans achieving B
from a state in SA;:B need to destroy A. In contrast, we restrict the starting states
opt , de ned as those states in S
that are considered to SA;
A;:B that have minimal
:B
distance from the initial state. Accordingly, we de ne two facts B and A to have a
weakly reasonable ordering constraint, B w A, i

8 s 2 S opt
A;:B : 8 P 2 O : B 2 Result(s; P ) ) 9 o 2 P : A 2 del(o)
(

)

Deciding about weakly reasonable orderings is PSPACE-hard.
De nition 4. Let WEAKLY REASONABLE ORDERING denote the following problem.
Given a planning task P = (O; I ; G ), and two atoms A and B . Is there a weakly
reasonable ordering between B and A, i.e., does B w A hold?
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Theorem 3. Deciding WEAKLY REASONABLE ORDERING is PSPACE-hard.
Proof Sketch: Reduction of the complement of PLANSAT. Arrange actions for
two new facts A and B such that: A is never deleted, and achieved once before
the original task can be started; B can be achieved only when the original goal is
solved.

3.1 Approximating Natural and Weakly Reasonable Orderings

As an exact decision about either of the above ordering relations is as hard as planning itself, we have used the approximation techniques described in the following.
The approximation of n is called an, the approximation of w is called aw . The
orders an are extracted directly from the LGT. Recall that for an edge (L; L ) in
the LGT, we know that L and L are landmarks and also that L is in the intersection of the preconditions of the actions achieving L at its lowest appearance in the
RPG. We therefore order a pair of landmarks L and L L an L , if LGT = (N; E ),
and (L; L ) 2 E .
What about aw , the approximations to the weakly reasonable orderings? We
are interested in pairs of landmarks L and L , where from all nearby states in which
L is achieved and L is not, we must delete L in order to achieve L. Our method of
approximating this looks at: pairs of landmarks within a particular AND-node of
the LGT since these must be made simultaneously true in some state; landmarks
that are naturally ordered with respect to one of this pair since these give an ordered
sequence in which \earlier" landmarks must be achieved; and any inconsistencies1
between these \earlier" landmarks and the other landmark at the node of interest.
As the rst two pieces of information are based on the RPG (from which the LGT
is extracted), our approximation is biased towards those states that are close to
the initial state. The situation we consider is, for a pair of landmarks in the same
AND-node in the LGT, what if a landmark that is ordered before one of them is
inconsistent with the other? If they are inconsistent then this means that they can't
be made simultaneously true, (ie achieving one of them will result in the other being
deleted). So that situation is used to form an order in one of the following two ways:
1. landmarks L and L in the same AND-node in the LGT can be ordered L aw
L , if:
9 x 2 Landmarks : x an L ^ inconsistent(x; L )
2. a pair of landmarks L and L can be ordered L aw L if there exists some other
landmark x which is: in the same AND-node in the LGT as L ; and there is an
ordered sequence of an orders that order L before x. In this situation, L and
L are ordered, if
9 y 2 Landmarks : y an L ^ inconsistent(y; L )
In both cases the rationale is: look for an ordered sequence of landmarks required
to achieve a landmark x at a node. For any landmark L in the sequence, if L is
inconsistent with another landmark L at the same AND-node as x then there is no
point in achieving L before L (since L will then be deleted in the e ort to achieve
x).
A nal way in which we derive ordering constraints is based on analysis of any
an and aw orders already identi ed. We ommit the details here and refer the
interested reader to our technical report [11].
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A pair of facts is inconsistent if they can't be made simultaneously true. We approximate
inconsistency using the respective function provided by the TIM API [3] available from:
http://www.dur.ac.uk/computer.science/research/stanstuff/planpage.html
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3.2

Extracting Natural and Weakly Reasonable Orderings

The LGT is used for extracting orders as follows: (i) identify the an orders; (ii)
identify the aw orders; (iii) analyse those orders to identify remaining aw orders;
(iv) remove cycles in the graph of orders; (v) nally, add all orders as edges in the
LGT for later use during planning.
As an illustration of this process, consider again the example shown in gure 1.
First, the set of an orders are extracted directly from the LGT. The set contains,
amongst other things: clear D an clear C, clear(C) an holding(C), and holding(C)
an on(C A) (see Section 2). In the next step, the aw orders are identi ed. Let us
focus on how the order clear(C) aw on(B D) (our motivating example) is found.
From the an orders we have the ordered sequence hclear(D), clear(C), holding(C),
on(C A)i and the fact that on(C A) is in the same node as on(B D). Since clear(D)
and on(B D) are inconsistent and clear(D) an clear(C), the order clear(C) aw
on(B D) is imposed. Note here the crucial point that we have the order clear(D) an
clear(C). We have that order because unstack D C is the rst action in the RPG
that adds clear(C). The nearest possibility, from the initial state, of clearing C is to
unstack D from C. This can only be done when D is still clear. Our approximation
methods recognise this, and correctly conclude that stacking B on D immediately
is not a good idea.
The next stage is a check to identify and remove any cycles that appear in the
graph of orderings. A cycle (or strongly connected component) such as, L an L
and L aw L, might arise if a landmark must be achieved more than once in a
solution plan (for example, in the Blocksworld domain this is frequently the case
for arm empty()). At present, any cycles in the orders are removed since the search
process needs the LGT to be a tree structure. They are removed by rstly identifying
for each cycle the set of articulation points for it (a node in a connected component
is an articulation point if the component that remains, after the node and all edges
incident upon it are removed, is no longer connected). The cycles are broken by
iteratively removing the articulation points and all edges incident upon these points
until no more strongly connected components remain. For our small example no
cycles are present so the nal step is to add the aw orders to the LGT.
0

0

4 Using Landmarks
Having settled on algorithms for computing the LGT, there is still the question
of how to use this information during planning. For use in forward state space
planning, Porteous and Sebastia [10] have proposed a method that prunes states
where some landmark has been achieved too early. If applying an action achieves
a landmark L that is not a leaf of the current LGT, then do not use that action.
If an action achieves a landmark L that is a leaf, then remove L (and all ordering
relations it is part of) from the LGT. In short, do not allow achieving a landmark
unless all of its predecessors have been achieved already.
Here, we explore an idea that uses the LGT to decompose a planning task into
smaller sub-tasks, which can be handed over to any planning algorithm. The idea
is similar to the above described method in terms of how the LGT is looked at:
each sub-task results from considering the leaf nodes of the current LGT, and when
a sub-task has been processed, then the LGT is updated by removing achieved
leaf nodes. The main problem is that the leaf nodes of the LGT can often not be
achieved as a conjunction. The main idea is to pose those leaf nodes as a disjunctive
goal instead. See the algorithm in Figure 4.
The depicted algorithm keeps track of the current state S , the current plan pre x
P , and the current disjunctive goal Disj , which is always made up out of the current
leaf nodes of the LGT. The initial facts are immediately removed because they are
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:= I , := h i
remove from LGT all initial facts and their edges
S

P

repeat

:= leaf nodes of LGT
W
call base planner with actions O, initial state and goal condition
if base planner did not nd a solution
then fail endif
:=  , := result of executing in
remove from LGT all 2
with 2 add( ) for some in
until LGT is empty
V
call base planner with actions O, initial state and goal G
if base planner did not nd a solution
then fail endif
:=  , output
Disj

S

P

P

P

P

0

S

P

L

Disj

Disj

0

0

S

L

o

o

P

0

S

P

P

P

P

0

0

P

Disjunctive search control algorithm for a planning task (O
an arbitrary planner on a small sub-task.

Fig. 4.

;

I ; G ), repeatedly calling

true anyway. When the LGT is empty|all landmarks have been processed|then
the algorithm stops, and calls the underlying base planner from the current state
with the original (top level) goals. The algorithm fails if at some point the planner
did not nd a solution.
Looking at Figure 4, one might wonder why the top level goals are no sooner
given special consideration than when all landmarks have been processed. Remember that all top level goals are also landmarks. An idea is to force the algorithm,
once a top level goal G has been achieved, to keep G true throughout the rest of
the process. We have experimented with a number of variations of this idea. The
problem with this is that one or a set of already achieved original goals might be
inconsistent with a leaf landmark. Forcing the achieved goals to be true together
with the disjunction yields in this case an unsolvable sub-task, making the control
algorithm fail. In contrast to this, we will see below that the simple control algorithm depicted above is completeness preserving under certain conditions ful lled
by many of the current benchmarks. Besides this, keeping the top level goals true
did not yield better runtime or solution length behaviour in our experiments. This
may be due to the fact that, unless such a goal is inconsistent with some landmark
ahead, it is kept true anyway.
4.1

Theoretical Properties

The presented disjunctive search control is obviously planner-independent in the
sense that it can be used within any (STRIPS) planning paradigm|a disjunctive
goal can be simulated by using an arti cial new fact G as the goal, and adding one
action for each disjunct L, where the action's precondition is fLg and the add list
is fGg (this was rst described by Gazen and Knoblock [4]). The search control
is obviously correctness preserving|eventually, the planner is run on the original
goal. Likewise obviously, the method is not optimality preserving.
With respect to completeness, matters are a bit more complicated. As it turns
out, the approach is completeness preserving on the large majority of the current
benchmarks. The reasons for this are that there, no fatally wrong decisions can be
made in solving a sub-task, that most facts which have been true once can be made
true again, and that natural ordering relations are respected by any solution plan.
We need two notations.
1. A dead end is a reachable state from which the goals can not be reached anymore
[7], a task is dead-end free if there are no dead ends in the state space.
2. A fact L is recoverable if, when S is a reachable state with L 2 S , and S with
L 62 S is reachable from S , then a state S is reachable from S with L 2 S .
0

0
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Many of the current benchmarks are invertible in the sense that every action
has a counterpart that undoes 's e ects [7]. Such tasks are dead-end free, and all
facts in such tasks are recoverable. Completeness is preserved under the following
circumstances.
Theorem 4. Given a solvable planning task (O I G ), and an LGT ( ) where
each 2 is a landmark such that 62 I . If the task is dead-end free, and for
2 it holds that either is recoverable, or all orders  in the tree are
natural, then running any complete planner within the search control de ned by
Figure 4 will yield a solution.
Proof Sketch: If search control fails, then the current state is a dead end. If it
is not, an unrecoverable landmark is added by the current pre x ( 62 I so it
must be added at some point). was not a leaf node at the time it was added, so
there is a landmark with  that gets added after in contradiction.
o

o

o
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Verifying landmarks with Proposition 1 ensures that all facts in the LGT really
are landmarks; the initial facts are removed before search begins. The tasks contained in domains like Blocksworld, Logistics, Hanoi and many others are invertible
[7]. Examples of dead-end free domains with only natural orders are Gripper and
Tsp. Examples of dead-end free domains where non-natural orders apply only to
recoverable facts are Miconic-STRIPS and Grid. All those domains (or rather, all
tasks in those domains) ful ll the requirements for Theorem 4.
5

Results

We have implemented the extraction, ordering, and usage methods presented in the
preceding sections in C, and used the resulting search control mechanism as a framework for the heuristic forward search planner FF-v1.0 [5], and the GRAPHPLANbased planner IPP4.0 [1, 8]. Our own implementation is based on FF-v1.0, so providing FF with the sub-tasks de ned by the LGT, and communicating back the
results, is done via function parameters. For controlling IPP, we have implemented
a simple interface, where a propositional encoding of each sub-task is speci ed via
two les in the STRIPS subset of PDDL. We have changed the implementation of
IPP4.0 to output a results le containing the spent running time, and a sequential
solution plan (or a ag saying that no plan has been found). The running times
given below have been measured on a Linux workstation running at 500 MHz with
128 MBytes main memory. We cut o test runs after half an hour. If no plan was
found within that time, we indicate this by a dash. For IPP, we did not count the
overhead for repeatedly creating and reading in the PDDL speci cations of propositional sub-tasks|this interface is merely a vehicle that we used for experimental
implementation. Instead, we give the running time needed by the search control
plus the sum of all times needed for planning after the input les have been read.
For FF, the times are simply total running times.
For scalability reasons, we ran our FF and IPP implementations on di erent
testing suits. Due to space restrictions, all results are given in Figure 5. The left
part of the table shows running time and solution length for FF-v1.0, FF-v1.0 controlled by our landmarks mechanism (FF-v1.0 + L), and FF-v2.2. The last system
FF-v2.2 is Ho mann and Nebel's successor system to FF-v1.0, which goes beyond
the rst version in terms of a number of goal ordering techniques, and a complete
search mechanism that is invoked in case the planner runs into a dead end [6].
Let us consider the domains in Figure 5 from top to bottom. In the Blocksworld
tasks taken from the BLACKBOX distribution, FF-v1.0 + L clearly outperforms
FF-v1.0. The running time values are also better than those for FF-v2.2. Solution
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task

Blocksworld
bw-large-a
bw-large-b
bw-large-c
bw-large-d
Grid
prob01
prob02
prob03
prob04
prob05
Logistics
prob-38-0
prob-39-0
prob-40-0
prob-41-0
Tyreworld
xit-1
xit-10
xit-20
xit-30
Freecell
prob-7-1
prob-7-2
prob-7-3
prob-8-1
prob-8-2
prob-8-3
prob-9-1
prob-9-2
prob-9-3
prob-10-1
prob-10-2
prob-10-3
prob-11-1
prob-11-2
prob-11-3

FF-v1.0 FF-v1.0 + L
time steps time steps
0.01
1.12
7.03

12
30
56

0.17
0.18
0.24
0.31

16
24
38
48

0.07 14 0.26 16
0.46 39 0.44 26
3.01 58 1.30 79
2.75 49 1.30 54
28.42 149 390.01 161
38.03
101.37
69.03
129.15

223
244
245
255

5.93
6.22
7.49
7.73

285
294
308
320

0.01 19 0.18 19
26.87 118 3.01 136
- 26.24 266
- 157.74 396
11.87
4.18
2.29
19.31
9.89
2.64
145.60
49.17
3.29
21.89
15.70
7.68
(222.48)
(17.76)
(35.13)

56
50
43
63
57
50
84
64
55
84
70
56
-

2.05
1.99
1.88
(2.17)
2.48
2.28
3.33
3.22
2.95
(3.48)
(2.95)
3.63
(3.78)
(3.42)
(4.39)

FF-v2.2
time steps
0.01
0.01
1.02
0.78

14
22
44
54

0.07 14
0.47 39
2.96 58
2.70 49
29.39 145
39.61
98.26
31.68
29.85

223
239
251
248

0.01 19
0.71 136
10.16 266
46.65 396

44
4.96
45
4.58
46
4.07
11.32
49
35.52
51
4.16
72
9.55
60
6.77
54
5.53
61.85
8.45
61
9.32
- - (160.91)
- 117.62 (5.62)
10.52

48
52
42
60
61
54
73
59
54
87
66
64
74
83

task

Blocksworld
bw-large-a
bw-large-b
bw-large-c
bw-large-d
Grid
prob01
prob02
prob03
Logistics
log-a
log-b
log-c
log-d
Tyreworld
xit-1
xit-2

IPP
IPP+ L
time steps time steps
0.17
11.05
-

12 0.36
18 0.79
- 3.17
- 11.73

16
26
38
54

1.84
30.61
-

14 1.15
29 5.11
- 56.08

14
30
79

0.20
18.55

Freecell
prob-2-1
prob-2-2
prob-2-3
prob-2-4
prob-2-5
prob-3-1
prob-4-1
prob-5-1
prob-6-1

8.98
9.73
8.37
9.17
8.78
-

Gripper
prob01
prob03
prob20

0.02
3.25
-

-

1.42
0.91
1.54
6.80

61
45
56
80

19 0.23
30 0.67

19
32

9
8
9
8
9
-

0.48
0.52
0.53
0.49
0.53
1.15
1.92
3.01
3.76

10
10
11
10
10
21
29
36
45

11 0.20 15
23 0.29 31
- 20.85 167

Fig. 5. Left part: running time until a solution was found, and sequential solution length for
FF-v1.0, FF-v1.0 with landmarks control (FF-v1.0 + L), and FF-v2.2. Times in brackets
specify the running time after which a planner failed because search ended up in a dead
end. Right part: running time until a solution was found, and sequential solution length
for IPP and IPP with landmarks control (IPP + L). All times are given in seconds.

lengths show some variance, making it hard to draw conclusions. In the Grid examples used in the AIPS-1998 competition, running time with landmarks control
is better than that of both FF versions on the rst four tasks. In prob05, however,
the controlled version takes much longer time, so it seems that the behaviour of our
technique depends on the individual structure of tasks in the Grid domain. Solution
length performance is again somewhat varied, with a tendency to be longer when
using landmarks. In Logistics, where we look at some of the largest examples from
the AIPS-2000 competition, the results are unmistakable: the control mechanism
dramatically improves runtime performance, but degrades solution length performance. The increase in solution length is due to unnecessarily many airplane moves:
once the packages have arrived at the nearest airports, they are transported to their
destination airports one by one (we outline below an approach how this can be overcome). In the Tyreworld, where an increasing number of tyres need to be replaced,
runtime performance of FF-v1.0 improves dramatically when using landmarks. FFv2.2, however, is still superior in terms of running time. In terms of solution lengths
our method and FF-v2.2 behave equally, i.e., slightly worse than FF-v1.0.
We have obtained especially interesting results in the Freecell domain. Data
is given for some of the larger examples used in the AIPS-2000 competition. In
Freecell, tasks can contain dead ends. Like our landmarks control, the FF search
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mechanism is incomplete in the presence of such dead ends [5, 6]. When FF-v1.0 or
our enhanced version encounter a dead end, they simply stop without nding a plan.
When FF-v2.2 encounters a dead end, it invokes a complete heuristic search engine
that tries to solve the task from scratch [6]. This is why FF-v2.2 can solve prob-11-2.
For all planners, if they encountered a dead end, then we specify in brackets the
running time after which they did so. The following observations can be made: on
the tasks that FF-v1.0 + L can solve, it is much faster than both uncontrolled FF
versions; with landmarks, some more trials run into dead ends, but this happens
very fast, so that one could invoke a complete search engine without wasting much
time; nally, solution length with landmarks control is in most cases better than
without.
The right part of Figure 5 shows the data that we have obtained by running IPP
against a version controlled by our landmarks algorithm. IPP normally nds plans
that are guaranteed to be optimal in terms of the number of parallel time steps.
Using our landmarks control, there is no such optimality guarantee. As a measure
of solution quality we show, like in the previous gure, the number of actions in the
plans found. Quite obviously, our landmarks control mechanism speeds IPP up by
some orders of magnitude across all listed domains. In the Blocksworld, solutions
appear to get slightly longer. In Grid, solution length di ers only by one more
action used in prob02. Running IPP + L on the larger examples prob04 and prob05
failed due to a parse error, i.e., IPP's parsing routine failed when reading in one
of the sub-tasks speci ed by our landmarks control algorithm. This is probably
because IPP's parsing routine is not intended to read in propositional encodings of
planning tasks, which are of course much larger than the uninstantiated encodings
that are usually used. So this failure is due to the preliminary implementation
that we used for experimentation. In the Logistics examples from the BLACKBOX
distribution, the solutions contain|like we observed for FF in the experiments
described above|unnecessarily many airplane moves; those tasks were, however,
previously unsolvable for IPP. In one long testing run, IPP + L solved even the
comparatively large Logistics task prob-38-0 (used for the FF variants) within 6571
seconds, nding a plan with 251 steps. In the Tyreworld, there is a small increase
in solution length to be observed (probably the same increase that we observed in
our experiments with FF). Running xit-3 failed due to a parse error similar to
the one described above for the larger Grid tasks. In Freecell, where we show some
of the smaller tasks from the AIPS-2000 competition, the plans found by IPP +
L are only slightly longer than IPP's ones for those few small tasks that IPP can
solve. Running IPP + L on any task larger than prob-6-1 produced parse errors.
In Gripper, the control algorithm comes down to transporting the balls one by one,
which is why IPP + L can solve even the largest task prob-20 from the AIPS-1998
competition, but returns unnecessarily long plans.
In Gripper, and partly also in Logistics, the disjunctive search control from
Figure 4 results in a trivialisation of the planning task, where goals are simply
achieved one by one. While this speeds up the planning process, the usefulness of
the found solutions is questionable. The problem is there that our approximate
LGT does not capture the structure of the tasks well enough|some goals (like a
ball being in room B in Gripper) become leaf nodes of the LGT though there are
other subgoals which should be cared for rst (like some other ball being picked up
in Gripper). One way around this is trying to improve on the information that is
provided by the LGT (we will say a few words on this in Section 6). Another way
is to change the search strategy: instead of posing all leaf nodes to the planner as
a disjunctive goal, we tried posing a disjunction of maximal consistent subsets of
those leaf nodes (we approximated consistency of a fact set as pairwise consistency
according to the TIM API). In Gripper, FF and IPP with landmarks control nd
the optimal solutions with that strategy, in Logistics, the solutions are similar to
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those found without landmarks control. This result is of course obtained at the
cost of higher running times than with the fully disjunctive method. What's more,
posing maximal consistent subsets as goals can lead to incompleteness when an
inconsistency remains undetected.
6

Conclusion and Outlook

We have presented a way of extracting and using information on ordered landmarks
in STRIPS planning. The approach is independent of the planning framework one
wants to use, and maintains completeness under circumstances ful lled by many of
the current benchmarks. Our results on a range of domains show that signi cant,
sometimes dramatic, runtime improvements can be achieved for heuristic forward
search as well as GRAPHPLAN-style planners, as exempli ed by the systems FF
and IPP. The approach does not maintain optimality, and empirically the improvement in runtime behaviour is sometimes (like in Logistics) obtained at the cost of
worse solution length behaviour. There are however (like in Freecell for FF) also
cases where our technique improves solution length behaviour.
Possible future work includes the following topics: rstly, one can try to improve
on the landmarks and orderings information, for example by taking into account
the di erent \roles" that a top level goal can play (i.e. as a top level goal, or
as a landmark for some other goal), or by a more informed treatment of cycles.
Secondly, post-processing procedures for improving solution length in cases like
Logistics might be useful for getting better plans after nding a rst plan quickly.
Finally, we want to extend our methodology so that it can handle conditional e ects.
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Abstract. The operational traffic control problem comes up in a number of different contexts. It involves the coordinated movement of a set of vehicles and has
by and large the flavor of a scheduling problem. In trying to apply scheduling
techniques to the problem, one notes that this is a job-shop scheduling problem
with blocking, a type of scheduling problem that is quite unusual. In particular,
we will highlight a condition necessary to guarantee that job-shop schedules can
be executed in the presences of the blocking constraint. Based on the insight that
the traffic problem is a scheduling problem, we can derive the computational complexity of the operational traffic control problem and can design some algorithms
to deal with this problem. In particular, we will specify a very simple method that
works well in fast-time simulation contexts.

1 Introduction
Assume a set of vehicles (or physical agents) with starting places, starting times, and
(perhaps multiple, sequential) goal locations. The problem is now to move the vehicles
as fast as possible to the respective goal locations. This is a problem one encounters
when trains in a railway system have to be coordinated, when airplanes have to be coordinated in the air or on the ground, when autonomously guided vehicles (AGVs) in
a factory or warehouse have to be coordinated, or when a multi-robot group coordinates the movement of the single robots. Interestingly, the problem does not come up
in traditional AI planning domains such as Logistics (or more generally transportation
domains [3]). In these domains we never assume that there are capacity restrictions
for locations, which implies that vehicles never interfere with each other when moving
around.
In all traffic control problems, we can distinguish between the strategic, the tactic,
and the operational level. These levels refer to the time span of a day, a few hours, and
a few minutes, respectively. We are mainly interested in how to solve the short-time
problem, which is, of course, an on-line problem in the sense that we do not know the
complete input before we start to solve the problem. However, we will consider only
the static variant of the problem in the sequel.
In order to solve the problem, we will make some simplifying assumptions. This
will help us in finding a satisfycing solution in acceptable time and will at the same
time provide us with enough flexibility in the solution that will allow to accommodate
new information.
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The main simplification we consider is that we assume that the road map for the
movements of the vehicles has been fixed in advance. In general, one may want to find
solutions independently of a road map. However, this problem can be computationally
very demanding. If we are operating in a two-dimensional, rectangular environment and
want to coordinate the movement of two-dimensional objects, the decision of whether
a goal configuration can be reached is PSPACE-complete [4].
Assuming that the road map is fixed simplifies the problem considerably. However,
the problem of finding the minimal number of steps one needs to move all vehicles to
the goal locations is still NP-hard as witnessed by the generalized 15-puzzle [10]. For
this reason, we will simplify this problem even more. We will assume that the routes the
vehicles take are pre-planned and that we only have to schedule the movements along
these routes. Although this restriction sounds very severe, it is often used in traffic
contexts. Furthermore, although simplifying the problem even more, it is still NP-hard
to find an optimal solution (as we show below). The resulting problem is similar to the
multi-robot path-coordination problem [5, p. 379].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we formalize the traffic
control problem. We then introduce in Section 3 terminology and notions from scheduling and show that the traffic problem is a job-shop scheduling problem with a blocking
constraint, which implies that the problem is NP-hard. In Section 4, we will have a look
at conditions that guarantee the existence of a solution, and in Section 5 we have a look
at methods that allow for “fast-time” simulations. Finally, in Section 6, we report on
some experimental data using those methods.

2 The Traffic Control Problem
Each traffic system is based on a specific infrastructure that provides facilities on which
traffic movements take place, for example roads, airways or waterways. An infrastructure is often represented as a simple graph
, where is a set of intersections
or way-points, and a set of legs. In this paper, however, we represent an infrastructure
. For our
as a graph where the nodes correspond to a set of resources
purpose, this allows for a more adequate modeling of infrastructural elements such as
intersections, as depicted in Figure 1.

 

(a) Graph representation


 

(b) Resource representation

Fig. 1. Different representations of an intersection

 !  !#"$
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With
we denote a fleet of vehicles that move along the resources
is associated with a start time and an
of a given infrastructure, where each
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arbitrary but fixed route
that might be the result of a path
search in the infrastructure or retrieved from a route library, for example. The minimum
time it takes to travel along resource
is denoted by
. A traffic problem
is a set of resources and a set of vehicles with their associated start times
and routes. If vehicles never leave the infrastructure, is called a closed traffic problem,
whereas in an open traffic problem vehicles enter and leave the infrastructure.
The act of
moving along resource
is called movement activity
, which
as a movement plan
.
allows us to model the movement of all
A traffic flow arises when vehicles move from their start position at their assigned start
time and travel along their specified route to their final position. Formally, a traffic flow
is a set of movement activities
to which a time interval
has been as. For an orderly movement of vehicles, the following
signed, written
conditions have to be satisfied:
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=,%/0 7
H/!#%4+,%/0 7#? DI%/0 7EJFG%/0 7A/K

? D$%90 7E FG%90 7A

(1)
$D %90 MLN)*%
(2)
FG%90 7POQD$%90 7LR8%/0 7
F %90 7 >D %/0 7ST *UV&W,XE Y % ONX
(3)
These condition assure that the movement of !#%Z&Q does not start before its assigned
start time )*% , that the actual travel time FG%/0 7[OWDI%/0 7 on resource +,%/0 7 does not fall short of
the minimum travel time 8 %/0 7 , and finally that the given order of movement activities is
preserved without a temporal gap.
For example, if :\J is a traffic problem with,  !]!#^ ,   _^_`EaE_b ,
and the connections between the resources as shown in Figure 2 (a), then
C  c H/!]? deXd#AfKJH/!]^#?gXdh iEdAjKJH9!]_`E? i#dh kEd#AjK
H9!#^#_a]? dhXdAjKJH9!#^#_^E?lXdhJi#d#AjK H/!#^Eb#? i#de_kEd#AjKMm
is a traffic flow for : that satisfies conditions (1) - (3), illustrated in Figure 2 (a).
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Fig. 2. Illustration of traffic flows
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If we take a closer look at , we can see that vehicles
and
plan to use the
simultaneously. Such conflicts can be excluded with the following
same resource
condition:
(4)
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However, there is another type of conflict that is an artifact of our movement model.
Consider the infrastructure as in Figure 2 (b) and the following traffic flow:

C


c

H9!  _  ? dhXdAjKJH9!  _ ^ ?lXdhJi#d#AjK H/!   ` ? i#de_kEd#AjK H/!   a ? k]dh@dAjKJ
H/!#^EaE? dhXdAK H/!#^E`#?lXde i#d#AjK H/!#^E^#? iEdh_k]dAjKJH9!#^#_? k]dh_]dAfKMm

Although this traffic flow satisfies conditions (1) - (4), both vehicles are going to exchange their positions at resources  ^ and  ` , which obviously leads to a frontal collision, as sketched in Figure 2 (b). Such situations are avoided if the following condition
is satisfied:

+ %90 7 >+, 0 S  + %90 7S (+@ 0 P F %90 7
 D$ 0 *S

(5)

We say that a traffic flow is safe if it satisfies conditions (1) - (5). In general, safety
has to be established by explicitely resolving conflicts, either by delaying vehicles or
assigning new routes to them.1 Such intervention can be done by human controllers or
automatically applying rule-based conflict resolution strategies, for example.
Conflict resolution affects the efficiency of traffic flows, e.g., when a vehicle has to
stop in front of an intersection in order to give way to another one. There is a variety of
criteria for assessing efficiency of traffic flows. From an infrastructural point of view,
an optimal utilization of available resources is desirable, which, for a given set of vehicles, can be achieved by minimizing the latest time at which a vehicle completes its
movement. From a vehicle point of view, the most efficient traffic flow minimizes the
delay accumulated on the way from its start to finish position.
The completion time -% and delay % of vehicle !#% are defined as follows:
–
–

-%FG%90 2 3 ,
 %  72 3  ?j\F %90 7 OD %/0 7 O8 %90 7 AE

Based on these definitions, the maximum completion time [
can be defined:
–
–

  4 (
  # ¡ J ¢G%9¢ "£ % ,
~¤  "%lT 
 %
C

A traffic flow
rion.

is optimal for ~

or

  4



and the total delay ~

, if it minimizes the given optimality crite-

3 Scheduling the Movements: Job-Shop Scheduling with Blocking
Scheduling is concerned with the optimal allocation of scarce resources to activities
over time [6]. As we will see in this section, there is a close analogy between finding
a safe and optimal traffic flow for a given traffic problem and finding a feasible and
optimal schedule for a certain type of scheduling problem.
A scheduling problem :¥¤\¦ J§T is a set of machines ¦¨;/©  ©  and a
set of jobs §(ªjUBU " that have to be processed on machines in ¦ .2 Typically,
1
2
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Since we assume routes to be fixed, we do not consider the possibility of re-routing vehicles.
For a general introduction to scheduling, there exists a number of textbooks [1, 2, 8].

«°«  « ^

#«-¬ Z¬ ®¯
«  ±
#² %/0   ² %/0 2 3_
² %90 7

scheduling problems are classified in terms of a classification scheme
[9]. The
describes the machine environment. If
, we have an open
first field
shop in which each job consists of a set of operations
where
has
time units, but the order in which the operations
to be processed on machine for
, an ordering is imposed on the set of operare executed is irrelevant. If
ations corresponding to each job. If
, we have a flow shop, in which each
consists of a sequence of operations
and
has to be processed on
for
time units. If
, we have a job shop, in which each each consists of
and
has to be processed on a machine
a sequence of operations
for
time units, with
for i
. Note that in a
flow shop the machine routing is for all jobs the same, while in a job shop the routing is
the number of machines can be specified. The second field
arbitrary but fixed. With
indicates a number of job characteristics, for example
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U%

pmtn
(preemption): job splitting is allowed, i.e., the processing of any operation may be interrupted and resumed at a later time.
: a job must leave a machine immediately after processing is com– nowait
pleted. For example, this restriction can be found in the domain of steel production,
where molten steel expeditiously has to undergo a series of operations while it has
a certain temperature.
– block
: a job has to remain on a machine after processing if the next machine
is busy. During that time, no other job can be processed on that machine. For example, this phenomena occurs in domains without (or limited) intermediate buffer
storage.

®

The last field refers to an optimality criterion which has to be minimized and is a
function based on the completion times of jobs which in turn depends on the schedule.
The completion time of operation
is denoted by
and the time job exits the
system is denoted by . Sometimes, for each job a release date and a due date
is specified on which becomes available for processing or should be completed,
and the
respectively. With this, the lateness of job can be defined as
unit penalty as
if
else

¼%

-%

U%

¾

² %/0 7

U%

U%

c X  %¿ ¼%
%  d

 %/0 7

U%
 %
½ % ¤ % O ¼ %

® is one of the following criteria:
– [ 4( #¡hJ¢G%9¢ " E[%B is the finish time of the last job.
– ½À '> ¡$ ¢%/¢ " ½Á%B the maximum lateness.
" ¾
–  %j À7 the total flow time
"
–  %jGÂ % % the total weight of late jobs
A schedule is an allocation of a time interval ? D$%90 7# FG%/0 7A on machine ©Ã%90 7 to each operation ²%/0 7 of all jobs §h%x&°§ . A schedule is feasible if no job is processed before its
Typically,

release date (if given), the interval allocated to an operation does not fall short of its
specified processing time, no two time intervals allocated to the same job overlap and
no two time intervals on the same machine overlap. In addition, a number of specific
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requirements concerning machine environment and job characteristic have to be met. In
addition, a schedule is optimal, if it minimizes a given optimality criterion.
In the sequel, we are mainly interested in job-shop scheduling with blocking. Interestingly, job-shop scheduling with blocking is a rather unusual combination. For example, Pinedo states that blocking is a phenomenon that occurs only in flow shops [8] and
in the survey article of Hall and Sriskandarajah complexity results only for job shop
with no-wait but not with blocking can be found [7]. One reason why most of the research has focused on flow shops may be that most practical applications of blocking
and no wait are in flow shops. However, our traffic control problem is best considered
a job-shop problem with blocking. Solutions for such problems have to satisfy the following conditions:

$D %90 7ÄLÅ%
F %/0 7 OQD %90 7 L³ %90 7
FG%90 7Æ;D$%90 7S
©Ã%90 7~>©  0   ²%/0 7x>²  0 1Ç? DI%/0 7#JFG%/0 7A,È? D  0 JF  0  A>É

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Condition (6) states that job Ê should start at or after the release date of job Ê and condition (7) requires that the time on machine of the U th subtask of job Ê is not less than
the minimum time required for that subtask. Condition (8) formalizes the blocking constraint and, finally, condition (9) states that machines can only be exclusively used.
While these conditions seem to be enough to guarantee that the schedule can be
executed (and in fact, for flow-shop problems these conditions are sufficient), in a jobshop environment it might be the case that two jobs with opposite machine routing meet
face to face, which is obviously a deadlock and might result in a complete breakdown
of the whole system. Therefore, condition

© %/0 7 >©Ã 0 S  © %/0 7S °©Ã 0 P F %/0 7V>
 D$ 0 *S

(10)

should also be satisfied. Interestingly, this condition has not been discussed in the
scheduling literature yet. The main reason is probably that, as mentioned above, blocking usually happens in flow-shop contexts and the blocking constraint has not been
seriously considered for job-shop environments.
To model the traffic problem as a scheduling problem, we consider infrastructural
resources as machines, vehicles as jobs and movement activities as operations. Therefore, we have to choose the job shop machine environment «¹Ë§ , which allows us to
equate the sequence of movement activities of a vehicle with a jobs sequence of operations. A necessary job characteristic is  block ¸¥ , since if a vehicle !#% wants to
move from resource  %/0 7 to  %90 7S but  %90 7S is blocked by another vehicle, ! % has to
wait on %90 7 until %90 7S becomes available. Finally, the optimality criterion we choose
is ®°Ì[ 4 , i.e., the minimization of the maximal completion time. In terms of the
classification scheme introduced in section 3, ]§-¬ block ¬ Á ] is our type of scheduling
problem we are going to use for solving traffic problems.
The transformation of a traffic problem into a scheduling problem is straightforward: If : traff Í9< < is a traffic problem with resources ¶Î     and
vehicles ÌË!]_! "  where each vehicle !#% is associated with a movement plan
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? =,%90 _=,%/0 2 3*A , then : sched 9< < is the corresponding scheduling problem where
is interpreted as a set of machines and  as a set of tasks. Each movement activity
= %90 7 that has to be performed on resource + %90 7 corresponds to an operation ² %90 7 that has
to be performed on machine ©Ã%90 7Ï&° . Obviously, a feasible schedule Ð directly corC
responds to a safe traffic flow . It is obvious that conditions (1) - (5) for safe traffic


flows are equivalent to conditions (6) - (10) for feasible schedules.

Ð

Ð

Proposition 1. If is a feasible schedule for a job shop scheduling problem with blocking, then represents a safe traffic flow for the corresponding traffic problem.
From this correspondence we can immediately derive a complexity result.
Theorem 1. The traffic control problem is strongly3 NP-hard if we want to optimize the
maximum completion time.

§,`@¬

C `@¬

¬ [ 
¬ [ 4

Proof. As shown by Hall and Sriskandarajah [7], the problem
blocking
is
blocking
, which
strongly NP-hard. This however, is clearly a special case of
implies that the traffic control problem with three resources is already strongly NP-hard.
While this result is not surprising, it nevertheless shows that the traffic control problem is a computationally difficult problem. Moreover, the result implies that we should
look for heuristic approaches in order to solve it.

4 Solution Existence and the Infrastructure
If we know that regardless of the movements of our vehicles the goals can be reached,
we can concentrate on finding a schedule that minimizes the overall costs. Conversely,
if it is possible that a system state can be reached from which some vehicles cannot
proceed to the goal positions, then we better focus on avoiding such states and consider
optimization as secondary.
Let us first consider the situation in Figure 3. Clearly, regardless of what we do, the
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Fig. 3. A traffic problem instance without a solution

depicted problem instance does not have a solution. Conversely, if we consider problem
instances such that the start and final points are not on the routes of other vehicles, then
the problem instance has a solution. The reason is that we could move each vehicle to
3

Strong NP-hardness means that even if the numbers in the problem description are coded in
unary way, the problem remains to be NP-hard.
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its final destination, starting with a new vehicle once the starting time has come and the
previous vehicle has reached its final destination. This guarantees that we can move all
vehicles collision-free to its goals – provided it is enough to start a vehicle movement at
some point after its start time. If we have to begin the vehicle movement exactly at the
start time, we may run into problems. While the entire restriction sounds very severe,
the restriction is satisfied, for example, in open infrastructures, such as airports and train
stations. For example, at airports we might delay the landing of an airplane for as long
as the taxi ways are blocked.
However, even if the problem instance is solvable, it might be possible that a system
state is reachable from which the goal cannot be achieved. For example, in Figure 4 a
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Fig. 4. A traffic problem instance with a possible deadlock situation

situation with a possible deadlock situation is depicted. Such deadlocks can, of course,
be anticipated and avoided in the scheduling procedure. However, due to the on-line
nature of the problem, it can happen that while executing the activity plan, one vehicle
is delayed and the deadlock happens accidentally. In order to avoid that, often the use
of resources is restricted in certain ways. For instance, often roads can only be used in a
uni-directional way resulting sometimes in detours but avoiding head-on conflicts such
as the possible one in Figure 4.

5 Very Fast Approximations for Fast-Time Simulations
In this section, we introduce a very fast algorithm for creating a safe traffic flow for a
given traffic problem. Our simulation results indicate that the efficiency of the automatic
generated traffic flow can keep up with the efficiency of a traffic flow obtained by a
human controller. As a possible application we show how such an automatic traffic
controller can be used for assessing the capacity limit of a given infrastructure.
For the corresponding job shop problem with blocking, we built a feasible schedule
by incrementally inserting jobs in a first-come-first-served manner into the schedule.
The order in which jobs are inserted is determined by their release date. If Ð is a schedule, then Ð¯ÑÒRÓ² 0  &.Ð£¬ ©Ã 0  Ô© 7  is the machine schedule of © 7 &Ì¦ and
idle /©G7#_DGJF is true if and only if no operation is processed on ©G7 during time ? DG F$A .
Furthermore, Õ Ñ Ò~EF  0 ¬ ²  0 ~&ÖÐ Ñ Ò is the set of finish times at ©G7 and
c
DØ%9× 0 7 

%
U X

F %/0 7·Ã U ¿ X

is the earliest possible start time of ² %90 7 . If ² %90 7 has to be inserted into schedule ÐÃÑ3Ù Ò ,
we consider only a finite number of potential start times:
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Ú %/0 7  DØ%9× 0 7 ZÛÖ#FW&ÏÕ Ñ3/Ù Ò@¬ F ¿ DØ%/× 0 7 
Ú
For the example shown in Figure 5, %90 7x]Ü@_ÝeXeXÝ@ . Finally, the predicate insertable ÐT_²%90 7#_DÃ
o

i,j
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Fig. 5. Potential start times considered for insertion

is true, if and only if in the given schedule

Ð

/©Ã%90 7#_DG D1Þ£³I%90 7 is true, i.e., no other operation is planned on ©Ã%/0 7 during ? DG_D Þ
³ %90 7 A .
2. Condition (8) can be satisfied, i.e., if U ¿ X , idle /© %90 7·¯ JF %90 7·¯ _DÃ has to be true.
3. Condition (10) is not violated, i.e., ² %90 7 does not exchange machines with any other
²  0 .
1. idle

As stated above, the basic idea is to sequentially insert jobs into the schedule, so the
main algorithm AutoController is very simple:

jU  *U"e of jobs with U % \² %/0   ² %/0 2 3
Ð

Algorithm AutoController
Params: sequence
Returns: feasible schedule

Ð¹ßàÉ

U % &ÖU  BU"$ do
á=,â\ãä
ÐT_²%90  inserted

for all
inserted =
ScheduleActivity
end for
return

Ð

U%

² %90 7

Ð

For every job
the recursive procedure ScheduleActivity is called. In a nutshell, this
procedure inserts a given operation
into and continues recursively with the sub, until finally the last operation
has been inserted, causing
sequent operation
:
the boolean variable inserted to be set to

²%90 7S
Ð

Procedure ScheduleActivity
Params: schedule , operation
if

)Båä

²%90 2 3

²%/0 7 , bool inserted

UVÚ æNY % then
%/0 7'ß}EF %9× 0 7 ZÛÖ#FW&ÄÕ Ñ 3/Ù Ò]¬ F ¿ D %/× 0 7 

// compute potential start times for

²%/0 7
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while

Ú

%/0 7

Dß¶Vèfé
Ú
Ú
%90 7 ß


É

Ú

inserted do
// get next pot. start time

´ç
%/0 7

%/0 7-ê

#DØ

if Insertable ÐT_²%90 7E_DÃ then
D$%90 75ßëD ; FG%/0 75ßëDI%/0 7-Þ68%/0 7 // assign start/end time to ²%/0 7
if U ¿ X then
FI%90 7·¯'ßëD$%90 7 // adapt end time of preceeding operation
end if
ScheduleActivity \Ð1_² %90 7S inserted // continue recursion with ²
if ç inserted then
Ð6ß}Ð

if U
¿

ê
X

%/0 7S

#²%/0 7

then

F %90 7·¯ ßàD %90 7·¯ Þ68 %90 7·¯ // reset end time of preceeding operation
end if
end if
end if
end while
else
inserted ß true // last operation of task U% has been inserted
end if

Proposition 2. For a given job shop scheduling problem with blocking, the AutoController algorithm returns a feasible schedule.
That a solution is returned follows from the fact that a new job can always be inset of
serted at the end of
a partial schedule. In particular, for every operation ² %/0 7 the
Ú
Ú
useful start times %/0 7 is never empty and the predicate insertable \ÐT ² %/0 7 _ ¡ %90 7 4 is
always true. It is easy to show that conditions (6) - (10) are satisfied after each insertion
of an operation, so it follows that the returned schedule is feasible.

6 Experimental Results
We tested the AutoController in a traffic simulation based on the infrastructure partially
displayed in Figure 6. It is an open traffic system where vehicles dynamically arrive
at entry resources, receive a fixed route randomly taken from a standard route library
(with average route length 60 resources) and move along that route to a loading point.
After a 10-15 minute stay, they move to an exit resource and leave the traffic system.
The minimum time needed to travel along a resource is 10 secs for all vehicles.
Both a human controller and the AutoController have been confronted with the
same random sequence of 58 vehicles whose start times are equally distributed over 1
hour. The resulting traffic flow contains 123 conflicts and is even for skilled controllers
very demanding. Since the latest leave time strongly depends on the arrival times of
the last few vehicles, both the human controller and AutoController achieved the same
completion time. Hence, we use average delay as our secondary optimization criterion
that plays an important role for an economic utilization of the traffic system. As can
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Fig. 6. Simulated infrastructure

be seen in Figure 7 (a), the AutoControllers traffic flow includes 27 secs more average
delay than the human controllers traffic flow, which is a difference in performance of
20.77%.
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Fig. 7. Simulation Results

However, when taking into account the total time a vehicle spends on the infrastructure (turnaround time), this amounts to a loss of efficiency of merely 1.62%.
Although the AutoController is a backtracking algorithm, in our simulation hardly
any backtracking occurred. A total of 3429 movement activities has been scheduled and
only 83 times an insertion was reversed. Consequently, the algorithm is extremely fast
and it took less than 0.5 secs to compute a safe traffic flow on a 300 MHz PC, while
on the other hand even a skilled human controller has to run the simulation most of the
time in real time which takes about 30-45 minutes.
A typical application that requires the coordination of vehicle movements are fasttime traffic simulations that, among others, are used to evaluate the impact of infrastructural or operational changes in terms of capacity increase or decrease. The capacity
limit of a given infrastructure is assessed by gradually increasing traffic density [ops/h]
until an acceptable delay limit is exceeded. With the AutoController algorithm, the re-
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lationship between traffic density and average delay can be determined within minutes,
even if an entire day has to be simulated. An example for our infrastructure is shown in
Figure 7. In our experiment with the infrastructure as depicted in Figure 6, the capacity
limit is 45 [ops/h] if 2:30 min is the acceptable delay limit.

7 Conclusions
The traffic problem is a very common problem occurring when multiple vehicles have
to be coordinated. Examples are airport ground traffic coordination, train station coordination, and multi-robot path coordination. We have shown that this problem is a
particular kind of scheduling problem, namely, a job-shop scheduling problem with
blocking. This is a rather unusual scheduling problem and it turns out that it is necessary to consider new constraints on schedules, which have not been discussed in the
scheduling literature yet, in order to guarantee executability. Nevertheless, the reformulation of the traffic control problem as a scheduling problem allows us to derive the
computational complexity of the traffic control problem. Furthermore, on the practical
side, the reformulation suggests methods to generate schedules.
We consider restrictions on the problem which guarantee the existence of a solution
and we specify a simple, albeit powerful method that is able to generate schedules that
are reasonably good. In particular, this method is so fast that it can be used in fasttime traffic simulations, which are needed when doing infrastructure assessments. In
an experiment we demonstrate that the simulation method is reasonably good and fast
enough to simulate a traffic flow in an infrastructure in a fraction of the time necessary
to execute this flow in real-time.
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Lo al sear h algorithms are among the most e e tive approa hes for
solving the JSP, yet we have little understanding of whi h problem features in uen e sear h ost in these algorithms. We study a des riptive ost model of lo al
sear h in the job-shop s heduling problem (JSP), borrowing from the MAX-SAT
ost models. We show that several fa tors known to in uen e the diÆ ulty of lo al
sear h in MAX-SAT dire tly arry over to the general JSP, in luding the number
of optimal solutions, ba kbone size, the distan e between initial solutions and the
nearest optimal solution, and an analog of ba kbone robustness. However, these
same fa tors only weakly in uen e lo al sear h ost in JSPs with work ow, whi h
possess stru tured onstraints. While the fa tors for the MAX-SAT ost models
provide an a urate des ription of lo al sear h ost in the general JSP, our results
for work ow JSPs raise on erns regarding the appli ability of ost models derived
using random problems to those exhibiting spe i stru ture.

Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Lo al sear h algorithms, parti ularly those based on tabu sear h, are among the most
e e tive approa hes for solving the JSP [BDP96℄. Yet, we have little understanding as to
why these algorithms work so well, and under what onditions. In this paper, we study
des riptive ost models of lo al sear h in the JSP. Des riptive ost models relate sear h
spa e features to sear h ost; better models a ount for more of the varian e in sear h
ost a ross di erent problem instan es. We examine the ost of tabu sear h in the JSP by
onsidering an algorithm introdu ed by Taillard (1994), whi h is losely related to many
state-of-the-art algorithms for the JSP (e.g., [NS96℄), and is signi antly more amenable
to analysis.
Although no des riptive ost models for the JSP exist, resear hers have expended
signi ant e ort in re ent years to produ e relatively a urate des riptive ost models of
lo al sear h for MAX-SAT [SGS00℄. Intuitively, we would expe t some fa tors present in
these models, su h as the number of optimal solutions, to in uen e the diÆ ulty of lo al
sear h in other problems su h as the JSP. At the same time, both the sear h spa e and
onstraint stru ture of the JSP di er in many important ways from MAX-SAT, making
the a-priori appli ability of these models un lear.
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We investigate whether or not the des riptive ost models for MAX-SAT an be
leveraged in an e ort to understand lo al sear h ost in the JSP. We demonstrate that
the fa tors present in the MAX-SAT ost models also in uen e lo al sear h ost in the
JSP, in luding the number of solutions [CFG+ 96℄, ba kbone size [Par97℄, the distan e
between initial solutions and the nearest optimal solution [SGS00℄, and an analog of ba kbone robustness [SGS00℄. Together, these fa tors form the basis of a relatively a urate
des riptive model of lo al sear h ost in the general JSP.
The onstraints in both MAX-SAT ( lauses) and the general JSP (ma hine pro essing
orders) are randomly generated, and in expe tation are unstru tured. In ontrast, the
onstraints in real-world problems are often stru tured. We apply the same analysis to
JSPs with work ow, a restri ted form of the JSP with simple, stru tured onstraints.
We nd that the fa tors present in the MAX-SAT and general JSP des riptive ost
models only weakly in uen e sear h ost in work ow JSPs. We on lude by dis ussing
the impli ations of our analysis for the JSP, MAX-SAT, and lo al sear h in general.

2 The JSP and Problem DiÆ ulty

We onsider the well-known n  m stati JSP, in whi h n jobs must be pro essed exa tly
on e on ea h of m ma hines for an arbitrary, pre-spe i ed duration. Ea h ma hine an
pro ess only one job at a time, and on e initiated, pro essing annot be interrupted.
Any job an start at time 0, and the obje tive is to minimize the makespan, or the
maximum ompletion time of any job. In the general JSP, the ma hine pro essing orders
are independently sampled from a uniform distribution. In the work ow JSP, ma hines
are typi ally divided into two equal-sized partitions ontaining ma hines 1 through m=2
and m=2 + 1 through m, respe tively, and every job must be pro essed on all ma hines
in the rst partition before any ma hine in the se ond partition. Within ea h partition,
the ma hine pro essing orders are sampled from a uniform distribution.
While no des riptive ost models for the JSP exist, some general qualitative observations regarding problem diÆ ulty have emerged. First, independent of lo al sear h
algorithm, we have the following trends:
1. For both general and work ow JSPs, \square" (n=m  1) problem instan es are
signi antly harder than \re tangular" (n=m  1) problem instan es.
2. Given xed n and m, work ow JSPs are substantially more diÆ ult than general
JSPs.
Se ond, given either general or work ow JSPs with a xed n and m, the relative diÆ ulty
of problem instan es appears to be algorithm-independent: e.g., a problem instan e that
is diÆ ult for tabu sear h is likely to be diÆ ult for simulated annealing. Clearly, any
des riptive ost model for the JSP must be onsistent with ea h of these observations.
Mattfeld et al. (1999) perform a quantitative analysis of problem diÆ ulty in the JSP,
identifying signi ant di eren es in the sear h spa es of some well-known 50  10 general
and work ow JSPs. Spe i ally, they show that the extension of the sear h spa e (as
measured by the average distan e between random lo al optima) is larger in work ow
JSPs, suggesting a ause for the generally larger sear h ost asso iated with these problem instan es. Two other measures, entropy and orrelation length, also demonstrated
quantitative di eren es in the sear h spa es of these same problems.
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While Mattfeld et al. do identify di eren es in the sear h spa es of general and workow JSPs, it is un lear whether these di eren es a ount for the varian e in lo al sear h
ost for di erent problem instan es of the same size and work ow on guration. In preliminary experiments, we found that while the fa tors introdu ed by Mattfeld et al. did
in uen e sear h ost, the in uen e was mu h weaker than for the fa tors we dis uss in
Se tion 5. Furthermore, Mattfeld et al. did not investigate whether these same fa tors
were responsible for the relative diÆ ulty of square versus re tangular JSPs.
3

The MAX-SAT Des riptive Cost Model

The MAX-SAT des riptive ost model is the basis for our study. Many methods for
hara terizing problem diÆ ulty have found appli ation in a wide variety of problems, for
example phase transitions and the asso iated peak in sear h ost. Given su h universals,
it is important to examine, and if possible leverage, any existing analysis on problem
diÆ ulty. However, the literature on lo al sear h yields des riptive ost models for only
two, related problems: MAX-SAT and MAX-CSP. Outside of these two examples, the
dominant methods for quantifying problem diÆ ulty are unable to a ount for the large
ost varian e found in di erent problem instan es of a given size. For example, orrelation
length [RS01℄ is stri tly a fun tion of problem size (e.g., the number of ities in the TSP).
Intuitively, a de rease in the number of optimal solutions should yield an in rease in
lo al sear h ost. This observation formed the basis of the rst des riptive ost model
for MAX-SAT, in whi h Clark et al. (1996) demonstrated a relatively strong (negative)
log-log orrelation between the number of solutions and lo al sear h ost, with r-values
ranging anywhere from 0:77 to 0:91. However, the model failed to a ount for the
large ost varian e in problems with very small numbers of optimal solutions, where
model residuals varied over three or more orders of magnitude.
Singer et al. (2000) subsequently introdu ed a des riptive ost model that largely
orre ted the de ien y present in the Clark model, and went further by proposing a
ausal model for lo al sear h ost in MAX-SAT. The ba kbone of a problem instan e
is a key on ept in Singer's des riptive ost model. The ba kbone of a MAX-SAT instan e onsists of the subset of literals that have the same truth value in all optimal
solutions[Par97℄. Singer demonstrated that the ba kbone size does in uen e sear h ost
in MAX-SAT, showing that when the ba kbone is small, there is a strong (negative)
log-log orrelation (r  0:77) between the number of optimal solutions and the lo al
sear h ost. However, this orrelation nearly vanishes (r  0:12) when the ba kbone is
large [SGS00℄.
Lo al sear h algorithms for MAX-SAT qui kly lo ate sub-optimal quasi-solutions,
that ontain relatively few unsatis ed lauses. These quasi-solutions form a sub-spa e
that ontains all optimal solutions, and is largely inter onne ted; on e a point in this
sub-spa e is identi ed, lo al sear h algorithms for MAX-SAT typi ally restri t sear h to
this sub-spa e. This observation led Singer to hypothesize that the size of this sub-spa e
di tates the overall sear h ost, whi h ould over ome the inability of the number of
optimal solutions to predi t lo al sear h ost in problems with large ba kbones.
To test this hypothesis, Singer measured the mean Hamming distan e (the number
of di ering variable assignments) between the rst quasi-solution en ountered during
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lo al sear h and the nearest optimal solution, whi h we denote dinit opt , and omputed
the orrelation between dinit opt and the logarithm of lo al sear h ost. The resulting
orrelations were extremely high (r  0:95) for problems with small ba kbones, and
degraded only slightly for problems with larger ba kbones (r  0:75). Consequently,
dinit opt , and not the number of optimal solutions, is the primary fa tor in uen ing lo al
sear h ost in MAX-SAT.
Singer also posited a ausal explanation for the varian e in dinit opt a ross di erent
MAX-SAT instan es, whi h is based on the notion of ba kbone robustness. A MAX-SAT
instan e is said to have a robust ba kbone if a substantial number of lauses an be
deleted before the ba kbone size is redu ed by half. Conversely, an instan e is said to
have a fragile ba kbone if the deletion of just a few lauses redu es the ba kbone size by
half. Singer argues that \ba kbone fragility approximately orresponds to how extensive
the quasi-solution area is" ([SGS00℄, p. 251), by noting that a fragile ba kbone allows for
large dinit opt be ause of the sudden drop in ba kbone size, while dinit opt is ne essarily
small in problem instan es with robust ba kbones.
To on rm this hypothesis, Singer measured a moderate ( 0:5) negative orrelation between ba kbone robustness and the log of lo al sear h ost for large-ba kboned
MAX-SAT instan es. Surprisingly, this orrelation degraded as the ba kbone size was
de reased, leading Singer to hypothesize that \ nding the ba kbone is less of an issue
and so ba kbone fragility, whi h hinders this, has less of an e e t" ([SGS00℄, p. 254),
although this onje ture was not expli itly tested.
4

Algorithms, Test Problems, and Methodology

We now brie y des ribe Taillard's tabu sear h algorithm for the JSP, and introdu e the
test problems and methodology we use to investigate des riptive ost models for the JSP.
4.1

Algorithm Des ription

The tabu sear h algorithm we onsider in our analysis was introdu ed by Taillard (1994).
This was the rst tabu sear h algorithm for the JSP and is the basis for more advan ed,
state-of-the-art JSP algorithms su h as that of Nowi ki and Smutni ki (1996). Taillard's
algorithm uses the Van Laarhoven move operator [LAL92℄, whi h is often denoted by N1 .
The N1 neighborhood is generated by swapping all adja ent pairs of jobs on any riti al
path in the urrent solution. As in most tabu sear h algorithms for the JSP, re ently
swapped pairs of jobs are prevented from being re-established for a parti ular duration,
alled the tabu tenure; the tabu tenure is dynami ally updated to avoid y ling behavior. All runs are initiated from randomly generated \a tive" solutions [GT60℄. In ea h
iteration of Taillard's algorithm, all N1 neighbors are generated, and the best non-tabu
move is taken. The only long-term memory me hanism is a simple aspiration riterion,
whi h over-rides the tabu status of any move that results in a solution that is better than
any en ountered in the urrent run. As Taillard indi ates ([EDT94℄, p. 110), frequen ybased long-term memory is only ne essary for problems that require a very large (> 1M)
number of iterations, whi h is not the ase for the test problems introdu ed later in this
se tion.
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The ost required to solve a given problem instan e using Taillard's algorithm is naturally de ned as the number of iterations required to lo ate an optimal solution. However,
the number of iterations is sto hasti (with an approximately exponential distribution
[EDT94℄), due to both the randomly generated initial solution and random tie-breaking
when more than one 'best' move is available. Consequently, we de ne the lo al sear h ost
for a problem instan e as the median number of iterations required to lo ate an optimal
solution over 1000 independent runs; with 1000 samples, the estimate of the distribution
median is somewhat stable [Hoo98℄ [SGS00℄.
For analysis purposes, the most important feature of Taillard's algorithm is the N1
move operator. More advan ed riti al path move operators for the JSP, su h as that used
in Nowi ki and Smutni ki's algorithm, an indu e sear h spa es that are dis onne ted,
su h that it is not always possible to move between a randomly generated solution and an
optimal solution. Consequently, any algorithm using su h a move operator is not Probabilisti ally Approximately Complete (PAC) [Hoo98℄: even with in nite run-time, the
algorithm is not guaranteed to lo ate an optimal solution. This severely ompli ates algorithm analysis, as it is un lear how to de ne the sear h ost asso iated with a problem
instan e. However, use of a onne ted move operator does not automati ally guarantee
that an algorithm is PAC [Hoo98℄. While we have no analyti proof that Taillard's algorithm is PAC, the empiri al eviden e is ompelling: in produ ing the results dis ussed in
Se tions 5 and 6, Taillard's algorithm never failed to lo ate an optimal solution.

4.2 De ning a Ba kbone for JSP
The de nition of a ba kbone in any problem depends on how the solutions are represented. Taillard's algorithm en odes solutions using a disjun tive graph, whi h ontains
n(n 1)=2 Boolean \order" variables for ea h of the m ma hines, ea h of whi h represents a pre eden e relation between a distin t pair of jobs on a ma hine. We de ne
the ba kbone of a JSP, therefore, as the set of order variables that have the same truth
value in all optimal solutions. We de ne the ba kbone size as the fra tion of the possible
mn(n 1)=2 order variables that are xed to the same value in all optimal solutions.

4.3 Test Problems
For a variety of reasons, we are restri ted to relatively small problem sizes in our experiments. From a te hni al standpoint, the fa tors present in our des riptive ost model
(e.g., ba kbone size and the distan e between initial and optimal solutions) are fun tions
of all optimal solutions to a problem instan e. Generating all optimal solutions to a
problem instan e is mu h more expensive than merely proving optimality (the enumeration is expli it, in ontrast to the impli it approa h hara teristi of bran h-and-bound
algorithms). Further, the number of optimal solutions in even small problem instan es
is measured in the millions, whi h an easily ex eed available memory in modern workstations. From a pragmati standpoint, we onsider a wide range of problems in our
experiments, ontrolling for ba kbone size, work ow on guration, and problem size. We
study over 4000 problem instan es, omputing the median sear h ost over 1000 independent runs for ea h. Even for the problem sizes we onsider, the overall CPU time
invested was approximately 8 CPU months on 750 MHz Pentium III workstations.
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In our experiments, we examine 6  4 and 6  6 problems, both with and without
work ow partitions. Operation durations are sampled uniformly from the interval [1; 99℄.
Ba kbone size is an integral fa tor in our des riptive ost model. Unfortunately, even for
these problem sizes, it is infeasible to ontrol for a spe i ba kbone size: omputation of
the ba kbone is onsiderably more expensive in the JSP than in MAX-SAT. Instead, we
lter for problems within 5% of a target ba kbone size X , 0:0  X  1:0. We denote the
ba kbone size of the resulting set of problems by  X . For ea h problem size, we generated
100 general and work ow JSP instan es at ea h of the following ba kbone sizes:  0:1,
 0:3,  0:5,  0:7, and  0:9. Finally, we used a onstraint-dire ted s heduling algorithm
to ompute the optimal makespan, the ba kbone size, and to enumerate all optimal
solutions. The spe i algorithm is do umented in Be k and Fox (2000), whi h uses
min-sla k variable and value ordering heuristi s and edge- nding onstraint propagators.

5

A Des riptive Cost Model for the General JSP

A-priori, it is un lear whether the fa tors present in the MAX-SAT ost models are relevant to lo al sear h in the JSP. In MAX-SAT, the sear h spa e is dominated by plateaus
of equally- t quasi-solutions, and the main hallenge for lo al sear h is to either nd an
exit from a plateau to an improving quasi-solution, or to es ape the plateau by a epting
a short sequen e of dis-improving moves [FCS97℄. In ontrast, the JSP sear h spa e is
dominated by lo al optima with variable-sized and variable-depth attra tor basins. Consequently, lo al sear h algorithms for the JSP spend mu h of their time either es aping
or avoiding lo al optima. In this se tion, we examine the MAX-SAT ost models in the
ontext of Taillard's algorithm for the JSP, and demonstrate that despite qualitative differen es in sear h spa e topologies, the MAX-SAT ost model fa tors do form the basis
of an a urate des riptive model of lo al sear h in the JSP.
5.1

Number of Solutions and Sear h Cost

In MAX-SAT, the number of optimal solutions an in uen e lo al sear h ost, although
the strength of this in uen e depends riti ally on ba kbone size: it is strong in problems
with small ba kbones, and very weak in problems with large ba kbones. In Table 1, we
report summary statisti s for the number of optimal solutions and the lo al sear h ost
for our general JSPs. We see both a dramati drop in the number of optimal solutions
and a gradual in rease in lo al sear h ost as the ba kbone size is in reased. Further,
at a xed ba kbone size the di eren e in lo al sear h ost between the 6  6 and 6  4
problems is minimal, and an be attributed to the larger size of the sear h spa e in the
6  6 problem instan es.
In the bottom third of Table 1, we report the log10 -log10 orrelation between the
number of optimal solutions and lo al sear h ost. The r-values indi ate that both the
number of optimal solutions and the ba kbone size in uen e lo al sear h ost in the
general JSP. As in MAX-SAT, the orrelation is relatively strong for small-ba kboned
problems, and drops rapidly with in reases in ba kbone size. Although additional fa tors
are required to fully a ount for the varian e in lo al sear h ost for large-ba kboned
general JSPs, these results demonstrate that the intera tion e e t between ba kbone
size and the number of solutions is not unique to MAX-SAT.
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Ba kbone Size
Problem Size
01
03
05
07
09
Number of Optimal Solutions
64
481837  1158660 30007  38072 3221  3742 642  1374
21  22
66
6233821  8070114 1405290  3221150 85292  157617 9037  9037
85  106
Lo al Sear h Cost
64
6.69  3.34
23.05  20.93 52.64  61.22 94.76  136.56 312.27  332.27
66
8.34  4.13
32.94  32.58 53.43  58.52 83.98  91.80 514.70  1853.08
10 10 Correlation ( ) Between the # of Optimal Solutions and Lo al Sear h Cost
64
-0.7508
-0.5100
-0.4905
-0.4131
-0.2683
66
-0.7328
-0.4865
-0.3807
-0.3227
-0.2010
:

log

:

log

:

:

:

r

Table 1. The number of optimal solutions, lo al sear h ost, and log10 -log10 orrelation (r )
between the number of optimal solutions and lo al sear h ost for general JSPs. X  Y denotes
a mean of X with a std. dev. of Y .
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Distribution of Ba kbone Sizes

While re tangular JSPs tend to be mu h easier than square JSPs, this di eren e was not
observed in the lo al sear h osts reported in Table 1. In a straightforward experiment,
we generated 100 6  4 and 6  6 general JSPs and omputed the lo al sear h ost for
ea h problem set, leaving the ba kbone size un ontrolled. The mean lo al sear h osts
were 32:91 and 498:13 for the 6  4 and 6  6 problem sets, respe tively, suggesting a
strong bias in the distribution of ba kbone sizes for the two problem types.
In MAX-SAT, the distribution of ba kbone sizes depends on the ratio of the number
of lauses to the number of variables v [Par97℄. Under- onstrained problem (with small
values of =v ) tend to have small ba kbones, while over- onstrained problems (with large
values of =v ) tend to have large ba kbones; the relative frequen y of large-ba kboned
problems in reases rapidly in the so- alled ` riti ally onstrained' region. In the JSP and
many other optimization problems, there is no known parameter analogous to =v by
whi h we an ontrol for the expe ted degree of onstrainedness. Consequently, we an
only observe the relative frequen y of ba kbone sizes in these problems.
To examine the relative frequen y of ba kbone sizes in the general JSP, we generated
50 000 6  4 and 6  6 problems, and omputed the ba kbone size for ea h instan e. In
Figure 1, we provide histograms illustrating the relative frequen y of the ba kbone sizes.
The most ommon ba kbone sizes for the square 6  6 instan es are roughly 0:9, and
are ex eedingly rare below 0:3. In ontrast, the ba kbone sizes for the re tangular 6  4
instan es are more uniformly distributed, with a slight bias toward smaller ba kbone
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Problem
Size
dinit

Ba kbone Size

01 03 05 07
:

:

:

 4 0.9890 0.9526 0.9070
 6 0.9912 0.9327 0.8911
kbone robustness10 (lo al
 4 -0.2193 -0.3993 -0.4412
 6 -0.1621 -0.3629 -0.4507

6
6
Ba
6
6

r

Table 2. Correlation ( ) of 1)

log

dinit

opt



:
0 :9
ost) orrelation
0.8296
0.5303
0.8371
0.6484
sear h ost) orrelation
-0.5277
-0.5606
-0.4712
-0.5134

opt -log10 (lo al sear h

and 2) ba kbone robustness with

log10 (lo

al sear h ost)

in general JSPs.

sizes. We have also generated similar histograms for other small problem sizes: for ratios
of n=m > 1:5, the bias toward small ba kbones be omes more pronoun ed, while for
ratios < 1, the bias toward larger ba kbones is further magni ed. Finally, we note that
the utility of the orrelation between number of optimal solutions and lo al sear h ost
depends heavily on problem size; the in uen e is negligible for nearly all 6  6 JSPs
(whi h generally have large ba kbones), and for many 6  4 JSPs.
5.3

Distan e to Global Optima and Sear h Cost

In MAX-SAT, the mean distan e between the initial quasi-solutions en ountered by lo al
sear h and the nearest optimal solution (dinit opt ) is strongly orrelated with lo al sear h
ost, a ross all ba kbone sizes. Intuitively, we would also expe t the distan e between
the rst lo al optima en ountered by lo al sear h and the nearest optimal solution to
in uen e lo al sear h ost in the JSP; the question is then \How strong is this in uen e?".
For ea h of our general JSPs, we generated 1000 lo al optima, omputed the Hamming
distan e to the nearest optimal solution for ea h of the resulting optima, and re orded
the mean of the 1000 distan es (the Hamming distan e between two solutions in the JSP
is the number of order variables, out of the mn(n 1)=2 possible, with di erent assigned
values); as with MAX-SAT, we denote this measure by dinit opt . We generated the lo al
optima by applying a next-des ent algorithm from random \a tive" solutions [GT60℄.
Our next-des ent algorithm evaluates the neighbors of the urrent solution under the
N1 move operator in a random order, sele ting the rst solution that improves on the
makespan of the urrent solution; the algorithm terminates when no su h improvements
are possible.
In Table 2, we report the orrelations between dinit opt and log10 (lo al sear h ost).
For ba kbone sizes of  0:1 through  0:5, the orrelation is extremely high, and only
moderately degrades for the two larger ba kbone sizes. The r-values are uniformly and
signi antly better than those a hieved using the number of solutions, and a ount for a
signi ant proportion of the varian e in lo al sear h ost for large-ba kboned problems.
Thus, we also on lude that the distan e between initial and optimal solutions, and not
the number of optimal solutions, is the primary fa tor in uen ing the ost of lo al sear h
in the general JSP, independent of ba kbone size.
5.4

Ba kbone Robustness and Sear h Cost

Singer et al. propose ba kbone robustness a ausal fa tor that largely determines the
size of the quasi-solution sub-spa e in MAX-SAT. Abstra tly, ba kbone robustness is a
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measure of the number of problem onstraints that must be relaxed to produ e a problem
with a signi antly smaller ba kbone. While in the JSP there is no analog to relaxing
individual onstraints (as is possible in MAX-SAT), there is a parameter ontrolling the
global onstrainedness: deviation from the optimal makespan. Thus, we de ne ba kbone
robustness for the JSP as the minimum per entage above the optimal makespan at whi h
the ba kbone size is redu ed by at least half (subje t to integral makespan onstraints).
In the lower half of Table 2 we report the orrelation between the ba kbone robustness and log10 (lo al sear h ost) for our general JSPs. The results are very similar to
those reported by Singer et al. for MAX-SAT; a moderate negative orrelation for largeba kboned instan es, and a gradual de ay as ba kbone size is de reased. Analogous to
MAX-SAT, ba kbone robustness does appear to partially di tate the size of the subspa e ontaining lo al optima in the general JSP. As we noted in Se tion 3, Singer et al.
provide a justi ation for the lower orrelations for small-ba kboned instan es.

6 Extending the Analysis to Work ow JSPs
The primary problem onstraints in the JSP are the ma hine pro essing orders for ea h
job, while in MAX-SAT they are the individual lauses. In both ases, resear hers typially generate problem instan es su h that these onstraints are uniformly random. An
important issue is then generalization: real-world problems have non-random onstraints,
and it is un lear whether the des riptive ost models for MAX-SAT and general JSP are
appli able to problem instan es with more stru tured onstraints. To study the e e t
of non-random onstraints on the a ura y of the des riptive ost model, we extend the
analysis of Se tion 5 to JSPs with work ow{whi h impose a simple, spe i stru ture on
the ma hine pro essing orders for ea h job.
First, we onsider the in uen e of the number of optimal solutions on lo al sear h
ost in work ow JSPs, reported in Table 3. As with general JSPs, we see both a dramati
drop in the number of optimal solutions and a gradual in rease in lo al sear h ost as
the ba kbone size is in reased. Work ow JSPs have signi antly fewer optimal solutions
than general JSPs, and the lo al sear h ost is generally an order of magnitude higher.
However, the log10 -log10 orrelation between the number of optimal solutions and the
lo al sear h ost is nearly identi al with the results for general JSPs: orrelation is strong
for small-ba kboned problems, but de ays as ba kbone size is in reased.
Next, we omputed the relative frequen y of ba kbone sizes for both the 6  4 and
6  6 work ow JSPs; the resulting histograms are shown in Figure 2. Relative to general
JSPs (Figure 1), it is lear that the presen e of work ow partitions dramati ally in reases
the frequen y of large-ba kboned problem instan es. For the re tangular 6  4 problems,
work ow hanges a bias toward small ba kbones in the general JSP into a relatively
large bias toward large ba kbones. For the 6  6 problems, work ow further magni es
the already large bias toward large ba kbones found in the general JSP. We note that the
rarity of small-ba kboned work ow JSPs further diminishes the utility of the number of
solutions as a predi tor of lo al sear h ost for these instan es.
Finally, we measured the orrelation between dinit opt and log10 (lo al sear h ost);
the results are reported in the upper portion of Table 4. Here, we see a dramati differen e between general JSPs and work ow JSPs: while the in uen e of dinit opt at
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Ba kbone Size
Problem Size
01
03
05
07
09
Number of Optimal Solutions
6  4wf
27369  71049 81255  295593 2515.25  4704
293  425
18  16
6  6wf
1147650  6555440 429102  1676350 19017  44556
4553  6898
80  94
Lo al Sear h Cost
6  4wf
119.44  89.32 122.2  114.26 333.42  442.39 920.72  1515.75 2087.44  2973.86
6  6wf
318.77  113.82 513.13  143.72 1086.33  1979.39 1730.53  2846.15 5036.53  5132.54
10 10 Correlation ( ) Between the # of Optimal Solutions and Lo al Sear h Cost
6  4wf
-0.7650
-0.6663
-0.3484
-0.2613
-0.2208
6  6wf
-0.7345
-0.6877
-0.4316
-0.2700
-0.2561
:

log

:

log

:

:

:

r

The number of solutions,lo al sear h ost, and log10 -log10 orrelation (r) between the
number of solutions and lo al sear h ost for JSPs with work ow. X  Y denotes a mean of X
with a std. dev. of Y .
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Fig. 2. Histogram of ba kbone sizes for 50 000 6  4 (left gure) and 6  6 (right gure) JSPs
with work ow.

small ba kbones is relatively large, it drops very rapidly, ultimately vanishing at  0:9.
Additionally, be ause of the lesser in uen e of dinit opt on lo al sear h ost, we see a
orresponding drop in the in uen e of ba kbone robustness, as shown in the bottom half
of Table 4. Given the strong bias toward large ba kbones in work ow JSPs, we on lude
by noting that the fa tors present in the MAX-SAT and general JSP ost models are
unable to a ount for any signi ant proportion of the varian e in lo al sear h ost in
these problems.

7

Dis ussion and Impli ations

Our results demonstrate that dinit opt is a good predi tor of lo al sear h ost in both
the general JSP and MAX-SAT, despite qualitative di eren es in the underlying sear h
spa es. In both ases, dinit opt indire tly measures the size of the sear h spa e explored
by the respe tive lo al sear h algorithms. Modern lo al sear h algorithms for MAX-SAT
(e.g., Walk-SAT [SGS00℄) basi ally perform a random walk over the quasi-solution subspa e. Consequently, it is unsurprising that sear h ost is an exponential fun tion of
the sub-spa e size [Hoo98℄. However, this inferen e also applies to Taillard's tabu sear h
algorithm for the general JSP: it is e e tively performing a random walk in the spa e of
lo al optima. The ability of dinit opt to predi t lo al sear h ost also indi ates that there
is no, or at most a very weak, bias in the sear h spa es of both problems; if there were,
distan e alone would fail to a urately predi t lo al sear h ost.
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Problem
Size
dinit

Ba kbone Size

01 03 05 07
:

:

:

 4wf 0.8727 0.7122 0.5109
 6wf 0.8231 0.6781 0.5264
kbone robustness10 (lo al
 4wf -0.0029 -0.0217 -0.0372
 6wf -0.0165 -0.0348 -0.0513

6
6
Ba
6
6

Correlation (r) of 1) dinit
in work ow JSPs.

Table 4.
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ost) orrelation
0.1811
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sear h ost) orrelation
-0.0752
-0.1423
-0.0941
-0.1239

opt -log10 (lo al sear h

and 2) ba kbone robustness with log10 (lo al sear h ost)

In ontrast, we found that dinit opt was a very poor predi tor of lo al sear h ost in
work ow JSPs. Follow-up experiments indi ate that there is a very strong bias toward
parti ular sub-optimal solutions in some of these problems: there are many more 'paths'
in the sear h spa e to sub-optimal solutions than to optimal solutions. In other problems,
we have observed very distant lusters of optimal solutions, suggesting that a more ompli ated de nition of dinit opt may be required. Our results also raise issues regarding
the des riptive ost models for MAX-SAT, as we have shown that the fa tors in uen ing
lo al sear h ost in random and stru tured problems may in fa t be quite di erent.
We view this resear h as a rst step toward understanding why lo al sear h algorithms
for the JSP are so e e tive. We sele ted Taillard's tabu sear h algorithm pre isely be ause
it serves as a baseline for more advan ed algorithms, su h as Nowi ki and Smutni ki's tabu
sear h algorithm, whi h enhan e Taillard's algorithm through either more advan ed move
operators or long-term memory. With des riptive ost models for the basi algorithm, we
an begin to systemati ally assess the in uen e of these improvements on the des riptive
ost model. Finally, we note that our analysis is only dire tly appli able to tabu-like sear h
algorithms for the JSP. Be ause des riptive ost models are tied to spe i algorithms, it
seems likely that other fa tors are responsible for lo al sear h ost in algorithms su h as
iterated lo al sear h or geneti algorithms, whi h are based on prin iples quite di erent
from tabu sear h.

8

Con lusions

Our results learly demonstrate that the fa tors in uen ing lo al sear h ost in MAXSAT also in uen e lo al sear h ost in the general JSP, despite qualitative di eren es
in the underlying sear h spa es. Consequently, we have a relatively lear pi ture of lo al
sear h ost in the general JSP, although our model fails to a ount for a moderate amount
of the varian e in lo al sear h ost of large-ba kboned problem instan es. Our results also
suggest the possibility that these same fa tors may be appli able in a mu h wider range
of optimization problems.
We also shed more light on the observation that re tangular JSPs are signi antly
easier than square JSPs. If we ontrol for ba kbone size, re tangular JSPs are not signi antly easier than square JSPs. Instead, the observed di eren e in diÆ ulty stems
primarily from the relative frequen y of ba kbone sizes in the two problems: large ba kbones are very ommon in square problems, while we see a bias toward smaller ba kbones
in re tangular problems.
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Finally, we also demonstrate that the fa tors in uen ing sear h ost in the general
JSP do not ne essarily transfer to JSPs with work ow, suggesting that the des riptive
ost models for random and stru tured problems may in fa t be quite di erent.
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Abstra t. The evolution of the ele troni sour es onne ted through
wide area networks like Internet has en ouraged the development of new
information gathering te hniques that go beyond traditional information
retrieval and Web sear h methods. They use advan ed te hniques, like
planning or onstraint programming, to integrate and reason about hetereogeneous information sour es. In this paper we des ribe MAPWeb,
a multiagent framework that integrates planning agents and Web information retrieval agents. The goal of this framework is to deal with
problems that require planning with information to be gathered from
the Web. MAPWeb de ouples planning from information gathering, by
splitting a planning problem into two parts: solving an abstra t problem and validating and ompleting the abstra t solutions by means of
information gathering. This de oupling allows also to address an important aspe t of information gathering: the Web is a dynami medium and
more and more ompanies make their information available in the Web
everyday. The MAPWeb framework an be adapted qui kly to these
hanges by just modifying an abstra t planning domain and adding the
required information gathering agents. For instan e, in a travel assistant
domain, if taxi ompanies begin to o er Web information, it would only
be ne essary to add new planning operators related to traveling by taxi,
for a more omplete travel domain. This paper des ribes the MAPWeb
planning pro ess, fo using on the aforementioned exibility aspe t.

1

Introdu tion

In re ent years there has been a lot of work in Web information gathering [1, 5{8℄.
Information gathering intends to integrate a set of di erent information sour es
with the aim of querying them as if they were a single information sour e [6℄.
Many di erent kinds of systems, named mediators, have been developed. They
try to integrate information from multiple distributed and heterogeneous information sour es, like database systems, knowledge bases, web servers, ele troni
repositories. . . (an example is the SIMS [7℄ ar hite ture). In order that these
systems are pra ti al, they must be able to optimize the query pro ess by sele ting the most appropriate
sour es and ordering the queries. For this
purpose, di erent algorithms and paradigms have been developed. For instan e,
Planning by Rewriting (PbR) [1℄ builds queries by using planning te hniques.

Web
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Other examples of information gathering systems are Ariadne [7℄, Hera les [8℄,
WebPlan [5℄.
Some of the previous approa hes use planning te hniques to sele t the appropriate Web sour es and order the queries to answer generi user queries. That
is, they use planning as a tool for sele ting and sequen ing the queries. In this
paper we des ribe MAPWeb, an information gathering system that also uses
planning, but with a di erent purpose (some preliminary work an be found
in [2, 3℄). MAPWeb uses planning for both determining the appropriate generi
sour es to query and solving a tual planning problems. For instan e, in this paper, the MAPWeb framework is applied to a travel planning assistant domain
(e-tourism),1 where the user needs to nd a plan to travel among several pla es.
Ea h plan not only determines what steps the user must perform, but whi h
information sour es should be a essed. For instan e, if a step is to go from A to
B by plane, the system provides the user the information of what airplane ompanies should be onsulted for further information. This domain is similar to the
travel planning assistant built using the Hera les framework. However, Hera les
onstrained network, whi h is a kind of plan s hema, needs to be reprogrammed
everytime the planning domain hanges. MAPWeb tries to be more exible by
using planning te hniques to reate the plans. For instan e, if it is desired to
add a new information sour e to the system, it is only ne essary to hange the
planning domain instead of reprogramming the plan s hema by hand. For instan e, if taxi fares were made suddenly available in the Web, it would only be
ne essary to add a move-by-taxi operator along with the asso iated WebAgent.2
A tually, MAPWeb an handle planning operators whi h are not asso iated to
any information sour e (be ause, for instan e, the information on a given topi
is not yet available). In that ase, plans will ontain steps with no detailed information. This is useful, be ause even if no spe i information is supplied, at
least the user is told that he an ful ll that step by any means.
The paper is stru tured as follows. Se tion 2 des ribes MAPWeb ar hite ture. Se tion 3 explains in detail the abstra t planning pro ess. Se tion 4
evaluates empiri ally the system. Finally, Se tion 5 summarizes the on lusions
and future lines of work.

2

MAPWeb System Ar hite

ture

MAPWeb

is stru tured into several logi layers whose purpose is to isolate
the user from the details of problem solving and Web a ess. More spe i ally,
we onsidered four layers between users and the Web: the physi al world (the
users), the reasoning layer (that in ludes user agents, planning agents, and ontrol agents), the a ess information layer (that ontains WebAgents to retrieve
the desired information), and the information world (whi h represents the available information). This four-layer ar hite ture an be seen in Figure 1.
1
2
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MAPWeb three-layer ar hite ture.

MAPWeb deploys this ar hite ture using a set of heterogeneous agents.
Next, ea h of these types of agents will be des ribed:

{ UserAgents: They pay attention to user queries and display to users the so{
{
{

lution(s) found by the system. When an UserAgent re eives problem queries
from the users, it sends them to the PlannerAgents and when they answer
ba k with the plans, the UserAgent provides the solutions to the user.
ControlAgents: They handle several ontrol fun tions like the insertion
and deletion of agents in the system and ommuni ation management.
PlannerAgents: They re eive an user query, build an abstra t representation of it, and solve it by means of planning. Then, the PlannerAgents ll in
the information details by querying the WebAgents. The planner that has
been used by the PlannerAgents is prodigy4.0 [9℄.
WebAgents: Their main goal is to ll in the details of the abstra t plans obtained by the PlannerAgents. They obtain that information from the Web.

The way these agents ooperate is as follows. First, the user intera ts with
the UserAgent to input his/her query. The query aptures information like the
departure and return dates and ities, one way or return trip, maximum number
of transfers, and some preferen e riteria. This information is sent to the PlannerAgent, whi h transforms it into a planning problem. This planning problem
retains only those parts that are essential for the planning pro ess, whi h is
named the abstra t representation of the user query. Prodigy4.0 generates several abstra t solutions for the user query. The planning operators in the abstra t
solutions require to be ompleted and validated with a tual information whi h
is retrieved from the Web. To a omplish this, the PlannerAgent sends information queries to spe ialized WebAgents, that return several re ords for every
information query. Then, the PlannerAgent integrates and validates the solutions and returns the data to the UserAgent, whi h in turn displays it to the
user. MAPWeb agents use a subset of the kqml spee h a ts [4℄. The whole
pro ess will be des ribed in full detail in the next se tion.
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3

The Planning Pro ess

As mentioned before, in MAPWeb, the information gathering pro ess is arried
out by a set of WebAgents, but this pro ess is guided by the PlannerAgent that
reasons about the requested problem and the di erent information sour es that
are available.
The planning pro ess is divided into two parts: solving an abstra t problem, and ompleting it with information gathered from the Web. Planning is
de oupled this way be ause of two reasons:
{

{

The abstra t planning problem is easier to solve by lassi al planners. This
is be ause if all the information about all the available ights, all possible
trains, et . was in luded in the planning pro ess, planning would be unfeasible.
It is not ne essary to a ess the Web during the planning pro ess. Queries
to the WebAgents are arried out only when abstra t plans are ready. This
allows to redu e the number of queries, be ause only those queries that are
required by the solution are ever made.

Planning works as follows. First, the PlannerAgent re eives a query from
UserAgent. This query is analyzed and translated into an abstra t planning
problem. Se ond, the PlannerAgent uses its own skills and knowledge about the
problem and tries to solve it. If the solving pro ess is su essful, the PlannerAgent generates a set of abstra t solutions. These solutions are too general and
only have the essential information for the planning pro ess, so they need spei information to be ompleted and validated. The PlannerAgent builds a set
of information queries (queries to other agents in the system to request spe i
information). It is important to try to optimize the number of queries due to the
high number of possible instantiations. When the queries have been built, the
PlannerAgent sele ts the set of WebAgents that will be asked. Finally, when the
WebAgents answer with the information found in the Web (if WebAgents are
su essful) the PlannerAgent integrates all the spe i information with the abstra t solutions to generate the nal solutions that will be sent to the UserAgent.
In Figure 2 the modular des ription of the planning pro ess is shown.
The next subse tions explain this pro ess in detail by fo using in the data
stru tures used by ea h of the relevant agents: the user query generated by the
UserAgent, the abstra t problem, the abstra t solutions, the spe i knowledge
used by the PlannerAgent, and nally the spe i information re ords retrieved
by the WebAgents.
3.1

The User Query

The planning pro ess starts when the user supplies a problem to be solved. A
user query is a sequen e of stages. Ea h stage is a template that represents a
leg of the trip, and ontains several elds to be lled by the user. Table 1 shows
an instan e of a possible user query. It will be used to illustrate the rest of the
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Prodigy4.0. Ea h solution is partially instantiated by means of domain dependent
heuristi s. Every operator in a solution generates several Web queries, whi h are sent
to the appropriate WebAgents by using the agent hierar hy. The agents return several
re ords, that are used to

omplete and validate the abstra t solutions.

arti le. This query is then sent to the PlannerAgent. Besides the information
shown in Table 1, the user an spe ify the lo ations inside the ity where s/he
wants to start or end the trip (like an airport, a train station, or a bus station).
This is done by means of the user interfa e provided by the UserAgent.
Table 1. A user problem to go from Turin to Toledo by airplane or train.
Leg Stage

3.2

!
!
!

Date

Madrid

Restri tions

N

o

Transfers

1

Turin

Sep. 11th Plane or train

2
3

<

0 or 1

3 nights stay
Sep. 11th
15.000 pts
Madrid
Toledo Sep. 14th Plane or train

0 or 1

4

Toledo

Sep. 14th Plane or train

0 or 1

Turin

The planning domain and the abstra t solutions

The PlannerAgent transforms the user query into an abstra t problem. This is
done as follows. First, it de nes an abstra t ity. This ity in ludes all possible
lo al transports, but only the long range transport terminals that the user wishes
to use are in luded. Then, this abstra t ity is opied as many times as the
maximum number of transfers supplied by the user. It is important to remark
that the ities are abstra t ities (i.e. they have no atta hed names, so they are
present in the abstra t plan to represent the initial, intermediate, and nal travel
points). The rest of details provided by the user are ignored at this stage. The
abstra t problem represents the initial state and the goals of the problem that
are the inputs to Prodigy4.0.
In order to solve abstra t problems, Prodigy4.0 requires a domain where
the planning operators are des ribed. Using planning at this stage (instead of
using pre-programmed plans) provides two main advantages:
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1.

the system an be adapted to many di erent versions of travel domains and problems by just hanging the domain des ription or the abstra t
problem generation method, respe tively.
2. Easy integration of new Web sour es. The Web is a dynami medium: more
and more ompanies make their information available in the Web everyday.
If a new information sour e (like taxi fares) is made available, MAPWeb an
be adapted qui kly by just adding a new planning operator and establishing
a relation with a WebAgent spe ialized in gathering the information from
the Web.
Flexibility:

The abstra t problem obtained from Table 1 would be given to the PlannerAgent planner (Prodigy4.0) whi h would obtain several possible abstra t
solutions. In this ase, the planner would reply with the plans shown in Figures 3
(solutions with 0 transfers) and 4 (1 transfer solutions).
Problem: 0-Transfers
Solution 1:
<travel-by-airplane user1 plane0 airport0 airport2>
<move-by-lo al-transport user1 lbus2 bustop20 trainstat21 ity2>
Solution 2:
<move-by-lo al-transport user1 lbus0 bustop00 trainstat01 ity0>
<travel-by-train user1 train0 trainstat0 trainstat2>

Fig. 3.

Abstra t solutions generated by

Prodigy4.0

for Leg 1 with 0-Transfer.

Problem: 1-Transfers
Solution 1:
<travel-by-airplane user1 plane0 airport0 airport1>
<move-by-lo al-transport lbus1 bustop10 trainstat11 ity1>
<travel-by-train user1 train1 trainstat1 trainstat2>
Solution 2:
<travel-by-airplane user1 plane0 airport0 airport1>
<travel-by-airplane user1 plane1 airport1 airport2>
<move-by-lo al-transport lbus2 bustop20 trainstat20 ity2>
..............

Fig. 4.

Abstra t solutions generated by

Prodigy4.0

for Leg 1 with 1-Transfers.

This is a set of abstra t plans that ontain no a tual details. Some of the plan
steps might not even be possible be ause, for instan e, there are no ompanies
linking two ities. Therefore, those plans need to be validated and ompleted.
The PlannerAgent a omplishes this task in the following way:
1. The abstra t steps in the solution ontain unbound variables that relate to
transfer ities. They need to be bound before the WebAgents are queried.
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The PlannerAgent restri ts the number of bindings by applying a geographi

heuristi . This is a hieved as follows:

{ If the origin and arrival ities belong to the same ountry, only the ities
in that ountry are onsidered as possible transfer ities.
{ Else, if the origin and arrival ities belong to the same ontinent, only
the ities of that ontinent are onsidered.
{ Otherwise, all ities are onsidered.

In the ase of the rst leg of the trip, as Turin and Madrid belong to Europe,
we extra t the ities that belong to this ontinent ( urrently, about 30).
Table 2 displays the queries that would be generated in this ase.
Table 2. Queries partially instantiated.

Query send to the WebAgents
No Transfers
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Toledo)
0
(travel-by-train user1 train0? Turin Toledo)
0
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Madrid Turin)
0
(travel-by-train user1 train0? Madrid Toledo)
0
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Ali ante)
1
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Bar elona)
1
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Paris)
1
(travel-by-train user1 train0? Turin Madrid)
1
...
...

Web

2. Planning operators of the abstra t solutions and
sour es are related by
means of a WebAgent hierar hy. This hierar hy is used by the PlannerAgent
to sele t the relevant WebAgents that will be used to obtain the information.
This hierar hy allows the PlannerAgent to know whi h WebAgents know
how to retrieve the required information. In Figure 5 a des ription of this
hierar hy is shown.
Agent
|___UserAgent0
|---ReasonerAgent
|___PlannerAgent0
|___WebAgents
|___Travel
|___Fly: WebAgent-Iberia,WebAgent-Amadeus-Flight
|___Train: WebAgent-Renfe,WebAgent-RailEurope
|___Bus
|___Hotel: WebAgent-Amadeus-Hotel
|___Car
|___ControlAgents
|___ManagerAgent0
|___Coa hAgent0
Fig. 5. Agents Hierar hy. It des ribes all the available agents in

MAPWeb

and their

information gathering skills.
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3. Finally the PlannerAgent uses the previous information to build a set of
queries that will sent to the sele ted WebAgents. If a planning operator is
repeated in di erent abstra t solutions, it is only onsidered on e, to avoid
repeating queries. For instan e, in the solutions for 1-Transfer problems the
operator (<travel-by-airplane user1 plane0 airport0 airport1>) would
be translated as shown in Table 3:
Table 3.

Queries partially instantiated to the appropriate WebAgents.

Query send to the WebAgents
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Toledo)
(travel-by-train user1 train0? Turin Toledo)
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Ali ante)
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Bar elona)
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Paris)
(travel-by-train user1 train0? Turin Madrid)
...

WebAgent
Iberia, Amadeus-Flights
Renfe, RailEurope
Iberia, Amadeus-Flights
Iberia, Amadeus-Flights
Iberia, Amadeus-Flights
Renfe, RailEurope
...

Those queries (and all the additional information given by the UserAgent)
are sent to several WebAgents that know about airplane travel, so that variable
plane0? is instantiated as well.
3.3

Filling the Abstra t Solutions

The information queries are sent to the sele ted WebAgents with the spe i
data (departure and arrival times, travel ost, et . . . ) and the query that the
PlannerAgent needs. With this information the WebAgents automati ally build
the spe i Web query that will be sent to the Web information sour es the
agent is spe ialized in. For every query, ea h WebAgent will return to the PlannerAgent a list of re ords by lling a template whose stru ture is shared by
all the agents (there are di erent templates depending on the kind of information required). In Table 4 some of the retrieved ight-re ords and train-re ords
provided by di erent WebAgents are shown for the Leg 1 in the example.
Finally, those re ords are re eived by the PlannerAgent that will use them
to omplete the abstra t solutions. If the WebAgents return no re ords for a
step of the abstra t solution, that parti ular solution is reje ted. However, it is
important to remark that if it is known in advan e that there are no Web sour es
to omplete a parti ular step (for instan e, <MOVE-BY-LOCAL-TRANSPORT taxi
...>), then the user is told that s/he has to arry out that step, even though no
spe i information about that step is atta hed. The set of ompleted solutions
are nally sent to the UserAgent that requested the information.

4

Experimental Evaluation

The aim of this se tion is to arry out several experiments with MAPWeb to
evaluate its performan e. First, the example-trip we have used to illustrate the
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Table 4. Retrieved re ords by the WebAgents.

Inf-FLIGHTS

WebAgent

re ord1

Iberia

re ord2

re ord3

Inf-TRAINS

re ord1

Portugalia
null
NI711
null
ESP
2h10min
TRN
11-09-01
MAD
null
null
1
one-way

train- ompany RENFE RENFE RENFE
http-address w3.renfe.es w3.renfe.es w3.renfe.es
train-id
07054
07056
07058
ti ket-fare
780
780
780
urren y
ESP
ESP
ESP
departure- ity MAD
MAD
MAD
departure-date 11-09-01 11-09-01 11-09-01
departure-time 6:30
8:30
10:14
arrival- ity
TOL
TOL
TOL
arrival-date
11-09-01 11-09-01 11-09-01
arrival-time
7:53
9:47
11:30
lass
Tourist
Tourist
Tourist

Amadeus Amadeus WebAgent Renfe

air- ompany
Iberia
Iberia
http-address
w3.iberia.es null
ight-id
IB8797
IB8819
ti ket-fare
70641
null
urren y
ESP
ESP
ight-duration 3h45min
2h00min
airp-depart- ity TRN
TRN
departure-date 11-09-01
11-09-01
airp-arrival- ity MAD
MAD
return-date
null
null
lass
Tourist
null
o
n passengers 1
1
round-trip
one-way
one-way

re ord2

Renfe

re ord3

Renfe

previous se tions will be tested. Se ond, a set of problems given by the user will
be evaluated to analyze the average behaviour of the system.
Table 5 summarizes the example-trip (Turin to Toledo and ba k). To solve
this problem, a team of nine agents was used. It in ludes all the agents displayed in the agents-hierar hy of Figure 5. In parti ular, airplane, train, and
hotel WebAgents have been used. The next parameters have been measured:

{ Validated abstra t solutions/abstra t solutions ratio (val.sols/abs.sols). This
value measures how many abstra t solutions provided through the planner
were validated by the information provided by the information gathering
agents.
{ Number of instantiated solutions. It shows all the possible solutions to the
user problem. The solutions are omputed using the gathered re ords. The
PlannerAgent uses the k validated abstra t solutions that ontain li abstra t
operators. If there are bij retrieved re ords for the j -th operator of the i-th
solution, then the number of possible instantiated solutions is:

XY
k

Number of solutions =

i

Web

li

=1 j =1

bij

{ Number of
Queries. This represent all the queries made by the WebAgents to retrieve the spe i information.
{ Number of gathered re ords (dupli ated re ords are removed).
{ Time. It in ludes planning time and
gathering time. It is elapsed time
(i.e. the time spent by the WebAgents a ting in parallel is not a umulated).

Web

Everyone of the previous parameters is measured for both 0 and 1 transfers
(0-T and 1-T). In this example, there are no solutions for the 0 transfers be ause
it is impossible to omplete the fourth leg of the trip (there is no way to go from
Toledo to Turin dire tly). On the other hand, there are thousands of possible
ombinations when 1 transfer is allowed. It is important to remark that even
though when 1 transfer is used, it takes several thousand se onds to nd the
solutions, only 1 se ond per leg is spent for a tual planning.
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Table 5.

Leg
1
2
3
4

MAPWeb request for the example-trip, with 0 and 1 transfers.

Stage

Val. sols
per abs. sols
0-T 1-T
Turin Madrid 0.5 0.667
3 nights stay
1
1
Madrid Toledo 0.5 0.333
Toledo Turin 0 0.333

!
!
!

Number of
solutions
0-T 1-T
2 1829
6
6
12 797
0 432

Number of Number of
queries
re ords
0-T 1-T 0-T 1-T
4
43 20 135
1
1
20 20
4
43 22 92
4
43
0
67

Time
(se onds)
0-T
1-T
112.465 962.938
62.384 62.384
75.030 1692.839
76.236 3874.948

We have also tested a set of 38 problems with di erent on gurations of

MAPWeb. The problems in lude 15 trips within Spain, 15 within Europe, and

8 Inter ontinental ones. Ea h problem has been tried with 0 and 1 transfers.
The results are shown in Table 6. This experiment shows in pra ti e the exibility of MAPWeb when it is ne essary to add new information sour es. The
on gurations that have been used are as follows:
{

N0: only one WebAgent spe ialized in retrieving information from a parti-

ular Airplane Company (Iberia Airlines3 ) was onsidered.
{ N1: di erent WebAgents spe ialized in gathering information of the same
kind ( ight information) were used: WebAgent-Iberia, WebAgent-Avian a,
WebAgent-Amadeus-Flights, WebAgent-4Airlines-Flights. The two last ones
are meta-sear hers.
{ N2: only two WebAgents spe ialized in gathering information of the same
type (train information) were used: WebAgent-Renfe, WebAgent-RailEurope.
{ N3: integrates all the previous WebAgents, that is, agents for retrieving both
ight and train information (N3=N1+N2).

Table 6.

and 1-T).

Summary of the results for 38 user problems, with 0 and 1 transfers (0-T
Con g.
N0
N1
N2
N3

Number of
solutions
0-T
1-T
7.1 999.3
 = 6.7 1480.5
10.9 1338.1
 = 8.0 1725.8
3.7
3.7
 = 7.9 7.9
12.5 1340.2
 = 8.8 1724.4

Solved Number of
problems
queries
0-T 1-T 0-T 1-T
65.7% 74.3% 1 26.9

Time
(se onds)
0-T
1-T
65.6 1485.7
 = 10.2 1319.2
94.2% 97.1% 4 91.2
162.4 2243.6
 = 200.5 1321.8
25.7% 40.0% 2 51.4
70.1 1314.4
 = 23.0 1124.3
94.3% 97.1% 6 143.9 165.3 2666.6
 = 199.6 1298.8

In Table 6, we observe the following:
{ With respe t to N0, as it ould be expe ted, many more solutions are found
when 1 transfer legs are allowed (999.3 vs. 7.1). It an also be observed that
3
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MAPWeb annot nd a solution for some problems, although the number
of problems solved in reases for the 1-T option (74.3% vs. 65.7%). However,
the number of queries and the time required to ful ll them also in reases
qui kly. It is also noti eable that standard deviations are rather large. This
is be ause user problems an be very di erent; some of them an be solved
qui kly be ause there are few retrieved re ords, whereas other problems an
have many possible solutions.
{ N1 enlarges N0 by in luding more airplane ompanies. MAPWeb does not
nd many more solutions per problem, be ause most of the user problems
are within Europe, where Iberia (the only agent in N0) o ers many ights.
However, many more problems are solved (94.2% vs. 65.7% with 0 transfers,
and 97.1% vs. 65.7% for 1 transfer). Although the number of queries is
multiplied by 4 in N1, the time required to ful ll them has been only doubled
(162.4 vs. 65.6 for 0-T and 2243.6 vs. 1485.7 for 1-T). Time is doubled
be ause even though the four WebAgents work in parallel, all the retrieved
re ords must be analyzed by a single PlannerAgent.
{ N2 displays the results when only train travels are allowed. Only a few problems an be solved: 25.7% with 0-T and 40.0% with 1-T, and very few solutions per problem are found (3.7). This is learly due to the smaller number
of possibilities of full lling travels using only trains vs. using airplanes.
{ N3 integrates both airplane and train ompanies. Compared to N1, almost
the same number of user problems are solved (94.3% vs. 94.2% and 97.1%
vs. 97.1%), although some more solutions per problem are found (12.5 vs.
10.9 and 1340.2 vs. 1338.1).
5

Con lusions

The Web is a dynami medium: more and more ompanies make their information available in the web everyday. Web information gathering systems need
to be exible to adapt to these rapid hanges. In this paper we have des ribed
MAPWeb, a multiagent framework that ombines lassi al planning te hniques
and Web information retrieval agents. MAPWeb de ouples planning from information gathering, by splitting a planning problem into two parts: solving an
abstra t problem and validating and ompleting the abstra t solutions by means
of information gathering. Flexible information gathering is a hieved by means
of planning. In order to add a new information sour e to the system, only the
planning domain has to be modi ed, besides adding the related Web agent.
In this paper MAPWeb has been applied to the e-tourism domain, but we
believe it ould be also used in other domains where planning an be separated
from Web information gathering. For instan e, urrently many ompanies are
thinking on moving to the Web and most organization pro ess models will
be implemented in su h a way that they use information stored in the Web
(either information internal to the organization or external). These pro esses
an be automati ally generated on-the- y by planners, and they will need the
information stored in the Web to de ide on the steps to be performed. For
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instan e, one might de ne what information to publish (and how) in the Web
depending on the ompeten e pri es. This publishing pro ess ould be generated
automati ally by a planner.
In the future, several new skills will be developed for di erent agents in
MAPWeb. These skills will try to improve the performan e of the global system in two ways: by in reasing the number and quality of solutions found by
the agents, and by minimizing the time and omputational resour es used by
MAPWeb to solve problems.
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Abstract. This paper proposes the problem of supply restoration in
faulty power distribution systems as a benchmark for planning under
uncertainty. This benchmark, which is derived from a significant realworld case, is both simple to understand and easily scalable. The goal
is to reconfigure the distribution network to resupply a maximum of
consumers affected by the faults. Due to sensor and actuator uncertainty,
the location of the faulty areas and the current network configuration are
only partially observable. This makes the problem very challenging.

1

Motivation

The use of poor benchmarks for planning under uncertainty has often been
pointed out as detrimental to the impact of the field on the wider community.
Except for a few testbeds in robot navigation, see e.g. [6], we are still confined
to purely artificial problems ranging from escaping the tiger behind the door to
making an omelette. While well-understood toy problems are definitely useful
in explaining performance differences, it is commonly acknowledged that the
danger of such experimentation alone is that it “entices us into solving problems
that we understand rather than ones that are interesting” [9].
It is rather paradoxical that the literature on planning under uncertainty
features so few benchmarks derived from significant real world cases. After all,
the main point of the research line was to better address the necessities of applications, and indeed a lot of realistic problems are modelled quite naturally
as partially observable Markov decision processes. If this state of affairs is paradoxical, it is also excusable: planning under uncertainty and in particular partial
observability has so far resisted our attempts at building algorithms that scale
up, leaving no alternative but experimentation “in the tiny”.
Fortunately, the latest advances in using compact symbolic representations
for planning under uncertainty, e.g. [5, 7, 10, 13], hold promise of the situation
being about to change. It is likely that the present decade will see fairly generic
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planners dealing with problems involving uncertainty on a scale that was far out
of reach until now. It is therefore a timely moment to offer concrete challenges
to the field by introducing benchmarks that are of practical significance.
This paper describes the problem of restoring supply in a faulty power distribution system, a problem which is of major concern for electricity distributors.
It consists in localizing the faulty lines on the distribution network and reconfiguring the network so as to isolate these lines and resupply most consumers.
This has to be done within minutes. When reconfiguring, a few parameters such
as breakdown costs should ideally be optimised, without violating capacity constraints and overloading parts of the network. More importantly for our purpose,
the sensors used to locate the faults and report the current configuration, as well
as the actuators used to change configuration, are not always reliable. This leads
to missing information about the current state of the network.
In virtue of this accumulation of realistic features, the problem is an ideal
testbed for systems claiming to address the necessities of the real-world. One
of its advantages compared to other realistic ones is that it is relatively simple
to understand. Only a few straightforward classes of components and actions
are involved. Further, the topology of power distribution systems makes it easy
to scale the problem up or down in order to assess the efficiency of algorithms.
However, despite this simplicity, the size of real distribution systems makes them
very challenging for methods developed not only in the planning community, but
also in related areas, such as model-based diagnosis, repair and reconfiguration.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes physical characteristics of power distribution systems. Section 3 explains the problem of supply
restoration and details the features that makes this problem a challenging and
representative testbed. Section 4 gives an overview of the scope of the problem
with respect to existing work in the literature, and Section 5 lists the material
that will be made available on the benchmark’s webpage. Our description of
power distribution systems and of the supply restoration problem is based on
work done in 1994-1996 in the framework of a contract between IRISA and the
French electricity utility Electricité de France (EDF).1

2

Power Distribution Systems

2.1

Topology

A power distribution system, as in Figure 1, can be viewed as a network of
electric lines connected via switching devices (SDs), represented by small squares
in the figure, and fed via circuit-breakers (CBs), represented by large squares.
Switching devices and circuit-breakers are connected to at most two lines. They
have two possible positions: either open or closed. White devices in the figure are
open, see e.g. SD61, and the others are closed, see e.g. SD60. A circuit-breaker
supplies power iff it is closed, and a switching device stops the power propagation
1
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Fig. 1. Power Distribution System (part)

iff it is open. Consumers may be located on any line, and are then only supplied
when their line is supplied.
Distribution networks have a meshable structure exploited radially: the positions of the devices are set so that the paths taken by the power of each circuitbreaker form a tree called a feeder. The root of a feeder is a circuit-breaker, and
its leaves are whatever switching devices downstream happen to be open at the
time. In most cases, each line belongs to one feeder at a time.2 For illustration,
the boxed area in the figure shows one of the feeders, and adjacent feeders are
distinguished using alternately black or grey.
2.2

Faults

Power distribution systems are often subject to permanent3 faults (short circuits)
occurring on one or even several lines. Since these short circuits are mainly due
to bad weather conditions and lightning, multiple faults are not rare. Upon
occurrence of a fault, the circuit-breaker feeding the faulty line opens in order
to protect the rest of its feeder from damaging overloads. For instance, if a fault
occurs on the line between SD12 and SD13, CB1 will open. As a result, all
consumers located on that feeder are left without power. Simply reclosing the
circuit-breaker will not help. Since the fault is permanent, the circuit-breaker will
still be feeding it and will open again. Instead, using the sensors and actuators
described below, the faulty lines must be located and the network reconfigured
so as to isolate them and restore the supply to the non-faulty lines. This has to
be done within a few minutes.
2

3

In certain circumstances, it is possible for a line to be fed by multiple circuit-breakers,
i.e., to be belong to more than one feeder. In that case, these circuit-breakers are
leaves of each other’s feeder.
Technically, a permanent fault is one that cannot be eliminated by automatic protection devices such as shunts and reclosers.
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Fig. 2. Possible states and modes of the network components

2.3

Sensors and actuators

As shown in figure 2, switching devices are equipped with a remote-controlled
actuator (AC) used to change their position, a position detector (PD) sensing
this position, and a fault detector (FD) sensing the presence of faults. Circuitbreakers are only equipped with the former two.
In normal operation, fault detectors work as follows. As long as a switching
device is fed, its fault detector constantly indicates whether or not it has “seen a
fault pass” i.e., whether or not a fault is downstream of the device on the feeder.4
If the device is not fed, its fault detector retains the status it had when last fed.
For instance, if the line between SD12 and SD13 is faulty, SD11 and SD12 should
indicate a fault while the other devices on this feeder should not. Then CB1
should open and the fault detectors’ information should remain the same until
they are fed again. So, normally, a fault is located on the line between a sequence
of switching devices whose fault detectors indicate that it is downstream and a
sequence of switching devices whose fault detectors indicate that it is not.
Note that in the case of multiple faults on the same feeder, only the most
downstream faults will be detected. A more significant problem is that fault
detectors are not always correct and can be in one of the following two permanent
abnormal modes. In “out of order” mode, they do not provide any information.
Obviously, this mode is observable. In “liar” mode, they always lie, i.e. indicate
the negation of the correct reading. That mode cannot be directly observed. Due
to these abnormalities, the fault location cannot be identified with certainty on
the sole basis of the information returned by the fault detectors.
The primary role of actuators is to open switching devices so as to isolate
suspected lines and close others to direct the power from other feeders towards
the non-faulty lines. In fact, opening and closing devices are the only available
actions in our problem. In normal mode, an actuator executes the requested
switching operation and returns a positive notification. Actuators are not always
4
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In the rare event when a switching device belongs to multiple feeders, it indicates a
fault if there is one downstream with respect to at least one of the feeders.

reliable and can be in one of the following permanent abnormal modes: “out of
order”, i.e. the actuator fails to execute the operation and sends a negative
notification, or “liar”, i.e. it fails to execute the operation but sends a positive
notification. The former mode is observable while the latter is generally not.
The continuous information provided by the position detectors often removes
uncertainty about the success of switching operations positively notified by actuators. However, position detectors too can be “out of order”. In that mode, they
do not return any information for an indeterminate time, during which, even
though the mode is observable, the network configuration remains uncertain.
Figure 2 summarizes the various modes of the network components.
2.4

Size

Like many European power distribution systems, EDF networks are composed
of some hundreds of feeders (typically from 100 to 300), each of which contains
a few remote-controlled switching devices (the objective is to equip each feeder
with 2-3 of them). A feeder has only a very few neighbours (typically from 1 to
4), and as will be seen below, essentially only those will play a role in supply
restoration. Hence reasoning is very local, and the network in figure 1 is a good
representative of the complexity of the real problem. The problem can trivially
be scaled up or down by modifying the number of switching devices per feeder
and the number of neighbours of feeders. For experimentation purposes, it should
be easy to generate random variations of existing networks.

3
3.1

The problem
Supply restoration

The problem of supply restoration is that of reconfiguring the network in order
to resupply the consumers following the loss of one or more feeders. It amounts
to building a restoration plan consisting of opening/closing operations. This
plan should isolate the faulty lines by prescribing to open the switching devices
surrounding them. It should also restore supply to the non-faulty areas of the lost
feeders by prescribing to operate devices so as to direct the power towards these
areas. Note that although we use the term restoration plan, there is no constraint
on the nature of the plan (linear, conditional, etc ...) nor a requirement to commit
in advance to more than the next action to execute.
The following capacity constraint determines which restoration plans are admissible: at any time, circuit-breakers and lines can only support a certain maximal power. This might prevent directing the power through certain paths and
resupplying all the non-faulty areas. In this paper, we will add another constraint which is not present in the original problem but will considerably reduce
the search space: we only consider plans which extend existing feeders. That is,
the plan should not transfer any of the load that a healthy feeder had at the
time of the incident to another feeder. Other types of plans are very rarely used
in practice because they require a complex protocol with the dispatching center.
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A good plan will optimize certain parameters under these constraints. Naturally, breakdown costs should be minimised, i.e., as much load as possible should
be resupplied as fast as possible, with priority being given to critical consumers
like hospitals. Ideally the number of switching operations should also be optimised, so as to stay close to the configuration in which the network is normally exploited (called the normal configuration), and power margins of circuit-breakers
should be balanced in anticipation of the next load peak.
Obviously, the identification of the faulty lines is crucial to the success of
the restoration. However, as explained above, this cannot be done on the basis of the information provided by the fault detectors alone. Even in the single
fault case, several hypotheses of fault location exist, each of which corresponds
to an hypothesis concerning the behaviour mode (“correct”, “liar”) of the fault
detectors. There exist preferences between hypotheses: the probability of multiple faults is much smaller than that of a fault detector lying, and this latter
probability is higher when the fault detector indicates a fault downstream than
when it does not because fault detectors do not detect all types of faults. But in
fact, only reconfiguration actions may enable us to gather enough information
to discriminate, as illustrated in the example below.
3.2

Example

Taking our example network, suppose that CB1 opens, leaving the bottom-most
feeder on the figure unsupplied. Suppose further that the fault detectors of SD10
and SD11 indicate a fault downstream, while the other fault detectors do not.
Among the most probable diagnoses are those shown in Figure 3: (A) the fault
detector of SD10 lies and there is only one fault, located between SD11 and SD12,
(B) the fault detector of SD11 lies and there is only one fault, downstream of
SD10, and (C) none of the fault detectors lie and there are two faults.
Assuming that we consider (A) to be the most likely, a promising restoration
plan goes as follows: isolate the line between SD11 and SD12 by opening these
devices, resupply the lines upstream of the fault by reclosing CB1, and have CB5
resupply the downstream lines by closing SD53.
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Suppose the execution of the plan proceeds correctly up to the point where
CB1 reopens when we attempt to close it. Either this is due to a wrong fault
location hypothesis (e.g., (B) or (C) was the case), or to a fault which could
not be detected (here, a fault between CB1 and SD11), or to a failure of an
operation meant to isolate the fault (the actuator of SD11 could be lying, and
if its position detector is out of order, this cannot be directly detected). Since
faults can in principle occur at anytime, it could even be the case that a new
fault has appeared while we were attempting to restore the supply. However, to
keep this benchmark manageable, we will assume that no new fault can occur
during power restoration.
We let the reader elaborate on what are good choices for the next action to
perform. If we choose to open SD10 and reclose CB1 and it works, this tends
to favour hypothesis (B). In any case, this eliminates the possibility of a fault
between CB1 and SD11, as well as the possibility of the actuator of SD11 lying
in the context of hypotheses (A) or (C). If on the other hand CB1 opens again,
we have to look further. Alternatively, we could also choose to test hypothesis
(B) by closing SD62 and see whether CB6 opens, but this could be costly as
this could lead to the temporary loss of a new feeder. Or perhaps we should
close SD53 as in the original plan . . . Complete examples will be found in the
benchmark’s website.
3.3

Main features of the problem

Three main features make this problem particularly interesting for state of the
art planners. Firstly, partial observability is a crucial issue. Executing reconfiguration actions is necessary not only to change the state of the system, but also
to gain vital information. Conversely, a good knowledge of the system’s state
is necessary to chose purposeful actions and avoid increasing breakdown costs.
Unlike certain other problems involving partial observability, this one does not
even offer the possibility of gaining information without taking intrusive actions
and confronting the resulting observations with the expected ones. In sum, the
problem is very representative of the need to trade off the gain of information
which results from sensing and acting, the expected reward/penalty resulting
from performing the right/wrong actions, and the cost of failing to act quickly.
This is an optimisation problem, rather than one of merely reaching a desired
state.
Secondly, the size of the state space and the structure of the problem make
complete state enumeration – and a fortiori the incremental construction of
a universal plan – absolutely impractical. At the same time, if plan utility is
something to worry about, care should be exercised in pruning unlikely states
in a belief state, as getting rid of an unlikely but potentially very costly state
will spoil utility evaluation. Therefore, algorithms working with compact domain
representations or using very effective domain control knowledge are necessary.
Concerning designing appropriate control knowledge, a challenging aspect of the
benchmark is that it is still an open problem: functions estimating the utility of
network configurations exist, but the optimal solutions or rules of thumb for the
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selection of actions with high utility are unknown. In fact, even discovering of
how best to order given switching operations would be useful.
Finally, as in other planning benchmarks derived from real-world applications, see e.g., [11], actions have effects which are quite complex to model. For
instance, closing a device increases the load of a circuit-breaker which should
have the capacity to produce the additional resource. Closing a device may also
lead to a fault being fed by the circuit-breaker, which will then open, leaving the
lines on its feeder unsupplied. All this requires formalisms and planners which
can handle domain constraints, infer ramifications and reason about resources,
or at least enable the specification of elaborate context-dependent effects in the
action descriptions.

4

Position of the problem in the literature

Supply restoration is not only very representative of issues that need to be
addressed when dealing with real-world applications, but also of current research
trends in planning and related areas. We now position the problem with respect
to the literature, identify approaches which look likely to lead to advances in
this domain, and describe existing work on this problem.
4.1

Planning and related areas

Progressive planners, such as TLplan [1] and TALplanner [12], appear as promising candidates to get somewhere with this benchmark in the very near future. PTLplan [10] is an extension of TLplan to deal with partial observability, stochastic actions, and probabilistic planning. Two features make progressive planners particularly interesting for the problem: the expressiveness of the
planning language, and the extensive use of domain-control knowledge. After
research effort is invested in understanding additional requirements placed by
planning under uncertainty when it comes to the specification of domain control
knowledge, these generic planners should be able to mimic strategies used by
the domain specific supply restoration systems described below.
This said, progressive planners do not seem very-well equipped to deal with
the full scope of the problem, and in particular with discovering plans with high
utility. Firstly, there is no built-in capabilities for optimisation in TLplan yet.
Secondly, because they perform explicit state enumeration, these planners are
better suited to produce plans according to a domain-specific strategy, than to
perform extensive search for optimal plans.
Recent planners working with much more compact domain representations
include very expressive ones like Zander [13], which is based on stochastic satisfiability, and MBP [7], which is based on model-checking. At present, MBP
generates plans that are guaranteed to achieve the goal despite sensor and actuator uncertainty. This is impractical for our benchmark where uncertainty just
creates too many cases to be handled, and where gaining information up to the
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point of being 100% sure to have reached a desired state often incurs unacceptable breakdown costs. Extensions to MBP which would relax this requirement
would have a strong potential for excellent results on our problem.
In the longer term, the answer to the question of the production of high
quality plans may well come from planners based on decision-theoretic regression [4]. First-order decision-theoretic regression is the key to symbolic dynamic
programming, and does not require state or even action enumeration. It has
been integrated with the situation calculus, leading to a very powerful problemsolving framework [5]. At present, this framework only deals with fully observable
Markov decision processes, but once extensions to the partially observable case
are available, our benchmark should be near-perfect to evaluate their benefits.
Another worthwhile direction would be to investigate the appropriateness for
our problem of the general-purpose POMDP heuristics given in [6, 3].
Supply restoration is also typical of problems of interests in other areas such
as model-based diagnosis, repair, reconfiguration, and execution, see e.g. [8, 15,
18]. The approaches in this area are often rely on a two level architecture featuring a diagnostic reasoner and a quasi-classical planner. If systems based on these
approaches have so far been the most effective in dealing with similar application
contexts, they still have some limits when confronted with our problem: they assume that all relevant information can be reliably acquired when needed, and
that actions are reliable and sometimes elementary (a typical case is component
replacements). Moreover, they are often applied to problems with belief states
small enough for their content to be easily enumerated. These limits are largely
due to the use of now obsolete planners which are unable to operate under uncertainty or to model actions with complex effects. Recent work on planning under
uncertainty could be used in the framework of these approaches to remedy some
of their current drawbacks.
A further line of research worth mentioning here is the modelling of diagnostic problem solving, including observations, actions, exogenous events, and
diagnosis/repair/reconfiguration plans, in languages close to those used in planning, e.g. the situation calculus [14] or narratives [2]. It would be of interest to
encode our example in these languages and experiment with the related planning
technology [5, 12].
4.2

Existing work on the problem and related ones

Other works of interest are those concerned with similar AI applications to power
systems. Space precludes more than the mention a few of them here.
SyDRe [16] is a simple decision-theoretic prototype for supply restoration on
power distribution systems. It operates successfully in presence of an arbitrary
number of faults, sensor and actuator uncertainties. However it does not reason
on how to gain information: it generates a sequence of actions for the most
probable state hypothesis, starts its execution, and revises this plan whenever the
history of actions/observations shows that another hypothesis is more probable.
Diagnosis and supply restoration in power transmission systems has been
studied e.g. in [8]. A crucial difference with our proposed testbed is that ob-
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servations and actions are assumed to be reliable, which is reasonable when
considering transmission systems. Sensor and actuator uncertainty make power
distribution systems much more challenging.
The model-based reactive planner Burton has been applied to spacecraft engine reconfiguration [18]. Although this reconfiguration problem seems easier to
handle – in particular observations and actions are reliable – it shares many
aspects with the present benchmark. Indeed power distribution systems are another representative of the sensor rich, embedded, reconfigurable systems, which
Williams and Nayak have dubbed immobots [17]. A number of choices made in
Burton and SyDRe are similar. For instance the “upstream progression heuristic” is used in both, and they both sacrifice optimality for the sake of efficiency,
by generating a sequence of actions for the most probable hypothesis and revising
the plan if necessary.
The above systems can be used as a reference to measure the performance
in time and solution quality of today’s generic uncertainty planners. Ideally, we
would like to see generic planners achieving comparable time performance by
using extensive domain-control knowledge, as well as planners producing plans
of much higher quality by reasoning on how to gain information.

5

Web site for this benchmark

We plan to make the items listed below available by early 2002 on the benchmark’s web site http://csl.anu.edu.au/∼thiebaux/benchmarks/pds/.
Formal description of the problem. For various reasons, the choice made in this
paper is to provide a textual description of the problem rather than a formal one. We believe that this description is precise enough to be effectively
usable. However, the web site will provide an extended version of the paper
including a formal description in a TLplan-like language.
Network data and problem generator. Confidentiality issues prevent us to release
data concerning existing EDF power distribution systems. However, we will
make artificial data used in SyDRe’s test suite available, including sample
problems and suboptimal solutions produced by SyDRe. We also plan to
provide a random network/problem generator for systematic experiments.
Simulator and supply restoration system. The Standard ML implementation of
SyDRe will be downloadable from the web site. It includes a network simulator which can be used as a predictive model and a supply restoration
component which can serve as a reference basis for comparative tests. However, since SyDRe employs a very miopic strategy which does not reason
about how to reduce uncertainty, the ultimate goal is to obtain better quality plans than those produced by SyDRe.

6

Conclusion

This paper proposes the use of supply restoration in power distribution systems
as a benchmark for planning under uncertainty. The time has come to mea-
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sure planning systems against such realistic examples to complement the deeper
analyses obtained with well-understood artificial problems. We have identified
approaches which are likely candidates for progress with this benchmark, as well
as their current limits. We hope that this paper will motivate the planning community to tackle the problem, and that the present decade will see success with
at least a scaled down version of the above network example.
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Abstract. This paper introduces two benchmark problem sets based on actual space
mission operations. Each benchmark problem set includes problem generators,
declarative specification of the problem(s), and one or more simulations. The first
mission is the DATA-CHASER shuttle payload that flew onboard space shuttle
Discovery flight STS-85 in 1997, and demonstrated the ability of automated mission
planning to both reduce commanding effort and improve science return. The second
mission is the Citizen Explorer Mission (CX-1), which is a small, earth orbiting
satellite currently being prepared for launch. We include three problem classes of
increasing complexity (and realism) for each mission scenario: planning and scheduling
with states and resources (PSSR), PSSR with functional dependencies, and PSSR with
functional dependencies and plan quality. The actual implementations are available
for download from web sites at the University of Colorado, which designed and
operated these spacecraft and missions.

1 Introduction
Historically, the research and applications communities in the area of automated
planning and scheduling have not had significant amounts of interaction. As a
consequence, there has not been significant transfer of information between the
communities in either direction. Specifically, the cross-fertilization of communities is
limited to a small number of research systems deployed in an ongoing operational
context, and similarly only a few real-world planning and scheduling problems have
breached the research community.
There are many reasons for this situation. It takes an incredible investment of time
and energy for a researcher to learn the intricacies of an application domain. The
research community and research institutions generally have not rewarded this
investment of effort. Likewise, the community solving actual planning and scheduling
problems did not have adequate incentive to work with the research community. With
many difficult problems to solve in building functional systems, many of the central
research areas are of lower priority. And in the commercial arena, there is significant
negative incentive to distribute lessons painfully learned, which represent a n important
competitive advantage after all.
Fortunately, this situation appears to be changing. Within the research community,
there is an increasing understanding of the importance of being relevant to the real
world. With the appearance of startup companies and venture capital, the financial
incentive to develop mature algorithms has grown considerably. Furthermore, with the
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maturation of the field (and technology), the incentive for applied organizations to
engage the research community has become more urgent.
This paper represents an effort to leverage the research community in developing
techniques for integrated planning and scheduling problems that occur commonly for
space mission operations. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,
we describe the basic elements that we provide for each testbed domain: a domain
description, a declarative model, problem generators, and a simulation. For each such
domain, we provide three versions of increasing complexity. A basic version of each
domain includes planning and scheduling with resources. A more complex version
adds functional dependencies. And the most complex version includes both functional
dependencies and plan quality. Next, we describe each of the domains described in
this paper: DATA -CHASER shuttle payload operations and Citizen Explorer (CX-1)
satellite mission operations. For each domain we describe the background for the
mission and mission goals. We then provide more details about the planning and
scheduling problems. Next we describe the provided problem generators and
simulators. Finally, we compare the problem domains presented with previously
published domains in both the planning and scheduling and the operations research
communities.

2 The Elements of a Testbed Domain
The first element of each domain is a textual description. This description gives the
context of the model, problem generators, and simulation. It explains the mission being
modeled and the overall problem context. It also references previous work in
automated planning and scheduling solutions to the problem.
The second element of each domain is a model. This model is provided in the
ASPEN Modeling Language (AML) [Sherwood et al. 1998]. AML is a mature
representation language that has been used to represent planetary rover operations
constraints [Sherwood et al. 2000] as well as space mission operations constraints for
actual deployments [Smith et al. 2001, Wilkins&desJardins 2001]. While ideally these
domain models could be provided in a more generic language, this format was chosen
for two reasons. First, using AML facilitates timely release of the domain models by
minimizing release effort. Given that it is desirable to release as many domain models in
a timely fashion, it is hoped that others in the community will translate these models
into a generic format. Second, certain aspects of the domain model would be difficult
to represent in current generic domain description languages. The hope is that release
of these models will spur extension of domain description languages. A description of
the modeling language used for the original models is available for download from
http://aspen.jpl.nasa.gov.
The third element of each problem domain is a problem generator. This is an
executable (in these cases, Perl scripts) that can be used to generate a large number of
initial states and goals for a planner to solve. In most cases the problem generator is
parameterized to enable generating problems of varying size and diffic ulty.
The final element of each problem domain is a simulator. Once a planner has
specified a plan, an execution simulation can be used to stochastically evaluate the
effectiveness and the robustness of the plan for simulated missions operations.
Effectiveness determines how well the planner satisfied the spacecraft goals, and can
be measured by assessing the operational results, such as the science return, resource
consumption, or state changes. Robustness, on the other hand, measures the ability of
the planner to enable a successful mission in spite of significant run-time variations
and anomalies, such as an action finishing early, consuming excessive resources, or
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simply not executing correctly. Robustness can be measured by determining the
number of inappropriate actions that are sent to the simulator, which in turn violate the
constraints of the domain or put the spacecraft in an unsafe state.
The simulator itself has three parts: The database which stores the current state at
time t, a set of specifications and constraints, and an executive, which receives action
commands from the planner, attempts to execute them using the specification and
constraint set, and updates the current state. The simulator is scalable so that there
can be large or small simulations. The modeling of the simulator depends on how the
planning language is defined, which determines whether activities are time-stamped,
connected by constraints, or have conditional activities, or whether the planner can
update its plan based on simulation feedback during the simulation.
For our domains, batch planners and continuous planners both use the same
simulator. The planner is required to submit activities some number of seconds in
advance of their scheduled execution, which is described as the commit window. The
commit window must be greater than or equal to one second, and the planner must
register the commit window length with the simulator when execution starts. The
commit window size can change during execution, but the planner cannot modify
activities once they have entered the commit window. The planner can receive updates
from the simulator regarding activity parameter changes (such as start time or
duration), state and resource updates, and current time. The simulator can warp so that
the plans can run much faster than real time, relative to the commit window described
by the particular planner. Batch planners can control the simulator either by setting the
commit window to the duration of the plan (in which case the simulator can quickly
warp through the entire simulation), or by passing parameterized activities at the
appropriate times, but not replanning during the simulation. An important point to
note here is that the domain information does not pose any restrictions on the use of
planning technology to solve the problems. The planners could use constraint-based
methods, committed search methods, or any other methods. Indeed, there is no
restriction that a planner must be used, a smart executive or even arbitrary C code
could be used to command the simulator. This opens the competition to truly test if
planning technology is useful.
The stochastic model, or run-time variations, are stored as part of the
specifications, which specify distributions instead of single values for certain variable
features. Three different aspects of the mission can be impacted at run time: activity
failure, resource consumption, and time and duration of state changes. Each domain
has a stochastic and a non-stochastic simulator included in the release.

3 The DATA CHASER Mission
The DATA-CHASER was a Hitchhiker payload that flew onboard the Space Shuttle
Discovery flight STS-85 in August 1997. (Figure 1) It had 3 co-aligned instruments
that take data in the far and extreme ultraviolet wavelengths: far and extreme ultra-violet
spectrometer (FARUS), soft x-ray and extreme ultraviolet experiment (SXEE), and a
Lyman-Alpha solar imaging telescope (LASIT). In the actual DATA-CHASER mission,
mission operations were automated using the DCAPS (DATA -CHASER Automated
Planner and Scheduler) planning system [Chien et al. 1999]. The DATA -CHASER

Fig. 1. DATA -CHASER payload integrated into the STS-85 Shuttle Bay, STS-85 launching,
and Payload Operator Jason Willis using DCAPS to command DATA-CHASER.
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domain as modeled for the actual mission uses 67 resources and 58 activity types.
Examples of resources include onboard power, a 4 MB memory buffer, and a 2 GB
digital tape drive. Most of the systems have at least one state variable, which
represents whether or not they are activated. Shuttle orientation is also modeled as a
state variable. There are many concurrency resource constraints, for instance a
downlink or uplink can only occur during contact with a TDRSS satellite. The activities
include taking a picture with LASIT, changers for each state variable (such as
opening/closing instrument doors), and descriptions of exogenous events like the
shuttle passing to/from the Earth’s shadow. Unfortunately, software integration
difficulties before launch disabled part of the hardware during the mission. Our
problems are based on the mission as originally designed.
DATA -CHASER problems involve trying to take observations within specified time
windows given a number of exogenous events that change at different times. For
instance, one consequence of flying on the shuttle system is that shuttle resources are
shared and, hence, limited, with availability subject to change every 12 hours (the
frequency at which NASA changes shuttle flight plans). These resources include
access to uplink and downlink channels, and time that the payload is allowed to
operate. Moreover, scientis ts would like to perform dynamic rescheduling during the
mission. For instance, a solar flare can occur at random and drive a scientist’s desire to
rapidly alter the DATA-CHASER’s activity schedule to reflect new requirements and
goals, such as altered instrument priorities or longer integration times.
DATA -CHASER requires data and power management while gathering science. An
automated scheduler searches for an optimal “data taking” schedule, while adhering to
the constraints and resource restrictions. In its basic formulation, DATA -CHASER is a
straightforward resource and state constrained scheduling problem that serves as a
good introduction to the types of operations constraints common in spacecraft
operations. A more complicated formulation requires representation of a number of
functional dependencies including thermal and power constraints. In the full-blown
formulation, DATA-CHASER represents a complex scheduling problem involving
deadlines, observation windows, science preferences, linked observations, and
engineering optimization criteria such as minimizing tape starts and stops as well as
instrument door operations. There is no substantive planning (e.g. subgoaling) in the
DATA-CHASER domain.
3.1
The DATA-CHASER Models and Problem Generators
The simplest DATA-CHASER model has over 46 activity types that are defined in
terms of their effects on 19 resources and 9 states, which collectively represent the
DATA-CHASER’s external environment and subsystems. Such resources and states
include the memory buffer, available power, communications availability periods,
subsystem modes, and shuttle orientation. Most activities are possible commands to
payload subsystems like performing an observation, moving data to a DAT recorder, or
downlinking data. A smaller set of activities is for representing uncontrollable
exogenous events like a shuttle orientation shift or entering a communications
availability period. The five types of exogenous events to schedule around include:
• Shuttle orientation: The shuttle can point its cargo bay in one of four directions:
Earth, Sun, Moon, and Deep Space. Given that the DATA -CHASER is a low
priority Hitchhiker payload, it has no control over the orientation.
• Shuttle contamination: Occasionally the shuttle needs to fire its maneuvering
rockets for orbit maintenance. In addition to accelerating the shuttle, this activity
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contaminates local space for a short time. The DATA-CHASER has to close its
main canister door during this time to keep its optics clean.
• Low data rate communications windows : During most of the mission the shuttle can
provide a 1200 byte/sec downlink through the TDRSS satellite network, but a one to
ten minute window exists in each orbit when no TDRSS satellite is in view.
• Medium data rate communications windows : Occasionally the mission will have a
25000 byte/sec downlink to a ground station, but availability depends on ground
station visibility and the needs of other more important missions.
• Eclipse events: Once every orbit the shuttle travels through the Earth’s shadow,
and no solar observations are possible.
DCAPS-RES is our simplest DATA-CHASER planning model and illustrates
planning with resources. The objective is to perform observations when the shuttle is
not in the Earth’s shadow, the cargo bay is facing the sun, and the shuttle has not
recently contaminated the space around it. FARUS, SXEE and LASIT respectively take
72, 181, and 52 seconds and generate 5120 bytes, 48 bytes, and 2 megabytes per
observation, and whole system generates a kilobyte of engineering telemetry per hour.
Given that the memory buffer only has 4 MB, it is the most constrained resource. Since
data can be rapidly transferred to the 2GB DAT recorder, there are naïve approaches to
scheduling the observations by simply transferring the data as soon as it collected, but
data on the DAT cannot be downlinked for rapid analysis during the mission. Rapid
analysis is desired to let scientists alter the priorities of different observations to
improve data quality. Thus some goals have explicit downlink requirements, making
the scheduling problem slightly more difficult.
While our first model had fairly simple actions that took constant amounts of time
and had static effects, our second model (called DCAPS-PARM) is slightly more
complex in that it uses parameter dependency functions capture the context dependent
thermal management problem. Since DATA-CHASER was mounted on a poorly
conducting trellis in the vacuum of space, the only way to dissipate heat was through
radiation. This means that the payload warmed when the sun beat down on it, and
cooled during eclipses and when it pointed at deep space. We model this in terms of
the temperature of the payload changing at rates determined by the shuttle’s
orientation, whether or not the canister door is open, and the power requirements of
current activities. Given our model of heat, a schedule has a conflict due to calibration
loss whenever the temperature falls outside of an 18 ° to 22 ° Celsius range.
Given DCAPS-PARM, we define DCAPS-OPT as an even harder third model to
optimize science collection during a 12 hour period where different observations have
context dependent payoffs depending on varying solar activity – an exogenous event.
The problem generators create random start states with subsequent 12 -hour
exogenous event scenarios and either a requested collection of observations or an
observation payoff metric for the DCAPS-OPT model. We describe the exogenous
events either in terms of cycles that start at a random point or markov models where
time to take a transition is uniformly distributed between an upper and lower bound.
For instance, the shuttle will be at some random point in its orbit and the day/night
transition is a cycle starting at that point. Shuttle orientation provides an example of a
markov model where scheduling to satisfy other payload needs results in changing the
shuttle’s orientation in random ways. In order to inject some realism into our markovmodel-based exogenous events, we built our markov models from the 12-hour shuttle
event sequences used during actual DATA -CHASER operations.
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3.2
The DATA-CHASER Simulator
We evaluate solution plans for a problem by simulating them. The simulator takes
exogenous events and grounded activities and determines what happens to the
payload. For instance, having the contamination event with the CHASER door open
may result in the instruments failing due to dirty optics. To evaluate solutions in each
of the three models, the simulator has a flag to control the temperature component. For
the simplest model, the simulator holds the temperature constant, and for the other
models the simulator lets the temperature vary.
To make the problem more realistic, the simulator has a second flag to control a
stochastic element. While actions in planning domains have explicit durations and
effects, actions in reality have results that vary stochastically. For instance, a model
might pessimistically state that it takes two minutes to transfer a LASIT image to the
DAT recorder, but the actual time might vary from 100 to 120 seconds. In addition to
time four other effects can vary around nominal operations:
• Datatakes : Datatakes will fail randomly 9% of the time. Actual power usage will
differ from predicted power usage based on a normal distribution with a small
variance. Failure rates and variances increase as the instruments’ temperature
approach the 18 ° and 22 ° Celsius bounds due to calibration problems.
• DAT Transfers : Transferring data to the DAT fails 2% of the time with data loss.
• Communications: Communications windows can drift slightly due to small variances
between the Shuttle’s orbit and the TDRSS satellite network.
• Thermal: The payload’s rate of temperature change can vary by up to 5%.
Once given a problem description, the simulator takes grounded activities some set
time in advance of executing them and giving sensory feedback in the form of failure
notifications and the actual changes to the payload, which can stochastically different
from the modeled expectations. This approach facilitates being able to test both batch
planning approaches as well as incremental approaches. Upon completing the plan the
simulator returns the plan’s resulting score based on multiple criteria:
• The number of violated operational conflicts
• The number of successfully downlinked observations by observation type
• The number of observations stored on the DAT by observation type
• The number of times that the CHASER door opens and closes
• The number of activity failures by activity
• The total amount of power used while performing the observations
• An observation time based utility function for DCAPS-OPT problems.

4 The Citizen Explorer 1 (CX-1) Mission
The CX-1 spacecraft is a student designed and built spacecraft (Figure 2), developed
by the Colorado Space Grant Consortium [Willis et.al. 1999]. The CX-1 satellite has a
gravity gradient boom to keep it pointed to the Earth and uses two instruments to make
atmospheric observations: a photometer to measure visible light intensity near the
365nm wavelength and a spectrophotometer to measure light intensities at different
wavelengths between 280 and 350nm. These instruments will be used to perform
atmospheric and climatological science coordinated with ground-based ozone and
aerosol measurement. CX-1 was originally scheduled to launch on No vember 17, 2000.
However, due to software and hardware difficulties with the communications
subsystem, this launch has been delayed. Future launch possibilities are currently
being negotiated. When launched, CX-1 will be in a sun-synchronous orbit aroun d the
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Fig. 2. The CX-1 Spacecraft, undergoing integration and test, and an artist’s
depiction of the CX-1 Spacecraft deployed and in flight

Earth at an altitude of 705 kilometers. The main ground tracking station will be in
Colorado, and will downlink stored satellite data, provide real time health and status
data, and uplink commands and control directives. CX-1 will also broadcast science
and engineering data at UHF frequencies to schools at locations in the US.
CX-1 mission planning scenarios focus on the problem of acquiring the appropriate
atmospheric measurements, downlinking the data to the correct schools during the
upcoming pass, uplinking real-time activity requests from the University of Colorado,
and monitoring spacecraft health and orbit patterns. Multiple constraints make this
problem difficult. First, small data buffer sizes make CX-1 planning a highly resource
constrained scheduling problem. Second, the time windows when CX-1 can downlink
to a ground station are extremely limited by the limited onboard power and the small
size of K-12 school ground stations (due to cost constraints),. Third, a large amount of
data will be requested from the spacecraft so that it is important to optimize use of
available downlink. Fourth, measurements made by CX-1 are categorized and driven by
sun levels , hence the operations will vary based on near real-time feedback. While CX1 operations does involve a small amount of planning (subgoaling), it is primarily a
scheduling problem.
4.1
The CX-1 Models and Problem Generators
The model for CX-1 has approximately thirty-two activities, including data-takes, data
downlinks, data uplinks, and engineering activities. These activities are defined in
terms of their effects on thirteen resources and eight states, which collectively
represent the CX-1’s subsystems and external environment. These resources and
states include the flash memory buffer, communications link, available battery power,
solar array power, a sun sensor, ground station in -view periods, climate modes, and
transmitter modes. Activities are either commands to satellite subsystems or
exogenous events affecting the satellite’s states or resources, such as entering/exiting
the view of a ground station or entering/exiting direct sunlight.
The model also has mission and operations constraints, which can impact activities
(temporal constraints), resources, or states. Temporal constraints include requirements
that a series of critical housekeeping operations must be performed at the transitions
between light and dark. Resource constraints include requirements that the flash
memory buffer cannot exceed its capacities and that the battery power cannot go below
half of its maximum capacity. State constraints include requirements that uplinks and
downlinks only occur when the Colorado station in in -view and that the transmitter is
in transmit mode. Also, school downlinks (which do not move any memory off of the
flash memory buffer) can only occur when the schools are in-view and the transmitter
is in broadcast mode, engineering activities must take place when the sun is not
directly visible, and data takes must occur while the sun is in-view.
CX-1 problems involve obtaining and downlinking the maximum amount of
atmospheric data while staying inside power and memory resource guidelines. The inview duration for the Colorado ground station varies depending on the orbit of the
satellite and outages in the ground station. Removing data from the flash memory
buffer before it fills requires downlinking as much as possible during each visibility
window, and this requires dynamic rescheduling as viewing periods change. Also,
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changes in power consumption by certain activities affects the power profile and can
drain excessive power from the satellite. Here dynamic rescheduling facilitates
discarding activities to stay within power guidelines.
There are three different CX-1 models with increasing complexity. In CX1-RES,
activities have constant durations and have constant resource and state needs. This
model represents a straightforward space mission operation domain for planning and
scheduling with constrained states and resources. The CX1-PARM model adds a
number of parameter dependencies. For some activities, power usage is a function on
activity duration and lighting state, and takes as much power as possible from the solar
power source before relying on battery power. Battery usage is a function of current
levels of battery charge and the duration of the activity. Downlinking bandwidth is a
function of the modes of the satellite. Finally, the CX1-OPT model further increases
the complexity by including optimality criteria. These criteria are based on the total
amount of data downlinked to the ground stations (preferring more data), the largest
amount of data contained in the memory buffer at any one time (with a preference for
less), the amount of data acquired while in non-tropical climates (preferring more), the
number of mode switches in the transmitter, and the smallest charge on the available
power (preferring a higher minimum charge).
With these models the CX-1 problem generators create six different files containing
activity instantiations for a user specified number of orbits. Some of these activities
are changers for exogenous events and they cannot be deleted, removed, or modified
in the schedule. Others are requests for downlinking, engineering events, and
datatakes, and can be modified, added to, or removed in the final schedule.
• Initialization Activities: In the start state, there is a random amount of power in the
battery and a random amount of data currently stored in the flash memory.
• Engineering Data Requests: Engineering scans are requested approximately every
280 seconds while the spacecraft is in both in -view of the sun and in darkness.
• Datatake Requests: These requests occur approximately every 170 seconds when
the spacecraft is in-view of the sun.
• Sun In-View Periods: These periods are generated randomly based on an estimate
of a CX-1 proposed orbit and a somewhat random start position. The spacecraft
always begins the simulator in darkness. The climate (tropical or non-tropical)
transitions are generated relative to the sun in -view periods.
• Power Activities: Solar power activities add a random amount of power to the
available power resource, and occur approximately every 300 seconds while the
spacecraft is in-view of the sun.
• Downlink Station In-View Periods: Downlink windows to both the Colorado ground
station and participating schools are generated randomly based on viewing
windows for an estimated orbit and sun in-view periods. Each window’s duration is
based on both satellite position and the strength of the receiving station.
4.2
CX-1 Simulation
We can describe the mission operations of the CX-1 model, as described above, in
terms of the stochastic element of the planning simulation in order to illustrate how the
simulation can differ from predicted (or nominal) operations. For instance, many
activities have actual power usages that are normally distributed with a small variance
around their predicted power usages.
• Engineering Scans: Engineering scans fail randomly 7% of the time.
• Datatakes : Datatakes will fail randomly 9% of the time.
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• Solar Power Functions: The actual amount of solar power is normally distributed
around the model’s predicted solar power with a small variance.
• Light/Dark Cycle: The sunlight/darkness cycle may be shifted based on a cyclic
model of satellite drift. The shift also impacts entering and exiting tropical zones.
• Downlinking: Satellite drift impacts all downlink opportunity windows. The start
time may be moved (i.e., delayed lock up) and the duration may be shortened (i.e.,
signal cut off) based on a cyclic model of satellite drift.
• Bandwidth: The bandwidth to downlink both spacecraft data and science data is a
uniformly distributed number, owing to possible downlink problems.
These stochastic parameters can remain ungrounded until run-time where they
impact the planner’s effectiveness. Many runs can be performed on the simulator to
estimate the expected performance of the planner. For testing purposes, we also
include a “happy simulator” which runs nominal operations with zero variance.
The CX-1 simulator receives parameterized activities from the planner and simulates
operations for the entire duration of the plan. Throughout the the plan’s execution, the
simulator calculates the score based on the following criteria:
• Number of violated operational conflicts (e.g., dual usage of atomic resources,
overflowing the memory buffer, or downlinks to nonexistent ground stations)
• Total amount of data downlinked to the Colorado ground station
• Flash memory usage (preferring a lower mean usage and smaller variance)
• Available power (preferring a higher mean and smaller variance)
• Total amount of data downlinked to the school ground stations
• Total amount of data acquired while in a non-tropical zone
• Total number of transmitter mode switches

5 Accessing the Problem Set Information
The problem set information is downloadable from the University of Colorado Space
Grant Web Site (www-sgc.colorado.edu). While the release sets are preliminary and are
still undergoing slight revisions (and testing), they are very close to the final sets.
This site will also be the focal point for future updates and releases. While the
domains are being made available to the public, specific terms are listed on the web site
– including acknowledgement of the source in the event of any usage of the material,
prohibitions on commercial use, etc.

6 Discusion: Future Work, Related Work, Conclusions
We hope that these domains will be the first in a series of space mission operations
domains released for use by the automated planning and scheduling community. As
we have less mature collaboration efforts with three other University Nanosatellite
projects, we hope that eventually we will be able to release similar problem sets relating
to these. An important aspect of this work in volves determining standards for
releasing domains – i.e. a formalization of the domain, problem generator, and simulator
specifications. Developing a sufficiently expressive domain representation standard
would facilitate use of the problem sets by other research groups.
While there has been a historical disconnect between the research and applications
oriented planning communities, a number of planning-oriented domains and testbeds
have been made available. These testbeds have originated in the research community
by experimenters as they either improve an existing planner’s performance or define
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algorithms that plan with ever more expressive action representations. For instance,
the classical PRODIGY and UCPOP planners had multiple test domains included in their
releases. The sensory GRAPHplan package [Graphplan] has accompanying domains
as well. Our testbeds differ from this work due to our underlying focus on real world
problems instead of planner test cases.
On the planner comparison side, many planner optimization papers report planner
performance on a number of benchmark problems, and the most realistic of these is a
logistics problem to move packages around an artificial map. Additionally, the AIPS 98
[McDermott 2000] and 2000 [Bacchus] planning competitions had problems defined in
a standard modeling language called PDDL, and test domains with problem generators
and plan simulators were used. Our domains are different than these previously
released testbeds in that they are derived from actual space mission operations
problems and address integrated planning and scheduling with metric time, resources,
functional dependencies, and optimization (although a number of AIPS 2000 domains
had some of these elements).
The part -machining domain [Gil 1991] and the elevator control domain [Koehler &
Schuster 2000] were motivated by real problems. The part machining was an attempt to
extract domain knowledge about how to turn a mass of metal into a machined part and
encode it into a PRODIGY domain. Similarly, the elevator control domain involved
taking a set of services and constraints and encoding them in PDDL to be solved by
planners such as those participating in the AIPS competitions. One of the results from
these efforts involved determining where the established modeling language cannot
represent a desired feature of the real world problem. For instance, the elevator control
problem has a capacity constraint that PDDL could not represent. Our work differs
from this research in two places. We do not avoid time and other metric constraints,
and we altered our simulators to facilitate experimenting with interleaved planning and
execution.
A number of additional pure scheduling benchmarks exist [Fox & Ringer] as well as
makespan benchmarks. These are designed to be more manufacturing and enhanced
job-shop scheduling problems. In contrast, our work emphasizes the integrated
planning and scheduling inherent in space mission operations.
Other research on interleaved planning and execution has resulted in shared
testbeds like tileworld, truckworld, and the phoenix testbeds [Hanks et al. 1993]. These
worlds were generated as benchmark cases for agent design within a multi-agent
context. While tileworld and truckworld were relatively simplistic testbeds fo r testing
agent systems, the phoenix testbed focused on a forest firefighting domain. Each of
these testbeds offered defining problems with varying complexity, but only the phoenix
testbed had an underlying operations scenario like our testbeds. The Robo cup rescue
project [Kitano et al 2001] also focuses on providing testbeds with an underlying
operations scenario. It targets distribution of a complex multi-agent simulation
environment. This environment has the potential to provide an extremely rich planning
and scheduling testbed.
This paper introduced two benchmark problem sets based on actual space mission
operations. Each benchmark problem set includes problem generators, declarative
specification of the problem(s), and one or more simulations. The first mission is the
DATA-CHASER, which demonstrated the ability of automated mission planning to
both reduce commanding effort and improve science return [Chien et al. 1999]. The
second mission is the Citizen Explorer Mission (CX-1), which is currently being
rescheduled for launch. We include three problem classes of increasing complexity
(and realism): planning and scheduling with states and resources (PSSR), PSSR with
functional dependencies, and PSSR with functional dependencies and plan quality.
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The domain descriptions, problem generators, and simulators are available for
download from a web site at the University of Colorado, which designed and built
these spacecraft and missions (and operated DATA-CHASER). It is our hope that
release of this information will help to focus the planning and scheduling research
community on key issues in planning and scheduling including: domain model
expressiveness, representing functional dependencies, and plan optimization.
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Abstract
Many real world planning problems require goals with deadlines and durative actions that consume resources. In
this paper, we present Sapa, a domain-independent heuristic forward chaining planner that can handle durative actions,
metric resource constraints, and deadline goals. The main innovation of Sapa is the set of distance based heuristics
it employs to control its search. We consider both optimizing and satisficing search. For the former, we identify
admissible heuristics for objective functions based on makespan and slack. For satisficing search, our heuristics are
aimed at scalability with reasonable plan quality. Our heuristics are derived from the “relaxed temporal planning
graph” structure, which is a generalization of planning graphs to temporal domains. We also provide techniques for
adjusting the heuristic values to account for resource constraints. Our experimental results indicate that Sapa returns
good quality solutions for complex planning problems in reasonable time.

1 Introduction
For most real world planning problems, the STRIPS model of classical planning with instantaneous actions is inadequate. We normally need plans with durative actions that execute concurrently. Moreover, actions may consume
resources and the plans may need to achieve goals within given deadlines. While there have been efforts aimed at
building metric temporal planners that can handle different types of constraints beyond the classical planning specifications [14, 9, 11], most such planners either scale up poorly or need hand-coded domain control knowledge to
guide their search. The biggest problem faced by existing temporal planners is thus the control of search (c.f. [17]).
Accordingly, in this paper, we address the issues of domain independent heuristic control for metric temporal planners.
At first blush search control for metric temporal planners would seem to be a very simple matter of adapting the
work in heuristic planners in classical planning [3, 12, 7]. The adaptation however does pose several challenges. To
begin with, metric temporal planners tend to have significantly larger search spaces than classical planners. After all,
the problem of planning in the presence of durative actions and metric resources subsumes both the classical planning
and scheduling problems. Secondly, the objective of planning may not be limited to simple goal satisfaction, and
may also include optimization of the associated schedule (such as maximum lateness, weighted tardiness, weighted
completion time, resource consumption etc. [15]). Finally, the presence of metric and temporal constraints, in addition
to subgoal interactions, opens up many more potential avenues for extracting heuristics (based on problem relaxation).
Thus, the question of which relaxations provide best heuristics has to be carefully investigated.
In this paper, we present Sapa, a heuristic metric temporal planner that we are currently developing. Sapa is a
forward chaining metric temporal planner, whose basic search routines are adapted from Bacchus and Ady’s[1] recent
work on temporal TLPlan. We consider a forward chaining planner because of the advantages offered by the complete
state information in handling metric resources [17]. Unlike temporal TLPlan, which relies on hand-coded control
knowledge to guide the planner, the primary focus of our work is on developing distance based heuristics to guide
the search. In Sapa, we estimate the heuristic values by doing a phased relaxation: we first derived heuristics from
a relaxation that ignores the delete effects and metric resource constraints, and then adjust these heuristics to better
account for resource constraints. In the first phase, we use a generalization of the planning graphs [2], called relaxed
temporal planning graphs (RTPG), as the basis for deriving the heuristics. Our use of planning graphs is inspired
by (and can be seen as an adaptation of) the recent work on AltAlt [12] and FF [7]. We consider both optimizing
and satisficing search scenarios. For the former, we develop admissible heuristics for objective functions based on
makespan or slack. For the latter, we develop very effective heuristics that use the characteristics of a “relaxed” plan
 We thank David E. Smith, Terry Zimmerman and three anonymous reviewers for useful comments on the earlier drafts of this paper. This
research is supported in part by the NSF grant IRI-9801676, and the NASA grants NAG2-1461 and NCC-1225.
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Figure 1: Sample problem description and its solution
derived from the planning graphs. Finally, we present a way of improving the informedness of our heuristics by
accounting for the resource constraints (which are ignored in constructing the relaxed planning graphs).
Sapa is implemented in Java. Our empirical studies indicate that Sapa can solve planning problems with complex
temporal and resource constraints quite efficiently. Sapa also returns good quality solutions with short makespans and
very few ir relevant actions. This is particularly encouraging given that temporal TLPlan, the leading contender of
Sapa that uses hand-coded control knowledge, tends to output many irrelevant actions.
The rest of this paper describes the development and evaluation of Sapa. We start in Section 2 with a discussion
of action representation and the general search algorithm used in Sapa. In Section 3, we present the relaxed planning
graph structure and discuss different heuristics extracted from it. We also describe how to adjust the heuristic values
based on the metric resource constraints. We present empirical results in Section 4 and conclude the paper with a
discussion of related work and future work in Sections 5 and 6.

2 Handling concurrent actions in a forward state space planner
Sapa addresses planning problems that involve durative actions, metric resources, and deadline goals. In this section, we describe how such planning problems are represented and solved in Sapa. We will first describe the action
representation, and will then present the forward chaining state search algorithm used by Sapa.
To illustrate the representation and the search algorithm used in Sapa, we will use a small example from the
flying domain discussed in [14]. In this domain, which we call zeno-flying, airplanes move passengers between cities.
An airplane can choose between “slow flying” and “fast flying” actions. “Slow flying” travels at 400 miles/hr and
consumes 1 gallon of fuel for every 3 miles. “Fast flying” travels at 600 miles/hr and consumes 1 gallon of fuel every
2 miles. Passengers can be boarded in 30 minutes and deplaned in 20 minutes. The fuel capacity of the airplane is
750 gallons and it takes 60 minutes to refuel it. Figure 1 shows a simple problem from this domain that we will use as
a running example throughout the paper. In this problem, Person1 and the Airplane are at cityA, Person2 is at cityB
and the plane has 500 gallons of fuel in the initial state. The goals are to get both Person1 and Person2 to cityC in 6.5
hours. One solution for this problem, shown in the lower half of Figure 1, involves first boarding Person1 at cityA,
and then slow-flying to cityB. While boarding Person2 at cityB, we can refuel the plane concurrently. After finishing
refueling, the plane will have enough fuel to fast-fly to cityC and deplane the two passengers.

2.1 Action representation
Planning is the problem of finding a set of actions and their respective execution times to satisfy all causal, metric,
and resource constraints. Therefore, action representation has influences on the representation of the plans and on
the planning algorithm. In this section, we will discuss the action representation used in Sapa. Our representation is
influenced by the PDDL+ language proposal[4] and the representations used in Zeno[14] and LPSAT[19] planners.
Unlike actions in classical planning, in planning problems with temporal and resource constraints, actions are not
instantaneous but have durations. Their preconditions may either be instantaneous or durative and their effects may
occur at any time point during their execution. Each action A has a duration DA , starting time SA , and end time EA
(= SA + DA ). The value of DA can be statically defined for a domain, statically defined for a particular planning
problem, or can be dynamically decided at the time of execution.1 Action A have preconditions Pre(A) that may
1 For example, in the zeno-flying domain discussed earlier, we can decide that boarding a passenger always takes 10 minutes for all problems
in this domain. Duration of the action of flying an airplane between two cities will depend on the distance between these two cities. Because the
distance between two cities will not change over time, the duration of a particular flying action will be totally specified once we parse the planning
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(:action BOARD
:parameters
(?person - person ?airplane - plane ?city - city)
:duration (st, + st 30)
:precondition
(and (at ?person ?city) - (st,st)
(in-city ?airplane ?city) - (st,et))
:effect
(and (not (at ?person ?city)) - st
(in ?person ?airplane) - et))

(:action SLOW-FLYING
:parameters
(?airplane - plane ?city1 - city ?city2 - city)
:duration
(st, + st (/ (distance ?city1 ?city2)
(slow-speed ?airplane)))
:precondition
(and (in-city ?airplane ?city1) - (st,st)
(> (fuel ?airplane) 0) - (st,et))
:effect
(and (not (in-city ?airplane ?city1)) - st
(in-city ?airplane ?city2) - et
(-= (fuel ?airplane)
(* #t (sf-fuel-cons-rate ?airplane))) - #t))

Figure 2: Examples of action descriptions in Sapa
be required either to be instantaneously true at the time point SA , or required to be true starting at SA and remain
true for some duration d  DA . The logical effects Eff(A) of A will be divided into three sets Es (A), Ee (A), and
Em (A; d) containing respectively instantaneous effects at time points SA , EA and SA + d (0 < d < DA ). Figure 2
illustrates the actual representations used in Sapa for actions boarding and slow-flying in the zeno-flying domain. Here,
st and et denote the starting and ending time points of an action, while #t represents a time instant between st and et.
While the action boarding(person; airplane; city) requires a person to be at the location city only at its starting
time point st, it requires an airplane to stay there the duration of its execution. This action causes an instant effect
(not(at(?person; ?city))) at the starting time point st and the delayed effect in(?person; ?airplane) at the ending
time point et.
Actions can also consume or produce metric resources and their preconditions may also well depend on the value
of the corresponding resource. For resource related preconditions, we allow several types of equality or inequality
checking including ==, <, >, <=, >=. For resource-related effects, we allow the following types of change (update):
assignment(=), increment(+=), decrement(-=), multiplication(*=), and division(/=). In Figure 2, the action slow-flying
requires the fuel level to be greater than zero over the entire duration of execution and consumes the fuel at a constant
rate while executing.
Currently we only model and test domains in which effects occur at the start or end time points, and preconditions
are required to be true at the starting point or should hold true throughout the duration of that action. Nevertheless,
the search algorithm and the domain representation schema used in Sapa are general enough to represent and handle
actions with effects occurring at any time point during their durations and preconditions that are required to hold true
for any arbitrary duration between the start and end time points of an action. In the near future, we intend to test our
planner in domains that have more flexible temporal constraints on the preconditions and effects of actions.

2.2 A forward chaining search algorithm
Even though variations of the action representation scheme described in the previous section have been used in the
partial order temporal planners such as IxTeT[9] and Zeno[14] before, Bacchus and Ady [1] are the first to propose
a forward chaining algorithm capable of using this type of action representation and allow concurrent execution of
actions in the plan. We adapt their search algorithm in Sapa.
Before going into the details of the search algorithm, we need to describe some major data structures that are used.
Sapa’s search is conducted through the space of time stamped states. We define a time stamped state S as a tuple
S = (P; M; ; Q; t) consisting of the following structure:



P = (hpi ; ti i j ti
achieved.2

< t) is a set of predicates pi that are true at t and the last time instant ti at which they are

 M is a set of values of all functions representing all the metric-resources in the planning problem. Because the
continuous values of resource levels may change over the course of planning, we use functions to represent the
resource values.


 is a set of persistent conditions, such as action preconditions, that need to be protected during a period of
time.

 Q is an event queue containing a set of updates each scheduled to occur at a specified time in the future. An
event e can do one of three things: (1) change the True/False value of some predicate, (2) update the value of
some function representing a metric-resource, or (3) end the persistence of some condition.
problem. However, refueling an airplane may have a duration that depends on the current fuel level of that airplane. We may only be able to
calculate the duration of a given refueling action according to the fuel level at the exact time instant when we execute that action.
2 For example, at time instant t in Figure 1, P = fhAt(airplane; A); t i; hAt(Person2; B ); t i; hIn(Person1;t )ig
1
0
0
1
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t is the time stamp of S

In this paper, unless noted otherwise, when we say “state” we mean a time stamped state. It should be obvious that
time stamped states do not just describe world states (or snap shots of the world at a given point of time) as done in
classical progression planners, but rather describe both the state of the world and the state of the planner’s search.
The initial state Sinit is stamped at time 0 and has an empty event queue and empty set of persistent conditions.
However, it is completely specified in terms of function and predicate values. In contrast, the goals do not have to be
totally specified. The goals are represented by a set of n 2-tuples G = (hp1 ; t1 i:::hpn ; tn i) where pi is the ith goal and
ti is the time instant by which pi needs to be achieved.
Goal Satisfaction: The state S = (P; M; ; Q; t) subsumes (entails) the goal G if for each hpi ; ti i 2 G either:
1. 9hpi ; tj i 2 P , tj

< ti and there is no event in Q that deletes pi .
2. There is an event e 2 Q that adds pi at time instant te < ti .
Action Application: An action A is applicable in state S = (P; M; ; Q; t) if:
1. All instantaneous preconditions of A are satisfied by P and M.

2. A’s effects do not interfere with any persistent condition in  and any event in Q.
3. No event in Q interferes with persistent preconditions of A.
When we apply an action A to a state S = (P; M; ; Q; t), all instantaneous effects of A will be immediately
used to update the predicate list P and metric resources database M of S. A’s persistent preconditions and delayed
effects will be put into the persistent condition set  and event queue Q of S. For example, if we apply action
Board(P1,airplane) to the initial state of our running example in Figure 1, then the components of resulting state
S will become P = fhAt(airplane; A); t0 i; hIn(P1; airplane); t0 i; hAt(P2; B); t0 ig, M = fFuel(airplane)=500g,
 = fhAt(airplane; A); t1 ig, and Q = fhIn(P1; airplane); t1ig.
Besides the normal actions, we will have one special action called advance-time3 which we use to advance the
time stamp of S to the time instant te of the earliest event e in the event queue Q of S. The advance-time action will be
applicable in any state S that has a non-empty event queue. Upon applying this action, we update state S according to
all the events in the event queue that are scheduled to occur at te .
Notice that we do not consider action A to be applicable if it causes some event e that interferes with an event
e0 in the event queue, even if e and e0 occur at different time points. We believe that even though an event has
instant effect, there should be some underlying process that leads to that effect.4 Therefore, we feel that if two actions
cause instant events that are contradicting with each other, then even if the events occur at different time points, the
underlying processes supporting these two events may contradict each other. Thus, these two actions are not allowed
to execute concurrently. Our approach can be considered as having a hold process [5] extending from the starting point
of an action to the time point at which an event occurs. The hold process protects that predicate from violations by
conflicting events from other actions. This also means that even though an effect of a given action A appears to change
the value of a predicate at a single time point t, we implicitly need a duration from the starting point st of A to t for it
to happen. We are currently investigating approaches to represent constraints to protect a predicate or resource more
explicitly and flexibly. Additionally, in handling metric resource interactions between two actions, Sapa follows an
approach similar to the ones used by Zeno[14] and RIPP[8]: it does not allow two actions that access the same metric
resource to overlap with each other. By not allowing two actions affecting the same resource to overlap, we can safely
change the resource condition that needs to be preserved during an action to be an instantaneous condition or an update
at the start or end point of that action. For example, the condition that the fuel level of an airplane should be higher
than 0 while flying between two cities, can be changed to a check to see if the level of fuel it has at the beginning of the
action is higher than the amount that will be consumed during the course of that action. This helps in simplifying the
search algorithm. In future, we intend to investigate other ways to relax this type of resource interaction constraints.
Search algorithm: The basic algorithm for searching in the space of time stamped states is shown in Figure 3. We
proceed by applying all applicable actions to the current state and put the result states into the sorted queue using
the Enqueue() function. The Dequeue() function is used to take out the first state from the state queue. Currently,
Sapa employs the A* search. Thus, the state queue is sorted according to some heuristic function that measures the
difficulty of reaching the goals from the current state. The rest of the paper discusses the design of heuristic functions.

3 Heuristic control
For any type of planner to work well, it needs to be armed with good heuristics to guide the search in the right direction
and to prune the bad branches early. Compared with heuristic forward chaining planners in classical planning, Sapa
has many more branching possibilities. Thus, it is even more critical for Sapa to have good heuristic guidance.
3 Advance-time

is called unqueue-event in [1]
example, the boarding action will cause the event of the passenger being inside the plane at the end of that action. However, there is an
underlying process of taking the passenger from the gate to inside the plane that we are not mentioning about.
4 For
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State Queue: SQ=fSinit g
while SQ6=fg
S:= Dequeue(SQ)
Nondeterministically select A
applicable in S
S’ := Apply(A,S)
if S’j= G then
PrintSolution
else Enqueue(S’,SQ)
end while;
Figure 3: Main search algorithm
Heuristic
Max-span
Min-slack
Max-slack
Sum-slack
Sum-action
Sum-duration
Adj. sum-act.
Adj. sum-dur.

Objective Function
minimize makespan
maximize minimum slack
maximize maximum slack
maximize sum-slack
minimize number of actions
minimize sum of action durations
minimize number of actions
minimize sum of action durations

Basis
RTPG
RTPG
RTPG
RTPG
relaxed plan
relaxed plan
relaxed plan
relaxed plan

Adm.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Use res-infor
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Table 1: Different heuristics investigated in Sapa. Columns titled “objective function”, “basis”, “adm” and “use resinfor” show respectively the objective function addressed by each heuristic, the basis to derive the heuristic values,
the admissibility of the heuristic, and whether or not resource-related information is used in calculating the heuristic
values.
Normally, the design of the heuristics depends on the objective function that we want to optimize; some heuristics
may work well for a specific objective function but not others. In a classical planning scenario, where actions are
instantaneous and do not consume resources, the quality metrics are limited to a mere count of actions or the parallel
execution time of the plan. When we extend the classical planning framework to handle durative actions that may
consume resources, the objective functions need to take into account other quality metrics such as the makespan, the
amount of slack in the plan and the amount of resource consumption. Heuristics that focus on these richer objective
functions will in effect be guiding both planning and scheduling aspects. Specifically, they need to control both action
selection and the action execution time.5
In this paper, we consider both satisficing and optimizing search scenarios. In the former, our focus is on efficiently
finding a reasonable quality plan. In the later, we are interested in the optimization of objective functions based on
makespan, or slack values. We will develop heuristics for guiding both types of search. Table 1 provides a high level
characterization of the different heuristics investigated in this paper, in terms of the objective functions that they are
aimed at, and the knowledge used in deriving them.
For any type of objective function, heuristics are generally derived from relaxed problems, with the understanding
that the more constraints we relax, the less informed the heuristic becomes [13]. Exploiting this insight to control a
metric temporal planner brings up the question of what constraints to relax. In classical planning, the “relaxation”
essentially involves ignoring precondition/effect interactions between actions [3, 7]. In metric-temporal planning, we
can not only relax the logical interactions, but also the metric resource constraints, and temporal duration constraints.
In Sapa, we estimate the heuristic values by doing a phased relaxation: we first relax the delete effects and metric
resource constraints to compute the heuristic values, and then modify these values to better account for resource
constraints. In the first phase we use a generalization of the planning graphs [2], called relaxed temporal planning
graphs (RTPG), as the basis for deriving the heuristics. Our use of planning graphs is inspired by (and can be seen
as an adaptation of) the recent work on AltAlt [12] and FF [7]. The RTPG structures are described in Section 3.1,
and Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe the extraction of admissible and effective heuristics from the RTPG. Finally, in
Section 3.4, we discuss a technique for improving the informedness of our heuristics by adjusting the heuristic values
to account for the resource constraints (which are ignored in the RTPG).

3.1 Building the relaxed temporal planning graph
All our heuristics are based on the relaxed temporal planning graph structure (RTPG). This is a Graphplan-style[2]
bi-level planning graph generalized to temporal domains. Given a state S = (P; M; ; Q; t), the RTPG is built from
5 In [17], Smith et. al. discuss the importance of the choice of actions as well as the ordering between them in solving complicated real world
planning problems involving temporal and resource constraints.
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while(true)
forall A 6=advance-time applicable in S
S := Apply(A,S)
if S j= G then Terminatefsolutiong
S’ := Apply(advance-time,S)
if 9 hpi ; ti i2G such that
ti < Time(S’) and pi 2
= S then
Terminatefnon-solutiong
else S := S’
end while;
Figure 4: Algorithm to build the relaxed temporal planning graph structure.
using the set of relaxed actions, which are generated from original actions by eliminating all effects which (1) delete
some fact (predicate) or (2) reduce the level of some resource. Since delete effects are ignored, RTPG will not contain
any mutex relations, which considerably reduces the cost of constructing RTPG. The algorithm to build the RTPG
structure is summarized in Figure 4. To build the RTPG, we need three main datastructures: a fact level, an action
level, and an unexecuted event queue.6 Each fact f or action A is marked in, and appears in the RTPG’s fact/action
level at time instant tf /tA if it can be achieved/executed at tf /tA . In the beginning, only facts which appear in P
are marked in at t, the action level is empty, and the event queue holds all the unexecuted events in Q that add new
predicates. Action A will be marked in if (1) A is not already marked in and (2) all of A’s preconditions are marked in.
When action A is in, then all of A’s unmarked instant add effects will also be marked in at t. Any delayed effect e of A
that adds fact f is put into the event queue Q if (1) f is not marked in and (2) there is no event e0 in Q that is scheduled
to happen before e and which also adds f. Moreover, when an event e is added to Q, we will take out from Q any event
0
e which is scheduled to occur after e and also adds f.
When there are no more unmarked applicable actions in S, we will stop and return no-solution if either (1) Q is
empty or (2) there exists some unmarked goal with a deadline that is smaller than the time of the earliest event in Q. If
none of the situations above occurs, then we will apply advance-time action to S and activate all events at time point
te0 of the earliest event e’ in Q. The process above will be repeated until all the goals are marked in or one of the
conditions indicating non-solution occurs. Figure 5 shows the RTPG for the state S at time point t1 (refer to Figure 1)
after we apply action Board(P1) to the initial state and advance the clock from t0 to t1 .
In Sapa, the RTPG is used to:
S

 Prune the states that can not lead to any solution.
 Use the time points at which goals appear in the RTPG as the lower bounds on their time of achievements in the
real plans.
 Build a relaxed plan that achieves the goals, which can then be used as a basis to estimate the distance from S
to the goals.
For the first task, we will prune a state if there is some goal hpi ; ti i such that pi does not appear in the RTPG before
time point ti .
Proposition 1: Pruning a state according to the relaxed temporal planning graph (RTPG) preserves the completeness
of the planning algorithm.
The proof is quite straight forward. Since we relaxed the delete effects and resource related constraints of all the
actions when building the graph structure, and applied all applicable actions to each state, the time instant at which
each predicate appears in the RTPG is a lower bound on its real time of achievement. Therefore, if we can not achieve
some goal on time in the relaxed problem, then we definitely will not be able to achieve that goal with the full set of
constraints.
In the next several sections, we will discuss the second task, that of deriving different heuristic functions from the
RTPG structure.

3.2 Admissible heuristics based on action durations and deadlines
In this section, we will discuss how several admissible heuristic functions can be derived from the RTPG. First, from
the observation that all predicates appear at the earliest possible time in the relaxed plan graph, we can derive an
admissible heuristic which can be used to optimize the makespan of the solution. The heuristic is defined as follows:
Max-span heuristic: Distance from a state to the goals is equal to the length of the duration between the time-instant
of that state and the time the last goal appears in the RTPG .
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6 Unlike

the initial state, the event queue of the state S from which we build the RTPG may be.
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Figure 5: Sample relaxed temporal planning graph for durative actions. Shaded actions are the ones appear in the
relaxed plan.
The max-span heuristic is admissible and can be used to find the smallest makespan solution for the planning
problem. The proof of admissibility is based on the same observation made in the proof of Proposition 1. Because
all the goals appear in the RTPG at the time instants that are lower bounds on the their real time of achievements, the
time instant at which the last goal appears in the RTPG will be the lower bound on the actual time point at which we
can achieve all the goals. Thus, it is a lower bound on the makespan of the solution.
The max-span heuristic discussed so far can be thought of as a generalized version of the max-action heuristic
used in HSP [3] or max-level heuristic in AltAlt [12]. One of the assumptions in classical planning is that the goals
have no deadlines and they need only be achieved by the end of the plan. Therefore, all heuristics concentrate on
measuring how far the current state is to the point by which all the goals are achieved. However, in temporal planning
with deadline goals, we can also measure the ‘slack’ values for the goals as another plan quality measurement (where
slack is the difference in time between when the goal was achieved in the paln, and the deadline specified for its
achievement). The slack values for a given set of goals can also be a good indication on how hard it is to achieve
those goals, and thus, how hard it is to solve a planning problem from a given state. Moreover, slack-based objective
functions are common in scheduling.
We will consider objective functions to maximize the minimum, maximum, or summation of slack values of all the
goals for the temporal planning problems. In our case, the slack value for a given goal g is estimated from the RTPG
by taking the difference between the time instant at which g appears in the RTPG and its deadline. We now present
admissible heuristics for these three slack based objective functions.
Min-slack heuristic: Distance from a state to the goals is equal to the minimum of the slack estimates of all individual
goals.7
Max-slack heuristic: Distance from a state to the goals is equal to the maximum of slack estimates of all individual
goals.
Sum-slack heuristic: Distance from a state to the goals is equal to the summation of slack estimates for all individual
goals.
The min-slack, max-slack, and sum-slack heuristics target the objective functions of maximizing the minimum
slack, maximum slack, and the summation of all slack values. The admissibility of the three heuristics for the respective objective functions can be proven using the same argument we made for the max-span heuristic. Specifically, we
use the observation that all goals appear in the RTPG at time instants earlier than the actual time instants at which they
can be achieved, to prove that the slack estimated calculated using the RTPG for any goal will be the upper bound on
its actual slack value for the non-relaxed problem.

3.3 Heuristics for efficient satisficing search
We now focus on efficiently finding reasonable quality plans. In the last section, we discussed several admissible
heuristics which can be used to find optimal solution according to some objective functions. However, admissible
heuristics such as max-span and slack-based heuristics are only concerned about the time points at which goals are
achieved, and not the length of the eventual plan. In classical planning, heuristics that use an estimate on the length
of the plan have been shown to be more effective in controlling search [7, 12]. To estimate the length of the solution,
these planners typically use a valid plan extracted from the relaxed planning graph (the relaxation typically involves
ignoring negative interactions). We can use a similar heuristic for temporal planning.
Sum-action heuristic: Distance from a state to the goals is equal to the number of actions in the relaxed plan.
The relaxed plan can be built backward from the goals in a manner nearly identical to the procedure used in
Graphplan algorithm[2] in classical planning. We first start with the goals and add actions that support them to the
7 If all the goals have the same deadlines, then maximizing the minimum slack is equal to minimizing the makespan of the plan and the two
heuristic values (max-span and min-slack) can be used interchangably.
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solution. If we add an action to the solution, then its preconditions are also added to the set of current goals. The
search continues until we “reach” the initial state (i.e the goals are entailed by the initial state). In our continuing
example, the shaded actions in Figure 5 are the ones that appear in the relaxed plan when we search backward.
Finally, since actions have different durations, the sum of the durations of actions in the relaxed plan is another
way to measure the difficulty in achieving the goals.
Sum-duration heuristic: Distance from a state to the goals is equal to the sum of durations of actions in the relaxed
plan.
If all actions have the same durations, then the sum of durations of all actions in the relaxed plan will be equivalent
to taking the number of actions in the plan. Thus, in this case, sum-action and sum-duration will perform exactly
the same. Neither of these heuristics are admissible; searches using the sum-action or sum-duration heuristics do
not guarantee to return the solutions with smallest number of actions, or solutions with smallest summation of action
durations. The reason is that these two heuristics have their values based on a first (relaxed) plan found. There is no
guarantee that that first relaxed plan will be smaller than the smallest real (non-relaxed) plan in terms of number of
actions, or summation of durations of actions in the plan.

3.4 Using metric resource constraints to adjust heuristic values
The heuristics discussed in the last two sections have used the knowledge about durations of actions and deadline
goals but not about resource consumption. By ignoring the resource related effects when building the relaxed plan,
we may miss counting actions whose only purpose is to give sufficient resource-related conditions to other actions.8
Consequently, ignoring resource constraints may reduce the quality of heuristic estimate based on the relaxed plan.
We are thus interested in adjusting the heuristic values discussed in the last two sections to account for the resource
constraints.
In real-world problems, most actions consume resources, while there are special actions that increase the levels
of resources. Since checking whether the level of a resource is sufficient for allowing the execution of an action is
similar to checking the predicate preconditions, one obvious approach to adjust the relaxed plan would be to add
actions that provide that resource-related condition to the relaxed plan. For reasons discussed below, it turns out to
be too difficult to decide which actions should be added to the relaxed plan to satisfy the given resource conditions.
First, actions that consume/produce the same metric-resource may overlap over the RTPG and thus make it hard to
reason about the resource level at each time point. In such cases, the best we can do is to find the upper bound and
lower bound values on the value of some specific resource. However, the bounds may not be very informative in
reasoning about the exact value. Second, because we do not know the values of metric resources at each time point, it
is difficult to reason as to whether or not an action needs another action to support its resource-related preconditions.
For example, in Figure 5, when we add the action fast-flying B; C to the relaxed plan, we know that that action
will need fuel airplane >
as its precondition. However, without the knowledge about the value (level) of
fuel airplane at that time point, we can hardly decide whether or not we need to add another action to achieve that
precondition. If we reason that the fuel level at the initial state (fuel airplane
) is sufficient for that action to
execute, then we already miss one unavoidable refuel airplane action (because most of the fuel in the initial state
has been used for the other flying action, fast-flying A; B ). A final difficulty is that because of the continuous nature
of the metric resources, it is harder to reason if an action gives a resource-related effect to another action and whether
or not it is logically relevant to do so. For example, suppose that we need to fly an airplane from cityA to cityB and
we need to refuel to do so. Action refuel airplane; cityC gives the fuel that the airplane needs, but it is totally
irrelevant to the plan. Adding that action to the relaxed plan (and its preconditions to the goal set) will lead to the
addition of irrelevant actions, and thus reduce the quality of heuristic estimates it provides.
In view of the above complications, we introduce a new way of readjusting the relaxed plan to take into account
the resource constraints as follows: we first preprocess the problem specifications and find for each resource R an
action AR that can increase the amount of R maximally. Let R be the amount by which AR increases R, and let
Dur AR be the duration of AR . Let Init R be the level of resource R at the state S for which we want to compute
the relaxed plan, and Con R , Pro R be the total consumption and production of R by all actions in the relaxed plan.
If Con R > Init R
Pro R , we use the following formula to adjust the heuristic values of the sum-action and
sum-duration according to the resource consumption.
Sum-action heuristic value h:
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example, if we want to drive a truck to some place and the fuel level is low, by totally ignoring the resource related conditions, we will not
realize that we may need to refuel the truck before driving it.

prob

sum-act
time (s)
node

sum-act adjusted
time (s)
node

sum-dur
time (s)
node

sum-dur adjusted
time (s)
node

zeno1
zeno2
zeno3
zeno4
zeno5
zeno6
zeno7
zeno8
zeno9

0.272
92.055
23.407
83.122
64.286
1.34
1.11
52.82

14/48
304/1951
200/996
575/3451
659/3787
19/95
27/87
564/3033

0.317
61.66
38.225
37.656
71.759
27.449
1.718
1.383
16.310

14/48
188/1303
250/1221
250/1221
494/2506
271/1291
19/95
27/87
151/793

0.35
7.72
7.76
1.374
1.163
130.554

20/67
60/289
60/289
19/95
27/87
4331/5971

0.229
35.757
35.752
30.530
1.06
263.911

9/29
234/1079
234/1079
424/1375
14/60
7959/10266

log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log

2.215
165.350
13.631
-

27/159
199/1593
21/144
-

2.175
164.613
20.545
12.837
28.983
37.300
115.368
470.356
220.917

27/157
199/1592
30/215
21/133
37/300
47/366
62/531
76/788
91/830

2.632
37.063
-

33/192
61/505
-

2.534
-

33/190
-

p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9

Table 2: Solution times and explored/generated search nodes for Sapa in the zeno-flying and temporal logistics domains with sum-action and sum-duration heuristics with/without resource adjustment technique. Times are in seconds.
All experiments are run on a Sun Ultra 5 machine with 256MB RAM. “-” indicates that the problem can not be solved
in 500 seconds.
We will call the newly adjusted heuristics adjusted sum-action and adjusted sum-duration. The basic idea is
that even though we do not know if an individual resource-consuming action in the relaxed plan needs another action
to support its resource-related preconditions, we can still adjust the number of actions in the relaxed plan by reasoning
about the total resource consumption of all the actions in the plan. If we know how much excess amount of a resource
R the relaxed plan consumes and what is the maximum increment of R that is allowed by any individual action in the
domain, then we can infer the minimum number of resource-increasing actions that we need to add to the relaxed plan
to balance the resource consumption.
For example, in the relaxed plan for our sample problem, we realize that the two actions fast-flying(A; B ) and
fast-flying(B; C ) consume a total of: 1000/2 + 1200/2 = 1100 units of fuel, which is higher than the initial fuel level
of 500 units. Moreover, we know that the maximum increment for the airplane’s fuel is 750 for the refuel(airplane)
action. Therefore, we can infer that we need to add at least d(1100 500)=750e = 1 refueling action to make the
relaxed plan consistent with the resource consumption constraints. The experimental results in Section 4 show that
the metric resource related adjustments are quite important in domains which have many actions consuming different
types of resources.
The adjustment approach described above is useful for improving the sum-action and sum-duration heuristics, but
it can not be used for the max-span and slack-based heuristics without sacrificing their admissibility. In future, we
intend to investigate the resource constraint-based adjustments for those heuristics that still preserve their admissibility.

4 Experimental results
We have implemented Sapa in Java. To date, our implementation of Sapa has been primarily used to test the performance of different heuristics and we have spent little effort on code optimization. We were primarily interested in
seeing how effective the heuristics were in controlling the search. In the case of heuristics for satisficing search, we
were also interested in evaluating the quality of the solution. We evaluate the performance of Sapa on problems from
two metric temporal planning domains to see how well it performs in these complex planning problems. The first one
is the zeno-flying domain discussed in Section 2.2 [14]. The second is our version of the temporal and metric resource
version of the logistics domain. In this domain, trucks move packages between locations within one city, and planes
carry them from one city to another. Different airplanes and trucks move with different speeds, have different fuel capacities, different fuel-consumption-rates, and different fuel-fill-rates when refueling. The temporal logistics domain
is more complicated than the zeno-flying domain because it has more types of resource-consuming actions. Moreover,
the refuel action in this domain has a dynamic duration, which is not the case for any action in the zeno-flying domain.
Specifically, the duration of this action depends on the fuel level of the vehicle and can only be decided at the time we
execute that action.
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prob

sum-act
#act duration

sum-act adjusted
#act
duration

sum-dur
#act duration

sum-dur adjusted
#act
duration

zeno1
zeno2
zeno3
zeno4
zeno5
zeno6
zeno7
zeno8
zeno9

5
23
22
20
16
10
8
14

320
1020
890
640
670
370
320
560

5
23
13
13
20
15
10
8
13

320
950
430
430
590
590
370
320
590

5
13
13
10
8
13

320
450
450
370
320
460

5
17
17
14
8
13

320
400
400
440
300
430

log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log

16
22
12
-

10.0
18.875
7.125
-

16
22
12
12
16
21
27
27
32

10.0
18.875
11.75
7.125
14.425
18.55
24.15
19.9
26.25

16
22
-

10.0
18.875
-

16
-

10.0
-

p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9

Table 3: Number of actions and duration (makespan) of the solutions generated by Sapa in the zeno-flying and logistics
domains with sum-action and sum-duration heuristics with/without resource adjustment technique.
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Table 2 and 3 summarize the results of our empirical studies. Before going into the details, we should mention
that among the different types of heuristics discussed in the Section 3, max-span and slack-value based heuristics are
admissible. However, they do not scale up to reasonable sized problems. As a matter of fact, the max-span heuristic
can not solve any problems in Table 2 in the allotted time. The sum-slack heuristic returns an optimal solution (in
terms of makespan and sum-slack values) for the problem Zeno1 in zeno-flying domain in 7.3 seconds, but can not
solve any other problems. However, both are able to solve smaller problems that are not listed in our result tables.
Because of this, most of our remaining discussion is directed towards sum-action and sum-duration heuristics.
Table 2 shows the running times of Sapa for the sum-action and sum-duration heuristics with and without metric
resource constraint adjustment technique (refer to Section 3.4) in the two planning domains discussed above. We
tested with 9 problems from each domain. Most of the problems require plans of 10-30 actions, which are quite
big compared to problems solved by previous domain-independent temporal planners reported in the literature. The
results show that most of the problems are solved within a reasonable time (e.g under 500 seconds). More importantly,
the number of nodes (time-stamped states) explored, which is the main criterion used to decide how well a heuristic
does in guiding the search, is quite small compared to the size of the problems. In many cases, the number of nodes
explored by the best heuristic is only about 2-3 times the size of the plan.
In general, the sum-action heuristic performs better than the sum-duration heuristic in terms of planning time,
especially in the logistics domain. However, there are several problems in which the sum-duration heuristic returns
better solving times and smaller number of nodes. The metric resource adjustment technique greatly helps the sumaction heuristic, especially in the logistics domain, where without it Sapa can hardly solve the bigger problems. We
still do not have a clear answer as to why the resource-adjustment technique does not help the sum-duration heuristic.
Plan Quality: Table 3 shows the number of actions in the solution and the duration (makespan) of the solution for
the two heuristics analyzed in Table 2. These categories can be seen as indicative of the problem’s difficulty, and the
quality of the solutions. By closely examining the solutions returned, we found that the solutions returned by Sapa
have quite good quality in the sense that they rarely have many irrelevant actions. The absence of irrelevant actions
is critical in the metric temporal planners as it will both save resource consumption and reduce execution time. It is
interesting to note here that the temporal TLPlan[1], whose search algorithm Sapa adapts, usually outputs plans with
many more irrelevant actions. Interestingly, Bacchus & Ady mention that their solutions are still better than the ones
returned by LPSAT[19], which makes our solutions that much more impressive compared to LPSAT.
The pure sum-action heuristic without resource adjustment normally outputs plans with slightly higher number of
actions, and longer makespans than the sum-duration heuristic. In some cases, the sum-action heuristic guides the
search into paths that lead to very high makespan values, thus violating the deadline goals. After that, the planner
has harder time getting back on the right track. Examples of this are zeno-4 and log-p3 which cannot be solved with
sum-action heuristic if the deadlines are about 2 times smaller than the optimal makespan (because the search paths
keep extending the time beyond the deadlines). The resource adjustment technique not only improves the sum-action
heuristic in solution times, but also generally shortens the makespan and occasionally reduces the number of actions
in the plan as well. As mentioned earlier, the adjustment technique generally does not help the sum-duration heuristics

in solving time, but it does help reduce the makespan of the solution in most of the cases where solutions can be
found. However, the set of actions in the plan is generally still the same, which suggests that the adjustment technique
does not change the solution, but pushes the actions up to an earlier part of the plan. Thus, it favors the execution of
concurrent actions instead of using the special action advance-time to advance the clock.
When implementing the heuristics, one of the decisions we had to make was whether to recalculate the heuristic
value when we advance the clock, or to use the same value as that of the parent node. On the surface, this problem
looks trivial and the correct way seems to be to recalculate the heuristic values. However, in practice, keeping the
parent node’s heuristic value when we advance the clock always seems to lead to solutions with equal or slightly better
makespan. We can explain the improved makespan by the fact that recalculating the heuristic value normally favors
the advance-clock action by outputting a smaller heuristic value for it than the parent. Using many such advanceclock actions will lead to solutions with higher makespan values. The solving time comparison is somewhat mixed.
Keeping the parent heuristics value speeds up 6 of the 9 problems tested in the logistics domain by average of 2x and
slows down about 1.5x in the 3 zeno-flying problems. We do not have a clear answer for the solution time differences
between the two approaches. In the current implementation of Sapa, we keep the parent node’s heuristic value when
we advance the clock.
Although we wanted to compare Sapa to other planners, there are very few implementations of metric temporal
planners with capabilities comparable to Sapa that are publicly available and even they tend to scale up poorly. For
example, although Zeno is a more expressive planner than Sapa, it can not scale up to bigger problems. The easiest
problem in the zeno-flying domain in Table 2 (Zeno1) is reported in [14] to be solved by Zeno in several minutes with
hand-coded domain control rules.9 IxTeT is another known planner that we would have like to compare to, but the
code is not available and IxTeT’s results reported in the literature have concentrated on a class of temporal problems
that use discrete, but not metric, resources. In the near future, we intend to compare our planner with TGP[16] and
TP4[6] on a simpler set of temporal planning problems that can be handled by all three of them.

5 Related work
There have been several temporal planning systems in the literature that can handle different types of temporal and
resource constraints. Among them, planners such as temporal TLPlan[1], Zeno[14], IxTeT[9], and HSTS[11] can
solve problems that are similar to the one solved by Sapa. There are also planners such as Resource-IPP[8], TP4[6],
TGP[16], and LPSAT[19] that can handle a subset of the types of problems discussed in this paper.
Closest to our work is the temporal TLPlan [1], which originates the algorithm to support concurrent actions in
the forward state space search. The critical difference between this planner and Sapa is that while temporal TLPlan
is controlled by hand-coded domain-specific control rules, Sapa uses domain-independent heuristics. Experimental
results reported in [1] indicate that while Temporal TLPlan is very fast, but it tends to output plans with many irrelevant
actions.
There are several partial order planners that can handle various types of temporal and resource constraints. Zeno[14]
can solve problems with a wide range of constraints, as well as actions with conditional and quantified effects. However, Zeno lacks heuristic control and scales poorly. IxTeT[9] is another hierarchical partial order planner that can
handle many types of temporal and resource constraints. Most of IxTeT’s interesting innovations have been aimed
at on handling discrete resources such as robots or machines but not on metric resources. HSTS[11] is a partial order planner that has been used to solve NASA temporal planning problems. Like TLPlan, HSTS uses hand-coded
domain control knowledge to guide its search. parcPlan[10] is a domain-independent temporal planner using the leastcommitment approach. parcPlan claims to be able to handle a rich set of temporal constraints, but the experiments in
[10] do not demonstrate its expressiveness adequately.
Resource-IPP (RIPP)[8] is an extension of the IPP planner to deal with durative actions that may consume metric
resources. RIPP considers time as another type of resource and solves the temporal planning problem by assuming
that actions are still instantaneous. Like IPP, RIPP is based on Graphplan[2] algorithm. A limited empirical evaluation
of RIPP is reported in [8]. TP4[6] by Haslumn & Geffner is a recent planner that employs backward chaining state
space search with temporal or resource related admissible heuristics. The results of TP4 are promising in a subset of
temporal planning problems where durations are measured in unit time, and resources decrease monotonically.
There are several planners in the literature that handle either temporal or resource constraints (but not both).
TGP[16] is a temporal planner based on the Graphplan algorithm. TGP extends the notion of mutual exclusion
relations in the Graphplan algorithm to allow constraints between actions and propositions. RTPG can be seen as
a relaxed version of the planning graph that TGP uses. While TGP might provide better bounds on slacks and times of
achievement, it is also costlier to compute. Cost of computation is especially critical as Sapa would have to compute
the planning graph once for each expanded search node. It is nevertheless worth investigating the overall effectiveness
of heuristics derived from TGP’s temporal planning graph. LPSAT[19] can handle metric resource constraints by
combining SAT and linear programming. As noted in Section 4, LPSAT seems to suffer from poor quality plans.
9 We tried to run Zeno on the same machine used to test Sapa without control-knowledge for that problem, but Zeno indicated that it can not
solve and returned a partial solution.
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6 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we described Sapa, a domain-independent forward chaining heuristic temporal planner that can handle
metric resource constraints, actions with continuous duration, and deadline goals. Sapa does forward search in the
space of time-stamped states. Our main focus has been on developing effective heuristics to control the search. We
considered both satisficing and optimizing search scenarios and proposed effective heuristics for both. Our heuristics
are based on the relaxed temporal planning graph structure. For optimizing search, we introduced admissible heuristics
for objective functions based on the makespan and slack values. For satisficing search, we looked at heuristics such
as sum-action and sum-duration, that are based on plans derived from RTPG. These were found to be quite efficient
in terms of planning time. We also presented a novel technique to improve the heuristic values by reasoning about the
metric resource constraints. Finally, we provided an extensive empirical evaluation demonstrating the performance of
Sapa in several metric temporal planning domains.
In the near term, we intend to investigate the problem of finding better relaxed plans with regard to the resource
and temporal constraints of actions in the domain. We are interested in how to use the resource time maps discussed
in [8] in constructing the relaxed plan. Moreover, we want to use the binary mutex information, a la TGP [16] to
improve heuristics in both optimizing and satisficing searches. Our longer term plans include incorporating Sapa in a
loosely-coupled architecture to integrate planning and scheduling, which will be the logical continuation of our work
with the Realplan system[18].
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Abstract We present an algorithm for planning with time and resources, based on

heuristic search. The algorithm minimizes makespan using an admissible heuristic
derived automatically from the problem instance. Estimators for resource consumption are derived in the same way. The goals are twofold: to show the exibility of
the heuristic search approach to planning and to develop a planner that combines
expressivity and performance. Two main issues are the de nition of regression in a
temporal setting and the de nition of the heuristic estimating completion time. A
number of experiments are presented for assessing the performance of the resulting
planner.

1

Introduction

Recently, heuristic state space search has been shown to be a good framework for developing di erent kinds of planning algorithms. It has been most
successful in non-optimal sequential planning, e.g. hsp [4] and ff [10], but
has been applied also to optimal and parallel planning with good results [8].
We continue this thread of research by developing a domain-independent
planning algorithm for domains with metric time and certain kinds of resources. The algorithm relies on regression search guided by a heuristic that
estimates completion time and which is derived automatically from the problem representation. The algorithm minimizes the overall execution time of
the plan, commonly known as the makespan.
As far as we are aware, no e ective domain-independent planner matches
the expressivity of our planner, though some exhibit common features. For
example, tgp [22] handles actions with duration and optimizes makespan,
while ripp [13] and grt-r [20] handle resources, and are in this respect more
expressive than our planner.
Among planners that exceed our planner in expressivity, e.g. Zeno [18],
IxTeT [7] and HSTS [17], none have reported signi cant domain-independent
performance (Jonsson et al. [11] describe the need for sophisticated engineering of domain dependent search control for the HSTS planner). Many
highly expressive planners, e.g. O-Plan [24], ASPEN [5] or TALplanner [15],
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are \knowledge intensive", relying on user-provided problem decompositions,
evaluation functions or search constraints1.

2 Action Model and Assumptions
The action model we use is propositional STRIPS with extensions for time
and resources. As in graphplan [3] and many other planners, the action set
is enriched with a no-op for each atom which has as its only precondition
and e ect. Apart from having a variable duration, a no-op is viewed and
treated like a regular action.
p

p

2.1 Time
When planning with time each action has a duration, ( ) 0. We
take the time domain to be R + . In most planning domains we could use the
positive integers, but we have chosen the reals to highlight the fact that the
algorithm does not depend on the existence of a least indivisible time unit.
Like Smith and Weld [22], we make the following assumptions: For an action
executed over an interval [ + ( )]
(i) the preconditions ( ) must hold at , and preconditions not deleted by
must hold throughout [ + ( )] and
(ii) the e ects ( ) and ( ) take place at some point in the interior of
the interval and can be used only at the end point + ( ).
Two actions, and , are compatible i they can be safely executed in overlapping time intervals. The above assumptions lead to the following condition
for compatibility: and are compatible i for each atom 2 ( ) [ ( ),
62 ( ) and vice versa (i.e. 2 ( ) [ ( ) implies 62 ( )).
a

a

t; t

t

t; t

add a

dur a

del a

t

a

del b

dur a

b

a

p

>

dur a

pre a

a

dur a

b

p

p

pre b

add b

p

pre a

add a

del a

2.2 Resources
The planner handles two types of resources: renewable and consumable. Renewable resources are needed during the execution of an action but are not
consumed (e.g. a machine). Consumable resources, on the other hand, are
consumed or produced (e.g. fuel). All resources are treated as real valued
quantities; the division into unary, discrete and continuous is determined by
1
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The distinction is sometimes hard to make. For instance, parcPlan [16] domain de nitions appear
to di er from plain STRIPS only in that negative e ects of actions are modeled indirectly,
by providing a set of constraints, instead of explicitly as \deletes". parcPlan has shown good
performance in certain resource constrained domains, but domain de nitions are not available
for comparison.

the way the resource is used. Formally, a planning problem is extended with
sets RP and CP of renewable and consumable resource names. For each resource name r 2 RP [ CP , avail(r) is the amount initially available and for
each action a, use(a; r) is the amount used or consumed by a.

3 Planning with Time
We describe rst the algorithm for planning with time, not considering resources. In this case, a plan is a set of action instances with starting times
such that no incompatible actions overlap in time, action preconditions hold
over the required intervals and goals are achieved on completion. The cost of
a plan is the total execution time, or makespan. We describe each component
of the search scheme: the search space, the branching rule, the heuristic, and
the search algorithm.
3.1

Search Space

Regression in the classical setting is a search in the space of \plan tails",
i.e. partial plans that achieve the goals provided that the preconditions of
the partial plans are met. A regression state, i.e. a set of atoms, summarizes
the plan tail; if s is the state obtained by regressing the goal through the
plan tail P and P is a plan that achieves s from the initial state, then the
concatenation of P and P is a valid plan. A similar decomposition is exploited
in the forward search for plans.
In a temporal setting, a set of atoms is no longer sucient to summarize
a plan tail or plan head. For example, the set s of all atoms made true by
a plan head P at time t holds no information about the actions in P that
have started but not nished before t. Then, if a plan tail P maps s to
a goal state, the combination of P and P is not necessarily a valid plan.
To make the decomposition valid, search states have to be extended with
the actions under execution and their completion times. Thus, in a temporal
setting states become pairs s = (E; F ), where E is a set of atoms and F =
f(a1 ; 1 ); : : : ; (an ; n )g is a set of actions ai with time increments i .
An alternative representation for plans will be useful: instead of a set of
time-stamped action instances, a plan is represented by a sequence h(A0 ; 0);
: : : ; (Am; m )i of action sets Ai and positive time increments i. Actions in
A0 begin
executing at time t0 = 0 and actions in Ai, i = 1 : : : m, at time
P
ti = 06j<i j (i.e. i is the time to wait between the beginning of actions Ai
and the beginning of actions Ai+1 ).
0

0

0

0
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State Representation A search state s = (E; F ) is a pair consisting of
a set of atoms E and a set of actions with corresponding time increments
F = f(a1; 1 ); : : : ; (an; n)g, 0 < i  dur(ai). A plan P achieves s = (E; F )
at time t if P makes all the atoms in E true at t and schedules the actions ai
at time t i. The initial search state is s0 = (GP ; ;), where GP is the goal
set of the planning problem. Final states are all s = (E; ;) such that E  IP .
Branching Rule A successor to a state s = (E; F ) is constructed by selecting for each atom p 2 E an establisher (i.e. a regular action or no-op
a with p 2 add(a)), subject to the constraints that the selected actions are
compatible with each other and with each action b 2 F , and that at least one
selected action is not a no-op. Let SE be the set of selected establishers and
let

Fnew = f(a; dur(a)) j a 2 SE g:
The new state s = (E ; F ) is de ned as the atoms E that must be true
and the actions F that must be executing before the last action in F [ Fnew
begins. This will happen in a time increment adv :
0

0

0

0

0

adv = minf j (a; ) 2 F [ Fnew and a is not a no-opg
where no-op actions are excluded from consideration since they have variable
duration (the meaning of the action no-op(p) in s is that p has persisted in
the last time slice). Setting the duration of no-ops in Fnew equal to adv , the
state s = (E ; F ) that succeeds s = (E; F ) becomes
0

0

0

E = fpre(a) j (a; adv ) 2 F [ Fnew g
F = f(a;  adv ) j (a; ) 2 F [ Fnew ;  > adv g
The cost of the transition from s to s is c(s; s ) = adv and the fragment of
0

0

0

0

the plan tail that corresponds to the transition is

P (s; s ) = (A; adv ) ; where A = fa j (a; adv ) 2 F [ Fnew g
0

The accumulated cost (plan tail) along a state-path is obtained by adding
up (concatenating) the transition costs (plan fragments) along the path. The
accumulated cost of a state is the minimum cost along all the paths leading
to s. The evaluation function used in the search algorithm adds up this cost
and the heuristic cost de ned below.
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Properties The branching rule is sound in the sense that it generates only

valid plans, but it does not generate all valid plans. This is actually a desirable
feature . The rule is optimality preserving in the sense that it generates some
optimal plan. This, along with soundness, is all that is needed for optimality
(provided an admissible search algorithm and heuristic are used).
2

3.2 Heuristic
As in previous work [8], we derive an admissible heuristic by introducing
approximations in the recursive formulation of the optimal cost function.
For any state s = (E; F ), the optimal cost is H (s) = t i t is the least
time t such that there is a plan P that achieves s at t. The optimal cost
function, H , is the solution to the Bellman equation [2]:

if s is nal

H (s) = 0min
(1)
0
 0
s 2R s c(s; s ) + H (s )
where R(s) is the regression set of s, i.e. the set of states that can be constructed from s by the branching rule.
0

( )

Approximations. Since equation (1) cannot be solved in practice, we derive

a lower bound on H  by considering some inequalities. First, since a plan that
achieves the state s = (E; F ), for F = f(ai ; i)g, at time t must achieve the
preconditions of the actions ai at time t i and these must remain true until
t, we have

H (E; F ) > a max
H (
; 2F
(

k k)

[

pre(ai); ;) + k

[ai ;i 2F; i >k
H
: (E; F ) > H (E [
pre(ai); ;)


(

(2)

)



ai ;i )2F

(3)

(

Second, since achieving a set of atoms E implies achieving each subset E 0 of
E we also have
H (E; ;) > E max
H (E 0 ; ;)
(4)
E;jE j6m
0

0

where m is any positive integer.
2

The plans generated are such that a regular action is executing during any given time interval
and no-ops begin only at the times that some regular action starts. This is due to the way
the temporal increments adv are de ned. Completeness could be achieved by working on the
rational time line and setting adv to the gcd of all actions durations, but as mentioned above
this is not needed for optimality.
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Temporal Heuristic HTm. We de ne a lower bound HTm on the optimal

function H  by transforming the above inequalities into equalities. A family of
admissible temporal heuristics HTm for arbitrary m = 1; 2; : : : is then de ned
by the equations
HTm (E; ;) = 0 if E  IP
(5)
m
0
m
0
HT (E; ;) = s 2Rmin
c(s = (E; ;); s ) + HT (s ) if jE j 6 m
(6)
s E;;
m (E 0 ; ;) if jE j > m
HTm (E; ;) = E max
H
(7)
T
E;jE j6m
0

( =(

0

))

0

HTm(E; F ) = max[ a max
H m(
; 2F T
( k

k)

HTm(E [

[

[

a ;i )2F;i >k

( i

a ;i )2F

pre(ai); ;) + k ;

pre(ai ); ;)]

(8)

( i

The relaxation is a result of the last two equations; the rst two are also satis ed by the optimal cost function. Unfolding the right-hand side of equation
(6) using (8), the rst two equations de ne the function HTm(E; F ) completely
for F = ; and jE j  m. From an implementation point of view, this means
that for a xed m, HTm(E; ;) can be solved and precomputed for all sets of
atoms with jE j  m, and equations (7) and (8) used at run time to compute
the heuristic value of arbitrary states.The precomputation is a simple variation of a shortest-path problem and its complexity is a low order polynomial
in jAjm, where jAj is the number of atoms.
For a xed m, equation (6) can be simpli ed because only a limited set
of states can appear in the regression set. For example, for m = 1, the state
s in (6) must have the form s = (fpg; ;) and the regression set R(s) contain
only states s0 = (pre(a); ;) for actions a such that p 2 add(a). As a result,
for m = 1, (6) becomes

HT (fpg; ;) = a pmin
dur(a) + HT (pre(a); ;)
2add a
1

1

:

( )

(9)

The corresponding equations for HT are in [9].
2

3.3 Search Algorithm

Any admissible search algorithm, e.g. a, ida or DFS branch-and-bound [14],
can be used with the search scheme described above to nd optimal solutions.
The planner uses ida with some standard enhancements (cycle checking and a transposition table) and an optimality preserving pruning rule explained below. The heuristic used is HT , precomputed for sets of at most two
atoms as described above.
2
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Incremental Branching In the implementation of the branching scheme,
the establishers in SE are not selected all at once. Instead, this set is constructed incrementally, one action at a time. After each action is added to the
set, the cost of the resulting \partial" state is estimated so that dead-ends
(states whose cost exceeds the bound) are detected early. A similar idea is
used in graphplan. In a temporal setting, things are a bit more complicated
because no-ops have a duration (adv ) that is not xed until the set of establishers is complete. Still, a lower bound on this duration can be derived from
the regular actions selected so far and in the state being regressed.
Selecting the Atom to Regress The order in which atoms are regressed

makes no di erence for completeness, but does a ect the size of the resulting
search tree. We regress the atoms in order of decreasing \diculty": the
diculty of an atom p is given by the estimate HT (fpg; ;).
2

Right-Shift Pruning Rule In a temporal plan there are almost always some
actions that can be shifted forward or backward in time without changing the
plan's structure or makespan (i.e. there is some \slack"). A right-shifted plan
is one in which such movable actions are scheduled as late as possible.
As mentioned above, it is not necessary to consider all valid plans in order
to guarantee optimality. In the implemented planner, non-right-shifted plans
are excluded by the following rule: If s is a successor to s = (E; F ), an action
a compatible with all actions in F may not be used to establish an atom in s
when all the atoms in E that a adds have been obtained from s by no-ops.
The reason is that a could have been used to support the same atoms in E ,
and thus could have been shifted to the right (delayed).
0

0

0

4

Planning with Resources

Next, we show how the planning algorithm deals with renewable and consumable resources.

4.1 Renewable Resources

Renewable resources limit the set of actions that can be executed concurrently
and therefore need to enter the planning algorithm only in the branching rule.
When regressing a state s = (E; F ), we must have that
use(ai ; r ) 6 avail(r )
(10)

X

(ai ;i )2F [Fnew

for every renewable resource r 2 RP .
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Heuristic The HTm heuristics remain admissible in the presence of renew-

able resources, but in order to get better lower bounds we exclude from the
regression set any set of actions that violates a resource constraint. For unary
resources (capacity 1) the resulting heuristic is informative, but for multicapacity resources it tends to be weak.

4.2 Consumable Resources

To ensure that resources are not over-consumed, a state s must contain the
remaining amount of each consumable resource r. For the initial state, this is
rem(s ; r) = avail(r), and for a state s resulting from s
use(ai; r)
(11)
rem(s ; r) = rem(s; r)
0

0

for each r 2 CP .

X

0

a ;t F

( i i )2 new

Heuristic The heuristics HTm remain admissible in the presence of consum-

able resources, but become less useful since they predict completion time but
not con icts due to overconsumption. If, however, consumable resources are
restricted to be monotonically decreasing (i.e. consumed but not produced),
a state s can be pruned if the amount of any resource r needed to achieve s
from the initial situation exceeds the amount remaining in s, rem(s; r). The
amount needed is estimated by a function needm (s; r) de ned in a way analogous to the function HTm (s) that estimates time. The planner implements
need (s; r).
Because resource consumption is treated separately from time, this solution is weak when the time and resources needed to achieve a goal interact in
complex ways. The HTm estimator considers only the fastest way of achieving
the goal regardless of resource cost, while the needm estimator considers the
cheapest way to achieve the goal regardless of time (and other resources). To
overcome this problem, the estimates of time and resources would have to be
integrated, as in for example [20]. Integrated estimates could also be used to
optimize some combination of time and resources, as opposed to time alone.
1

4.3 Maintenance Actions

In planning, it is normally assumed that no explicit action is needed to maintain the truth of a fact once it has been established, but in many cases this
assumption is not true. We refer to no-ops that consume resources as maintenance actions. Incorporating maintenance actions in the branching scheme
outlined above is straightforward: For each atom p and each resource r, a
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quantity (maintain( ) ) can be provided as part of the domain de nition and is set to 0 by default. Since the duration of a no-op is variable,
we interpret (maintain( ) ) as the rate of consumption. For the rest,
maintenance actions are treated as regular actions, and no other changes are
needed in the planning algorithm.3
use

p ;r

use

p ;r

5 Experimental Results
We have implemented the algorithm for planning with time and resources
described above, including maintenance actions but with the restriction that
consumable resources are monotonically decreasing, in a planner called tp44.
The planner uses ida with some standard enhancements and the T2 heuristic. The resource consumption estimators consider only single atoms.
H

This treatment of maintenance actions is not completely general. Recall that the branching rule
does not generate all valid plans: in the presence of maintenance actions it may happen that
some of the plans that are not generated demand less resources than the plans that are. When
this happens, the algorithm may produce non-optimal plans or even fail to nd a plan when one
exists. This is a subtle issue that we will address in the future.
4
tp4 is implemented in C. Planner, problems, problem generators and experiment scripts are
available at http://www.ida.liu.se/pahas/hsps/. Experiments were run on a Sun Ultra 10.
3
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5.1 Non-Temporal Planning

First, we compare tp4 to three optimal parallel planners, ipp, blackbox
and stan, on standard planning problems without time or resources. The
test set comprises 60 random problems from the 3-operator blocksworld domain, ranging in size from 10 to 12 blocks, and 40 random logistics problems
with 5 6 deliveries. Blocksworld problems were generated using Slaney &
Thiebaux's bwstates program [21].
Figure 1(a) presents the results in the form of runtime distributions.
Clearly tp4 is not competitive with non-temporal planners, which is expected
considering the overhead involved in handling time. Performance in the logistics domain, however, is very poor (e.g. tp4 solves less than 60% of the problems within 1000 seconds, while all other planners solve 90% within only 100
seconds), indicating that other causes are involved (most likely the branching
rule, see below).

5.2 Temporal Planning

To test tp4 in a temporal planning domain, we make a small extension to
the logistics domain5, in which trucks are allowed to drive between cities as
well as within and actions are assigned durations as follows:
Actions
Duration
Load/Unload
1
Drive truck (within city)
2

Actions
Duration
Drive truck (between cities) 12
Fly airplane
3

This is a simple example of a domain where makespan-minimal plans tend to
be di erent from minimal-step parallel plans.
For comparison, we tested also the tgp planner [22]. The test set comprised 80 random problems with 4 5 deliveries. Results are in gure 1(b).
We tested two versions of tgp, one using plain graphplan-like memoization
and the other minimal con ict set memoization and \intelligent backtracking"
[12]. tp4 shows a behaviour similar to the plain version of tgp, though somewhat slower. As the top curve shows, the intelligent backtracking mechanism
is very e ective in this domain (this was indicated also in [12]).

5.3 Planning with Time and Resources

Finally, for a test domain involving both time and non-trivial resource constraints we have used a scheduling problem, called multi-mode resource constrained project scheduling (MRCPS) [23]. The problem is to schedule a set
5
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The goal in the logistics domain is to transport a number of packages between locations in
di erent cities. Trucks are used for transports within a city and airplanes for transports between
cities. The standard domain is available e.g. as part of the AIPS 2000 Competition set [1].

of tasks and to select for each task a mode of execution so as to minimize
project makespan, subject to precedence constraints among the tasks and
global resource constraints. For each task, each mode has di erent duration
and resource requirements. Resources include renewable and (monotonically
decreasing) consumable. Typically, modes represent di erent trade-o s between time and resource use, or between use of di erent resources. This makes
nding optimal schedules very hard, even though the planning aspect of the
problem is quite simple.
The test comprised sets of problems with 12, 14 and 16 tasks and approximately 550 instances in each (sets J12, J14 and J16 from [19]). A specialized
scheduling algorithm solves all problems in the set, the hardest in just below
300 seconds [23]. tp4 solves 59%, 41% and 31%, respectively, within the same
time limit.

6 Conclusions
We have developed an optimal, heuristic search planner that handles concurrent actions, time and resources, and minimizes makespan. The two main
issues we have addressed are the formulation of an admissible heuristic estimating completion time and a branching scheme for actions with durations.
In addition, the planner incorporates an admissible estimator for consumable
resources that allows more of the search space to be avoided. Similar ideas
can be used to optimize a combination of time and resources as opposed to
time alone.
The planner achieves a tradeo between performance and expressivity.
While it is not competitive with either the best parallel planners or specialized
schedulers, it accommodates problems that do not t into either class. An
approach for improving performance that we plan to explore in the future is
the combination of the lower bounds provided by the admissible heuristics
HTm with a di erent branching scheme. See [6] for details.
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Abstract. We describe an incremental and adaptive approach to integrating hierarchical task network planning and constraint-based scheduling. The approach is
grounded in the concept of approximating the ‘resource intensity’ of planning options. A given planning problem is decomposed into a sequence of (not necessarily
independent) subtasks, which are planned and then scheduled in turn. During planning, operators are rated according to a heuristic estimate of their expected resource
requirements. Options are selected that best match a computed ‘target intensity’ for
planning. Feedback from the scheduler is used to adapt the target intensity after completion of each subplan, thus guiding the planner toward solutions that are tuned to
resource availability. Experimental results from an air operations domain validate the
effectiveness of the approach relative to typical “waterfall” models of planner/scheduler integration.

1. Introduction
Goal-oriented activity in complex domains typically requires a combination of planning and scheduling. A manufacturing facility must develop process plans for ordered
parts that can be cost-effectively integrated with current production operations. Military planners must select courses of actions that achieve strategic objectives, while
making the most of available assets. Space observatories must allocate viewing instruments to maximize scientific return under a large and diverse set of causal restrictions and dependencies. Though conceptually decomposable, planning and scheduling
processes in such domains can be and often are highly interdependent. Different planning options for achieving a given objective can make quite different demands on
system resources; correspondingly, current resource commitments and availability will
impact the feasibility or desirability of various planning options.
The effectiveness of goal-oriented activity is ultimately tied to an ability to keep
pace with evolving circumstances, and one recognized obstacle in practice is poor
integration of “planning” and “scheduling” processes. In manufacturing organizations,
this problem has been characterized as the “wall between engineering and manufacturing”. Similar sorts of barriers can be found in other large-scale enterprises. The crux
of the problem is lack of communication. Plans are developed with no visibility of
resource availability and operational status, and likewise, schedules are developed and
managed without knowledge of objectives and dependencies. Without such informa-
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tion exchange, planning and scheduling processes are forced to each proceed in an
uninformed and inherently inefficient manner. In the simplest case, the result is an
iterative waterfall model of integration, where planning and scheduling are performed
in sequential lockstep fashion and any problem encountered during scheduling simply
triggers the generation of a new plan.
In this paper, we present a method for improving the overall planning and scheduling process through a tighter integration of these constituent activities. By planning,
we refer generally to the process of deciding what to do; i.e., the process of transforming strategic objectives into executable activity networks. We use the term scheduling
to refer alternatively to the process of deciding when and how; i.e., which resources to
use to execute various activities and over what time frames. Traditionally, AI research
has viewed planning and scheduling as distinct activities, and different solution techniques and technologies have emerged for each. Relatively few attempts have been
made to combine respective technologies into larger integrated frameworks.
We take as our starting point previously developed technologies for hierarchical
task network (HTN) planning and constraint-based scheduling. We describe and
evaluate an approach to their integration based on the idea of approximating the resource requirements (called resource intensity) of different planning options, and
incrementally exchanging and exploiting information about likely resource shortfalls
and excesses to settle on options that best utilize available resources. Finally, we present experimental results that compare an implementation of the method to an iterative
waterfall model of integration within the air operations domain. These results show
that the intensity-based approach provides plans of comparable quality for greatly
reduced computation time.

2. Technology Foundations
Planning The CPEF system provides the planning component for our work [8]. CPEF
embodies a philosophy of plans as dynamic, open-ended artifacts that evolve in response to a continuously changing environment. CPEF provides a range of operations
required for continuous plan management, including plan generation, plan execution,
monitoring, and plan repair. Plan generation within CPEF is based on the CHIP
system – an HTN planner derived from SIPE-2 [15].
Scheduling ACS, a constraint-based scheduler, provides the base scheduling capability. ACS is an air operations scheduler constructed using OZONE [13], a customizable
constraint-based modeling and search framework for developing incremental scheduling tools. OZONE consolidates the results of application development experiences in
a range of complex domains, including one recently deployed system for day-to-day
management of airlift resources at the USAF Air Mobility Command (AMC) [1]. The
ACS scheduler adapts techniques underlying the AMC application to the air operations domain. ACS can be used to generate, incrementally extend and revise assignments of aircraft and munitions to input target demands over time, taking into account
priorities, desired levels of damage, time-on-target (TOT) windows, temporal sequencing constraints, feasible resource alternatives, and aircraft/munitions positioning
and availability constraints.
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3. Air Operations Domain Characteristics and Model
Applications that require integrated planning and scheduling will have individual
characteristics that dictate the relative importance of each of these capabilities. Much
of the work to date on combining AI planning and scheduling has focused on resource-driven domains (such as satellite observation scheduling [7]), which emphasize
optimization of resource usage in satisfying a pool of tasks. In contrast, the air operations domain has a more goal-driven flavor: while effective resource usage is important, the key motivation is to identify and schedule actions that will ensure attainment
of stated objectives.
Objectives within the air operations domain reduce to goals of neutralizing enemy
capabilities (e.g., antiaircraft capability, electricity production, communications) modeled as hierarchical networks that ground out at the level of specific targets. We provide several strategies for attacking different network types that vary in their aggressiveness, and hence resource demands. These strategies range from attacking all components in a network, to attacking a coherent subset, or an isolated node [5].
Resources (i.e., aircraft, munitions) are assigned to support prosecution of individual targets. A given type of target usually has several possible aircraft/munitions
configurations. However, different configurations will have different degrees of effectiveness, and hence the numbers of resources that must be allocated to achieve the
desired effect can vary with each choice. Quantities (or capacities) of different types
of resources are positioned at various locations nearby or within the geographic region
of interest. The set of resources assigned to fly against a given target can vary in type
and, depending on availability, may either originate from multiple locations (converging on the target within a particular time interval) or recycle from the same base location (making sufficient sets of consecutive strikes on the target).
The style of planning required for this domain differs markedly from standard AI
approaches. Here, the search space is dense with solutions, making it easy to find a
plan that satisfies stated goals. The real challenge is to find ‘good’ plans rather than
settling for the first available solution. While most AI planning systems seek to minimize plan size, bigger plans tend to be better in this domain since the inclusion of
additional activities can increase the likelihood of achieving stated objectives. For
example, eliminating more of an enemy’s missile sites tends to improve the quality of
a plan for neutralizing enemy attack capability. Note that maximizing plan size is not
equivalent to maximizing resource usage: the planner and scheduler must still decide
how to allocate available resources economically to support chosen activities.
Air operations commanders generally apportion a set of resources for a given set
of high-level objectives; human planners are expected to develop solutions that maximize the likelihood of objective attainment while staying within the resource allotment. Our planning model incorporates this apportionment perspective into its design.
In particular, initial plans seek to capitalize on all available resources; as resource
problems arise, strategies are adopted that decrease resource usage.

4. Technical Approach
Our integration method builds on an incremental model of planning and scheduling
that assesses resource feasibility at the level of subplans for the overall set of objec-
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tives, using a model of intensity to approximate resource demand, and adaptation in
response to scheduler feedback.
Incremental Planning and Scheduling
Within our hierarchical domain model, high-level operator choices can have a significant impact on resource requirements. However, actions with specific resource requirements do not appear until the lowest levels of a deep hierarchy. For example, the
high-level decision of whether to employ a passive or more proactive approach to
defending assets will greatly influence resource requirements, although the actual
missions that require resources are planned at much lower levels of abstraction.
Approaches in which complete layers of a hierarchical plan are forwarded to a
scheduler for resource allocation (e.g., [16]) do not provide much value in this case,
since most of the plan would have to be completed before any scheduler feedback
could be obtained. Instead, we developed a hybrid top-down/incremental model for
planning and scheduling. The approach involves planning in standard HTN fashion
down to a specified level of detail (the decomposition layer), and then splitting into
subplans that are elaborated separately. The decomposition layer, defined implicitly in
terms of specific goals, separates the higher-level strategic decisions that define overall plan structure from the planning of (mostly independent) lower-level objectives.
After completion of each subplan, the scheduler incrementally allocates resources
to the new actions introduced by the subplan, taking into account the resource assignments already made for previous subplans. In the event that the scheduler is unable to
produce a satisfactory resource assignment, the planner will modify one or more completed subplans to reduce resource demand, and then forward the revisions to the
scheduler for appropriate adjustments to the current schedule. Once all outstanding
resource problems have been resolved, the planner continues with generation of remaining subplans until completion of a full plan and schedule. With this incremental
approach, the integrated plan and schedule is built in piecewise, incremental fashion,
with adjustments made in response to detected resource problems
This incremental approach would be ineffective for domains in which extensive
strategic dependencies link objectives. However, in our models for the air operations
domain, most dependencies occur at the level of resource allocation, thus enabling the
separation of the planning for individual objectives.
Intensity Models of Resource Demand
To make informed decisions about its choices, a planner requires some model of the
resource impact of its decisions. Previous work on incorporating resource feasibility
reasoning into hierarchical planning (e.g., [2]) has assumed the ability to determine a
priori minimum and maximum resource requirements for individual operators at all
levels of abstraction, and has used this information as decision-making guidance.
Two problems arise with approaches of this type. First, computing bounds on resource usage can be prohibitively expensive in complex domains, given the need to
consider all possible goal expansions and resource allocation options. Second, for the
air operations domain, the bounds obtained are likely to be weak and uninformative.
This latter problem stems from two factors: the heterogeneity of the resources that
might be assigned to a given subplan, and the fact that resources are physically dis-
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tributed and must travel variable amounts to perform different tasks. Depending on the
type of resource assigned, different numbers of resources (or different amounts of
resource capacity) will be required to accomplish a particular task. The location and
operating characteristics of assigned resources will dictate the overall length of time
that resources must be allocated. Since in both cases, the potential variance across
resource types is quite high, simple minimum (or maximum) bounds will provide
overly optimistic (or pessimistic) estimates of resource demand.
Given these problems, our approach to linking planning and scheduling instead
builds on a heuristic characterization of expected resource usage by a planning operator, which we refer to as an operator’s intensity. Our work to date has explored two
models for intensity, which vary both the dimensionality (single vs. multi) and the
precision (qualitative vs. quantitative).
Single-dimensional Qualitative Intensity Model In this model, an operator’s intensity represents a qualitative assessment of the operator’s expected resource usage
relative to alternatives for the same task. The air operations domain, for example,
contains multiple operators for neutralizing an enemy’s communication capability,
ranging from taking out a single site, to destroying some select subset of communication devices, to eliminating all communication nodes. For an intensity scale of [0 10],
the first operator might be ranked a 2, the second a 5, and the third a 10 to reflect their
relative levels of expected resource consumption.
Multidimensional Quantitative Intensity Model This model captures expected
resource usage at a finer level of granularity. Resources are grouped into functional
categories intended to capture similarities in resource applicability. These groupings
provide an aggregation over individual resource classes, thus simplifying the resource
models inherent to the scheduler; however, the aggregation has greater detail than the
single-dimensional intensity model and so would be expected to provide improved
predictive value for resource usage estimation.
Within our air operations domain, for example, aircraft and munitions can be
grouped according to the different types of missions in which they can be used (which
is a function of target type). Our multidimensional intensity model for this domain
groups 5 types of aircraft and 7 types of munitions into 4 resource dimensions. Because aircraft and munitions can be used for different types of missions, these dimensions are not mutually exclusive. This connectivity introduces additional complexity
into the multidimensional intensity adaptation process, since decisions related to one
dimension can impact results for others.
The multidimensional quantitative model also improves on the single-dimensional
qualitative approach by employing a situation-dependent characterization of operator
intensity. In particular, operator intensities are defined by a heuristic function that
estimates resource demand based on the number and type of targets that an operator is
expected to introduce.
The single-dimensional model has the virtue of requiring little effort to define the
qualitative rankings within the underlying planning models: such rankings could be
readily determinable by the knowledge engineer who develops the planning operators.
In contrast, the multidimensional quantitative model requires the identification and
modeling of resource abstractions. Such abstractions fall out naturally in the air operations domain but may be more problematic to define in others.
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The weakness of the single-dimensional approach lies in its lack of granularity.
Consider a situation with relatively low overall resource demand but where the class
of resources required for a key type of action has been almost exhausted. The singledimensional approach would not adjust strategy selection to adapt to the shortage
because of the overall abundance of resources. In contrast, the multidimensional
model can represent a lack of capacity for specialized groups of resources, thus enabling an adjustment in strategy selection to prefer approaches that minimize demand
for the oversubscribed resource.

5. Intensity-based Adaptation
The incorporation of intensity information to guide planning occurs at the level of
subplans. For a given subplan, the planner calculates a target intensity, denoted by IT.
This value represents the expected ‘ideal’ level of resource usage for a particular subplan, relative to availability and expected demand for remaining subplans. When
faced with a choice among multiple applicable operators Oi for a subgoal, the intensity
IOi for each is computed. Each operator is assigned a rating Rating(Oi) based on how
closely its intensity matches the subplan’s target intensity, with the planner selecting
the most highly rated operator for application. The specific definitions for the target
intensity, operator intensity, and operator rating used in our work are presented below.
Adjustment of the target intensity across subplans enables the planner to adapt its
strategy to match changing resource availability. The planner is provided with updates
on resource availability after every interaction with the scheduler. Suppose that upon
successful allocation of resources to a subplan, the scheduler’s assessment of remaining resource availability indicates a shortage (excess) of remaining resources relative
to the subplans yet to be generated and scheduled. By reducing (increasing) the target
intensity for the next subplan to reflect this shortage (excess), the planner will be biased toward selecting operators with lower (higher) intensity values that will decrease
(increase) resource consumption levels. In this way, the planner dynamically adjusts
its decision-making in response to scheduler feedback.
Within this adaptive framework, different control strategies can be defined for
selecting the subplan to be revised in response to scheduling problems. The experiments in this paper adopt a chronological backoff strategy: when the scheduler encounters a problem with a subplan, the planner reduces the target intensity for that
subplan in accord with a target intensity reduction policy and then generates an alternative plan. This process continues until either a resource feasible subplan is found, or
there is no more room for intensity reduction. In the latter case, the algorithm removes
the unsuccessful subplan from the plan; if the target intensity of the previous subplan
can be reduced, then planning and scheduling are tried at that lower level; otherwise,
the planner continues to remove subplans until it encounters a subplan that is not yet at
the minimal intensity value. From that point, it tries to plan with the lower target intensity and then restarts the generation process in the forward direction.
Below, we provide the basic definitions for target intensity, operator intensity,
operator rating scheme and target intensity reduction policy for the multidimensional
case, followed by their definitions for the simpler single-dimensional case.
Target Intensity IT The target intensity for a given intensity dimension is defined in
terms of the ratio of the resources available per remaining subplan to the resources
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allotted originally to each subplan (assuming uniform apportionment to each); this
ratio is then normalized relative to the interval of intensity values in use (namely,
[0,TopIntensity]). More formally, let Capacity(Ij) be the overall capacity for resources in dimension j and let Rji be the remaining capacity for dimension j after the
first i of n subplans have been created and scheduled. The following equation defines
the target intensity IT for the i+1st subplan:
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Provided that resource usage remains below allotment levels, the value IjT will exceed
TopIntensity. Values below TopIntensity indicate that planning choices should decrease demand for resources within that dimension below the original allotment level.
Operator Intensity IOi The intensity IOi of a planning operator Oi is defined by the
equation:
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The intensity for each dimension is defined to be the ratio of the expected resource
demands introduced by the operator to the original allotment of resources for that
subplan and dimension (assuming uniform allotment). For the air operations domain,
the resource demands of an operator are measured in terms of the expected munitions
and aircraft required to prosecute the targets associated with the operator. These estimates are calculated by summing the expected number of targets of a given type multiplied by a capacity estimate for the type.
Operator Ranking Our scheme for ranking operators according to their proximity to
the target intensity values is defined by the following equations. The ranking method
builds on the intensity difference vector DOi= IT -IOi, which gives the difference between the target intensity and operator intensity vectors.
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The operator rating, denoted by Rating(Oi), is defined to be the sum of the magnitudes
in the intensity difference vector, adjusted by a penalty factor. In cases where the
difference value dj is positive (i.e., the operator requires fewer resources than indicated by the target intensity), the penalty is defined by P+; in cases where dj<0 (i.e.,
the operator is expected to use more resources than indicated by the target intensity),
the penalty is defined by P-. Through appropriate settings of the ratio of these penalty
factors, different strategies can be defined that penalize resource overutilization/underutilization to different degrees. With this rating scheme, the preferred operator will be that with the lowest rating.
Oi

j

Target Intensity Reduction Policy In situations where the scheduler is unsuccessful
in an attempt to allocate resources for a given subplan, it provides feedback to the
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planner in the form of the list of problematic resources whose limited capacity have
contributed to the failure. The intensity reduction policy used to adjust the target
intensity for that subplan incorporates this information. In particular, each intensity
dimension that includes resources from the problematic set is decreased by an amount
∆. For the experiments presented in this paper, ∆= .25 x TopIntensity.
Single-Dimensional Case For the single-dimensional case, the target intensity IT reduces to
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The operator intensity is simply the qualitative annotation defined for the operator,
while the rating is the difference between the target and operator intensities. The target
intensity reduction policy consists of decreasing the current target intensity by ∆.

6. Experimental Evaluation
We conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our intensity
adaptation methods. Our test problem yields plans with eight subplans and 50 to 724
actions, depending upon the aggressiveness of the planning strategies applied. Experiments involved running the test problem with different resource profiles, as shown
in Figure 2. The 100% profile provides just sufficient resources for the maximum
plan; the profiles then decay gradually until there are insufficient resources to support
the minimal plan. Additionally, the experiments employ a profile labeled BIG that
contains a large amount of resources relative to the maximal plan.

Figure 1: Experiment Resource Profiles
Generation time constitutes one important criterion for evaluating planner/scheduler behavior. Some measure of plan quality must also be considered. Otherwise, the best strategy is simply to generate the smallest plan that satisfies stated
objectives: because it contains fewer activities, it will require fewer resources and so
should be easier to schedule. Plan quality can be difficult to assess as it involves multiple dimensions and can be highly subjective [3]. As discussed above, air operations
plans can generally be made more effective by adding more actions to them. For this
reason, we use plan size as a rough indicator of plan quality.
For a baseline, we adopted a loosely coupled iterative waterfall integration of the
planner and scheduler in which the planner generates complete plans and then passes
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them to the scheduler for resource allocation and time-on-target assignments. If the
scheduler fails to produce a feasible schedule, the process repeats with the planner
performing chronological backtracking to generate alternative plans. To draw fair
comparisons with the intensity-based approaches, the waterfall method considers operators in decreasing order of intensity. This strategy generally yields a plan that is
close to the largest supportable for the available resources but is not necessarily optimal (i.e., chronological backtracking stops at the first solution, even though undoing
an earlier operator choice might enable more aggressive subsequent choices).
Our evaluation consists of two experiments. Experiment A compares the singledimensional and multidimensional approaches (with P+=P-=1) to the iterative waterfall. Experiment B assesses the sensitivity of the multidimensional method to the penalty factors P+ and P-. For each, we consider three performance factors: generation
time, plan size, and number of planner/scheduler interactions.
Experiment A: Intensity Adaptation Evaluation
Figure 2 shows the results for Experiment A. The upper-left graph displays generation
time for the three methods. As can be seen, the waterfall method requires substantially
more time when resources become constrained, while the intensity-based methods
perform much better. The multidimensional approach outperforms the singledimensional approach, with the advantage increasing as resource availability drops.
The upper-right graph displays the number of interactions between the planner and
scheduler required to find a solution. As with generation time, these results show that
the multidimensional method outperforms the single-dimensional method, and that
they both are far superior to the waterfall method as resource availability decreases.
Experiment A used a scaled-down version of our air operations domain in which
goals that do not involve intensity decisions are limited to a single applicable operator.
This restriction was introduced to ensure that the waterfall backtracking was limited to
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precisely the same choices as the intensity adaptation methods, in essence providing
the best possible comparative analysis conditions for the waterfall model. An additional experiment was run where non-intensity goals had two applicable operators.
Runtimes for the intensity methods were virtually identical to those in Figure 2, since
the intensity method backtracks at the level of intensity values rather than operators
(hence, it is not impacted by the additional operators). In contrast, the waterfall
method was unable to find a solution below the 100% resource profile after 239 trials
and almost 30 hours of runtime. The waterfall method fails so badly in this larger
problem because many planning decisions must be backtracked over to reach one that
impacts resource usage significantly.
The waterfall approach produces slightly larger plans than the intensity-based
methods for the 100% through 50% profiles; as resource availability decreases further
though, it produces smaller (i.e., less aggressive) plans. In comparing runtimes, it is
clear that the small increases in plan size come at the cost of an increase of several
orders of magnitude in planning/scheduling time. While there is some variation between the single-dimensional and multidimensional methods, the difference is relatively small. Overall, these results show that the performance benefits realized by the
multidimensional approach do not adversely impact solution quality.
Experiment B: Sensitivity to P-/P+
As noted above, the ratio of P+ and P- in the operating ranking scheme for the multidimensional approach can be adjusted to vary the penalty for overutilization/underutilization of resources relative to the established target intensity. To assess
sensitivity to these values, we ran test cases with P+ =1 and P- ranging from 0.5 to 4.
Figure 4 displays the results. For P-=4 (and to some extent, P-=3), there is a noticeable drop in plan size for the 100% through 50% profiles. For P-=.5, generation
times and the number of planner/scheduler interactions are appreciably higher over
that same range. Such results are to be expected: when resource overutilization is
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penalized relative to underutilization (i.e., P-/P+ > 1), the intensity adaptation process
will be more cautious, resulting in a tendency toward smaller plans. In contrast, when
resource overutilization is favored relative to underutilization (i.e., P-/ P+ < 1), the
intensity adaptation process will be more aggressive in its strategy selection, possibly
resulting in the need for more backtracking due to overly aggressive strategy choices.
We had expected to see more dramatic variation as P- changed but the adaptive
nature of the intensity method appears to compensate for overly aggressive or weak
decisions induced by large/small penalty ratios. This robustness makes the intensity
adaptation approach strongly insensitive to reasonable values for parameters P- and
P+.

7. Related Work
As mentioned earlier, much of the previous work in integrated planning/scheduling
systems has been motivated by resource-driven applications. The early Hubble Space
Telescope scheduling application of the HSTS system [7] provides a representative
example, where a set of independent (or loosely-coupled) requests for telescope viewing time, each requiring a complex set of spacecraft actions for setup, observation, and
cleanup, must be selected and sequenced for execution. Here, the overriding concern
is efficient allocation of system resources, with planning decisions localized to implementation of individual tasks. The Remote Agent Planner/Scheduler [4] and the
ASPEN mission planner [10] also fall into this category, as does IP3S [11], a system
that integrates process planning and production scheduling in the manufacturing domain.
The REALPLAN system [14] places greater emphasis on strategic planning. Like
our approach, REALPLAN partitions a problem into separate planning and scheduling
components rather than solving the entire problem in a single integrated search space
(see [12] for a survey of integrated search approaches). We similarly believe that such
partitioning provides essential computational leverage. REALPLAN employs an iterative waterfall control model, with feedback of failure information in the most sophisticated variant. As shown in this paper, such an approach can be intractable in nontrivial
domains.
The CIRCA-based planning and scheduling system described in [6] builds on an
iterative waterfall model of interaction, but incorporates feedback from the scheduler
to planner that is similar in spirit to our intensity adaptation approach. Based on a
probabilistic state model, the planner generates control plans designed to prevent
runtime transition to failure states. Planning relies on a specified probability threshold
on states, with higher thresholds leading to consideration of fewer eventualities and
simpler plans. When the scheduler is unable to meet the stated deadlines of all actions
in a generated plan, it recommends a higher probability threshold to the planner for the
next iteration. Similarly, when schedules underutilize resources, the scheduler suggests
a lower probability threshold to enable the incorporation of additional activities.

8. Conclusions
The two intensity-based methods presented in this paper provide complementary
methods for supporting effective planner/scheduler integration in domains that require
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significant strategic planning. The single-dimensional qualitative approach provides a
simple, easily implemented method that shows significant performance gains over
waterfall-style methods. The multidimensional quantitative approach provides even
better results but requires somewhat more modeling effort to operationalize.
This work represents one thrust of a larger effort to develop an integrated planning and scheduling system for management and control of large-scale enterprises [9].
Beyond the work on plan and schedule generation described here, we are developing
intensity-based methods to support efficient plan and schedule repair in response to
the addition or revision of objectives and changes to resource availability.
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Abstract. We present an algorithm for summarizing the metric resource requirements of an abstract task based on the resource usages of its potential refinements.
We use this summary information within the ASPEN planner/scheduler to coordinate a team of rovers that conflict over shared resources. We find analytically
and experimentally that an iterative repair planner can experience an exponential speedup when reasoning with summary information about resource usages and
state constraints, but there are some cases where the extra overhead involved can
degrade performance.

1 Introduction
Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planners [4] represent abstract actions that decompose into choices of action sequences that may also be abstract, and HTN planning problems are requests to perform a set of abstract actions given an initial state. The planner
subsequently refines the abstract tasks into less abstract subtasks to ultimately generate
a schedule of primitive actions that is executable from the initial state. This differs from
STRIPS planning where a planner can find any sequence of actions whose execution can
achieve a set of goals. HTN planners only find sequences that perform abstract tasks and
a domain expert can intuitively define hierarchies of abstract tasks to make the planner
rapidly generate all sequences of interest.
Previous research [10, 9] has shown that, under certain restrictions, hierarchical refinement search reduces the search space by an exponential factor. Subsequent research
has shown that these restrictions can be dropped by reasoning during refinement about
the conditions embodied by abstract actions [3, 2]. These summarized conditions represent the internal and external requirements and effects of an abstract action and those
of any possible primitive actions that it can decompose into. Using this information, a
planner can detect and resolve conflicts between abstract actions and sometimes can find
abstract solutions or determine that particular decomposition choices are inconsistent.
In this paper, we apply these abstract reasoning techniques to tasks that use metric resources. We present an algorithm that processes a task hierarchy description offline to
summarize abstract plan operators’ metric resource requirements.
This work was performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. This
work was also supported in part by DARAP(F30602-98-2-0142).
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Fig. 1. Example map of established paths between points in a rover domain, where thinner edges
are harder to traverse, and labeled points have associated observation goals

While planning and scheduling efficiency is a major focus of our research, another
is the support of flexible plan execution systems such as PRS [6], UMPRS [11], RAPS
[5], JAM [7], etc., that exploit hierarchical plan spaces while interleaving task decomposition with execution. By postponing task decomposition, such systems gain flexibility to
choose decompositions that best match current circumstances. However, this means that
refinement decisions are made and acted upon before all abstract actions are decomposed
to the most detailed level. If such refinements at abstract levels introduce unresolvable
conflicts at more detailed levels, the system will get stuck part way through executing the
tasks to perform the requested abstract tasks. By using summary information, a system
that interleaves planning and execution can detect and resolve conflicts at abstract levels
to avoid getting stuck and to provide some ability to recover from failure.
In the next section this paper uses a traveling rover example to describe how we represent abstract actions and summary information. Given these representations, the subsequent section presents an algorithm for summarizing an abstract task’s potential resource
usage based on its possible refinements. Next we analytically show how summary information can accelerate an iterative repair planner/scheduler and make some empirical
measurements in a multi-rover planning domain.

2 Representations
To illustrate our approach, we will focus on managing a collection of rovers as they
explore the environment around a lander on Mars. This exploration takes the form of
visiting different locations and making observations. Each traversal between locations
follows established paths to minimize effort and risk. These paths combine to form a network like the one mapped out in Figure 1, where vertices denote distinguished locations,
and edges denote allowed paths. While some paths are over hard ground, others are over
loose sand where traversal is harder since a rover can slip.
2.1 Resources and Tasks
More formally, we represent each rover’s status in terms of state and resource variables.
The values in state variables record the status of key rover subsystems. For instance, a
rover’s position state variable can take on the label of any vertex in the location network.
Given this representation of state information, tasks have preconditions/effects that we
represent as equality constraints/assignments. In our rover example traveling on the arc
from point A to point B is done with a go(A,B) task. This task has the precondition
(position=A) and the effect (position=B ).
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morning activities
move(A,B)
soak rays soak rays soak rays
use -4w use -5w use -6w
20 min
20 min
20 min
go(A,1)
use 3w
10 min

take low path

go(1,2)
use 3w
10 min

high path
middle path
go(A,B)
go(2,B) use 4w go(A,3) go(3,B)
use 6w 50 min use 4w use 6w
20 min
15 min 25 min

Fig. 2. AND/OR tree defining abstract tasks and how they decompose for a morning drive from
point A to point B along one of the three shortest paths in our example map

In addition to interacting with state variables, tasks use resources. While some resources are only used during a task, using others persists after a task finishes. The first
type of resource is nondepletable, with examples like solar power which immediately
becomes available after some task stops using it. On the other hand, battery energy is
a depletable resource because its consumption persists until a later task recharges the
battery. We model a task’s resource consumption by subtracting the usage amount from
the resource variable when the task starts and for nondepletable resources adding it back
upon completion. While this approach is simplistic, it can conservatively approximate
any resource consumption profile by breaking a task into smaller subtasks.
Primitive tasks affect state and resource variables, and an abstract task is a non-leaf
node in an AND/OR tree of tasks.1 An AND task is executed by executing all of its subtasks according to a some set of specified temporal constraints. An OR task is executed
by executing one of its subtasks. Figure 2 gives an example of such an abstract task.
Imagine a rover that wants to make an early morning trip from point A to point B on our
example map. During this trip the sun slowly rises above the horizon giving the rover the
ability to progressively use soak rays tasks to provide more solar power to motors in the
wheels. In addition to collecting photons, the morning traverse moves the rover, and the
resultant go tasks require path dependent amounts of power. While a rover traveling from
point A to point B can take any number of paths, the shortest three involve following one,
two, or three steps.
2.2 Summary Information
An abstract task’s state variable summary information includes elements for pre-, in-,
and postconditions. Summary preconditions are conditions that must be met by the initial
state or previous external tasks in order for a task to decompose and execute successfully,
and a task’s summary postconditions are the effects of its decomposition’s execution
that are not undone internally. We use summary inconditions for those conditions that
are required or asserted in the task’s decomposition during the interval of execution.
All summary conditions are used to reason about how state variables are affected while
performing an abstract task, and they have two orthogonal types of modalities:
– must or may indicates that a condition holds in all or some decompositions of the abstract
task respectively and
– first, last, sometimes, or always indicates when a condition holds in the task’s execution
interval.
1

It is trivial to extend the algorithms in this paper to handle state and resource constraints specified
for abstract tasks.
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For instance, the move(A; B ) task in our example has a must; f irst(position=A)
summary precondition and a must; last(position=B ) postcondition because all decompositions move the rover from A to B . Since the move(A; B ) task decomposes into one
of several paths, it has summary inconditions of the form may , sometimes(position=i),
where i is 1, 2 or 3. State summary conditions are formalized in [2].
Extending summary information to include metric resources involves defining a new
representation and algorithm for summarization. A summarized resource usage consists
of ranges of potential resource usage amounts during and after performing an abstract
task, and we represent this summary information using the structure
hlo

al min range; lo al max range; persist rangei;

where the resource’s local usage occurs within the task’s execution, and the persistent
usage represents the usage that lasts after the task terminates for depletable resources.
The usage ranges capture the multiple possible usage profiles of an task with multiple
decomposition choices and timing choices among loosely constrained subtasks. For example, the high path task has a h[4; 4℄; [6; 6℄; [0; 0℄i summary power use over a 40 minute
interval. In this case the ranges are single points due to no uncertainty – the task simply
uses 4 watts for 15 minutes followed by 6 watts for 25 minutes. The move(A; B ) provides a slightly more complex example due to its decompositional uncertainty. This task
has a h[0; 4℄; [4; 6℄; [0; 0℄i summary power use over a 50 minute interval. In both cases the
persist range is [0; 0℄ because power is a nondepletable resource.
While a summary resource usage structure has only one range for persistent usage
of a resource, it has ranges for both the minimum and maximum local usage because
resources can have minimum as well as maximum usage limits, and we want to detect
whether a conflict occurs from violating either of these limits. As an example of reasoning with resource usage summaries, suppose that only 3 watts of power were available
during a move(A; B ) task. Given the [4; 6℄ lo al max range, we know that there is
an unresolvable problem without decomposing further. Raising the available power to 4
watts makes the task executable depending on how it gets decomposed and scheduled,
and raising to 6 or more watts makes the task executable for all possible decompositions.

3 Resource Summarization Algorithm
The state summarization algorithm [2] recursively propagates summary conditions upwards from an AND/OR tree’s leaves, and the algorithm for resource summarization
takes the same approach. Starting at the leaves, we find primitive tasks that use constant
amounts of a resource. The resource summary of a task using x units of a resource is
h[x,x℄,[x,x℄,[0,0℄i or h[x,x℄,[x,x℄,[x,x℄i over the task’s duration for nondepletable or depletable resources respectively.
Moving up the AND/OR tree we either come to an AND or an OR branch. For an
OR branch the combined summary usage comes from the OR computation

2 hildren (lb(lo al min range( )));
2 hildren (ub(lo al min range( )))℄;
[min 2 hildren (lb(lo al max range( )));
max 2 hildren (ub(lo al max range( )))℄;
[min 2 hildren (lb(persist range( )));
max 2 hildren (ub(persist range( )))℄i;

h[min

max

where lb() and ub() extract the lower bound and upper bound of a range respectively. The
hildren denote the branch’s children with their durations extended to the length of the
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longest child. This duration extension alters a child’s resource summary information because the child’s usage profile has a 0 resource usage during the extension. For instance,
when we determine the resource usage for move(A; B ) we combine two 40 minute tasks
with a 50 minute task. The resulting summary information is for a 50 minute abstract
task whose profile might have a zero watt power usage for 10 minutes. This extension
is why move(A; B ) has a [0; 4℄ for a lo al min range instead of [3; 4℄. Planners that
reason about variable durations could use [3; 4℄ for a duration ranging from 40 to 50.
Computing an AND branch’s summary information is a bit more complicated due to
timing choices among loosely constrained subtasks. Our take x path examples illustrate
the simplest subcase, where subtasks are tightly constrained to execute serially. Here
profiles are appended together, and the resulting summary usage information comes form
the SERIAL-AND computation

min 2 hildren (lb(lo al min range( )) + lbpre
( ));
( ))℄;
min 2 hildren (ub(lo al min range( )) + ubpre
pre
[max 2 hildren (lb(lo al max range( )) + lb ( ));
max 2 hildren(ub(lo al max range( )) + ubpre ( ))℄;
[ 2 hildren (lb(persist range( )));
 2 hildren(ub(persist range( )))℄i;

h[

pre
pre
where lb
( ) and ub ( ) are the respective lower and upper bounds on the cumulative
persistent usages of children that execute before . These computations have the same
form as the  computations for the final persist range.
The case where all subtasks execute in parallel and have identical durations is slightly
simpler. Here the usage profiles add together, and the branch’s resultant summary usage
comes from the PARALLEL-AND computation

 2 hildren (lb(lo al min range( )));
non
max 2 hildren(ub(lo al min range( )) + non
ub ( ))℄;
[min 2 hildren (lb(lo al max range( )) + lb ( ));
 2 hildren (ub(lo al max range( )))℄;
[ 2 hildren (lb(persist range( )));
 2 hildren (ub(persist range( )))℄i;

h[

non
non
where ub
( ) and lb
( ) are the respective sums of lo al max range upper bounds
and lo al min range lower bounds for all children except .
To handle AND tasks with loose temporal constraints, we consider all legal orderings
of child task endpoints. For example, in our rover’s early morning tasks, there are three
serial solar energy collection subtasks running in parallel with a subtask to drive to location B . Figure 3 shows one possible ordering of the subtask endpoints, which breaks the
move(A; B ) into three pieces, and two of the soak rays children in half. Given an ordering, we can (1) use the endpoints of the children to determine subintervals, (2) compute
summary information for each child task/subinterval combination, (3) combine the parallel subinterval summaries using the PARALLEL-AND computation, and then (4) chain
the subintervals together using the SERIAL-AND computation. Finally, the AND task’s
summary is computed by combining the summaries for all possible orderings using an
OR computation.
Here we describe how step (2) generates different summary resource usages for the
subintervals of a child task. A child task with summary resource usage h[a,b℄,[ ,d℄,[e,f ℄i
contributes one of two summary resource usages to each intersecting subinterval2:

a; b℄; [ ; d℄; [0; 0℄i; h[a; d℄; [a; d℄; [0; 0℄i:

h[
2

;

For summary resource usages of the last interval intersecting the child task, we replace [0 0℄
with [
℄ in the
.

e; f

persist range
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move(A,B)
soak rays
<[-4,-4],[-4,-4],[0,0]>

<[0,4],[4,6],[0,0]>

soak rays
<[-5,-5],[-5,-5],[0,0]>

soak rays
<[-6,-6],[-6,-6],[0,0]>

Fig. 3. Possible task ordering for a rover’s morning activities, with resulting subintervals.

While the first usage has the tighter [a; b℄; [ ; d℄ local ranges, the second has looser
local ranges. Since the b and bounds only apply to the subintervals containing the subtask’s minimum and maximum usages, the tighter ranges apply to one of
a subtask’s intersecting subintervals. While the minimum and maximum usages may not
occur in the same subinterval, symmetry arguments let us connect them in our computation. Thus one subinterval has tighter local ranges and all other intersecting subintervals
get the looser local ranges, and the extra complexity comes from having to investigate all
subtask/subinterval assignment options. For instance, there are three subintervals intersecting move(A; B ) in Figure 3, and three different assignments of summary resource
usages to the subintervals: placing [0; 4℄; [4; 6℄ in one subinterval with [0; 6℄; [0; 6℄ in the
other two. These placement options result in a subtask with n subintervals having n
possible subinterval assignments. So if there are m child tasks each with n alternate
assignments, then there are nm combinations of potential subtask/subinterval summary
resource usage assignments. Thus propagating summary information through an AND
branch is exponential in the number of subtasks with multiple internal subintervals. However since the number of subtasks is controlled by the domain modeler and is usually
bounded by a constant, this computation is tractable. In addition, summary information
can often be derived offline for a domain. The propagation algorithm takes on the form:
[a; d℄; [a; d℄

– For each consistent ordering of endpoints:
 For each consistent subtask/subinterval summary usage assignment:
 Use PARALLEL-AND computations to combine subtask/subinterval summary usages by subinterval.
 Use a SERIAL-AND computation on the subintervals’ combined summary
usages to get a consistent summary usage.
– Use OR computation to combine all consistent summary usages to get AND task’s
summary usage.

4 Using Summary Information
In this section, we describe techniques for using summary information in local search
planners to reason at abstract levels effectively and discuss the complexity advantages.
Reasoning about abstract plan operators using summary information can result in exponential planning performance gains for backtracking hierarchical planners [3]. In iterative repair planning, a technique called aggregation that involves scheduling hierarchies
of tasks similarly outperforms the movement of tasks individually [8]. But, can summary
information be used in an iterative repair planner to improve performance when aggregation is already used? We demonstrate that summarized state and resource constraints
makes exponential improvements by collapsing constraints at abstract levels. First, we
describe how we use aggregation and summary information to schedule tasks within an
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iterative repair planner. Next, we analyze the complexity of moving abstract and detailed
tasks using aggregation and summary information. Then we describe how a heuristic
iterative repair planner can exploit summary information.
4.1 Aggregation and Summary Information
While HTN planners commonly take a generative least commitment approach to problem
solving, research in the OR community illustrates that a simple local search is surprisingly effective [12]. Heuristic iterative repair planning uses a local search to generate a
plan. It starts with an initial flawed plan and iteratively chooses a flaw, chooses a repair
method, and changes the plan by applying the method. Unlike generative planning, the
local search never backtracks. Since taking a random walk through a large space of plans
is inefficient, heuristics guide the choices by determining the probability distributions for
each choice. We build on this approach to planning by using the ASPEN planner [1].
Moving tasks is a central scheduling operation in iterative repair planners. A planner
can more effectively schedule tasks by moving related groups of tasks to preserve constraints among them. Hierarchical task representations are a common way of representing
these groups and their constraints. Aggregation involves moving a fully detailed abstract
task hierarchy while preserving the temporal ordering constraints among the subtasks.
Moving individual tasks independent of their siblings and subtasks is shown to be much
less efficient [8]. Valid placements of the task hierarchy in the schedule are computed
from the state and resource usage profile for the hierarchy. This profile represents one
instantiation of the decomposition and temporal ordering of the abstract task’s hierarchy.
A summarized state or resource usage represents all potential profiles of an abstract
task before it is decomposed. Our approach involves reasoning about summarized constraints in order to schedule abstract tasks before they are decomposed. Scheduling an
abstract task is computationally cheaper than scheduling the task’s hierarchy using aggregation when the summarized constraints more compactly represent the constraint profiles of the hierarchy. This improves the overall performance when the planner/scheduler
resolves conflicts and finds solutions at abstract levels before fully decomposing tasks.
4.2 Complexity Analysis
To move a hierarchy of tasks using aggregation, valid intervals must be computed for each
resource variable affected by the hierarchy.3 These valid intervals are intersected for the
valid placements for the abstract tasks and their children. The complexity of computing
the set of valid intervals for a resource is O( C ) where is the number of constraints
(usages) an abstract task has with its children for the variable, and C is the number of
constraints of other tasks in the schedule on the variable [8]. If there are n similar task
hierarchies in the entire schedule, then C = (n 1) , and the complexity of computing
valid intervals is O(n 2 ). But this computation is done for each of v resource variables
(often constant for a domain), so moving a task will have a complexity of O(vn 2 ).
The summary information of an abstract task represents all of the constraints of
its children, but if the children share constraints over the same resource, this information is collapsed into a single summary resource usage in the abstract task. Therefore,
when moving an abstract task, the number of different constraints involved may be far
fewer depending on the domain. If the scheduler is trying to place a summarized abstract
3

The analysis also applies to state constraints, but we restrict our discussion to resource usage
constraints for simplicity.
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task among other summarized tasks, the computation of valid placement intervals can be
greatly reduced because the in O(vn 2 ) is smaller. We now consider two extreme cases
where constraints can be fully collapsed and where they cannot be collapsed at all.
In the case that all tasks in a hierarchy have constraints on the same resource, the
number of constraints in a hierarchy is O(bd ) for a hierarchy of depth d and branching
factor (number of child tasks per parent) b. In aggregation, where hierarchies are fully
detailed first, this means that the complexity of moving an task is O(vnb2d ) because
= O (bd ). Now consider using aggregation for moving a partially expanded hierarchy
where the leaves are summarized abstract tasks. If all hierarchies in the schedule are
decomposed to level i, there are O(bi ) tasks in a hierarchy, each with one summarized
constraint representing those of all of the yet undetailed subtasks beneath it for each
constraint variable. So = O(bi ), and the complexity of moving the task is O(vnb2i ).
Thus, moving an abstract task using summary information can be a factor of O(b2(d i) )
times faster than for aggregation.
The other extreme is when all of the tasks place constraints on different variables.
In this case, = 1 because any hierarchy can only have one constraint per variable.
Fully detailed hierarchies contain v = O(bd ) different variables, so the complexity of
moving a task in this case is O(nbd ). If moving a summarized abstract task where all
tasks in the schedule are decomposed to level i, v is the same because the abstract task
summarizes all constraints for each subtask in the hierarchy beneath it, and each of those
constraints are on different variables such that no constraints combine when summarized.
Thus, the complexity for moving a partially expanded hierarchy is the same as for a fully
expanded one. Experiments in Section 5 exhibit great improvement for cases when tasks
have constraints over common resource variables.
Along another dimension, scheduling summarized tasks is exponentially faster because there are fewer temporal constraints among higher level tasks. When task hierarchies are moved using aggregation, all of the local temporal constraints are preserved.
However, there are not always valid intervals to move the entire hierarchy. Even so, the
scheduler may be able to move less constraining lower level tasks to resolve the conflict.
In this case, temporal constraints may be violated among the moved task’s parent and siblings. The scheduler can then move and/or adjust the durations of the parent and siblings
to resolve the conflicts, but these movements can affect higher level temporal constraints
or even produce other conflicts. At a depth level i in a hierarchy with decompositions
branching with a factor b, the task movement can affect bi siblings in the worst case and
produce a number of conflicts exponential to the depth of the task. Thus, if all conflicts
can be resolved at an abstract level i, O(bd i ) scheduling operations may be avoided. In
Section 5, empirical data shows the exponential growth of computation with respect to
the depth at which ASPEN finds solutions.
Other complexity analyses have shown that under certain restrictions different forms
of hierarchical problem solving can reduce the size of the search space by an exponential
factor [10, 9]. Basically, these restrictions are that an algorithm never needs to backtrack
from lower levels to higher levels in the problem. In other words, subproblems introduced
in different branches of the hierarchy do not interact. We do not make this assumption
for our problems. However, the speedup described above does assume that the hierarchies
need not be fully expanded to find solutions.
4.3 Decomposition Heuristics for Iterative Repair
Despite this optimistic complexity, reasoning about summarized constraints only translates to better performance if the movement of summarized tasks resolves conflicts and
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advances the search toward a solution. There may be no way to resolve conflicts among
abstract tasks without decomposing them into more detailed ones. So when should summary information be used to reason about abstract tasks, and when and how should they
be decomposed? Here, we describe techniques for reasoning about summary information
as abstract tasks are detailed.
We explored two approaches that reason about tasks from the top-level of abstraction
down in the manner described in [3]. Initially, the planner only reasons about the summary information of fully abstracted tasks. As the planner manipulates the schedule, tasks
are gradually decomposed to open up new opportunities for resolving conflicts using the
more detailed child tasks. One strategy (that we will refer to as level-decomposition) is
to interleave repair with decomposition as separate steps. Step 1) The planner repairs the
current schedule until the number of conflicts cannot be reduced. Step 2) It decomposes
all abstract tasks one level down and returns to Step 1. By only spending enough time
at a particular level of expansion that appears effective, the planner attempts to find the
highest decomposition level where solutions exist without wasting time at any level.
Another approach is to use decomposition as one of the repair methods that can be
applied to a conflict so that the planner gradually decomposes conflicting tasks. This
strategy tends to decompose the tasks involved in more conflicts since any task involved
in a conflict is potentially expanded when the conflict is repaired. The idea is that the
scheduler can break overconstrained tasks into smaller pieces to offer more flexibility in
rooting out the conflicts. This resembles the EMTF (expand-most-threats-first) [3] heuristic that expands (decomposes) tasks involved in more conflicts before others. (Thus, we
later will refer to this heuristic as EMTF.) This heuristic avoids unnecessary reasoning
about the details of non-conflicting tasks. This is similar to a most-constrained variable
heuristic often employed in constraint satisfaction problems.
Another heuristic for improving planning performance prefers decomposition choices
that lead to fewer conflicts. In effect, this is a least-constraining value heuristic used in
constraint satisfaction approaches. Using summary information, the planner can test each
child task by decomposing to the child and replacing the parent’s summarized constraints
that summarize the children with the particular child’s summarized constraints. For each
child, the number of conflicts in the schedule are counted, and the child creating the
fewest conflicts is chosen.4 This is the fewest-threats-first (FTF) heuristic that is shown
to be effective in pruning the search space in a backtracking planner [3]. Likewise, the
experiments in Section 5 show similar performance improvements.

5 Empirical Comparisons
The experiments we describe here show that summary information improves performance significantly when tasks within the same hierarchy have constraints over the same
resource, and solutions are found at some level of abstraction. At the same time, we find
cases where abstract reasoning incurs significant overhead when solutions are only found
at deeper levels. However, in domains where decomposition choices are critical, we show
that this overhead is insignificant because the FTF heuristic finds solutions at deeper
levels with better performance. These experiments also show that the EMTF heuristic
outperforms level-decomposition for certain decomposition rates. In addition, we show
that the time to find a solution increases dramatically with the depth where solutions are
found, supporting the analysis at the end of Section 4.2.
4

Or, in stochastic planners like ASPEN, the children are chosen with probability decreasing with
their respective number of conflicts.
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Fig. 4. Plots for the no channel, mixed, and channel only domains

The domain for our problems expands the single rover problem described in earlier
sections to a team of rovers that must resolve conflicts over shared resources. Paths between waypoints are assigned random capacities such that either one, two, or three rovers
can traverse a path simultaneously; only one rover can be at any waypoint; and rovers
may not traverse paths in opposite directions. In addition, rovers must communicate with
the lander for telemetry using a shared channel of fixed bandwidth. Depending on the
terrain, the required bandwidth varies. 80 problems were generated for two to five rovers,
three to six observation locations per rover, and 9 to 105 waypoints. Schedules ranged
from 180 to 1300 tasks. Note that we use a prototype interface for summary information,
and some of ASPEN’s optimized scheduling techniques could not be used.
We compare ASPEN using aggregation with and without summarization for three
variations of the domain. The use of summary information includes the EMTF and FTF
decomposition heuristics. One domain excludes the communications channel resource
(no channel); one excludes the path capacity restrictions (channel only); and the other
includes all mentioned resources mixed). Since all of the movement tasks reserve the
channel resource, we expect greater improvement in performance when using summary
information according to the complexity analyses in the previous section. Tasks within
a rover’s hierarchy rarely place constraints on other variables more than once, so the no
channel domain corresponds to the case where summarization collapses no constraints.
Figure 4 (top) exhibits two distributions of problems for the no channel domain. In
most of the cases (points along the y-axis), ASPEN with summary information finds a
solution quickly at some level of abstraction. However, in many cases, summary information performs notably worse (points along the x-axis). We find that for these problems finding a solution requires the planner to dig deep into the rovers’ hierarchies, and
once it decomposes the hierarchies to these levels, the difference in the additional time
to find a solution between the two approaches is negligible Thus, the time spent reasoning about summary information at higher levels incurred unnecessary overhead. Previous
work shows that this overhead is rarely significant in backtracking planners because sum-
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Fig. 5. CPU time for solutions found at varying depths.

mary information can prune inconsistent search spaces at abstract levels [3]. However,
in non-backtracking planners like ASPEN, the only opportunity we found to prune the
search space at abstract levels was using the FTF heuristic to avoid greater numbers of
conflicts in particular branches. Later, we will explain why FTF is not helpful for this
domain but very effective in a modified domain.
Figure 4 (left) shows significant improvement for summary information in the mixed
domain compared to the no channel domain. Adding the channel resource rarely affected
the use of summary information because the collapse in summary constraints incurred
insignificant additional complexity. However, the channel resource made the scheduling
task noticeably more difficult for ASPEN when not using summary information. In the
channel only domain (Figure 4 right), summary information finds solutions at the abstract
level almost immediately, but the problems are still complicated when ASPEN does not
use summary information. These results support the complexity analysis in the previous
section that argues that summary information exponentially improves performance when
tasks within the same hierarchy make constraints over the same resource and solutions
are found at some level of abstraction.
Figure 5 shows the CPU time required for ASPEN using summary information for
the mixed domain for the depths at which the solutions are found. The depths are average
depths of leaf tasks in partially expanded hierarchies. The CPU time increases dramatically for solutions found at greater depths, supporting our claim that finding a solution at
more abstract levels is exponentially easier.
For the described domain, choosing different paths to an observation location usually
does not make a significant difference in the number of conflicts encountered because if
the rovers cross paths, all path choices will still lead to conflict. We created a new set of
problems where obstacles force the rovers to take paths through corridors that have no
connection to others paths. For these problems, path choices always lead down a different
corridor to get to the target location, so there is usually a path that avoids a conflict and a
path that causes one. The planner using the FTF heuristic dominates the planner choosing
decompositions randomly for all but two problems (Figure 6 left).
Figure 6 (right) shows the performance of EMTF vs. level decomposition for different rates of decomposition for three problems selected from the set. The plotted points
are averages over ten runs for each problem. Depending on the choice of rate of decomposition (the probability that a task will decompose when a conflict is encountered),
performance varies significantly. However, the best decomposition rate can vary from
problem to problem making it potentially difficult for the domain expert to choose. Our
future work will include investigating the relation of decomposition rates to performance
based on problem structure.5
5

For other experiments, we used a decomposition rate of 20%.
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6 Conclusions
Reasoning about abstract constraints exponentially accelerates finding schedules when
constraints collapse during summarization, and solutions at some level of abstraction can
be found. Similar speedups occur when decomposition branches result in varied numbers of conflicts. The offline algorithm for summarizing metric resource usage makes
these performance gains available for a larger set of expressive planners and schedulers.
We have shown how these performance advantages can improve ASPEN’s effectiveness
when scheduling the tasks of multiple spacecraft. The use of summary information also
enables a planner to preserve decomposition choices that robust execution systems can
use to handle some degree of uncertainty and failure. Our future work includes evaluating the tradeoffs of optimizing plan quality using this approach as well as developing
protocols to allow multiple spacecraft planners to coordinate their tasks asynchronously
during execution.
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From Abstract Crisis to Concrete Relief
A Preliminary Report on Combining State Abstraction and
HTN Planning
Susanne Biundo and Bernd Schattenberg
Department of Artificial Intelligence
University of Ulm, Germany
Abstract Flexible support for crisis management can definitely be improved
by making use of advanced planning capabilities. However, the complexity of
the underlying domain often causes intractable efforts in modeling the domain
as well as a huge search space to be explored by the system. A way to overcome these problems is to impose a sophisticated structure not only according
to tasks but also according to relationships between and properties of the objects involved. We outline the prototype of a system that is capable of tackling
planning for complex application domains. It is based on a well-founded combination of action and state abstractions. The paper presents the basic techniques
and provides a formal semantic foundation of the approach. It introduces the
planning system and illustrate its underlying principles by examples taken from
the crisis management domain used in our ongoing project.

1

Introduction

When trying to exploit planning technology for realistic applications like system support for crisis management, one of the main problems to be tackled is the complexity
of the underlying domain. Not only does it cause intractable modeling efforts, a huge
search space has to be explored by the system as well. Furthermore, such a system
has to be flexible in the sense that mixed initiative planning has to be supported and
incoming information as well as most recently arising tasks should be considered and
integrated during runtime. In order to meet multiple requirements like in this case,
hybrid planning approaches have to be developed to provide enough flexibility and
lucidity as has repeatedly been argued by other authors as well (cf. [5] and [8]).
We introduce a planning approach for system support in the realistic and complex
application domain of crisis management. It integrates hierarchical action- and statebased techniques in a consequent way by imposing hierarchical structures on both
operators and states. The hierarchical concept is partly adopted from traditional hierarchical task network (HTN) planning (cf. [4]). Therefore, basic notions like primitive
and abstract tasks as well as methods for decomposing the latter stepwise into primitive ones are among the core concepts. However, tasks do show pre- and postconditions
–like operators do in classical state-based planning– on every level of abstraction. This
provides the flexibility to make use of state-based planning techniques by introducing
additional tasks when trying to establish missing preconditions, and enables the system
to integrate incoming tasks on any level of abstraction at any time. This is done by
allowing for so-called decomposition axioms, which are defined as part of the domain
model. The planning approach is based on a formal semantics, which relies on previous
work on logic-based planning [20]. Our formalism builds upon the semantics for basic
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STRIPS-like operators and extends the formalism to abstract tasks and decomposition
methods.
A first prototype implements our integrative approach. We use an object-oriented programming paradigm, thereby exploiting object-oriented structures and mechanisms to
efficiently deal with the hierarchy of planning objects and their properties. According to
our experience with this first implementation, the system is currently being completed
and extended towards several directions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the formal semantics. The
application domain –a mission of the German Federal Agency for Technical Relief at
a flood– is briefly introduced in Section 3. Section 4 describes our planning method
and illustrates the techniques by means of examples taken from the crisis management
domain of Section 3. In Section 5, we shortly report on the implementation and the
lessons learned from this experiment. Section 6 is devoted to related work and finally
we conclude with some remarks in Section 7.

2

Formal Framework

The Logical Language: The semantics of our planning approach is based on a manysorted first-order logic. The logical language L = (Z,Rr ,Rf ,C,V ) consists of a finite
set of sort symbols Z, Z ∗ indexed families of finite disjoint sets of rigid and flexible
relation symbols (Rr and Rf , resp.), a Z indexed family of disjoint sets of constants,
and a Z indexed family of disjoint sets of variables. Formulae over L are built as usual.
The formal planning language is obtained by extending L by O, T , and E. O and T
are Z ∗ indexed families of finite disjoint sets of operator and task symbols, respectively.
For all z̄ ∈ Z ∗ the sets Rr,z̄ , Rf,z̄ , Oz̄ , and Tz̄ are supposed to be mutually disjoint.
E denotes a Z ∗ indexed family of so-called elementary operation symbols. It provides
for each flexible relation symbol R a so-called add-operation +R as well as a deleteoperation –R.
As for the semantics, we adopt some essential features of the planning formalisms
introduced in [19] and [20], which are based on programming and temporal logics,
respectively.
Following a state-based planning approach, we use operators and tasks to take us from
one state to another. The flexible symbols provided by our planning language are used
to express the changes caused by these state transitions. Consequently, we introduce
states as interpretations of the flexible symbols.
States and State Transitions: For a logical language L = (Z,Rr ,Rf ,C,V ) a model
denotes a structure M = (D,S,I), where D is a Z indexed family of carrier sets, S is
a set of states, and I is a (state-independent) interpretation that assigns elements of
the respective carrier sets to constants and a relation of appropriate type to each rigid
symbol. As usual, sort preserving valuations β : Vz → Dz are used for variables. Given
a model M = (D,S,I), an atomic formula R(τ1 , ..., τn ) is valid in a state s ∈ S under
a valuation β denoted by s |=M,β R(τ1 , ..., τn ) according to the following definition.
For R ∈ Rr : s |=M,β R(τ1 , ..., τn ) iff (Iβ (τ1 ), ..., Iβ (τn )) ∈ I(R)
For R ∈ Rf : s |=M,β R(τ1 , ..., τn ) iff (Iβ (τ1 ), ..., Iβ (τn )) ∈ s(R)
Based on these definitions, validity of complex formulae is defined as usual.
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Now we are ready to turn from states to state transitions. To this end, we first assume
that our models are natural ones [19]. This means, the carrier sets are supposed to
be finite and we restrict the set of states to those, which assign finite relations to the
symbols in Rf . Furthermore, for each flexible symbol R ∈ Rf,z̄ , z̄ = z1 , ..., zn , two
functions d-R : Dz1 × ... × Dzn → S × S and a-R : Dz1 × ... × Dzn → S × S are
defined as follows.
s d-R(d1 , ..., dn ) s′ iff s′ (R) = s(R) − {(d1 , ..., dn )} and s′ (R’) = s(R’) for R’ 6= R
s a-R(d1 , ..., dn ) s′ iff s′ (R) = s(R) ∪ {(d1 , ..., dn )} and s′ (R’) = s(R’) for R’ 6= R.
Given a natural model, for any two states s and s′ there exists a finite sequence of a-...
and d-... function operations op1 ...opn such that s op1 ◦ ... ◦ opn s′ , where ◦ denotes
functional composition [19].
Elementary Operations: Based on the definitions of a-... and d-... functions on
states, we can now define the semantics of the elementary operations E of our planning
language as follows. Given a model M = (D,S,I) and a valuation β, a pair of states
(s, s′ ) satisfies an elementary operation +R(τ1 , ..., τn ) according to
(s, s′ ) |=M,β +R(τ1 , ..., τn ) iff s a-R(Iβ (τ1 ), ..., Iβ (τn )) s′
(s, s′ ) |=M,β –R(τ1 , ..., τn ) iff s d-R(Iβ (τ1 ), ..., Iβ (τn )) s′
This means, elementary operations represent single state transitions.
We finally adopt from [19] the concept of weakest preconditions (wp) w.r.t. elementary
operations. Let ϕ be a formula which contains only variables that are distinct from
those occurring in τ1 ,...,τn . The weakest precondition of ϕ w.r.t. +R(τ1 , ..., τn ) is the
formula resulting from ϕ when replacing all atomic sub-formulae R(σ1 ,...,σn ) by [(τ1 6=
σ1 ∨ ... ∨ τn 6= σn ) → R(σ1 ,...,σn ) ]. wp(ϕ, –R(τ1 , ..., τn )) results from ϕ by replacing
all atomic sub-formulae R(σ1 ,...,σn ) by [R(σ1 ,...,σn ) ∧ (τ1 6= σ1 ∨ ... ∨ τn 6= σn )].
Operators and Invariants: Given a planning language P = (Z,Rr ,Rf ,C,V ,O,T ,E),
an operator (primitive task ) is a triple (O(x̄), prec, ē), where O is an operator symbol,
x̄ = x1 ...xn is a list of variables, prec is a formula over L = (Z,Rr ,Rf ,C,V ), and ē =
e1 ...em is a (finite) sequence of elementary operations from E. For a given model M =
(D,S,I) and a valuation β, this operator transforms a state s into a state s′ , denoted
by (s, s′ ) |=M,β (O(x̄), prec, ē), iff s |=M,β prec (the operator is applicable in s)
and s op1 ◦ ... ◦ opm s′ where opi is the a-... resp. d-... function corresponding to
ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The operator generates a formula post over L if in addition s |=M,β
wp(post,ē). The weakest precondition of a formula ϕ w.r.t a sequence of elementary
operations is generated according to a straightforward extension of the above definition.
Before finally defining tasks and methods, we introduce the notion of invariant in order
to extend the generation of formulae from single operators to operator sequences.
For a given model M = (D,S,I) and a valuation β, a formula ϕ is invariant against an
operator (O(x̄), prec, ē) iff for all states s and s′ with (s, s′ ) |=M,β (O(x̄), prec, ē) : if
s |=M,β ϕ , then s′ |=M,β ϕ.
A formula post is generated by a sequence O1 ...On of operators iff it is generated by
some Oi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and is invariant against each Oj (i < j ≤ n).
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Tasks and Methods: Given a planning language P = (Z,Rr ,Rf ,C,V ,O,T ,E), a task
is a triple (T(x̄), prec, post), where T is a task symbol, x̄ = x1 ...xn is a list of variables,
and prec and post are formulae over L = (Z,Rr ,Rf ,C,V ). For a given model M =
(D,S,I) and a valuation β, the task transforms a state s into a state s′ , denoted by
(s, s′ ) |=M,β (T(x̄), prec, post) iff s |=M,β prec and s′ |=M,β post and there exist a finite
sequence s1 ...sn of states and a finite sequence O1 ...On−1 of operators, where s = s1 ,
s′ = sn , (si , si+1 ) |=M,β Oi for all 1 ≤ i < n, and O1 ...On−1 generates a formula post′
such that sn |=M,β post′ → post. The task generates a formula post′′ iff in addition
sn |=M,β post → post′′ .
The hierarchical structure of planning domains is reflected in two ways. First of all
so-called methods are used to specify how an abstract task can be subdivided into a set
of (primitive) subtasks, like it is usually done in HTN planning. Secondly, a hierarchy
is imposed on the formulae used to express the pre- and postconditions of primitive
and non-primitive tasks. To this end, user-defined decomposition axioms of the form
ϕ ↔ [ψ1 ∨ ... ∨ ψn ] specify how an abstract condition ϕ can be refined into a more
concrete one, each ψi being a possibility to do so.
A method {(T(x̄), prec, post), T } is given by a task and a set T of task sequences.
For each such sequence t1 ...tn the ti may be primitive or non-primitive. A method is
called legal iff each task sequence t1 ...tn ∈ T is a legal decomposition of the task.
For a given model M = (D,S,I) and a valuation β a task sequence t1 ...tn is a legal
decomposition of a task (T(x̄), prec, post) iff the task sequence transforms a state s
into s′ such that for the precondition prec′ of task t1 s |=M,β prec′ → prec and the
sequence t1 ...tn generates a formula post′ such that s′ |=M,β post′ → post.
The above mentioned axioms are thereby used to justify legality of decompositions
when specifying methods. Illegal decompositions can be detected during compilation
of the domain.

3

The Application

Our planning domain is crisis management as being provided by organizations like
THW. The German Technisches Hilfswerk is a governmental disaster relief organization
that provides technical assistance at home as well as humanitarian aid abroad. Their
mission within the flood disaster at the river “Oder” in July 1997 is used in our ongoing
project to build a first realistic domain model for the planner. In the following, examples
from this domain will be used to demonstrate our approach. The tasks of the THW
are rich and widespread, they cover all aspects of crisis management, ranging from first
measures after a hazardous event to long term supplies after clearing some disaster area.
Therefore, Figure 1 only shows a relative small part of the complex task hierarchy, and
most task networks are depicted as single, more “self-explanatory” actions.
The most abstract task is named flood-disaster. It comprises a management and
communication task to determine which areas are endangered to what level. Furthermore, the logistics and supplies have to be installed, e.g. quarters for the relievers to
be set up. The evacuation and the securing of the embankment are the most crucial
sub-tasks in reality, and during all the activities, the relievers have to clear the area
continuously, i.e. to check damaged buildings, to remove perished animals, etc.
In our examples we will focus on the evacuation task, which consists of two sub-tasks:
one informs the population about the relief measures, the second brings people to safe
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flood−disaster
securing−embankment

logistics−and−supplies
determine−critical−places
determine−safe−places
...
establish−camp
install−depot
...

medical−treatment
...
build−support−camp
transport

clearing

management−and−communications

...

ship
...

evacuating

informing−population
...
securing−population

board un−board
driving ...

assist−leaving−population

building−bridges

clearing−roads

technical−assistance

get−clearance
fly
check−weather ...
maintenance

drive−by−jeep

check−engine
drive−by−truck

Figure 1. Task hierarchy in the flood disaster scenario, ellipses represent task networks

areas. The methods for latter define two expansions, depending on the initial situation.
The relievers can help the people to leave the endangered area by themselves, or the
circumstances might require the population to be moved by the THW.

4

Combining hierarchical action- and state-based planning

Our planning approach flexibly combines classical HTN and classical state-oriented
POCL planning based on the formal framework introduced in Section 2. The prototype
implements a simple top-level algorithm comparable to [16, p. 374], which is basically
a classical nonlinear planning algorithm with decomposition of abstract tasks as an
additional plan modification step. Although it looks very similar to those used by
existing hybrid planning systems (see section 6), we will use it to outline the underlying
principles in the sub-routines. First we will focus on the closing of open preconditions.
In order to enable the planner to reason about the plans’ causal structures and dependencies at all levels of abstraction, complex tasks do carry preconditions and effects like
the operators do. For the time being they are assumed to be conjunctions of positive
and negative literals.
While the relation between abstract and primitive tasks is given by a number of methods as in classical HTN planning, in our approach relations between the respective
preconditions and effects are specified by the decomposition axioms. The example in
Figure 2 shows two methods for the expansion of the abstract transport task in the
evacuation context. The ordering constraints represent all possible sequences of subtasks, sort information for the variables is given in the task definitions.
One of the decomposition axioms that will be applied in the respective expansion steps,
will e.g. look like this (assuming the intuitive subsort relationships):
At(Unit u, Location l) ↔ [ Standing-at(Vehicle u, Location l, Road r) ∨
Aircraft-at(Aircraft u, Location l, Height h) ∨
(At(Container c, Location l) ∧ In(Container c, Unit u)) ∨ . . . ]

The specified decomposition axioms together with the sort and subsort definitions,
represent a hierarchy on the relations and objects in the domain. We can make use
of this knowledge when closing open preconditions with tasks on different levels of
abstraction. When some (possibly abstract) effect of a task is needed to establish the
precondition of another, the planner can provide this by choosing some –according to
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method m_1
method m_2
expands transport (?passengers,?from,?to,?by )
expands transport (?passengers,?from,?to,?by )
vars
?road Road
vars
?tower Tower
nodes
(1:board (?passengers,?from,?by ))
nodes
(1:get-clearance (?from,?tower,?by ))
(2:driving (?by,?from,?to,?road ))
(2:check (?by ))
(3:un-board (?passengers,?from,?by ))
(3:board (?passengers,?by ))
...
(4:fly (?by,?from,?to,?tower ))
...
order
1<2, 2<3
order
1<4, 2<4, 3<4
causal 1--in(?passengers,?by )--2
causal
1--cleared(?by )--4,
2--checked(?by )--4,
1--in(?passengers,?by )--4
binding binding -

Figure 2. Example for a method definition

the decomposition axioms– suitable tasks in the partial plan to close the open condition.
We then add causal links like in classical non-hierarchical POCL planning to represent
causality. But no establisher may be identified, even in the initial state. In this case the
planner can introduce a suitable establisher for the open condition from the domain
description. Figure 3 shows the planning process in such a situation.

...

driving
(Vehicle ?u, Location ?from,
Location area4, Road ?r)
Pre: Standing−at(?u,?from,?r),
Reachable−by−land(?from,area4,?r),
status(?r,ok)

fly
(Aircraft ?u, Location ?from,
Location area4,Tower ?t)
Pre:

logistics−and−supplies

informing−population
...
securing−population

Effect: +Standing−at(?u,area4,?r),
−Standing−at(?u,?from,?r)

At(?u,?from),
Handled−by(?u,?t),
clearence(?t,ok),
maintenance−status(?u,ok)
Effect: +At(?u,area4),
−At(?u,?from),
+maintenance−status(?u,ko)
−maintenance−status(?u,ok)

move
(Unit ?u, Location ?from,
Location area4)
At(?u,?from)
Pre:
Effect: +At(?u,area4),
−At(?u,?from)

evacuating

...

medical−treatment
build−support−camp

transport
(Passengers group1, Location area4,
Location camp2, Unit ?u)
Pre:
At(?u,area4),At(group1,area4)
Effect: +At(?u,camp2),+At(group1,camp2),
−At(?u,area4),−At(group1,area4)

establish−camp
(Location area4, Group thw26,
Jeep jeep18,Truck truck9 ...)
Pre: status(area4,cleared) ...
Effect: +At(truck9,area4),
+At(jeep18,area4),
+status(area4,occup),
−status(area4,cleared) ...

Figure 3. Closing an open precondition along the condition hierarchy.

The abstract need for an arbitrary THW unit to be present in the evacuation area can
be fulfilled by any of the tasks shown. The first task move is a “classical” candidate. Its
sub-task fly and the establish-camp action qualify in our system, because of aircraft
and jeeps being sub-sorts of the abstract sort unit. The driving task establishes a
more specialized effect than the precondition needs in two ways. Not only vehicles are
more special objects, but also the relation Standing-at is more concrete than At (see
decomposition axiom above).
At this point, search control has more choices to investigate, some of which might specialize the involved objects too early, an effect sometimes called hierarchical promiscuity. But on the other hand, the commitment to a less abstract establisher can rule out
inconsistent solutions at an early stage. We may use the driving task for closing the
condition at this point and add a variable assignment for the “downcast” of the unit
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in the transportation task. Later in plan generation we might find out, that there is no
road to the evacuation area anymore, and the planner has to backtrack and focus on
solutions with aircraft.
We note, that especially at this point the search strategy plays a crucial role, i.e.
when to insert new tasks. Currently, we work on an extension to the algorithm, that
is looking for invariants in expansions. If an open precondition is invariant against all
tasks expanded so far, it is obvious, that the planner has to insert a new task. But if
ther are tasks in the current plan, against which the condition is not invariant, it is a
promising strategy to enforce their expansion. The rationale behind this strategy is to
check, whether the expansions in which the desired effect might manififests eventually
result in consistent solutions.
Now assume, the abstract movement is chosen for establishing the condition, and a
causal link with the label At(?u,area4) is inserted. Furthermore, let the planner decide
to expand the transport task according to the above definition in method m 1 into the
task network describing a transport by land vehicles. As in classical HTN planning,
the specified network substitutes the expanded task in the net, respecting existing
orderings and variable bindings, but we cannot update the causal links, because the less
abstract tasks show more concrete, and hence syntactically not equivalent, conditions.
Our solution lies in the decomposition axioms, according to which we distribute the
abstract effects and conditions under the tasks of the expanded network. This means,
the decomposition axioms are used to inherit causal links from an abstract level to
a more concrete one. Figure 4 shows the result: the passengers are boarded on some
vehicle, driven to the camp and then un-boarded again. The more abstract link carried

...
logistics−and−supplies

...

4)
ea
(?

move

u,

ar

board(group1,area4,?u)
un−board(group1,area4,?u)
driving

At

(Unit Jeep1, Location ?l,
Location depot)
At(Jeep1,?l)
Pre:
Effect: −At(Jeep1,?l),
+At(Jeep1,depot)

medical−treatment
...
build−support−camp
transport

evacuating

move

(Unit ?u, Location ?from,
Location area4)
At(?u,?from)
Pre:
Effect: +At(?u,area4),
−At(?u,?from)

Standing−at(?u,area4,?r)

(Vehicle ?u, Location area4,
Location camp2, Road ?r)
Pre: Standing−at(?u,area4,?r),
Reachable−by−land(area4,camp2,?r),
status(?r,ok)
Effect: +Standing−at(?u,camp2,?r),
−Standing−at(?u,area4,?r)

Figure 4. Handling task interactions on different abstraction levels

the At relation between a vehicle ?u and the location area4. The decomopsition axioms
justify a specialization of this link into Standing-At for vehicles. Please note, that
the vehicle boarding task may carry the same precondition, which leads to a second
inherited causal link derived from the abstract causal relation. Furthermore, when the
abstract move task is specialized, it has to be checked against the decomposition axioms,
whether the newly introduced causal links are inheritable or not. If not, the plan has
to be considered inconsistent.
Now we come to threat handling, where the system can make use of the decomposition
axioms like it did for condition establishment. Conflicts can be detected and resolved
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between arbitrary expansion levels, as the negation of an abstract condition implies the
negation of every concrete one specified in the decomposition axioms, and a negation of
one of the concrete conditions threatens the abstract one. This mechanism guarantees
correct solutions when using the standard POCL conflict resolution strategies at any
time the algorithm chooses to check for threats. In addition, besides orderings and noncodesignation, expansion becomes a reasonable threat resolution mechanism. Due to a
finer granularity, the conflicting effect might turn out to be harmless at the primitive
operator level where the conflicting tasks may overlap.
The example in Figure 4 shows the expansion of a support procedure with a second
movement task, and how it interferes with an established condition. The light line
indicates the conflict at an abstract level, the dark one does so for the more concrete
link. The negated effect can be specialized in a way that makes the plan inconsistent.
A simple non-codesignation or some ordering constraint can solve this situation, for a
conflict involving several layers of abstraction.

5

Implementation

We implemented a first prototype of the planning system in Java. It integrates task
decomposition with state-based planning techniques for conflict handling and closing
of preconditions. The main algorithm, which is briefly described in Section 4, performs
non-deterministic steps according to a very simple strategy that first tries to close
open preconditions, then resolves threats and binds variables, and with least priority
expands complex tasks. This rather simple procedure is able to perform a systematic
planning strategy like it can be found in classical nonlinear planners: As a last choice
in closing preconditions, binding variables, and resolving threats, it tries to expand the
respective task. In a least commitment fashion it tries to develop the plan at the most
abstract level. The upcoming next version of the system will use a more flexible top
level routine which determines the appropriate sequence of plan manipulating steps by
analyzing the visited and expected plan space, thereby projecting causal interactions.
As already suggested above, we found it e.g. very useful to concentrate expansion within
the conflicting tasks to rule out inconsistent solutions at an level as early as possible.
However, we note that in the first experiments the proposed modeling approach seems
to lead to more “benign” domain models in terms of efficient task hierarchies, that
prune large parts of the non-useful search space quite efficient.
To increase the system’s performance, we use a conservative algorithm for manipulating
a global plan structure representing the expanded networks. By doing so, we have the
additional advantage to automatically bookkeep the performed expansion steps as well
as all other choices made by the algorithm (cf. decomposition links in [24]). When
looking for an appropriate effect to close an abstract precondition, the system can
easily inspect already expanded abstract tasks and follow their decomposition to less
abstract levels.
The algorithm allows recursive task expansion schemata to model loops. If for every
recursive task a terminating method is provided and if an appropriate search algorithm
is used (here: iterated deepening) then the recursion is harmless with respect to program
termination and “increasing the incompleteness” of the planning process. These loops
are very useful in the presented examples, e.g. evacuation has to be performed until all
persons safe, although recursion handling still requires improvement (cf. future work
in section 7).
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Discussion and Related Work

Hierarchical task network (HTN) planning as described and analyzed in [3] is the basis
for systems like O-Plan, UMCP and Shop.
In contrast to our approach, which makes use of state abstractions in condition achievement, abstract tasks in O-Plan [2] do not carry preconditions and effects. Instead, the
system relates conditions of primitive operators over different levels in the plan generation process by introducing condition types in the abstract expansion schemes [21].
These types specify how conditions of the tasks in the expansion can be achieved: by
the effect of a task that is (a) inside or outside the current expansion and (b) introduced at the current plan generation level, above, or below. Please note, that this
technique requires the domain encoder to structure the task hierarchy very carefully
as methodologically it’s pruning works rather on the system’s search space structure
than on that of plan space. Compared to O-Plan, UMCP [4] is a much more puristic
implementation. The search space is constraint pruned, down to the most concrete
operator level, where the typical conditions are introduced. Both systems merely rely
on action abstraction.
A new direction in the HTN paradigm is given by the Shop system [14], that proposes
ordered task decomposition, using if-then-else cascades in method selection. The main
idea is to plan all tasks in the order they are later executed. This enables the system
to deduce complete state descriptions, beginning with the initial state. The developers
met the criticism on their linearity assumption with a modified system, called MShop [15] which can handle planning problems with parallel goals in the initial task.
Many realistic domains may meet this partial linearity property, the crisis management
domain in our work, however, does not as task execution itself is higly distributed and
the execution order for most tasks is not known in advance.
Planning using state abstraction was the earliest form of hierarchical planning in linear
planning systems. Nonetheless, the Abstrips system [17] is still discussed [7], and has
influenced many modern planners. Classical state abstraction works by deleting certain
sets of preconditions, thereby defining ”criticality levels” for each of which the system
plans in a classical manner. Alpine in [9] automatically generates these levels, building
abstraction hierarchies with “ordered monotonicity”, i.e. detailed action levels do not
interfere with more abstract established conditions. Similar work in the context of
nonlinear planning has been done by Yang in the Abtweak planner [23].
Exploiting object-oriented formalisms or state abstraction is a comparatively new technique in planning. Semantic foundations for “real” object oriented approaches can be
found in the literature, ranging form reasoning about object database models in the
style of terminological logics [1] to specification oriented work [18]. [6] uses plans as
object methods for an hybrid reactive robot controller, mapping incoming percepts
on partially specified object templates as plan selection criteria. More related to our
view is that of object centered planning [13], where objects are organized in static and
dynamic sorts. Each instance of a dynamic sort has its own local state which is defined
by a set of predicates. Consequently, predicates are owned by exactly one sort, the
key attribute of the predicate, and thereby becoming static or dynamic themselves.
For all sorts legal local states are specified, and over their transitions again operators.
OCLh [12] extends this formalism to action abstraction by introducing a sort hierarchy,
in which dynamic predicates are inherited from super-sorts. So-called guards play the
role of pre and postconditions of objects transition sequences that build the semantics
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for abstract tasks. The planning algorithm in this framework repeats an expand then
make-sound cycle: after expanding one level of task networks, the system is checking
for inconsistencies and repairing them. Although our state abstraction is similar (and
so far yet simple, compared to “full” object oriented systems), we can handle the refinement of objects and predicates, likewise, and are not restricted to a fixed planning
strategy.
Integrating state-based nonlinear planning capabilities, i.e. reasoning about operator
interactions and inserting new plan steps/tasks in the fashion of e.g. UCPop [11], into
an action abstracting system promises many advantages. As Estlin, Chien and Wang
point out in [5] it adds the strengths of both, at the same time softening their weak
points. This is reflected in the modeling process: task networks more naturally represent
hierarchy and modularity and enable the user to represent domains in an object oriented
form which easier to write and reason about. Decomposition rules can refer to either
low- or high-level forms of a particular object or goal, as the information pertaining
to specific entities is contained in smaller, more specialized rules. The drawback of
this technique is that “inter-modular constraints” [5], i.e. exceptions or special cases
in action execution, cannot be represented adequately, which often leads to overlyspecified reduction rules. This can be seen in the example in figure 3, where classical
hierarchical planners would introduce expansion schemes for every kind of support
task to be ordered before the evacuation. Operator based techniques on the other hand
help encoding implicit constraints, as their kind of plan refinement is more general and
provides more compact representations. In addition, it brings with it an early detection
of inconsistencies at an abstract level, together with means of resolving the conflicts.
But using solely operators, certain aspects are difficult to represent (for a discussion
about the expressive power of HTN planning, see [3]). The advantages of a natural
mixed domain knowledge representation are obvious, although difficult to evaluate
quantitatively: “[it is] easier to encode the initial knowledge base, fewer encoding errors
occur [...], and maintenance of the knowledge base is considerably easier.”[5]
Such hybrid systems had been watched suspiciously a long time, because the planning
paradigms were considered to be conflictive. New AI textbooks present this approach in
the style of state abstraction planning in [23], i.e. the abstract tasks carry preconditions
and effects from a subset of the less abstract tasks. Yang suggests in [22] to keep
hierarchical models restricted in such a way, that in every reduction schema there is one
task carrying the main effects of the network and hence those of the associated abstract
task. In such domains the downward solution property holds as a basis for effective
search space reduction. A similar approach is presented by Russell and Norvig [16], who
allow distribution of conjuncts of conditions among the sub-tasks of the network. One of
the very few existing systems is DPOCL [24], mentioned before with its introduction of
decomposition links to record decisions during planning. DPOCL decomposes abstract
tasks into networks with additional initial and final steps which carry the conditions
of the abstract tasks. Some of the techniques used there raise the crucial question
of user intent. The system prunes unused steps and takes condition establishers from
every level of abstraction, even from sub-tasks of potential establishers. The problem
of when to insert new tasks, and where to use decomposition rules only, is very hard
to solve, as it depends in part on the modeller’s intention. So far, we have provided
the system a switch for explicitly not inserting new tasks in precondition achievement,
as well as an output, indicating the inserted tasks Moreover, premature insertion of
new tasks may lead to non-optimal short plans, but we postpone this problem for this
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time as a matter of “good” search strategies, like it is solved for classical state-based
nonlinear planners –but of course it will be tackled in the future.
Closely related to our approach is the work of Kambhampati [8]. He integrates HTN
planning in a general framework for refinement planning, thereby making use of operator based techniques. This unified view should help making use of recent progress
in planning algorithms, e.g. by giving propositional encodings for SAT based planners
[10]. In his view, the algorithm uses reduction schemes where available, and primitive
actions otherwise. Causal interaction is analyzed also at the abstract level, and refined
by a mapping of conditions and effects of abstract tasks on conditions and effects in its
sub-tasks. Abstract conditions are closed by phantom establishers that are identified
at a later stage, while our algorithm just “waits” if no suitable task is less abstract
enough. Conflict detection and resolution can only be done at the primitive level, as
in contrast to our methodology, there is no “vertical” link between causalities in the
different levels of abstraction. Kambhampati addresses user intent by defining a subset
of abstract effects explicitly for condition establishment, and by explicit representing
the incompleteness of scheme definitions. For the latter, a specific predicate prevents
insertion of new steps.
Another aspect of hybrid planning to mention is its relevance to the relative new area of
mixed initiaive planning. Only small modifications to hybrid planning algorithms allow
the user to propagate decisions as commitments to the planner, including insertion of
new tasks (many technical problems concerning systematicity of the system, etc. are
of course beyond the scope of this paper). The resulting system benefits from our state
abstraction technique, because the intermediate results, which are the basis for user
interaction, become more usable in two ways: (a) The explicit representation of causal
interactions is intuitive, even for abstract tasks, and (b) all modifications can be done at
an arbitrary level of abstraction. An example might be an abstract plan with transport
tasks, for some of which a human user can decide – on the basis of the plan developped
so far – not to be performed by aircraft. He can introduce at this level constraints to
choose land vehicles.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

We have introduced a planning approach that integrates hierarchical task networks
and state-based POCL planning techniques by imposing hierarchical structures on
both tasks and state descriptions. Tasks on all abstraction levels are extended by preand postconditions, which enable the flexible integration of hierarchical decomposition
and nonlinear planning. A formal semantics of the approach provides the notion of
legal decomposition, among others. It is an essential means to ensure that during
domain modelling tasks and state abstractions are defined in a mutually consistent
way. A planning system has been presented, which implements this integrative planning
approach. It will be used to flexibly generate mission plans for environmental disasters.
Future work will, among others, be devoted to even further exploit the object-oriented
implementation paradigm and to the implementation of a more flexible search strategy. Furthermore, the example domain strongly demands resource reasoning, especially
time, and a specialized loop mechanism.
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Abstract Starting from a set of requirements which should be accomplished by any hierachical planning approach to real-world problem solving, we show how known hierarchical models may be improved by means
of a hybrid approach. Additionally, on the basis of this hybrid model, which is being applied to a real domain,
we present a compared criticism about known hierarchical planning properties and its usefulness to reflect the
complexity of real-world problems.
Keywords: hierarchical planning, abstraction formalism, planning in real domains

1 Introduction
The use of hierarchical planning techniques is intended to achieve two goals. On the one hand, to improve the
efficiency in time and space of non-hierarchical planning methods [3,4,14,17,18,24,23]. And, on the other hand, to
achieve problem solving strategies closer to those exhibited by humans in real-world problems [5,10,11,20]. In any
case, these hierarchical planning techniques search for a sequence of plans fS 1 ,..,S n g such that S 1 is a solution at
the highest level of abstraction, S n is a solution at the lowest level of abstraction, that is, a primitive solution, and
every plan S i+1 is a valid refinement of a more abstract plan S i .
In order to achieve those goals, a hierarchical planning model for real-world problems should be based both
on some knowledge abstraction formalism for domains descriptions and also on some planning process able to
obtain abstract plans and refine them into primitive plans, but in any case, these planning models should satisfy the
following requirements:
– Expressiveness. The domain description language and the abstraction formalism should support the representation of real-world problems similarly to hierarchical problem solving knowledge representations of humans.
– Simplicity. The stage of domain description should be as simple as possible, that is, it must have the lowest
number of syntactical restrictions and, if possible, it must be supported by knowledge acquisition tools.
– Autonomy. A hierarchical planning model should reduce at maximum the number of decisions taken during
domain description, most of them manually defined by humans, and translate these decisions into the planning
process which reaches a higher responsibility in the problem solving process. The fact is that domain descriptions may be used to code some procedural knowledge, that in many cases may be an excessive amount of this
type of knowledge. The goodness of this practice is not clear. On the one hand, the encoding of procedural
knowledge in domain descriptions may be very efficient and may be a straightforward domain description
technique. However this could lead the planner not to solve some instances of problems if some “precoded
knowledge” is missing. On the other hand, a more declarative knowledge representation in domain descriptions may be more difficult or not very intuitive to handle but, because of its generality, the scope of solvable
instances of problems is increased.
– Soundness and completeness. A hierarchical planning process should find valid solutions at every abstraction
level whenever they exist.
– Efficiency. In order to adequately exploit a hierarchy of knowledge, a hierarchical planning process should
intensively reuse the knowledge embedded in higher level solutions as a guide to refine lower level solutions
more efficiently.
? This work has been supported by the spanish government CICYT under project TAP99-0535-C02-01.
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Known models of hierarchical planning hardly satisfy all of these requirements, but only some of them, since
there seems to be a trade-off between the attainment of ones with respect to others. In general, this is true both in
non-decompositional models based on abstraction hierarchies [3,17,18,24] and in decompositional models, either
HTN -based models [11,16,20] or POCL-decomposition models [12,13,25].
In the case of decompositional methods, mainly HTN methods, it is widely recognized that they have a great
expressiveness power for real world problems [16], however, there is a high number of decisions which must be
taken during the description stage of a domain, decreasing the autonomy of the planning process and increasing
the effort needed to represent a domain [20,23]. In the case of non-decompositional methods, mainly abstraction
hierarchies, they are almost completely devoted to improve the efficiency of planning processes, disregarding
expressiveness issues. They represent an excellent theoretical framework for the study of hierarchical planning
processes, but its lack of expressiveness makes these methods more difficult to apply in real-world problems.
These models may lead to conclude that any improvement in expressiveness implies a decrease in efficiency, and
this is not always true [8].
The need to satisfy the above mentioned requirements has lead to the definition of a set of properties which
only appear in hierarchical planning models. The main properties which can be found in the literature are Upward
Solution Property, Monotonic, Ordered Monotonic and Downward Refinement Property [3,17,23].
These properties are intended to define a reference framework for the design of “good” hierarchical planning
models so that any model which meet these properties, also satisfies some of the requirements, mainly, efficicency
and completeness. However, despite its undoubted theoretical usefulness and the benefit achieved in the development of hierarchical planning models, this set of properties may be questioned because they do not take into
account all of the requirements and some property may put in serious risk some of the requirements, mainly expresiveness, i.e. an appropriate representation of knowledge, one of the most important issues for solving real-world
problems [9].
However, it is possible to achieve a higher attainment of these requirements by means of a hybrid planning
process which could use decomposition techniques jointly with operator-based techniques to benefit of the advantages of both models [12]. This work analyzes the main shortcomings of known hierarchical planning methods and
presents a hybrid hierarchical planning model which provides a higher accomplishment of the above requirements
and that has been used to solve real-world problems [7,8]. The hybrid process presented in [12] is only focused
on representational issues, by reusing concepts from HTN and operator-based planning, neglecting details about its
impact on the planning process. This work is a deep effort to explicit the syntax and semantics of decomposition
and modularity based on a representational scheme which differs from that of HTN and operator-based planning,
and also to explicit the impact of this knowledge representation in the planning process.
In order to correctly argue this criticism, the main issues during the design of a hierarchical planning model
have been identified, and they will be used to show how known hierarchical planning methods present some
shortcomings in every category and how the approach presented in this work solves some of them providing a
higher degree of accomplishement of the requirements. These issues are the following ones:
– Issues related to domain description.
1. The definition of the abstraction formalism.
2. A syntactic description to articulate the decomposition of actions.
3. A semantic description to identify valid decompositions and modularity relations.
– Issues related to the planning process.
1. Completeness issues in backtracking between different abstraction levels.
2. Consistency issues of the causal structure of plans between different abstraction levels.
Next section will show the shortcomings of known approaches to hierarchical planning under the point o view
of these issues, and this same point of view will be used to show the contributions of this paper in Section 3.
Finally, some reflections about the role of these issues, and more complex interactions between the requirements
are shown.

2 Shortcomings of known hierarchical models
2.1 Abstraction formalisms
Every hierarchical planning model establishes a set of syntactical tools to allow for the description of different
abstraction levels in a domain. This abstraction formalism is used during the planning process in a “top-down”
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refinement of high level plans into lower level plans which ends when primitive plans are obtained. The definition
of this abstraction formalism directly has effects on requirements such as expressiveness, simplicity and autonomy.
An optimal abstraction formalism should allow for a real knowledge abstraction at different levels [5,15,21]
so that actions and literals are represented at different granularity levels and the number of syntactical rules and
human decisions are reduced to the minimum in the stage of domain description.
Abstraction hierarchies based models use “literal-oriented” abstraction formalisms in which every literal from
level i remains at level i + 1. This is a very hard syntactic restriction since it limits the abstraction of knowledge,
mainly actions, which maintain their semantics at every abstraction level, but described with a different number of
literals, so that this formalism is unable to represent compound actions. For this reason, it is very difficult to apply
in real-world problems [5,21].
On the other hand, decompositional models use an “action-oriented” abstraction formalism, based either on
static decompositions (reduction schemes) [11,23] or on dynamic decompositions (decompositon schemes) [12,13,25]
which allow for a real abstraction of actions so that lower level actions are represented with a higher granularity that
higher level actions. This formalism provides a great expressiveness power for complex problems [16]. However,
in these models, every precondition and effect of a compound action must be somehow distributed amongst its
constituent subactions [23,25]. This restriction limits the real abstraction of knowledge, since all of the abstraction
levels share the same set of literals, it decreases the simplicity of domain descriptions and needs a great effort of
human decisions.

2.2 Decomposition mechanism
This is a set of syntactic tools to decompose high level actions into lower level subactions and it influences expressiveness, simplicity, autonomy and completeness. With respect to expressiveness and completeness, the decomposition mechanism must allow for alternative decompositions and a true modularity of actions, that is, a different
granularity of knowledge between the compound action and its subactions. With respect to simplicity and autonomy, action decomposition should provide the means to describe domains with the minimum amount of knowledge
supplied by humans.
Action decompositions are present in decompositional models but do not appear in abstraction hierarchies.
Although there are some minor differences between them, in both models the decomposition mechanism always
need extra knowledge which has to be coded by hand. It is based on a set of static reduction rules which must be
supplied by hand during domain description: the antecedent of the rule is a compound action and its consequent is
the set of subactions, its relative ordering a set of causal links between them and even binding constraints. These
mechanisms are very expressive but also make the stage of domain description very difficult.

2.3 Semantic validity of decompositions
The decomposition mechanism establishes a modularity relation between two plans S i and S i+1 at different abstraction levels so that every action in S i is mapped into a set of actions of S i+1 . Not every syntactically valid
decomposition is also a semantically valid one, so a set of criteria which feature semantically valid decompositions, i.e. modularity relations, should be defined taking into account the following issues.
– Every action at level i + 1 must be related to an action at level i.
– A decomposition of an action should not have any internal unsolvable flaw.
– Subactions should not interfere with the effects of higher level of the action whose decomposition they belong
to.
In known decompositional models these issues are responsibility of the human who writes a domain description, decreasing the autonomy of the planner. This shift in responsibility could be avoided by defining general
semantic properties which must be satisfied by any modular decomposition, and giving more responsibility to the
planner to find a valid decomposition by means the syntactic tools of the mechanism and reducing the effort of
coding a domain.
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2.4 Backtracking between abstraction levels
A key issue in any hierarchical planning algorithm is the need of backtracking between different abstraction levels
during the search process. This is particularly important when at some abstraction level i a solution cannot be
found and the algorithm needs to go back at level i 1 to search for other refinements. This can be seen as a
knowledge-based pruning mechanism which is able to reject dead-end branches at high abstraction levels and
provide an improvement in efficiency. However, depending on the abstraction formalism and on the features of a
valid solution, there may be some domains in which a planner may lose its completeness due to this backtracking
mechanism [17,23].
The existence of these domains led to the definition of the Upward Solution Property (USP) [17,23]. This
property states that if a primitive solution exists S n in a hierarchical domain, then there is a sequence of refinements
fS 1 ,..,S n g which starts at the highest abstraction level and ends at the lowest level such that every S i+1 is a valid
refinement of S i . It may be seen that the contrapositve of this property allows for backtracking when a solution
does not exist at any abstraction level, i.e., there will be no solution at primitive level.
This property is always satisfied by abstraction hierarchies based models [3,17]. But in the case of HTN based
models, it is shown [23] that this property does not usually hold but it can be satisfied by the addition of some
syntactic restrictions, mainly the Unique Main Subaction (UMS). This restriction states that all of the preconditions
and effects of a compound action must be reproduced in only one subaction of its decomposition. This restriction
leads to use the same granularity of knowledge in compound actions as well as in their subactions, thus completely
losing the modular relation of a real decomposition of actions. This implies a lose in expressiveness in real-world
problems and, therefore, most HTN based planners do not satisfy the USP. One might think that if USP is not
satisfied, then completeness of decompositional planning algorithms may be put in risk in those situations in
which the algorithm bactracks but, actually, it depends on the representation of the final solution.
When the solution to a problem is seen as the lowest level plan, i.e., a primitive plan, then hierarchical planning
methods may be seen as another heuristic to improve the efficiency of planning, that is, a different way to arrive
at a one-level plan which solves a planning problem. In these cases completeness may be lost since in some
domains, there can be a primitive solution but no abstract solutions and thus a backtracking criterium based on
the nonexistence of abstract solutions would not be enough. On the opposite, when a solution to a problem needs
a complete hierarchy of valid plans where every abstract plan is completely autonomous and operational, and it
is used as a modularization tool for lower level plans, then the nonexistence of any abstract solution impedes the
existence of a complete hierarchy of valid plans and it can be used as a sound backtracking criterium.
Another property related to USP is the Downward Refinement Property (DRP) [2,3]. The DRP states that if a
non-abstract, concrete level solution to the planning problem exists, then any abstract solution can be refined to a
concrete solution without backtracking across abstraction levels. This property is also hard to satisfy in real-world
problems. Its fulfilment implies a drastic improvement in efficiency since a hierarchical planner does not need to
backtrack between abstraction levels, but in order to do that, there cannot be more than one decomposition for every
compound action. This is also very restrictive for real-world problems in which the need to represent alternative
decompositions has been widely recognized as a key requirement [16,20].
2.5 Consistency of causal structures through abstraction levels
This last issue consists of reusing the set of causal links established at some abstraction level i as a guide to refine
a plan at level i + 1. When every causal link established at level i is somehow “inherited” at level i + 1 then a
hierarchical planner is said to satisfy the Monotonic Property [2,17,23,24]. This property is very important with
respect to the attainment of efficiency and consistency of the planning process:
– The efficiency may be improved since the reuse of causal links which have been established at higher levels
avoids the redundancy of the planning process in the sense that flaws previously solved at higher levels do not
need to be reconsidered again at every lower level. Furthermore, unsolvable threats may be detected earlier to
prune dead-end branches.
– From the point of view of the consistency of the planning process, it would not be easily understandable that
any action in a plan at some level could contradict any causal relation previously established at any previous
level despite of the correctness of that plan in its own level of abstraction.
Therefore, a hierarchical planning model for real-world problems should satisfy this semantic property. In the
case of abstraction hierarchies, this property directly holds, due to the abstraction formalism and independently of
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the planning process followed, either ABSTRIPS [3,17] or ABTWEAK [24]. HTN based models provide the means to
inherit causal links between abstraction levels, but once again, they must be hand-coded during domain descriptions
[23] decreasing the autonomy of the planner, whereas in other decompositional models this issue is not addressed
[12,13,25].
Next section will show the main contribution of this paper and how it provides helpful advances in every issue
discussed in this section with respect to both non decompositional and decompositional approaches to planning for
real-world problems.

3 A hybrid model for real-world problem solving
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Figure1. Primitive and Compound agents.
In our model a domain is represented as a compositional hierarchy of agents (see Figure 1), i.e., an agent
hierarchy with different levels of abstraction such that high-level agents (compound agents) are composed by
lower-level agents. Leaf nodes of the hierarchy are primitive agents, which represent real world entities able to act.
We can find many real applications which fit into these features [22] (robot planning and control [1], manufacturing
systems [6,19] or aerospace applications [12]).
Every agent g of a compositional hierarchy is represented by means of its properties (name and variables) and
its behaviour. The behaviour is modeled as a finite automaton in which every action a of g is represented by a set
of requirements, Req(a), which must be satisfied in order to achieve a correct execution of the action, and a set of
effects, Efs(a), which include the change of state produced by a over the agent g (we note Ag(a) the agent which an
action a belongs to). In order to achieve an adequate expressiveness for real-world planning, the model of actions
embodies two fundamental features:
– Actions are considered as intervals, that is, every action a of an agent g executes over an interval, [a; End(a)℄,
defined from a until the next change of state of g , produced by another action of the same agent, End(a).
– The set of requirements is divided into a set of condition types to represent different ways for preconditioning
an action (see [7,8] for more details).
Actions in a compositional hierarchy may be primitive actions, if they are executed by primitive agents, or
compound actions, if they are executed by compound agents. Both action types share the same structure, but
compound actions, which are represented at a higher level of abstraction, additionally include a set of expansion
methods, which are used to decompose them into subactions. Details about this decomposition mechanism will be
described later in Section 3.2.
Remaining sections are devoted to explain in more detail our hybrid model, and to show how the key issues of
known hierarchical models, shown in Section 2, may be improved in order to solve real-world problems.
3.1 Abstraction formalism
As opposite to the formalisms described in Section 2.1, the abstraction formalism of our hybrid approach is behaviour oriented, that is, the abstraction is centered on the behaviour of compound agents in such a way that the
behaviour of high level agents is a more abstract representation of the behaviour of their components.
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Firstly, the knowledge of a compound agent and the knowledge of its components are related by means of
the Interface of the compound agent [6] (noted as Intg ). This is a set of simple association rules used to map
literals, variables and states of an agent into literals, variables and states of its components. This mechanism allows
an expert to easily describe and relate actions and literals of agents at different levels with a different semantic
granularity, such that sets of literals and actions at different abstraction levels are also different.
Secondly, in order to articulate levels of abstraction downwards, during the planning process, we have defined
an articulation function [6,15]. This function (noted as fg ) is a domain independent mechanism defined for every
compound agent g which uses its interface to translate every literal into a new level of abstraction. Hence, every
literal l=(N x1 : : : xn ) at level i, in the description of a compound action 1 of a compound agent g , is translated
into a set of literals of level i + 1, whose arguments are consistent with the new level of abstraction. These literals
are built according to these rules:
– If there is a rule in Intg which specifically associates l to a set of literals, then fg (l) returns that set.
– Otherwise, the literal is translated component by component, i.e., fg (l) returns the single set f (Intg (n)
Intg (x1 ) : : : Intg (xn ))g
– Finally, if there is no semantic correspondence in the next abstraction level for l, fg (l) returns the empty set.
Both the articulation function and the interface of compound agents may be used to relate knowledge at different granularities. The knowledge of a compound agent, with a lower granularity, may be translated into the
knowledge of its constituent agents, with a greater granularity.
Additionally, there is a sort of assisting tool for domain descriptions: an expert may describe a domain as a
compositional hierarchy from an existing class library of predefined agents which also contains predefined agent
interfaces. That is, rules contained in interfaces may be easily reused, simplifying the process of domain encoding.
This abstraction mechanism provides a real abstraction of knowledge since actions and literals in the hierarchy are represented at different granularity levels, but related between them. As a result, the amount of syntactic
constraints which must be observed during the domain description stage is reduced. There is no need to distribute
preconditions and effects at lower abstraction levels since this knowledge will be translated by the articulation
function. Moreover, a human domain designer only has to specify which are the components of a compound agent
and, if needed, to specialize some agents by introducing domain specific knowledge.
As will be seen later, this formalism is able to maintain an HTN-like expressiveness, but with a simpler domain
description process which reduces human decision making at early stages.
3.2 Decomposition Mechanism
Every compound action of every agent at level i, contains a set of expansion methods fm0 ; m1 ; : : :g where every
method mj;j>0 is a set of literals at level i + 1 which represent subgoals to be achieved by actions of agents at the
next level i + 1. This set of literals will be noted as Decomp( ) and they are a semantically equivalent representation
of the effects of at level i + 1.
From the point of view of a human at the domain description stage, it must be taken into account that every
compound action contains a default expansion method, m0 , whose literals are the result of applying fg to every
literal in the set of effects of . Moreover, in most cases this method has shown to be expressive enough to describe
how a compound action may be decomposed.
The decomposition mechanism is a dynamic process, performed at planning time, which decomposes a compound action at level i following these two steps:
1. Determine the set of literals at the next level i + 1 which have to be achieved by actions of agents at that level.
It may be obtained from m0 , without any additional knowledge, or by means of another alternative method. .
2. Determine, by means of POP-based techniques, the set of actions such that either they satisfy those literals
generated by or they contribute to their establishment. These actions will make up the real decomposition of
.
This decomposition process preserves the expressiveness of decomposition rules of other models, that is, it
allows for alternative action decompositions, with different grain size. Additionally, it improves decomposition
mechanisms discussed in Section 2.2 in the sense that it does not require to know the modular decomposition
1
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Greek letters represent higher level actions and latin letters lower level actions.

of every compound action, prior to the planning process, and in most cases the only required knowledge is the
interface of every compound agent, covering much better requirements of simplicity and autonomy.
Another feature of this mechanism is that the correctness of a decomposition does not have to be checked
“a priori” by hand. Instead of this, this task is shifted into the planning process who becomes the responsible to
dynamically check the correctness of every decomposition at every level of abstraction.
3.3 Semantic validity of decompositions
A key issue in the previously described decomposition process is that it allows to shift the task of determining the
set of subactions which corresponds to a compound action into the planner, while preserving semantic correctness.
This feature leads to define a modularization relationship between two plans at different levels of abstraction. In
the following we will introduce some fundamental concepts that, finally, will allow us to define what we consider
a valid decomposition as a correct modularization relationship.
Modularization relationships In our compositional hierarchy we use two functions, Sub( ) and Scope(a), to
represent hierarchical relationships “is composed by” and “is part of” respectively, so we say that a Sub( )
= Scope(a). Function Scope(a) (Figure 2) gathers the general criteria that a hierarchical planer has to take into
account to dynamically find the set of subactions a1 ; a2 : : : : of a compound action . It takes as input an action
a, from a plan i at level i, which satisfies a literal l from the same level, and it decides which is the scope of a,
that is, the compound action at the inmediately higher level which contains the action a in its decomposition.

f

S

Scope(a)
Sat
IF 9 = a !l; l 2 Decomp(

2

g

,

)

f 1 ; : : : ; n g such that a Sat
!li ; li 2 Decomp( i )
= Non Deterministically Choose One Of Firstf 1 ; : : : ; n g
Sat
E LSE Let fa1 ; : : : ; an g such that a !li ; li 2 Req(ai )
Let = Non Deterministically Choose One Of FirstfScope(a1 ); : : : ; Scope(an )g
T HEN Let
Let

Return

Figure2. Function Scope
Summarizing, the scope of an action a is a higher level action

if one of the following conditions holds:

f

g

f

g

a establishes several literals generated by different higher level actions, 1 ; : : : ; n , and is one of the first
actions of this set (function First returns a set of actions for which no other actions precede them in the set of
actions used as argument). It must be said that a same action may contribute to different higher level actions
but it is assigned to only one of them.
– a establishes several requirements of a set of actions at its same level, a1 ; : : : ; an , and is one of the first
scopes of this set of actions.

–

This definition is based on literal satisfaction, so it is possible to dynamically generate, at planning time by
means of POP-based techniques, the set of subactions for a given compound action at level i. Moreover, functions
Scope(a) and Sub( ) establish a modularization relationship between plans at two consecutive abstraction levels,
such that every action in a plan at level i is mapped into a set of actions of a plan at the next level i + 1.
Taking into account the terms of this definition, POP-based causal link management is the natural way to
dynamically guarantee a valid causality between the subactions of a compound action.
Correct modularization relationships In order to guarantee a correct modularization relationship, high-level
effects of a compound action at level i should not be deleted by any of its subactions at level i + 1. The set
of literals Decomp( ), generated at level i + 1 by the above described decomposition mechanism of , are a
semantically equivalent representation of the effects of at level i, therefore these are actually the literals which
should be protected at level i + 1.
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The new concept of hybrid causal link is used to protect these literals. In order to understand how a hybrid
causal link is represented, and its semantic implications, it is necessary to know the extended representation of a
causal link used in our model, which embodies the notion of actions interval, a more suitable representation for
real-world domains [7,8].
l
A causal link [a!b; ℄ is a structure used for representing that a requirement l of an action b has been satisfied
by another action a and this has to be protected during the action interval [a; ℄ and is not necessarily End(a). So,
l
an action a0 threatens a causal link [a!b; ℄, when a0 deletes l and the interval [a; ℄ is unordered with respect to
the interval [a0 ; End(a0 )℄2
Definition 1 (Hybrid causal link.) A hybrid causal link at level i is a structure represented as [a
–
–
–

and are two compound actions at level i 1 which belong to a causal link [
l is a literal at level i generated by , at level i 1, such that l 2 fAg( ) (r).
a is an action which satisfies l and = Scope(a).

!r ;

℄

!l ;

at level i

℄,

where

1.

2

A hybrid causal link describes that a literal generated by and satisfied by some subaction a of has to be
protected from any other threatening action a0 , at the same level than a , which could delete that literal. Thus, a
hybrid causal link will be used to detect and solve a hybrid threat, an analogous concept to that of classic threat
which takes into account the existence of causal links at different abstraction levels.
Definition 2 (Hybrid Threat.) An action a0 produces a hybrid threat to a hybrid causal link [a
i)
ii)

a Del
!l
[a ; End(a )℄ is unordered with respect to [a;

!l ;

0

0

0

℄

when

2

℄

Finally, based on these concepts of hybrid causal link and hybrid threats we are able to establish what we consider a correct modularization relationship. A correct modularization between two plans at consecutive abstraction
levels exists when there are no hybrid threats within the scope of any compound action, that is, when any effect of
a compound action is not deleted by any of its subactions.
Therefore, any modularization relationship must satisfy that

6 9a ; a 2 Sub( ); such that a
0

0

produces a hybrid threat to a hybrid causal link [a

!l ;

℄.

The definition of a correct modularization relationship is a particular case of a hybrid threat in which the
threatening action and the causal link belong to the same scope. It allows a planner to decide which decompositions
are correct and also to establish the order relations and causal links between its subactions, both dynamically.
Moreover, from the point of view of a human domain designer, the planner will be able to modularize the actions
of one level with respect to the actions of a higher level, a task which is only carried out by humans in HTN
methods.
This procedure to dynamically identify valid decompositions of actions allows for an increase of autonomy
of the planner and a greater simplicity of domains descriptions, since the knowledge which identifies these valid
decompositions does not have to be provided during domain coding. Instead, this knowledge is “distilled” during
the planning process.
3.4 The planning process
The goal of the planning process is obtaining a hierarchical plan which correctly describes the behaviour of a compositional hierarchy of agents at different levels of abstraction. A solution to a problem is a hierarchical plan, that
is, a sequence of plans fS 1 : : : S n g at different abstraction levels, where every plan S i must be a valid solution
at level i, which will be called a level i partial solucion, since it describes the behaviour of agents at level i. The
lowest level plan is completely made up of primitive actions, and every plan at level i has a correct modularization relationship with respect to the plan at the next abstraction level i + 1. The algorithm which generates such
hierarchical and modular plans is shown in Figure 3.
2
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Two intervals are unordered when their limits are unordered [8].

HYBIS(Domain, Agenda, H-Plan)
IF Agenda is empty AND IsPrimitivePlan(H-Plan[CurrentLevel])
THEN RETURN H-Plan
ELSE L ET Flaw = SelectFlaw(Agenda)
IF Flaw consists on a hierarchical refinement
THEN RETURN REFINE(Domain, Flaw, Agenda, H-Plan)
ELSE RETURN GENERATE(Domain, Flaw, Agenda, H-Plan)
REFINE(Domain, , Agenda, H-Plan)
L ET Methods = HowToRefine?( , Domain, H-Plan )
W HILE Methods is not empty
L ET m = ExtractExpansionMethod(Methods)
Insert(m, Plan-H])
L ET Result = HYBIS(Domain, Agenda, H-Plan)
IF Result = FAIL T HEN R ETURN Result
R ETURN FAIL

6

GENERATE(Domain, Flaw, Agenda, H-Plan)
L ET Alternatives = HowToDoIt?(Flaw, Domain, H-Plan )
W HILE Alternatives is not empty
L ET How = Extract(Alternatives)
DoIt(How, Domain, Agenda, H-Plan)
L ET Result = HYBIS(Domain, Agenda, H-Plan)
IF Result = FAIL T HEN R ETURN Result
R ETURN FAIL

Figure3. A hierarchical hybrid algorithm based on hierarchical
finement.

6

HTN -like

refinement and generative

POP -like

re-

This algorithm synthesizes a hierarchical plan by generating and refining a set of plans at different levels of
abstraction. Every plan S i describes the behaviour of a set of agents at the same level, and it may be considered a
complete solution to a level i problem or a partial solution to the whole problem.
The highest level plan, S 1 , is obtained by generative techniques, and every plan S i , for i > 1, is obtained by
means of a hybrid process which interleaves hierarchical (function REFINE) and generative (function GENERATE) refinements. Function REFINE performs the step 1 described in Section 3.2, that is, it decomposes every
compound action into a set of literals by any of its existing methods and then it inserts these literals in the plan.
Function GENERATE performs the step 2 described in Section 3.2 taking into account the validity of decompositions described in Section 3.3. That is, it satisfies every literal by means of generative techniques and establishes
a correct modularization relationship between every compound action and its subactions. Function GENERATE
is based on a non-hierarchical POCL planner described in [8].
The process ends when all of the actions in the current plan are primitive actions and that plan has been correctly
modularized.
Next, we will discuss the key issues of backtracking between levels of abstraction, and the consistency of causal
structure through levels of abstraction.

3.5 Backtracking between abstraction levels.
In the algorithm described in Figure 3, backtracking between abstraction levels is done when there is no possibility
to generate a plan S i modular and causally correct with respect to S i 1 as seen in Section 3.3. It must be said that,
taking into account the type of solutions obtained by our approach, backtracking between abstraction levels has no
negative effect over the completeness of the algorithm, as discussed in Section 2.4.
A solution is not a primitive plan, as in most HTN approaches, but a complete hierarchical and modular plan,
that is a sequence of plans fS 1 : : : S n g, where the lowest level plan is completely made up of primitive actions,
every plan S i is a partial solution at level i and it has a correct modularization relationship with respect to the plan
at the next abstraction level i + 1. Hence, if there is no partial solution at some abstraction level, then there is no
possibility to obtain such a complete hierarchy of valid plans, despite of the existence of any later primitive partial
solution. Therefore, in these situations, the need to obtain a complete hierarchy of plans leads to backtrack to the
previous abstraction level to continue the search for alternative refinements. Given that a solution is a complete
hierarchy of plans, as opossite to most HTN approaches in which a solution is a primitve plan, a backtracking
criterium based on the contrapositve of USP does not put in risk the completeness of the algorithm.
As can be seen, the usefulness of the USP to backtrack between abstraction levels in real-world planning
depends on how a correct solution is defined. However, our experience in solving real-world planning cases points
to an interesting role of this property in domain validation, which will be outlined in Section 4.
Finally, next section will be devoted to show the monotonicity of the causal structure through different abstraction levels.
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3.6 Consistency of causal structures through abstraction levels.
In our hybrid model, a plan S i inherits the causal link structure generated in the plan S i 1 by means of a dynamic
process at planning time. This process is based on reusing the high level structure of causal links, taking into
account the inheritance rules shown in Figure 4.
RULE 1:
A causal link [

!r ;

Ag( ) (r) 6= NIL ,
l
has associated a hybrid causal link [a ! ; ℄ in S i if
i) l 2 f
Ag( ) (r)
Sat
ii) a !l
℄ from

Si

1

, such that f

RULE 2:

A hybrid causal link [a

!l ; ℄ from S i
!l b; ℄ in S i if

has associated a causal link [a
i) b Sub( )

2
Sat
ii) a !l; l 2 Req(b)

Figure4. Inheritance rules of causal links

This monotonic inheritance of higher-level causal structures is used to detect and solve hybrid threats. These
hybrid threats represent a violation of a causal link established at level i by an action at level i + 1 and they will
become a classic threat at level i + 1 when all of the actions at level i had been decomposed. Hence, unsolvable
hybrid threats, which will later become unsolvable classic threats, may be used for an early detection of dead-end
branches and backtracking before all of the decompositions have been completed.
In summary, this inheritance of causal structures not only provides a greater expressiveness, since it is the basis
of the dynamic decomposition mechanism, but it also provides a greater efficiency, since it allows for an early
detection of some unsolvable threats exploiting the knowledge synthesized at previous levels.

4 Conclusions
In this work we have shown some advances in hierarchical planning which overwhelm a set of shortcomings on
known hierarchical models, and we have presented a discussion on the adequacy of hierarchical planning properties
for real-world planning, on the basis of a hybrid planning approach developed to solve real-world problems.
Space precludes to justify our proposal with an appropriate experimentation. It must be said that our model
has been extensively used for the automatic synthesis of hierarchical control programs for manufacturing systems
in which simple domain descriptions and modularity relations play a very important role. This experimentation is
being carried out in close collaboration with experts on industrial domains within a research project, and it will
appear in other paper in preparation.
In any case, all of the improvements which have been proposed have a common basis: the abstraction formalism based on the articulation function. This abstraction formalism allows for a high accomplishment of formerly
enumerated requirements (see Table 1 for more details):
– Simplicity: it reduces human effort on syntactic constraints observance and decision making, at domain description stage.
– Autonomy and expressiveness: it provides the basis for a dynamic action decomposition process performed at
planning time and it allows to obtain “ready-to-use” plans which describe the behaviour of a compositional
hierarchy of agents.
– Soundness and completeness: it also provides the basis for dynamically checking the semantic correctness
through plan levels with different semantic granularity, while preserving completeness.
– Efficiency: the inheritance of causal structures provides the means for an intensive reuse of the knowledge
embedded in higher levels. This reuse of higher level knowledge produces a great benefit on the efficiency
and, in addition, it allows for a more understandable planning process from the point of view of a human.
On the other hand, we have also discussed the adequacy of known hierarchical planning properties for realworld problem solving. In summary, the DRP is too restrictive and it leads to reduce expressiveness for real world
problems. However, we have shown that the Monotonic Property is very useful for real-world planning. In particular, we have introduced a new mechanism which monotonically inherits causal structures between plans at
different abstraction levels, which are represented at different semantic granularity by changing the representation
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language. Finally, we have shown that USP may be used to bactrack between abstraction levels without putting in
risk the completeness of our hybrid algorithm. This is because the type of solution needed in our approach is not
a primitive plan, but a complete hierarchy of plans. However, the accomplishment of this property is still useful
during domain description process, from a knowledge engineering perspective.
Although the completeness of the planning algorithm could be formally proven, it is always possible to describe
a hierarchical domain with no partial solution at some abstract level, but with a partial solution at ground level.
This means that the USP is an inherent property to every hierarchical domain, whose accomplishment is necessary
to prevent the description of bad domains. However, it could be argued that there could be some feedback between
the planning process and the domain description process, such that the planner could be able to detect and suggest
some domain coding errors. This strategy could be implemented by means of a mixed initiative planning process,
such that the planner would inform the expert about the circumstances which invalidate the execution of actions at
a given level (for instance, a unsolvable threat could mean a deadlock between two agents). This situation would
interrupt the hierarchical refinement process until a redefinition of conditions at that abstraction level had been
done.
This mixed initiative process could provide the basis for a dynamic knowledge validation, at different levels of
abstraction, during the planning process. But it must be said that such as mixed initiative redefinition process, at
a single level of abstraction, is only operative with an abstraction formalism like the one presented here, since it
needs a completely differentiated representation at every abstraction level, otherwise this redefinition should also
be propagated into lower level representations.
At present we are developing an intelligent digital assistant for the interactive development of industrial control
programs on the basis of this hybrid model.
Abstraction formalism Decomp. mechanism
Literal Oriented Abstraction. Same set of
Non-Dec. Models literals for every level. No
Hierarchies may be
self-generated.
Action Oriented Abstraction. Same set of
Decomp. Models literals for every level.
Syntactic constraints
about actions literals.

Hybrid Model

Decomp. validity

No

Backtracking

C.Links Inherit.

Monotonic
Always correct. Sat- Satisfy
Prop. Direct inheriisfy USP,DRP.
tance.

Reduction schemes.
Directly inherited or
Need extra knowl- It is restricted by hand
USP depends on UMS. restricted at domain
edge. Total or partial at domain description.
description.
description.

Behavior Oriented Abstraction. Granularity Default
expansion
levels of knowledge. method. No need of
No syntactic con- extra knowledge.
straints about actions
literals.

All the decision taken
on planning time. Correct modularization relationship.

Hybrid c.links are
Correct, due to solubuilt
at
planning
tion features. Mixed
time. Causal inheriinitiative may help to
tance with change of
accomplish USP.
language.

Table1. Characteristics of hierarchical planinng
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Abstra t. Many s heduling systems assume a stati

environment within

whi h a s hedule will be exe uted. The real world is not so stable: mahines break down, operations take longer to exe ute than expe ted, and
orders may be added or

an eled. One approa h to dealing with su h

disruptions is to generate robust s hedules: s hedules that are able to
absorb some level of unexpe ted events without res heduling. In this paper we investigate three te hniques for generating robust s hedules based
on the insertion of temporal sla k. Simulation-based results indi ate that
the two novel te hniques out-perform the existing temporal prote tion
te hnique both in terms of produ ing s hedules with low simulated tardiness and in produ ing s hedules that better predi t the level of simulated
tardiness.
Keywords: Robustness, Un ertainty, S heduling, Heuristi s

1

Introdu tion

Based on a eld study of a number of job shops, M Kay et al. [MSB88℄ omment
that \the [stati job shop℄ problem de nition is so far removed from job-shop
reality that perhaps a di erent name for the resear h should be onsidered". In
parti ular, they found that modern s heduling te hnology failed to adequately
address s heduling in un ertain, dynami environments.
There are two general approa hes to dealing with un ertainty in s heduling. Whereas rea tive te hniques address the problem of how to re over from a
disruption on e it has o urred, pro-a tive s heduling onstru ts s hedules that
a ount for statisti al knowledge of un ertainty. One way of a hieving this is
by generating robust s hedules, that is, a s hedule with \the ability to satisfy
performan e requirements predi tably in an un ertain environment" [LP91℄.
In this paper, we explore sla k-based te hniques for robust s heduling. The
entral idea behind sla k-based te hniques is to provide ea h a tivity with extra time to exe ute so that some level of un ertainty an be absorbed without
res heduling. We de ne the amount sla k for an a tivity, A, as follows:
(1)
A = lftA estA + durA
Where estA and lftA are respe tively the earliest start time and latest nish
time of a tivity A and durA is the duration of a tivity A.
sla k
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Three sla k-based te hniques are examined in this paper. The rst, temporal
prote tion [Gao95℄, adds sla k to an a tivity before s heduling. The original
duration of ea h a tivity is extended and then this prote ted duration is used
during s heduling. Two novel te hniques are introdu ed here:
{ Time window sla k (TWS): Rather than extending the durations of a tivities, this te hnique modi es the problem de nition to ensure that ea h a tivity will have at least a spe i ed amount of sla k. The advantage of this
approa h over temporal prote tion is that the amount of sla k for ea h a tivity an be reasoned about during the problem solving rather than being
\hidden" inside the prote ted duration.
{ Fo used time window sla k (FTWS): TWS and temporal prote tion spe ify
the amount of sla k required for ea h a tivity before problem solving. In
FTWS, the amount of sla k for ea h a tivity depends on where along the
temporal horizon an a tivity is s heduled. The intuition is that the later in
the s hedule an a tivity is exe uted, the more likely it is to have a disruptive
event o ur before its exe ution and, therefore, the more sla k is needed.

2 Problem De nition
The problem addressed here is the job shop s heduling problem with release and
due dates, ma hine breakdowns, and the optimization riteria of minimization
of the sum of job tardiness.
Ea h job is omposed of a set of totally ordered a tivities. Ea h job, j , has
a release date, rd(j ), and a due date, dd(j ). The former is the earliest time
an a tivity in the job an exe ute and the latter is the latest time that the
last a tivity in the job should nish exe ution. Ea h a tivity requires a single
resour e (also referred to as a ma hine) and has a prede ned duration during
whi h it must be the only a tivity exe uting on its required resour e. On e an
a tivity has begun exe ution it annot be pre-empted by another a tivity.
The goal is to sequen e the a tivities on ea h resour e su h that the order
within ea h job is respe ted and that the sum of the job tardiness is minimized.
More formally, given C (j ), the ompletion time for the last a tivity in job j , we
seek to minimize max(0; C (j ) dd(j )) over all jobs in a problem.
To represent un ertainty, some ma hines are subje t to breakdowns. During
a breakdown, a ma hine annot pro ess any a tivities and any a tivity whi h was
exe uting on the ma hine at the time of breakdown is stopped and then resumed
from the point where it was stopped after the ma hine has been repaired. Statisti al hara teristi s of ma hine breakdowns are known.1 We assume normal
distributions parameterized by:
{ tbf (R): the mean time between failure of resour e R
{ tbf (R): the standard deviation in time between failure on R
{ dt (R): the mean down time (or duration of breakdown) on R
{ dt (R): the standard deviation in down time on R

P

1
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In a produ tion s heduling domain, su h hara teristi s may be supplied by the
manufa turer and/or may be based on shop oor operational history.

3

Temporal Prote tion

Temporal prote tion [Gao95℄ is a prepro essing te hnique whi h extends the
duration of ea h a tivity based on the un ertainty statisti s of the resour e on
whi h it exe utes.2
Resour es that have a non-zero probability of breakdown are designated as
breakable resour es. The durations of a tivities requiring breakable resour es
is extended to provide extra time with whi h to ope with a breakdown. The
s heduling problem with prote ted durations is then solved with standard s heduling te hniques.
The intuition behind the extension of durations is that during s hedule exe ution, the prote ted durations provide sla k time whi h an be used in the
event of ma hine breakdown. For instan e, in Figure 1, a tivities A and B are
sequen ed to exe ute onse utively on a breakable resour e. The length of the
white box represents the original duration of the a tivities while the shaded box
represents the extension due to temporal prote tion. If the ma hine breaks down
while a tivity A is exe uting, the extra time within the prote ted duration an
be used to absorb the breakdown. If the breakdown lasts no longer than the
available prote tion, its e e t will not be felt in the rest of the s hedule. If the
breakdown lasts longer, some rea tive approa h must be taken to restore onsisten y to the s hedule. If no breakdown o urs during the exe ution of a tivity A,
then a tivity B an start earlier: the sla k provided by the temporal prote tion
for A is available for use by a tivity B .
Activity A

Activity B

time

Example of a temporally prote ted s hedule, with white boxes representing the
original duration and grey boxes representing the extended durations.

Fig. 1.

A key issue is the amount of temporal prote tion added to ea h a tivity.
Too mu h prote tion will result in a poor quality but highly robust s hedule.
Too little prote tion will also result in a poor quality s hedule exe ution if a
breakdown o urs. The approa h taken by Gao extends the duration so as to
amortize the breakdown over a number of a tivities.
More formally, given an a tivity, A, that requires a breakable resour e, R,
temporal prote tion de nes a prote ted duration for A, durA;tp , where tp denotes
temporal prote tion, as follows:
2

We present a simpli ed des ription of temporal prote tion in the ase that ea h a tivity requires only one resour e. For a formulation for multiple resour e requirements
see [Gao95℄.
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durA;tp = durA +

durA

 (R)
tbf



dt

(R)

(2)

The equation spe i es that the prote ted duration of an a tivity A is its
original duration plus the duration of breakdowns that are expe ted to o ur
during the exe ution of A.

4

Time Window Sla k

By extending a tivity durations in a prepro essing step, temporal prote tion
transforms the original problem to a new problem that an be solved with any
s heduling te hnique. We onje ture, however, that the prepro essing has a disadvantage in that during s heduling the amount of sla k added to ea h a tivity
annot be dire tly reasoned about. This an lead to situations where it is impossible to share sla k between a tivities even when no resour e breakdowns have
o urred. Indeed, the laim that a tivity B in Figure 1 an start exe ution early
if there is no breakdown during or before a tivity A is an over-simpli ation.
For example, in Figure 2 we introdu e a third a tivity, C , whi h exe utes on a
non-breakable resour e and so has no temporal prote tion. A tivity B must exe ute after a tivity C , and sin e a tivity C nishes exe ution later than a tivity
A, the earliest start time of B is the end time of C . The temporal prote tion
represented by the extension of the duration of a tivity A is not available for
use by a tivity B as B annot start earlier than the end time of C .
Activity A

Activity B

Activity C
time
Fig. 2. A situation where the temporal prote tion

A

and

B

annot be shared between a tivities

.

To avoid su h situations, we propose the time window sla k (TWS) approa h
whi h reasons dire tly about the sla k time available for an a tivity during problem solving. Rather than in luding this sla k as part of the a tivity duration,
we expli itly reason about it by adding a relation to the problem de nition that
spe i es that s hedules must have suÆ ient sla k time for ea h a tivity.
The advantage of this approa h is that there is more information about a tivity sla k during the problem solving. In a situation su h as the one in Figure 2,
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we are able to dete t that the sla k of a tivity A annot be shared with a tivity
B . If there is still suÆ ient sla k in the s hedule after a tivity B , we still may be
able to generate a valid s hedule. If not, we must ba ktra k and ontinue sear h.
The amount of sla k for ea h a tivity is still riti al for the generation of
a robust s hedule. Using a tsR to denote the set of all a tivities exe uting on
resour e R, the required sla k for a tivity A 2 a tsR is:

sla kA 

PB2a ts

R durB

 dt (R)
(3)
tbf (R)
The required sla k for an a tivity under TWS is onsiderably larger than the
duration extension in temporal prote tion. Indeed, the amount of sla k on ea h
a tivity is equal to the sum of the durations of all the expe ted breakdowns on
R. This di eren e is be ause we expe t the sla k on all a tivities on a resour e
to be shared. If the sla k is ompletely shared then the total sla k on a breakable resour e is approximately equal (given integer rounding) to the sum of the
durations extensions in temporal prote tion.
The relation in inequality 3 is somewhat problemati for standard s heduling
approa hes: no solution whi h assigns start times to a tivities an satisfy it unless
the left-hand side evaluates to 0. The very a t of assigning a start time for es
the sla k (as de ned in equation 1) to be 0. Therefore, rather than being able
to use arbitrary s heduling te hniques, we must use s heduling te hniques that
reason about the order of a tivities on resour es. Fortunately, su h te hniques
are not un ommon (e.g., [SC93,BF00℄).
5

Fo used Time Window Sla k

Neither temporal prote tion nor TWS take into a ount the pla ement of a tivities on the s heduling horizon. For example, onsider s heduling a newly repaired
ma hine whose tbf (R) is 1000 days and whose tbf (R) is 50 days. Given the
negligible probability of a breakdown before day 800, it does not seem worthwhile to fo us on making the s hedule more robust before this time. Fo used
time window sla k (FTWS) uses the un ertainty statisti s to fo us the sla k on
areas of the horizon that are more likely to need it to deal with a breakdown.
The probability distribution, P (N (tbf (R); tbf (R))  t), allows us to ompute the probability that a breakdown event will o ur at or before time t. An
approximation of this urve an be eÆ iently omputed using standard statistial te hniques. This urve is used to determine the amount of sla k an a tivity
should have given the basi intuition that the higher the probability of a breakdown o urring before the exe ution an a tivity, the greater the amount of sla k.
The sla k for an a tivity is omputed as a fun tion of the probability that a
breakdown will o ur before or during the exe ution of the a tivity and of the
expe ted breakdown duration. If the tbf (R) for a ma hine is mu h less than the
s heduling horizon, the possibility of multiple breakdowns must be onsidered.
We do this by onsidering the ases for ea h breakdown, nb, separately. First,
we assume that at time 0 the ma hine has just been maintained. For ea h value
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of nb = 1::M , where M is a large number, we ompute the expe ted time that
the nb-th breakdown will o ur as:

(nb) = (nb  tbf (R)) + ((nb

1)  dt (R))

(4)

We al ulate the standard deviation of the time for nb breakdowns as:
2
(nb) = ((nb  tbf
(R)) + ((nb

2
1)  dt
(R))) 2
1

(5)

These al ulations onstitute an abuse of the entral limit theorem: the random variables representing the breakdown events are not independent. This alulation is an approximation and future work will examine a more sophisti ated
statisti al analysis.
We use the statisti s for nb breakdowns to al ulate the P (N ((nb);  (nb)) 
t) urve estimating the probability that nb breakdowns will o ur before a parti ular time t. The amount of sla k time required for an a tivity exe uting at a
parti ular time point t on resour e R is:

sla kA (t; R) 

XM P N  nb ;  nb

nb=1

( ( (

)

(

))  t)  dt (R)

(6)

As with TWS, we add relation 6 to the problem model as a pruning rule.

6

Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate the three robustness te hniques we run a simulation-based experiment. Ea h problem is solved to optimality: an ordering of the a tivities on ea h
resour e is found that minimizes the sum of the tardiness of the jobs. A simulation of the \exe ution" of ea h s hedule under un ertainty is then performed.
The problem sets used in our experiments were onstru ted as follows. Ten
6  6 job shop problems with un orrelated durations were onstru ted using a job
shop problem generator [WBHW99℄. For ea h problem, T LB , the lower bound
on the makespan due to Taillard [Tai93℄, was al ulated. The release dates for
ea h job were assigned by randomly hoosing a time (with uniform probability)
from the interval [0; TLB
8 ℄. Standard temporal propagation was then performed
to provide a lower-bound, ddlb (j ), on the due date of ea h job. For ea h original
problem, six problems were then generated by setting the a tual due date of
ea h job to dd(j ) = ddlb (j )  L, where L represents the \looseness" of the due
dates and ranges from 1.0 to 1.5 in steps of 0.1.
For ea h of these 60 problems, we then introdu ed nine levels of un ertainty
based on two un ertainty fa tors: Uma hine , the number of ma hines prone to
failure and Ustat , the magnitude of the un ertainty statisti s. Ea h of the un ertainty fa tors have three levels f1, 2, 3g and the overall level of un ertainty is,
U = 3  (Uma hine 1) + Ustat. This en oding produ es nine levels of un ertainty
divided into three groups. Levels 1-3 have one breakable ma hine, levels 4-6 have
two breakable ma hines, and levels 7-9 have 3 breakable ma hines. Within ea h
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group the likelihood of breakdown on ea h breakable ma hine in reases as the
level in reases.
The statisti al values for ea h level of Ustat are derived as follows for a breakable resour e, R. Given the set of a tivities, a tsR , requiring resour e R, a lowerbound, lb(R) on the latest end time of the a tivities is al ulated:

X

lb(R) = max( min (est ) +
dur ; max (lft ))
(7)
2 R
2 R
2 R
Using lb(R), we de ne,  (R; U ), the mean time between failure for
resour e R, and  (R), the standard deviation time between failure, as follows:
A

A

a ts

A

tbf

a ts

A

A

a ts

A

stat

tbf

lb(R)
lb(R)
;  (R) =
(8)
2Ustat 1 tbf
8
The standard deviation of the down time dt (R) is simply the mean duration
of the a tivities in a tsR while the mean down time, dt (R) is twi e that value.
As we began with 10 problems, 6 values for L, the due date looseness fa tor,
and have a total of 9 ombinations of the un ertainty fa tors, we have a total of
540 test problems.
 (R; U
tbf

6.1

stat

)=

Evaluation Criteria

The evaluation of the s hedules under un ertainty is done using a simulator.
Our optimization fun tion, therefore, has two forms: simulated and predi ted.
Given problem instan e, p, we use T ARD(p; ) to denote the minimal sum of
the tardiness over all jobs in a predi tive s hedule. Similarly, we use T ARD(p; s)
to denote the tardiness of problem instan e p in simulation s.
Given a set of simulations, S , and a set of problems, P , the primary basis of
omparison of our robustness te hniques is the mean simulated tardiness:

MST (P; S ) =

P2
s

2 T ARD(p; s)
jS j  jQj

S;q

Q

(9)

Our se ondary evaluation riteria is the mean absolute di eren e between
the predi ted tardiness and the simulated tardiness.

MAT D(P; S ) =
6.2

P

2 2 jT ARD(p; s) T ARD(p; )j
jS j  jQj

s

S;q

Q

(10)

Results

For ea h test problem and for ea h robustness te hnique (in luding the no prote tion where the un ertainty statisti s were ignored), ea h s heduling problem
was solved to optimality using ILOG OPL Studio 3.1, ILOG S heduler 4.4, and
ILOG Solver 4.4. Solving a single problem to optimality took approximately 10
se onds, regardless of robustness te hnique, on a Pentium II, 300 MHz PC.
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A simulator, written in ILOG OPL Studio 3.1, simulated the exe ution of
ea h s hedule, introdu ing breakdowns based on the spe i ed un ertainty distributions. When a breakdown o urred, the duration of the exe uting a tivity was
extended by the duration of the breakdown. In the temporal prote tion ondition, the prote ted durations were repla ed with the original durations and the
a tivities were left-shifted (subje t to their release dates) before the simulation.
Figure 3 presents the graph of, M S T (P; S ), the mean simulated tardiness
for 100 simulations of ea h problem under ea h robustness te hnique and ea h
ombination of un ertainty fa tors. Ex ept for the highest level of un ertainty,
temporal prote tion results in a higher mean tardiness than is observed even if
the un ertainty information is ignored. This is onsistent with previous experiments with temporal prote tion [Gao95℄. In ontrast, both TWS and FTWS
a hieve a lower mean tardiness than no prote tion a ross all un ertainty levels
with FTWS a hieving slightly lower mean tardiness than TWS.

1400

temporal protection
no protection
ftws
tws

Mean Simulated Tardiness
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Fig. 3.
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The mean simulated tardiness for ea h un ertainty level

Figure 4 presents, M AT D(P; S ) the mean di eren e in the absolute value
between the simulated tardiness and the predi ted tardiness for ea h robustness
te hnique. Here we observe that for low levels of un ertainty, the predi tions of
the TWS, FTWS, and no prote tion te hniques are quite similar. In ontrast,
the temporal prote tion results vary widely: the mean absolute di eren e is four
times greater than that of the other te hniques at un ertainty level 3. As the
level of un ertainty in reases however, we see the mean absolute di eren e for no
prote tion in reasing qui kly while TWS and FTWS results in rease more slowly.
Interestingly, the relative results of temporal prote tion improve signi antly
with in reased un ertainty, a hieving the lowest mean absolute di eren e of all
te hniques at un ertainty levels 7 through 9.
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Mean Absolute Difference in Simulated and Predicted Tardiness
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The mean absolute di eren e between simulated and predi ted tardiness for
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Fig. 4.

7

Dis ussion

There are two goals for robustness te hniques in s heduling. The rst is that
though in building robust s hedules, the overall s hedule quality may be diminished, the a ura y of the predi tive s hedules is in reased. The ability to
better predi t the a tual ompletion time of a job, even if this ompletion time
is tardy is valuable in real world s heduling. The se ond goal is that by taking
un ertainty into a ount, the predi tive s hedule will not only provide more a urate performan e information but will a tually result in better overall s hedule
performan e. This better performan e omes from the fa t that the predi tive
s hedule an a tually be onstru ted using the un ertainty information.
In omparing the robustness te hniques with ignoring un ertainty information, we see that all te hniques a hieve the rst goal with the ex eption of temporal prote tion at low levels of un ertainty. At un ertainly levels above level
3, the absolute di eren e between the simulated and predi ated tardiness (Figure 4) is approximately two times smaller when the un ertainty is taken into
a ount. These di eren es are not apparent at lower levels of un ertainty and,
indeed, temporal prote tion performs very badly at level 3.
TWS and FTWS also a hieve the se ond goal: Figure 3 shows that the simulated tardiness for the TWS and FTWS solutions is less than that for the
solutions with no prote tion. Ex ept for high level of un ertainty, temporal prote tion does not result in better overall s hedules.
Looking more deeply at the experimental results, we see two interesting phenomenon. First, when only one ma hine is breakable (i.e., levels 1-3) the no prote tion ondition performs almost as well (and in some ases better) than TWS
and FTWS on both mean simulated tardiness and mean absolute di eren e measures. This is not terribly surprising as, at low levels of tardiness, breakdowns
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are less disruptive: unless the breakdown o urs during an a tivity that is on a
riti al path3 some of the breakdown will be absorbed by the naturally o urring
sla k. Furthermore, with low levels of un ertainty, the level of sla k required in
the TWS and FTWS onditions is small. The a tivity sequen es in the optimal
solutions in the no prote tion ondition will therefore be quite similar to those
of TWS and FTWS. Similar sequen es will lead to similar simulated tardiness
results.
The se ond phenomenon is that while temporal prote tion performs very
poorly in terms of absolute di eren e with one breakable ma hine, when three
ma hines are breakable it has a lower mean absolute di eren e than TWS and
FTWS. The poor behavior, espe ially at level 3, arises from the fa t that extending the durations of the a tivities on the breakable resour e leads to a s heduling
problem where the breakable resour e is essentially a bottlene k. The optimality of a solution depends almost wholly on the sequen e of a tivities on that
resour e while the sequen es on the rest of the resour es are irrelevant. An optimal solution, therefore, has an almost random sequen ing of a tivities on the
non-breakable resour es. When the duration extensions are removed in the simulation, the sub-optimal sequen es on the non-breakable resour es leads to high
tardiness. In ontrast, with multiple breakable ma hines, optimality depends on
more than one resour e, leading to a better sequen e of a tivities over more of
the resour es. The TWS and FTWS methods do not lead to a single bottlene k
resour e when there is only one breakable ma hine. This is be ause the sla k
that is added to the a tivities on the breakable resour e a e ts upstream and
downstream a tivities as well. Sin e by onstru tion all jobs have one a tivity
on the breakable resour e, all a tivities in the problem are onstrained to have
some level of sla k. Even though there is only one breakable resour e, all resour es are required to have an equal amount of sla k and therefore there is no
bottlene k resour e that ompletely de nes optimality. During problem solving,
the a tivity sequen es on the non-breakable resour es are just as important as
those on the breakable resour e in terms of optimality. The fa t that the sla k
is \propagated" to a tivities that are not on a breakable resour e is, in retrospe t, obvious. Based on our results, however, it may have a signi ant impa t
on the performan e of robustness te hniques. An interesting question arises as
to the relative ontribution of reasoning about sla k during problem solving and
of \sla k propagation" toward dealing with un ertainty.
We do not as yet have an explanation of the good performan e of temporal
prote tion with high levels of un ertainty.
7.1

Relation to Previous Work

Sla k-based te hniques involve the addition of extra time in order to re over from
unexpe ted events. Similar approa hes, alled temporal redundan y, are ommon
in real-time fault tolerant s heduling [GMM95℄. Su h s heduling problems di er
from those typi ally investigated in the AI ommunity both in the s ope (i.e.,
3
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See [Kre00℄ for a de nition of riti al path on tardiness minimization problems.

often only one ma hine) and in the de nition of a solution (e.g., a guarantee
that the system is s hedulable). Nonetheless, real-time fault tolerant s heduling
resear h represents an important sour e of ideas for further investigations.
Overall, there has been little work in the resear h literature that spe i ally
addresses un ertainty in the ontext of the types of s heduling problems that
are typi ally of interest in AI (e.g., problems with multiple resour es and a tivities). A variety of te hniques, in luding resour e redundan y [GMM95℄, probabilisti reasoning [BPLW97,DC97℄, and a variety of o -line/on-line approa hes
[Ber93,GB97,Hil94,MHK+ 98℄ have been investigated, usually in the ontext of
simpler s heduling problems. There does not yet appear to be a broader understanding of either the role that un ertainty plays in real s heduling problems or
a omparison of di erent approa hes.

8

Con lusion

In this paper, we examined three te hniques for taking into a ount un ertainty in s heduling by adding sla k to the s heduling problem. Our experiments demonstrate that an existing te hnique, temporal prote tion, results in a
redu ed overall s hedule performan e but more a urate s hedules than not taking un ertainty information into a ount. The sole ex eption is at low levels of
un ertainty, when temporal prote tion produ es s hedules that are signi antly
less a urate than no prote tion.
Two novel te hniques, time window sla k and fo used time window sla k,
were developed to a ount for the fa t that temporal prote tion reasons about
un ertainty as a prepro essing step, before a tual s heduling. Time window sla k
and fo used time window sla k both in orporate reasoning about un ertainty
into the problem solving as well as resulting in a propagation of sla k time
from a tivities on breakable resour es to temporally onne ted a tivities. Our
experiments indi ate that both the novel te hniques are able to produ e better,
more a urate s hedules than either temporal prote tion or no prote tion.
We view the work reported in this paper as preliminary. As noted above, there
are a number of approa hes to un ertainty that have been tried in various types
of s heduling problems, however there is not, as yet, any broader understanding
of un ertainty as it applies to s heduling problems typi ally investigated in the
AI literature. This paper demonstrates that for a simple, but interesting, lass
of s heduling problems, sla k-based te hniques an provide higher quality, more
a urate s hedules.
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Abstra t. This paper des ribes the Dynami Exe ution Order S heduling (deos) system that has been developed to handle highly dynami
and intera tive s heduling domains. Unlike typi al s heduling problems
whi h have a stati task list, deos is able to handle dynami task lists
in whi h tasks are added, deleted and modi ed \on the y" Deos is also
able to handle tasks with un ertain and/or probabilisti out omes. Deos
extends the urrent s heduling paradigm to allow tasking in dynami and
un ertain environments by viewing the planning and s heduling tasks as
being integrated and evolving entities. deos has been su essfully applied to the domains of Air Campaign Planning (a p) and Intelligen e,
Surveillan e and Re onnaissan e (isr) management. The paper provides
an overview of the dynami task model and the \penalty box" s heduling
algorithm whi h was developed to provide robust solutions to over onstrained s heduling problems. The basi algorithm is des ribed together
with extensions to handle exible time onstraints.

1

Introdu tion

This paper des ribes the Dynami Exe ution Order S heduling deos system
that has been developed to handle highly dynami and intera tive s heduling
problems. Unlike typi al s heduling problems whi h have a stati task list, deos
is able to handle dynami task lists in whi h tasks are added, deleted and modi ed \on the y". In addition, the dynami tasking model used by the deos
system allows it to handle tasks with un ertain and probabilisti out omes. This
allows deos to ta kle a wider range of problems than possible with previous
approa hes.
?
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Several systems [11, 6, 10℄ have attempted to solve problems in domains in
whi h there are de ned time bounds on a tivities or where an a tivity's out ome
follows some predi table distribution. For example, in semi- ondu tor manufa turing a ma hine may have a failure rate of between 0.1% and 0.5% depending
on the hip being manufa tured. It may also be the ase that some steps need
to be re-exe uted to deal with failures and reworking, e.g. most of the failed
hips an be xed if they pass through steps 112 through 118 again. Systems
su h as asper [3℄ and pef [9℄ have also attempted to address the planning
and exe ution problem. However, neither system has taken a resour e entered
optimization approa h and neither has attempted to oordinate planning fun tions a ross distributed platforms. While these te hniques have been su essful
in domains with limited amounts of un ertainty they are totally unsuitable for
dealing with domains su h as a p that ontain large amounts of un ertainty
(e.g., partially order a tivities, a tivities with unknown durations, unexpe ted
out omes, new requirements) and probabilities (e.g., expe ted air raft attrition
rates, target damage, lo ations of enemy for es). The problem is further ompli ated by the distributed nature of the planning pro ess in whi h di erent
aspe ts of the plan are generated and maintained by separate planning ells
(e.g. logisti s, airborne tankers,, maintenan e). The problem be omes one of optimally putting together many di erent s heduling pie es and monitoring their
dependen ies and requirements over time.
One of the key aspe ts of the a p pro ess is the s heduling of air raft
and weapons to targets (i.e., how many air raft, of what type, arrying whi h
weapons are assigned to the target). This is a very omplex problem as it ontains
large numbers of di erent types of onstraints (e.g., time, user priority, weight of
e ort 1 , phasing 2 , resour es). The assignment problems needs to address three
major on erns:
1. Identifying trade-o s between di erent air raft assignments. For example,
a mission's su ess an be in reased if it has ghter es ort but these same
ghter air raft ould be employed on other bombing missions. If the optimization riteria is to minimize the s hedule's makespan and to maximize
mission su ess then the hoi e of whether or not ghter air raft are assigned
be omes an important trade-o .
2. Identifying the optimal set of targets whi h an be atta ked with the resour es available. This requires the s heduler to identify a subset of the targets that an be su essfully assigned and to ensure the reasons why targets
that are unassigned are fed ba k to the human planners. This allows for the
development of more robust s hedules (i.e., ones with a higher probability of
su eeding) than previously available to usaf planners. In many ases the
human planners would sooner have a s hedule that has a high probability of
destroying 90% of the targets than one than one whi h has a low probability
1
2
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the weight of e ort spe i es the per entage of air raft whi h an be assigned to a
parti ular target type, e.g. 40% of F-15s to sam targets.
phasing spe i es the relative order target types should be atta ked, e.g. all sams
before bridges

of su ess but atta ks 100% of the targets. The problem is identifying what
per entage is possible and the targets in that sub-set. In addition, it is vital to avoid situations where many missions must be an eled or replanned
be ause of small anomalies, su h as a single target being missed.
3. Identifying the optimal break point at whi h the air ampaign should swit h
from one target type to another. By nding the optimal break point it beomes possible to assign resour es to atta k high priority targets in temporally later target sets rather than using limited resour es trying to destroy
all the targets in an earlier target set the last few of whi h have relatively
low value. Again this allows for more robust s hedules whi h have a higher
probability that they will a hieve their overall aims.
The key to deoss ability to su essfully solve problems in this domain is that
it an generate s hedules very qui kly and be adaptable to hanges in the task
and the situation. There is no point in deos generating s hedules for the next
12 hours when the s hedule needs to hange on a minute by minute basis. The
ore algorithm of the deos system is the \Squeakywheel" optimization (swo)
te hnique developed by Joslin and Clements [7℄. The basi swo algorithm has
been modi ed to handle several new onstraint types and these in lude probability distributions, probabilisti fun tions, temporal windows, resour e limits
and a limited set of pre eden e onstraints. In addition a more expressive task
des ription language [2, 1℄ has been integrated to allow the s heduler to better
model the a tual dynami s and a tivities in the domain. The algorithm has also
been modi ed to allow it to identify optimal sub-sets of tasks from the task list
and this te hnique is referred to as Penalty Box s heduling. These modi ation
are generi and ould be easily applied to problems in manufa turing, assembly,
integration and test. Details of the task model and algorithm modi ations are
provided later in the paper.
Previous work [8℄ has addressed aspe ts of this problem but this approa h
di ers in several important ways. The overall deos approa h is to identify optimal resour e assignments and where insuÆ ient resour es are available the best
sub-set. The previous work [8℄ took an mdp approa h to try and identify the
best poli y for a given target. This resulted in a solution in whi h the target
may need to be atta ked for several days onse utively and dis ussions for usaf
pilots have shown that su h a mission plan is usually a sui ide one.3 The deos
approa h is able to handle problems far larger and generate solutions in a few
se onds as opposed to tens of minutes. In addition, the deos approa h is able to
handle a ri her set of onstraint types and optimization riteria (e.g., minimize
makespan, maximize probability of damage and minimize attrition). Finally, the
deos approa h is able to handle the dynami aspe ts of the problem (e.g. missed
targets, pop-up targets) whi h the previous work annot. This allows deos to
develop s hedules whi h are robust against ertain types of hange and minimize
the kno k on e e ts of hanging missions on the y. Current usaf planning systems use lp/ip solvers to generate mission s hedules. The ore swo algorithm
3

The enemy begin to expe t the raids and hen e the attrition rate be omes very high!!
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has been ompared with lp/ip solvers on several manufa turing problems and
was found to out perform them in terms of the speed of solution and the quality
of the solutions generated [4℄.
The paper is stru tured as follows, Firstly, it provides an overview of the
a p domain and the data used by the deos system. Se ondly, it provides an
overview of the task model and thirdly, it des ribes the basi s heduling algorithm and two extensions whi h allow it to identify optimal sub-sets. Fourthly,
it provides details of the s hedules generated and their evaluation by members
of the usaf. Finally, it provides a summary of urrent progress and des ribes
several additional te hniques and ideas whi h will be explored.
1.1

Overview of the Target S heduling Pro ess

The weapon/air raft pairing problem is a ompli ated one due to the many di erent trade-o s whi h are possible and the ability of the air raft to be on gured to
suit di erent missions and di erent weapons loads. The a tual weapon/air raft
pairing is based on a set of probabilities whi h take into a ount, probability of
hitting the target, destroying the target4 and the expe ted attrition rate of the
air raft against the target type. In theory any weapon/air raft pairing ould be
sent against a target but it may have a very low han e of su ess. As des ribed
earlier some air raft have a greater probability of su ess if additional assets are
sent with them. For example, the expe ted air raft attrition rate an be redu ed
by sending sead air raft with the strike air raft. However, this would mean that
the sead air raft ould not be used as strike air raft whi h may result in their
being insuÆ ient resour es to atta k a high value target later in the s hedule. In
addition to the onstraints on individual targets and air raft there are also further onstraints relating to time and resour e limits. The temporal onstraints
spe ify a window during whi h a target must be atta ked, the window during
whi h targets of a parti ular type an be atta ked and the time delay between
targets whi h are \ onne ted" (e.g. the ooling towers of a power station must
be atta ked with 12 hours of the generator halls). The resour e onstraints spe ify the available quantities of air raft and weapons (whi h an vary over time)
and per entages limits on the number of air raft whi h an assigned to a given
target type5 (e.g. 40% of missions against air defenses, 20% of missions against
ommuni ation sites). These onstraints are very problemati as the number of
missions is not known in advan e hen e the s heduler needs to keep the per entages of di erent mission types in balan e. The targets themselves are grouped
into target sets (e.g. all bridges a ross the Thames) and these are then grouped
into target systems (e.g. all railway enters in southern England). Unfortunately,
the same target might be in two or more di erent target sets and hen e has a
higher \value" than the other targets in the same set. In addition, it may be
the ase that it is not ne essary to atta k all the targets in the set to a hieve
4
5
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some weapons may be able to hit a target but not destroy it, e.g. an anti-tank missile
an hit a building but it very unlikely to destroy it
This is referred to as the Weight of E ort.

the overall aim. For example, if the aim is to stop the enemy for es rossing the
river it may be possible to a hieve this by destroying only 80% of the bridges.
This makes target sele tion a very important aspe t of the s heduling pro ess.
The s heduling pro ess aims to nd an optimal assignment of air raft to targets whi h minimizes the probability of needing to restrike the target or ause
ollateral damage while also minimizing the risk to the assigned air raft.
The problem is further ompli ated by the fa t that air raft an be reassigned
to a di erent mission on the y. For example, air raft ould be diverted to atta k
a pop-up target for whi h they are an optimal mat h. Alternatively, the air raft
may be a good mat h but the weapons they are arrying are not. This means the
air raft ould be diverted to a base and re on gured if time permits. Changing
missions on the y has potential kno k on e e ts with later missions being
postponed or reassigned due to longer than expe ted mission durations.
1.2

Mission Planning Data Models

The target mat hing problem is driven by a set of tables whi h provide details
of the di erent air raft, weapons, targets, support assets, et . The primary information sour e is the target table and a se tion is provided in Table 1. This
table show the type of mission, air superiority (as) the hardness of the target
and the risk asso iated with atta king the target 6 . Asso iated with ea h target type is a reward whi h de nes the importan e of the target to the human
planners. Table 2 shows a se tion of the rewards table (these values were al ulated through dis ussions with human planners and through the analysis of the
s hedules generated by deos).
Obj Task Lat
Long Hardness Risk
Target
AS 1 180804N 233902W Hard
High
air eld
AS 3 172708N 223930W Soft Medium radar- omms
...
Table 1.

ACP Target Table

The mission type from Table 1 identi es the lass of air raft whi h ould be
sent against the target. Table 3 shows the mapping of air raft to mission type
and shows that the same air raft an be used in for many di erent missions.
One of the optimization riteria for this problem is minimize risk and deos
tries to identify air raft whi h have a low risk against a sele ted type of target.
The expe ted risk to an air raft is al ulated by summing the total probability
that the air raft will be shot down either to or from the target7 One key de ision
6
7

Not shown is the time window during whi h the target needs to be atta ked, e.g.
D+5, D+10, et
sam batteries have a threat radius whi h has a known probability of dete tion based
on the distan e the air raft is from the enter of the radius.
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Mission

Reward

mil a tivity

45

SAM site

90

SSM site

100

C3

35

ommand HQ

60

...

Table 2. Target Reward Table

deos needs to make is to whether or not to use sead prote tion to redu e the
risk to the atta king air raft. As pointed out earlier this may have the side e e t
of making another strike mission late.
On e a potential air raft has been sele ted it must be he ked to ensure that
it an arry appropriate weapon load for the target. The probability of destru tion is noted in terms of a single weapon and the urrent usaf do trine is that
the plane arries enough weapons to give a 90% or better han e of destroying
the target. There is no guarantee that a spe i ed weapon load will destroy the
target as they ould all miss. Additional tables provides details of the probability
of weapon hitting the target, provide data on air to air refueling times, air raft
speed and range, turn round times, et . Full details of the air raft/weapon pairing algorithm are given later in the paper.
Mission

Air raft

Counter Air

F15E,

F117,

F16C,

F16CLN,

F14A,

F14B,

F14D,

FA18A,

FA18C,

FA18D, AV8B, B52H, B1B
SEAD

F16CJ, EA6B, FA18C

Def Counter Air

F14A, F14B, F14D, F16C

Interdi tion

F15E, F117, F16C, F16CLN, B52H, B1B, F14A, F14B, F14D, FA18A,
FA18C, FA18D, AV8B

Close Air Support A10, AV8B, F16C, F15E, FA18A, FA18C, FA18D
Strategi

Atta k

F117, B52H, B1B

Table 3. Air raft and Mission Mapping Table

Ea h mission is modeled using the prfer mission task model [5℄ that de nes
a natural breakdown of a mission into its onstituent parts or sub-blo ks.

{ Plan: Time taken for the pilot to plan the mission. On e a plan has been
{
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identi ed it is inserted in the slot for other work ow tasks to examine and
he k.
Ready: Time taken to prepare the plane for the mission

{ Fly: Time taken to get to the mission obje tive 8
{ Exe ute: Time taken to exe ute the mission, e.g. drop weapons, unload food
pallets, et .

{ Re onstitute: Time taken to turn the air raft round on e it has returned to
base.

The prfer model allows a tasking agent to reate a better model of the
pro essing the task needs and to better understand how to allo ate resour es,
identify tradeo s, asses hanges and modify the asso iated task list. The subblo ks are allowed to \breath" as hanges in the domain are re e ted as hanges
in one or more of the sub-blo ks. For example, if the air raft hosen for the
mission develops a failure during its ready time then the \Ready" sub-task will
expand and a ommodate the extra time. The prfer model allows deos to
qui kly identify the impa t of hanges, propose potential hanges to the mission
tasking and inform the planners of new deadlines and onstraints (e.g. the planes
now on hold need refueling in the next 30 minutes).

2

Resour e Allo ation Algorithm

The basi on ept behind deos is to generate s hedules qui kly and to update
them on the y as new requirements and hanges o ur in the domain. The
ore swo algorithm uses a priority queue to determine the order in whi h tasks
should be released to a greedy s heduling algorithm. This identi es the best
air raft/weapon for a given task from those available. Tasks later in the priority
queue have a smaller hoi e of resour es due to earlier ommitments. The order
of the priority queue is determined by how diÆ ult the task is to deal with that
is, the higher the task is in the queue the harder it is to handle it orre tly. It does
not require an external priority to be identi ed by the user. On e a s hedule has
been generated it is analyzed to identify whi h tasks were handled badly (e.g.,
a task was ompleted after its deadline, or assigned to a high attrition air raft).
Any task that \squeaks" (i.e., was handled badly) is given a \blame s ore" and
is promoted in the priority queue, with the distan e it is promoted determined
by the extent of the problem. This new priority queue is then used to generate
another s hedule that is analyzed for problems. This pro ess ontinues until no
signi ant improvement in the s hedule is noted over several iterations. swo is
extremely fast with ea h y le of generate, analyze, and re-prioritize taking only
a few se onds, even for large problems.
One of the key issues in this domain was to generate s hedules whi h balan ed
a number of potentially on i ting fa tors. For example, the planners wanted all
2500 targets atta ked in the shortest time, with minimum attrition and minimum
risk of ollateral damage. However, to guarantee that ea h target was atta ked
with minimum risk would require all missions to be own by F-117s and that
would result in very long s hedules. A sample s hedule was generated whi h used
8

This an be repla ed by a \drive" or \sail" blo k for operations using land or sea
transport
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only the best target/air raft pairing and it had a makespan in ex ess of six days.
Using the deos approa h the s hedule was redu ed in length to just under two
days with a less than 1% redu tion in overall s hedule quality.
To address these potential on i ts a series of fun tions were developed whi h
investigated the di erent aspe ts of the problem, e.g. air raft attrition, probabilities of hitting and destroying the target, numbers of weapons needed, number
of air raft needed, support assets, number of sorties, et . It was identi ed that
the key elements of evaluation were the probability that the target would be
atta ked su essfully and that the atta king air raft would have a low attrition
rate. This allowed two main fun tions to be identi ed 9 . Fun tion 1 des ribes the
probability that a target will be destroyed given a spe i ed number of weapons
W and the probabilities of hit and kill (Ph Pk ) respe tively for a single weapon.
Fun tion 2 des ribes the expe ted attrition rate for n air raft when atta king
with N total air raft.
Fun tion 1:

Fun tion 2:

Pkill (W; Ph ; Pk ) =
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The deos uses these formulas to evaluate di erent ombinations of weapons
and air raft for a given target type, trying to identify the best possible mat h.
However, it may be the ase that the required air raft/weapon pairing may be
unavailable in the desired time interval (e.g., between 0900 hrs and 1100 hrs all F16s may be assigned to other missions). deos may de ide to use a se ond option
(i.e., a di erent air raft and/or weapon) and will y le through the di erent
options until an assignment of air raft/weapons to the target an be made 10 .
In addition, deos may add in a sead sortie to o set a high expe ted attrition
rate. After an assignment has been made it may be the ase that it is a poor
one (e.g., high attrition rate, low probability of su ess) and this is dealt with in
the next y le of algorithm when the generated s hedule is analyzed and poor
assignments identi ed.
During the development of the algorithm it was identi ed that in many ases
the number of targets greatly ex eeded the available resour es. In addition, it was
also identi ed that some of the time onstraints provided by the human s hedulers were leading to less than optimal s hedules. Details of the modi ations to
the basi algorithm are provided in the following se tions.
9
10
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Other support fun tions were developed but are not dis ussed in this paper
By default the targeting database provided 5 options but the 4th and 5th usually
had a low probability of su ess

2.1

Penalty Box S heduling

The aim of penalty box s heduling is to identify a sub-set of tasks whi h an be
resour ed e e tively and avoid the problem of generating low quality s hedules
whi h resour e all tasks. For example, human planners may be happier striking
90% of the targets with high probability of su ess rather than 100% of the
targets with a mu h lower probability of su ess (i.e., the planners wanted robust
solutions whi h has a higher probability of su ess). The problem is nding what
per entage an be assigned and whi h tasks to sele t. Penalty box s heduling
extends the swo algorithm by viewing the inability to assign a task within its
spe i ed time window as a high priority problem (i.e., a large squeak). Instead
of pla ing the task at a point later in the s hedule the task is put in the penalty
box11 for a single y le of the algorithm. The penalty tasks are assigned a high
blame value and their position in the priority queue altered. The blame value also
takes into a ount the potential reward for striking the target and the external
priority assigned by the user to the target set. At the end of the s heduling
pro ess12 those tasks in the penalty box are left unassigned. This extension
proved highly eÆ ient (i.e., there was a negligible slow down in the speed of
solution) at identifying sub-sets of tasks and provided the human s hedulers with
more robust solutions to the targeting problem. After s heduling was omplete
the human planners were able to provide feedba k on whi h tasks left in the
penalty box needed to be resour ed. They ould then ompare the resulting
s hedule with the optimal one and measure (i.e., number of missions, sorties,
expe ted attrition rate, et ) the drop in the overall s hedule quality.
2.2

Temporal Phase Transition

Missions are spe i ed with time windows during whi h the mission must be a omplished. However, these asso iated time windows tend to be arbitrary and
estimates by the human planners. Rather than use the time onstraints as invariable, deos was allowed to relax them and attempt to identify the point at
whi h to swit h from one mission type to another. For example, atta king sam
sites should be ompleted rst (for the next 6 hours) and then atta ks against
power stations for the next 6 hours. Their division may mean that fairly low
priority sam missions an be handled whereas only the highest priority power
station missions an be assigned. A better s hedule may be to stop sam missions
after 4 hours and give the additional 2 hours to the power station missions. The
sele tion of suitable subsets needs to be weighted against the exibility built into
the s hedule by allo ating maximal windows. For example, more tasks might be
resour ed within a window at the expense of making the s hedule more brittle.
The temporal phase transition problem was investigated through two di erent methods. The rst method involves a variation of the penalty box s heduling
11
12

This is a term onne ted with sports where a player ommitting an o ense is pla ed
in the penalty box for a spe i ed period.
Deos keeps tra k of the best s hedule found so far and its asso iated penalty box
entries.
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algorithm in whi h pointers are maintained to the last task of the temporally
earlier set and to the earliest task of the later set respe tively. It always the
ase that no sam an be pla ed after any power mission. For example, if a sam
mission annot be s heduled before the earliest power mission then it is sent to
the penalty box for a y le. Alternatively, if a power mission an be s heduled after all sam missions but before the urrent earliest power mission then it an be
added and the pointers updated. This relies on the ability of the ritiquing phase
of the swo algorithm to apportion blame appropriately to move the missions in
the penalty box the required distan e in the priority queue. The se ond method
involves rippling all the power missions to the right to t in a new sam mission.
Any power missions already in the s hedule keeps their assignment (i.e. a F-16)
but are moved later in time (i.e., they do not have to a ept a lower quality
assignment). If the tasks annot be rippled right then the new task is assigned
to the penalty box. This relies on the onstru tion phase of swo algorithm being able to re onstru t new partial assignments on the y. By having already
assigned power tasks keep their assignments (or be assigned one no worse (i.e.,
swap the F-16 or a F-15) it keeps the problem tra table. The analysis of the
s hedule showed that on problem sizes up to 2000 tasks it was better to use the
shue approa h and for problems greater than 2000 the pointer approa h was
marginally better.

3

Results

Figure 1 shows the performan e of deos on an example test set of 700 targets and 150 air raft. The optimization riteria in luded low attrition rate, high
probability of su ess and a minimal makespan. The best s hedule identi ed
ompletes all 700 targets in 47 hours with an expe ted loss rate of less than 1%.
To date the deos results are the best for these problem and easily surpass those
developed by urrent usaf mission planners. Figure 1 shows that the addition
of penalty box s heduling and phase transition omponents does not e e t the
overall performan e of the system. Deos very qui kly settles in an appropriate region of the sear h spa e and spends many iterations trying to improve on
a reasonably good s hedule. deos is trying to identify trade-o s between the
di erent optimization riteria and Table 4 shows a typi al example. Between
iteration 2 and 3 the raw s ore13 in reased by less than 1% but the analysis
s ore14 in reased by nearly 25% due to the s hedule being a lot shorter.
The example above also shows that deos was able to nd the best sub-set
of targets from those spe i ed (e.g., 667 out of 700 were su essfully tasked).
The deos s hedules allow usaf planners to identify robust solutions and the
in remental osts (e.g., additional planes, sorties, attrition) ne essary to atta k
all targets. For ea h target deos identi es an appropriate number of air raft,
weapon load and timing information. In some ases the assigned air raft/weapon
13
14
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This is the summation of the number of targets atta ked, probability of su
number of missions and sorties
This is the raw s ore divided by the makespan in minutes

ess,

Iteration Targets Assigned Raw S ore Analysis
2
667
667075
15744
3
667
669873
20219
Table 4.

Target set vs Makespan Trade-o

24000
23000
22000

Value

21000
20000
19000
18000
17000
16000
15000
0

1000
Fig. 1.

2000
3000
Iteration

4000

5000
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is a less than optimal mat h. It is often the ase that to obtain a good overall
s hedule some tasks need to be handled badly (i.e., they need to be sa ri ed). It
is possible to handle the sa ri ed tasks better but only at the expense of making
the overall s hedule worse. The presen e of \sa ri e tasks" usually indi ates that
additional resour es of a parti ular lass are needed. The system was evaluated
by subje t matter experts (sme) from the usaf. The aim was to show that the
sme's view of s hedule quality and that of deos were orrelated. The smes were
given pairs of s hedules whose di eren e in quality narrowed gradually and were
asked to hoose the better s hedule. In all ases the view of the sme and deos
was orrelated. After six iterations the smes were unable to make an informed
de ision over whi h s hedule was better.

4

Summary and Further Work

This paper has presented a des ription of the deos s heduling system, its s heduling algorithm and its appli ation to the mission s heduling problem. deos allows
for the expli it analysis of trade-o s in resour e allo ation, dynami update of
on going s hedules, on the y task addition and for fo ussed impa t analysis
and repair. To date the system has been applied to large s ale a p problems
(i.e. 2500 targets and 200 air raft over a 5 day period) and was su essfully
demonstrated as part of the usafs E e ts Based Operations proje t at the end
of 2000. The te hniques are generalizable to other domains in whi h there are
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exible time onstraints and the \penalty box" te hniques are appli able to
problems where there is phasing between di erent groups of tasks. For example, in manufa turing domains s hedulers are often fa ed with the problem of
swit hing produ tion from one type to another to improve overall produ tivity. Several improvements will be made to deos and these in lude adversarial
planning in whi h the s hedule will propose robust solutions to potential enemy
responses. The interfa e will be improved to allow easier intera tion and spe iation of poli ies and preferen es. The results from the a p domain and other
non-probabilisti manufa turing domains show a distin t grouping of s hedule
quality as shown in Figure 1. These groups represent lasses of solutions (rather
than point solutions) that have parti ular attributes and values. Deos will be
modi ed to automati ally identify these dis ontinuities in the solution spa e and
alert the planners.
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Algorithms for Propagating Resour e Constraints in
AI Planning and S heduling: Existing Approa hes
and New Results

Philippe Laborie
ILOG S.A., 9, rue de Verdun, BP 85
F-94253 Gentilly Cedex, Fran e
plaborieilog.fr
Abstra t. This paper summarizes the main existing approa hes to the propagation of resour e onstraints in Constraint-Based s heduling and identi es
some of their limitations for using them in an integrated planning and s heduling framework. We then des ribe two new algorithms to propagate resour e
onstraints on dis rete resour es and reservoirs. Unlike most of the lassi al
work in s heduling, our algorithms fo us on the pre eden e relations between
a tivities rather than on their absolute position in time. They are eÆ ient even
when the set of a tivities is not ompletely de ned and when the time window
of a tivities is large. These features explain why they are parti ularly suited
for integrated planning and s heduling approa hes. All our algorithms are illustrated with examples. Some en ouraging preliminary results are reported on
pure s heduling problems.

1

Introdu tion

As underlined in [18℄, some tools are still missing to solve problems that lie between pure
AI planning and pure s heduling. Until now, the s heduling ommunity has fo used on
the optimization of big s heduling problems involving a well-de ned set of a tivities and
resour e onstraints. In ontrast, AI planning resear h - due to the inherent omplexity
of plan synthesis - has fo used on the sele tion of a tivities leaving aside the issues of
optimization and the handling of time and omplex resour es. From the point of view of
s heduling, mixed planning and s heduling problems have two original hara teristi s.
First, as the set of a tivities is not ompletely known beforehand it's better to avoid
taking strong s heduling ommitments during the sear h (e.g. instantiating or strongly
redu ing the time window of an a tivity). Se ondly, most of the partial plans handled
by partial order planners (POP) or by hierar hi al task network planners (HTN) make
an extensive usage of pre eden e onstraints between a tivities. And, surprisingly, until now the onjun tion of pre eden e and resour e onstraints has not been deeply
investigated, even in the s heduling eld itself. Indeed, ex ept for the spe ial ase of
unary resour es (for example in job-shop s heduling), disjun tive formulations of umulative resour e onstraints are relatively new te hniques and until now, they were
mainly used for sear h ontrol and heuristi s [5, 14℄. This paper proposes some new
onstraint propagation algorithms that strongly exploit the onjun tion of pre eden e
and resour e onstraints and allow a natural implementation of least- ommitment planning and s heduling approa hes. The rst se tion of the paper des ribes our s heduling
model. The se ond one summarizes the state-of-the-art s heduling propagation te hniques and explains why most of them are not satisfa tory for dealing with integrated
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planning and s heduling. In the next se tion, we des ribe the basi stru ture whi h the
new algorithms we propose rely on: pre eden e graphs. Then, we present two original
te hniques for propagating resour e onstraints: the energy pre eden e algorithm and
the balan e algorithm. Finally, the last se tion of the paper des ribes how these propagation algorithms an be embedded in a least- ommitment sear h pro edure and gives
some preliminary results on pure s heduling problems.

2

Model and Notations

Partial s hedule. A partial s hedule orresponds to the urrent s heduling information available at a given node in the sear h tree. In a mixed planning and s heduling
problem, it represents all the temporal and resour e information of a partial plan. A
partial s hedule is omposed of a tivities, and temporal onstraints and resour e onstraints. These on epts are detailed below.

An a tivity A orresponds to a time interval [start(A); end(A)) where
( ) and end(A) are de ision variables denoting the start and end time of a tivity
A. startmin (A), startmax (A), endmin (A) and endmax (A) will respe tively denote the
urrent earliest start time, latest start time, earliest end time and latest end time
of a tivity A. The duration of a tivity A is a variable dur(A) = end(A) start(A).
Depending on the problem, the duration may be known in advan e or may be a de ision
variable. In a mixed planning and s heduling problem, a planning operator may be
omposed of one or several a tivities.
A tivities.

start A

A temporal onstraint is a onstraint of the form: min 
where ti and tj are either some variable representing the start or end
time of an a tivity or a onstant and min and max are two integer onstants. Note
that simple pre eden e between a tivities as well as release dates and due dates are
spe ial ases of temporal onstraints.

Temporal
ti

tj



onstraints.

max

The most general ase of resour es we onsider in this paper is the reservoir resour e. A reservoir resour e is a multi- apa ity resour e that an be onsumed,
produ ed and/or just required over some time interval by the a tivities in the s hedule.
A reservoir has an integer maximal apa ity and may have an initial level. As an example of a reservoir, you an think of a fuel tank. A dis rete resour e is a reservoir
resour e that annot be produ ed. Dis rete resour es are also often alled renewable or
sharable resour es in the s heduling literature. A dis rete resour e has a known maximal apa ity that may hange over time. A dis rete resour e allows for example to
represent a pool of workers whose availability varies over time. A unary resour e is
a dis rete resour e with unit apa ity. It imposes that all the a tivities requiring the
same unary resour e are totally ordered. This is typi ally the ase of a ma hine that
an only pro ess one job at a time. Unary resour es are the simplest and the most
studied resour es in s heduling as well as in AI planning.

Resour es.

Resour e
onstraints. A resour e
onstraint de nes how a given a tivity A
will require and a e t the availability of a given resour e R. It onsists of a tuple
< A; R; q; T E > where q is an integer de ision variable des ribing the quantity of resour e R onsumed (if q < 0) or produ ed (if q > 0) by a tivity A and T E is a time
extent that des ribes the time interval where the availability of resour e R is a e ted
by the exe ution of a tivity A. For example:
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1; F romS tartT oE nd > is a resour e onstraint that states that a tivity
will require 1 unit of resour e R1 between its start time and its end time.
{ < A; R2 ; q = [2; 3℄; Af terE nd > is a resour e onstraint that states that a tivity
A will produ e 2 or 3 units of reservoir R2 at its end time. This will in rease the
availability of R2 after the end time of A.
{ < A; R3 ; 4; Af terS tart > is a resour e onstraint that states that a tivity A will
onsume 4 units of resour e R3 at its start time. This will de rease the availability
of R3 after the start time of A.
Of ourse, the same a tivity A may parti ipate into several resour e onstraints. Note
that the hange of resour e availability at the start or end time of an a tivity is onsidered to be instantaneous: we do not handle ontinuous hanges.
{ < A; R1 ;
A

At given node in the sear h, we say that a resour e is
if we know that no additional resour e onstraint on that resour e will be added
in the partial s hedule when ontinuing in the sear h tree. In strati ed planning and
s heduling approa hes where the planning phase is separated from the s heduling one,
all the resour es an be onsidered losed during s heduling as all the a tivities and
resour e onstraints have been generated during the planning phase. Note also that
in approa hes that interleave planning and s heduling and implement a hierar hi al
sear h as in [11℄, it is also possible to identify as losed resour es during the sear h the
ones belonging to already pro essed abstra tion levels.
Close Status of a Resour e.
losed

3

Existing Approa hes

From the point of view of Constraint Programming, a partial s hedule is a set of
de ision variables (start, end, duration of a tivities, required quantities of resour e)
and a set of onstraints between these variables (temporal and resour e onstraints).
A solution s hedule is an instantiation of all the de ision variables so that all the
onstraints are satis ed. In Constraint Programming, the main te hnique used to prune
the sear h spa e is onstraint propagation. It onsists in removing from the domain
of possible values of a de ision variable those values that we know for sure will violate
some onstraint. More generally, onstraint propagation allows nding in the urrent
problem some features shared by all the solutions rea hable from the urrent sear h
node; these features may be some domain restri tion or some additional onstraints
that must be satis ed. Currently, in onstraint-based s heduling there are two families
of algorithms to propagate resour e onstraints: timetabling approa hes and a tivity
intera tion te hniques.
3.1

Timetabling

The rst propagation te hnique, known as timetabling, relies on the omputation
for every date t of the minimal resour e usage at this date by the urrent a tivities
in the s hedule [7℄. This aggregated demand pro le is maintained during the sear h
and it allows restri ting the domains of the start and end times of a tivities by removing those dates that would ne essarily lead to an over- onsumption of the resour e. For simpli ity reason, we des ribe this te hnique only on dis rete resour es
and assuming all the time extents are F romS tartT oE nd. Suppose that an a tivity
A requires q (A) 2 [qmin (A); qmax (A)℄ units of a given resour e R and is su h that
startmax (A) < endmin (A), then we know for sure that A will at least exe ute between
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start (A) and end (A) and thus, it will require for sure q (A) units of resour e
R on this time interval. For ea h resour e R, a urve is maintained that aggregates all
max

min

these demands that is:

C (t) =
R

f

X

min



<A;R;q;T E>=startmax (A)

q

min

(A)

g

t<endmin (A)

It's lear that if there exists a date t su h that CR (t) is stri tly greater than the
maximal apa ity of the resour e Q, the urrent s hedule annot lead to a solution
and the sear h must ba ktra k. Furthermore, if there exists an a tivity B requiring
q(B ) units of resour e R and a date t0 su h that: endmin (B )  t0 < endmax (B )
and 8t 2 [t0 ; endmax (B )); CR (t) + qmin (B ) > Q then, a tivity B annot end after
date t0 as it would over- onsume the resour e. Indeed, you must remember that, as
endmin (B )  t0 , B is never taken into a ount in the aggregation on the time interval
[t0 ; endmax (B )). Thus, t0 is a new valid upper bound for end(B ). A similar reasoning
an be applied to nd new lower bounds on the start time of a tivities as well as
new upper bounds on the quantity of resour e required by a tivities. Moreover, this
approa h an easily be extended to all types of time extent and to reservoirs. The main
advantage of this te hnique is its relative simpli ity and its low algorithmi omplexity.
It is the main te hnique used so far for s heduling dis rete resour es and reservoirs.
Unfortunately, these algorithms propagate nothing until the time windows of a tivities
be ome so small that some dates t are ne essarily overed by some a tivity. It means
that unless some strong ommitments are made early in the sear h on the time windows
of a tivities, these approa hes are not able to eÆ iently propagate. Furthermore, these
approa hes do not dire tly exploit the existen e of pre eden e onstraints between
a tivities.
3.2

A tivity Intera tions

The se ond family of algorithms is based on an analysis of a tivity intera tions.
Instead of onsidering what happens at a date t, it onsiders some subsets of a tivities
ompeting for the same resour e and performs some propagation based on the position
of a tivities in . Some lassi al a tivity intera tion approa hes are summarized below.
Disjun tive Constraint. The simplest example of su h an algorithm is the disjun tive onstraint on unary resour es [8℄. This algorithm analyzes ea h pair of a tivities
(A; B ) requiring the same unary resour e and, whenever the urrent time bounds of a tivities are so that startmax (A) < endmin (B ), it dedu es that as a tivity A ne essarily
starts before the end of a tivity B is must be ompletely exe uted before B and thus,
end(A)  startmax (B ) and start(B )  endmin (A). A tually, the lassi al disjun tive
onstraint an be generalized as follows: whenever the temporal onstraints are so that
the onstraint start(A) < end(B ) must hold, it adds the additional onstraint that
end(A)  start(B ). Note that this algorithm is the exa t ounterpart in s heduling of
the disjun tive onstraint to handle unsafe ausal links in POCL planners proposed in
[13℄. Unfortunately, su h a simple onstraint only works in the restri ted ase of unary
resour es.
Edge-Finding. Edge- nding te hniques [3, 16℄ are available for both unary and disrete resour es. On a unary resour e, edge- nding te hniques dete t situations where a
given a tivity A annot be exe uted after any a tivity in a set be ause there would
not be enough time to exe ute all the a tivities in [ A between the earliest start
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time of a tivities in [ A and the latest end time of a tivities in [ A. When su h a
situation is dete ted, it means that A must be exe uted before all the a tivities in
and it allows to ompute a new valid upper bound for the end time of A. More formally,
let be a subset of a tivities on a unary resour e, and A 2= another a tivity on the
same unary resour e. Most of the edge- nding te hnique an be aptured by the rule
(1) ) (2) where:
(1) endmax ( [ A) startmin ( ) < dur( [ A)
(2) end(A)  min  (endmax ( 0 ) dur( 0 ))
0

Similar rules allow to dete t and propagate the fa t that a given a tivity must end
after all a tivities in (Last), annot start before all a tivities in (Not First) or
annot end after all a tivities in (Not Last). Furthermore, edge- nding te hniques
an be adapted to dis rete resour es by reasoning on the resour e energy required by
the a tivities that is, the produ t duration  required quantity . Most of the edgending algorithms an be implemented to propagate on all the a tivities A and all the
subsets with a total omplexity in O(n2 ).
Energeti
Reasoning. As for the edge- nding te hniques, energeti reasoning [9℄
analyzes the urrent time-bounds of a tivities in order to adjust them by removing
some invalid values. A typi al example of energeti reasoning onsists in nding pairs
of a tivities A; B on a unary resour e su h that ordering a tivity A before B would lead
to a dead-end be ause the unary resour e would not provide enough \energy" between
the earliest start time of A and the latest end time of B to exe ute A, B and all the
other a tivities that ne essarily needs to exe ute on this time window. More formally,
if C is an a tivity and [t1 ; t2 ) a time window, the energy ne essarily required by C on
the time window [t1 ; t2 ) is:

WC[t1 ;t2 ) = min(endmin (C ) t1 ; t2 startmax (C ); dur(C ); t2 t1 )
Thus, as soon as the ondition below holds, it means that A annot be ordered before
B and thus, must be ordered after. It allows to update the earliest start time of A and
the latest end time of B .
WC[startmin (A);endmax (B))
endmax (B ) startmin (A) < dur(A) + dur(B ) +

X

C 2= fA;Bg

Other adjustments of time bounds using energeti reasoning exist that allow, for example to dedu e that an a tivity annot start at its earliest start time or annot end at
its latest end time. Furthermore, energeti reasoning an easily be extended to dis rete
resour es.
A good starting point to learn more about edge- nding and energeti reasoning on
unary resour es is [1℄ where the authors des ribe and ompare several variants of these
te hniques. Although these tools (edge- nding, energeti reasoning) are very eÆ ient
in pure s heduling problems, they su er from the same limitations as timetabling te hniques. Be ause they onsider the absolute position of a tivities in time rather than
their relative position, they will not propagate until the time windows of a tivities have
be ome small enough and the propagation may be very limited in ase the urrent
s hedule ontains many pre eden e onstraints. Furthermore, these tools are available
for unary and dis rete resour es only and are diÆ ult to generalize to reservoirs.
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The following se tions of this paper des ribes two new te hniques to propagate dis rete
and reservoir resour es based on analyzing the relative position of a tivities rather
than their absolute position. These algorithms fully exploit the pre eden e onstraints
between a tivities and propagate even when the time windows of a tivities are still
very large whi h is typi ally the ase in least- ommitment planners and s hedulers. Of
ourse these new propagation algorithms an be used in ooperation with the existing
te hniques we just des ribed above. Both of our algorithms are based on the pre eden e
graph stru ture des ribed in the se tion below.

4

Pre eden e Graph

4.1 De nitions
A resour e event x on a given resour e R is a time-point variable at whi h the
availability of the resour e hanges be ause of an a tivity. A resour e event always
orresponds to the start or end point of an a tivity. Let:
{ t(x) denote the time-point variable of event x. tmin (x) and tmax (x) will respe tively
denote the urrent minimal and maximal value in the domain of t(x).
{ q(x) denote the relative hange of resour e availability due to event x with the
onvention that q > 0 denotes a resour e produ tion and q < 0 a resour e onsumption. qmin (x) and qmax (x) will respe tively denote the urrent minimal and
maximal value in the domain of q (x).
There is of ourse an evident mapping between the resour e onstraints on a resour e
and the resour e events. Note that all time extents are asso iated a unique resour e
event ex ept for F romS tartT oE nd that is asso iated two.
A pre eden e graph on a resour e R is a dire ted graph GR = (V ; E ; E< ) where
E<  E and:
{ V is the set of resour e events on R
{ E = (x; y) is the set of pre eden e relations between events of the form t(x)  t(y).
{ E< = (x; y) is the set of pre eden e relations between events of the form t(x) < t(y).
The pre eden e graph on a resour e aims at olle ting all the pre eden e information
between events on the resour e. These pre eden e information may ome from: (1)
temporal onstraints in the initial statement of the problem, (2) temporal onstraints
between a tivities in the same planning operator, (3) sear h de isions (e.g. ausal link,
promotion, demotion, ordering de isions on resour es) or (4) may have been dis overed
by propagation algorithms (e.g. unsafe ausal links handling, disjun tive onstraint,
edge- nding, et .) or simply be ause tmax (x)  tmin (y ). When new events or new
pre eden e relations are inserted, the pre eden e graph in rementally maintains its
transitive losure. This leads to a worst- ase omplexity of O(n2 ) to maintain the
pre eden e graph. The pre eden e relations in the pre eden e graph as well as the
initial temporal onstraints are propagated by an ar - onsisten y algorithm. Given an
event x in a pre eden e graph and assuming the transitive losure has been omputed,
we de ne the following subsets of events:
{ S (x) is the set of events simultaneous with x that is the events y su h that (x; y) 2
E and (y; x) 2 E
{ B (x) is the set of events before x that is the events y su h that (y; x) 2 E<
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( ) is the set of events before or simultaneous with x that is the events y su h
that (y; x) 2 E , (y; x) 2= E< and (x; y ) 2= E
{ A(x) is the set of events after x that is the events y su h that (x; y ) 2 E<
{ AS (x) is the set of events after or simultaneous with x that is the events y su h
that that (x; y ) 2 E , (x; y ) 2= E< and (y; x) 2= E
{ U (x) is the set of events unranked with respe t to x that is the events y su h that
(y; x) 2= E and (x; y ) 2= E
Note that (S (x); B (x); BS (x); A(x); AS (x); U (x)) is a partition of V . An example of
pre eden e graph with an illustration of these subsets is given on Figure 1 and orresponds to a s hedule with the 6 resour e onstraints: < A1 ; R; 2; F romS tartT oE nd >,
< A2 ; R; [ 10;
5℄; Af terS tart >, < A3 ; R; 1; Af terS tart >, < A4 ; R; 2; Af terE nd >,
< A5 ; R; 2; Af terE nd >, < A6 ; R; 2; Af terE nd > and some pre eden e relations. The
subsets are relative to the event x orresponding to the start of a tivity A1 .
{ BS x

<


A4

+2

+2

A5

A6

+2

U(x)
A(x)

A2

x

−2

A1

[−10,−5]

S(x)
B(x)
AS(x)
Fig. 1.

4.2

−1

+2

A3

An Example of Pre eden e Graph

Implementation and Complexity

As we will see in next se tion, our propagation algorithms often need to query the
pre eden e graph about the relative position of two events on a resour e so this information needs to be a essible in O(1) on our stru ture. It explains why we hose to
implement the pre eden e graph as a matrix that stores the relative position of every
pair of events. Furthermore, on our stru ture, the omplexity of traversing any subset
of events (e.g. B (x) or U (x)) is equal to the size of this subset. Note that the pre eden e
graph stru ture is extensively used in ILOG S heduler and is not only useful for the
algorithms des ribed in this paper. In parti ular, the pre eden e graph implementation
in ILOG S heduler allows the user to write his own omplex onstraints that rely on
this graph as for example the one involving alternative resour es and transition times
des ribed in [10℄.

5
5.1

New Propagation Algorithms
Energy Pre eden e Constraint

The energy pre eden e onstraint is de ned on dis rete resour es only. As it does
not require that the resour e be losed, it an be used at any time during the sear h.
The idea is as follows (for simpli ity, we assume that all the resour e onstraints have
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a time extent FromStartToEnd). Suppose that Q denotes the maximal apa ity of
the dis rete resour e over time. If x is a resour e event and is a subset of resour e
onstraints that are onstrained to exe ute before x, then the resour e must provide
enough energy to exe ute all resour e onstraints in between the earliest start times
of a tivities of and t(x). More formally:

tmin (x)  <A;R;q;TE>
min
(startmin (A)) +
2

X

(qmin (A)  durmin (A))=Q

<A;R;q;TE>2

A very simple example of the propagation performed by this onstraint is given in
Figure 2. If we suppose that the maximal apa ity of the dis rete resour e is 4 and all
a tivities must start after time 0, then by onsidering = fA1 ; A2 ; A3 ; A4 g, we see that
event x annot be exe uted before time [0℄+[(2  10)+(2  8)+(2  8)+(2  2)℄=4 = 14. Of
ourse, a symmetri al rule an be used to nd an upper bound on t(x) by onsidering
the subsets of resour e onstraints that must exe ute after x. The same idea as the
energy pre eden e onstraint is used in [19℄ to adjust the time-bounds of a tivities on
di erent unary resour es.

A1

−2

+2

dur=10

A3

−2

dur=8

A4

−2

dur=8
Fig. 2.

x

+2
−2
+2

A2

+2

dur=2

Example of Energy Pre eden e Propagation

It's important to note that the energy pre eden e algorithm propagates even when
the time window of a tivities is very loose (in the example of Figure 2, the latest end
times of a tivities may be very large). This is an important di eren e with respe t to
lassi al energeti and edge- nding te hniques that would propagate nothing in this
ase. The propagation of the energy pre eden e onstraint an be performed for all the
events x on a resour e and for all the subsets with a total worst- ase time omplexity
of O(n  (p + log (n)) where n is the number of the events on the resour e and p the
maximal number of prede essors of a given event in the graph (p  n). Note that
when the dis rete resour e has a maximal apa ity pro le that varies over time, the
algorithm an take into a ount some fake resour e onstraints with instantiated start
and end times to a ommodate the maximal apa ity pro le.
5.2

Balan e Constraint

The balan e onstraint is de ned on a reservoir resour e. When applied to a reservoir,
the basi version of this algorithm requires the reservoir to be losed. When applied
to a dis rete resour e, the resour e may still be open. The basi idea of the balan e
onstraint is to ompute, for ea h event x in the pre eden e graph, a lower and an upper
bound on the reservoir level just before and just after x. The reader will ertainly nd
some similarities between this onstraint and the Modal Truth Criterion on planning
predi ates rst introdu ed in [6℄. A tually this is not surprising as the balan e onstraint
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an be onsidered as a kind of MTC on reservoirs that only dete ts some ne essary
onditions1 . Given an event x, using the graph we an ompute an upper bound on the
reservoir level at date t(x)  just before x assuming (1) All the produ tion events y
that may be exe uted stri tly before x are exe uted stri tly before x and produ e as
mu h as possible that is qmax (y ); (2) All the onsumption events y that need to be
exe uted stri tly before x are exe uted stri tly before x and onsume as little as possible
that is qmax (y ); and (3) All the onsumption events that may exe ute simultaneously
or after x are exe uted simultaneously or after x. More formally, if Linit is the initial
level of the reservoir, P the set of produ tion events and C the set of onsumption
events, this upper bound an be omputed as follows:

L<max(x) = Linit +

X qmax y X qmax y
( )+

y2P \(B(x)[BS(x)[U (x)) y2C \B(x)

( )

(1)

Applying this formula to event x on Figure 1 if with suppose Linit = 2 leads to
L<max
(x) = 2 + [2 + 2 + 2℄ + [ 5℄ = 3. In a very similar way, it is possible to ompute
L<min(x), a lower bound> of the level just before x; L>max(x), an upper bound of the
level just after x and Lmin (x), a lower bound of the level just after x. For ea h of these
bounds, the balan e onstraint is able to dis over four types of information: dead ends,
new bounds for resour e usage variables and time variables and new pre eden e
<
relations. For symmetry reasons we only des ribe the propagation based on Lmax (x).

<
Dis overing dead ends. Whenever Lmax (x) < 0, we know for sure that the level of
the reservoir will be negative just before event x so the sear h has rea hed a dead end.

Suppose there exists a
onsumption event y 2 B (x) su h that qmax (y ) qmin (y ) > L<
max(x). If y would
onsume a quantity q su h that qmax (y ) q > L<
(
x
)
then,
simply
by repla ing
max
qmax(y) by q(y) in formula (1), we see that the level of the reservoir would be negative
just before x. Thus, we an nd a better lower bound on q (y ) equal to qmax (y )
L<max(x). On the example of Figure 1, this propagation would restri t the onsumed
quantity at the beginning of a tivity A2 to [ 8; 5℄ as any value lower than 8 would
lead to a dead end.
Dis overing new bounds on resour e usage variables.

Dis overing new bounds on time variables.

follows:

L<max(x) = (Linit +

X qmax y

y2B(x)

Formula (1) an be rewritten as

X

qmax(y))
( )) + (
y2P \(BS(x)[U (x))

If the rst term of this equation is negative, it means that some produ tion events in
BS (x) [ U (x) will have to be exe uted stri tly before x in order to produ e at least:

< (x) = Linit
min
1

When the reservoir is not
a real truth
produ ers or

losed, one

X qmax y

y2B(x)

( )

an imagine extending our propagation algorithm into

riterion on reservoirs that would allow justifying the insertion of new reservoir
onsumers into the

urrent s hedule. This interesting extension

learly worth

to study but is out of the s ope of this paper.
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Let P (x) denote the set produ tion events in BS (x) [ U (x). We suppose the events
(y1 ;    ; yi ;    ; yp ) in P (x) are ordered by in reasing minimal time tmin (y ). Let k be
the index in [1; p℄ su h that:

Xk qmax yi < min< x Xk qmax yi
1

i=1

( )

( )

i=1

( )

If event x is exe uted at a date t(x)  tmin (yk ), not enough produ ers will be able
to exe ute stri tly before x in order to ensure a positive level just before x. Thus,
< (x) = 3,
tmin (yk ) + 1 is a valid lower bound of t(x). On Figure 1 if Linit = 2, min
and this propagation will dedu e that t(x) must be stri tly greater than the minimal
between the earliest end time of A5 and the earliest end time of A6 .
There are ases where we an perform an
even stronger propagation. Suppose there exists a produ tion event y in P (x) su h
that:

Dis overing new pre eden e relations.

X qmax z < min< x
( )

z2P (x)\(B(y)[BS(y)[U (y))

( )

< (x)
Then, if we had t(x)  t(y ), we would see that again there is no way to produ e min
before event x as the only events that ould eventually produ e stri tly before event
x are the ones in P (x) \ (B(y) [ BS (y) [ U (y)). Thus, we an dedu e the ne essary
pre eden e relation: t(y ) < t(x). For example on Figure 1, the balan e algorithm would
dis over that x needs to be exe uted stri tly after the end of A4 . Note that a weaker
version of this propagation has been proposed in [4℄ that runs in O(n2 ) and does not
analyze the pre eden e relations between the events of P (x).
Like for timetabling approa hes, one an show that the balan e algorithm is sound,
that is, it will dete t a dead end on any fully instantiated s hedule that violates the
reservoir resour e onstraint. In fa t, the balan e algorithm does not even need the
s hedule to be fully instantiated: for example, it will dete t a dead end on any nonsolution s hedule as soon as all the produ tion events are ordered relatively to all the
onsumption events on a resour e. Furthermore, when all events x on a reservoir of
>
<
apa ity Q are so that L<
max(x)  Q, L>
max(x)  Q, Lmin (x)  0, and Lmin (x)  0 in that ase, we say that event x is safe - then, any order onsistent with the urrent
pre eden e graph satis es the reservoir onstraint. In other words, the reservoir is
solved. This very important property allows stopping the sear h on a reservoir when
all the events are safe and even if they are not ompletely ordered. Note also that,
a ording to the on epts introdu ed in [14℄, the balan e onstraint an be seen as an
algorithm that impli itly dete ts and solves some deterministi MCSs on the reservoir
while avoiding the ombinatorial explosion of enumerating these MCSs. The balan e
algorithm an be exe uted for all the events x with a worst- ase omplexity in O(n2 ) if
the propagation that dis overs new pre eden e relations is not turned on, in O(n3 ) for
a full propagation. In pra ti e, there are many ways to short ut this worst ase and in
parti ular, we noti ed that the algorithmi ost of the extra-propagation that dis overs
new pre eden e relations was negligible. In our implementation, at ea h node of the
sear h, the full balan e onstraint is exe uted until a x point is rea hed.
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6

First Results

We implemented a omplete and relatively simple sear h pro edure on reservoirs that
sele ts pairs of unsafe events (x; y ) and reates a hoi e point by adding either the
relation t(x) < t(y ) or t(y )  t(x). The heuristi s for sele ting whi h pair of events to
>
<
order relies on the bounds on reservoir levels L<
max(x), L>
max (x), Lmin (x), and Lmin (x)
omputed by the balan e onstraint. These levels an indeed be onsidered as some
texture measurements [2℄ proje ted on the s hedule events. Until now, few ben hmarks
are available on problems involving temporal onstraints and reservoirs. The only one
we are aware of is [15℄ where the authors generate 300 proje t s heduling problems involving 5 reservoirs, min/max delays between a tivities and minimization of makespan.
From these 300 problems, 12 hard instan es ould not be solved to optimality by their
approa h. We tested our algorithms on these 12 open problems2 . The results are summarized on the table below. The size of the problem is the number of a tivities. The
bounds are the best lower and upper bounds of [15℄. The times in the table were measured on a HP-UX 9000/785 workstation. We an see that all of the 12 open problems
have been losed in less than 1 minute CPU time. Furthermore, our approa h produ es
highly parallel s hedules as the balan e onstraint implements some suÆ ient onditions for a partial order between events to be a solution. In the optimal solutions there
may be up to 10 a tivities possibly exe uting in parallel in the partial order.
Problem

#10
#27
#82
#6
#12
#20
#30
#41
#43
#54
#58
#69

Size

50
50
50
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Lower bound U pper bound
92
93
85
+
148
+
203
223
192
197
199
217
196
218
330
364
283
+
344
360
317
326
335
+

1
1
1
1

Optimal

92
96
no solution
211
197
199
204
337
no solution
344
317
no solution

CPU Time (s)

0.21
22.18
0.15
1.81
1.61
1.54
56.64
1.70
53.90
1.26
1.13
7.36

We also tested the energy pre eden e onstraint on unary resour es. For this purpose,
we wrote a very simple least- ommitment sear h pro edure3 based on the pre eden e
graph that orders pairs of a tivities on a unary resour e and aims at nding very good
rst solutions. We ben hed this sear h pro edure on 44 famous job-shop problems
(namely: abz5-9, ft6, ft10, orb1-10, la1-30) with the energy pre eden e onstraint as
well as the disjun tive and the edge- nder onstraint. In average, the makespan of the
rst solution (without using any restart or randomization) produ ed by our approa h is
only 7.35% greater than the optimal makespan whereas the average distan e to optimal
of the best greedy algorithms so far [17℄ is 9.33% on the same problems.

7

Con lusion and Future Work

This paper des ribes two new algorithms for propagating resour e onstraints on disrete resour es and reservoirs. These algorithms strongly exploit the temporal relations
in the partial s hedule and are able to propagate even if the time windows of a tivities
2
3

All the other problems were easily solved using our approa h.
The C++ ode of this sear h pro edure is available in the distribution of ILOG S heduler.
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are still very large. Furthermore, on dis rete resour e, they do not require the resour e
to be

losed. These features explain why they parti ularly suit integrated approa hes to

omplete
partially ordered solutions

eÆ ient

planning and s heduling. From the standpoint of pure s heduling, these algorithms are
powerful tools to implement

and

sear h pro edures based on the

relative position of a tivities. An additional advantage of this approa h is that it produ es

instead of fully instantiated ones. These solutions

are more robust. All the algorithms des ribed in this paper have been implemented and
are available in the

urrent version of ILOG S heduler [12℄. As far as AI Planning is

on erned, future work will mainly

onsist in studying the integration of our s heduling

framework into a HTN or a POP Planner as well as improving our sear h pro edures.
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Temporal Planning: towards Continuous Change
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Abstract. This paper is concerned with temporal planning relying on

CSP-based functional representations. These powerful representations
are today mostly restricted to the use of piecewise constant functions
ranging over nite domains.
We are proposing here an extension that brings a signi cant enhancement
in the expressiveness of the representation, towards handling continuous
change. This extension consists mainly in allowing piecewise linear functions over continuous domains. We have studied this extension and we
are currently implementing it in the context of the IXTET planner. However this extended representation is not speci c to that planner and it
can be useful to most temporal planners. We show how IXTET syntax,
planning algorithm and control can be simply extended to this class of
functions. We then consider the more signi cant modi cations required
in the two constraints managers for handling temporal and atemporal
CSPs.

1

Introduction

Planning is about time; it is mainly the synthesis of a temporal projection over
the future for achieving some desired goal. Time appears to be the main component in a planning ontology. However, classical planning has abstracted away
time in state transition systems. This restrictive assumption proved to be fruitful
in developing planning algorithms and techniques. But its well-known drawbacks
in expressiveness - concurrency, duration, persistence, actions for maintaining
values, temporally quali ed goals and dynamics - and the lack of direct applications of this technology argue more and more for pursuing the development of
explicit temporal planning.
Instead of global, still pictures of the entire world, i.e. states, and their transitions, the temporal representation we are interested in here focuses on local
individual evolutions of state variables. It is a functional representation : each
state variable is a partially speci ed function of time, called a timeline or history.
It is a CSP-based representation : these temporal functions are linked through a
set of temporal and atemporal constraints into a globally consistent temporal
projection.
This potentially powerful representation has been developed and used by
several planners, among which IXTET [Laborie 95], RAX-PS
[Muscettola 97] or parcPlan [El-Kholy 96]. But is has been mostly restricted
to piecewise constant functions ranging over nite domains. The contribution of
this paper is to extend the representation to the use of piecewise linear functions,
ranging over continuous or discrete domains.
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2

This representation requires signi cant extension in the CSP manager of
atemporal variables, going from nite domains to mixed nite and continuous
domains. It further introduces an interesting coupling between atemporal and
temporal variables that were up to now managed separately. This coupling requires another extension of the Time-Map manager.
We studied these extensions and we are currently implementing them in the
context of the IXTET planner. The paper presents the proposed extension within
IXTET notations and construct. However the approach is not speci c to that
planner, it can be useful to most temporal planners. To be self-contained (and
to further promote the CSP-based functional representation) we will describe it
in section 2 together with the proposed extension. We will develop in section 3
the required extensions in planning algorithms and control. We then focus on the
two atemporal and temporal CSP networks, their extensions and links required
by the new type of functions introduced. Algorithms will be described and discussed, however no empirical results on the performance of the extended planner
are yet available. Similarly, we'll focus the paper on state variables without considering at this stage the resource handling capabilities of IXTET. We conclude
on the expressiveness of the extended representation and its relationship to other
approaches.
2

Representation

In IXTET, a dynamic domain is described by a set of temporally quali ed attributes (multi-valued uents), each being a k-ary mapping from a nite domain
into a nite range. Time is considered as a linearly ordered set of instants. We
use time-points as the elementary primitive. Conjunctions of constraints (both
symbolic constraints of the time-point algebra and numerical ones) can be expressed between time-points. As will be discussed later, the system does not
handle disjunctions. Thus numerical constraints are upper and lower bounds on
the temporal distance between two time points.
To describe the dynamic of the world, a propositional rei ed logic formalism
is used, where attributes are temporally quali ed by two predicates : hold and
event. The persistence of the value v of an attribute p during the interval [t,t'[
is expressed by the assertion hold(p:v,(t,t')). The instantaneous change of the
value of p from v to v' at time t is expressed as event(p:(v,v'),t).
A partial plan, as well as a planning operator (called a task ), is represented
by a chronicle, that is to say a conjunction of temporal predicates (event and
hold predicates) and of constraints on time-points and on atemporal variables
used as values or arguments of attributes. The constraints allowed in IXTET are
binary constraints of the form  or
2 [ ] (where and stand for
time points) and = , 6= , 2 or 2 x ) 2 y (where and
stand for atemporal variables).
Chronicles are the core of the representation from the planner's point of view.
This representation o ers considerable expressiveness by allowing to distribute
events and persistence conditions within a task at di erent time points. Through
chronicles, we bene t from a partial speci cation of the world along some threads
caused by actions. Note that an event expresses, within a single proposition, both
a precondition and an e ect of an action : event(p:(v,v'),t) requires that p has
value v before t and causes p to be equal to v' after t ; furthermore this can be
expressed anywhere with respect to the start and end points of the action.
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3
task MOVE(?Obj,?Rb,?To)(start,end) {
start
event(Position(?Obj):(?From,?Arm1),start);
hold(Position(?Obj):moving,(start,t1));
event(Position(?Obj):(moving,?Rb),t1);
use(Available(?Arm1):1,(start,t1));
hold(Position(?Rb):?From,(start,t1));
event(Position(?Rb):(?From,moving),t1);
hold(Position(?Rb):moving,(t1,t2));
event(Position(?Rb):(moving,?To),t2);
hold(Position(?Rb):?To,(t2,end));

event(Position(?Obj):(?From,?Arm2),t2);
hold(Position(?Obj):?Arm2,(t2,end));
event(Position(?Obj):(?Arm2,?To),end);
use(Available(?Arm2):1,(t2,end));
?Obj in Objects;
?From in PLACES; ?To in PLACES;
?From != ?To;
?From in {L1} => ?Arm1 in {A1};
?To in {L2} => ?Arm2 in {A2}

(t1 − start) in [00:03:00,00:03:30];
(t2 − t1) in [00:10:00,00:11:00];
(end − t2) in [00:03:00,00:03:30];

t2

?From

Position(?Rb)
Position(?Obj) ?From
Available(?Arm1)

t1

1

Available(?Arm2)

moving

?Arm1
0

?To

?Rb
1

end

?Arm2

?To

??
1

??

0

1

State Variables Table

start

Move(Object1,Robot1,L2) (start, end)
t1
t2

start’

end

t1’
t2’
Move(Object2,Robot2, L1) (start’, end’)

end’

Intertwining Actions For 2 Robots

}
Table 1.

A Task Example in the IXTET Formalism

Table 1 presents an example of a task in a simple domain, where a robot can
move an object from one place to another. It shows how two instances of this
task can be interleaved for two coordinated robots. This instance of a chronicle
shows several key points in the representation, such as events occurring at di erent time points and the possibility for the planner to compute constraints that
lead to interleaved actions, thus providing more ecient and exible plans. We
should also point out that tasks variables within a chronicle are not necessarily
instantiated but only constrained.

Proposed extension Clearly, a conjunction of event and hold predicates on
some attribute p corresponds to a partially speci ed function of time ranging
over the nite domain of p. An event is a step of that function at some time
point. A hold is a constant value over some time interval. Only piecewise constant
function ranging over nite sets can be expressed with event and hold predicates
qualifying attributes over nite domains.
Very few dynamic domains are easily approximated with piecewise constant
functions. The position of a robot or the orientation of a satellite do not change
along a single step. Admittedly, intermediate positions or orientations are not
always of interest at the planning abstraction level. The solution here is to use an
unspeci ed attribute value, e.g. moving in the above example, between the values
of interest. However, this makes a poor use of the exibility of the CSP-based
functional representation, in particular for interleaving activities and adding
incrementally speci cations and constraints on attributes while planning. The
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moving value cannot be combined with values of other attributes to permit or

to forbid other activities at some intermediate positions or orientations. In order
to do that, one may break down the change of the corresponding attribute into
several steps. However this approach is not very satisfactory; it complicates the
speci cation of planning operators. Furthermore, it can be less ecient than
handling directly an extended representation.
We propose here to add to
and
a third temporal predicate, called
. The expression
( : ( ) ( )) speci es that the value of attribute changes linearly from to during the interval to . Predicate
, together with
and
, extends the representation to partially
speci ed piecewise linear functions.
The speci cation of the evolution of over [ [ will be completed by an
explicit constraint of the form
2 or
=  ( ). This last kind of
constraint brings about an interesting aspect of the proposed extension since it
enables one to connect the e ect of an action to its duration which is necessary
to express many real world domains.
Having added predicate
, the assumption that attributes range over
nite domains cannot hold anymore. Consequently, we also added numerical attributes ranging over intervals in the set of real numbers. Constraints concerning
numeric variables are : 2 to specify an initial domain, 2 x ) 2 y
to express range dependency (these constraints might mix discrete and numeric
variables) and also the two kind of constraints on di erence mentioned above.
These two extensions require some slight generalization of the planning and
control algorithms, but they mainly require a re-design of the atemporal CSP
manager, and, because of the coupling introduced, of the temporal constraint
manager as well.
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3 Planning Algorithm and control
Search Control Module
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Global Search Tree
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Fig. 1.
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IXTET performs a least commitment search in a space of partial plans [Weld 94].
Nodes of the search space are chronicles. Edges correspond to plan re nements
such as adding a task or a constraint. A chronicle  is a valid solution plan i :
{ (1) For every assertion hold(Att(x1 ; :::; xk) : v; (t; t )) and for every event
event(Att(x1 ; :::; xk) : (v; v ); t)  contains :
 an establisher E = event(Att(xest1 ; :::; xestk) : (w; vest); test) such that
(x1 = xest1) ^ : : : ^ (xk = xestk ) ^ (vest = v) ^ (test < t)
 a causal link hold(Att(x1; :::; xk) : v; (test; t)).
{ (2a) For every couple (E; H ) where H = hold(Att(x1 ; :::; xk) : v1 ; (t1; t1))
and E = event(Att(y1 ; :::; yk) : (v2; v2 ); t2)  contains one of the following
constraints : (t2 < t1 ) _ (t1 < t2) _ (x1 6= y1 ) _ : : : _ (xk 6= yk )
{ (2b) For every couple (H1 ; H2) where H1 = hold(Att(x1 ; :::; xk) : v1 ; (t1; t1))
and H2 = hold(Att(y1 ; :::; yk) : v2 ; (t2; t2))  contains one of the following
constraints : (t2 < t1 ) _ (t1 < t2) _ (x1 6= y1 ) _ : : : _ (xk 6= yk )
{ (3) The temporal constraints and atemporal constraints are consistent.
This criteria enables us to decide why and how a chronicle should be re ned in
order to achieve every subgoal (unexplained propositions) through the insertion
of tasks and/or causal links, and in order to solve any potential con ict through
the insertion of temporal or atemporal constraints.
The rst two conditions above are used to detect aws and to de ne resolvers.
The selection of the next aw to consider and the non-deterministic choice of a
resolver are the main control decisions of the planner. The third condition on the
consistency of the constraints does not direct the search process. At each step
of the search, constraints are dynamically inserted. They are locally propagated
through the corresponding constraint network. If the local propagation detects
an inconsistency, then the search process has to backtrack. The local propagation
being incomplete for atemporal variables, it is completed by a global consistency
checking once a plan is found.
We are going to use the same approach for the extended representation. As
an event, a change is both a precondition and an e ect. Hence it may introduce
a subgoal requiring an establisher. It can also produce such an establisher. Similarly there can be threats between a change and a hold, or a between change
and an event, or with another change.
Let us consider an unexplained change predicate: change(Att(x1 ; :::; xn) :
(vi ; vf ); (ti; tf )). It can be established by another such predicate, already in the
current chronicle or to be added through some task: change(Att(x1 ; :::; xn) :
(vi ; vf ); (ti; tf )) if the following conditions are consistent with the current chronicle:
x1 = x1 and : : : and xn = xn and vf = vi and tf  ti:
In that case, the corresponding resolver is the above conjunction together
with the following causal link : hold(Att(x1; :::xn) : vi; (tf ; ti)).
A threat between two predicates: hold(Att(x1 ; :::xn) : v; (t1 ; t2)) and
change(Att(x1 ; :::; xn) : (v1 ; v2); (t1; t2)) can be solved by this disjunction of
constraints, when consistent with the current chronicle:
(x1 6= x1 ) or : : : or (xn 6= xn ) (separation)
(promotion)
or (t2 < t1 )
or (t2 < t1 )
(demotion)
or (t1 = t2 and v = v2 )
or (t1 = t2 and v = v1 )
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Similarly a threat between change(Att(x1 ; :::; xn) : (v1 ; v2 ); (t1; t2)) and
change(Att(x1 ; :::; xn) : (v1 ; v2); (t1; t2)) is solved by this disjunction of constraints:
(x1 =?x1) or : : : or (xn = xn ) (separation)
or (t2 < t1 )
(promotion)
or (t2 < t1 )
(demotion)
or (t1 = t2 and v1 = v2)
or (t1 = t2 and v2 = v1)
The various cases of threats introduced by the extended representation are
summarized in the table 2. They can all be handled in a similar way by adding
to the current chronicle a conjunction of temporal and atemporal constraints.
The remaining problem is how to handle these extended constraints.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

6

0

0

0

0

Promotion

0

0

Separation

Demotion

Promotion

Separation

Demotion

Assertion versus Change proposition
Change Vs Change
7! 5 possible resolvants
7! 5 possible resolvants
Table 2. Identifying the new potential threats and their resolvants : roots nodes represent potential con icts, branches correspond to possible resolvers.

4

The Constraints Managers

IxTeT has three di erent specialized constraints managers : one dealing with
atemporal variables, one dealing with time points and a third one dealing with
resources. In order to cope with the new kind of constraints needed to handle the
extension to continuous change, we need to enhance the atemporal constraints
manager and to bring about closer interactions between this manager and the
Time-Map.

4.1 The Atemporal Constraints Manager
This system handles the atemporal variables which are dynamically introduced
in the partial plan during the search process, as well as the related constraints
which might be introduced to solve aws. It is actually a CSP Solver dealing
with variables over nite domains.
The manager is queried by the planning system for testing if two variables
can be uni ed or di erentiated, for inserting new constraints and for checking
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global consistency. The desired level of expressivity required by the planner is
quite rich. We have to handle the following constraints : x = y, x 6= y, x 2 D,
x 2 Dx ) y 2 Dy .
Thus the manager problem is that of a general binary CSP over nite domains whose consistency checking is a NP-complete problem. Because of the
large number of queries from the planner to the manager, IXTET maintains
an incomplete arc-consistency checking while planning. Complete consistency
checking is postponed until a plan without aws is found.
The main drawback of this method is that it leads to "blind" backtrack : the
search process might choose to develop a re nement branch that is doomed to fail
because of an undetected inconsistency, thus loosing time. Furthermore, once the
inconsistency is detected the backtrack point cannot be easily identi ed. However
this criticism should be counterbalanced by the following observation : because
of the least commitment strategy, carrying on the search process will lead to a
reduction of the problem size by introducing equality constraints corresponding
to postponed establishment.

Dealing with continuous domains : To handle change predicates, the planner needs to get information concerning variables whose domains are continuous.
The constraints that might be posted on two numeric variables are : x 2 D,
x y 2 D and x 2 Dx ) y 2 Dy .
This last class of constraints leads us to consider domains that are disjunctions of intervals in R : given a constraint "x 2 Dx ) y 2 Dy ", if Dom(y) \ Dy =
; then the propagation yields the insertion of the constraint x 2= Dx which might
create "holes" in the domain associated to x.
The local arc consistency algorithm can be adapted without too much trouble. We have to provide operators on the intervals disjunctions similar to those
used for discrete set and also to de ne propagation rules concerning the new
"di erence" constraints.
Problems arise concerning the complete propagation algorithm. This algorithm performs an extensive instantiation of the variables to detect the values
that will necessary lead to inconsistency. It is a forward checking search . This
cannot be directly transposed to numeric variables : it makes no sense to check
for all the values in a continuous domain. A naive technique consists in replacing
variable instantiations by domain splitting. A dichotomy splitting can be iterated
until a xed minimal interval length is reached. We propose to use an analog
method, but instead of a systematic dichotomy that does not take the constraint
network into account and thus might lead to unnecessary computations, we will
use the constraints to guide the splitting of intervals.
Our purpose is to have a common framework to handle both discrete and
numeric variables. To achieve this goal we have got to change the notion of
instantiation concerning numeric variables so as to obtain equivalent complexity. Let us point out that , in the discrete case, instantiations are performed in
order to reduce the uncertainty on the value of a variable, thus enabling the
solver to actually re every constraint. But, hopefully, the triggering of the constraints concerning numeric variables does not require the variables to be fully
instantiated. Among the constraints on numeric variables, only the dependency
constraints propagation might be postponed because of a lack of information.
The equality and domain restriction constraints will be immediately propagated
0
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at insertion, respectively through the fusion of the equivalence class of the affected variables and through the e ective reduction of the valuation domain.
The distance constraints (x y 2 D) will be propagated by the arc consistency
propagation. But to propagate a dependency constraint "x 2 Dx ) y 2 Dy ",
the solver needs to know whether x (resp. y) takes its value in Dx (resp. Dy )
or not. This is the kind of constraints that might stop propagation along paths
and thus prevent the detection of inconsistency. The complete propagation algorithm should reduce the uncertainty on the variables enough to decide how to
propagate the constraint, i.e. it should decide whether x 2 Dx or not. This is
the key to our algorithm.
The domain of a numeric variable x will be decomposed into disjoint intervals
Ik such that for every constraint "x 2 Dx ) y 2 Dy " or "z 2 Dz ) x 2 Dx ",
the following proposition is true : (Ik  Dx )or(Ik \ Dx = ;). The complete
propagation procedure will then successively try to reduce the valuation domain
of x to these di erent intervals (Ik ). For each Ik it will be able to decide how
the constraints should be applied. Thus the problem of instantiating a numeric
variable has been transformed into choosing subintervals in a nite set.
Since this method can also be used for discrete variables (domains will then
be decomposed into disjoint subsets), it provides a simple algorithm to deal
with a heterogeneous CSP containing both discrete and numeric variables for
the type of constraints in a temporal planner. Table 3 presents the algorithm
for complete propagation in such a CSP. The procedure Complete Propagation
computes minimaldomains in the CSP. For every variable, it builds a partition of
its domain according to the constraints. Then it successively shrinks the domain
to every element of the partition and checks the consistency of the resulting CSP
: only sub-domains leading to consistent CSP are kept in the minimal domain.
If a minimal domain is found to be empty, then the CSP is inconsistent.

4.2 Mixing timePoints and Variables

Among the extensions of the representation presented above, we have insisted
on the necessity to express actions whose e ects depend on their duration. It
implies to be able to handle "transversal" constraints binding both timepoints
and atemporal variables, i.e. coupling constraints between the atemporal CSP
and the Time-Map.
To illustrate such a constraint let us consider a simple example dealing with
the control of a robot : an action "Move" brings a robot from one point to another
along an axis at constant speed. Thus the duration of the shift is proportional to
the distance between the initial and nal position of the robot : P osf P osi =
speed  (tf ti ).
The rst observation is that this kind of constraint can be splitted, each part
being inserted in a speci c Constraints Manager : the di erence T between tf and
ti can be introduced in the atemporal variables manager trough the constraints
(P osf P osi = speed  T ) and the other way round, the di erence D between
P osf and P osi yields the constraints (tf ti = D=speed) to be added to the
Time-Map. Since both the Time-Map and the atemporal constraints network
are dynamically constructed, we shall iterate such constraints posting during
the search process. It should be noted however that the resolution of constraints
problems computes minimal valuation domain. Thus from one step to another,
the domain associated to a variable will shrink : consequently if two distance
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Table 3. The Complete Propagation Algorithm
Complete Propagation()f

n*** computes minimal domains and ***n
n*** returns true if the CSP is consistent ***n
For each variable var
AcceptedV alues ;
Elts

g

Partition(var)
For each e in Elts
If (unify(var; e) ^ Global consistency checking())
AcceptedV alues:append(e)
endIf
endFor
If AcceptedV alues = ;
RETURN False
Else
Domain(var) AcceptedV alues
endIf
endFor
RETURN True

Global Consistency Checking()f

n*** returns true if the CSP is consistent ***n

var Choose One Non Instanciated variable
V alues Partition(var)
While V alues 6= ;
elt pop(V alues)
If (unify(var; elt) ^ Global consistency checking())
n*** unify triggers local propagation ***n
RETURN True

g

endIf
endWhile
RETURN False

Partition(v)f

n*** This function returns the set of alternative ***n
n*** disjoint domains for v ***n
If there is at least one =
6 constraint on v then
RETURN ffeg; e 2 Domain(v)g
Else
Part fDomain(v)g
LDep fD; 9(v ; D ); (v 2 D ) v 2 D ) _ (v 2 D ) v 2 D)g
While LDep =
6 ;
KDom pop(LDep)
NewPart ;
While (Part =
6 ;)
Elt pop(Part)
NewPart NewPart [ (Elt \ KDom)
NewPart Newpart [ (Elt \ {KDom )
0

0

0

0

0

0

endWhile

Part

g

NewPart

endWhile
RETURN Part
endIf
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constraints on the same variable are successively posted, the second one will
discard its predecessors.
The second point we must focus on is the di erence in handling disjunctions
by the two constraints managers. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, domains associated to numeric atemporal variables are disjunctions of intervals.
On the contrary the use of disjunctions in the time-map manager is forbidden.
To bridge the gap between these two managers we will discuss more in-depth
the time-map manager.
Basically this manager handles Simple Temporal Networks [Dechter 89]. It
has limited expressivity but complete propagation can be computed in polynomial time thanks to the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, for instance. On the contrary,
if we extend the expressivity to disjunctions of intervals (that is to say Temporal
CSP or T-CSP), we are then confronted to NP-Hard problems [van Beek 89].
The solution retained in IXTET is to limit the expressivity so as to ensure completeness at every step of the planning process and to deal with disjunctions at
the control level with explicit estimates and heuristics.
A possible solution to the coupling between the two CSPs would be to keep
simple intervals inside of the temporal network, and to relax constraints inherited from the atemporal variables manager by approximating a disjunction of
intervals to its lower and upper bounds. The propagation would then be incomplete because of the relaxation : an inconsistency may be detected only once the
time-map manager is committed to instantiate a variable to a value that was not
part of the initial disjunction on the atemporal manager's side. The handling of
such a situation will be achieved at the search level that should backtrack in
order to avoid the inconsistent constraint.
Another solution is to accept to pay the cost of handling disjunctions of intervals in the temporal constraint network. This would enable the search process
to rely on complete propagation between the two constraints managers and to
backtrack immediately if a constraint is introduced that gives rise to inconsistency.
We have chosen this second solution. The use of disjunctive constraints has
long been avoided because it was known to be intractable in worse case. But
recent experiment results prove that in most practical cases actual complexity
of propagation of sets of intervals through arithmetic constraints such as the
one we are concerned with is linear rather than exponential [Shapiro 99]. Furthermore this simpli es the control process, gets rid of heuristic evaluation and
avoid backtracking, which our experiments proved to be a real bottleneck for the
planner.
5

Discussion and conclusion

Most of the temporal planners that address the same goals as IXTET rely on the
same kind of representation of the world. The most spectacular application in the
eld was the Remote Agent Experiment lead by the NASA : among the di erent
technologies that were embedded in the remote agent architecture, the planning
system PS had a crucial role. In RAX-PS, the world is also described through
a set of temporally quali ed state variables, some of which represent activities
executed by a device : there is a strong parallel between a token associated to a
literal and the invocation of an activity to be executed by the execution supervisor. A time point represents the moment at which the activity corresponding
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to the new token starts executing. The representation in RAX-PS di ers from
the one in IXTET on the following aspects. First in RAX-PS there is no explicit
representation of events. The evolution of a variable (time line) is represented
by a succession of temporal assertion (hold). This leads to slight di erences in
the search process since it is then guided by completely lling time-lines with
assertions, the consistency between two successive assertions being de ned by
"compatibility rules". This brings out the second di erence : in RAX-PS, there
are no planning operators such as the Tasks mentioned above. The system is
only concerned with attribute's value (which represent real procedures for the
executive system) and bene ts from rules to establish links between assertions
along di erent time lines. Beyond those di erences, RAX-PS relies, as IXTET
does, on a set of piecewise constant functions and on a CSP-based approach. It
can bene t from our proposed extension. 1
Among temporal planners, parcPLAN presents similar expressivity, and seems
to o er quite interesting performance [Liatsos 99]. It relies on relatively similar
representation and search strategy (constraint-based and least commitment).
The main di erence with IXTET is the strong separation in the search process
between goal achievement and scheduling reasoning. Here again piecewise linear
functions could be bene cial.
Last but not least, [Penberthy 94] presented ZENO, a temporal planning system that o ered rich expressivity to describe the dynamic of the world. Metric
preconditions and e ects as well as linear evolution were supported. However
these features were supported without the bene t of constraints network methods that enable the search control to concentrate on establishing constraints
instead of selecting exact values for variables. It should be noted that, as far as
we know, Zeno has only been tested on simple toy domains.
Table 4.

Threats concerning the extended hold predicate

Promotion
Separation

Demotion

1

Following an interesting remark from an anonymous referee, we checked out in the
available literature to what extent the temporal features described in this paper are
supported in RAX-PS and we found no clear indication that this system handles
temporal primitive other than piece-wise constant values.
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An implementation of the extension presented in this paper is currently under
process within IXTET. We plan to compare it to the technique that approximates
a change through multiple steps in complex domains. Another extension we are
considering is a relaxed hold predicate :
( : ( ) ( )) speci es that p
remains bounded within interval [v,v'] during [t,t'[. Such a predicate is needed
to provide better control over continuous evolutions : it enables one to express
conditions that might be veri ed during an evolution, thus increasing possibilities
to interleaved actions. The search control could be developed in the same way
as for change predicate in order to cope with these new assertions. Once again
the diculty is pushed on the constraints solver. Table 4 sums up the possible
situations to be examined to deal with such predicates.
hold p

v; v

0

; t; t

0
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Abstra t. The Disjun tive Temporal Problem (DTP) involves the satisfa tion of a set of onstraints represented by disjun tive formulas of the
form x1 y1  r1 _ x2 y2  r2 _ : : : _ xk yk  rk . DTP is a quite
general temporal reasoning problem whi h in ludes the well-known Temporal Constraint Satisfa tion Problem (TCSP) introdu ed by De hter,
Meiri and Pearl. This paper des ribes a basi onstraint satisfa tion algorithm where several aspe ts of the urrent literature are integrated,
in parti ular the so- alled in remental forward he king. Hen e, two new
extended solving strategies are proposed and experimentally evaluated.
The new results are both very ompetitive with respe t to the urrent
best results and open further resear h dire tions that on erns, in parti ular, the use of ar - onsisten y ltering strategies.
Keywords: onstraint reasoning for planning and s heduling, temporal
reasoning, onstraint algorithms.

1

Introdu tion

In many re ent Arti ial Intelligen e appli ations the need of a more expressive
temporal reasoning frame is in reasing more and more. For example, in ontinual
planning appli ations [1℄ a relevant apability is the ontinuous management of
temporal plans [2, 3℄. To this purpose, the representation of temporal disjun tion allows a leverage of systems' apability, for example, it avoids a too early
ommitment on a tion orderings. Other interesting appli ations of the temporal
model proposed in this paper are dis ussed in the work [4℄, these appli ations
range from s heduling and planning to temporal database with inde nite information.
The Temporal Constraint Satisfa tion Problem (TCSP) [5℄ is a way to represent temporal disju tions, it allows onstraints of the form x y  r1 _x y  r2 _
: : :_x
y  rk . A further generalization of the TCSP is proposed in [6, 4℄ where a
problem has onstraints of the form x1 y1  r1 _ x2 y2  r2 _ : : : _ xk yk  rk .
In [7℄ this last problem is referred to as Disjun tive Temporal Problem (DTP)
and we use this name in the paper. DTPs have been studied in several previous works: (a) in [6, 4℄ several onstraint-based (CSP) algorithms (in the line
of [8℄) are de ned and experimentally ompared. One of them, based on forward he king [9℄, is shown to be the best; (b) in [7℄ DTP is modeled as a
propositional satisfability (SAT [10℄) problem and solved with a state-of-the-art
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SAT-solver plus some additional pro essing. Experiments show an improvement
of up to two orders of magnitude with respe t to the results in [6℄. ( ) nally
in [11℄ the onstraint-based algorithm proposed in [6, 4℄ is improved exploiting
the quantitative temporal information in the solution \distan e graph". Using
this knowledge an in remental version of the forward he king is obtained and
shown to be ompetitive with the results proposed in [7℄.
Our starting point in the work [11℄ was the observation of the sharp di eren e
between the results shown in [6℄ and [7℄ and the idea of using the \quantitative
reasoning" that an ome out from a temporal onstraint network representation.
We basi ally observe that the e e ts of quantitative temporal information to
improve global performan e of DTPs has not been explored enough in previous
works. Using su h knowledge we were able to de ne an in remental forward
he king algorithm whi h has omparable performan e (measured as number of
forward he ks) with the best SAT-based version proposed in [7℄.
This paper follows the same CSP-based approa h and again fo us on using
\quantitative reasoning" that an ome out from a temporal onstraint network
representation. In parti ular we propose a new heuristi strategy for variable
ordering used in our CSP framework and an ar - onsisten y ltering algorithm.
The rationale behind the new results is quite general and an be exploited in
other solvers that rely on \quantitative temporal reasoning".
The paper is stru tured as follows. Se tion 2 introdu es the basi on epts
used in the paper. Se tion 3 gives a basi CSP algorithm whi h integrates results
from both previous works, in luded the in remental forward he king. Se tion 4
introdu es two additional solving algorithms for solving DTP instan es, and
an experimental evaluation of the di erent approa hes is given in Se tion 5.
Se tion 6 ends the paper with some on lusions.

2

Preliminaries

The Disjun tive Temporal Problem (DTP) involves a nite set of temporal variables x1 ; y1 ; x2 ; y2 : : : xn ; yn ranging over the reals and a nite set of onstraints
C = f 1 ; 2 ; : : : m g of the form x1
y1  r1 _ x2
y2  r2 _ : : : _ xk
yk  rk ,
where ri are real numbers. A DTP is onsistent if an assignment to the variables
exists su h that in ea h onstraints i 2 C at least one disjun t xij yij  rij
is satis ed. One way to he k for onsisten y of a DTP onsists of hoosing one
disjun t for ea h onstraint i and see if the onjun tion of the hosen disjun ts
is onsistent. It is worth observing that this is equivalent to extra ting a \parti ular" STP (the Simple Temporal Problem de ned in [5℄) from the DTP and
he king onsisten y of su h a STP. If the STP is not onsistent another one is
sele ted, and so on. Both previous approa hes to DTP [6, 4, 7, 11℄ do this basi
sear h step.
All [6, 4, 7, 11℄ share a \two layered" algorithmi stru ture.
An upper layer of reasoning is responsible for guiding the sear h that extra ts the
set of disjun ts, a lower layer represents the quantitative information of the temporal reasoning problem. In [6℄ a general CSP formulation is used at the upper
level while the quantitative information is managed by using the in remental di-
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re tional path onsisten y (IDPC) algorithm of [12℄. In [7℄ at the upper level the
DTP is en oded as a SAT problem, a SAT-solver extra ts an STP to be he ked,
a simpli ed version of the Simplex algorithm is used at the lower level to he k
for its onsisten y. Stergiou and Kubarakis de ne di erent ba ktra king algorithms for managing the upper-level and experimentally verify that the version
using forward he king is the best. Forward he king is used after ea h hoi e to
test whi h of the possible next hoi es are ompatible with urrent partial STP.
In the rest of the paper their best algorithm is alled SK . Armando, Castellini
and Giun higlia fo us their attention on the SAT en oding, ea h disjun t is a
propositional formula, and they use a state of the art SAT-solver enri hed with a
form of forward he king biased by the temporal information. Their basi version
is alled T SAT and is shown to improve up to one order of magnitude with regard to SK . Then they add a further prepro essing step alled IS that basi ally
produ es a more a urate SAT en oding be ause it odi es mutual ex lusion
onditions among propositions that exists in the temporal information, but were
lost by the rst standard en oding.
DTP Consisten y Che king as a Meta-CSP. Before introdu ing our algorithm we unders ore the possibility of representing the onsisten y he king
problem as a meta -CSP problem, where ea h DTP onstraint 2 C represents
a (meta) variable and the set of disjun ts represents variable's domain values
D = fÆ1 ; Æ2 ; : : : Æk g. A meta -CSP problem is onsistent if exists at least an element S (solution) of the set D1  D2  : : :  Dm su h that the orresponding
set of disjun ts S = fÆ1 ; Æ2 ; : : : Æm g Æi 2 Di is temporally onsistent.

Ea h value Æi 2 Di represents an inequality of the form xi yi  ri and
a solution S an be represented as a labeled graph Gd (VS ; ES ) alled \distan e graph" [5℄. The set of nodes VS oin ides with the set of DTP variables
x1 ; y1 ; x2 ; y2 : : : xn ; yn and ea h disjun t xi
yi  ri is represented by a dire t
edge (yi ; xi ) from yi to xi labeled with ri . A path from a node xi to yj on the
graph is a set of ontiguous edges (xi ; yi ); (yi ; yi1 ); (yi1 ; yi2 ); : : : ; (xil ; yj ) and the
length of the path is the sum of the edges' labels. The set of disjun ts S orresponds to an STP. S is a solution to the meta -CSP problem if Gd does not
ontain losed path with negative length (negative y les ) [5℄. From the graph Gd
a numeri al solution of the problem an be extra ted as follows. Let dxi yi be the
shortest path distan e on Gd from the node xi to yi , without loss of generality
we an assume a variable xi as referen e point, for example x1 , in this way the
tuple (dx1 x1 ; dx1 x2 ; : : : dx1 xn ) is a solution of the original DTP problem. In fa t,
the previous values represent the shortest distan e from the referen e node x1 to
all the other ones (in parti ular dx1 x1 = 0). For ea h edge xi yi  ri in Gd as
it is well known values (dx1 x1 ; dx1 x2 ; : : : dx1 xn ) must hold the Bellman's inequalities: dx1 xi  dx1 yi + ri , that is dx1 xi dx1 yi  ri . Hen e (dx1 x1 ; dx1 x2 ; : : : dx1 xn )
is a solution for the DTP.
This view of the onsisten y he king problem is used to de ne our CSP approa h and in parti ular is useful to understand our in remental forward he king
method.
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CSP-DTP-SOLVER(dtp, S )
1. if Che kConsisten y(dtp)
2.
then if IsaSolution(dtp)
3.
then return(S )
4.
else begin
5.
Sele tVariable(dtp)
6.
Æ
ChooseValue(dtp, )
7.
CSP-DTP-SOLVER(dtp, S
8.
end
9.
else return(Fail)
10. end

[ fÆ g

)

Fig. 1. A CSP solver for the DTP.

3

A CSP Algorithm for DTP

In this work we mainly follow the onstraint-based approa h of Stergiu and
Kubarakis [6, 4℄ for solving DTP instan es. Figure 1 shows a CSP pro edure
whi h starts from an empty solution S and basi ally exe utes three steps: (a) the
urrent partial solution is he ked for onsisten y (Step 1) by the fun tion Che kConsisten y. This fun tion lters also the sear h spa e from in onsistent states.
If the partial solution is a omplete solution (Step 2) the algorithm exits. If the
solution is still in omplete the following two steps are exe uted; (b) a (meta)
variable (a onstraint i ) is sele ted at Step 5 by a variable ordering heuristi ;
( ) a disjun t xi yi  ri is hosen (Step 6) from the domain variable Di and
added to S (represented at the lower level as a Gd graph). Hen e the solver is
re ursively alled on the partial updated solution S [ fÆ g.
The Che kConsisten y fun tion is the ore of the CSP algorithm, it both updates the set of distan es dxi yj and the domain variables Di by forward he king.
In parti ular it exe utes two main steps:
every time a new inequality xi yi  ri is added
to the Gd graph, the set of distan es dxi xj is updated by a simple O(n2 )
algorithm.
Forward he king. After the previous step, for ea h not assigned meta-variable
the domain Di is he ked for onsisten y (forward he king). Given the urrent solution represented by Gd , ea h value xi yi  ri belonging to a not
assigned variable and whi h indu es a negative y les on Gd is removed. In
other words, ea h time a value Æi  xi yi  ri satis es the test ri +dxi yi < 0,
then Æi is removed from the orresponding domain Di . In the ase that one
domain Di be omes empty, the fun tion Che kConsisten y returns false.
Temporal propagation.

The Che kConsisten y step ontributes to avoid investigation of sear h states
proved in onsistent and the other two steps (Steps 5 and 6 of Figure 1) are used
to guide the sear h a ording to heuristi estimators.
It applies the simple and e e tive Minimum Remaining Values
(MRV) heuristi : variables with the minimum number of values are sele ted
rst. It is worth noting that the heuristi just ranks the possible hoi es

Sele tVariable.
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de iding whi h one to do rst but all the hoi es should be done (it is not a
non deterministi sear h step).
ChooseValue. This represents a non deterministi operator whi h starts a different omputation for ea h domain values. Obviously in our implementation
we use a depth- rst sear h strategy, where there is no parti ular values ordering heuristi . However, in the ase a onstraint (variable) is always satis ed
by the urrent partial solution Sp , that is, a onstraint disjun t xi yi  ri
exists su h that holds the ondition dyi xi < ri , no bran hing is reated. In
fa t, the urrent onstraint is impli itly \ ontained" in the partial solution
and it will be satis ed in all the solution reated from Sp .
3.1

Integrating SAT Features

The urrent version of our CSP solver integrates also the so- alled semanti
bran hing [7℄. This is a feature that in the SAT approa h omes for free and
that in the CSP temporal representation is to be expli itly inserted. It avoids
to test again ertain onditions previously proved in onsistent. The idea behind
semanti bran hing is the following, let us suppose that the algorithm builds a
partial solution Sp = fÆ1 ; Æ2 ; : : : Æp g and a not assigned meta-variable is sele ted
whi h has a disjun t set of two elements fÆ ; Æ g. Let us suppose that the disjun t
Æ is sele ted rst and no feasible solution exists from the partial solution Sp [
fÆ g. In other words, ea h sear h path from the node Sp [ fÆ g arrives to an
infeasible state. In this ase the depth- rst sear h pro ess removes the de ision
Æ from the urrent solution and tries the other one (Æ ). However, even if the
previous omputation is not able to nd a solution, it demonstrates that with
regard to the partial solution Sp no solution an ontain the disjun t Æ . If we
simply try Æ we lose the previous information, hen e, before trying Æ , we add
the ondition :Æ (that is x y > ri ) to the partial solution. It is worth nothing
that in this ase it is important to make expli it the semanti bran hing by
adding the negation be ause the values in the domains Di are not self-ex lusive.
In other ases, for example a s heduling problem, where bran hing is done with
regard to the temporal ordering of pairs of a tivities A and B , semanti bran hing
is not useful. In fa t when A bef ore B is hosen the ase B bef ore A is impli itly
ex luded.
In this se tion we have des ribed our basi algorithm that integrates some of
the previous analysis in a meta-CSP sear h framework. From now on we all this
algorithm CSP and it is the base for the des ription of the in remental forward
he king of the next se tion.
0

00

0

0

0

0

00

0

00

00

0

3.2

0

0

In remental Forward Che king

The algorithms for solving DTP introdu ed at the beginning of this se tion is
based on the meta -CSP s hema with some additional features. In parti ular,
it uses the enri hed ba ktra king s hema alled semanti bran hing. To further
improve the performan e of the CSP approa h we have investigated aspe ts onne ted to the quantitative temporal information. This aspe t has re eived less
attention in [6, 7, 4℄. In parti ular in this se tion we introdu e a method to
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signi antly de rease the number of forward he ks by using the temporal information. Its general idea is relatively simple.

Rationale. When a new disjun t Æ is added to a partial solution, the temporal

propagation algorithm inside Che kConsisten y updates only a subset of the distan es dxi xj (usually a \small" subset). The forward he king test on disjun ts
is performed w.r.t. the distan es in the graph Gd . It is of no use to perform
a forward he king test of the form dxi yi + ri < 0 on a disjun t Æi when the
distan e dxi yi has not been hanged w.r.t. the previous state.
This basi observation an be ni ely integrated in CSP with the additional ost
of a stati prepro essing needed to reate for ea h pair of nodes hxi ; yj i the set
of a e ted meta values AM V (xi ; yj ).

A e ted meta-values w.r.t. a pair hxi ; yj i. Given a distan e dxi yj on Gd
the set of a e ted meta values dis riminates whi h subset of disjun ts are affe ted by an update of dxi yj . The set AM V (xi ; yj ) asso iated to the distan e
y  r whose
dxi yj (or the pair hxi ; yj i) is de ned as the set of disjun ts x
temporal variables x and y respe tively oin ide with the variables yj and xi
:
(AM V (xi ; yj ) = fx y  r : x = yj ; y = xi g).
Given a DTP, the set of its AM V s is omputed on e for all with a prepro essing
step with a spa e omplexity O(m + n2 ) and a time omplexity O(n3 ln n) (as
explained below ea h set AM V is represented as a sorted list a ording to the
values r). The information stored in the AM V s an be used in a new version
of CSP we all \in remental forward he king"(CSP i). It requires a modi ation of the Che kConsisten y fun tion. The new in remental version of the
Che kConsisten y works in two main steps:
1. The distan es dxi yj are updated and the set of distan es that have been
hanged is olle ted.
2. given su h set, for ea h dxi yj the orresponding AM V (xi ; yj ) is taken, and
its values are forward he ked. In parti ular, all the set AM V (xi ; yj ) are
represented as a list of disjun ts sorted a ording to the value of r and the
forward he king test dxi yj + r < 0 is performed from the disjun t with the
smallest value of r. In this way, when a test fails on the list element Æ , it will
fail also on the rest of the list and the forward he king pro edure an stop
on AM V (xi ; yj ).
In the experimental se tion we show that the algorithm CSP i ( onstraint-based
solver with in remental forward he king) strongly improves with respe t to
the basi CSP and be omes ompetitive with the best results available in the
literature.
4

New Constraint-based Solving Strategies for DTP

In this se tion we propose two additional solving strategies for DTP based on
the work [11℄. In parti ular we propose: (1) a new variable ordering heuristi ;
(2) an ar - onsisten y ltering strategy.
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The rational behind the rst method is based on the observation that given a
DTP problem, and onsiderd a value Æi  xi yi  ri , during the solving pro ess
Æi is removed by forward he king from its domain Di when indu es negative
y les in the urrent solution represented by the Gd graph. On the basis of the
previous observation we propose the following variable ordering strategy: sele t

the subset of variables with minimum number of remaining values xi yi  ri and
within this subset, the variable with maximal number of negative oeÆ ients ri .

The values Æi with negative oeÆ ients ri are ru ial to the existen e of a solution
to a DTP. In fa t, it is simple to see that a DTP instan e without negative ri
values has always a solution. On the other hand, the presen e of negative ri
values generate negative y les on the graph Gd and indu es in onsistent partial
solutions. This strategy has the main purpose of pruning the sear h tree in its
early stages, trying to reate as many as possible negative y les, in this way
the strategy maximizes the probability of nding negative y les at the early
steps of the sear h tree. As we will see in the experimental se tion this strategy
is e e tive in the transistion phase of a DTP problem where the probability of
nd a solution is very low.
The se ond solving method an be explained by giving a new version of the
Che kConsisten y algorithm used in the general algorithmi template des ribed
in Figure 1. The aim of this solving method is redu ing the dimension of the
sear h tree by the appli ation of a more e e tive ltering strategy and to explore the possibility of nding tradeo s among number of onsisten y he ks,
number of visited sear h nodes, and CPU time. In parti ular, we propose an
ar - onsisten y ltering algorithm su h that, among the set of ltering methods
analyzed during our experimentation, is the one whi h gave the better performan e both in CPU time and number of onsisten y he ks. The proposed
ltering algorithm works in two main steps.
1. It applies the in remental forward he king method des ribed in Se tion 3.2.
When at least one variable domain be ames empty, Che kConsisten y returns false, otherwise the following se ond step is exe uted.
2. The set of not assigned variables whi h are modi ed by the appli ation of
the rst step is onsidered, and used to inizialize the propapagation queue
Q of an ar - onsisten y ltering method. The ltering method is exe uted
to remove further values, in the ase at least one variable domain be ames
empty, Che kConsisten y returns false, otherwise returns true.

Figure 2 shows the ar - onsisten y ltering algorithm. It takes as an input the
set Qinit of modi ed variables and applies the 2- onsisten y ltering startegy by
the Revise operator whi h is the ore of the method. In this ase the operator has
the following de nition: Revise( i , j ) removes from the domains D i and D j
ea h value xi yi  ri whi h does not have support. That is, a value xi yi  ri
is removed from the domain D i when there is no value xj yj  rj in the set
D j su h that ri + dxi yj + rj + dxj yi  0 holds. When the pro edure stops, it
returns the set of variables with redu ed domain of values.
In the experimental se tion we ompare this strategy with the other ones,
trying to nd some on lusions about the relations among the number of onsisten y he ks (we onsider the test ri + dxi yj + rj + dxj yi  0 performed inside
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Qinit )
Qinit
while (Q 6= ; and 6 9D
Pop(Q)
i

Ar - onsisten y(

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Q

end

;

= )

do begin

not assigned variable

Q [ Revise( i ,

forea h

Q

i

Fig. 2.

j)

j

2C

do

Ar - onsisten y ltering algorithm.

the Revise operator as equivalent to a forward he king test) the total CPU time
and the number of visited sear h nodes.

5

Experimental Evaluation

We adopt the same evaluation pro edure used in [6, 7℄ and use the random
DTP generator de ned by Stergiou. DTP instan es are generated a ording to
the parameters hk; n; m; Li (k : number of disjun ts per lause, n: number of
variables, m: number of disjun tion (temporal onstraints); L: a positive integer
su h that all the onstants ri are sampled in the interval [ L; L℄). In parti ular,
a ording to [6, 7℄ experimental sets are generated with k = 2, L = 100 and the
domain of ri is on integers not on reals as in the general de nition of DTP.
Experimental results are plotted for n 2 f10; 12; 15; 20; 25; 30g, where ea h
urve represents the number of onsisten y he ks versus the ratio  = m=n (in
both the results of Figures 3 and 4  = m=n is an integer value whi h ranges from
2 to 14). The median number of he ks over 100 random samples for di erent
values of  is plotted in Figures 3(a)-3(f) where three di erent type of results
are ompared: (1) the performan e of the best algorithm proposed in [6℄ and
labeled with SK ; (2) the results of the SAT-based solving methods, there are
two methods: the rst one labeled with T SATIS (2), whi h orresponds to the
best results laimed in the work [7℄, and a se ond one, labeled with T SATIS (3) ,
whi h represents some new results only published on the T SAT web page (see the
referen e [7℄ for the URL); (3) the performan e of our onstraint-based approa h,
in parti ular the urve labeled with CSP i orresponds to the best results in
the paper [11℄, and the one labeled with CSP ineg represent the new results
obtained with the heuristi strategy de nited in Se tion 4. Figure 4(d) plots the
per entage of problems solvable by CSP ineg on di erent n. The algorithms are
implemented in Common Lisp and the reported results are obtained on a SUN
UltraSpar 10 (440MHz). All the results are obtained setting a timeout of 1000
se onds of CPU time.
There are several omments on the CSP ineg performan e: (a) all the urves
have the same behavior of the previous results. It is on rmed that the harder instan es are obtained for  2 f6; 7g and for su h values the per entage of solvable
problems be omes < 10%. When the number of variables n in reases the hardest
region narrows; (b) the median number of forward he ks show that CSP ineg
signi antly improves over CSP i. This fa t shows that the new sele tion variable strategy is very e e tive, and indire tly on rms that there ould be further
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spa e for investigating improvements of the CSP approa h; ( ) the CSP ineg
ompares very well with the pre-existing approa hes, it outperforms the others
for n 2 f10; 12; 15; 20g and it is ompetitive with T SATIS (3) for n 2 f25; 30g.
However, further work will be needed to learly outperform T SATIS (3) on all n.
One possible dire tion of resear h is the use of more e e tive ltering strategies
to redu e the dimension of the sear h tree. However, the use of a more powerful
ltering strategy has a pri e of an higher omputational time. Hen e, the real
problem is nd a good tradeo among number of onsisten y he ks, number of
sear h nodes and CPU time.
Figure 4(a) shows a omparison between the performan e of our onstraintbased algorithm CSP ineg and the other one whi h uses the ar - onsisten y
ltering strategy (labeled with CSP ia ) introdu ed in Se tion 4. With respe t
to number of forward he ks CSP ia performs about one order of magnitute
worse than CSP ineg , where in the ase of the ar - onsisten y algorithm we
onsider the test ri + dxi yj + rj + dxj yi  0 as equivalent to a forward he k. On
the other hand, if we onsider the CPU time performan e (Figure 4( )), the ratio
between the CSP ia and CSP ineg CPU times is less than 3 in the transition
phase. The analysis is ompleted by the results in Figure 4(d), whi h show that
the CSP ia strategy is able to redu e about 25% the number of sear h nodes
respe t to the CSP ineg performan e.
About the results of Figure 4 we have the following observations: (a) the
ar - onsisten y strategy performs an higher number of onsisten y he ks respe t to the forward he king strategy and many of the performed he ks are
unne essary, in fa t, after ea h solution modi ations, many distan es on the Gd
graph remain un hanged, hen e many tests of the form ri + dxi yj + rj + dxj yi  0
are unne essarily performed; (b) in our appro h a onsisten y he k has O(1)
time omplexity (in the TSAT approa h is at least O(n)) and this explain the
di eren e in performan e between number of onsisten y he ks and CPU time
shows in Figure 4.
The experimental results on rm that the CSP appro h ontains good ideas,
in fa t our results are omparable with the ones obtained by the TSAT approa h
whi h uses one of the best SAT-solver available, in addition, for lower values of
the ratio  = m=n ( 5) the CSP ineg is signi antly better with respe t to all
the others (it is to be noted also that in many pra ti al appli ations the ondition   5 is likely to be veri ed). On the other hand, further investigation is
needed to realize a ompetitive ar - onsisten y solving algorithm, in this experimentation some useful observations about tradeo s among number of forward
he ks, number of sear h nodes explored, and CPU time are pointed out, and
represent a good starting point for future resear h dire tions.

6

Con lusion

This paper has extended the onstraint-based approa h, initially introdu ed in
[6℄ and later improved in [11℄, to solving the DTP temporal problem. As it is
pointed out in the short dis ussion at the begining of the paper, DTP is going
to be ome very relevant in many planning appli ation. We propose two new
additional solving methods for DTP. The rst one is an heuristi strategy for
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whi h improves forward he king performan e up to an order of
magnitude respe t to the results laimed in [11℄ and allowing a real ompetition
with the best SAT approa h. An interesting area where CSP ineg onstantly
outperforms all other approa hes (when   5) emerges from an experimental
evaluation. The se ond solving method uses a more sophisti ated ar - onsisten y
ltering algorithm. In this ase the aim of the method is redu ing the dimension
of the sear h tree by the appli ation of a more e e tive ltering strategy and to
explore the possibility of nding tradeo s among number of onsisten y he ks,
number of visited sear h nodes, and CPU time. The results proposed in the
paper suggest that an useful resear h dire tion is the de nition of an in remental
version of the ar - onsisten y ltering algorithm.
variable ordering
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Abstract. Planning as satisfiability is an efficient technique for classical planning. In previous work by the second author, this approach has been extended to
conformant planning, that is, to planning domains having incomplete information about the initial state and/or the effects of actions. In this paper we present
some domain independent optimizations to the basic procedure described in the
previous work. A comparative experimental analysis shows that the resulting procedure is competitive with other state-of-the-art conformant planners on domains
with a high degree of parallelism.

1 Introduction
Planning as satisfiability [1] is an efficient technique for classical planning. In the classical setting, the idea behind planning as satisfiability is simple: For any action description
D, it is possible to compute a propositional formula trDi whose satisfying assignments
correspond to the possible transitions caused by the execution of an action in D. In tr D
i
there is a propositional variable Ai for each ground action symbol A, and two propositional variables Fi and Fi+1 for each ground fluent F in D. Intuitively, Fi represents
the value of F in the initial state of the transition, and Fi+1 represents the value of F
in the resulting state, after having performed the action. Then, the problem of finding a
plan of length n leading from an initial state I to a goal state G corresponds to finding
an assignment satisfying
I0 ^ ^in=01 trDi ^ Gn
(1)
(see [2] for more details). This simple idea had a lot of impact in the classical planning community, mainly because it led to very impressive results (see, e.g., [2]). In [3],
the planning as satisfiability approach has been extended to conformant planning, that
is, to planning problems having incomplete information about the initial state and/or
the effects of actions. Some preliminary experimental results reported in [4] show that
the approach can be competitive w.r.t. CGP [5], a conformant planner based on plan
graphs [6].
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In this paper we present some domain independent optimizations to the basic procedure described in [3]. Some of these optimizations have been incorporated in C -PLAN,
a SAT-based system for planning in domains whose action description component is
specified using the highly expressive action language C [7]. As a consequence, C -PLAN
allows for conformant planning in domains with constraints, concurrent actions, and
nondeterminism. A comparative experimental analysis shows that C -PLAN is competitive with other state-of-the-art conformant planners on domains with an high degree of
parallelism.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review the conformant
planning via SAT approach. In Section 3 we discuss the weaknesses of and optimizations to the basic procedure. In Section 4 we perform the experimental comparative
analysis. We end the paper in Section 5 with some conclusions.
The material here presented is part of [8]. In [8], we give the precise definitions,
statements, proofs, and we also present some additional experimental analysis.

2 Conformant planning via SAT
This Section introduces some terminology and notation that will be used in the rest of
the paper. Precise definitions are not given for lack of space. See [3] or [8].
We start with a set of atoms partitioned into a set of fluent symbols and a set of
action symbols. A formula is a propositional combination of atoms. An action is an
interpretation of the action symbols. Intuitively, to execute an action means to execute
concurrently the “elementary actions” represented by the action symbols satisfied by .
In the rest of the paper, an action is represented by the set of action symbols satisfied
by .
An action description D is a finite set of expressions describing how actions change
the state of the world, i.e., describing their preconditions and (possibly nondeterministic) effects. Regardless of how D is specified, we assume to have a formula tr D
i whose
satisfying assignments correspond to the transitions of D, as in the classical planning
as satisfiability framework outlined in the introduction.1
A planning problem for D is characterized by two formulas I and G in the fluent
signature, i.e., is a triple  = hI; D; Gi, where I and G encode the initial and goal
state(s) respectively. A plan (of length n  0) is a finite sequence 1 ; : : : ; n of actions.
Consider a planning problem  = hI; D; Gi. A plan 1 ; : : : ; n is possible for
 if, starting from an arbitrarily chosen initial state, the consecutive execution of the
actions 1 ; : : : ; n can lead to a goal state. According to the results in [9, 7], possible
plans of length n correspond to the assignment satisfying (1), as in the classical setting.
However, if we have incomplete information about the initial state and/or actions are
non deterministic, then possible plans are not guaranteed to be valid. As pointed out
in [9], in order for a plan 1 ; : : : ; n to be valid we have to check
– that the plan is “always executable” in any initial state, i.e., executable for any initial
state and any possible outcome of the actions in the plan, and
– that any “possible result” of executing the plan in any initial state is a goal state.
1
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In [3], we use the term “causally explained transition”: here we simply say transition.

P := I0 ^ ^ni=01 trD
i ^ Gn ;
function C - SAT ()

V

:= I0 ^ StateD
0

return C - SAT

^ :Z0 ^ ^ni=01 trtDi ^ :(Gn ^ :Zn );
P ), fg).

GEN DLL (cnf(

function C - SAT GEN DLL (', )
if ' = fg then return C - SAT TEST ();
if fg 2 ' then return False;
if f a unit clause fLg occurs in ' g then return C - SAT GEN DLL (assign(L; '), [ fLg);
L := f a literal occurring in ' g;
return C - SAT GEN DLL (assign(L; '), [ fLg) or C - SAT GEN DLL (assign(L; '), [ fLg).
function C - SAT TEST ()
:= f the set of literals in  corresponding to action literalsg;
1
foreach fplan 1 ; : : : ; n s.t. each element in is a conjunct in ^n
i=0
n
1
i
+1
1
n
if not SAT(^i=0 i ^ V ) then exit with ; : : : ; ;
return False.
Fig. 1. C - SAT , C - SAT

GEN DLL

and C - SAT

i+1 g
i

TEST .

1 ; : : : ; n is valid for  by verifying whether
n 1 i+1 n 1 D
I0 ^ StateD
(2)
0 ^ :Z0 ^ ^i=0 i ^ ^i=0 trti j= Gn ^ :Zn :

As shown in [3], we can check if a plan

where

– StateD
0 is a formula representing the set of “possible initial states”,
– Z is a newly introduced fluent symbol, and
– trtD
i is a formula defined on the basis of trD
i.

Thus, we may divide the problem of finding a valid plan for  into two parts:

1. generate possible plans 1 ; : : : ;
(1), and
2. test whether each generated plan

n by finding assignments satisfying the formula

1 ; : : : ; n is valid by verifying whether (2) holds.
This is the idea behind the procedure C - SAT in Figure 1. In the Figure, cnf(P ) is a
set of clauses corresponding to P , L is the literal complementary to L and, for any literal
L and set of clauses ', assign(L; ') is the set of clauses obtained from ' by deleting
the clauses in which L occurs as a disjunct, and eliminating L from the others. As it

can be seen, C - SAT is the Davis-Logemann-Loveland (DLL) procedure [10], except
that, as soon as one assignment satisfying cnf(P ) is found, the procedure C - SAT TEST
is invoked. Indeed, each assignment satisfying cnf(P ) corresponds to a set of possible
plans, and C - SAT TEST checks whether any of these are valid. Since all the possible
assignments satisfying cnf(P ) are potentially generated and tested, C - SAT is correct
and complete for ; n: Any returned plan is valid for  (correctness); and, if False is
returned, there is no valid plan of length n for  (completeness). However, C - SAT only
checks the existence of valid plans of length n. Indeed, even assuming that a plan is
returned, we are not guaranteed of its optimality (we say that a plan of length n is
optimal if it is valid and there is no valid plan of length < n). Thus, if we are looking
for optimal plans, we have to consider n = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; : : :, and for each value of n, call
C - SAT. This is the idea behind the system C -PLAN [4, 8].
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Fig. 2. A robot navigation problem

3 Improvements to SAT-Based conformant planning
In order to understand how the basic procedure above described works consider the
following robot navigation problem: We are given a 5  5 grid, and 1 robot is moving
in it. It starts from the bottom-left corner of the grid and its goal is to reach the right
side. The robot can move north; east; south; west, and its duty is not trivial because
there can be some objects in some locations of the grid. In order to have some nondeterminism, we assume to have one object in locations (1; 4); (2; 2); (4; 3), and also that
either locations (3; 1); (5; 5) or (3; 5); (5; 1) are occupied. Figure 2 depicts the resulting
scenario. The initial position of the robot is indicated by a circle and occupied locations
are marked with a black square. A dashed line outlines the goal locations. Squares filled
with a pattern indicate that the corresponding locations may be occupied.
According to our definitions in the previous Section, we see that the shortest possible plans are of length 5: Both
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are possible. On the other hand, any optimal valid plan, e.g.,
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g; f

north

g; f

g; f

east

g; f

east

g; f

south

east

g; f

g

east

is at least 7 steps long. However, before finding a valid plan, C -PLAN will generate and
test all the possible plans of length 5, 6, and it may generate also some of the possible
plans of length 7. (The possible plans of length 6 are those in which a robot does not
move for one time step). Indeed, the main weaknesses of C -PLAN are that, at each n,
1. it generates and tests all the possible plans. Indeed, in many cases we can generate
only a subset of the possible plans, at the same time keeping completeness of the
procedure, and
2. there is no interaction between generation and testing: This may lead to explore
huge portions of the search space without finding a solution because of some wrong
choices at the beginning of the search tree.
In the following Subsections we describe two domain independent optimizations which
alleviate the first two weaknesses.
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3.1 Eliminating possible plans
The basic idea is to consider only plans which are possible in a “deterministic version”
of the original planning problem. In a deterministic version, all sources of nondeterminism (in the initial state and/or in the effects of the actions) are eliminated. This is
possible without losing completeness, and it is a consequence of the following fact.
Consider two planning problems  = hI; D; Gi and  0 = hI 0 ; D0 ; G0 i in the same
fluent and action signatures, and such that
1. every initial state of D0 is also an initial state of D, (i.e., I 0  I is valid),
2. for every action , the set of states of D in which is executable is a subset of the
set of states of D0 in which is executable,
0
3. every transition of D0 is also a transition of D, (i.e., trD  trD is valid),
4. every goal state of  is also a goal state of  0 (i.e., G  G0 is valid).

If a plan is not possible for  0 then it is not valid for  . Then, in C -PLAN we can:
– generate possible plans for  0 , and
– test whether each of the generated possible plans is indeed valid.

The result is still a correct and complete planning procedure (for the given planning
problem  and length n). Indeed, in choosing  0 , we want to minimize the set of possible
plans generated and then tested. Hence, we want  0 to be a deterministic version of  .
A planning problem  0 = hI 0 ; D0 ; G0 i is a deterministic version of  if it also satisfies
the following conditions:
1. I 0 is satisfied by a single state,
2. for each action , the set of states in which is executable in D is equal to the set
of states of D0 in which is executable,
3. for any action and state  , there is at most one state  0 such that h; ;  0 i is a
transition of D0 ,
4. G is equal to G0 .
Of course, unless the planning problem  is already deterministic, there are many
deterministic versions (possibly exponentially many). The obvious question is whether
there is one which is “best” according to some criterion. Going back to our robot navigation problem, we have two deterministic versions:
– If locations (3; 1); (5; 5) are occupied, the shortest plan (in the deterministic domain) has length N1 = 7,
– If locations (3; 5); (5; 1) are occupied, the shortest plan has length N2 = 5.
Indeed, any valid plan for the original nondeterministic planning problem has length
greater or equal to 7, i.e., to the max between N1 and N2 . This is not by chance. In fact,
let S be the set of deterministic versions of  . For each planning problem  0 in S , let
N (0 ) be the length of the shortest plan for 0 . Then, the length of any valid plan for 
is greater or equal to
max0 2S N ( 0 ):
On the basis of this fact, we can introduce an order on S according to which  0
better than  00 2 S if

N ( )  N ( ):
0

00

2 S is

(3)
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In other words, we prefer the deterministic versions which start to have solutions (each
corresponding to a possible plan for the original planning problem) for the biggest possible value of n. In our robot navigation problem, this would lead us to choose the
deterministic version in which the locations (3; 1); (5; 5) are the ones which are occupied.
Determining the set S of deterministic versions of  is in general not an easy task.
Even assuming that determining S is possible, finding the  0 2 S such to satisfy (3)
for each  00 2 S seems impractical at best. What we propose is the following. For
simplicity, we assume to have nondeterminism only in the initial state: Analogous considerations hold for actions with nondeterministic effects. Under this assumption, we
modify our C - SAT GEN DLL procedure in Figure 1 in order to do the following:
– once an assignment  satisfying cnf (P ) is found, we determine the assignment
0   to the fluent variables at time 0,
– if the possible plan corresponding to  is not valid, and the planning problem is not
already deterministic, then we disallow future assignments extending 0 , by adding
to I the clause consisting of the complement of the literals satisfied by 0 .
In this way, we progressively eliminate some initial states for which there is a deterministic version having a possible plan of length n. Given that some initial states have not
yet been eliminated, the corresponding deterministic versions of the original planning
problem have length  n. At the end, i.e., when we get to a deterministic planning
problem  0 ,  0 is a deterministic version of  and it satisfies (3) for each  00 2 S .
In the example of Figure 2, this optimization has the effect of eliminating the initial
state in which f(3; 5); (5; 1)g are occupied. This elimination occurs immediately after
the first possible but not valid plan (e.g., feastg; feastg; feastg; fnorthg; feastg) is
found.
3.2 Incorporating Backjumping and Learning
We do not enter into the details about how backjumping and learning are implemented
in SAT, and assume that the reader is familiar with the topic (see, e.g., [11–13]). Here we
do the same as in [12, 13], except that we have to extend the procedure there described in
order to account for the rejection of assignments corresponding to possible but not valid
plans. Indeed, what we can simply do — assuming  is an assignment corresponding to
a possible but not valid plan = 1 ; : : : ; n — is to return False and set _in=01 : ii+1
as the initial working reason. However, are there any other (better) choices? According
to the definition of valid plan, there are two possible causes why is not valid:
1. executing 1 ; : : : ; k in some initial state can lead to a state  k , and k+1 is not
executable in  k , or
is always executable in any initial state, but one of the possible outcomes of
2.
executing in an initial state is not a goal state.
In both cases, C - SAT TEST determines an assignment 0 satisfying ^in=01
and thus returns False. Also notice that in the first case, 0 satisfies

:Z0 ; : : : ; :Z ; Z +1 ; : : : ; Z
k
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k

n

i
i

+1 ^ V ,

jP j-jT j
2-1
4-1
6-1
8-1
10-1
15-1
20-1

GPT
Total
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.15
0.27
17.05
MEM

CMBP
#s Total
2 0.00
4 0.01
6 0.02
8 0.08
10 0.61
15 42.47
MEM

#s
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

#pp
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Cplan
Last Tot.search
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

Total
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Table 1. Bomb in the toilet: Classic version

with k < n. Then we can set _ki=0 : ii+1 as the initial working reason for rejecting :
Any assignment satisfying ^ki=0 ii+1 corresponds to a not valid plan. Of course, setting
_ki=0 : ii+1 as working reason fori+1
rejecting  is better than setting _in=01 : ii+1 : since
k
k < n each disjunct in _i=0 : i is also in _in=01 : ii+1 , and, if k < n 1, the
viceversa is not true.
In the example of Figure 2, this optimization has the following effect: If the possible
plan feastg; feastg; feastg; fnorthg; feastg is tried, then it is rejected with a reason
which inhibits the further generation of possible plans beginning with feastg; feastg.

4 Experimental Analysis
The ideas presented in Section 2 and the optimizations described in Section 3 have
been implemented in C -PLAN. C -PLAN accepts action descriptions specified in C , and
thus it naturally allows for, e.g., concurrency, constraints and nondeterminism. Our current version (ver. 2) of C -PLAN has been implemented on top of SIM, an efficient SAT
checker developed by our group [13].
To evaluate C -PLAN’s effectiveness we consider an elaboration of the traditional
“bomb in the toilet” problem from [14]. There is a finite set P of packages and a finite set T of toilets. One of the packages is armed because it contains a bomb. Dunking
a package in a toilet disarms the package and is possible only if the package has not been
previously dunked. We first consider planning problems with jP j = 2; 4; 6; 8; 10; 15; 20,
and jT j = 1. We compare our system with Bonet’s and Geffner’s GPT [15], and Cimatti’s
and Roveri’s CMBP [16, 17] planners. These are two among the most recent conformant
planners, and according to the results presented in [17], also the most effective to date.
We remark that both CMBP and GPT are sequential planners: they try to execute at most
one action at each step. Furthermore, CMBP computes all the valid plans, not just one
like GPT and C -PLAN. The results for these three systems are shown in Table 1. In the
table, we show
– for GPT, the total time the system takes to solve the problem,
– for CMBP, the number of steps (column “#s”) (i.e., the number of elementary actions) and the total time needed to solve the problem (column “Total”),
– for C -PLAN,
 the number of steps (i.e., the number of parallel actions) (column “#s”);
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 the number of possible plans generated before finding a valid one (column
“#pp”);
 the search time taken by the system at the last step (column “Last”);
 the total search time, being the sum over all steps of the time taken by
C - SAT GEN DLL and C - SAT TEST (column “Tot.search”); and
 the total time taken by the system to solve the problem, excluding the off-line
time necessary to compute trD
i and trtD
i (column “Total”). This total time does
not coincide with “Tot.search” because it includes also the times necessary for
expanding the formula, and for doing some other computation internal to the
system.
Times are in seconds, and all the tests have been run on a Pentium III, 850MHz,
512MBRAM running Linux SUSE 7.0. For practical reasons, we stopped the execution of a system if its running time exceeded 1200s of CPU time or if it required more
than the 512MB of available RAM. In the table, the first case is indicated with “TIME”
and the second with “MEM”.
As it can be seen from Table 1, C -PLAN takes full advantage of its ability to execute
actions concurrently. Indeed, it solves the problem in only one step, by dunking all
the packages at the same time. Furthermore, the time taken by C -PLAN is always not
measurable. CMBP and GPT have comparable performances, with CMBP being better
of a factor of 2-3. However, the most interesting data about these systems is that when
jP j = 20 they both run out of memory. Indeed, both GPT and CMBP can require huge
amounts of memory: GPT for storing the set of belief states visited, and CMBP for storing
(as Binary Decision Diagrams, BDD [18]) the transition relation and the set of belief
states visited.
We also consider the elaboration of the “bomb in the toilet” in which dunking a
package clogs the toilet. There is the additional action of flushing the toilet, which
is possible only if the toilet is clogged. The results are shown in Table 2 for jP j =
2; 4; 6; 8; 10 and jT j = 1; 5; 10. With one toilet, these problems are the “sequential
version” of the previous. With multiple toilets they are similar to the “BMTC” problems
in [17]. As we can see from Table 2, when there is only one toilet C -PLAN “Total” time
increases rapidly compared to the other solvers. Indeed, jT j = 1 represents the purely
sequential case in which the only valid plan consists in repeatedly dunking a package
and flushing the toilet till all the packages have been dunked. On the other hand, we
see, e.g., for jP j = 6 and jT j = 1, that most of C -PLAN time is not spent in the search.
By analysing these numbers and profiling C -PLAN code, we discovered that
– most of the search time is spent by C - SAT GEN DLL : on all the experiments we tried,
each call of C - SAT TEST takes an hardly measurable time,
– the time taken by the system to expand the formula at each step can be considerable, but (since the expansion is done once for each step) does not account for the
possible big differences between “Tot.search” and “Total”. This is evident if we
compare row 6-1 in Table 2 with row 6-1 in Table 3: The formulas to expand in the
two cases are equal, and the number of expansion is the same. However, the “Total”
time in Table 2 is significantly bigger than the “Total” time in Table 3,
– the possible big differences are due to the fact that, in our current version, each time
C - SAT TEST is invoked by C - SAT GEN DLL , we pay a cost linear in the size of the
V formula. This cost is due to the copying of the V formula from one data-structure
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GPT
Total
2-1
0.10
2-5
0.04
2-10 0.05
4-1
0.04
4-5
0.23
4-10 2.23
6-1
0.09
6-5
3.29
6-10 74.15
8-1
0.41
8-5 32.07
8-10 MEM
10-1 2.67
10-5 MEM
10-10 MEM

jP j-jT j

CMBP
#s Total
3 0.00
2 0.01
2 0.03
7 0.00
4 0.79
4 11.30
11 0.04
7 16.80
MEM
15 0.20
11 112.48
MEM
19 1.55
15 974.45
MEM

Cplan
Last Tot.search
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
15.39 49.39
56.92 57.34
0.00
0.00

#s
3
1
1
7
1
1
11
3
1

#pp
6
1
1
540
1
1
52561
98346
1

1

1

0.00

0.00

1

1

0.00

0.00

Total
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.65
0.00
0.01
221.55
419.53
0.01
TIME
TIME
0.01
TIME
TIME
0.04

Table 2. Bomb in the toilet: Multiple toilets, clogging, one bomb.

to another internal of SIM. This linear cost, multiplied by the number of times C SAT TEST is invoked, accounts for the difference between “Tot.search” and “Total”
in the example 6-1 of Table 2.
We remark that the potentially exponential cost of verifying a plan does not arise in
practice, at least on all the experiments we tried. As a matter of fact, each time a plan
is verified, the corresponding set of unit clauses is added to the V formula and (if the
plan is not valid) the empty set of clauses is generated after very few splits. This was
expected (see the Section on implementation in [3]): what we underestimated is the cost
paid because of copying the V formula. We believe that this cost is also responsible for
many of C -PLAN’s timeouts, and that a better engineering of the system, meant to solve
this particular problem, will allow C -PLAN to be even more competitive. In any case,
C -PLAN’s performances are not too bad compared to the ones of the other solvers: C PLAN , CMBP , GPT do not solve 4, 3, 3 problems respectively.
Finally, we consider the same problem as before, except that we do not know how
many packages are armed. These problems, with respect to the ones previously considered, present a higher degree of uncertainty. We consider the same values of jP j and jT j
and report the same data as before. The results are shown in Table 3.
Contrarily to what could be expected, C -PLAN performances are much better on the
problems in Table 3 than on those in Table 2. This is most evident if we compare the
number of plans generated and tested by C -PLAN before finding a solution. For example,
if we consider the four packages and one toilet problem,
– with one bomb, as in Table 2, C -PLAN generates 540 possible plans and takes 0.65s
to solve the problem (0.15s of search time),
– with possibly multiple bombs, as in Table 3, C -PLAN generates 15 possible plans
and takes 0.02s to solve the problem (0.02s is also the search time).
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GPT
Total
2-1
0.03
2-5
0.04
2-10 0.24
4-1
0.17
4-5
0.06
4-10 0.38
6-1
0.08
6-5
0.33
6-10 7.14
8-1
0.06
8-5
2.02
8-10 MEM
10-1 0.21
10-5 12.51
10-10 MEM

jP j-jT j

CMBP
#s Total
3 0.00
2 0.00
2 0.02
7 0.01
4 0.54
4 7.13
11 0.03
7 10.71
MEM
15 0.17
11 90.57
MEM
19 1.02
15 591.33
MEM

#s
3
1
1
7
1
1
11
3
1
15
3
1

#pp
3
1
1
15
1
1
117
48
1
1195
2681
1

1

1

Cplan
Last Tot.search
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.25
1.39
0.62
0.66
0.00
0.00
12.23 147.25
14.84 15.60
0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

Total
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
2.01
1.36
0.00
184.29
317.13
12.68
TIME
TIME
0.06

Table 3. Bomb in the toilet: Multiple toilets, clogging, possibly multiple bombs.

To understand why, consider for simplicity the case in which there is only one toilet and
two packages P1 and P2 . For n = 0
– there are no possible plans if we know that there is one bomb, and
– there is the possible plan consisting of the empty sequence of actions, corresponding to assuming that neither P1 nor P2 is armed, in the case we know nothing. This
plan is not valid, and, because of the determinization, C -PLAN adds a clause to the
initial state saying that at least one package is armed.
For n = 1, C -PLAN in both cases tries 2 possible plans. If we assume that it generates
first the plan in which P1 is dunked
– if we further assume that there is one bomb, it rejects it, and —because of the
determinization— it adds a clause to the initial state which allows to conclude that
the bomb is in P2 . Then, for n = 2 and n = 3, any plan in which P2 is dunked is
possible.
– in the other case, it rejects it, and —because of the determinization— it adds a
clause to the initial state saying that the bomb is not in P1 or is in P2 . Then, it
generates the other plan in which only P2 is dunked. Also this plan is rejected and
a clause saying that a bomb is in P1 or not in P2 is added to the initial state. Thus,
there is now only one initial state satisfying all the constraints: namely the one in
which both P1 and P2 are armed. This allows C -PLAN to conclude that there are no
possible plans for n = 2, and to immediately generate a valid plan at n = 3.
The optimizations described in Section 3 help a lot. Indeed, if we consider the four
packages and one toilet problem, and disable the optimizations,
– if we have one bomb, as in Table 2, C -PLAN generates 2145 possible plans and
takes 0.54s to solve the problem (0.24s in the last step),
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– if we have possibly multiple bombs, as in Table 3, C -PLAN generates 3743 possible
plans and takes 0.93s to solve the problem (0.72s in the last step).
Besides C -PLAN’s performances, also CMBP and GPT seem to get benefits by the
added nondeterminism. Overall, C -PLAN, CMBP and GPT do not solve respectively 2,
3 and 2 of the considered problems. On the ones they solve, we get roughly the same
picture that we had before: C -PLAN takes full advantage of its ability to concurrently
execute actions, and thus behaves better on problems with multiple toilets.
Overall, GPT, CMBP and C -PLAN do not solve 6, 7, 6 respectively of the 37 examples
that we tried.

5 Conclusions and related work
We have presented some optimizations to the basic procedure for conformant planning
described in [3]. The procedure and the optimizations have been implemented in C PLAN ver. 2, a SAT-based conformant planner based on the SIM SAT library. C - PLAN
incorporates the Causal Calculator [9], and is thus able to reason about action descriptions specified in C . C allows for, e.g., concurrency, constraints, and nondeterminism.
This causes C -PLAN to be one of most expressive conformant planners among the currently available. From the experimental analysis we get that GPT, CMBP and C -PLAN do
not solve 6, 7, 6 respectively of the 37 examples that we tried. Most important, while C PLAN runs out of time, CMBP and GPT run out of memory. This seems to point out that
C -PLAN range of applicability is different from the range of applicability of CMBP and
GPT . Analogous results supporting this fact are reported in [19] where it is shown that
for classical, highly parallel domains the planning as satisfiability approaches appear to
do best. The fact that SAT-based approaches and BDD-based approaches have different
range of applicability is also confirmed by
– previous work comparing BDD and DLL as SAT procedures, see [20],
– recent work in symbolic reachability in formal verification, see [21, 22].
Beside the already cited [15, 16], two other works on conformant planning are [5]
and [24]. In [5], the authors propose an approach based on plan graphs. The underlying
idea is to construct a planning graph for every possible deterministic version of the
original planning problem. Constraints over planning graphs ensure conformance. The
main weakness of the approach is that there can be exponentially many deterministic
version, causing the creation of exponentially many planning graphs. In [24], Rintanen
reduces the problem of conformant and conditional planning to the problem of deciding
the satisfiability of a Quantified Boolean Formula (QBF). Our approach is similar to
Rintanen’s: The search performed by our generate and test procedure resembles the one
of a QBF solver if run on formulas corresponding to conformant planning problems. On
the other hand, by dealing with the original planning problem, we are able to introduce
optimizations —like the ones described in Section 3— which take into account the
nature of the original problem.
In [23], a new algorithm for conformant planning based on “heuristic-symbolic
search”, is proposed and the experimental results are impressive. A detailed analysis
of the paper and the results is in our agenda.
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Abstract. Several real world applications require planners that deal with nondeterministic domains and with temporally extended goals. Recent research is
addressing this planning problem. However, the ability of dealing in practice with
large state spaces is still an open problem. In this paper we describe a planning algorithm for extended goals that makes use of BDD-based symbolic model checking techniques. We implement the algorithm in the MBP planner, evaluate its applicability experimentally, and compare it with existing tools and algorithms. The
results show that, in spite of the difficulty of the problem, MBP deals in practice
with domains of large size and with goals of a certain complexity.

1 Introduction
Research in classical planning has focused on the problem of providing algorithms that
can deal with large state spaces. However, in some application domains (like robotics,
control, and space applications) classical planners are difficult to apply, due to restrictive assumptions on the planning problem they are designed (and highly customized)
for. Restrictive assumptions that result from practical experiences are, among others,
the hypotheses about the determinism of the planning domain and the fact that goals
are sets of final desired states (reachability goals). Several recent works address either
the problem of planning for reachability goals in non-deterministic domains (see for
instance [7, 15, 3, 10]), or the problem of planning for temporally extended goals that
define conditions on the whole execution paths (see for instance [8, 1]). Very few works
in planning relax both the restrictions on deterministic domains and on reachability
goals, see, e.g., [11, 14]. These works show that planning for temporally extended goals
in non-deterministic domains is theoretically feasible in a rather general framework.
However, they leave open the problem of dealing in practice with the large state spaces
that are a characteristic of most real world applications. Indeed, the combination of
the two aspects of non-determinism and temporally extended goals makes the problem
of plan generation significantly more difficult than considering one of the two aspects
separately. From the one side, planning for temporally extended goals requires general synthesis algorithms that cannot be customized and optimized to the special case
of reachability goals. From the other side, compared to planning for extended goals in
deterministic domains, the planner has to take into account the fact that temporal properties must be checked on all the execution paths that result from the non-deterministic
outcomes of actions. These two factors make practical planning for extended goals in
large non-deterministic domains an open and challenging problem.
In this paper we address this problem. The starting point is the work presented
in [14], which provides a theoretical framework for planning in non-deterministic domains. In [14], goals are formulas in the CTL temporal logic [9]. CTL provides the ability to express goals that take into account the fact that a plan may non-deterministically
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result in many possible different executions and that some requirements can be enforced
on all the possible executions, while others may be enforced only on some executions.
In order to show that planning for CTL goals is feasible theoretically, [14] presents a
planning algorithm that searches through an explicit representation of the state-space.
This however limits its applicability to trivial examples. In this paper we describe in
detail a novel planning algorithm based on symbolic model checking techniques, and
evaluate it experimentally. The algorithm is a major departure from that presented in
[14], both theoretically and practically. Theoretically, while [14] is an explicit-state
depth-first forward search, the algorithm presented here is formulated directly by using symbolic model checking techniques. Starting from the goal formula, it builds an
automaton that is then used to control the symbolic search on sets of states. From the
practical point of view, the algorithm opens up the possibility to scale-up to large state
spaces. We implement the algorithm in the MBP planner [2], and provide an extensive
experimental evaluation. The experiments show that planning in such a general setting
can still be done in practice in domains of significant dimensions, e.g., domains with
more than 108 states, and with goals of a certain complexity. We compare MBP with
S IM P LAN [11], a planner based on explicit-state search, and show the significant benefits of planning based on symbolic model checking w.r.t. explicit-state techniques. We
also compare the algorithm for extended goals with the MBP algorithms presented in
[6, 7], that have been customized to deal with reachability goals. The general algorithm
for extended goals introduces a rather low overhead, in spite of the fact that it deals with
a much more general problem.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the basic definitions on planning for extended goals in non-deterministic domains. The core of the paper are Sections 3 and 4. The former presents the planning algorithm, while the latter describes its
implementation in the MBP planner and shows the experimental evaluation. Finally,
Section 5 draws some conclusions and discusses related work.

2 Non-Deterministic Domains, Extended Goals and Plans
In this section we recall briefly the basic definitions for planning with extended goals
in non-deterministic domains. See [14] for examples and further explanations.
Definition 1. A (non-deterministic) planning domain D is a tuple (B ; Q; A; !), where
B is the finite set of (basic) propositions, Q  2B is the set of states, A is the
finite
a
set of actions, and !  Q  A  Q is the transition relation. We write q ! q 0 for
(q; a; q 0 ) 2 !.

The transition relation describes how an action leads from one state to possibly many
different states. We require that relation ! is total, i.e., for every q 2 Q there is some
a 0

a 0
0
0
a 2 A and q 2 Q such that q ! q . We denote with A t(q ) = fa : 9q : q ! q g the

a
set of the actions that can be performed in state q , and with Exe (q; a) = fq 0 : q ! q 0 g
the set of the states that can be reached from q performing action a 2 A t(q ).
Definition 2. Let B be the set of basic propositions of a domain D and let b
syntax of an (extended) goal g for D is the following:

> j ? j j : j ^ j _ j AX j EX j
A( U ) j E( U ) j A( W ) j E( W )
We define the following abbreviations: AF = A(> U ), EF = E(> U
A( W ?), and EF = E( W ?).
g

::=

b

g

g

b

g

g

g

g
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,

AG =

Extended goals are expressed with CTL formulas. CTL allows us to express goals that
take into account non-determinism. For instance, it is possible to express the different
forms of reachability goals considered in [6, 7]: the goal EF b requires plans to have
a chance of reaching a set of final desired states where b holds (“weak” planning),
AF b requires plans that are guaranteed to achieve the goal (“strong” planning), and
A(EF b W b) requires plans that try to achieve the goal with iterative trial-and-error
strategies (“strong-cyclic” planning). We can express also different kinds of maintainability goals, e.g., AG g (“maintain g ”), AG :g (“avoid g ”), EG g (“try to maintain g ”),
EG :g (“try to avoid g ”), and AG EF g (“always maintain a possibility to reach g ”).
Moreover, reachability and maintainability requirements can be combined, like in the
cases of AF AG g (“reach a set of states where g can be maintained”). See [14] for a
larger set of examples of extended goals that can be expressed in CTL.
In order to satisfy extended goals, we need to consider plans that are strictly more
expressive than plans that simply map states of the world to actions to be executed, like
universal plans [16], memory-less policies [3], and state-action tables [6, 7]. In the case
of temporally extended goals, actions to be executed may also depend on the “internal
state” of the executor, which can take into account, e.g., previous execution steps. More
precisely, a plan can be defined in terms of an action function that, given a state and
an execution context encoding the internal state of the executor, specifies the action to
be executed, and in terms of a context function that, depending on the action outcome,
specifies the next execution context.
Definition 3. A plan for a domain D is a tuple  = (C; 0 ; act; ctxt), where C is a set
of (execution) contexts, 0 2 C is the initial context, act : Q  C * A is the action
function, and ctxt : Q  C  Q * C is the context function.
If we are in state q and in execution context , then act(q; ) returns the action to be
executed by the plan, while ctxt(q; ; q 0 ) associates to each reached state q 0 the new
execution context. Functions act and ctxt may be partial, since some state-context pairs
are never reached in the execution of the plan.
The execution of a plan results in a change in the current state and in the current
context. It can therefore be described in terms of transitions between state-context pairs,
a
like (q; ) ! (q 0 ; 0 ). Due to the non-determinism of the domain, a plan may lead to
an infinite number of different executions. In [14] a finite presentation of all possible
executions is obtained by defining an execution structure. It is a Kripke structure [9]
whose set of states is the set state-context pairs, and whose transitions are the transitions
of the plan. According to [14], a plan satisfies a goal g if CTL formula g holds on the
execution structure corresponding to the plan.

3 The Symbolic Planning Algorithm
A planning problem requires to build a plan that satisfies the goal and is compatible with
the given domain (i.e., it is executable). The algorithm we propose works by building an
automaton, called the control automaton that is used to guide the search of a plan. The
states of the control automaton are the contexts of the plan that is being built, and the
transitions represent the possible evolutions of the contexts when actions are executed.
Control automata are strictly related to the tree automata proposed in [12] as the basic
structure for performing CTL synthesis. The outline of the symbolic planning algorithm
is the following:
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function symbolic-plan (g0 ) : Plan
aut := build-aut (g0 )
assoc := build-assoc (aut )
plan := extract-plan (aut ; assoc )
return plan
It works in three main steps. In the first step, build-aut constructs the control automaton for the given goal. In the second step, build-assoc exploits the control automaton
to guide the symbolic exploration of the domain, and associates a set of states in the
planning domain to each state in the control automaton. Intuitively, these are the states
for which a plan exists from the given context. In the third step, extract-plan constructs
a plan by exploiting the information on the states associated to the contexts.
Control automata. Control automata are the key element for the definition of the planning algorithm.
Definition 4. A control automaton is a tuple A = (C; 0 ; T ; R), where:
– C is the set of control states (or contexts), and 0 2 C is the initial control state.
– T : C ! P (Prop(B )  P (C )  C ) is the transition function, where Prop(B ) is
any propositional formula constructed from basic propositions b 2 B .
– R = fB1 ; : : : ; Bn g, with Bi  C , is the set of the red blocks of the automaton.
The transitions in T ( ) describe the different valid evolutions from context . For each
2 T ( ), component P constrains the states where the transitions is applicable, while components E s and A describe the contexts that must hold in the next
states, according to the transition. More precisely, each context E 2 E s must hold for
“some” of the next states, while A defines the context that must hold for “all the other”
next states. The distinction between contexts E s and context A is necessary in the case
of non-deterministic domain, since it permits to distinguish between behaviors that the
plan should enforce on all next states, or only on some of them.
Component R defines conditions on the valid infinite executions of a plan. These coincide with the so called “acceptance conditions” of automata theory [13]. Acceptance
conditions are necessary to distinguish the control states of a plan where the execution
can persist forever from the control states that should be left eventually in order to allow
for a progress in the fulfillment of the goal. More precisely, a given red block B 2 R
is used to represent all the control states in which the execution is trying to reach or
achieve a given condition. If an execution of a plan persists inside B , then the condition
is never reached, the execution is not accepted and the plan is not valid. If a control state
does not appear in any red block, then it corresponds to a situation where only safety or
maintainability goals have to be fulfilled, so no progress is required.
Construction of the control automata. We now define how the control automaton is
constructed from the goal.
Definition 5. The control automaton A = build-aut (g0 ) is built according to rules:
– 0 = [g0 ℄ 2 C .
(P; E s; A)

– If [g1 ; : : : ; gn ℄ 2 C then, for each (P; E X; AX ) 2 progr (g1 ^    ^ gn ) and for
each partition fE X1 ; : : : ; E Xn g of E X :
( P ; forder-goals (AX [ E Xi ) : i = 1::ng ; order-goals (AX ) ) 2 T ( ):
Moreover, order-goals (AX [ E Xi ) 2 C for i = 1::n and order-goals (AX ) 2 C .
– For each strong until subgoal g of g0 , let Bg
then Bg 2 R.
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Each state of the control automaton corresponds to an ordered list of subgoals, representing those subgoals that the executor should currently achieve. The order of the
subgoals represents their priorities. Indeed, there are situations in which it is necessary
to distinguish control states that correspond to the same subgoals according to their priorities. Consider for instance the case of goal gAG = AG (AF p ^ AF q ), that requires
to keep achieving both condition p and condition q . Two different contexts generated
in the construction of the control automaton for this goal are [AF p; AF q; gAG ℄ and
[AF q; AF p; gAG ℄. They have the same subgoals, but the first one gives priority to goal
AF p, while the second one gives priority to goal AF q . By switching between the two
contexts, the plan guarantees that both the conditions p and q are achieved infinitely often. In general, the first goal head( ) in a context is the goal with the highest priority,
and it is the goal that the planning algorithm is trying to achieve first.
In order to be able to define the priority of the subgoals we need to distinguish three
categories of formulas: the strong until goals (A( U ) and E( U )), the weak until
goals (A( W ) and E( W )), and the transient goals (AX , EX , _ , and ^ ). A
transient goal is “resolved” in one step, independently from their priority: prefixes AX
and EX , for instance, express conditions only on the next execution step. Weak until
goals are allowed to hold forever, without being resolved. Therefore, we assign a low
priority to transient and weak until goals. Strong until goals must be instead eventually
resolved for the plan to be valid. We assign a high priority to these goals, and, among
the strong until goals, we give priority to the goals that are active since more steps.
Namely, the longer a strong until goal stays active and unresolved, the “more urgent”
the goal becomes. In Definition 5 the ordering of subgoals sg is performed by function
order-goals (sg; ). The input context represents the list of the subgoals in the old
context; it is necessary to determine the priority among the strong until goals that are
already active in the old context.
One of the key steps in the construction of the transition function of a control automaton is the function progr . It associates to each goal g the conditions that g defines
on the current state and on the next states to be reached, according to the CTL semantics. This is obtained by unrolling the weak and strong until operators, as shown by the
following rules:
– progr (A(g U g 0 )) = (progr (g ) ^ AX A(g U g 0 )) _ progr (g 0 ) and
progr (E(g U g 0 )) = (progr (g ) ^ EX E(g U g 0 )) _ progr (g 0 );
– progr (A(g W g 0 )) = (progr (g ) ^ AX A(g W g 0 )) _ progr (g 0 ) and
progr (E(g W g 0 )) = (progr (g ) ^ EX E(g W g 0 )) _ progr (g 0 ).
Function progr commutes with the other operators: e.g., progr (g ^ g 0 ) = progr (g ) ^
progr (g 0 ). For instance, progr (AG p) = p ^ AX AG p, progr (EF q ) = q _ EX EF p, and
progr (AG p ^ EF q ) = (p ^ q ^ AX AG p) _ (p ^ AX AG p ^ EX EF q ). We can assume
that formula progr (g ) is written in disjunctive normal form, as in the examples above.
Each disjunct corresponds to an alternative evolution of the domain, i.e., to alternative
plans we can search for. Each disjunct consists of the conjunction of three kinds of
formulas, the propositional ones b and :b, those of the form EX f , and those of the
form AX h. In the algorithm, we make this structure explicit and represent progr (g ) as
a set of triples
progr (g ) = f(Pi ; E Xi ; AXi ) j i 2 I g:
where p 2 Pi are the propositional formulas of the i-th disjunct of progr (g ), and f
E Xi (h 2 AXi ) if EX f (AX h) belongs to the i-th disjunct.

2
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In the case the component E X of a disjunct (P; E X; AX ) contains more than one
subgoal, the generation of the control automaton has to take into account that there are
different ways to distribute the subgoals in E X to the set of next states. For instance,
if set E X contains two subgoals, then we can require that both the subgoals hold in
the same next state, or that they hold in two distinct next states. In the general case,
any partition E X1 ; : : : ; E Xn of the subgoals in E X corresponds to a possible way to
associate the goals to the next states. Namely, for each i = 1::n, there must be some
next state where subgoals AX [ E Xi hold. In all the other states, subgoals in AX must
hold.
A plan for a given goal is not valid if it allows for executions where a strong until
goals becomes eventually active and is then never resolved. In order to represent these
undesired behaviors, the construction of the automaton generates a red block Bg for
each set of contexts that share the same “higher-priority” strong until goal g .
Associating states to contexts. Once the control automaton for a goal g0 is built, the
planning algorithm proceeds by associating to each context in the automaton a set of
states in the planning domain. The association is built by function build-assoc :
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

function build-assoc (aut ) : Assoc
foreach 2 aut :C do assoc [ ℄ := Q
green-block := f 2 C : 8B 2 aut :R : 62 B g
blocks := aut :R [ fgreen-block g
while (9B 2 blocks : need-refinement (B )) do
if B 2 aut :R then foreach 2 B do assoc [ ℄ := ;
while (9 2 B : need-update ( )) do
assoc [ ℄ := update-ctxt (aut ; assoc ; )
return assoc

The algorithm starts with an optimistic association, that assigns all the states Q in the
domain to each context (line 2). The association is then iteratively refined. At every
iteration of the loop (lines 5-8), a block of contexts is chosen, and the corresponding
associations are updated. Those states are removed from the association, from which
the algorithm discovers that the goals in the context are not satisfiable. The algorithm
terminates when a fixpoint is reached, that is, whenever no further refinement of the
association is possible: in this case, function need-refinement (B ) at line 5 evaluates
to false for each B 2 blocks and the guard of the while fails. The chosen block of
contexts may be either one of the red blocks, or the block of states that are not in any
red block (this is the “green” block of the automaton). In the case of the green block,
the refinement step must guarantee only that all the states associated to the contexts are
“safe”: that is, they never lead to contexts where the goal cannot be achieved anymore.
This refinement (lines 7-8) is obtained by choosing a context in the green block and by
“refreshing” the corresponding set of states (function update-ctxt ). Once the fixpoint
is reached and all the refresh steps on the states in B do not change the association
(i.e., no context in B needs updates), the loop at lines 7-8 is left, and another block is
chosen. In the case of a red block, not only does the refinement guarantee that the states
in the association are “safe”, but also that the contexts in the red block are eventually
left. Indeed, as we have seen, executions that persist forever in the control states of a
red block are not valid. To this purpose, the sets of states associated to the red-block
are initially emptied (line 6). Then, iteratively, one of the control states in the redblock is chosen, and its association is updated (lines 7-8). In this way, a least fixpoint is
computed for the states associated to the red block.
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The core step of build-assoc is function update-ctxt (aut ; assoc ; ). It takes as input
the automaton, aut = (C; 0 ; T ; R), the current association of states assoc and a context
2 C , and returns the new set of states to be associated to .

 q 2 Q :

update-ctxt (aut ; assoc ;

)=

9 2 A 9(
)2 ( )
2 states-of ( ) ^
(
) 2 strong-pre-image (assoc [ ℄) ^
(
) 2 multi-weak-pre-image (fassoc [
a

;

P; E s; A

T

P

q

q; a

A

q; a

E℄

:

E

2 g)
Es

:

For a state to be associated to the context, the next states corresponding to the execution
of some action a 2 A should satisfy the transition conditions of the automaton. Let us
consider an action a and an element (P; E s; A) 2 T ( ). Formula P describes conditions on the current states. Only those states that satisfy property P are valid (condition
q 2 states-of (P )). A is the context that should be reached for “all the other” next states,
i.e., for all the next states not associated with any context in E s. Since all the contexts
in E s contain a superset of the goals in context A, we check, without loss of generality,
that all the next states are valid for context A. In order to satisfy this constraint, function
strong-pre-image is exploited on the set assoc [A℄ of states that are associated to context
A. Function strong-pre-image (Q) returns the state-action pairs that guarantee to reach
states in Q:



strong-pre-image(Q) = f(q; a) : a 2 A t(q ) ^ Exe (q; a)  Qg:
Set E s contains the contexts that must be reached for some next states. To satisfy this
constraint, function multi-weak-pre-image is called on the set fassoc [E ℄ : E 2 E sg
whose elements are the sets of states that are associated to the contexts in E s. Function
multi-weak-pre-image returns the state-action pairs that guarantee to cover all the sets
of states received in input:



multi-weak-pre-image(Qs ) =

f(

q; a)

:

a

2 A t( ) ^ 9 : Qs 7! Exe (
q

i

q; a) :

8 2 Qs
Q

: i(Q)

2 g

Q :

This function can be seen as a generalization of function weak-pre-image (Q), that
computes the state-action pairs that may lead to a state in Q: weak-pre-image (Q) =
f(q; a) : Exe (q; a) \ Q 6= ;g. Indeed, in function multi-weak-pre-image(Qs) an injective map is required to exist from the Qs to the next states obtained by the execution
of the state-action pair. This map guarantees that there is at least one next state in each
set of states is Qs. We remark that function update-ctxt is the critical step of the algorithm, in terms of performance. Indeed, this is the step where the domain is explored to
compute pre-images of sets of states. BDD-based symbolic techniques [4] are exploited
in this step to obtain a compact representation of the sets of states associated to the
contexts, and to allow for an efficient exploration of the domain.
Extracting the plan Once the association assoc from contexts to sets of states is built
for automaton aut , a plan can be easily obtained. The set of contexts for the plan coincides with the set of contexts of the control automaton aut . The information necessary
to define functions act and ctxt is implicitly computed during the execution of the function build-assoc . Indeed, functions update-ctxt and multi-weak-pre-image determine,
respectively, the action act(q; ) to be performed from a given state q in a given context
, and the next execution context ctxt(q; ; q 0 ) for any possible next state q 0 . A plan can
thus be obtained from a given assignment by executing one more step of the refinement
function and by collecting these information.
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4 Experimental Evaluation
We have implemented the planning algorithm inside the MBP planner. MBP [2] is built
on top of a state-of-the-art symbolic model checker, N U SMV [5]. Further information
on MBP can be found at http://sra.itc.it/tools/mbp/.
The experimental evaluation is designed to test the scalability of the approach, both
in terms of the size of the domain and in terms of the complexity of the goal. In the
experiments we also draw a comparison with planning algorithms for extended goals
based on an explicit-state exploration of the domain, and in particular with S IM P LAN.
S IM P LAN [11] implements different approaches to planning in non-deterministic domains. We focus on the logic-based planning component, where extended goals can be
expressed in (an extension of) Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). LTL formulas can be used
in S IM P LAN to describe user-defined, domain- and goal-dependent control strategies,
that can provide aggressive pruning of the search space. In the experiments we test the
performance of S IM P LAN with and without strategies. Another important comparison
term are the algorithms provided by MBP for the specific case of reachability goals
[6, 7]. Some of the experiments are designed to evaluate the overhead of the general
algorithm for extended goals w.r.t. the optimized algorithms.
We consider the “robot delivery” planning domain, first described in [11]. This domain describes a building, composed by 8 rooms connected by 7 doors. A robot can
move from room to room, picking up and putting down objects. Some rooms in the
domain may be designed as “producer” and as “consumer” rooms: an object of a certain type can disappear if positioned in the corresponding consumer room, and can then
reappear in one of the producer rooms. Furthermore, in order to add non-determinism
to the system, some of the doors may be designed to close without intervention of the
robot: they are called “kid-doors” in [11].
The experiments have been performed on a Pentium III 700 MHz with 4 Gb RAM
of memory running Linux. The time limit was set to 1 hour (3600 seconds). All the
experiments have been run on 5 random instances. In the tables, we report the average
time required to complete. In the case of MBP, the reported times include also the preprocessing time necessary in MBP to build the symbolic representation of the planning
domain. In the case only some of the instances terminate in the time limit, we report
the average on the instances that terminate and the number t of terminated instances as
[t=5℄. If all the instances of an experiment do not terminate, the corresponding cell is
left empty.
The first two experiments coincide with the experiments proposed in [11]. Experiment 1 consists in moving objects into given rooms and then maintain them there. No
producer and consumer rooms are present in this experiment. We fix the number of objects present in the domain to 5. The number n of objects to be moved ranges from 1 to
5, while the number k of kid-doors ranges from 0 to 7. The CTL goal is the following:
AF AG (in (obj 1 ; room 1 ) ^    ^ in (obj n ; room n )):
Experiment 2 consists in reactively delivering produced objects to the corresponding
consumer room. The number p of producer and consumer rooms ranges 1 to 4, while
the number k of kid-doors ranges form 0 to 7. The CTL goal is the following:
AG

^

i

=1::p

in (obj i ; prod i ) ! AF (in (obj i ; cons i ))



The results of these two experiments are reported in Tables 1 and 2 for MBP, for S IM P LAN with control strategies (S IM P LAN with CS), and for S IM P LAN without control
formulas (S IM P LAN w/o CS). MBP and S IM P LAN exhibit complementary behaviors
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MBP

S IM P LAN with CS

k=0

n=1
0.7

n=2
3.4

n=3 n=4 n=5
22.1 143.9 1094.6

n=1
0.5

n=2
0.7

k=1

0.7

4.5

33.7 195.3 1219.6

1.0

1.9

k=2

0.8

5.0

38.9 275.1 1648.2

8.4

11.4

k=3

0.8

6.4

k=4

1.0

5.6

k=5

1.2

7.8

k=6

1.2

8.8

k=7

1.4

9.4

41.2 276.9 2163.2
16.0 40.1
[2/5]
[4/5]
45.7 336.9 2185.3
22.2 1478.5
[3/5]
[3/5]
43.4 350.2 1866.1 680.5 352.8
[3/5]
[2/5]
52.1 426.2 2505.1 1143.2
[3/5]
[4/5]
42.7 303.3 2886.1
[2/5]

S IM P LAN w/o CS

n=3
1.2

n=4
1.6

n=5
1.7

6.3

4.8

9.1

11.5 116.7 128.6
[4/5]
378.9 727.0
[3/5] [3/5]
275.7
[2/5]
420.1
[1/5]
-

-

n=1 n=2
311.9 1145.8
[1/5]
106.5
0.5
[2/5] [1/5]
-

-

n=3
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 1. Results of Experiment 1.
MBP
k=0

p=1
0.0

p=2 p=3 p=4
6.4 124.6 2053.6

k=1

0.0

6.1 137.6 2426.9

k=2

0.0

6.3 112.5 2684.1

k=3

0.0

5.6 123.1 2063.1

k=4

0.1

12.8 130.6 2325.5

k=5

0.1

11.3 140.6 2944.9

k=6

0.1

k=7

0.1

7.9 130.3 2940.2
[3/5]
12.4 140.8 2703.2

S IM P LAN with CS
p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4
0.3
2.4 28.7 303.6
0.8

15.1 360.2 309.8
[3/5]
63.0 918.0
[4/5] [1/5]
245.7 3289.8
[1/5]
12.2
[3/5]
1386.9
[1/5]
1104.6
[1/5]
1.8
[1/5]
15.0

S IM P LAN w/o CS
p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4
33.2 721.1
[4/5] [1/5]
9.2 17.8
[2/5] [1/5]
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 2. Results of Experiment 2.

in these tests. The performance of MBP is left rather unaffected when kid-doors are
added, but the time required to find a plan grows exponentially in the number n of
objects to be moved and in the number p of producer rooms. S IM P LAN with control
strategies scales linearly with respect to the number n of objects, and behaves better
than MBP also when the number p of producer rooms grows. S IM P LAN, however, suffers remarkably when kid-doors are added to the domain.
Some remarks are in order on the different behaviors of the two systems in the first
experiment in the case the number n of objects to be moved grows. The number of steps
that the robot must perform grows linearly in the number of objects, while the number of
interesting states of the planning domain grows exponentially. MBP searches for a plan
for all the states in the domain. This explains its exponential grow. The search control
strategies in S IM P LAN, instead, prune most of the search space, at least in the case no
kid-doors are present. The plan is therefore built in linear time w.r.t. its length. When
the search control strategies are disallowed in S IM P LAN, a larger portion of the state
space should be explored, and the performance becomes much worse. Indeed, plans are
found in the time limit only for very small values of parameters k , n, and p.
Experiment 3 is designed to compare the performance of the general extendedgoals planning algorithm of MBP with the optimized algorithms provided by MBP
for reachability goals. In this case, the robot is required to reach a state where a goal
condition is satisfied. The goal conditions have the following form:
p = in (obj 1 ; room 1 ) ^    ^ in (obj n ; room n ):
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k=0
AF p

Strong
S IM P LAN with CS
S IM P LAN w/o CS
A(EF p W p)
SC-Global
SC-Local

n=1

n=2

0.7
0.4
0.4
1.3
0.6
0.2

n=3

k=7
n=4

n=5

n=1

n=2

n=3

n=4

n=5

3.8
2.3
0.7
-

26.9 160.2 1316.3
16.1 139.5 766.8
1.2
1.6
2.1
-

0.3
0.3
-

0.3
0.3
-

0.4
0.3
-

0.4
0.4
-

0.4
0.4
-

9.9
3.6
1.3

46.1 601.6 2547.3
26.0 266.6 1253.3
9.3 111.1 615.1

2.3
1.1
2.1

12.9 75.0 589.8
5.0 39.9 238.6 1880.6
15.3 152.8 1525.8
-

Table 3. Results of Experiment 3.

We consider three optimized algorithms for reachability goals. The first algorithm tries
to build Strong plans, i.e., plans that reach condition p despite non-determinism. It corresponds to temporally extended goal AF p. The other algorithms try to build StrongCyclic plans by exploiting two different approaches, the Global and the Local approach
described in [6]. We recall from Section 2 that a strong-cyclic plan defines a trial-anderror strategy, corresponding to the temporally extended goal A(EF p W p). Strongcyclic plans cannot be expressed in S IM P LAN: indeed, S IM P LAN is not able to express
those goals that require a combination of universal and existential path quantifiers.
Strong-cyclic plans are interesting in the cases where strong plans do not exist due
to the non-determinism in the domain. In order to allow for such situations, in this
experiment we use a variant of the robot delivery domain, where the robot may fail to
open a kid-door. (In the original domain, the robot always succeeds in opening a door;
kid can close it again only from the next round.) If a kid-door is on the route of the
robot, no strong plan exists for that problem: the robot can only try to open the door
until it succeeds.
The results of this experiment are shown in Table 3. We report only the case of 0
kid-doors (where strong plans always exist), and the case of 7 kid-doors (where strong
plans never exist). In all the cases, the number n of objects to be moved ranges from
1 to 5. The upper part of the table covers the “strong” reachability planning problem
and compares the optimized MBP algorithm (Strong), the general algorithm on goal
AF p, and, for completeness, S IM P LAN . In the case k = 7, the times in Table 3 are
those required by MBP to report that no strong plan exists. The lower part of the table considers the “strong-cyclic” reachability planning problem and compares the two
strong-cyclic algorithms of MBP (SC-Global and SC-Local) and the general MBP algorithm on goal A(EF p W p). The experiment shows that the generic algorithm for
temporally extended goals compares quite well with respect to the optimized algorithms
provided by MBP. Indeed, the generic algorithm requires about twice the time needed
by the optimized algorithm in the case of the strong plans and about 2:5 the time
of the optimized “global” algorithms for the strong-cyclic planning. The “local” algorithm behaves better than the generic algorithm (and than the “global” one) in the case
a strong plan exists, i.e., k = 0; it behaves worse in the case no plan exists, i.e., k = 7.
This difference in the performances of the MBP algorithms derives from the overhead
introduced in the generic algorithm by the need of managing generic goals, and from
the optimizations present in the specific algorithms. For instance, the Strong and SCLocal algorithms stop when a plan is found for all the initial states, while the generic
algorithm stops only when a fixpoint is reached.
Experiment 4 tests the scalability of the algorithm w.r.t. the complexity of the goal.
In particular, we consider the case of sequential reachability goals in the modified domain of Experiment 3. Given a sequence p1 ; : : : ; pt of conditions to be reached, with
pi
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=

in (obj i;1 ; room i;1 ) ^    ^ in (obj i;n ; room i;n );

AF
S IM P LAN with CS
S IM P LAN w/o CS
A(EF W )

k=0

k=7

t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4 t=5 t=6

t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4 t=5 t=6

35.1 97.5 158.7 196.1 197.9 290.4
1.2 2.9 4.2 6.8 7.8 11.5
-

0.3
-

0.5
-

0.4
-

0.6
-

0.6
-

0.8
-

128.1 195.1 307.7 358.0 583.0 632.4 151.3 279.8 342.8 544.0 642.9 799.4

Table 4. Results of Experiment 4.

we consider the “strong” sequential reachability planning problems
AF (p1

^

AF (p2

^ 

AF (pt )))

and the “strong-cyclic” sequential reachability planning problem
A(EF (p1

^ 

A(EF pt W pt )) W(p1

^    A(EF pt

W pt ))):

In Table 4 we present the outcomes of the experiment. In the strong case, we present
the results also for S IM P LAN. In the strong-cyclic case a comparison is not possible,
as S IM P LAN is not able to represent this kind of goals. The number n of objects is set
to 3, while the nesting level t ranges from 1 to 6. The cases of 0 and of 7 kid-doors
are considered. The experiment shows that MBP scales about linearly in the number
of nested temporal operators, both in the case of strong and in the case of strong-cyclic
multiple reachability. In the case of 0 kid-doors and strong reachability, also S IM P LAN
with search control strategies scales linearly, and the performance is much better than
MBP. Without search strategies, S IM P LAN is not able to complete any of the tests in
this experiment.
The experimental evaluation shows that MBP is able to deal with relatively large domains (some of the instances of the considered experiments have more than 108 states)
and with high non-determinism, and that the performance scales well with respect to
the goal complexity. In terms of expressiveness, CTL turns out to be an interesting language for temporally extended goals. With respect to LTL (used by S IM P LAN), CTL
can express goals that combine universal and existential path quantifiers: this is the
case, for instance, of the strong-cyclic reachability goals. On specific planning problems, (e.g., reachability problems) the overhead w.r.t. optimized state-of-the-art algorithms is acceptable. The comparison with S IM P LAN shows that the algorithms based
on symbolic techniques outperform the explicit planning algorithms in the case search
control strategies are not allowed. With search control strategies, S IM P LAN performs
better than MBP in the case of domains with a low non-determinism. The possibility
of enhancing the performance of MBP with search strategies is an interesting topic for
future research.

5 Conclusions and Related Work
In this paper, we have described a planning algorithm based on symbolic model checking techniques, which is able to deal with non-deterministic domains and goals as CTL
temporal formulas. This work extends the theoretical results presented in [14] by developing a symbolic algorithm that fully exploits the potentiality of BDDs for the efficient
exploration of huge state spaces. We implement the algorithm in MBP, and perform
a set of experimental evaluations to show that the approach is practical. We test the
scalability of the planner depending on the dimension of the domain, on the degree of
non-determinism, and on the length of the goal. The experimental evaluation gives positive results, even in the case MBP is compared with hand-tailored domain and goal
dependent heuristics (like those of S IM P LAN), or with algorithms optimized to deal
with reachability goals.
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Besides S IM P LAN, very few attempts have been made to build planners that work
in practice in such a general setting like the one we propose. The issue of “temporally
extended goals” is certainly not new. However, most of the works in this direction restrict to deterministic domains, see for instance [8, 1]. Most of the planners able to deal
with non-deterministic domains, do not deal with temporally extended goals [7, 15, 3].
Planning for temporally extended goals is strongly related to the “synthesis problem” [12]. Indeed, the planner has to synthesize a plan from the given goal specification.
We are currently investigating the applicability of the proposed algorithm to synthesis
problems.
In this paper we focus on the case of full observability. An extension of the work to
the case of planning for extended goals under partial observability is one of the main
objectives for future research.
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Abstract
Recently, universal planning has become feasible through the use of efficient
symbolic methods for plan generation and representation based on reduced ordered
binary decision diagrams (OBDDs). In this paper, we address adversarial universal
planning for multi-agent domains in which a set of uncontrollable agents may be
adversarial to us (as in e.g. robotics soccer). We present two new OBDD-based universal planning algorithms for such adversarial non-deterministic finite domains,
namely optimistic adversarial planning and strong cyclic adversarial planning.
We prove and show empirically that these algorithms extend the existing family of
OBDD-based universal planning algorithms to the challenging domains with adversarial environments. We further relate adverserial planning to positive stochastic
games by analyzing the properties of adversarial plans when these are considered
policies for positive stochastic games. Our algorithms have been implemented
within the Multi-agent OBDD-based Planner, UMOP, using the Non-deterministic
Agent Domain Language, NADL.

Keywords: adversarial universal planning, multi-agent planning, non-deterministic domains, stochastic games.

1 Introduction
Universal planning, as originally developed by Schoppers (1987), is an approach for
handling environments with contingencies. Universal planning is particularly appealing for active environments causing actions to be non-deterministic. A universal plan
associates each possible world state with actions relevant in that state for achieving the
goal. Due to the non-deterministic outcome of actions, a universal plan is executed by
iteratively observing the current state and executing an action in the plan associated
with that state.
In the general case the non-determinism forces a universal plan to cover all the
domain states. Since planning domains traditionally have large state spaces, this constraint makes the representation and generation of universal plans nontrivial. Recently,
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reduced ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs,[1]) have been shown to be efficient
for synthesizing and representing universal plans [2, 3, 6]. O BDDs are compact representations of Boolean functions that have been successfully applied in symbolic model
checking [7] to implicitly represent and traverse very large state spaces. Using similar techniques, a universal plan represented as an OBDD can be efficiently synthesized
by a backward breadth-first search from the goal to the initial states in the planning
domain.1
There are three OBDD-based planning algorithms: strong, strong cyclic and optimistic planning. Strong and strong cyclic planning were contributed within the MBP
planner [2, 3]. M BP specifies a planning domain in the action description language AR
[4]. The strong planning algorithm tries to generate a strong plan, i.e., a plan where all
possible outcomes of the actions in the plan change the state to a new state closer to
the goal. The strong cyclic planning algorithm returns a strong plan, if one exists, or
otherwise tries to generate a plan that may contain loops but is guaranteed to achieve
the goal, given that all cyclic executions eventually terminate.
Optimistic planning was contributed within the UMOP planner [6]. U MOP specifies a planning domain in the non-deterministic agent domain language, NADL , that
explicitly defines a controllable system and an uncontrollable environment as two sets
of synchronous agents. Optimistic planning tries to generate a relaxed plan where the
only requirement is that there exists an outcome of each action that leads to a state
nearer the goal.
None of the previous algorithms are generally better than the others. Their strengths
and limitations depend on the structure of the domain [6]. However, a limitation of the
previous algorithms is that they can not reason explicitly about environment actions,
due to their usage of an implicit representation of the effect of these actions. 2 This is
an important restriction for adversarial domains, as for the strong cyclic and optimistic
algorithms, an adversarial environment may be able to prevent goal achievement.
In this paper we contribute two new planning algorithms robust for adversarial environments: optimistic adversarial planning and strong cyclic adversarial planning.
These algorithms explicitly represent environment actions. The planner can then reason about these actions and take adversarial behavior into account. We prove that, in
contrast to strong cyclic plans, strong cyclic adversarial plans guarantee goal achievement independently of the environment behavior. Similarly, we prove that optimistic
adversarial plans improve the quality of optimistic plans by guaranteeing that a goal
state can be reached from any state covered by the optimistic adversarial plan independently of the behavior of the environment. The results are verified empirically in
a scalable example domain using an implementation of our algorithms in the UMOP
planning framework.
Adversarial planning is related to game theory. The main difference is that the goal
is represented in terms of a set of states instead of a utility function. Unlike strong
cyclic adversarial planning, game tree algorithms, such as alpha-beta mini-max [5],
can only guarantee goal achievement if the search is complete and the opponent uses a
strict mini-max strategy. In practice, though, the explicit-state search has to be depthbounded which reduces the approach to heuristic action selection. Matrix games are
stateless and therefore strictly less expressive. The game-theoretic framework that is
closest in relation to adversarial planning is stochastic games (SGs). Stochastic games
extend Markov decision processes (MDPs) to multiple agents. An MDP has transition
probabilities and is thus more expressive than the non-deterministic transition model
of adversarial planning. However, by translating an adversarial planning problem into
an SG problem by adding non-zero transition probabilities, we prove that an optimistic
adversarial plan exists if and only if the solution to the corresponding positive stochastic game has a positive expected reward. Moreover, if a strong cyclic adversarial plan
1 This work assumes that the non-deterministic domain definition is known and the focus is on the development of effective universal planning algorithms under this assumption.
2 Figure 1(b) illustrates this restricted representation for an example domain introduced in next section.
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exists, then the solution to the corresponding stochastic game has a maximum expected
reward.
The restricted domain model of adversarial planning is suitable for problems where
transition probabilities are irrelevant (e.g. worst case analysis). The advantage of this
domain model compared to the MDP model of SGs is that it allows the application of
efficient OBDD-based symbolic solution methods that potentially scale to much larger
domains than can be handled by the explicit-state value iteration methods (e.g. [9])
used for solving stochastic games.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines our representation of adversarial domains and introduces an example domain used throughout
the paper. Section 3 defines the optimistic and strong cyclic adversarial planning algorithms and proves their key properties. In Section 4 we define and prove properties
of the stochastic game representation of the adversarial planning problems. Finally,
Section 5 draws conclusions and discusses directions for future work.

2 Adversarial Plan Domain Representation
An NADL domain3 description consists of: a definition of state variables, a description
of system and environment agents, and a specification of initial and goal conditions.
The set of state variable assignments defines the state space of the domain. An agent’s
description is a set of actions. An action has a precondition and an effect defining
in which states the action is applicable and what states the action can lead to. At
each step, all of the agents perform exactly one action, and the resulting action tuple
is a joint action.4 The system agents model the behavior of the agents controllable
by the planner, while the environment agents model the uncontrollable environment.
There are two causes of non-determinism in NADL domains: (1) actions having multiple
possible outcomes, and (2) uncontrollable concurrent environment actions. System and
environment actions are assumed to be independent, such that an action chosen by the
system in some state can not influence the set of actions that can be chosen by the
environment in that state and vice versa. No assumptions are made about the behavior
of environment agents. They might be adversarial, trying to prevent goal achievement
of the system agents.
We represent the transition relation of an NADL domain with a Boolean function,
0
T (S; as ; ae ; S ). S is the current state, as and ae are system and environment actions
and S 0 is a next state. T (S; as ; ae ; S 0 ) is true if and only if S 0 is a possible next state
when executing (as ; ae ) in S .
A planning problem is a tuple (T ; I ; G), where T is a transition relation, and I and
G are Boolean functions representing the initial and goal states, respectively. A universal plan, U , is a partial mapping from the domain states to the power set of system
actions. A universal plan would be executed by the system agents by iteratively observing the current state and executing one of the actions in the universal plan associated to
that state.
As an example, consider the domain shown in Figure 1. This domain has a single
system agent that can execute the actions +s and s, and a single environment agent
that can execute the actions +e and e. Edges in the figure are labeled with the corresponding joint action. There are 5 states, namely I ; F; D; U and G. I and G are the
only initial and goal states, respectively. D is a dead end state, as the goal is unreachable from D. This introduces an important difference between F and U , that captures
a main aspect of the adversarial planning problem. We can view the two states F and
U as states in which the system and the environment have different opportunities. Observe that the system “wins”, i.e., reaches the goal, only if the signs of the two actions
3 The
4 In

reader is referred to [6] for a formal definition of NADL.
the remainder of the paper we will often refer to joint-actions as simply actions.
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in the joint action are different. Otherwise it “loses”, as there is no transition to the
goal with a joint action with actions with the same sign. The goal is reachable from
both states F and U . However the result of a “losing” joint action is different for F and
U . In F , the system agent remains in F . Thus, the goal is still reachable for a possible
future action. In U , however, the agent may transition to the dead end state D, which
makes it impossible to reach the goal in subsequent steps.
(+s,+e) (−s,−e)

+s −s

F

F

I

+s

(+s,−e)
(−s,+e)

(+s,−e)

D

G

+s

I

−s

D

G

(−s,−e)
−s
(+s,−e)
(−s,+e)

(−s,−e)

−s

+s
−s

U

U

(+s,+e)

+s

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: An adversarial planning domain example with initial state I and goal state G.
There is a single system and environment agent with actions f+s; sg and f+e; eg,
respectively. (a) shows the explicit representation of environment actions used by our
adversarial planning algorithms, while (b) shows the implicit representation used by
previous algorithms, where the effect of environment actions is modeled by the nondeterminism of system actions.
Now consider how an adversarial environment can take advantage of the possibility
of the system reaching a dead end from U . Since the system may end in D, when
executing s in U , it is reasonable for the environment to assume that the system will
always execute +s in U . But now the environment can prevent the system from ever
reaching the goal by always choosing action +e, so the system should completely avoid
the path through U .
This example domain is important as it illustrates how an adversarial environment
can act purposely to obstruct the goal achievement of the system. We will use it in the
following sections to explain our algorithms. A universal plan, guaranteeing that G is
eventually reached, is f(I ; f+sg); (F; f+s; sg)g. In contrast to any previous universal planning algorithm, the strong cyclic adversarial planning algorithm can generate
this plan as shown in Section 3.3.

3 Adversarial Planning
We introduce a generic function Plan(T ; I ; G) for representing OBDD-based universal
planning algorithms. The algorithms, including ours, only differ by definition of the
function computing the precomponent (PreComp(T ; V )).
The generic function performs a backward breadth-first search from the goal states
to the initial states. In each step the precomponent, Up , of the visited states, V , is
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computed. The precomponent is a partial mapping from states to the power set of
system actions. Each state in the precomponent is mapped to a set of relevant system
actions for reaching V .
function Plan(T; I; G)
U := ;; V := G
while I 6 V

Up := PreComp (T; V )

if Up = ; then return failure
else U := U [ Up

V

return U

:=

V [ states (Up )

If the precomponent is empty a fixpoint of V has been reached that does not cover the
initial states. Since this means that no universal plan can be generated that covers the
initial states, the algorithm returns failure. Otherwise, the precomponent is added to
the universal plan and the states in the precomponent are added to the set of visited
states. All sets and mappings in the algorithm are represented by OBDDs. In particular,
the universal plan and the precomponent are represented by the characteristic function
of the set of state-actions pairs in the mapping.

3.1 The Optimistic Adversarial Precomponent
The core idea in adversarial planning is to be able to generate a plan for the system
agents that ensures that the environment agents, even with complete knowledge of the
domain and the plan, are unable to prevent reaching the goals. We formalize this idea
in the definition of a fair state. A state s is fair with respect to a set of states, V , and
a universal plan, U , if, for each applicable environment action, there exists a system
action in U such that the joint action may lead into V . Let AT (s) denote the set of
applicable environment actions in state s for transition system T . We then formally
have:
Definition 1 (Fair State) A state, s, is fair with respect to a set of states, V , and a
universal plan, U , if and only if 8ae 2 AT (s) : 9as 2 U (s) : T (s; as ; ae ; s0 ) ^ s0 2 V .
For convenience we define an unfair state to be a state that is not fair. The optimistic
adversarial precomponent is an optimistic precomponent pruned for unfair states. In
order to use a precomponent for OBDD-based universal planning, we need to define it as
a boolean function represented by an OBDD. The optimistic adversarial precomponent
(OAP) is the characteristic function of the set of state-action pairs in the precomponent:
Definition 2 (OAP) Given a transition relation, T , the optimistic adversarial precomponent of a set of states, V , is the set of state-action pairs given by the characteristic
function:

OAP (T; V )(s; as )

=



8ae : A(T )(s; ae ) ) J (T; V )(s; ae ) ^

9ae ; s : T (s; as; ae ; s ) ^ s 2 V ^ s 2= V
9as ; s : T (s; as; ae ; s ) ^ s 2 V
9as ; s : T (s; as; ae ; s ):
0

J (T; V )(s; ae )
A(T )(s; ae )

=

0

0

0

0

0

0

(1)
(2)

0

(3)
(4)
Line (1) ensures that the state is fair. It says that, for any state in the precomponent,
every applicable environment action (defined by A(s; ae )) must also be included in a
joint action leading to V (defined by J (s; ae )). Line (2) says that every system action
as relevant for a state s 2= V must have at least one next state in V .
Figure 2 shows the optimistic adversarial precomponent of state G for the example
domain (OAP (T; G) = f(F; +s); (F; s); (U; +s); (U; s)g). For clarity we include
the transitions of the actions in the precomponent.
=
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F

(+s,+e)
(-s,-e)

(+s,-e)
(-s,+e)

G
(+s,-e)
(-s,+e)
(-s,-e)

U
(+s,+e)

Figure 2: The OAP of G for the example of Figure 1.

3.2 The Strong Cyclic Adversarial Precomponent
A strong cyclic adversarial plan is a strong cyclic plan where every state is fair. Thus, all
the actions in the plan lead to states covered by the plan. In particular, it is guaranteed
that no dead ends are reached. The strong cyclic adversarial precomponent (SCAP)
consists of a union of optimistic precomponents where each state in one of the optimistic precomponents is fair with respect to all states in the previous precomponents
and the set of visited states.
The algorithm for generating an SCAP adds one optimistic precomponent at a time.
After each addition, it first prunes actions with possible next states not covered by the
optimistic precomponents and the set of visited states. It then subsequently prunes all
the states that are no longer fair after the pruning of outgoing actions. If all the states
are pruned from the precomponent, the algorithm continues adding optimistic precomponents until no actions are outgoing. Thus, in the final SCAP, we may have cycles
due to loops and transitions crossing the boundaries of the optimistic precomponents.
Again, we define the precomponent as the characteristic function of a set of state-action
pairs:
Definition 3 (SCAP) Given a transition relation, T , the strong cyclic adversarial precomponent of a set of states, V , is the set of state-action pairs given by the characteristic function SCAP (T ; V )(s; as ).
function SCAP (T ; V )
i := 0; OA0 := OAP (T ; V )
while OAi =
6 ;

SCA := PruneSCA(

if SCA 6= ; then
return SCA
else i := i + 1
return ;
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OA

i

:=

OAP

T ; V;

T; V

OA

[(

; i)

Si 1

k=0

states (OA



k ))

F

(+s,+e)
(-s,-e)

(+s,-e)
(-s,+e)

G

(+s,+e)

F (-s,-e)
(+s,-e)

(+s,-e)
(-s,+e)

U

G

(+s,+e)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) The OAP pruned for actions with outgoing transitions; (b) The SCAP of
G, for the example of Figure 1.
function PruneSCA(T; V;
repeat

OA; i)

SCA := [ik=0 OAk S

VC := V ; VT := V [ ik=0 states (OAk )
for j = 0 to i
P := PruneOutgoing (T; VT ; OAj )
OAj := PruneUnfair (T; VC ; P )
VC := VC [ states (OAj )
until SCA = [ik=0 OAk
return SCA

PruneOutgoing (T; V; OA)
PruneUnfair (T; V; OA)

=
=



OA(s; as ) ^ 8ae; s : T (s; as ; ae ; s ) ) V (s )

OA(s; as ) ^ 8ae : A(T )(s; ae ) ) J (T; V )(s; ae )
0

0

0

SCAP (T; V ) adds an optimistic adversarial precomponent until the pruning function PruneSCA(T; V;
; i) returns a non-empty precomponent. The pruning function keeps a local copy of the optimistic adversarial precomponents in an array
.
SCA is the precomponent found so far. The pruning continues until SCA reaches a fix
point. VT is the set of states in the current precomponent. In each iteration transitions
leading out of VT are pruned. States turning unfair with respect to VC , because of this
pruning, are then removed. VC is the union of all the states in the previous optimistic
precomponents and the set of visited states V .
For an illustration, consider again the OAP of G (see Figure 2). Action s would
have to be pruned from U since it has an outgoing transition. The pruned OAP is shown
in Figure 3(a). Now there is no action leading to G in U when the environment chooses
+e. U has become unfair and must be pruned from the precomponent. Since the
precomponent is non-empty no more optimistic precomponents have to be added. The
resulting precomponent, SCAP (G) = f(F; +s); (F; s)g, is shown in Figure 3(b).

OA

OA
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3.3 Properties of the Algorithms
Optimistic and strong cyclic adversarial planning extend the previous OBDD-based universal planning algorithms by pruning unfair states from the plan. For example, for
the domain of Figure 1, the strong cyclic planning algorithm would generate the plan
f(I; f+s; sg); (F; f+s; sg); (U; f+sg)g, while the strong cyclic adversarial planning algorithm, as introduced above, generates the plan f(I; f+sg); (F; f+s; sg)g. It
is capable of pruning U from the plan, since it becomes unfair. Also note that the plan
is not a plain strong plan since progress towards the goal is not guaranteed in every
state. It is easy to verify that there actually is no strong plan for this domain.
In order to state formal properties of adversarial planning, we define the level of a
state to be the number of optimistic adversarial precomponents from the goal states to
the state. We can now prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (SCA Termination) The execution of a strong cyclic adversarial plan eventually reaches a goal state if it is initiated in some state covered by the plan and actions
in the plan are chosen randomly.
Proof: Since all unfair states and actions with transitions leading out of the strong
cyclic adversarial plan have been removed, all the visited states will be fair and covered by the plan. From the random choice of actions in the plan it then follows that
each execution of a plan action has a non-zero probability of leading to a state at a
lower level. Let m be the maximum level of some state in the strong cyclic adversarial
plan (m exists since the state space is finite). Let p denote the smallest probability of
progressing at least one level for any state in the plan. Then, from every state in the
plan, the probability of reaching a goal state in m steps is at least pm . Thus, the probability of reaching a goal state in mn steps is at least 1 (1 pm )n , which approaches
1 for n ! 1 . Thus, a goal state will eventually be reached.
2
The termination theorem makes strong cyclic adversarial plans more powerful than
strong cyclic plans since termination of strong cyclic plans only can be guaranteed by
assuming no infinite looping (i.e. a “friendly” environment). For optimistic adversarial
plans, termination can not be proved since dead ends may be reached. However, since
optimistic plans only consist of fair states, there is a chance of progressing towards the
goal in each state:
Theorem 2 (OA Progress) The execution of an optimistic adversarial plan has a nonzero probability of eventually reaching the goal from each state covered by the plan if
the actions in the plan are chosen randomly.
Proof: This follows directly from the fact that each state in the plan is fair.

2

Optimistic plans do not have this property since unfair states may be included in the
plans. Thus, it may be possible for the environment to prevent the system from progressing towards the goal either by forcing a transition to a dead end or by making
transitions cyclic.

3.4 Empirical Results
The adversarial and previous OBDD-based universal planning algorithms have been
implemented in the publicly available UMOP planning framework. In order to illustrate
the scalability of our approach, we use a general version of the example domain of
Figure 1, as shown in Figure 4.
The domain has a single system and environment agent with actions f+s; s; lg
and f+e; eg, respectively. The system progresses towards the goal if the signs of the
two actions in the joint action are different. At any time, it can switch from the lower
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(+s,+e)

(+s,+e)

(+s,+e)

...

(+s,−e)
(l,+e)
(l,−e)

(l,+e)
(l,−e)

I

(+s,+e)
(−s,−e)

(+s,−e)
(l,+e)
(l,−e)

...

(+s,−e)
(−s,+e)
(+s,+e)
(−s,−e)

(+s,+e)

(+s,−e)
(−s,+e)
(+s,+e)
(−s,−e)

G

(l,+e)
(l,−e)

G
(+s,+e)
(−s,−e)

Figure 4: A general version of the domain shown in Figure 1.

to the upper row of states by executing l. In the upper row, the system can only execute
s. Thus, in these states an adversarial environment can prevent further progress by
always executing +e.
Figure 5 shows, in a double logarithmic scale, the running time and the plan size as
a function of the number of domain states when finding strong cyclic and strong cyclic
adversarial plans.5 In this domain both algorithms scale well. The experiment indicate
a polynomial time complexity for both algorithms. For the largest domain with 65,536
states the CPU time is less than 32 seconds for generating the strong cyclic adversarial
plan. The results also demonstrate the efficiency of OBDDs for representing universal
plans in structured domains. The largest plan consists of only 38 OBDD nodes.
The strong cyclic adversarial plans only consider executing s and +s, while the
strong cyclic plans consider all applicable actions. Hence, the strong cyclic adversarial
plans have about twice as many OBDD nodes and take about twice as long time to
generate. But this slightly higher cost of generating a strong cyclic adversarial plan
pays off well in plan quality. The strong cyclic adversarial plan is guaranteed to achieve
the goal when choosing actions in the plan randomly. In contrast, the probability of
achieving the goal in the worst case for the strong cyclic plan is less than ( 32 )N=2 1 ,
where N is the number of states in the domain. Thus, for an adversarial environment
the probability of reaching the goal with a strong cyclic plan is practically zero, even
for small instances of the domain.
+

4 Relation to Stochastic Games
A stochastic game is a tuple (n; S; A1 ; T; R1 ), where n is the number of agents,
S is the set of states, A is the set of actions available to player i (and A is the joint
action space A1  : : :  A ), T is the transition function S  A  S ! [0; 1], and
R is a reward function for the ith agent S ! R. A solution to a stochastic game
is a stationary and possibly stochastic policy,  : S ! PD (A ), for an agent in this
:::n

:::n

i

n

i

i

environment that maps states to a probability distribution over its actions. The goal is to
find such a policy that maximizes the agent’s future discounted reward. In a zero-sum
stochastic game, two agents have rewards adding up to a constant value, in particular,
zero. The value of a discounted stochastic game with discount factor is a vector of
5 The experiment was carried out on a 500 MHz Pentium III PC with 512 MB RAM running Red Hat
Linux 5.2.
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Figure 5: CPU time and plan size of strong cyclic and strong cyclic adversarial plans
as a function of domain size.

!
X
X
0
0
0
V (s) = 2max
min
(a )
T (s; as; ae ; s ) (R(s ) + V (s ))
PD As ae 2Ae as 2As s s0 2S

values, one for each state, satisfying the equation:
(

)

For positive stochastic games, the payoffs are summed without a discount factor, which
can be computed as V (s) = lim !1 V (s).
The derived stochastic game from a universal planning problem is given by the
following definition:
Definition 4 A derived stochastic game from a planning problem, (T; I; G), is a zerosum stochastic game with states and actions identical to those of the planning problem.
Reward for the system agent is one when entering a state in G, zero otherwise. Transition probabilities, T, are any assignment satisfying,

T(s; as ; ae ; s00 ) 2 (0; 1]
T(s; as ; ae ; s ) = 0

if T (s; as ; ae ; s0 )
otherwise

We can now prove the following two theorems:
Theorem 3 An optimistic adversarial plan exists if and only if, for any derived stochastic game, the value at all initial states is positive.
Proof: ()) We prove by induction on the level of a state. For a state, s, at level
one, we know the state is fair with respect to the goal states. So, for every action of
the environment, there exists an action of the system that transitions to a goal state
with some non-zero probability. If Tmin is the smallest transition probability, then if
the system simply randomizes among its actions, it will receive a reward of one with
min . Therefore, V (s)  Tmin > 0. Consider a state, s, at level n. Since s
probability TjA
jAsj
sj
is fair, we can use the same argument as above that the next state will be at a level less
min . With the induction hypothesis, we get,
than n with probability TjA
sj

V (s)  TjAminj V (s0 ) > 0
s
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Therefore, all states in the set V have a positive value. Since the algorithm terminates
with I  V , then all initial states have a positive value.
(() Assume for some derived stochastic game that the value at all initial states is
positive. Consider running the optimistic adversarial planning algorithm and for, the
purpose of contradiction, assume the algorithm terminates with I 6 V . Consider the
state s 2
= V that maximizes V (s ). We know that, since the algorithm terminated,
s must not be fair with respect to V . So there exists an action of the environment, ae ,
such that, for all as , the next state will not be in V . So we can bound the value equation
by assuming the environment selects action ae ,

V (s )

 max


X

as 2As

 (as )

X

s 2= V

T (s ; as ; ae ; s0 ) ( V (s0 ))

!

0

Notice that we do not have to sum over all possible next states since we know the
transition probabilities to states in V are zero (by the selection of ae ). We also know
that immediate rewards for states not in V are zero, since they are not goal states.
By our selection of s we know that V (s0 ) must be smaller than the value of s . By
substituting this into the inequality we can pull it outside of the summations which now
sum to one. So V (s ) = 0, as we need to satisfy:

V (s )  V (s )  1
Since any initial state is not in V , V (s ) must have value equal to zero, which is a
contradiction to our initial assumption. So, the algorithm must terminate with I  V ,
and therefore an optimistic adversarial plan exists.
2
Theorem 4 If a strong cyclic adversarial plan exists, then for any derived stochastic
game, the value at all initial states is 1.
Proof: Consider a policy  that selects actions with equal probability among the unpruned actions of the strong cyclic adversarial plan. For states not in the adversarial
plan select an action arbitrarily. We will compute the value of executing this policy,
V .
Consider a state s in the strong cyclic adversarial plan such that V  (s) is minimal.
Let L(s) = N be the level of this state. We know that this state is fair with respect to the
states at level less than N , and therefore (as in Theorem 1) the probability of reaching
min > 0. This
a state s0 with L(s0 )  N 1 when following policy  is at least p = TjA
sj
0
same argument can be repeated for s , and so after two steps, with probability at least
p2 , the state will be s00 where L(s00 )  L(s0 ) 1  N 2. Repeating this, after N
steps with probability pN , the state will be sN where L(sN )  L(s) N  0, so sN
must be a goal state and the system received a reward of one.
So we can consider the value at state s when following the policy  . We know after
N steps if it has not reached a goal state it must be in some state still in the adversarial
plan due to the enforcement of the strong cyclic property. In essence, all actions with
outgoing transitions are pruned and therefore are never executed by  . The value of
this state by definition must be larger than V  (s). Therefore,

V  (s)

 pN N  1 + (1 pN )
N N
 1 (1 ppN ) N
pN
lim
V  (s) 
!1
1 (1 pN )  1

N V  (s)
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So V  (s) = 1 and since s is the state with minimal value, for any initial state si ,
V  (si ) = 1. Since V (si ) maximizes over all possible policies, V (si ) = 1.
2

5 Conclusion
This paper contributes two new OBDD-based universal planning algorithms, namely
optimistic and strong cyclic adversarial planning. These algorithms naturally extend
the previous optimistic and strong cyclic algorithms to adversarial environments. We
have proved that, in contrast to optimistic plans, optimistic adversarial plans always
have a non-zero probability of reaching a goal state. Furthermore, we have proved
and shown empirically that, in contrast to strong cyclic plans, a strong cyclic adversarial plan always eventually reach the goal. Finally, we introduced and proved several
relations between adversarial universal planning and positive stochastic games. An interesting direction for future work is to investigate if adversarial planning can be used
to scale up the explicit-state approaches for solving stochastic games by pruning states
and transitions irrelevant for finding an optimal policy.
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Abstract. Coordination between processing entities is one of the most widely
studied areas in multi-agent planning research. Recently, efforts have been made
to understand the formal computational issues of this important area. In this paper,
we make a step toward this direction, and analyze a restricted class of coordination problems for dependent agents with independent goals acting in the same
environment. We assume that a state-transition description of each agent is given,
and that preconditioning an agent’s transitions by the states of other agents is the
only considered kind of inter-agent dependence. Off-line coordination between
the agents is considered. We analyze some structural properties of these problems, and investigate the relationship between these properties and the complexity of coordination in this domain. We show that our general problem is provably
intractable, but some significant subclasses are in NP and even polynomial.

1 Introduction
Coordination between processing entities is one of the most widely studied areas in
multi-agent planning research. Recently, efforts have been made to understand the formal computational issues in this important area. In this paper, we make a additional step
toward this direction. We describe a restricted class of coordination problems for agents
with independent goals acting in the same environment, that is the strategy of each
agent should be planned while taking into account strategies of other agents as planning constraints. In these problems, (i) the set of feasible plans for each agent is defined
by a state-transition graph, and (ii) preconditioning an agent’s transitions by the states
of other agents is the only considered kind of inter-agent dependence. For this problem
class, off-line coordination is considered: structural and computational properties are
investigated, and both tractable and intractable subclasses are presented. Although the
examined class of problems can be seen as significantly restricted, its place in multiagent systems was already discussed in AI literature, e.g. [6, 14, 22]. We believe that
the formal model we suggest for the presented problem class can serve as a basis for
further extensions toward a representation of richer multi-agent worlds yet preserving
convenience for computational analysis.
In the area of multi-agent coordination, we identify two main research directions:
multi-agent collaboration and synthesizing multi-agent plans. In multi-agent collaboration, goal achievement is a team activity, i.e., multiple agents collaborate towards the
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achievement of an overarching goal. During the last decade, various theories for multiagent collaboration, e.g. [9, 18, 20], and several generic approaches for corresponding
planning, e.g. [11, 25], were proposed; for an overview of this area see [17]. In addition, a few formal computational results concerning the coalition formation are found
for both benevolent [24] and autonomous [12] agents.
Synthesizing multi-agent plans addresses synchronization between agents that work
on independent goals in the same environment. In [16], centralized merging of preconstructed individual agent plans is presented, and it is based on introducing synchronization actions. In [15], a heuristic approach that exploits decomposed search space
is introduced. Whereas in [15, 16] methods for merging plans at the primitive level are
described, in [8] a strategy for plan merge on different levels of hierarchical plans is presented. In [1, 2], a generic approach for distributed, incremental merging of individual
plans is suggested: the agents are considered sequentially, and the plan for the currently
processed agent is synchronized with the plans chosen for the previously processed
agents. Besides, a few more algorithmic approaches to an application-specific plan synchronization are proposed in [7, 23, 26]. Note that all these approaches for inter-agent
synchronization assume that the personal plans are already constructed, and that the
merging operation is considered only on this fixed set of individual plans (possibly, certain local modifications of the plans may be allowed). This essentially restricts not only
the quality, but even the ability to find a coordinated plan.
A wider formal model for multi-agent systems that concerns both determining personal agent plans and their synchronization, is suggested in [22]. With respect to this
model, the cooperative goal achievement problem is defined. It can be roughly stated
as follows: Given a set of benevolent agents in the same environment, each one with
its own, independent goal, does there exist a satisfying system of coordinated personal
plans? In [22], this problem is shown to be PSPACE-complete.
In this paper, we concentrate on a particular class of the cooperative goal achievement problem. In this problem class, which we denote to as sts (state-transition support), an action (transition) of an agent can be constrained by the states of other agents.
Following [6, 22], each agent is assumed to be representable as a finite automaton. As in
[8, 15, 16], the coordination process is assumed to be off-line and centralized. Note that
we are not dealing here with many complementary issues of multi-agent systems such
as determining agent behavior, collaboration establishing, decision process distributing,
etc.
We suggest to represent an sts problem domain using a graph language. The two
interrelated graphical structures of our model are as follows:
1. The strategy (di)graph: the state-transition graph describing behavior of an agent.
2. The dependence (di)graph: description of the dependence between the agents.
The strategy graph compactly captures all alternative personal plans for the corresponding agent: its strategies correspond to the paths from the source node to the target
node in its strategy graph. Transition of an agent along an edge is conditioned by the
states of the agents on which it depends, i.e., their locations at certain nodes in their
strategy graphs. The reader can find some relation between our strategy graphs and the
interactive automata of [21]. The main differences are that we (i) address preconditioning, not interaction between agents, and (ii) consider off-line planning.
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Fig. 1. Examples of strategy graphs for: (a) single agent, (b) two-agent group: transitions of
depend on states of .
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The nodes of the dependence graph correspond to the agents. An edge (p; q ) appears
in the dependence graph if some action of the agent q depends on the state of the agent
p. We define subclasses of sts, mainly with respect to structural properties of the dependence graph, and analyze their complexity. The complexity is measured in terms of
the total size of the strategy graphs and the size of the dependence graph (which is actually the number of agents). We show that our general problem is provably intractable,
but some significant subclasses are in NP and even polynomial. As far as we know, such
an analysis of the relation between the structural and the computational properties of
a multi-agent coordination problem was not done in previous research. Note that this
paper presents only first results of our ongoing research, thus, in particular, we do not
discuss relative significance of the presented problem classes, and we do not provide
wide final conclusions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents and discusses our
model. Section 3 is devoted to the basic case of two agents. Section 4 introduces a classification of sts’s subclasses, and presents additional complexity results. For the proofs
and some of the detailed algorithms we refer to the technical report [13]. Concluding
remarks are given in Section 5, together with some discussion of related issues and
future work.

2 Graphical Model for STS
In this section we define two graphical structures of the sts problem domain. The
strategy graph GA captures the alternative personal strategies of an agent A. The agent’s
states are represented by the nodes of GA . Each (directed) edge represents a possible
transition between the two corresponding states. Multiple transitions between two states
are possible. If a transition is conditioned, then the corresponding edge has a label
which describes the condition; when a transition can be done under several alternative
conditions, this is modeled by multiple edges, each labeled by a single condition. There
are two unique nodes in GA , the source node and the target node, which represent the
initial and goal states of A, respectively. The possible agent’s strategies are represented
by the paths from the source node to the target node. For an illustration see Fig. 1(a),
where the possible strategies are: spqt, sprt, sprqt, srt, srqt.
The size of this structure is linear in the length of the problem description. Observe
that in general, the number of different, potentially applicable, strategies may be exponential in the size of the problem even for an acyclic structure; for a general structure,
this number can, formally, be infinite.
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Consider a pair of agents X and Y so that X depends on Y in the following sense:
each transition of X is preconditioned by a certain state of Y . In graph terms, each
edge in GX is labeled by the name of a node in GY . An example is given in Fig. 1(b),
where the inner graph models X and the outer one models Y . Note that there are two
transitions of X from the state p to the state r which are preconditioned by different
states of Y . The following pair of strategies for X and Y is coordinated: The agent X
begins from state s and Y begins from state S . Subsequently, (i) X moves to p, (ii)
Y moves to P , while X is in p, (iii) X moves to q , (iv) Y moves to Q, (v) X moves
to t, and finally, (iv) Y moves to T . We denote this coordinated multi-agent strategy
by the sequence h(s; p)(S; P )(p; q )(P; Q)(q; t)(Q; T )i. The other possible coordinated
plans for X and Y are h(s; p)(p; r)(S; R)(r; t)(R; T )i and h(s; r)(S; R)(r; t)(R; T )i.
No other coordinated pair of strategies exists. For example, if the agents begin with
h(s; p)(S; P )(p; r)i, then X cannot leave r, since it is impossible for Y to reach R after
being in P .

In general, there are several agents A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An with strategy graphs Gi = GAi ,
i
n. We say that an agent Ai depends on an agent Aj if transitions of Ai have
states of Aj as preconditions. Note that a few agents may depend on the same agent, and
an agent may depend on a few other agents. Hence, a transition of Ai is preconditioned
by states of agents that Ai depends on; in general, a transition can depend on a part of
them.
1

 

The dependence graph G is a digraph whose nodes are Ai , 1  i  n, and there is
an edge from Aj to Ai if agent Ai depends on agent Aj . In what following, we identify
nodes of G with the corresponding agents. Likewise, we identify the nodes and edges
of Gi with the states and transitions of Ai , respectively. An edge of Gi has a compound
label, each component of which is a state of an immediate predecessor of Ai in G (i.e.,
a node in the strategy graph of this predecessor).

Both the strategy graph and the dependence graph can be constructed straightforwardly, given an sts problem. Likewise, the structural properties of the dependence
graph, which are investigated in this paper, can be verified in low polynomial time in
the size of the graph.
In this paper, each transition of an agent is preconditioned by the states of all agents
that this agent depends on, if the opposite is not declared explicitly. We consider only
connected dependence graphs. The reason is that otherwise the set of agents can be
divided into disjoint subsets that can be considered independently.
A natural motivation for a pair of agents X and Y as above is that X fulfills some
mission, while Y supports it. In practice, the mission of X may be a movement towards
a target, while Y either watches X from certain observation points, or feeds it from
certain warehouses, or protects it from some fortified positions. Such a support is usual
in military and is wide-spread in various other activities. For example, a worker X assembles some compound product, while a mobile crane Y moves the (half-assembled)
product from one working place of X to another. In general, when there are several
agents, each agent is supported by a few agents, and in turn, supports a few other agents.
Having read this far the reader may argue that it is possible that we never know
an agent’s behavior in complete detail, and even if we do, the number of states that
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represent an agent’s behavior may be very large. In this case, exploiting and even constructing strategy graphs seems to be infeasible.
Indeed, it is not realistic to present detailed models of many real-life systems as
finite state machines. However, as it is argued in [22], the representation an agent uses
need not present the world in sufficient detail to require more expressive description
language. Intuitively, it is possible to distinguish between the physical state of agents
and their computational state. It is the computational state that we have difficulty in
modeling by finite-state machines. However, the computational state of an agent is not
accessible to the other agents. On the other hand, a finite-state description can serve
well as a representation of the physical state. A wider discussion of these and other
issues of finite-automata-based knowledge representation and reasoning can be found
in [22]. Likewise, number of finite-automata-based architectures are discussed in the AI
literature, e.g., see [6].
In case that the number of parameters describing the physical state (and thus the size
of the state space) is still large, it is often possible to take advantage of the structure of
an agent in order to derive a concise description of its state. In particular, an agent may
be viewed as being composed of a number of largely independent components, each
with its own state. Each such component (such as robot’s hand, motor, wheel, etc.) can
be represented by an agent, whose physical state is relatively simple, since it describes
a particular feature of a complex system. In this case, the strategy graphs of the agents
are expected to be of reasonable size.

3 The Basic Case of Two Agents
In the rest of the paper, we study the complexity of various multi-agent coordination
problems based on the model suggested above. In this section we demonstrate our techniques on solving the basic case of agent depending on agent . Given the strategy
and , we build a new graph describing
restricted by . As a result,
graphs of
our problem is reduced to the known problem of finding a source-to-target path in this
new graph. Such a reduction becomes possible because of the locality of the original
restrictions.
We describe a solution of our problem as an interleaved sequence of transitions of
agents and , as was shown in Section 2. Let us analyze the structure of a general
coordinated plan for these agents. As mentioned above, private strategies for and
are source-to-target paths in X and Y respectively, and we denote them by X
X of constancy of labels: all
and Y . Let us divide X into intervals 1X , 2X ,
, m
X
edges (transitions) in i are labeled (preconditioned) by the same node (state) i of
. The ’s path Y is also divided by the nodes i into some parts. The considered
plan is as follows: (1) If 1 6= Y , then agent moves from Y to state 1 along the
initial part of Y ; (2) Agent moves along 1X to its end; (3) moves from 1 to 2
along the next part of Y ; (4) moves along 2X , etc. Finally, if m 6= Y , then agent
moves from m to Y along the final part of Y . For illustration see Figure 2.
Let see what “degrees of freedom” has. For simplicity of notation, we denote Y
by 0 and Y by m+1 . Observe that the replacement of part of Y between i to
i+1 , 0   , by any other path from i to i+1 retains the plan feasible. That is,
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Fig. 2. Relation between personal strategies of X and Y

the only requirement for feasibility of X is the existence of such a path for each label
change along X . Moreover, replacement of any iX by another path between its ends
such that all its edges are labeled by i retains the plan feasible.
Lets now consider building such a coordinated plan . We take as a central issue
finding an appropriate path X . As mentioned above, the only critical points in its building are the moments of label change along X : if the label changes from i to i+1 ,
then a “connecting” path from i to i+1 in Y must exist. In order to include into
the same framework the cases in which the label of the first edge is not Y and the label
of the last edge is not Y , we extend X as follows. We add to X a dummy source
~X , with an edge (~X X ) labeled Y , and a dummy target ~X , with an edge ( X ~X )
labeled Y , and consider path ~ X from ~X to ~X in this extended graph ~ X . It is easy
to see that existence of connecting paths in Y for all critical points in ~ X is necessary
and sufficient for the feasibility X . Indeed, the twin path Y is the concatenation of
all connecting paths, for 0   . Therefore, the only information we need in order
to build an appropriate path in ~ X is whether two edges may be consequent on a path
~ X in the above sense, for all pairs of adjacent edges in ~ X .
Information on existence of a path between any pair of nodes 0 and 00 of Y
(reachability of 00 from 0 ) can be obtained by a preprocessing of Y . Appropriate algorithms are widely known and are very fast; the paths themselves, if any, are
provided by these algorithms as well, e.g. see [10]. Hence, we can form the following
database for all pairs of consequent edges in ~ X : If an edge 0 labeled 0 enters some
node and an edge 00 labeled 00 leaves the same node, then the pair ( 0 00 ) is marked
“permitted” if either 0 = 00 or 00 is reachable from 0 in Y . For example see
Figure 3, where dotted lines show the permitted edge pairs.
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In fact, the suggested construction provides a reduction of the problem of finding a
~ X as defined above to a known problem of finding a path in a graph. Let the new
path 
~ X as nodes, and let its edges be defined by the permitted
graph GX jY have the edges of G
X
1
~
pairs of edges in G . Now, all we need is a path from the source node (~
sX ; sX ) to the
X
X
X
jY
~
. Clearly, such a path defines the corresponding path in
target node (t ; t ) in G
G~ X immediately.
Figure 4 summarizes the algorithm for finding a coordinated plan for agent X depending on (“supported by”) agent Y . This algorithm is, evidently, polynomial. The
reader can “execute” it by himself on the example given in Figure 3. This example is
the same as the one in Section 2, and any of the three feasible coordinated plans listed
there can be obtained as the result of such an execution. Thus we have achieved our
first result, and in what following, we use the presented approach for analyzing other
variants of sts.
~X .
1. Extending strategy graph GX to G
2. Preprocessing of strategy graph GY : finding a path from any node to any other node (in fact,
it is sufficient to do this for the node pairs needed in the next phase only).
3. Constructing permitted-edge graph GX jY .
4. Finding a source-to-target path in GX jY , if any, or reporting on non-existence of a coordinated plan, otherwise.
~ X and its abridged variant  X
~ X in G
5. Reconstructing from the path found in phase 4 a path 
in GX .
6. Building a path  Y in GY as the concatenation of paths found at phase 2, for all label
changes along 
~X .
7. Outputting properly interleaved strategies  X and  Y .
Fig. 4. Algorithm for the basic sts problem.

Theorem 1. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that, given a pair of agents X; Y ,
in which X depends on Y , determines existence of a coordinated plan and finds such a
plan, if exists.
This result can be easily generalized to finding an optimal coordinated plan. Assume
that the cost function is the sum or the product of weights of states and/or transitions
used in the plan. Since in step 4 of the algorithm, an arbitrary path can be chosen, let us
choose an optimal path; this suffices for global optimality. Any algorithm for finding a
cheapest path in a graph can be used, e.g. see [10].
Now let us require, in addition, simplicity of Y ’s strategy, i.e., let us forbid Y to visit
the same state twice. A motivation for this can be that each state of Y relates to some
consumable resources. It turns out that this seemingly non-essential change in the problem definition, change the problem to be NP-complete. Informally, the reason for this
complexity worsening is that the locality of precondition is thus broken. This result is
mainly interesting from the theoretical point of view, since it points on a computational
sensitivity of our original problem.
1

Such a construction is a variant of the so called “edge graph” known in graph theory; the
addition in our case is the exclusion of non-permitted edges from it.
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4 Results for Some Other Subclasses of STS
In this section we discuss various additional complexity results for sts. Problem classes
are defined mainly by the structure of their dependence graph. Moreover, both results
and methods depend crucially on the number and size of possible agent strategies: if
both of them are polynomial in the size of problem domain, then we distinguish such a
class as bounded. Figure 5 summarizes the achieved results, and each box in the figure
denotes an sts’s subclass.
The notation is as follows: First, each sts subclass is denoted with respect to the
form of the dependence graph: C stands for directed chain, F ^ for directed fork (graph
with exactly one node with a non-zero outdegree), F_ for directed inverse fork (graph
with exactly one node with a non-zero indegree), P for polytree (digraph whose underlying undirected graph is a tree), and S for singly-connected DAG (directed acyclic
graph with at most one directed path between any pair of nodes). Second, the subscript
denotes the number of agents: k stands for a constant bound, and n indicates no bounds.
By default, we assume that each transition of an agent is preconditioned by the
states of all agents that this agent depends on. Alternatively,  in a superscript denotes
a possibility of partial dependence.  in a superscript denotes the requirement that
all strategies chosen are simple. Note that cases C 2 and C 2 have been discussed in
Section 3.
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Fig. 5. Complexity results for sts

Coordinating General Agents A natural generalization C n of the class C 2 (as in
Section 3) occurs when there is a dependence chain: agents Ai , 1  i  n, with
Ai dependent on Ai 1 , i  2. For simplicity of notation, let us abridge Ai to i in
superscripts (e.g., Gi instead of GAi ).
Our approach for C n is to iterate the analysis and the algorithm for C 2 along the
dependence chain. A naive scheme is as follows. For processing pair A3 ; A2 , we need a
database on coordinated reachability in G2 . Observe that our algorithm for C 2 applied
to pair A2 ; A1 provides such an information for nodes s2 ; t2 ; clearly, this can be done
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for any pair of nodes of G2 . Considering pair A2 ; A1 , lets check reachability and store
paths, if any, for all pairs of nodes in G2 , as required. Now, we are as if sure that if
we would determine a coordinated plan for pair A3 ; A2 based on the above reachability
relation for A2 , a corresponding strategy for A1 will be obtained easily. Hence, the
situation with A3 ; A2 is similar to that with A2 ; A1 , and thus we can iterate up to An .
Personal coordinated strategies can be consequently reconstructed, from An 1 to A1 .
However, this scheme turns to be inconsistent. The point is that, in fact, the coordinated reachability relation in G2 is on its edges, not on its nodes, and it is captured
by the edge graph G2j1 . Therefore, informally, the right approach is to create an edge
graph for G3 basing on G2j1 , not on G2 . This idea of recursive edge graph creating can
be generalized for dependence chain of arbitrary length. Using this method, we never
arrive at a deadend as in the naive scheme, and we can obtain any coordinated plan for
this problem. For the detailed algorithm for C n , together with an illustrating example
of its execution and a counterexample for the naive approach we refer to the technical
report [13].
Theorem 2. (I) There exists an algorithm for C n that determines existence of a coordinated plan and finds such a plan, if exists. This algorithm is polynomial in the total
size of strategy graphs and exponential in n; thus C k is proved to be polynomial.
(II) C n has instances with exponentially sized minimal solutions.
The proof of the exponential lower bound is by the following example. Each agent
,
i 2  i  n, has the strategy graph as follows:

A
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* ij
q

si
ti

1
1

* i
t

The strategy graph for A1 looks the same, except that its edges are unlabeled. This problem instance has a unique minimal coordinated plan of total length 2n+1 2 transitions.
By showing that C n is provably intractable, theorem 2 emphasizes our motivation
for exploiting various structural restrictions on sts in order to find problem classes
which are polynomial, e.g., C k , or at least belong to NP. In particular, the subclass of
C n strategy graphs of which are acyclic can be easily shown to belong to NP. However,
the question of its exact hardness is still an open question. The same question is open
for the decision version of C n .
Theorem 3 summarizes the complexity results for some other classes of sts (for
notations see Section 4).
Theorem 3. (I) There exists a polynomial time algorithm for F _
n that determines existence of a coordinated plan and finds such a plan, if exists. (II) There exists a polynomial
time algorithm for C 2 that determines existence of a coordinated plan and finds such a
_
plan, if exists. (III) F ^
n is NP-complete. (IV) F n is NP-complete.

Proof sketch. (I) In F _
n , a single agent A1 depends on a group of independent
supporting agents A2 ; : : : ; An . The algorithm is similar to that for C 2 . The idea is that
several preconditions on the same transition can be checked independently. (II) C 2 is
an extension of C 2 in which only some of transitions of the supported agent depend on
the state of the supporting agent. The algorithm for C 2 is similar to that for C 2 , except
that a certain modification of the permitted-edge graph GX jY is used. (III),(IV) In F ^
n, a
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Main
Repeat Pruning while strategy sets are changing.
If all strategy sets are empty, then report that no coordinated plan exists.
Otherwise, perform Construction.
Pruning
For all edges (Aj ; Ai ) in G do:
For each  i 2 S i do:
If Compatibility-Check(i ; j ) returns false for all  j 2 S j then remove  i from S i .
For each  j 2 S j do:
If Compatibility-Check(i ; j ) returns false for all  i 2 S i then remove  j from S j .
Compatibility-Check (i ; j )
If l( i )[j ℄ with neighboring repetitions removed is a subsequence of  j ,
then return true, else return false.
Construction
Pick any agent A and any strategy for it.
Traverse G undirectly from the node A. For each visited node A0 , choose any strategy of A0
that is compatible with the strategy chosen for the node from which we came to A0 .
Fig. 6. Algorithm for Pn.

single agent A1 supports a group of agents A2 ; : : : ; An . The membership in NP can be
_
^
_
easily shown for both F^
n and Fn . In turn, the proofs of hardness for Fn and Fn are
by polynomial reductions from 3- SAT and PATH WITH FORBIDDEN PAIRS problems,
respectively.
Remarks: The algorithm for C n can be extended for C n , similarly to the extension
of the C 2 algorithm for C 2 . Results presented for the cases of chain and inverse fork
dependence graphs can be generalized to the case of dependence graph being a tree
directed to its root.
Coordinating Bounded Agents In this section we consider the class of problems for
which the number and size of strategies for each agent is polynomial in the size of the
problem domain. In what follows, such agents are referred as bounded. Let us denote
by S i the set of allowed strategies  i of Ai (i.e., source-to-target paths in Gi ). We show
that if a dependence graph forms a polytree then sts for bounded agents is polynomial.
However, its extension to singly connected directed graphs is already NP-complete.
Consider Pn . Notice that any polytree is an acyclic graph. Denote by l( i ) the sequence of edge labels along  i , and by lj ( i )[j ℄ the projection of l( i ) to the nodes of
Gj . Figure 6 presents our algorithm for Pn .
Theorem 4. (I) There exists a polynomial time algorithm for Pn with bounded agents
that determines existence of a coordinated plan and finds such a plan, if exists. (II) Sn
for bounded agents is NP-complete.
Proof sketch. (I) According to the analysis in Section 3, the condition of CompatibilityCheck confirms that the checked pair  i ;  j is coordinated. Therefore, convergence of
the pruning process ensures that for each agent A: (i) any one of its strategies has at least
one supporting strategy of each predecessor of A in G , and (ii) any one of its strategies
supports at least one strategy for any successor of A in G . Hence, if Construction has a
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personal strategy to begin with, then it is surely successful. Polynomiality holds, since
each execution of Pruning decreases the total number of personal strategies.
(II) Membership in NP for Sn is straightforward, and the hardness proof is by a
polynomial reduction from 3- SAT.

5 Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we concerned coordination for a set of agents that work on independent
goals in the same environment. We investigated a particular family of the problems of
finding coordinated plans, where actions of an agent depend on the local states of certain other agents. First, we presented a graphical representation model for this family of
problems. Then, we classified these problems mainly according to the structural properties of the model. In the main part of the paper, we analyzed the computational properties of various problem classes. We gave polynomial solutions for several classes, while
for some other we proved their NP-completeness or even provable intractability. A number of unsolved problems remains for the further research. The suggested approach—to
find a sufficiently formal description for some problem classes, and to analyze their
computational properties—seems to be prospective in the multi-agent area. Following
some additional observations with respect to results presented in this paper.
First, let each agent and its states be considered as a multi-valued variable and its
values, respectively, and let the set of agents’ transitions be considered as a set of operators over the above variables. In this context, our results concern complexity analysis
in the area of classical planning over multi-valued variables [4, 19]. Specifically, our
results address the planning problems over multi-valued variables and only unary (=
single effect) operators.
Second, in our model, each agent is assumed to be assigned to a personal goal,
which is independent of the personal goals of all other agents. However, a supporting
agent may have no explicit personal goal, while supporting activities of some other
agents may be its only destiny. This particular relaxation can be immediately added
into the presented model, with no negative impact on the computational properties of the
problems. The coordinated group of dependent agents can be viewed as collaborating
towards the achievement of some global goal.
Third, in this work we address only groups of fully controlled entities. Therefore,
in particular, our results do not concern state-transition settings where agent’s strategy
depends on uncontrolled environment, like that studied in [3, 5].
In the future, we plan to continue with analysis of various classes of sts. In addition, we want to examine other forms of dependence between the agents, and other
forms of goal(s) definition for a group of agents. This issues will be examined in the
context of their impact on the complexity of coordination. We also plan to address related optimization problems.
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We des ribe an approximate dynami programming algorithm for partially
observable Markov de ision pro esses represented in fa tored form. Two omplementary forms of approximation are used to simplify a pie ewise linear and onvex value
fun tion, where ea h linear fa et of the fun tion is represented ompa tly by an algebrai de ision diagram. In one form of approximation, the degree of state abstra tion
is in reased by aggregating states with similar values. In the se ond form of approximation, the value fun tion is simpli ed by removing linear fa ets that ontribute
marginally to value. We derive an error bound that applies to both forms of approximation. Experimental results show that this approa h improves the performan e of
dynami programming and extends the range of problems it an solve.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Markov de ision pro esses (MDPs) have been adopted as a framework for resear h in de isiontheoreti planning [2℄. An MDP models planning problems for whi h a tions have an un ertain e e t on the state, and sensory feedba k ompensates for un ertainty about the state.
An MDP is said to be ompletely observable if sensory feedba k provides perfe t state information before ea h a tion. It is said to be partially observable if sensory feedba k is noisy
and provides partial and imperfe t state information. Although a partially observable Markov
de ision pro ess (POMDP) provides a more realisti model, it is mu h more diÆ ult to solve.
Dynami programming is the most ommon approa h to solving MDPs. However, a drawba k of lassi dynami programming algorithms is that they require expli it enumeration of
a problem's state spa e. Be ause the state spa e grows exponentially with the number of state
variables, these algorithms are prey to Bellman's \ urse of dimensionality." To address this
problem, resear hers have developed algorithms that exploit a fa tored state representation
to reate an abstra t state spa e in whi h planning problems an be solved more eÆ iently.
This approa h was rst developed for ompletely observable MDPs, using de ision trees to
aggregate states with identi al values [3℄. Improved performan e was subsequently a hieved
using algebrai de ision diagrams (ADDs) in pla e of de ision trees [9℄. A fa tored representation has also been exploited in solving POMDPs using both de ision trees [4℄ and ADDs [8℄.
Although this approa h improves the eÆ ien y with whi h many problems an be solved,
it provides no bene t unless there are states with identi al values that an be aggregated.
Moreover, the degree of state abstra tion that an be a hieved in this way may be insuÆient to make a problem tra table. Many large MDPs and even small POMDPs resist exa t
solution. Thus, there is a need for approximation to allow a tradeo between optimality and
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omputation time. For ompletely observable MDPs, an approa h to approximation that
in reases the degree of state abstra tion by aggregating states with similar (rather than
identi al) values has been developed, using both de ision trees [5℄ and ADDs [13℄. This paper
develops a related approa h to approximation for the partially observed ase.
Whereas the value fun tion of a ompletely observable MDP an be represented by a
single ADD, the value fun tion of a POMDP is represented by a set of ADDs. This makes
development of an approximation algorithm for fa tored POMDPs more omplex. We des ribe two omplimentary forms of approximation for POMDPs. The rst is losely related
to approximation in the ompletely observable ase and involves simplifying an ADD by
aggregating states of similar value. In the se ond form of approximation, the set of ADDs
representing the value fun tion is redu ed in size, by removing ADDs that ontribute only
marginally to value. The latter te hnique is often used in pra ti e, but has not been analyzed
before in the literature. We larify the relationship between these two forms of approximation, and derive a bound on their approximation error. Experimental results show that this
approa h to approximation an improve the rate of onvergen e of dynami programming,
as well as the range of problems it an solve.

2

Partially observable Markov de ision pro esses

We assume a dis rete-time POMDP with nite sets of states S , a tions A, and observations
O. The transition fun tion P r(s0 s; a), observation fun tion P r(o s0 ; a), and reward fun tion
r(s; a) are de ned in the usual way. We assume a dis ounted in nite-horizon optimality
riterion with dis ount fa tor
(0; 1℄. A belief state, b, is a probability distribution over S
maintained by Bayesian onditioning. As is well-known, it ontains all information ne essary
for optimal a tion sele tion. This gives rise to the standard approa h to solving POMDPs.
The problem is re ast as a ompletely observable MDP with a ontinuous, S -dimensional
state spa e onsisting of all possible belief states, denoted . In this form, the POMDP an
be solved by iteration of a dynami programming operator T that improves a value fun tion
V :
by performing the following \one-step ba kup" for all belief states b.

j
2

j

jj

B

B!<

(

Vn (b) = T Vn 1 (b) = max r(b; a) +

2A

a

P

X
o

2O

j

)

P r(o b; a)Vn 1 (b ) ;

(1)

a
o

b(s)r(s; a); bao is the updated belief state after a tion a and observation
where r(b; a) = s2P
S
o; and P r(o b; a) = s;s 2S P r(o; s0 s; a)b(s) where P r(o; s0 s; a) = P r(s0 s; a)P r(o s0 ; a).
The theory of dynami programming tells us that the optimal value fun tion V  is the
unique solution of the equation system V = T V , and that V  = limn!1 Tn V0 , where Tn
denotes n appli ations of operator T to any initial value fun tion V0 . We note that Tn
orresponds to the value iteration algorithm.
An important result of Smallwood and Sondik [11℄ is that the dynami -programming
operator T preserves the pie ewise linearity and onvexity of the value fun tion. A pie ewise
linear and onvex value fun tion V an be represented by a nite set of S -dimensional
ve tors of real numbers, = v 0 ; v 1 ; : : : ; v k , su h that the value of ea h belief state b is
de ned as:
X i
b(s)v (s):
V (b) = max

j

j

0

V f

j
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jj

g

0ik

j
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s

S

Several algorithms for omputing the dynami -programming operator have been developed.
The most eÆ ient, alled in remental pruning [6℄, relies on the fa t that the updated value
fun tion Vn of Equation (1) an be de ned as a ombination of simpler value fun tions, as
follows:
Vn (b) = max Vna (b)

2

a

V (b) =
a
n

o

Vna;o (b) =

A

X

2O

Vna;o (b)

r(b; a)

jOj

+ P r(ojb; a)Vn 1 (bao )

Ea h of these value fun tions is also pie ewise linear and onvex, and an be represented by
a unique minimum-size set of ve tors, denoted Vn , Vna , and Vna;o respe tively.
The ross sum of two sets of ve tors, U and W , is de ned as U  W = fu + wju 2 U ; w 2
Wg. An operator that takes a set of ve tors U and redu es it to its unique minimum form
is denoted PRUNE(U ). Using this notation, the minimum-size sets of ve tors de ned above
an be omputed as follows:

V
V

= P RUNE ([a2A Vna )
a
= P RUNE (o2O Vna;o )
n
Vna;o = P RUNE fva;o;i jvi 2 Vn
n

where v

a;o;i

is the ve tor de ned by
r(s; a)
+
v a;o;i (s) =

jOj

X
s0

2

1

g



;

P r(o; s0 js; a)v i (s0 ):

(2)

S

In remental pruning gains its eÆ ien y (and its name) from the way it interleaves pruning
and ross-sum to ompute Vna , as follows:

V

a
n

= P RUNE (:::P RUNE (P RUNE (Vna;o1  Vna;o2 )  Vna;o3 ) : : :  Vna;ok ):

PRUNE redu es a set of ve tors to a unique, minimal-size set by removing \dominated"
ve tors, that is, ve tors that an be removed without a e ting the value of any belief state.
There are two tests for dominated ve tors. One test determines that ve tor w is dominated
by some other ve tor u 2 V when
w(s)  u(s); 8s 2 S:

(3)

Although this test an be performed eÆ iently, it annot dete t all dominated ve tors. Therefore, it is supplemented by a se ond, less eÆ ient test that determines that a ve tor w is
dominated by a set of ve tors V when the following linear program annot be solved for a
value of d that is greater than zero.
variables: d; b(s) 8s 2 S
maximize d
subje t to
P the onstraints
Ps2S b(s)(w(s) u(s))  d; 8u 2 V
b(s) = 1
s2S
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In a single iteration of in remental pruning, many linear programs must be solved to dete t
all dominated ve tors, and the use of linear programming to test for domination has been
found to onsume more than 95% of the running time of in remental pruning [6℄. The number
of variables in ea h linear program is determined by the size of the state spa e. The number
of onstraints in ea h linear program (as well as the number of linear programs that need
to be solved) is determined by the size of the ve tor set being pruned. This re e ts the two
prin ipal sour es of omplexity in solving POMDPs. One sour e of omplexity is shared by
ompletely observable MDPs: the size of the state spa e. The other sour e of omplexity is
unique to POMDPs: the number of linear fun tions needed to represent the pie ewise linear
and onvex value fun tion.
In this paper, we explore two forms of approximation that address these two sour es
of omplexity. We use state abstra tion to redu e the number of variables in ea h linear
program. We use relaxed tests for dominan e to redu e the number of onstraints in ea h
linear program, as well as the number of linear programs that need to be solved. Before
des ribing our approximation algorithm, we des ribe the framework for state abstra tion.

3

State abstra tion and algebrai de ision diagrams

We onsider an approa h to state abstra tion for MDPs and POMDPs that exploits a fa tored
representation of the problem. We assume the relevant properties of a domain are des ribed
by a nite set of Boolean state variables, = X1 ; : : : ; Xn , and observations are des ribed
by a nite set of Boolean observation variables = Y1 ; : : : ; Ym . We de ne an abstra t
state as a partial assignment of truth values to , orresponding to a set of possible states.

X f

X

Y f

g

g

de ision diagrams Instead of using matri es and ve tors to represent the POMDP
model, we use a data stru ture alled an algebrai de ision diagram (ADD) that exploits state
abstra tion to represent the model more ompa tly. De ision diagrams are widely used in
VLSI CAD to represent and evaluate large state spa e systems [1℄. A binary de ision diagram
is a ompa t representation of a Boolean fun tion, n
. An algebrai de ision diagram
(ADD) generalizes a binary de ision diagram to represent real-valued fun tions, n
.
Operations su h as sum, produ t, and expe tation ( orresponding to similar operations on
matri es and ve tors) an be performed on ADDs, and eÆ ient pa kages for manipulating
ADDs are available [12℄. Hoey et al. [9℄ show how to use ADDs to represent and solve
ompletely observable MDPs. Hansen and Feng [8℄ extend this approa h to POMDPs, based
on earlier work of Boutilier and Poole [4℄. In the rest of this se tion, we summarize this
approa h to state abstra tion for POMDPs.
Algebrai

B !B

B !<

Model We represent the state transition fun tion for ea h a tion a using a two-sli e dynami
belief network (DBN). The DBN has two sets of variables, one set = X1 ; :::; Xn refers
to the state before taking a tion a, and the other set 0 = X10 ; :::; Xn0 refers to the state
after.
For ea h post-a tion variable Xi0 , the onditional probability fun tion P a (Xi0 ) of the
DBN is represented ompa tly using an ADD. It is onvenient to onstru t a single ADD,
a 0 ), that represents in fa tored form the state transition fun tion for all post-a tion
P (
variables. Hoey et al. [9℄ all this a omplete a tion diagram and des ribe the steps required
to onstru t it.

X f

X jX
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X f
g

g

jX

The observation model of a POMDP is represented in fa tored form, in a similar way.
We use an ADD P a (Yi jX 0 ) to represent the probability that observation variable Yi is true
after a tion a is taken and the state variables hange to X 0 . Given an ADD, P a (Yi jX 0 ), for
ea h observation variable Yi , it is again onvenient to onstru t a single ADD, P a (YjX 0 ),
that represents in fa tored form the observation fun tion for all observation variables. We
all this a omplete observation diagram, and it is onstru ted in the same way as a omplete
a tion diagram.
Given a omplete a tion diagram and a omplete observation diagram, a single ADD,
P a;o (X 0 jX ), representing the transition probabilities for all state variables after a tion a and
observation o, is onstru ted as follows:

P a;o (X 0 jX ) = P a (X 0 jX )P a (YjX 0 ):
The ADD P a;o (X 0 jX ) represents the probabilities P r(o; s0 js; a), just as P a (X 0 jX ) represents
the probabilities P r(s0 js; a) and P a (YjX 0 ) represents the probabilities P r(ojs0 ; a).
The reward fun tion for ea h a tion a an also be represented ompa tly by an ADD,
denoted Ra (X ). Similarly, a pie ewise linear and onvex value fun tion for a POMDP an be
repesented ompa tly by a set of ADDs. We use the notation V = fv 1 (X ); v 2 (X ); : : : ; v k (X )g
to denote this value fun tion.

Dynami programming Hansen and Feng [8℄ des ribe how to modify the in remental pruning
algorithm to exploit this fa tored representation of a POMDP for omputational speedup.
We brie y review their approa h, and refer to their paper for details.
The rst step of in remental pruning is generation of the linear fun tions in the sets Vna;o .
For a POMDP represented in fa tored form, the following equation repla es Equation (2):
v a;o;i (X ) =

Ra (X )

jOj

+

XP
X0

a;o

(X 0 jX )v i (X 0 ):

P

All terms in this equation are represented by ADDs. The symbol X denotes an ADD
operator alled existential abstra tion that sums over the values of the state variables in
P a;o (X 0 jX )v i (X 0 ), exploiting state abstra tion to ompute the expe ted value eÆ iently.
State abstra tion is also exploited to perform pruning more eÆ iently. Re all that the
value fun tion is represented by a set of linear fun tions. Ea h linear fun tion is represented
ompa tly by an ADD that an map multiple states to the same value, orresponding to a
leaf of the ADD. In this ase, the leaf orresponds to an abstra t state. Hansen and Feng [8℄
des ribe an algorithm that nds a partition of the state spa e into abstra t states that is
onsistent with the set of ADDs. Given this abstra t state spa e, both tests for dominan e
an be performed more eÆ iently. In parti ular, the number of variables in the linear program
used to test for domina e is redu ed in proportion to the redu tion in size of the state spa e.
Be ause linear programming onsumes most of the running time of in remental pruning, this
signi antly improves the performan e of the algorithm in the best ase. In the worst ase,
performan e is only slightly worse sin e the overhead for this approa h is almost negligible.
Hansen and Feng [8℄ report speedups of up to a fa tor of twenty for the problems they test.
The degree of speedup is proportional to the degree of state abstra tion.
0
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4

Approximation algorithm

As an approa h to s aling up dynami programming for POMDPs, the exa t algorithm
reviewed in the previous se tion has two limitations. First, there may not be suÆ iently
many (or even any) states with identi al values to reate an abstra t state spa e that is
small enough to be tra table. Se ond, although the size of the state spa e ontributes to
the omplexity of POMDPs, the primary sour e of omplexity is the potential exponential
growth in the number of linear fun tions (ADDs) needed to represent the value fun tion.
We now des ribe an approximate dynami programming algorithm that addresses both
of these limitations by ignoring di eren es of value less than some error threshold Æ . It runs
more eÆ iently than the exa t algorithm be ause it omputes a simpler, approximate value
fun tion for whi h we an bound the approximation error. There are two pla es in whi h
the algorithm ignores value di eren es { in representing state values, and in representing
values of belief states. These orrespond to two omplementary forms of approximation, one
in whi h an ADD representing state values is simpli ed, and the other in whi h a set of ADDs
representing belief state values is redu ed in size. In other words, one form of approximation
redu es the size of the state spa e (using state abstra tion) and the other redu es the size of
the value fun tion (by pruning more aggressively). Before des ribing the algorithm, we de ne
what we mean by approximate dynami programming and present some theoreti al results
that allow us to bound the approximation error
Approximation with bounded error We begin by de ning what we mean by an approximate
value fun tion and an approximate dynami programming operator.
De nition 1. A value fun tion V^ approximates a value fun tion V with approximation error
Æ if kV V^ k  Æ . (Note that kV V^ k denotes maxb2B jV (b) V^ (b)j.)

De nition 2.
value fun tion

T^ approximates
^
T V k  Æ.

An operator

V , kT V

the dynami

programming operator

T

if for any

We de ne an approximate value iteration algorithm T^n in the same way that we de ned
the value iteration algorithm Tn . The error between the approximate and exa t n-step value
fun tions is bounded as follows.

Theorem 1.

For any

n>0

and any value fun tion

kTnV

T^n V k 

1

V,
Æ

:

To ompute a bound on the error between a n-step approximate value fun tion and
the optimal value fun tion, we use the Bellman residual between the (n 1)th and nth
approximate value fun tions. The following theorem is essentially the same as Theorem 12.2.5
of Ortega and Rheinboldt [10℄, who studied approximate ontra tion mappings for systems of
nonlinear equations, and Theorem 4.2 of Cheng [7℄, who rst applied their result to POMDPs.

Theorem 2.

The error between the

kT^nV
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V k 

urrent and optimal value fun tion is bounded as follows,

1

kT^nV

T^n 1 V k +

1

Æ

:

Value iteration using an approximate dynami programming operator onverges \weakly,"
that is, two su essive value fun tions fall within a distan e 12Æ in the limit. (De reasing Æ
after \weak" onvergen e will allow further improvement, as dis ussed later.)
Theorem 3. For any value fun tion

kT^nV

V

and

" > 0,

there is an

N

su h that for all

n > N,

2Æ
+ ":
T^n 1 V k 
1

We rst des ribe an approa h to approximation that simpli es an ADD
by ignoring small di eren es in state values. It is based on a similar approa h to approximation for ompletely observable MDPs [13℄, although modi ations are needed to extend this
approa h to POMDPs.
For ompletely observable MDPs, a single ADD represents the value fun tion. Ea h leaf
of the ADD orresponds to a distin t value. If more than one state has the same value,
the states are mapped to the same leaf. In this way, a leaf an represent a set of states,
or equivalently, an abstra t state. Be ause state abstra tion an be exploited to a elerate
dynami programming, the approa h to approximation is to in rease the degree of state
abstra tion by aggregating states with similar (though not identi al) values.
St-Aubin et al. [13℄ introdu e the following notation and terminology. The value of a
state is represented as a pair [l; u℄, where the lower, l, and upper, u, bounds on the values are both represented. The span of a state, s, is given by span(s) = u l. The ombined
span of states s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sn with values [l1 ; u1 ℄; : : : ; [ln ; un ℄, is given by span(s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sn ) =
max(u1 ; : : : ; un ) min(l1 ; : : : ; ln ). The method of approximation is to merge states (and orrespondingly, leaves of an ADD) when their ombined span is less than Æ . This approximation
is performed after ea h iteration of dynami programming. The simpler ADD allows omputational speedup, at the ost of some approximation error introdu ed by ignoring di eren es
of value less than Æ .
To implement this approa h to approximation, St-Aubin et al. [13℄ modi ed the ADD
pa kage so that a leaf of an ADD an represent a range of values, and a single ADD an
represent a ranged value fun tion. We don't do this be ause the value fun tion of a POMDP
is represented by a set of ADDs, instead of a single ADD, and we are on erned with upper
and lower bounds on the values of belief states. The set of ADDs representing the lower
bound fun tion may not be the same as the set of ADDs representing the upper bound
fun tion. An alternative to a ranged value fun tion is to use two ADDs to represent bounds
on state values { one for lower bounds and one for upper bounds. But this representation
would require performing in remental pruning twi e { on e to ompute a pie ewise linear and
onvex lower bound fun tion and on e to ompute a pie ewise linear and onvex upper bound
fun tion { doubling the omplexity of the algorithm. Instead, we found that we an a hieve
an equally good result by omputing a pie ewise linear and onvex lower bound fun tion
only, and representing the upper bound by using a s alar for the approximation error.
Figure 1 illustrates the e e t of simpli ation. The ADD on the left is simpli ed by
merging leaves that have a ombined span of less than Æ = 0:5. The ADD on the right
represents a lower bound on the value of ea h abstra t state. Adding Æ to ea h lower bound
gives the upper bound. We use the following algorithm to simplify an ADD. The input is an
ADD and approximation threshold Æ . The output is a simpli ed ADD with bounded error.

Simplifying ADDs
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Fig. 1: Example of ADD simpli ation.

QUEUE
s
X

all leaves of ADD sorted in in reasing
order of value
remove rst element from QUEUE

fsg

while QUEUE is not empty
t
remove next element from QUEUE
if span(X[ftg)  Æ
X X [ ftg
else
merge(X) and reate new ADD leaf for X
X ftg
endif
endwhile

Be ause the omplexity of ea h merge is jS j, the omplexity of this algorithm is O(jS j2 .
Performing this simpli ation algorithm on ea h ADD in a pie ewise linear and onvex value
fun tion results in an approximate value fun tion with approximation error Æ .
=

fv1 ; : : : ; v g

Theorem 4. Let

V

k

be its approximation su h that for ea h

V0
V

=

fv10 ; : : : ; v0 g
V 0k  Æ
n

n

be a pie ewise linear and

vi0 ,

onvex value fun tion and let
we have

jjv

i

vi0

jj  Æ

. Then

.

Pruning ADDs In Se tion 2, we des ribed two tests for dominated linear fun tions. It has
long been re ognized that both tests are sensitive to numeri al impre ision errors when the
value representing the degree of domina e is lose to zero. Thus, a pre ision parameter is
typi ally used to prevent linear fun tions from being in luded in the value fun tion due to
numeri al impre ision error. Instead of testing for a value greater than zero to ensure that a
linear fun tion is not dominated, the test is for a value greater that 10 15 , for example, or
some number that represent the limit of numeri al pre ision on the omputer.
Many pra titioners have noti ed that in reasing this pre ision parameter (to a value
of, say, 10 5 ), has the added bene t of pruning ve tors that ontribute only marginally to
the value fun tion. This often results in signi ant performan e improvement. Although this
te hnique is widely used in pra ti e, the e e t of this approximation on the error bound of the
value fun tion has not been analyzed before in the literature. We onsider this se ond method
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of approximation in this paper be ause of its lose, and omplementary, relationship to our
rst method of approximation, whi h also ignores small di eren es of value. Equation (3)
gives a test for dominan e that we generalize to allow approximation as follows.
De nition 3. A linear fun tion w is approximately dominated by another linear fun tion
u 2 V when
w(s) Æ  u(s); 8s 2 S;
where Æ > 0.
The linear programming test for domination is generalized to allow approximation as follows.
De nition 4. A linear fun tion w is approximately dominated by a set of linear fun tions
V , if the output of the linear program, d, is less than Æ > 0.
Let P RU N E be the pruning operator that employs these two approximate dominan e tests.
Theorem 5. For any set of ve tors V ,
kP RU N E (V ) P RU N E (V )k  Æ:
0

0

A umulation of error Both the approximate ADD simpli ation algorithm and the approximate pruning algorithm are applied repeatedly during in remental pruning. They are applied
to ea h set Vna;o . They are applied to ea h of the jOj sets of ADDs reated by the ross-sum
operator during the omputation of Vna . Finally, they are applied to the set Vn reated by the
union of the sets Vna . Thus, we must onsider how approximation error a umulates during
the progress of in remental pruning.
Lemma 1. If a set of ADDs representing value fun tion V is simpli ed with approximation
error Æ 1 and then pruned with approximation error Æ 2 , the resulting set of ADDs represents
a value fun tion that approximates V with error Æ 1 + Æ 2 .
Lemma 2. If V^1 is an approximation of value fun tion V 1 with approximation error Æ1 ,
and V^2 is an approximation of value fun tion V 2 with approximation error Æ 2 , then:
1. V^1 + V^2 is an approximation of V 1 + V 2 with approximation error Æ 1 + Æ 2 , and
2. V^1 [ V^2 is an approximation of V 1 [ V 2 with approximation error max(Æ 1 ; Æ 2 ).
Theorem 6. Let T^ denote an approximation of the dynami programming operator T omputed by in remental pruning with simpli ation error Æ 1 and pruning error Æ 2 . For any value
fun tion V ,
kT V T^V k  (2jOj + 1)(Æ1 + Æ2 ):
Letting Æ = (2jOj + 1)(Æ 1 + Æ 2 ), we an use Theorem 2 to ompute a bound on the error
between the approximate and optimal value fun tions.
Adjustment of approximation Finally, we note that with exa t dynami programming, the
di eren e between su essive value fun tions always de reases from one iteration to the next.
This is not ne essarily the ase with approximate dynami programming. It suggests a strategy for redu ing the approximation parameters over su essive iterations. Whenever there
is an in rease in the Bellman residual, we redu e the approximation parameters (e.g., by
the dis ount fa tor 0.5) and the solution ontinues to improve. By using a high degree of
approximation initially and gradually redu ing it, we may a elerate the rate of improvement
in initial iterations and still eventually a hieve a result of equal quality as a result found by
the exa t algorithm. This is explored in the next se tion.
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Analysis of performan e

Hansen and Feng [8℄ use seven test problems to evaluate the performan e of their exa t dynami programming algorithm for fa tored POMDPs. Among these, the fourth test problem
(with six state variables, ve a tions, and two observation variables) illustrates the worstase performan e of the algorithm. Be ause there are strong dependen ies among all the
state variables, the algorithm nds no state abstra tion. So we use this example as a test
of whether the approximation algorithm an reate state abstra tions where the exa t algorithm annot. Figure 2 ompares the size of the abstra t state spa e reated by the exa t and
approximation algorithms over su essive iterations. Approximate ADD simpli ation makes
it possible to solve the problem in an abstra t state spa e that varies in size from ve to thirty
states, ompared to 64 states in the original state spa e. This shows that ADD simpli ation
an reate useful state abstra tions for problems with little or no variable independen e.
Figure 4 and 5 show the intera tion between the two forms of approximation by way
of their e e t on the two prin ipal sour es of POMDP omplexity { the size of the state
spa e and the size of the value fun tion. The data is olle ted by running the program
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with di erent pruning and simpli ation errors for 30 iterations. The average size of the
abstra t state spa e and the average size of the value fun tion are then plotted as a fun tion
of the two types of approximation error. Figure 4 shows that in reasing the ADD pruning
error has little or no e e t on ADD simpli ation. Figure 5 shows that in reasing the ADD
simpli ation error only slightly ampli es the e e t of ADD pruning. Thus, the performan e
improvement a hieved from ea h form of approximation is almost independent, with a slight
positive intera tion e e t. The two methods of approximation are omplementary. ADD
simpli ation de reases the size of the state spa e and ADD pruning de reases the size of
the value fun tion.
Figure 3 shows the separate e e t of ea h form of approximation on the rate of onvergen e, as well as their ombined e e t. (The ADD simpli ation error is 0.1 and the ADD
pruning error is 0.01.) It shows that using both forms of approximation results in better
performan e than using either one alone. It also shows that the approximation algorithm an
nd a better solution than the exa t algorithm, in the same amount of time. The reason for
this is that the approximation algorithm approximates the dynami -programming operator,
whi h performs a single iteration of dynami programming. Dynami programming takes
many iterations to onverge. Be ause approximation allows the dynami -programming operator to be omputed faster in ex hange for slightly less improvement of the value fun tion,
approximation an have the e e t of in reasing the rate of improvement. In other words, the
approximation algorithm an perform more iterations in the same amount of time, and, as a
result, an nd a better solution in the same amount of time. This is true even though ea h
iteration of the approximation algorithm may not improve the value fun tion as mu h as a
orresponding iteration of the exa t algorithm.
We are not only interested in improving the rate of onvergen e of dynami programming.
We are also interested in solving larger problems than the exa t algorithm an solve. The
s alability of both the exa t algorithm and the approximation algorithm is limited by the
same two fa tors - the size of the state spa e and the size of the value fun tion. (The dynami
programming algorithm urrently annot handle problems with more than about 50 states or
value fun tions with more than a few hundred ADDs.) The approximation algorithm s ales
better than the exa t algorithm be ause it an ontrol the size of the state spa e and the size
of the value fun tion. It ontrols the size of the (abstra t) state spa e by using approximation
to adjust the degree of state abstra tion. It ontrols the size of the value fun tion by using
approximation to adjust the threshold for pruning ADDs, and thus the number of ADDs
that are pruned. This allows the algorithm to nd approximate solutions to problems with
more states than the exa t algorithm an handle, and to avoid an exponential explosion in
the size of the value fun tion. The quality of the solution that an be found within these
limitations is problem-dependent, but easily estimated by omputing the error bound.

6

Con lusion

POMDPs are very diÆ ult to solve exa tly and it is widely-re ognized that approximation is
needed to solve realisti problems. We have des ribed two omplementary forms of approximation that improve the performan e of a dynami programming algorithm that omputes
a pie ewise linear and onvex value fun tion. The rst form of approximation in reases the
degree of state abstra tion by ignoring state distin tions that have little e e t on value. The
se ond form of approximation redu es the number of linear fun tions used to represent the
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value fun tion by removing those that have little e e t on value. Both forms of approximation allow omputational speedup in ex hange for a bounded de rease in solution quality.
Both also have tunable parameters that allow the degree of approximation to be adjusted to
suit the problem. We showed that this approa h to approximation improves both the rate of
onvergen e of dynami programming, and its s alability.
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Abstract. Solving Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs)
generally is computationally intractable. In this paper, we study a special POMDP
class, namely informative POMDPs, where each observation provides good albeit
incomplete information about world states. We propose two ways to accelerate
value iteration algorithm for such POMDPs. First, dynamic programming (DP)
updates can be carried out over a relatively small subset of belief space. Conducting DP updates over subspace leads to two advantages: representational savings
in space and computational savings in time. Second, a point-based procedure is
used to cut down the number of iterations for value iteration over subspace to
converge. Empirical studies are presented to demonstrate various computational
gains.

1 Introduction
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) provide a general framework for AI planning problems where effects of actions are nondeterministic and the
state of the world is not known with certainty. Unfortunately, solving general POMDPs
is computationally intractable [10]. For this reason, special classes of POMDPs incur
much attention recently in the community(e.g., [8, 12]).
In this paper, we study a class of POMDPs, namely informative POMDPs, where
any observation can restrict the world into a small set of states. Informative POMDPs
come to be a median ground in terms of informative degree of observations. In one
extreme case, unobservable POMDPs assume that observations do not provide any information about world states(e.g.,[9]). In other words, an observation cannot restrict the
world into any range of states. In another extreme case, fully observable MDPs assume
that an observation restricts the world into a unique state.
For informative POMDPs, we propose two ways to accelerate value iteration. First,
for such POMDPs, we observe that dynamic programming(DP) updates can be carried
out over a subset of belief space. DP updates over a subset leads to two advantages:
fewer vectors are in need to represent a value function over a subset;computational
savings are gained in computing sets of vectors representing value functions over the
subset. Second, to further enhance our capability of solving informative POMDPs, a
point-based procedure is integrated into value iteration over the subset [13]. The procedure effectively cuts down the number of iterations for value iteration to converge.
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The integrated algorithm is able to solve an informative POMDP with 105 states, 35
observations and 5 actions within 430 CPU seconds.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In next section, we introduce background knowledge and conventional notations. In Section 3, we discuss problem characteristics of informative POMDPs and problem examples in the literature. In Section 4,
we show how the problem characteristics can be exploited in value iteration. Section 5
reports experiments on comparing value iteration over belief space and over a subset of
it. In Section 6, we integrate the point-based procedure to value iteration over a subset
of belief space. In Section 7, we briefly discuss some related work.

2 Background
In a POMDP model, the environment is described by a set of states S . The agent
changes the states by executing one of a finite set of actions A. At each point in time,
the world is in one state s. Based on the information it has, the agent chooses and
executes an action a. Consequently, it receives an immediate reward r(s; a) and the
world moves stochastically into another state s0 according to a transition probability
P (s0 js; a). Thereafter, the agent receives an observation z from a finite set Z according
to an observation probability P (z js0 ; a). The process repeats itself.
Information that the agent has about the current state of the world can be summarized by a probability distribution over S [1]. The probability distribution is called a
belief state and is denoted by b. The set of all possible belief states is called the belief
space and is denoted by B . A belief subspace or simply subspace is a subset of B . If the
agent observes z after taking action a in belief state b, its next belief state b0 is updated
as

( ) = kP (z js0; a)

0 0
b s

X
s

( j

)()

0
P s s; a b s

(1)

where k is a re-normalization constant. We will sometimes denote this new belief state
by  (b; a; z ).
A policy prescribes an action for each possible belief state. In other words, it is
a mapping from B to A. Associated with policy  is its value function V  . For each
belief state b, V  (b) is the expected total discounted reward that the agent receives by
1
following the policy starting from b, i.e. V  (b) = E;b [ t=0 t rt ], where rt is the
reward received at time t and  (0 < 1) is the discount factor. It is known that there

exists a policy   such that V  (b)  V  (b) for any other policy  and any belief state
b. Such a policy is called an optimal policy. The value function of an optimal policy
is called the optimal value function. We denote it by V  . For any positive number , a
policy  is -optimal if V  (b) +   V  (b) for any belief state b.
The dynamic programming(DP) update operator T maps a value function V to
another value function T V that is defined as follows: for any b in B ,

P

( ) = max
[r(b; a) + 
a

TV b

where r(b; a) =
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Ps

(

X
z

(j

) ((

P z b; a V  b; a; z

))]

) ( ) is the expected reward if action a is taken in b.

r s; a b s

Value iteration is an algorithm for finding -optimal value functions. It starts with
an initial value function V0 and iterates using the formula: Vn = T Vn 1 . Value iteration
terminates when the Bellman residual maxb jVn (b) Vn 1 (b)j falls below (1 )=2.
When it does, the value function Vn is -optimal.
Value function Vn is piecewise linear and convex (PLC) and can be represented by a
finite set of jSj-dimensional vectors [11]. It is usually denoted by Vn . In value iteration,
a DP update computes a set Vn+1 representing Vn+1 from Vn representing Vn .

3 Problem Characteristics
In general, a POMDP agent perceives the world by receiving observations. Starting
from any state, if the agent executes an action a and receives an observation z , world
states can be categorized into two classes by the observation model: states the agent can
reach and states it cannot. Formally, the set of reachable states is fsjs 2 S and P (z js; a) >
0g. We denote it by Saz .
An [a; z ] pair is said to be informative if the size jSaz j is much smaller than jSj.
Intuitively, if the pair [a; z ] is informative, after executing a and receiving z , the agent
knows that the true world states are restricted into a small set. An observation z is said
to be informative if [a; z ] is informative for every action a giving rise to z . Intuitively,
an observation is informative if it always gives the agent an good idea about world
states regardless of the action executed at previous time point. A POMDP is said to
be informative if all observations are informative. In other words, any observation the
agent receives always provides it a good idea about world states. Since one observation
is received at each time point, a POMDP agent always has a good albeit imperfect idea
about the world.
Informative POMDPs are especially suitable and appropriate for modeling a class
of problems. In this class, a problem state is described by a number of variables(fluents).
Some variables are observable while others are not. The possible assignments to observable variables form the observation space. A specific assignment to observable variables
restricts the world states into a small range of them. A slotted Aloha protocol problem
belongs to this class [2, 4]. Similar problem characteristics also exist in a non-stationary
environment model proposed for reinforcement learning [7].

4 Exploiting Problem Characteristics
In this section, we show how informativeness can be exploited in value iteration. We
start from belief subspace representation.
4.1 Belief subspace
We are interested in particular subspace type: belief simplex. It is specified by a list of
extreme belief states. The simplex with extreme belief states b1 , b2 , ...,bk consists of all
k
k
belief states of the form i=1 i bi where i  0 and i=1 i = 1.
Suppose the current belief state is b. If the agent executes an action a and receives
an observation z , its next belief state is  (b; a; z ). If we vary the belief state in the belief

P

P
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B, we obtain a set f (b; a; z )jb 2 Bg. Abusing notation, we denote this set by
 (B; a; z ). In words, no matter which belief state the agent starts from, if it receives z
after performing a, its next belief state must be in  (B ; a; z ). Obviously,  (B ; a; z )  B .
Belief states in the set  (B ; a; z ) have nice property which can be explored in context of informative POMDPs. By belief state update equation, if state s is not in the set
Saz , the belief b (s ) equals 0. The nonzero beliefs must distribute over states in Saz .
space

0

0

0

X bs

To reveal the relation between belief states and the set Saz , we define a subset of B :

(B; a; z ) = fbj

: ; 8s 2 Saz ; b(s)  0g:

( )=10

s2Saz

It can be proven that for any belief state b,  (b; a; z ) must be in the above set.
Therefore,  (B ; a; z ) is a subset of (B ; a; z ) for a pair [a; z ]. It is easy to see that
(B; a; z ) is a simplex in which each extreme point has probability mass on one state.
We consider the union of subspaces [a;z (B ; a; z ) for all possible combinations of
actions and observations. It consists of all the belief states the agent can encounter. In
other words, the agent can never get out of this set. To ease presentation, we denote this
set by (B ; A; Z ). Since each simplex in it is a subset of B , so is (B ; A; Z ).
One example on belief space and subspaces is shown in Figure 1. A POMDP has
four states and four observations. Its belief region is the tetrahedron ABCD where A,
B, C and D are extreme belief states. For simplicity, we also use these letters to refer
to the states. Suppose that Saz sets are independent of the actions. More specifically,
for any action a, Saz0 = fA; B; C g, Saz1 = fA; B; Dg, Saz2 = fA; C; Dg, and
Saz3 = fB; C; Dg. In this POMDP, belief simplexes are four facets ABC, ABD, ACD
and BCD and belief subspace (B ; A; Z ) is the surface of the tetrahedron. We also note
that the subspace (B ; A; Z ) is much smaller than B in size.
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Fig. 1. Belief space, belief simplexes and belief subspace

4.2 Value functions over subspaces
A value function Vn over belief space B is a mapping from the belief space B to real
line. Conceptually, for any b in B , Vn (b) is the maximum rewards the agent can receive
in n steps if it starts from b. Value function over subspace is defined similarly. A n-step
value function over simplex (B ; a; z ) is a mapping from the simplex. We denote it by
Vn(B;a;z) . Conceptually, for a belief state b in subspace (B; a; z ), Vn(B;a;z) (b) is the
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maximum rewards the agent can receive if it starts from b. An n-step value function
Vn(B;A;Z ) (b) can be defined similarly and its domain is restricted to (B ; A; Z ).
Value function Vn can be represented by a set Vn of jSj-dimensional vectors. If Vn
(B;a;z )
is restricted to a simplex (B ; a; z ), it is a value function Vn
over the simplex. It
preserves the PLC property and can be represented by a set of vectors. For informative
POMDPs, the restriction will result in a representational advantage. Specifically, for a
pair [a; z ], since the beliefs over states outside Saz are zero, we need to allocate only
jSaz j components for a vector. Typically, a value function is represented by a great
number of vectors. If one represents the same value function over a simplex, it would
lead to tremendous savings because the vectors are of smaller dimensions.
(B;a;z )
g in which each set Vn(B;a;z) is associated with an
Given a collection fVn
(B;A;Z )
underlying set Saz , defining a value function Vn
over subspace (B ; A; Z ) exhibits a little bit difficulty. This is because the underlying set Saz contains different
states for different [a; z ] pairs. It makes no sense if one defines the value function by
computing the inner product of a vector and a belief state because possibly the dimen(B;A;Z )
this way: for
sion of the vector differs from that of the belief state. We define Vn
any b in (B ; A; Z ),

Vn B;A;Z (b) = Vn B;a;z (b)
 B;A;Z
where [a; z ] is a pair such that b 2 (B ; a; z ). The set Vn
(

)

(

)

(

(2)
)

can be regarded as a
two-dimensional array of sets over simplexes. When it needs to determine a value for a
belief state, one (1) identifies a simplex containing it and (2) computes the value using
(B;A;Z )
represents value function
the corresponding set of vectors. Obviously, the set Vn
(B;A;Z )
Vn
.
4.3 DP update over subspace
In this subsection, we show how to conduct implicit DP update over belief subspace.
(B;A;Z )
(B;A;Z )
representing Vn
over subspace
The problem is cast as: given an array Vn
(B;A;Z )
(B ; A; Z ), how to compute an array Vn+1
?

BAZ

B

To compute the set Vn+1
, we construct one set Vn+1
for any possible pair
[a0 ; z 0 ]. Before doing so, we recall how DP update over belief space constructs a vector
in set T Vn .
DP update T Vn computes a set Vn+1 from a current set Vn . It is known that each
vector in Vn+1 can be defined by a pair of action and a mapping from the set of observations to the set Vn . Let us denote the action by a and the mapping by  . For an
observation z , we use z to denote the mapped vector in Vn . Given an action a and a
mapping  , the vector, denoted by a; , is defined as follows: for each s in S ,
( ;a0 ;z 0 )

( ; ; )

a; (s) =

r(s; a) + 

XX
z

s0

P (s0 js; a)P (z js0 ; a)z (s0 ):

By enumerating all possible combinations of actions and mappings, one can define
different vectors. All these vectors form a set Vn+1 , i.e., f a; ja 2 A;  : Z ! Vn g. It
turns out that this set represents value function Vn+1 .
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B

We move forward to define a vector in Vn+1

( ;a0 ;z 0 )

B

given an array Vn

BAZ

( ; ; )

. Similar

can be defined by a pair of
to the case in DP update T Vn , a vector in set V
action a and a mapping  but with two important modifications. First, the mapping  is
(B;A;Z )
. Moreover, for an observation z , z is a
from set of observations to the array Vn
(B;a;z )
vector in Vn
. Second, the vector only need to be defined over the set Sa0 z0 . To be
precise, given a pair [a0 ; z 0 ], an action a and a mapping  , a vector, denoted by a; , can
be defined as follows:
for each s in Sa0 z0 ,
a;

(s) = r(s; a) + 

XX
z s0

2Saz

0

0

( ;a ;z )
n+1

P (s0 js; a)P (z js0 ; a)z (s0 ):

A couple of remarks are in order for the above definition. First, a; has only jSa0 z0 j
components. For states outside Sa0 z0 , it is unnecessary to allocate space for them. Second, given the action a and observation z , when we define the component a; (s), we
only need to account for next states in Saz . This is true because for other states the
probabilities of observing z are zero. It is important to note that an jSa0 z0 j-dimensional
vector a; is constructed by making use of jZj vectors: these vectors are of different
dimensions because they come from different representing sets over simplexes.
If we enumerate all possible combinations of actions and mappings above, we can
define various vectors. These vectors form a set

f

a;

ja 2 A;  : Z ! Vn B;A;Z & 8z; z 2 Vn B;a;z g:
(

)

(

)

B
. The following lemma reveals the relation between the
(B;a ;z )
.
set and value function V
The set is denoted by Vn+1

( ;a0 ;z 0 )
0

0

n+1

Lemma 1. For any pair [a; z ], the set
over simplex (B ; a; z ).

Vn B;a;z
(
+1

)

B

( ;a;z )

represents value function Vn+1

ut

B

For now, we are able to construct a set Vn+1
for a pair [a; z ]. A complete DP
update over (B ; A; Z ) needs to construct such sets for all possible pairs of actions and
observations. After these sets are constructed, they are pooled together to form an array
(B;A;Z )
(B;A;Z )
Vn+1
. It induces a value function by (2). It can be proved that the array Vn+1
(B;A;Z )
represents value function Vn+1
over the set (B ; A; Z ). The following theorem
(B;A;Z )
defines the same value function as Vn+1 over the set (B ; A; Z ).
means that Vn+1
( ;a;z )

B A Z (b) = V (b).
n+1

Theorem 1. For any b in (B ; A; Z ), Vn+1

( ; ; )

ut

As a corollary of the above theorem, we remark that, if b is a belief state in the
intersection of two simplexes (B ; a1 ; z1 ) and (B ; a2 ; z2 ) for two pairs [a1 ; z1 ] and
(B;a1 ;z1 )
(B;a2 ;z2 )
[a2 ; z2 ], Vn+1
(b) = Vn+1
(b).
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4.4 Complexity analysis
DP update T Vn improves values for belief space B , while DP update of computing
(B;A;Z )
(B;A;Z )
Vn+1
from Vn
improves values for subspace (B ; A; Z ). Since the subspace is much smaller than B in an informative POMDP, one expects:(1)fewer vectors
are in need to represent a value function over a subspace;(2)since keeping useful vectors
needs solve linear programs, this would lead to computational gains in time cost. Our
empirical studies confirmed these two expectations.
4.5 Value iteration over subspace
(B;A;Z )
Value iteration over subspace starts with a value function V0
. Each set in it is
initialized to contain a zero-vector of jSaz j-dimension.
As value iteration continues, the Bellman Residual becomes smaller between two
consecutive value functions over (B ; A; Z ). When the residual over (B ; A; Z ) falls
below a predetermined threshold, it is also the case for the residual over any simplex.
This suggest that the stopping criterion depend on residuals over simplexes. When the
(B;a;z)
quantity maxa;z maxb2(B;a;z) jVn+1
(b) Vn(B;a;z) (b)j, the maximal difference
between two consecutive value functions over all simplexes, falls below a threshold  ,
value iteration should terminate.
(B;A;Z )
. A value function V
When value iteration terminates, it outputs the array Vn
over the entire belief space can be defined by one step lookahead operator as follows:

( ) = max
fr(b; a) +
a

V b

X
z

(j

P z b; a

)Vn(B;a;z)( (b; a; z ))g 8 b 2 B:

(3)

(B;A;Z )
-greedy.
The value function V defined is said to be Vn
(B;A;Z )
The hope is that if Vn
is a good value function over (B ; A; Z ), so is
Vn(B;A;Z )-greedy value function. The following theorem shows how the threshold 
(B;A;Z )
(B;A;Z )
impacts the quality of value function Vn
and Vn
-greedy value function.

Theorem 2. If   (1 )=(2jZj) and value iteration over (B ; A; Z ) outputs
Vn(B;A;Z ), then Vn(B;A;Z )-greedy value function is -optimal over the entire belief
ut
space.
This theorem is important for two reasons. First, although value iteration over subspace
computes a value function over a subset of belief space, -optimal value function over
the entire belief space can be obtained by one step lookahead operator. Second, due to
the availability of -optimal value function over B , the agent can use it to select action
for any belief state in B . This is true for any initial belief states. Although (B ; A; Z )
consists of all belief states the agent can encounter after receiving any observation, the
initial belief state does not necessarily belong to this set. The theorem implies that the
Vn(B;A;Z )-greedy value function can be used to guide the agent to select near optimal
action for any initial belief state.
Finally, we note that to guarantee the -optimality, the threshold  (set to (1
)=(2jZj)) in value iteration over subspace is smaller than that over belief space.
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This stopping criterion is said to be strict one. If  is set to be (1 )=(2) for value
iteration over subspace, the condition is the loose stopping criterion. In our experiments,
we use the loose stopping criterion.

5 Experiments
Experiments have been designed to test the performances of value iteration algorithms
with and without exploiting the informative characteristics. Here we report results on a
3x3 grid world problem in Figure 2. It has nine states and the location 8(marked by ) is
the goal state. The grid is divided by three rows and three columns. There are three locations along any row or column. The agent can perform one of four nominal-direction
moving actions or a declaring success action. After performing a moving action, the
agent reaches a neighboring location with probability 0.80 and stays at the same location with probability 0.20. Reasonable constraints are imposed to moving actions. For
instance, if the agent is in location 0 and moves north, it stays at the same location. A
declare-success action does not change the agent’s location. After performing any action, the agent is informed of the column number with certainty. As such, the problem
has three observations: col-0, col-1 and col-2. A move action incurs a cost of -1. If the
agent declares success in location 8, it receives a reward of 10;If it does so in other
locations, it receives a cost of -2.

Rows :0,1,2

Columns: 0,1,2.
0

3

6

1

4

7

2

5

N
E

W
S

*

Fig. 2. A 3x3 grid world

P

This POMDP is informative. If value iteration is conducted without exploiting infor8
mativeness, one need to improve values over space B (= fbj i=0 b(si ) = 1:0g. Since
the observations are column numbers and independent of actions, DP update over subspace need to account for three simplexes: Bj = fbj 3j;3j +1;3j +2 b(sj ) = 1:0g for
j=0,1,2 where j is the column number.
Our experiments are conducted on a SUN SPARC workstation. The discount factor
is set to 0.95. The precision parameter is set to 0.000001. The quality requirement 
is set to 0.01. We use the loose stopping criterion. In our experiments, incremental
pruning [12, 5] is used to compute sets of vectors representing value functions over
belief space or subspace. For convenience, we use VI1 and VI to refer to the value
iteration algorithms with and without exploiting regularities respectively. We compare
VI and VI1 at each iteration along two dimensions: the size of set representing value
function and time cost to conduct a DP update. The results are presented in Figure 3.

P
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Fig. 3. Comparative study on value iterations over belief space and belief subspace

The first chart in the figure depicts the number of vectors in log-scale generated
at each iteration for VI and VI1. In VI, at each iteration, we collects the sizes of
sets representing value functions. In VI1, we compute three sets representing value
functions over three simplexes and report the sum of the sizes of these three sets. For
this problem, except the first iterations, VI generates significantly more vectors than
VI1. In VI, after a severe growth, the number of vectors tends to be stable. In this case,
value functions over belief space are represented by over 10,000 vectors. In contrary, the
number of vectors generated by VI1 is much smaller. Our experiments show that the
maximum number is below 150. After VI1 terminates, the value function is represented
by only 28 vectors.
Due to the big difference between numbers of vectors generated by VI1 and VI,
VI1 is significantly efficient than VI. This is demonstrated in the second chart in Figure 3. Note that CPU times in the figure are drawn in log-scale. When VI1 terminates
after 207 iterations, it takes around 2,700 seconds. On average, one DP update takes
less than 13 seconds. For VI, it never terminates within reasonable time limit. By our
data, it takes 1,052,590 seconds for first 25 iterations. On average, each iteration takes
around 42,000 seconds. Comparing with VI1, we see that VI1 is drastically efficient.

6 Integrating Point-based Improvement
In this section, we integrate a point-based improving procedure into value iteration over
subspace and report our experiments on a larger POMDP problem.
6.1 Point-based improvement
The standard DP update T V is difficult because it has to account for infinite number of
belief states. However, given a set V and a belief state b, computing the vector in the set
T V at b is much easier. This can be accomplished by using a so-called backup operator.
Given a set V of vectors, a point-based procedure heuristically generates a finite set
of belief points and backs up on the set to obtain a set of vectors. It is designed to have
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this property: the value function represented by the set of backup vectors is better than
the input set V . Because the set of belief states are generated heuristically, point-based
improvements is much cheaper than DP improvements.
A point-based value iteration algorithm interleaves standard DP update with multiple steps of point-based improvements. The standard DP update ensures that the output
value function is -optimal when value iteration terminates.
6.2 Backup operator
(B;A;Z )
(B;A;Z )
In value iteration over subspace, DP update computes Vn+1
from Vn
. To
0
0
(B;a ;z )
0
0
do so, it computes the set Vn+1
for each [a ; z ] pair. It is conceivable that this is
still not so easy because (B ; a0 ; z 0 ) usually consists of infinite number of belief states.
(B;a0 ;z0 )
Consequently, it is necessary to design a point based procedure to improve Vn
before it is fed to DP update over subspace (B ; a0 ; z 0 ). We can generate heuristically a
finite set of belief states in the simplex and back up on this set to obtain a set of vectors.
(B;A;Z )
The key problem is, given a set Vn
and a belief state b in (B ; a0 ; z 0 ), how to
0
0
(B;a ;z )
compute a vector in the set Vn+1
? We can define a backup operator in this context.
The backup vector can be built by three steps as follows.
(B;a;z)
that has
1. For each action a and each observation z , find the vector in Vn
maximum inner product with  (b; a; z ). Denote it by a;z .
2. For each action a, construct a vector a by: for each s in the set Sa0 z0 ,
a (s) = r(s; a) +

XX

z2Z s0 2Saz

P (s0 ; z js; a) a;z (s0 )

where P (s0 ; z js; a) equals to P (s0 js; a)P (z js; a).
3. Find the vector, among the a ’s, that has maximum inner product with b. Denote it
by .
(B;a0 ;z0 )
It can be proven that is a vector in Vn+1
. With the backup operator, before
(B;a;z)
is fed to DP update over subspace, it is improved by multiple steps of
the set Vn
point-based procedure. After these preliminary steps, the improved sets are fed to DP
update over subspace. As such, we expect that the number of iterations can be reduced
as value iteration converges.

6.3 Experiments
The problem is an extended version of the 3x3 grid world. It is illustrated in Figure 4.
It has 35 columns. The goal location is 104, marked by  in the figure. The agent is
informed of its column number. So the problem has 105 states, 35 observations and 5
actions. The transition and observation models are similar to those in 3x3 grid world.
For simplicity, we use PB-VI1 and VI1 to refer to the algorithms conducting DP
over subspace with and without integration of point-based procedure. Due to space
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Fig. 4. A 3x35 grid world

limit, we report only on the time cost of DP update in VI1 and PB-VI1. For convenience, the time reported for a DP update of PB-VI1 consists of two portions: the time
for multiple point-based improvements and the time for a DP update over subspace.
The results are collected in Figure 5. Note that the time axis is drawn in log-scale.
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Fig. 5. Comparative study on value iteration over subspace with/o point-based improving

We see that VI1 stand-alone is still insufficient to solve the problem. It takes little
time in first 15 iterations but the DP time grows later on. For instance, for the 20th
iteration, it takes 2,500 CPU seconds and for 27th iteration, it takes 9,000 seconds. It is
believed that VI can by no means solve this problem.
The situation changes when the point-based procedure is integrated. PB-VI1 converges in 425 seconds after 36 DP updates (plus point-based improvements) over belief
subspace. On average, each iteration takes less than 15 seconds. It is much faster than
VI1. In addition, VI1 needs to run 207 iterations to converge for 3x3 grid world (mentioned in previous section). Taking this as a reference, we also note that the point-based
procedure is still efficient in cutting down the number of iterations for VI1 to converge.

7 Related Work and Future Directions
Our concept of informative POMDPs is very similar to that of regional observable
POMDPs in [12]. Both of them assume that any observation restricts the world into a
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small set of states. In [12], a regional observable POMDP is proposed to approximate an
original POMDP and value iterations for regional observable POMDPs are conducted
over the entire belief space. Our work focuses on accelerating value iterations for such
POMDP class by restricting them over a subset of belief space.
The approach we use to exclude belief states from being considered works much like
that in reachability analysis (e.g., see [6, 3]). In fully observable MDP, this technique is
used to restrict value iteration over a small subset of state space. Even although value
iteration is restricted into a subspace for informative POMDPs, we show that value
function of good quality over entire belief space can be obtained from value functions
over its subset. In addition, as mentioned in Subsection 4.5, the value function generated
by value iteration over subspace is guaranteed to be -optimality without much effort.
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Abstract. Motivated by the requirements of many real-life applications,

recent research in AI planning has shown a growing interest in tackling
problems that involve numeric constraints and complex optimization objectives. Applying Integer Programming (IP) to such domains seems to
have a signi cant potential, since it can naturally accommodate their
representational requirements. In this paper we explore the area of applying IP to AI planning in two di erent directions.
First, we improve the domain-independent IP formulation of Vossen et
al., by an extended exploitation of mutual exclusion relations between
the operators, and other information derivable by state of the art domain
analysis tools. This information may reduce the number of variables of
an IP model and tighten its constraints. Second, we link IP methods to
recent work in heuristic search for planning, by introducing a variant of
FF's enforced hill-climbing algorithm that uses IP models as its underlying representation. In addition to extending the delete lists heuristic
to parallel planning and the more expressive language of IP, we also
introduce a new heuristic based on the linear relaxation.

1

Introduction

Many recent successful approaches to AI planning, including planning graphs [2],
propositional satis ability [11] and heuristic search [3], are essentially restricted
to planning domains representable in propositional logic. It seems however that
many practical applications are beyond this representational framework, as they
require expressing features like resources, numeric constraints, costs associated
with actions, and complex objectives. Integer Programming (IP), and its underlying language of linear inequalities, seem to meet many of these requirements,
at least from the representation perspective.
The study of the relevance of IP techniques to AI planning has only recently
started to receive some attention. The LPSAT engine [16] integrates propositional
satis ability with an incremental Simplex algorithm; Lplan [6] uses the linear relaxation as a heuristic in a partial-order causal-link planner; ILP-PLAN [12] uses
IP models for solving problems with resources, actions costs and complex objective functions; Bockmayr and Dimopoulos [5] show how IP models can be used to
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incorporate strong forms of domain knowledge and represent compactly numeric
constraints; nally, Vossen et al. [15] introduce a strong, domain-independent,
method for translating STRIPS planning into IP models.
The IP models intend to enhance previous approaches to AI planning, like
BLACKBOX or GRAPHPLAN , that essentially view planning as a constraint satisfaction problem. All these methods provide optimality guarantees for the solutions
they generate, usually with respect to plan length. Recently, [13] and [3] introduced a new promising approach to AI planning that is based on heuristic search.
Planners of this family, eg. [4, 10, 14], automatically extract heuristic functions
from a planning problem speci cation and use it to guide the search for a solution
in the state space. These planners do not provide any optimality guarantees, unless they employ admissible heuristics combined with optimal search algorithms,
as eg. in [9].
In this paper we extend previous work on using IP in AI planning in two
di erent directions. First, we improve the IP formulation of [15]. Second, we link
IP methods to recent work in heuristic search for planning.
In the rst part of the paper we describe an improved formulation of STRIPS
planning, that exploits more fully the mutual exclusion relations between both
the operators and the uents, than this is done in [15]. Mutex information can
strongly in uence the way a planning problem is translated into inequalities, as
it can yield formulations with fewer variables and constraints. Moreover, richer
forms of information that can be derived automatically by domain analysis tools
[7,8], can further tighten the IP formulation of a planning domain.
In the second part of the paper we present a variant of FF's [10] enforced hillclimbing algorithm that uses the IP models as its underlying representational
language and is capable of generating parallel plans. Moreover, we introduce a
new method for heuristic evaluation, that is based on solving the linear relaxation of the IP models, and compare it with the IP formulation of the delete
lists relaxation method of FF.
As one may expect, FF clearly outperforms the new heuristic methods in term
of running speed. This can be attributed partly to the fact that FF nds totallyordered plans, while the new algorithms generate parallel plans. Moreover, while
FF and similar planners, utilize highly optimized special-purpose techniques to
speed-up heuristic evaluation, we rely on general purpose algorithms like Simplex
and branch and bound. Nevertheless, generality has the advantage of extended
expressiveness, as our approach can handle any domain representable in the language of linear inequalities. Moreover, we reiterate that the new algorithms generate parallel plans, a feature that can increase their usability in domains that
are inherently parallel. This should be contrasted with most heuristic search
based planners that generate totally-ordered plans, with the exception of recent
work by Haslum and Ge ner [9]. Additionally, the IP models can easily accommodate declarative domain knowledge and exploit it in the heuristic evaluation.
Finally, IP formulations, combined with the linear relaxation heuristic allow us
to implement a variety of strategies that o er a tradeo between search time
and solution quality.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents very brie y the IP
formulation of [15] and then introduces the improved models. In section 3 we
discuss new heuristic search methods based on the IP models. In section 4 we
present and discuss some experimental results with the new IP formulation and
the heuristic search algorithms, and in section 5 we conclude.

2 IP Models for Planning Problems
Integer Programming is a more general representation language than propositional logic. In order to represent a general linear inequality exponentially many
clauses (in the number of variables) may be needed. Integer programming combines propositional logic with arithmetic and therefore allows for more compact
formulations. On the other hand, any propositional clause 1 _ _ k _ k+1 _
_ k+l can be easily represented as a linear inequality 1 + + k k+1
in 0-1 variables. However, such a straightforward translation
k+l  1
usually leads to poor performance. Problem solving with IP techniques often
requires a di erent translation of a problem into linear inequalities. Deriving a
strong model for the problem to be solved is a fundamental issue for successfully
applying IP.
As it is shown in [15] similar observations hold for AI planning. Instead of
simply translating SAT encoding into linear inequalities, [15] presented a different, substantially stronger, domain-independent IP formulation of planning
problems. A brief presentation of this approach follows (see [15] for details).
x

:::

:::

x

:::

x

x

:::

x

x

x

x

l

2.1 Domain Independent Modeling
Any STRIPS planning problem can be represented by a set of variables divided
into action and state change variables. For each action in the domain, we
introduce an action variable a;i which assumes the value true if is executed at
period pre
, and
false otherwise. For each uent we de ne four variables, namely
add , pre del , maintain. Variable maintain encodes 'no-op' actions,
add ,
f;i f;i
f;i
f;i
f;i
while the other variables are de ned as follows (symbol denotes set di erence).
pre add 8 2
pre add ,
f
f
a;i  f;i
a;i  f;i
a

y

a

i

X
a2pre =del
X
a2add =pre
X

x

f

x

f

f

x

a2pref \delf

x

=

x

y

a;i  xadd
f;i ,

y

y

f

f

x

a;i  xadd
f;i

y

a

x

8 2
a

pre =del

f

add =pre

f

pre del
a;i = xf;i

y

Informally, add
f;i = 1 i an action is executed at time point that has as an
pre add = 1 i an action is
add e ect but not as a precondition. Similarly, f;i
executed
at time point that has as a precondition but does not delete it, and
pre del = 1 if this action has both as a precondition and a delete e ect.
f;i
The constraints below prohibit parallel execution of mutually exclusive actions.
i

x

f

x

i

x

f

f
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add + xmaintain + xpre del  1
f;i
f;i
f;i
pre add + xmaintain + xpre del  1
x
f;i
f;i
f;i
x

The explanatory frame axioms are encoded as
pre add + maintain + pre del  add + maintain + pre add
f;i
f;i 1
f;i 1
f;i
f;i
f;i 1
x

x

x

x

x

x

while the initial state constraints are represented by setting add
f;0 to 1 if is true
in the initial state and 0 otherwise. Finally, if 2 1 , for each goal we add
maintain + pre add  1.
the constraint add
f;t + f;t
f;t
x

i

x

x

f

; ::; t

f

x

2.2 Exploiting Domain Structure
The domain independent models of planning problems described above can be
substantially improved by exploiting properties of the speci c planning domain
at hand. In particular, by analyzing in greater detail than in [15] the mutual
exclusion relations between the operators and the uents of a domain, we may be
able to reduce the number of state-change variables and tighten the constraints
of the IP model. We assume the availability of suitable domain analysis tools
capable of identifying these relations, as those described eg. in [7,8]. We describe
rst, two improvements that aim at reducing the number of variables of the IP
model.

{ For each uent

X

a2addf =pref

a;i .

f

X

such that

a2addf =pref

 1, de ne

a;i

y

x

add
f;i

as add
f;i =
x

This is a simple modi cation that allows us to substitute

y

pre add variables.
out variable add
f;i . Similar observations hold for the f;i
{ Let be a uent such that a1 ;i + a2 ;i  1 holds for every pair of actions
pre add and maintain
1 2
f
f and 2 2
f
f . Then merge f;i
f;i
pre
add
substituting out variable f;i
. With this modi cation we can omit all
pre add but we need to include constraints of the
constraints that refer to f;i
for all 2 f f that re ect the new, extended,
form a;i  maintain
f;i
meaning of the maintain
variables.
f;i
x

x

f

a

y

pre =del

a

y

add =pre

x

x

x

x

y

a

x

pre =del

x

The rst improvement is straightforward, while the second deserves some
further discussion. Since every 1 2 f f is mutually exclusive with every
pre add and add , are also exclusive. Instead of
2 2
f
f , the variables f;i
f;i
pre add and \transfer" its role
adding an additional constraint, we omit variable f;i
in the model to the corresponding variable maintain
. Note that while exclusion
f;i
pre
add
pre
maintain
constraints of the form f;i
+ f;i
+ f;i del  1 are dropped, the
pre
del
maintain +
 1 remain in the formulation, marking
constraints add
f;i + f;i
f;i
add and maintain (and therefore the deleted pre add ) as mutually exclusive.
f;i
f;i
f;i
a

a

add =pre

pre =del

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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x

x

x

x

x

x

We now discuss some techniques that can further tighten the IP model of a
planning domain. Our method is based on the derivation of single-valuedness and
XOR constraints as described in [8]. We restrict our discussion to binary uents.
A single valuedness constraint is a constraint of the form ( (  ) ( )) stating
that for every value of variable that satis es constraint ( ) there can be only
one value for (the \starred") variable  . An XOR constraint is a constraint of
the form (XOR 1 ( ) 2 ( ) ( )) stating that for every state and for every
value of satisfying ( ) either 1 ( ) or 2 ( ) must be true (for some values
of and ) but not both.
f y;

y

z ;C y

C y

z

f

y

z

{

y; z ; f

y; u ; C y

C y

f

y; z

f

y; u

u

Let ( ) be a binary uent for which the single-valuedness constraint
( (  ) ( )) holds. Then, for each that satis es ( ), replace the set of
maintain + pre del  1 that refer to each possible value
constraints add
f;i + f;i
f;i
of , with a single constraint
pre del  1
add +
maintain +
f;i
f;i
f;i
f y; z

f y;

z ;C y

y

x

x

X

z

X

z

X

x

z

C y

x

X

x

z

x

where denotes the sum over the domain of the second parameter of the
z
uent , namely .
Going one step further we can exploit the XOR constraints and modify the
mutual exclusion constraints as follows.
f

{

z

Let 1(  ) and 2 (  ) be two single-valued uents on their second arguments, for which the constraint (XOR 1 ( ) 2 ( ) ( )) holds. Then,
replace all mutual exclusion constraints on 1 and 2 that refer to some
speci c object satisfying ( ) with the constraint
f

y;

z

f

y;

u

f

y; z ; f

y; u ; C y

f

f

X addf;i + X maintain
X fpre;i del+
+
f ;i
z
Xz addf;i + Xz maintain
X
pre del  1
+
f ;i
f ;i
C y

x

u

x

2

x

1

u

x

x

1

2

u

x

1

2

add and
Moreover, if the model does not contain any of the variables fpre
1 ;i
pre add (meaning that all actions that have or as a precondition, also
1
2
f2 ;i
have it as a delete e ect), we can replace  in the above constraint with an
equality.
x

x

f

f

The following simpli cation relates to the frame axioms.
{

Let be a uent such that every action that adds it, has as its sole add
e ect. Then, if is true at time 1 we can safely add the constraint
add + maintain + pre add  pre add + maintain + pre del
f;i 1
f;i 1
f;i 1
f;i
f;i
f;i
which combined with the corresponding explanatory frame axiom, namely
f

f

f

x

x

i

x

x

x

x
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pre add + xmaintain + xpre del  xadd + xmaintain + xpre add
f;i
f;i 1
f;i 1
f;i
f;i
f;i 1

x

gives rise to an equality of the form
pre add + maintain + pre del = add + maintain + pre add
f;i
f;i 1
f;i 1
f;i
f;i
f;i 1
To see that the above transformation is valid, note thatpreif aadduent is true at
maintain
time 1 (meaning that one of the add
f;i 1 , f;i 1 , f;i 1 is true), and all
actions that add have no other add e ects, then assigning false to add
f;i , does
not have unwanted complications. In fact, if we adopt the above simpli cation,
add will necessarily be assigned false, if is true at time
1 and does not
f;i
pre
add
have an associated variable f;i
or this variable is assigned the value false.
We note that the above transformation of the frame axioms into equalities can
be extended to more general cases, but we do not discuss this issue further.
Example: Consider the rocket domain with the usual
and
operators for packages and
for airplanes. We note that all actions that add
for packages are mutually exclusive, X
therefore the uent variables add
in;i can be
action that
substituted out and replaced by
a;i , where is a
x

x

x

x

x

x

f

i

x

x

x

f

x

x

f

i

f

x

load

unload

f ly

in

x

a2addin =prein

y

a

load

adds the corresponding proposition. Similar constraints hold for for both
planes and packages, hence all corresponding add
f;i can be omitted from the forpre
add
mulation. Now consider the variable at;i corresponding to the uent that
refers to airplanes. Note that every action i 2 at at (ie. load and unload
actions) is mutually exclusive with every action j 2 at at (ie. y actions)
pre add with maintain, by omitting all pre add
and therefore we can merge at;i
at;i
at;i
and adding the constraints ld;i  maintain
and un;i  maintain
for the correat;i
at;i
sponding load (denoted as ld;i ) and unload ( un;i) actions.
Moreover the single-valuedness of (  ), where refers
to packages and
X
+
to planes, will tighten the mutual exclusion constraint
un;i + maintain
in;i
in

at

x

at

x

a

x

ld;i

Pl L

P

un;i +

y

=pre

x

y

y

x

X
Pl

y

L

 1 into the stronger constraint

XX

add

y

in x;

y

a

x

x

y

L

=del

x

y

X

pre

maintain +
in;i

x

P

XX
Pl L

ld;i

y

y

x

1

where Pl denotes sum over all planes and L, sum over all locations. A similar
constraint can be derived for uent that refers to packages being at locations.
Since uents and are related with a XOR constraint (meaning that, at each
time, a package must be some plane, or some location but not both) we
can combine the two constraints and derive
X X + X maintain + X maintain+ X X = 1
un;i
ld;i
in;i
at;i
at

in

at

in

Pl L

y

Pl

x

at

Pl

x

Pl L

y

Finally, since the only operator that adds for a package and a location is
, and is the only add e ect of this operator, the corresponding frame
at

unload
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at

axioms can be converted into equalities. Similar observations hold for the other
propositions of the domain.
In the next section, when we introduce the constraint relaxation heuristic,
we will need IP models for domains with operators that do not contain delete
e ects. For this special case we use a straightforward translation of propositional
satis ability planning theories into linear inequalities.
3

Heuristic Search

The above modi cations in the IP formulation of planning problems, can substantially improve performance. However, as it happens with other approaches
that generate optimal plans, in many domains, IP models do not scale well.
In this section, we attempt to address this issue in a exible way, by bringing
together IP modeling and heuristic search. Heuristic search methods derive a
heuristic function from the problem speci cation and use it to guide the search
in the state space. The heuristic function h for a problem P is derived by considering a relaxed problem P .
We consider two di erent relaxations of a planning problem. The rst, which
we call the constraint relaxation (CL) approach, was introduced in [3] and modied in FF [10]. Here the relaxed problem is obtained from the original by ignoring
the delete e ects of the operators. In the second approach, which we call linear relaxation (LR) approach, the relaxed problem is obtained from the original
problem by dropping the integrality constraint from the integer variables.
The heuristic function we use is the same as in FF. Let O1; O2; :::; Om be the
sets of actions selected (action selection can be a fractional number greater than
0, if the LR approach is used) in the solution of the relaxed problem at time i.
Variable m, called the length invariant, equals the number of time steps needed
so that the relaxed problem becomes solvable (ie., the relaxationPwith m 1 time
steps is infeasible). We de ne our heuristic function as h(S) = i=1;:::;m jOij.
The search method we use in our approach is a variant of the enforced hillclimbing introduced in FF. It can be described brie y as follows.
Algorithm MEHC(step,nd-limit,cutoff)
i:=0;
solved:=false;
while not solved
i:=i+1;
Solve the relaxed problem using i time steps;
if feasible then solved:=true;
0

endwhile

m:=i; /*Length invariant m used in the heuristic function*/
Set obj to the value of the objective function and current plan to empty;
S :=Initial State;
h(S) = obj;
while h(S) 6= 0 do
Call EBFS(m,step,nd-limit,cutoff) in order to
breadth- rst search for a state S with h(S ) < h(S);
if (no such state is found) then report failure and stop;
0

0
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Add the selected actions to current plan, set S := S and h(S) := h(S );
0

endwhile

0

Algorithm MEHC di ers from FF in the way it performs the search for the
successor state at each of its iterations. The new search method is implemented
by procedure EBFS, which is presented below.
For a planning problem P, let Pt denote the set of constraints in the IP
formulation of P over the time interval t. Moreover, let Ptlr denote the set of
constraints obtained if the integrality constraints of Pt are dropped. Finally, let
Ptcr denote the set of constraints, over the time interval t, of the IP model of
the problem obtained from P by dropping the delete list of the operators. Then,
procedure EBFS below implements the breadth- rst search for a state with a
better heuristic value, where Pt stands for any of Ptlr and Ptcr depending on the
method we employ.
procedure EBFS(m,step,nd-limit,cutoff)
i=step;
while (i<cutoff+step)
set branch and bound node limit to nd-limit, and
solve min(
ya;j ) subject to
0

X X
a A j [i+1X
;m] X
P[0;i] [ P[i+1;m] [ f
2

2

0

a2A j 2[i+1;m]

ya;j < h(S)g;

if (feasible) then return solution else i:=i+1;
endwhile

Note that the set of constraints P[0;i] allows for parallel action execution, and
therefore, the successor of a state S can be any state that can be reached from
S by executing a set of parallel actions. Hence, the algorithm generates parallel
plans.
Procedure EBFS uses branch and bound in order to perform the search for
the successor state, and therefore its theoretical time complexity is determined
mainly by the number of integer variables of the problem it solves. If the linear
relaxation heuristic is used, each iteration of EBFS has time complexity which is,
in the worst case, exponential in the number of variables of P[0;i]. In the case of
the constraint relaxation heuristic, this complexity is higher, as it is exponential
in the number of variables of P[0;i] [ P[cri+1;m] . However, our experimentation
revealed that, in many domains, the set of constraints Ptlr is much harder to
satisfy than the corresponding set Ptcr . Consequently, the constraint relaxation
heuristic can outperform the linear relaxation one in terms of running speed.
Moreover, the use of branch and bound in EBFS has some interesting implications. For instance, in the case of the constraint relaxation approach, the
algorithm can branch on any of the variables of P[0;i] [ P[cri+1;m] , interleaving in
this way the selection of the successor state with its evaluation. Furthermore,
the objective function, which minimizes the number of actions, can provide substantial guidance in the search of a low cost successor state.
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The new algorithm is parametric to the values of step, nd-limit, and cuto .
Parameter nd-limit de nes the node limit of the branch and bound search algorithm. Parameter step de nes the minimum distance (number of parallel steps)
of the successor state from the current state, while cuto de nes the maximum
such distance. Parameters step and nd-limit allow us to implement a variety of
search strategies that trade-o solution quality for performance. Higher values
for nd-limit may generate successor states with better heuristic values, while
higher values for step usually lead to more informed choices in the selection of
the successor state. Therefore, higher values for these parameters usually yield
better plans, while lower values better run times.

4 Experimental Results
We run some initial experiments with the new IP formulation and the heuristic
search method on a variety of planning domains. The models were generated by
hand, using the algebraic modeling system PLAM (ProLog and Algebraic Modeling) [1] and following the steps described in section 2. In all the experiments
CPLEX 6.6 was used. All variables were declared integer. The setting was the following. At each node of the branch and bound dual simplex with \steepest-edge
pricing" was used. Probing was set to 1, leading to some simpli cations of the
models, as well as clique cuts derivation. The variable selection strategy was set
to \pseudo-reduced costs", and the node selection strategy to best-bound search.
All experiments were run on a Sun Ultra-250 with 512 MB RAM.
Table 1 compares the performance of the IP formulation of [15] (column OIP)
and the improved formulation discussed in section 2 (column IIP) on blocks world
and rocket domain problems. The objective function in both domains was set to
minimize the number of actions. In the rocket domain, some ight minimization
experiments were also run, and are marked with the problem name sux fl-min
in Table 1. The entries under \First" refer to the run time and number of nodes
explored until the rst solution was found. For the blocks world problems the
entries under \Optimal" refer to solving these problems to optimality (the time
needed to prove optimality is included). The same entries for the, more dicult,
rocket problems refer to nding a solution with cost that is provably not more
than 10% higher than the cost of the optimal solution. The data of Table 1 were
obtained using, in each domain and for each formulation, the cut generation
strategy that seems to perform best. In the blocks world domain the default
values were used for both formulations. In the rocket domain, di erent Clique
and Gomory cut generation strategies were used for the di erent formulations
and the di erent optimization objectives, but we do not discuss this issue further.
Both domains allow for parallel actions. The largest problem in the blocks
world domain, bw3, involves 13 blocks, has plan length 9 and the optimal solution
has 19 actions. The IP formulation for this domain is strong, leading to small
integrality gaps and, consequently, good performance. In some moderately sized
problems, the rst solution was obtained by simply rounding the values of the
variables obtained after solving the linear relaxation.
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First
OIP
IIP
Problem
time nodes time nodes
bw1
93 5 25 0
bw2
310 0 108 0
bw3
7072 21 876 23
rocket1
98 371 13 56
rocket2
109 297 10 28
rocket3
- 408 459
rocket4
7478 2522 461 456
rocket1-fl-min 1828 1734 19
14
rocket2-fl-min 591 384 80 320
rocket3-fl-min - 236 260
rocket4-fl-min 3391 372 210 150

Optimal
OIP
IIP
time nodes time nodes
93 5 28 11
310 0 108 0
- 1277 50
631 2554 92 287
1521 4237 132 260
- 1885 1251
- 1886 993
3775 5417 59 422
3602 4754 82 360
- 1685 4791
- 2083 4067

Table 1. Performance comparison of di erent IP formulations on action and
ight
(marked with the name sux fl-min) minimization problems. For each problem we
give run time and number of nodes in the branch and bound tree. Times in seconds. A
dash denotes that no solution was found within about 2 hours (8000 sec) of CPU time.

In the rocket domain, the largest problem, rocket4, involves 16 packages, 5
locations and 3 planes. The optimal parallel plan length is 7, and the optimal
solution contains 41 actions. Here the IP formulation is weaker. The integrality
gap is larger, and closes relatively slow, after many iterations. Nevertheless, in
most cases, the new formulation is substantially stronger.
Table 2 shows some representative results from experiments with the IP based
heuristic methods on the parallel rocket domain. The CR columns refer to the
constraint relaxation heuristic, while the LR columns to the linear relaxation
one. The FF column shows the number of actions in the plan generated by FF,
which solves all problems in a few seconds.
Problem pac pl loc
rocket4
16 3 5
rocket5
16 3 5
rocket6
16 3 5
rocket7-1 21 3 6
rocket7-2 21 3 6
rocket7-3 21 3 6
rocket8
27 4 7

LR
time len actions
29 9 45
62 9 47
33 9 43
445 11 57
427 12
286 12
1598 11 75

CR
FF
time len actions actions
25 13 46
53
36 14 45
41
31 13 49
52
27 11 56
67
214 13

90

80

Performance comparison of the heuristic search algorithms. For each problem
we give the number of packages (pac), planes (pl) and locations (loc), solution time in
seconds (time), parallel plan length (len) and number of actions in the plan (actions).
Table 2.
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In all problems the relaxation based algorithm was run with the step and
cuto parameters set to 1. For the smaller problems, rocket4 to rocket6, the
nd-limit parameter of the linear relaxation based algorithm was set to in nity,
ie. at each iteration the corresponding problem was solved to optimality. However, for larger problems, like rocket7 and rocket8, when the linear relaxation
heuristic is used, the number of explored nodes has to be limited in order to gain
acceptable eciency. The 3 entries of Table 2 pre xed with rocket7, correspond
to solutions of the same problem with di erent node bounds. Row rocket7-1
refers to solving the problem without limiting the number of explored nodes,
while rows rocket7-2 and rocket7-3 correspond to a limit of 1000 and 500
nodes respectively. For problem rocket8 the node limit was set to 500. In the
problems we considered, restricting the number of nodes a ects only the rst two
iterations of the algorithm, as in the subsequent iterations the optimal solution
is found after exploring a few nodes. More speci cally, in most problems, the
rst two iterations make up more than 60% of the total solution time.
In most of the problems it seems that the linear relaxation heuristic o ers a
reasonably good trade-o between search time and solution quality. For instance,
if we compare the solution time of the direct IP formulation of problem rocket4
in Table 1, with the time needed for solving the same problem with the linear
relaxation heuristic algorithm in Table 2, we note a decrease from 461 secs to 29
secs. This speed-up comes with an increase of the plan length from 7 to 9.
It is interesting to compare the characteristics of the linear and constraint
relaxation methods. The constraint relaxation heuristic almost always runs faster
than the linear relaxation one. But as far as parallel plan length is concerned,
constraint relaxation is quite unstable, and in many cases (eg. problems rocket5
and rocket8 in Table 2) generates plans that underutilize the available resources
(planes) and, for this reason, are longer.
5

Conclusions and discussion

The results presented in [15], suggest that careful modeling can make IP e ective
in solving classical STRIPS problems. This has important practical implications,
since many problems can be represented as a set of STRIPS operators together
with some additional complex constraints. Solving such problems e ectively,
requires reasonable performance on their STRIPS part.
In this paper we presented some improvements of the IP formulation of [15]
that exploit more fully the structure of the planning domains. The new translation method bene ts from recent work in automated domain analysis, but also
recent advances in Integer Programming. Indeed, advanced features of stateof-the-art IP solvers, such as preprocessing, probing, and constraint derivation,
most notably in the form of Gomory and Clique cuts, have positive e ect on
the performance of the models. Our current work focuses on further improving
the IP formulation of planning problems, and combining it with strong forms of
domain knowledge. More extensive experimentation, to be reported in a longer
version of this paper, gives encouraging rst results.
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The enforced hill-climbing algorithm that we described in the second part of
the paper, can be understood as an attempt towards combining IP models with
heuristic search. This is done in a way di erent than in the Lplan system [6],
which uses the linear relaxation of an IP formulation, which is di erent than
ours, as a heuristic in a partial-order causal-link planner.
Our intention is to develop algorithms that improve eciency at an acceptable cost in solution quality. In parallel domains, which is our main focus, the
degree of parallelism of the generated plan is an integral part of solution quality.
It seems that the linear relaxation heuristic performs better than the constraint
relaxation in terms of solution quality, but it is slower. We currently work on
improving its performance.
Obviously, the algorithm we presented is neither complete nor optimal. Future research will focus on investigating whether it is feasible to employ IP
models in heuristic search algorithms that satisfy both properties.
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Abstract. RIFO, as has been proposed by Nebel et al. [8], is a method

that can automatically detect irrelevant information in planning tasks. The
idea is to remove such irrelevant information as a pre-process to planning.
While RIFO has been shown to be useful in a number of domains, its main
disadvantage is that it is not completeness preserving. Furthermore, the
pre-process often takes more running time than nowadays state-of-the-art
planners, like FF, need for solving the entire planning task.
We introduce the notion of relaxed irrelevance, concerning actions which are
never needed within the relaxation that heuristic planners like FF and HSP
use for computing their heuristic values. The idea is to speed up the heuristic functions by reducing the action sets considered within the relaxation.
Starting from a sucient condition for relaxed irrelevance, we introduce
two preprocessing methods for ltering action sets. The rst preprocessing
method is proven to be completeness-preserving, and is empirically shown to
terminate fast on most of our testing examples. The second method is fast on
all our testing examples, and is empirically safe. Both methods have drastic
pruning impacts in some domains, speeding up FF's heuristic function, and
in e ect the planning process.

1

Introduction

RIFO, as has been proposed by Nebel et al. [8], is a method that can automatically
detect irrelevant information in planning tasks. A piece of information can be considered irrelevant if it is not necessary for generating a solution plan. The idea is
to remove such irrelevant information as a pre-process in the hope to speed up the
planning process. While RIFO has been shown to be useful for speeding up GRAPHPLAN in a number of domains, it does not guarantee that the removed information
is really irrelevant. In e ect, RIFO is not completeness preserving. Furthermore, the
pre-process itself can take a lot of running time. While RIFO can be proven to terminate in polynomial time, it|or at least its implementation within IPP4.0 [7]|is
on a lot of planning tasks not competitive with nowadays state-of-the-art planners.
In our experiments on a large range of tasks from di erent domains, we found that
in most examples RIFO needs more running time to nish the pre-process than FF
needs for solving the entire task.
In this paper, we present a new approach towards de ning and detecting irrelevance. We explore the idea of relaxed irrelevance, which concerns pieces of information, precisely STRIPS actions, that are not needed within the relaxation
that state-of-the-art heuristic planners like FF [4] and HSP [2] use for computing
their heuristic values. Those planners evaluate each search state S by estimating
the solution length from S under the relaxation that all delete lists are ignored.
The main bottleneck in FF and HSP is the heuristic evaluation of states, so it is
worthwhile trying to improve on the speed of such evaluations. Our idea is to speed
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up the heuristic functions by reducing the action sets considered within the relaxation. Actions that are relaxed irrelevant need never be considered. We de ne the
notion of legal generation paths, and prove that an action is relaxed irrelevant if it
does not start such a path. Deciding about legal generation paths is still NP-hard,
so we introduce two approximation techniques. Both can be used as preprocessing
methods for ltering the action set to be considered within the relaxation. The rst
preprocessing method includes all actions that start a legal generation path, and
can therefore safely be applied to the relaxation. The pre-process terminates fast
on most of our testing examples in the sense that it is orders of magnitude faster
than FF. The second approximation method is fast on all our testing examples, and
while it is not provably completeness preserving, it is empirically safe: from a large
testing suite, no single example task got unsolvable because of the ltering process.
We introduce our theoretical investigations and algorithmic techniques within
the STRIPS framework, and summarise how they are extended to deal with conditional e ects. Both action ltering methods can in principle be used as a pre-process
to either FF or HSP|or rather as a pre-process to any planner that uses the same
relaxation|and both methods have drastic pruning impacts in some domains. We
have implemented the methods as a pre-process to FF, and show that they significantly speed up FF's heuristic function, and in e ect the plan generation process,
in those cases where the pruning impact is high.
The next section gives the necessary background in terms of STRIPS notations
and heuristic forward state space planning as done by FF and HSP. Section 3 de nes
and investigates our notions of relaxed irrelevance and legal generation paths.1
Section 4 explains two ways of approximating legal generation paths, yielding the
above described two action ltering methods. Section 5 summarises how our analysis
is extended to ADL domains, and Section 6 describes the experiments we made for
evaluating the approach. Section 7 explains two lines of work that we are currently
exploring. Section 8 concludes.
2

Background

We introduce our theoretical observations and our algorithms in a propositional
STRIPS framework, where planning tasks are triples (O I G ) comprising the action
set, the initial state, and the goal state, actions are triples = (pre( ) add( ) del( )),
and the result of applying an action to a state with pre( )  is
( )=
( [ add( )) n del( ). Plans, or solutions, are sequences of actions for which
G
(I ) holds. A plan = h 1
i is called minimal, if no single
action can be left out of the sequence without loosing the solution property, i.e., if
h1
i is not a solution for any . The length of a plan is the
1 +1
number of actions in the sequence. A plan for a task P is optimal if it has minimal
length among all plans for P . Obviously, optimal plans are minimal.
FF is based on the general principle of heuristic forward state space search, as
has rst been implemented in HSP1.0. The idea is to search in the space of states
that are reachable from the initial state, trying to minimise a heuristic value that is
computed to each considered state. The heuristic evaluation in both FF and HSP
is based on the following relaxation.
;
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o ;
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De nition 1. Given a planning task
de ned as P 0 = (O0 ; I ; G ), with

P = (O I G ). The relaxation P 0 of P is
;

;

O0 = f( ( ) add( ) ;) j (pre( ) add( ) del( )) 2 Og
pre o ;

1
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o ;

o ;

o ;

o

We only sketch our proofs. The complete proofs can be found in a longer version of the
paper, available as a technical report [5].

In words, a planning task is relaxed by ignoring all delete lists. When either FF
or HSP face a search state , they estimate the length of a relaxed solution starting
in , i.e., they estimate the solution length of the task (O G ). In HSP, this is
done by computing certain weight values for all facts, where the weight of a fact
is an estimate of how dicult it is to achieve that fact from . Computing these
weight values involves a xpoint computation that iteratively applies all actions until
no more changes occur [2]. In FF, the solution length to (O G ) is estimated by
extracting an explicit solution in a GRAPHPLAN-style manner [1, 4]. The technique
is based on building a relaxed version of GRAPHPLAN's planning graph, which
involves, like HSP's method, repeated application of all actions.
The main bottleneck in HSP, i.e., the main source of running time consumed,
is the heuristic evaluation of states [2]. The same applies to FF. While heuristic
evaluation is implemented eciently in both systems, usually no more than a few
hundred state evaluations can take place in a second (for FF, Section 6 provides
averaged running times per state evaluation on a large range of domains). In some
huge planning tasks, we have observed that a single evaluation in FF can take up
to half a second running time. This is due to the large number of actions that there
are in instantiated planning tasks. With ten-thousands of actions to be considered,
FF's process of building a relaxed planning graph, and HSP's process of computing
a weight xpoint, must be costly no matter how ecient the implementation is.
Our idea, consequently, is to reduce the number of actions that the planners need
to consider within the relaxation, i.e., to compute as a pre-process a set Ojr of
actions that are considered relevant for the relaxation. During search, one can then
estimate solution lengths to the tasks (Ojr G ) as opposed to using the whole
action set in the tasks (O G ).
Of course, the set Ojr can not be chosen arbitrarily small. If important actions
are missed out, then the task (Ojr G ) can become unsolvable for a state though
it would be solvable with the original action set. In other words, one runs the risk
of loosing relaxed completeness. If the task (Ojr G ) is unsolvable, which both
HSP's and FF's algorithmic methods will detect, then the systems set the heuristic
value of to 1, excluding the state from the search space. While this is normally
justi ed|if a state can not be solved even when ignoring delete lists, then that
state is unsolvable|it can lead to incompleteness if solving (Ojr G ) only failed
because Ojr does not contain some important action(s).2 The rest of the paper is
inspired by a notion of relevance that maintains relaxed completeness.
S
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Relaxed Irrelevance

We consider an action relaxed irrelevant if it never appears in an optimal relaxed
solution. Clearly, such actions can be ignored within the relaxation without loosing completeness. Unfortunately, deciding about relaxed irrelevance is as hard as
planning itself.
De nition 2. Let (O I G ) be a planning task. An action 2 O is relaxed irrelevant if is not part of any optimal relaxed solution from any reachable state.
;

;

o

o

De nition 3. Let RELAXED-IRRELEVANCE denote the following problem:

Given a planning task (O

2

;

I G ) and an action 2 O, is
;

o

o

relaxed irrelevant?

One might argue that this could be xed by setting the heuristic value of S to a large
integer instead of 1. While this would regain completeness, it would also make the
adequacy of the heuristic questionable: If a large number of states have the same high
heuristic evaluation only because Ojr is too restrictive, then the heuristic is not very
informative about the real structure of the search space.
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Theorem 1. Deciding RELAXED-IRRELEVANCE is PSPACE-hard.
Proof Sketch: By a polynomial reduction from PLANSAT, the decision problem

of whether there exists a solution plan for a given arbitrary STRIPS planning task
[3]: First rename all atoms in the original task. Then put original into the renamed
action set, plus two arti cial actions: one requiring the renamed goal to be solved,
deleting all renamed atoms, and adding 's precondition, the other needing 's adds,
and achieving the renamed goal. is needed for an optimal relaxed solution in the
modi ed task if and only if the original task is solvable.
o

o

o

o

3.1 A Sucient Condition
We now derive a sucient condition for relaxed irrelevance. The following de nition
forms the heart of our investigation.

De nition 4. Let P = (O; I ; G ) be a planning task. The generation graph to the
task is de ned by the node set O [ foG g, with oG := (G ; ;; ;), and the edge set
f(o; o0 ) j add(o) \ pre(o0 ) 6= ;g
We refer to paths P = ho1 ; : : : ; on = oG i in this graph as generation paths. We call
add(oi ) \ pre(oi+1 ) the connecting facts at position i. P is legal if at each position
there is at least one connecting fact that is not contained in the preconditions of the
previous actions, i.e., if for 1  i  n 1:
(add(oi ) \ pre(oi+1 )) n
pre(oj ) 6= ;

[

1ji

The generation graph to a task intuitively represents all ways in which facts can
be achieved. A generation path is a sequence of actions that support each other,
and that end up making at least one goal true. We will see in the following that
the only generation paths that are adequate in minimal relaxed solutions are those
generation paths that are legal. Precisely, we will show the following.

Theorem 2. Let (O I G ) be a planning task, a state, and = h 1

; ;
S
P
o ; : : : ; on i a
minimal relaxed solution to S . Then for all oi there exists a legal generation path
Pi starting with oi .

With that, we immediately have our sucient condition.

Corollary 1. Let (O; I ; G ) be a planning task, o 2 O. If there is no legal generation
path P starting with o, then o is not part of any minimal relaxed solution from any
state. In particular, o is then relaxed irrelevant.
Semantically, De nition 4 can be seen as a modi cation of the base technique
that is used in RIFO. The relation between the techniques gives a nice picture of
what is happening. Brie y, it can be explained as follows. To create an expectation of
what is relevant for solving a planning task, RIFO builds a so-called fact-generation
tree. This is an AND- OR-tree that is built by backchaining from the goals. The
root node is an AND-node corresponding to the goals. Other AND-nodes correspond to an action's preconditions, and the OR-nodes are single atoms that can
alternatively be achieved by di erent actions. Once this tree is generated, RIFO
applies a number of simple heuristics to select the information from the tree that
is likely most relevant. Now, the set of all legal generation paths can be viewed as
a more restrictive version of RIFO's fact-generation tree, where an action is only
allowed to achieve an OR-node if the intersection of the action's precondition with
the facts on the path from the OR-node to the tree root is empty. This is adequate
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(only) for relaxed planning. While RIFO selects fractions of its tree as relevant, we
select the whole tree. This gives us completeness in the relaxation. The proof to
Theorem 2 proceeds using what we call the needed facts, which are the facts for
whose achievement actions can be placed at a certain position in a relaxed solution.
De nition 5. Let (O I G ) be a planning task, a state, and = h 1
ni a
relaxed solution to . The open facts ( ) of at position are
( ) := (G n
add( j )) [
(pre( j ) n
add( k ))
;

S

OF P; i

;

[

S

[

OF P; i

o

i<jn

o

i<jn

and the needed facts N F (P; i) of P at position i are
N F (P; i) := OF (P; i) n (S [
add(oj ))

[

P

[

P

o ;:::;o

i

o

i<k<j

;

1j<i

An action placed at position in a relaxed plan must add all needed facts of
at position , and in a minimal relaxed plan there is at least one needed fact at
each position.
Lemma 1. Let (O I G ) be a planning task, a state, and = h 1
ni a
relaxed solution to . Then add( i )  ( ) holds for 1   .
Proof Sketch: If an action does not add a needed fact, then is no relaxed
solution, because either some precondition ahead or some goal remains unachieved.
i

P

P

i

;

;

S

S

o

P

N F P; i

i

o ;:::;o

n

P

Lemma 2. Let (O; I ; G ) be a planning task, S a state, and P = ho1 ; : : : ; on i a
minimal relaxed solution to S . Then N F (P; i) 6= ; holds for 1  i  n.
Proof Sketch: If there is no needed fact at position i, then P without oi is still a
relaxed solution|all facts that must be achieved are true without applying oi .
Using the above two lemmata, Theorem 2 can be proven, stating that to all
actions i in a minimal relaxed solution = h 1
n i there is a legal generation
path i starting with i .
Proof Sketch: (to Theorem 2) The desired paths i can be constructed by
starting with i , successively stepping onto a successor action that has a needed
fact as precondition, and stopping when a goal fact is needed. With Lemma 2, there
is always at least one needed fact, and with Lemma 1, those facts are added. The
resulting action sequence is obviously a generation path, and it is legal because facts
are not yet true at the position where they are needed.
Unfortunately, deciding about the sucient condition given by Corollary 1 is
still NP-hard.
De nition 6. Let LEGAL-GENERATION-PATH denote the following problem:
Given a planning task (O I G ) and an action 2 O, is there a legal generation
path starting with ?
Theorem 3. Deciding LEGAL-GENERATION-PATH is NP-complete.
Proof Sketch: Membership follows by a simple guess-and-check argument. Hardness can be proven by a polynomial reduction from 3SAT. Introduce one action for
each literal in the clauses, and one action for each variable. Additionally, introduce
a starting action . The preconditions and add lists can be arranged such that the
following holds: Firstly, a generation path starting with must visit all clauses at
least once, and afterwards pass through all variables. Secondly, passing a variable
legally requires that the path has not visited the respective variable and its negation. A legal generation path starting in thus de nes a satisfying truth assignment
via the literals visited in the clauses, and vice versa.
o

P

P

o ;:::;o

o

P

o

;

;

o

o

s

s

s
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4 Approximation Techniques
We will now introduce two polynomial-time approximations of legal generation
paths, ltering action sets for relaxed planning. The rst method includes all actions that start a legal path, and is therefore complete in the relaxation. As we
will see in the next section, the method terminates fast in almost all of our testing
examples. The second method does not give any completeness guarantees, but will
be shown to be empirically safe, and to terminate extremely fast on all examples in
our testing suite.

4.1 A Sucient Approximation
Let us rst introduce a notation for the set of all actions that start a legal generation
path. With Corollary 1, we can restrict the actions considered by an FF or HSP
style heuristic function to that set without loosing completeness.

De nition 7. Let P = (O; I ; G ) be a planning task. The legal action set to P is
Oj := fo 2 O j 9 P 2 O : hoi  P is a legal generation path g.
l

Our sucient approximation collects together all actions starting generation
paths that ful ll a weaker notion of legality. Reconsider De nition 4.

De nition 8. Let P = (O; I ; G ) be a planning task. A generation path P =
ho1 ; : : : ; o i is initially legal if (add(o ) \ pre(o +1 )) n pre(o1 ) 6= ; for 1  i  n 1.
The initially legal action set Oj to P is de ned using the following xpoint operator
: 2O 7! 2O .
(Oj ) := fo 2 O j 9 P 2 Oj : hoi  P is an initially legal generation path g
S
We set Oj := 1=0 (;).
n

i

i

il

r

r

il

i

i

In words, we obtain the initially legal action set by computing a xpoint over the
actions that start an initially legal generation path. A generation path is initially
legal when between any two actions there is a connecting fact that is not contained
in the precondition of the rst action. Clearly, legal generation paths|where there
are connecting facts that are not contained in the precondition of any previous
action|ful ll this property.

Proposition 1. Let P = (O; I ; G ) be a planning task. The initially legal action set
is a superset of the legal action set, i.e., Oj  Oj holds.
il

l

The de nition of Oj translates directly into the xpoint computation depicted
in Figure 1. Our implementation is straightforward. In each iteration of the xpoint
process, check for all not yet selected actions o whether there is a path to the goals,
using only edges that are not excluded by o's preconditions.
We have also implemented two other sucient approximations of Oj . One of
those weakens Oj by dropping the condition that the action sequences P must consist of Oj members. The other method strengthens Oj by incrementally building
a graph of edges that start already selected paths. The required action sequences
P must then traverse only edges that are in the graph already. In our experiments,
both methods showed signi cantly worse runtime behaviour than the above Oj
computation. The ltered action sets were, however, the same for all three methods in most of the cases. We therefore chose to concentrate on Oj as a sucient
approximation.
il

l

il

il

il

il

il
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Ojil := ;
repeat

Fixpoint := true
2 O n Ojil

for o
if

do

there is an initially legal path from to G
consisting out of actions in Ojil then
Ojil := Ojil [ f g
Fixpoint := false
o

o

o

endif
endfor
until

Fixpoint

Fig. 1. Fixpoint computation of actions starting initially legal generation paths: A sucient approximation of legal generation paths.

4.2 An Insucient but Fast Approximation
Like the computation of initially legal paths, our second approximation technique
performs a xpoint computation. Unlike the former computation, the method allows
only edges ( ) in the paths that are legal with respect to . What's more, each
action is associated with at most one single edge that can be traversed from .
We call the resulting action set the set of approximative legal actions Ojal . Have a
look at the pseudo code in Figure 2.
o; o

0

o

o

o

Ojal := foG g, e := ;, k := 0
repeat

Fixpoint := true

2 O n Ojal do

for o
if

there is an edge ( ), 2 Ojal such that
k ( ) = G i is initially legal then
the path h 0 ( ) 1 ( )
Ojal := Ojal [ f g
:= [ f( )g
Fixpoint := false
o; o

0

0

o

0

o; e

o

;e

o

0

;:::;e

o

0

o

o

e

e

o; o

0

endif
endfor
k

until

:= + 1
Fixpoint
k

Fig. 2. Fixpoint computation of actions starting approximative legal generation paths: An
insucient but fast approximation of legal generation paths.

The algorithm depicted in Figure 2 iteratively includes new actions into Ojal
until a xpoint is reached. The key feature of the algorithm is the function : O 7!
O, which is represented in the gure as a set of ( ( )) pairs. The function starts
as the empty set of such pairs, i.e., is initially unde ned for the whole action set.
If an action is included into Ojal due to an edge ( ), then that edge is included
into the de nition of . Initially, the only member of Ojal is G , so in iteration
= 0 the only edges that can be included are direct connections to the goals. In
any later iteration , de nes a tree of depth where the root node is G , and
each node|the actions for which is de ned|occurs exactly once. For the not yet
selected actions it is then checked whether they have an edge connecting them
k ( ) = G i is initially
to a tree node such that the path h 0 ( ) 1 ( )
0
1
k
legal. Note here that h ( ) ( )
( )i is just the concatenation of the
e

o; e o

e

0

o

o; o

e

o

k

k

e

k

o

e

o

0

o

o; e

o; e

o

0

;e

o

0

;:::;e

o

0

o

;e

o

0

;:::;e

o

0

o

0
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edge ( ) with the path from to the tree root. If that path is initially legal, then
and the edge ( ) are included into the tree.3 While allowing only a single edge
for each node may sound way to restrictive, the method turned out to be, as said,
surprisingly safe in our testing examples.
o; o

o

0

0

o

o; o

0

5 Extension to Conditional E ects
We have extended our theoretical analysis and approximation algorithms to deal
with conditional e ects. Because FF compiles away all ADL constructs except the
conditional e ects [4], this enabled us to deal with planning domains speci ed in
the ADL language [9]. In the following, we brie y summarise the extensions made
to the de nitions and algorithms introduced in Sections 3 and 4. For more details,
we refer the interested reader to our technical report [5].
An e ect is relaxed irrelevant if it can be ignored in all optimal relaxed solutions
from all reachable states, i.e., if all optimal relaxed plans are still relaxed plans
without that e ect. Relaxed irrelevant e ects can be detected by looking at the set
of all e ects in a task as a set of STRIPS actions STRIPS(O), where each e ect of an
action corresponds to an action that has as preconditions pre( ) plus the e ect's
conditions. The parallel to Theorem 2 is that, if an e ect can not be ignored in a
minimal relaxed solution from some state, then the e ect starts a legal generation
path in STRIPS(O). This can be proven by a natural extension of the needed facts
notion.
Extending the ltering methods from Section 4 thus comes down to implementing them on the set STRIPS(O). If an e ect does not start an initially or approximative legal generation path in STRIPS(O), then the e ect is removed from the
respective action in the sense that the e ect is not considered within the relaxation.
If all e ects of an action are removed, then the whole action is ignored.
o

o

6 Empirical Evaluation
We evaluated our approach by running a number of large scale experiments. We used
20 benchmark planning domains, including all examples from the AIPS-1998 and
AIPS-2000 competitions. The domains were Assembly, two Blocksworlds (threeand four-operator representation), Briefcaseworld, Bulldozer, Freecell, Fridge, Grid,
Gripper, Hanoi, Logistics, Miconic-ADL, Miconic-SIMPLE, Miconic-STRIPS, Movie,
Mprime, Mystery, Schedule, Tsp, and Tyreworld. In each of these domains, we generated instances by using randomised generation software.4 We ran experiments for
evaluating
1. RIFO's runtime behaviour when compared to FF,
2. the runtime behaviour and pruning impact of Ojil and Ojal ,
3. and the empirical safety of Ojal .
For each single experiment, we set up a large testing suite containing up to 200
instances from each domain. The testing suites di ered in terms of the size of the
instances that we generated.
In the rst experiment, we ran the RIFO implementation within IPP4.0 versus
FF on a suite of 681 instances that were small enough for the IPP4.0 instantiation
For optimisation, one obviously only needs to look at actions o that are leafs of the
current tree.
4
Descriptions of the randomisation strategies and the source code of all generators are publicly available at http://www.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/~ ho mann/ domains.html.
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0

routine to cope with.5 Test runs were given 300 seconds time and 400 M Bytes
memory on a Sun machine running at 163 MHz. We show the number of instances
handled successfully, and the average running time per domain. For FF, we count
as successfully handled those instances were a plan was found. For RIFO, success
on an instance means termination of the pre-process within the given time and
memory bounds. We count only those such instances for which we know they are
solvable|those were FF found a plan. Times are averaged over those instances
that both implementations handled successfully. Running time for RIFO does not
include IPP's instantiation time. See the data in Figure 3.
domain
Assembly
Blocksworld-3ops
Blocksworld-4ops
Briefcaseworld
Bulldozer
Freecell
Fridge
Grid
Gripper
Hanoi
Logistics
Miconic-ADL
Miconic-SIMPLE
Miconic-STRIPS
Movie
Mprime
Mystery
Schedule
Tsp
Tyreworld

success
RIFO
FF
33
33
21
21
21
21
20
20
17
17
33
50
22
22
22
35
25
25
8
8
35
35
22
40
25
25
25
25
30
30
48
61
23
36
15
28
25
25
20
20

running time
RIFO
FF
1.08 9.16
4.45 2.90
0.91 0.07
1.86 1.12
1.97 4.54
21.90 0.06
0.23 0.22
43.77 7.72
0.45 0.31
0.34 4.79
46.80 1.18
14.03 3.77
0.64 0.54
0.64 0.37
0.00 0.00
16.47 1.19
27.16 12.51
28.34 14.06
4.90 0.12
6.03 0.48

Fig. 3. Instances handled successfully, and average running times for RIFO and FF per domain. The successfully handled instances for FF are those for which a plan was found. The
successfully handled instances for RIFO are those solvable ones where RIFO terminated
within the given time and memory bounds.

In 3 of the 20 domains shown (Assembly, Bulldozer and Hanoi) does RIFO
terminate faster than FF solves the tasks. In 10 domains, RIFO's average running
time is orders of magnitude higher than that of FF. In some domains, RIFO exhausts
resources on a number of instances that FF manages to solve. We conclude that
RIFO is, as a pre-process, not competitive with FF, at least in its implementation
within IPP4.0.
In our second experiment, we evaluated the Ojil and Ojal methods in terms of
runtime behaviour and pruning impact. Test runs were given 300 seconds and 200
M Bytes memory on a Sun machine running at 300 MHz. We used a total of 2334
large instances generated to be of a size challenging for FF, but still within its range
of solvability within the given resources. On each task, we ran three implementations: FF-v2.2 [4], and two versions of the same code were Ojil respectively Ojal
were computed as a pre-process. In the latter two versions, FF's heuristic function
was changed to consider only those e ects contained in the ltered action set. We
measured the overhead produced by the ltering methods, the total running times,
the time taken for state evaluations, and the number of e ects in the complete
respectively ltered action sets. See the data in Figure 4.
5

In some domains, like Freecell, the routine can handle only comparatively small instances
which is, we think, due to the implementation: this is intended to deal with full scale
ADL constructs [6], and fails to eciently handle the simple STRIPS special case.
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domain
Assembly
Blocksworld-3ops
Blocksworld-4ops
Briefcaseworld
Bulldozer
Freecell
Fridge
Grid
Gripper
Hanoi
Logistics
Miconic-ADL
Miconic-SIMPLE
Miconic-STRIPS
Movie
Mprime
Mystery
Schedule
Tsp
Tyreworld

overhead

total time

single evaluation

Ojil Ojal FF +Ojil +Ojal FF +Ojil +Ojal

0.01
0.59
0.04
0.04
0.02
11.14
0.00
76.12
0.03
0.00
2.24
1.09
0.17
0.16
0.00
60.20
12.87
0.48
0.01
1.34

0.00
0.08
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.53
0.00
0.54
0.01
0.00
0.22
0.29
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.79
1.05
0.01
0.09
0.08

12.83
1.62
1.04
5.51
6.89
17.47
1.71
11.57
0.33
4.73
83.57
13.91
0.52
0.39
0.00
5.40
20.11
52.31
0.13
23.23

12.01
2.24
1.08
1.10
7.00
28.77
1.72
87.90
0.36
4.80
45.51
13.48
0.69
0.55
0.00
65.66
33.26
55.56
0.14
13.27

11.53
1.61
0.99
1.01
6.67
17.33
1.70
11.93
0.27
4.58
43.52
12.23
0.51
0.38
0.00
6.13
21.14
54.52
0.22
7.07

1.75
3.41
0.76
4.26
1.27
8.19
0.96
7.95
1.38
0.83
37.45
12.72
2.14
1.92
0.33
16.38
15.59
10.86
2.09
19.31

1.64
3.47
0.76
0.82
1.29
8.26
0.97
8.09
1.39
0.84
19.39
11.33
2.15
1.94
0.23
16.54
15.80
7.07
2.11
9.92

1.57
3.21
0.72
0.77
1.23
7.87
0.95
7.89
1.11
0.80
19.40
10.92
2.04
1.82
0.17
16.18
15.57
6.99
2.13
5.81

number of e ects

O

Ojil

Ojal

426.72 358.64 358.64
1854.62 1854.62 1819.09
290.06 290.06 286.94
4106.50 670.00 670.00
599.22 599.22 599.17
4725.37 4668.17 4668.17
302.22 302.22 302.22
6424.35 6424.35 6417.28
478.00 478.00 359.00
244.50 244.50 244.50
19904.53 15347.80 15347.80
2988.20 2700.52 2700.52
1504.00 1504.00 1504.00
1504.00 1504.00 1504.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
12138.00 12136.97 12136.32
14644.20 14644.20 14641.38
3049.84 917.43 916.82
4390.00 4390.00 4390.00
7105.50 4479.00 3646.00

Fig. 4. Average overhead for pre-processing, average total running time, average running
time per state evaluation, and average number of e ects, shown per planning domain and
ltering method used. Times are in seconds except for state evaluations, where milliseconds
are speci ed.

All measured values were averaged over those instances were all three methods
succeeded in nding a plan (we tried inserting default values in the other cases, but
found that this generally obfuscated the results more than it helped understanding
them). In 12 domains, the solved instances were exactly the same across all methods
anyway. In another 3 domains, di erences occurred only in very few instances (1
- 2 out of 90 - 181). In Grid and Mprime, computing Ojil sometimes exhausted
resources (in Grid, 41 of 179 cases, in Mprime, 51 of 196 cases). In Assembly and
Logistics, the speed-up produced by the ltering methods helped FF to solve some
more instances (165 instead of 159 in Assembly, 87 instead of 75 in Logistics). In
Schedule, original FF solved 85 instances instead of 74 solved with Ojil or Ojal on.
We will come back to the Schedule domain later.
Let us rst focus on the overheads produced. Compare the rst two columns
with the third column, showing average solving time for FF. The overhead for Ojil
is neglectible (i.e., below 0 2 seconds on average) in 11 of our domains, and orders of
magnitude smaller than FF's average time in another 4 domains. In the 3-operator
Blocksworld, the overhead is a third of 's time, and below a second anyway. In
the remaining four domains, the pre-process can hurt: In Freecell and Mystery, it
takes almost as much time as FF, and in Grid and Mprime it can take much longer
time (we will later describe an approach to automatic recognition of the cases were
the pre-process takes a lot of time). The overhead for Ojal is neglectible in 14 of the
domains, and still a lot smaller than FF's running time in the other cases.
Concerning the impact that the ltering methods have on the number of e ects
in the action set, the speed of the heuristic function, and the total running time,
it is easiest to start by looking at the rightmost three columns in Figure 4. The
methods do not prune any e ects in 6 of our domains, and prune very few e ects in
another 7 domains. Moderately many e ects are pruned in the Assembly, Gripper
and Miconic-ADL domains. In the Briefcaseworld, Logistics, Schedule and Tyreworld domains, the pruning is drastic.6 As a consequence, the average time taken
:

FF

6

334

In the Briefcaseworld, for example, amongst other things all actions are thrown out that
take objects out of the briefcase|taking objects out of the briefcase is not necessary
within the relaxation, where keeping them inside never hurts.

for a single state evaluation (total evaluation time divided by number of evaluated
states) is, when using the ltering methods, signi cantly lower in the four domains
with drastic pruning, and slightly lower in the three domains with moderate pruning. Look at the respective columns, specifying the average state evaluation time in
milliseconds. In Briefcaseworld, Logistics and Tyreworld, the faster heuristic functions translate directly into improved total running time. In Schedule, there seems
to be some interaction between the ltering methods and FF's internal algorithmic
techniques: though the heuristic function is faster, total running time gets worse.
This is because FF evaluates, with the ltered action sets, more states before nding the goal. An explanation for this might be FF's helpful actions heuristic, which
biases the actions selected to those that could also be selected by the heuristic function [4]. For Ojal , it might also be that some states become unsolvable|though we
did not nd such a case in the experiment described below.
We nally consider the safety of the Ojal ltering method with respect to completeness in the relaxation. The method is empirically safe in the sense that, from
the 2334 examples used in the above described experiment, only 11 Schedule instances could not be solved with the method on though they could be solved with
original FF. The failures were only due to the runtime restrictions we applied in
the experiment: given slightly more time, FF with Ojal ltering could solve those 11
instances. In addition to this result, we ran the following experiment. We generated
a total of 2099 instances from our 20 domains, small enough to build an explicit
representation of the state space. To each instance, we looked at all reachable states,
and veri ed whether the goal was reachable when ignoring delete lists, using the
whole action set O, or the ltered action set Ojal . In 19 of our 20 domains, all states
solvable with O were still solvable with Ojal . Only in Grid did we nd states that
became unsolvable. This occurred in 19 of 100 instances. In all those instances, the
states becoming unsolvable were less than 1% of the state space.
7

Current Work

Our current results reveal two drawbacks of the presented approach:
1. Ojil ltering sometimes hurts in the sense that it can take a lot of running time.
2. While Ojil is provably and Ojal empirically safe, both methods have strong
pruning impacts only in a few domains.
We address these diculties in two lines of work that we are currently pursuing.
One idea to avoid the rst problem is estimate the runtime that would be necessary
for computing Ojil . One can then skip the pre-process if it appears to be too costly.
Ojil is computed by the repeated search for legal generation paths, which is more
costly the more edges there are in the generation graph. An upper approximation
to the number of edges is:

X

f 2F

Here,

jfo 2 O j f 2 add(o)gj  jfo 2 O j f 2 pre(o)gj

denotes the set of all logical atoms that appear in the actions O. If
1 for all
2 O, then the approximation is exact. We have
computed, for the 2334 large instances from the second experiment described in the
previous section, the above upper limit, as well as the real number of edges in the
generation graph. In 8 domains, the values are the same across all instances. In the
remaining domains, the values are close. There seems to be a close correspondence
to the running time consumed by the Ojil computation: the averaged approximation
values are between 3 and 11 millions in those four domains were Ojil takes a lot of
F

jpre(o) \ add(o0 )j 

o; o

0
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computation time, and below one million in all other domains. It remains to establish an exact criterion that uses this correspondence for deciding about whether to
compute Ojil or not.
Addressing the second problem, lack of strong pruning impacts in many domains, appears to us to be a much harder task. If one wants to obtain stronger
pruning impacts, there does not seem to be a way around sacri cing empirical, let
alone theoretical safety. We are currently experimenting with combining our techniques and RIFO's information selection heuristics. We have implemented some rst
strategies. As expected, the pruning impact became more drastic in some examples.
However|as we also expected|a lot of states became unsolvable for the heuristic.
Often all paths to the goal were interrupted by such a state, rendering the whole
planning task unsolvable for FF.
8

Conclusion and Outlook

We have presented a new approach towards de ning irrelevance in planning tasks,
concerning actions that are not necessary within the relaxation used in the heuristic
functions of state-of-the-art heuristic planners like HSP and FF. We have derived
a sucient condition for relaxed irrelevance, and we have presented two approximation methods that can be used for ltering action sets. One of those methods,
Ojil computation, has been proven to be complete within the relaxation, the other
method, Ojal computation, has been shown to be empirically safe. The methods
have drastic pruning impacts in some domains, speeding up FF's heuristic function,
and in e ect the planning process (except in Schedule, where there appears to be
some interaction with FF's internal techniques). Computing Ojal never hurts in the
sense that the required overhead is neglectible in most of the cases, and always
small compared to FF's running time. Computing Ojil does not hurt in 16 of our
20 domains. We have outlined an approach how the other cases might be recognisable automatically. The challenge remains to nd ltering methods that are still
empirically safe in most of the cases, but have stronger pruning impacts.
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Abstract
This paper presents a planning technique in which a flawed set of reactive rules is used to
guide a stochastic forward-chaining search. A planner based on this technique is shown to
perform well on Blocks World problems. But the attraction of the technique is not only its
high performance as a straight planner, but also its anytime capability. Using a more
dynamic domain, the performance of a resource-bounded version of the planner is shown
to degrade gracefully as computational resources are reduced.

1 Introduction
As Bacchus and Kabanza have demonstrated, the use of domain-specific rules to guide
a forward-chaining planner is a promising line of research [Bacchus & Kabanza, 2000].
Using only a handful of temporal logic formulae as heuristics, their TLPlan system
outperforms many state-of-the-art domain-independent planners on hard Blocks World
problems. In a similar vein, the present paper describes a forward-chaining planner
whose search is controlled by domain-specific rules. But where TLPlan uses formulae
of temporal logic to guide the search, the present planner uses a set of reactive rules.
Although the resulting planner is reasonably fast, the aim of the present work isn’t the
construction of a high-performance planner. Rather, the chief aim is to supply a system
that seamlessly integrates reactive behaviour and planning at the same level. This is
achieved because the reactive rules enable the planner to behave as an anytime
algorithm [Dean & Boddy, 1988], [Zilberstein, 1993]. The planner can always supply a
partial solution, including an action to execute right away, no matter how far into its
computation it has gone. But the solutions it finds increase in quality with the time
available to search for them.
Given sufficient time to respond, the planner generates a complete plan from initial
state to goal. In this case, the reactive rules serve to speed up the search. Given
insufficient time to find a complete plan, the system responds with a partial plan
constructed (mostly) out of actions recommended by the reactive rules, but with the
benefit of look-ahead to favour those that are least dangerous and most promising.
Given very little time to respond, the system doesn’t even have the luxury of lookahead, and all it can offer is a partial plan comprising a single action recommended by
the reactive rules. In other words, it starts to behave as the reactive rules would on their
own.
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Although some pioneers of the use of reactive rules rejected deliberative planning
altogether [Brooks, 1986], [Agre & Chapman, 1987], in the late Eighties and early
Nineties, a variety of ways of reconciling planning with reactivity were studied.
Prominent examples include the work of Schoppers [1987], Drummond [1989], and
Mitchell [1990]. In robotics, hybrid architectures combining a low-level reactive layer
with a high-level deliberative layer, such as that described by Gat [1992], have become
commonplace, and are now to be found in the remotest corners of the Solar System
[Pell, et al., 1997]. However, none of this work looks at the possibility of using reactive
rules to guide a forward-chaining planner, possibly because the idea only starts to look
plausible in the light of Bacchus and Kabanza’s more recent work.

2 Useful but Imperfect Reactive Rules
Consider the following pair of goal-directed reactive rules for solving Blocks World
problems. As we’ll see, these rules are useful but imperfect.
RULE BW1
Move X onto Y if X is on Y in the goal and everything under Y is correct with respect to
the goal
RULE BW2
Move X from Y to Z if anything under Y is incorrect with respect to the goal and
everything under Z is correct with respect to the goal.
Let’s investigate the performance of these rules on some examples, beginning with
the trivial Blocks World problem depicted in Figure 1. Starting in the initial state, the
successive application of Rules BW1 and BW2 yields the following sequence of actions
leading to the goal: move A to the table, move B to the table, move C to B, move A to
C.
A
B
C

A
C
B

Initial State

Goal State

Figure 1: Blocks World Problem bw-small
In this case, the rules generate a unique sequence of actions. But in general, such rules
are non-deterministic. For example, in the initial state of the Blocks World problem in
Figure 2, the rules recommend three possible actions – move E to the table, move C to
the table, and move I to the table.
I
H
G
F

E
D

C
B
A

Initial State

A
E

H
I
D

B
C
G
F

Final State

Figure 2: Blocks World Problem bw-large-b
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Rules BW1 and BW2, though simple, are effective with many Blocks World
problems. Rule BW1 alone can generate an optimal 6-step solution to the problem of
Figure 2 using negligible CPU time. However, these two rules aren’t guaranteed to find
a solution to any Blocks World problem. Problem bw-large-b+ is identical to bwlarge-b except that blocks E and A are swapped in the final state. Given this
problem, one possible sequence of applications of Rules BW1 and BW2 leads to the
state shown in Figure 3. In this state neither Rule BW1 nor Rule BW2 is applicable.
C

I

B
A

H
G
F

E
D

Figure 3: A Stalled State
Not only can the rules lead to stalled states. They can also recommend actions that are
positively harmful. Take the problem in Figure 4, for example. In the initial state, one of
the actions recommended by the reactive rules is to move A onto C, where it will
prevent B from getting to its final destination.
A
B

C
D

Initial State

A

B
C
D

Final State

Figure 4: Rule BW2 Goes Wrong
In general, the fact that a set of reactive rules has been effective on a large class of
problems is no guarantee that it will solve the next problem that comes along. If the
rules are hand-coded or pre-computed off-line, their correctness and completeness can
be proved. But if the rules are learned on the fly, by a reinforcement learning algorithm,
for example, there’s no guarantee of completeness, and no possibility of off-line
validation.
It’s easy to see that, in this case, an additional rule would solve the stalled state
problem. The new rule would cater for the case when X needs to be moved off Y, even
though the blocks below Y are correctly placed. But this is beside the point. The
pertinent observation here is that an imperfect set of rules, of the sort that a learning
algorithm might generate, can still be useful.
The system proposed here is designed to exploit the availability of useful but
imperfect sets of reactive rules. As long as the rules are effective some of the time, they
can be used to efficiently guide the search of a forward-chaining planner. The reactive
rules serve a similar function to the temporal logic formulae in TLPlan. But unlike
TLPlan’s heuristic formulae, the reactive rules can be used in stand-alone mode when a
fast response is needed. Moreover, although the examples of reactive rules used in this
paper are all indexed on a goal, the system can also function with goal-less reactive
rules (of the kind that are prevalent in biologically-inspired approaches to robotics). In
the absence of an explicit goal, it isn’t an advisable strategy for an intelligent agent to
cease activity altogether, which is why goal-less reactive rules that encourage
exploration and play are useful. Furthermore, at times when there is no explicit goal, an
agent still has to react to ongoing events. In either case, it’s advantageous for the agent
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to look ahead before executing an action. In contrast to conventional approaches to
planning and plan execution, the present system can accommodate this requirement.

3 Linear Iterative Lengthening
Given unbounded time to act, the system under discussion is guaranteed to produce a
plan if one exists. Given very little time to act, the system can still suggest the next
action to be executed using the reactive rules alone. In between these two extremes, the
reactive rules and the search-based planner operate together, producing a high-quality
partial plan with an immediately executable action. Moreover, as we’ll see, in this
intermediate region, the system can discover plans that the reactive rules would miss
altogether and that a conventional search-based planner would fail to find within an
acceptable time.
The basic idea of using reactive rules to guide a forward-chaining planner can be
implemented in a variety of ways. During the work carried out for this paper, several
different approaches were tried, on a variety of Blocks World problems, using Rules
BW1 and BW2 from Section 2 as the reactive guide. Only the most promising technique
is described here. This also happens to be the simplest of the implementations.
The most successful planner uses an algorithm we’ll call linear iterative lengthening.
In the following pseudo-code, the algorithm is invoked by a call to ILPlan(G,S,P),
where G is the goal state, S is the initial state, and P is the returned plan. A state is a set
of fluents, to which the closed world assumption is applicable. The variable L is the
length bound.
1 Procedure ILPlan(G,S,P)
2
L := 1
3
FPlan(G,S,L,P)
4
While plan not found
5
L := L + 1
6
FPlan(G,S,L,P)
The FPlan procedure tries to construct a plan, and exits if it finds one or if the plan
it’s working on exceeds the current length bound. In this case, the length bound is
incremented, and the planner goes round the loop again, starting with an empty plan.
7 Procedure FPlan(G,S,L,P)
8
P := []
9
While Length(P) < L and S ≠ G
10
Let RL be the set of actions recommended
11
by the reactive rules for state S
12
Let EL be the set of remaining actions
13
executable in S
14
If RL is empty
15
Then randomly select A from EL
16
Else randomly select A from either
17
EL or RL with a bias towards RL
18
P := [A|P]
19
S := result of executing A in S
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The FPlan procedure uses forward chaining to construct a single candidate plan in
progression order. Successive actions are randomly selected, but with a heavy bias
towards those recommended by the reactive rules.
While this planner is sound, it obviously isn’t complete. No attempt is made to
systematically explore the search tree. It is, however, complete in a stochastic sense: as
the execution time tends to infinity, the probability of finding a solution, if one exists,
tends to one. (In the reported experiments, though, the bias towards recommended
actions was made 100%, sacrificing completeness even in this stochastic sense.) In
practise, theoretical completeness is a less interesting property than how likely it is that
the planner will actually find a solution in an acceptable timeframe. On this score, how
good can an algorithm be that burrows apparently blindly down a single branch of the
search tree at a time?
The answer is that everything depends on the quality of the reactive rules guiding the
planner. At one extreme, if the reactive rules are very poor, the planner really is
working blindly and its performance is appalling. At the other extreme, if the reactive
rules are extremely good, they can solve any problem directly, and the planner is
redundant. The planner’s performance is most impressive in the intermediate cases,
where the reactive rules are effective on a small class of problems, but are unable to
solve all problems by themselves. As we’ll see in the next section, the Blocks World
rules of Section 2 fall into this intermediate category, and the planner’s performance is
correspondingly impressive.
But for the planner to be efficient, even in these intermediate cases, it has to be able
to make effective guesses when the reactive rules are inapplicable. The algorithm above
simply makes a random choice. This works fine with the Blocks World, because it’s just
enough to jog the planner out of a stalled state. But in other domains, it will be
necessary to employ a little more sophistication. One way to do this is to introduce an
evaluation function for scoring potential successor states, and to use this to select the
most promising (and least dangerous) next action. This extension to the basic algorithm
will be discussed in Section 6.

4 Blocks World Experiments
As already stated, the thrust of this paper is not the design of a stand-alone high-speed
planner. The issue at hand is architecture rather than performance. In designing a whole
agent, such as a robot, we need to integrate features such as deliberative planning,
reactive behaviour, and heuristics in a single control system that also interleaves
computation and action. Accordingly, the experimental results presented in this section
should be taken solely as a “proof of concept”.
The result of applying the planner to a number of Blocks World problems are
presented, using the two reactive rules discussed in Section 2 to guide the search.
Problems bw-small, bw-large-b, and bw-large-b+ were described in Section
2. Problems bw-large-c and bw-large-d were taken from the BlackBox test suite
[Kautz & Selman, 1999]. Problem bw-large-c+ is a modification of bw-large-c.
Each problem was submitted to the planner 10 times, first using only Rule BW1, and
then using both Rules BW1 and BW2. The results using only Rule BW1 are presented
in Table 1.
The planner was implemented in LPA Prolog 32 on an Apple iMac with a 233MHz
G3 processor. Note that, in a sense, the true metric here is not the time taken to find a
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solution, but whether or not the planner can find an answer at all within a reasonable
timeframe. If a planner can deliver an answer to a problem in a matter of seconds, then
turning this into milliseconds is simply a matter of optimisation and computing power.
On the other hand, when the system fails to present an answer having been left to run
overnight, we suspect its practical limits have been reached.
Problem
Av. Time
Av. Length
bw-small
0.02s
4.0
bw-large-b
0.12s
6.0
bw-large-b+
0.19s
7.0
bw-large-c
1.60s
14.9
bw-large-c+
7.13s
32.9
bw-large-d
33.88s
18.5
Table 1: Using Rule BW1 Only
The planner consistently solves bw-large-b in around one tenth of a second. The
plan is always 6 steps long, which is optimal. Recall that the reactive rules alone fail to
solve this problem altogether. Moreover, 9-block problems such as bw-large-b and
bw-large-b+, though soluble in seconds by the current generation of domain
independent planners, exemplified by BlackBox [Kautz & Selman, 1999], were large
enough to overwhelm earlier planners, such as UCPOP [Penberthy & Weld, 1992].
The present planner consistently solves the 15-block problem bw-large-c in less
than 2 seconds. However, bw-large-c is a relatively “easy” problem for its size. A
solution can be found just by repeatedly following Rule BW1. In other words, there’s
always a block that can be moved to its final destination, and the planner never has to
dismantle a tower just to get at a particular block.
Problem bw-large-c+ is designed to be more difficult. The initial state is that of
bw-large-c. But the goal state is the same as the initial state with only the bottom
two blocks of each tower swapped over. This requires the planner to take each tower
apart, swap the bottom blocks, and then rebuild it. The planner also performed
satisfactorily on this problem, consistently finding a solution in under 10 seconds.
Finally, the planner was run on a 19-block problem, bw-large-d. Until recently,
Blocks World problems of this size were beyond the capability of domain-independent
planners. On average, the present planner can solve bw-large-d in around 30
seconds.
Problem
Av. Time
Av. Length
bw-large-a
0.02s
4.0
bw-large-b
0.72s
8.5
bw-large-b+
0.96s
9.5
bw-large-c
14.27s
20.0
bw-large-c+
21.52s
24.0
bw-large-d
58.36s
28.4
Table 2: Using Rules BW1 and BW2
Table 2 presents the results of running the planner on the same problems, but using
both Rules BW1 and BW2. The performance turns out to be worse than with Rule BW2
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absent, with respect to both time and length. This is because of Rule BW2’s tendency to
recommend the occasional harmful action. Since the recommendations of reactive rules
are given such weight, their mistakes are very costly.

5 The Kids World Domain
The results reported in the previous show that the planner outperforms fast domainindependent planners in the Blocks World, using only a single guiding reactive rule, one
that is incapable of solving Blocks World problems on its own. This is an encouraging
result. But it doesn’t show off one of the most attractive features of a forward-chaining
planner guided by reactive rules, which is its anytime capability.
In this section, a new domain is introduced, called Kids World, which is adjustably
dynamic, in the sense that unexpected events can occur with a preset probability. (In
other respects, Kids World resembles the Logistics domain used to assess planners in
planning competitions.) Kids World problems will be tackled with a resource-bounded
version of the planner of Section 3, which is embedded in a sense-plan-act cycle that
executes plans and reacts to ongoing events.
Two properties of this system are demonstrated using Kids World problems. First, it’s
demonstrated that the planner’s performance degrades gracefully as its resource bound
is decreased. Second, it’s shown that the system can solve Kids World problems in real
time, even with the frequent occurrence of unexpected events.
The Kids World domain comprises the four fluents and five actions summarised in
Table 3 below. The action Move(x) affects the location of both the parent and any child
they are carrying. The Open(d) and Close(d) actions have the precondition that the
parent isn’t carrying anything. To move from one location to another, the connecting
door has to be open.
The particular Kids World problem used in the experiments reported here involves
two children, Kerry and Liam, and three locations — the house, the street, and the car.
These locations are connected by doors in the obvious way. In the initial state, the
parent and both children are in the house and the doors are all closed. In the final state,
everyone is in the car and both the children are happy. A crucial additional twist to the
problem is that Kerry becomes unhappy if Liam is put in the car first.
Fluent/Action
Meaning
Location(x)
Parent is in location x
Location(c,x)
Child c is in location x
Carrying(c)
Parent is carrying child c
Happy(c)
Child c is happy
IsOpen(d)
Door d is open
Move(x)
Go to location x
PickUp(c)
Pick child c up
PutDown(c)
Put child c down
Open(d)
Open door d
Close(d)
Close door d
Table 3: Kids World Fluents and Actions
Planning in Kids World would be much easier if children stayed where they were put.
Then, planning could be studied without having to consider plan execution. But to make
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Kids World problems realistic, after every action the parent performs, there’s a certain
probability that one or other of the children will run off somewhere completely
unexpected. In Experiments kw-1 and k w - 2 described in the next section, this
probability is set to zero, but in Experiment kw-3, it is set to 0.1.
A set of seven reactive rules were used in the experiments reported here. Two
examples follow. Note their non-determinism. Suppose the parent is in the car carrying
Liam, while Kerry is still in the street. Then Rule KW1 recommends putting Liam
down, while Rule KW2 recommends going back for Kerry.
RULE KW1
If you're carrying a child and you’re in the location the child has to end up, then put the
child down
RULE KW2
If there’s a child in another room who needs to be moved, then move towards that room
As with the Blocks World example, these seven reactive rules are deliberately
imperfect. On their own, they can solve some Kids World problems. But they cannot
solve the problem described above on their own, as they quickly lead to a stalled state.
Even with the injection of the occasional random action to jog the system out of a
stalled state, the rules still frequently make the fatal mistake of putting Liam in the car
first. However, the rules can be used to effectively guide a forward chaining planner.

6 Planning with Bounded Computation
This section describes the resource-bounded version of the planner. With a low resource
bound, the system amounts to the use of reactive rules with look-ahead. But with higher
values, the system doesn’t commit to an action early by executing it as reactive rules do,
even with look-ahead. Instead, it carries out search — backtracking “in the head” rather
than in the world.
The linear iterative lengthening algorithm of Section 3 can easily be made resourcebounded by incorporating a count of the number of times the body of the while loop in
the FPlan procedure is executed. The ILPlanR procedure below maintains a resource
bound V. The planning process is terminated if V exceeds a predefined bound Φ.
1 Procedure ILPlanR(G,S,P)
2
L := 1; V := 0
3
FPlanR(G,S,L,P,V)
4
While plan not found and V < Φ
5
L := L + 1
6
FPlanR(G,S,L,P,V)
If V exceeds Φ, the system returns the best partial plan it has found so far. The best
partial plan so far is maintained as B in the FPlanR procedure below, and is determined
using an evaluation function, Score, on partial plans (see [Korf, 1990]).
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7 Procedure FPlanR(G,S,L,P,V)
8
P := []; B := []
9
While Length(P) < L and S ≠ G and V < Φ
10
Let RL be the set of actions recommended
11
by the reactive rules for state S
12
Let EL be the set of remaining actions
13
executable in S
14
If RL is empty
15
Then randomly select A from EL
16
Else randomly select A from RL
17
P := [A|P]
18
S := result of executing A in S
19
If Score(P) ≤ Score(B) Then B := P
20
V := V + 1
21
If V ≥ Φ Then P := B
When this planner is embedded in a sense-plan-act cycle, it exhibits anytime
properties even without a carefully designed evaluation function. Table 4 shows the
results of Experiment kw-1, a Kids World experiment in which Score(P) = 0 for all P.
In other words, the planner simply returns the partial plan it’s currently working on
when the resource bound is exceeded.
In Experiment kw-1, the planner has to plan and carry out a sequence of actions that
solves the Kids World problem described above. The probability of an unexpected event
after a parental action is set to zero. In other words, the kids stay put. After each action
the system executes, it replans from scratch. This is perfectly feasible, as the planner
solves Kids World planning problems very quickly.
Resource
Av. Actions
Aborts
Bound
1000
17.4
0
500
17.0
1
200
17.9
5
100
22.5
10
50
23.0
16
10
24.9
15
2
–
30
Table 4: Results of Experiment kw-1
The system was run 30 times for each value of the resource bound. A run was aborted
after 50 actions, as this indicates that the planner has made Kerry irreversibly unhappy
by putting Liam in the car first. The number of actions executed was averaged over all
the successful runs. As Table 4 shows, the performance of the system degrades
gracefully as the resource bound is reduced, both in terms of the number of aborted runs
and the length of the successful runs.
When the resource bound is 1000, the planner can always find a solution, so there are
no aborted runs. When the resource bound is 2, the system is behaving almost as if it
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were using the reactive rules on their own, and all runs are aborted. For intermediate
values of the resource bound, we get intermediate levels of success. When the resource
bound falls below 200, we start to see an increase in the length of the successful runs as
well as a continuing increase in the number of aborted runs.
To see why this graceful degradation occurs, in spite of the fact that the planner
doesn’t evaluate intermediate, partial plans, consider how the system behaves as it gets
closer to the goal. When the goal is too far away, the planner’s resource bound will be
exceeded before it finds a plan, and the first action in the partial plan it returns will be
one the reactive rules would have chosen on their own. But the closer the goal gets, the
more likely it becomes that the planner will find a complete plan before the resource
bound is exceeded. The higher the resource bound, the more rapidly this likelihood
increases.
Although the planner exhibits anytime properties even when the evaluation function
returns a constant, the degradation in the planner’s performance can be made more
graceful still if a less trivial evaluation function is used. Without such an evaluation
function, the partial plans returned when the planner fails to find a complete plan are of
uniform quality whatever the resource bound. With a proper evaluation function, a high
resource bound means the planner is more likely to find a complete plan, just as before.
But it will also produce better quality partial plans when it can’t find a complete plan.
In Experiment kw-2, a very simple evaluation function was used to demonstrate this.
This function simply gives a score of –1 to any partial plan that leaves a child unhappy,
and a score of 0 to all other partial plans. The rest of the details of Expriment kw-2 are
as for kw-1. The results of this experiment are presented in Table 5, for low values of
the resource bound.
Resource
Bound
100
50
10
2

Av. Actions

Aborts

20.9
6
23.1
11
29.0
13
32.4
13
Table 5: Results of Experiment kw-2

Table 5 shows a clear improvement in performance over that obtained with the
constant evaluation function, in terms of aborted runs. Even when the resource bound is
2, the planner is still able to find solutions. The increase in average run length at
resource bound 10 is misleading, because it’s due simply to the presence of a number of
long runs that would have led to abortion with the constant evaluation function. When
the resource bound dips below about 50, the number of aborted runs levels off at around
12, although the number of actions per run continues to increase as the resource bound
goes down. With such a low resource bound, the planner will rarely find a complete
plan, so this gradual degradation can only be put down to a correspondingly gradual
reduction in the quality of its partial plans, which is what we were aiming for.
In Experiments kw-1 and kw-2, there were no surprise interventions by the children
themselves. But in Experiment kw-3, the dynamic potential of the domain is explored,
and the probability of a child unexpectedly moving somewhere by itself is increased
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from zero to 0.1. Sometimes these unexpected events make the planner’s job easier, but
most of the time, they make it harder.
Table 6 presents the results of Experiment kw-3. The set-up is essentially the same
as in Experiment kw-2, except that the system is given up to 100 actions before a run is
aborted. As before, 30 runs were carried out for each value of the resource bound. In
addition to the number of actions averaged over the successful runs, the mean response
time per action is given, to indicate that planning is taking place in a realistic timeframe
for robotic applications.
The results of Experiment kw-3 show that the system is consistently able to solve the
problem in spite of interference in plan execution. As before, we see a steady
deterioration in performance as the resource bound is decreased. The similar response
times for resource bounds of 1000 and 500 suggest that the planner doesn’t generally
require as many as 1000 resource units to find a plan, and this is confirmed by the total
absence of aborted runs even with a resource bound of 200.
Resource
Bound
1000
500
200
100
50
10
2

Av.
Aborts
Mean Response Time
Actions
25.8
0
599ms
26.5
0
627ms
28.1
0
521ms
40.9
1
347ms
46.6
7
199ms
51.6
12
44ms
55.1
10
11ms
Table 6: Results of Experiment kw-3

7 Concluding Remarks
How does the system described here differ from Bacchus and Kabanza’s TLPlan, from
which it takes its inspiration? First, TLPlan’s temporal logic formulae have to be correct
for all plans in order to preserve the completeness of the planner. Reactive rules, on the
other hand, only supply recommendations. They can be completely wrong without
threatening the planner’s (stochastic) completeness. Second, TLPlan’s heuristic
formulae don’t have a standalone role, and can’t form the basis of a planner with
anytime capability, like the one presented here.
The forward chaining approach to planning has many benefits that haven’t been
explored in this paper. For example, it’s much easier to implement safety and
maintenance goals in a forward-chaining mechanism than in a backward-chaining one.
Similarly, it’s easier to extend the planner to accept a rich input language, permitting
concurrent actions, actions with indirect effects, and so on. These topics are the subject
of ongoing work.
The forward-chaining approach to planning is further vindicated in the recent work of
Hoffmann and Nebel [2001], whose forward-chaining FF planner outperforms other
state-of-the-art domain-independent planners without relying on pre-defined domainspecific rules. Instead, the FF planner automatically extracts heuristics from the domain
description to guide the forward search. A promising line of research would be to see
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how such automatically generated heuristics could be used in combination with reactive
rules in a system of the sort described here.
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Abstract. The eciency of AI planning systems is usually evaluated

empirically. The planning domains used in the competitions of the 1998
and 2000 AIPS conferences are of particular importance in this context.
Many of these domains share a common theme of transporting portables,
making use of mobiles traversing a map of locations and roads.
In this contribution, we embed these benchmarks into a well-structured
hierarchy of transportation problems and study the computational complexity of optimal and non-optimal planning in this domain family. We
identify the key features that make transportation tasks hard and try
to shed some light on the recent success of planning systems based on
heuristic local search, as observed in the AIPS 2000 competition.

1

Introduction

Apart from generally applicable hardness results [4], there is hardly any theoretical work on the time and space eciency of common planning algorithms,
so empirical methods have become the standard for performance evaluations
in the planning community. Running time on problems from classical planning
domains such as Logistics and Blocksworld has often been (and still is)
used for comparing the relative merits of planning systems. However, this kind
of comparison is always dicult. If no planning system performs well in a given
domain, does that mean that they are all poor, or is that domain intrinsically
hard? If they all perform well, is this because of their strength or because of the
simplicity of the task?
On a related issue, should planning systems be preferred that generate shorter
plans but need more time? While there is no general answer to that question,
theoretical results can contribute to the discussion, e. g. in cases where generating
plans is easy but generating optimal plans is infeasible.
For addressing these issues, domain-speci c complexity results for planning
tasks appear to be useful. Pondering which domains to analyze, the ones that
immediately spring to mind are the competition benchmarks from AIPS 1998
and AIPS 2000, considering their general importance for the planning community
and the wealth of empirical performance data available.
While it would be possible to investigate each competition domain in isolation, it seems more worthwhile to identify commonly reoccurring concepts and
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prove more general results that apply to domain families rather than individual
domains. Not only does this help present the results in a more structured way, it
also allows to shed some light on the sources of hardness in these benchmarks.
Because of space limitations, we only discuss the transportation domain family here, covering eight of the thirteen competition domains, namely Grid, Gripper, Logistics, Mystery, Mystery', and three versions of Miconic-10. A
similar discussion of the other domains (Assembly, Blocksworld, FreeCell,
Movie, and Schedule) and the corresponding domain families as well as a more
thorough discussion of the results presented here can be found elsewhere [8].
In the following section, we will introduce and analyze some new transportation problems generalizing most of the competition benchmarks. Section 3 applies the results of this analysis to the competition domains and covers some
additional aspects of the Grid and Miconic-10 domains. The implications of
those results are discussed in Section 4, followed by some comments on related
work in Section 5 and possible directions for future research in Section 6.

2 A Hierarchy of Transportation Problems
In this section, we will de ne and analyze a hierarchy of transportation problems that combines the key features of the important transportation benchmark
domains.
De nition 1. Transport task
A Transport task is a 9-tuple (
), where
0 0 G
{ ( ) is the roadmap graph; its vertices are called locations, its edges are
called roads,
{ is a nite set of mobiles,
{ is a nite set of portables ( , , and must be disjoint),
{
! N is the fuel function,
0:
{ 0 : ( [ ) ! is the initial location function,
{ G : ! is the goal location function,
{ : ! N is the capacity function, and nally
{
: ! P( ) is the movement constraints function.
This should not require much explanation. The goal location function is only
de ned for portables because we do not care about the nal locations of mobiles.
We do require that goal locations are speci ed for all portables, unlike most
planning domains. This is because portables with unspeci ed goals could safely
be ignored, not contributing to the hardness of the task.
The fuel function bounds the number of times a given location can be left
by a mobile. Fuel is associated with locations rather than mobiles because this
is the way it is handled in the Mystery-like domains. The carrying capacity
function bounds the number of portables a given mobile can carry at the same
time. The movement constraints function speci es which roads a given mobile
is allowed to use.
We will now de ne some special cases of transportation tasks.
V ; E ; M; P; f uel ; l ; l

V; E

M
P

V

f uel

V

l

M

P

l

P

V

cap

road
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V

M

M

E

M

P

; cap; road

De nition 2. Special cases of Transport tasks
For i; j 2 f1; 1; g and k 2 f1; +; g, Iijk is de ned as the set of all Transport tasks I = (V; E; M; P; fuel0 ; l0 ; lG ; cap; road) satisfying:
{ For i = 1, cap(m) = 1 for all mobiles m (one mobile can carry one portable).
{ For i = 1, cap(m) = jP j for all mobiles m (unlimited capacity).
{ For j = 1, fuel0(v) = 1 for all locations v (one fuel unit per location).
{ For j = 1, fuel0(v) = 11 for all locations v (unlimited fuel).
{ For k = +, road(m) = E for all mobiles m (no movement restrictions).
{ For k = 1, road(m) = E for all mobiles m and jM j = 1 (no movement

restrictions, only one mobile).
According to this de nition, the most general task set, containing all Transport tasks, is I , and the most speci c ones, having no proper specializations
in the hierarchy, are I111 , I111 , I111 , and I111 .
De nition 3. Transport state transition graph
The state transition graph T (I ) of a Transport task I = (V; E; M; P;
fuel0; l0 ; lG; cap; road) is the digraph (VT ; AT ) with VT = (M [ P ! V [ M ) 
(V ! f0; : : : ; max fuel0(V )g)2 and ((l; fuel); (l0; fuel0)) 2 AT if and only if:
(9m 2 M; v; v0 2 V : l(m) = v ^ fv; v0 g 2 road(m) ^ fuel(v) > 0
^ l0 = l  (m; v0 )3 ^ fuel0 = fuel  (v; fuel(v) 1))
_ (9m 2 M; p 2 P : l(m) = l(p) ^ jf p 2 P j l(p) = m gj < cap(m)
^ l0 = l  (p; m) ^ fuel0 = fuel)
_ (9m 2 M; p 2 P : l(p) = m ^ l0 = l  (p; l(m)) ^ fuel0 = fuel)
This de nition captures the intuition of legal state transitions in the speci ed
transportation task. The rst disjunct speci es transitions related to movements
of a mobile, the second relates to a mobile picking up a portable, and the third
to a mobile dropping a portable. In the following, we will only use these intuitive
terms when talking about state transitions.
We can now de ne the decision problems we are interested in:
De nition 4. PlanEx-Transportijk
Given: Transport task I = (V; E; M; P; fuel0 ; l0 ; lG ; cap; road) 2 Iijk .
Question: In T (I ), is there any directed path from (l0 ; fuel0 ) to (lG ; fuel 0 ) for
some fuel0 2 V ! N ?
De nition 5. PlanLen-Transportijk
Given: Transport task I = (V; E; M; P; fuel0 ; l0 ; lG ; cap; road) 2 Iijk ; K 2 N .
Question: In T (I ), is there a directed path of length at most K from (l0 ; fuel0 )
to (lG ; fuel0) for some fuel0 2 V ! N ?
1
Of course, 1 is not a natural number. However, as we shall see shortly in the proof
of Theorem 1, we can assume that there is \enough" fuel at each location, justifying
this de nition.
2
States specify the location of mobiles and portables and the current fuel function.
3
We use the notation  ( ) for functional overloading, i. e. the function with
( ) = and ( ) = ( ) for 6= .
f

f

0

0

a

b

0

f

0

a

0

0

a ;b

f a

f

a

a

0

0
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Theorem 1. PlanLen-Transport 2 NP

Proof. If we can show that any solvable Transport task I has a solution of
length p(jjI jj) for some xed polynomial p, then a simple guess and check algorithm can solve the problem non-deterministically.
This is true because each portable only needs to be at each location at most
once, bounding the number of pickup and drop actions, and in between two
pickup or drop actions, no mobile should visit a given location twice.
2
Corollary 1. PlanEx-Transportijk p PlanLen-Transportijk for arbitrary values of i; j; k (and hence PlanEx-Transport 2 NP)
Proof. A Transport task I has a solution if and only if it has a solution of
length p(jjI jj), for the polynomial p from the preceding theorem. Therefore the
mapping of I to (I; p(jjI jj)) is a polynomial reduction.
2

2.1 Plan Existence
Theorem 2. PlanEx-Transport1 2 P

Proof. Using breadth- rst search on road(m) starting at l0 (m) for each mobile
m with non-zero capacity, we can determine which roads can ever be used by
any loaded mobile. The task can be solved if and only if for each portable p,
lG (p) can be reached from l0 (p) using these roads. This can easily be decided in
polynomial time, and in fact the actual plans can easily be generated.
2
This shows that the plan existence problems can be solved in polynomial
time if no fuel constraints are present. We will now show that they are NPcomplete otherwise, by proving NP-hardness of PlanEx-Transport111 and
PlanEx-Transport111 .
Theorem 3. PlanEx-Transport111 is NP-complete
Proof. Membership in NP is already known. We prove NP-hardness by a reduction from the NP-complete problem of nding a Hamiltonian path with a xed
start vertex [6, Problem GT39]. Let (V; E ) be a graph and v1 2 V . Then (V; E )
contains a Hamiltonian path starting at v1 if and only if there is a solution for
the Transport task I 2 I111 de ned as follows: For each v 2 V , there are two
distinct locations v (called an entrance ) and v (called an exit ), with one unit of
fuel each. At each entrance, there is a portable to be moved to the corresponding
exit. There is only one mobile, of capacity one, starting at the entrance v1 . There
are roads from v to v for v 2 V and from u to v for fu; vg 2 E .
Now, if there is a Hamiltonian path in (V; E ) starting at v1 , say [v1 ; : : : ; vn ],
then there is a solution for the planning task where the movement path of the
mobile is [v1 ; v1 ; : : : ; vn ; vn ] and portables are picked up and dropped in the
obvious way.
Now consider there is a solution to the planning task. Whenever a portable
is picked up (at an entrance), the only reasonable thing to do is to move to
its destination (the corresponding exit) and drop it, because there is no use in
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deferring that movement when the carrying capacity is exhausted. The mobile
must then proceed to the next entrance, which is only possible in the ways
de ned by the edges in the original graph. Thus, the plan corresponds to a path
in the original graph that visits every vertex. It must be Hamiltonian, because if
an entrance were ever visited twice, it could never be left again because of fuel
constraints.
2
Although the same reduction could be used in the in nite capacity case, we
give another proof for this case showing that it is already NP-complete even if
the roadmap is restricted to be a planar graph.
Theorem 4. PlanEx-Transport 11 is NP-complete
PlanEx-Transport 11 is NP-complete, even if the roadmap is restricted
to be a planar graph.
Proof. Membership in NP is already known. For hardness, we reduce from the
Hamiltonian Path problem with a xed start vertex in a planar graph [8]. Let
( ) be the graph and 1 2 . Then ( ) contains a Hamiltonian path
starting at 1 if and only if there is a solution for the Transport task 2 I 11
de ned as follows: The roadmap of the planning task is ( ), each location
provides one unit of fuel, and there is one portable to be delivered to each
location from 1 , the initial location of the only mobile (of unlimited capacity).
Clearly, this problem is solvable if and only if there is a Hamiltonian Path in
( ) starting at 1 .
2
This concludes our analysis of the PlanEx-Transport decision problems. They can be solved in polynomial time if = 1 and are NP-complete
otherwise.
1

1

V; E

v

V

V; E

v

I

1

V; E

v

V; E

v

ij k

j

2.2 Bounded Plan Existence

Theorems 1, 3 and 4 and Corollary 1 imply NP-completeness for PlanLenfor 6= 1. In this subsection, we will show that the same result
holds in the unrestricted fuel case, even in some very limited special cases.
In fact, the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 can be adjusted to prove NPcompleteness of PlanLen-Transport1 1 and PlanLen-Transport 1 by
replacing the fuel restrictions with plan length bounds of 4j j 1 and 3j j 3,
respectively. However, these results require allowing for arbitrary (or arbitrary
planar) roadmaps, and thus do not apply to planning domains such as Logistics
or Grid. For that reason, we will prove some stronger results now.
The rst result in this section applies to grid roadmaps, i. e. graphs with
vertex set f0
g  f0
g for some
2 N (called width and height of
the grid, respectively), where vertices ( ) and ( ) are connected by an edge
if and only if j
j+j
j = 1. Note that grids are always planar graphs.
Theorem 5. PlanLen-Transport1 1 is NP-complete
PlanLen-Transport1 1 is NP-complete, even if the roadmap is restricted
to be a grid.

Transport

ij k

j

1

11

V

;:::;w

;:::;h

w; h

a; b

a

a

0

b

V

0

a ;b

0

0

b

1

1
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Proof. Membership in NP is already known. For hardness, we reduce from the
L1 metric TSP, which is NP-complete in the strong sense [6, Problem ND23].4
Omitting the technical details which can be found elsewhere [8], the key idea
is to have one portable for each site in the TSP instance, which needs to be
moved to an adjacent location. The mobile starts at the northmost (with the
highest y coordinate) TSP site and has to visit each site in order to deliver all
portables, and the number of movements needed for that is equal to the length
of the shortest non-closed TSP tour (i. e. a tour not returning to the initial
location). The tour can be closed by putting an additional portable that needs
to be moved \far up north".
To enforce that the length of the shortest plan is dominated by the movement
between sites rather than movement between the initial and (adjacent) goal
locations of portables the coordinates of the sites are scaled by a factor of 2n (n
being the number of sites).
2

The same reduction can be used in the unrestricted capacity case [8]. Additionally, in this setting the following result holds.

Theorem 6. PlanLen-Transport 1 is NP-complete
PlanLen-Transport 1 is NP-complete, even if the roadmap is restricted
11

11

to be a complete graph.
Proof. Membership in NP is already known. For hardness, we reduce from the
Feedback Vertex Set problem [6, Problem GT7]. Let (V; A) be a digraph and
K 2 N . Then (V; A) contains a feedback vertex set of size at most K if and
only if there is a solution of length at most 3jV j + 2jAj + K for the Transport
task I 2 I 1 where the roadmap is a complete graph with locations V and
an additional location v0 , which is the initial location of the only mobile, there
are no capacity or fuel constraints, there is one portable to be moved from v0 to
each v 2 V and one portable to be moved from u to v for each (u; v) 2 A.
To see this, observe that for each feedback vertex set V  V , the planning
task can be solved by moving the mobile to the vertices from V in any order,
then to the vertices from V n V in an order which is consistent with the arcs in
the subgraph induced by V n V (which must be acyclic because V is a feedback
vertex set), and nally to the vertices from V again, in any order, picking up and
dropping portables in the obvious way. This requires jAj + jV j pickup and drop
actions each and jV j + jV j movements, totaling a number of actions bounded
by 3jV j + 2jAj + K if jV j  K .
On the other hand, any plan must contain at least one pickup and drop
action for each portable and visit each location at least once, totaling 3jV j +2jAj
actions, so if a plan does not exceed the given length bound, there cannot be
more than K locations that are visited more than once. These locations must
form a feedback vertex set.
2
4
Our transformation is only polynomial if numbers in the original TSP instance are
encoded in unary, but this is a valid assumption for decision problems that are
NP-complete in the strong sense.
11

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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3 Competition Domains from AIPS 1998/2000
Having completed the analysis of the Transport domain, we can now apply
these results to the transportation domains from the planning competition.5
The Mystery domain [15] is equal to our I+ task set. Thus, plan existence
and bounded plan existence are NP-complete in this domain, even in the case
of planar roadmaps, according to Theorems 1 and 4 and Corollary 1. This still
holds if there is only one mobile and all portables start at the same location as
the mobile.
The Mystery' domain [15] adds operators to move fuel between locations to
the original Mystery domain. However, these can only be applied if at least two
units of fuel are present at a given location, so for tasks from I1+ , there is no
di erence between the two domains and consequently the same hardness results
apply for Mystery'. Membership in NP for the decision problems related to
Mystery' follows from a polynomial plan length argument, as for the number of
move, pickup and drop actions the same bounds as for Transport tasks apply,
and there is no need to have more actions that move fuel than movements of
mobiles.
Logistics tasks [15] are special cases of I11 tasks and generalizations of
I111 tasks with complete graph roadmaps. Thus, according to Theorems 1, 2,
and 6, plans can be found in polynomial time in this domain, but the bounded
plan existence problem is NP-complete, even if there is only one mobile (either
truck or airplane).
The Gripper domain [15] is a specialization of I11 and thus allows for
generating plans in polynomial time. Of course, this domain is so simple that
even optimal plans can be generated in polynomial time.
For tasks without doors, the Grid domain [15] is very similar to I111 with
grid roadmaps6, thus the bounded plan existence problem in this domain is NPhard, even in the absence of doors. It is actually in NP and thus NP-complete
(with or without doors), again by a polynomial plan length argument, as it is not
hard to bound the number of actions between two unlock actions in a reasonable
plan, and no location can be unlocked more than once.
If optimality is not required, plans can be generated in the Grid domain in
polynomial time by a simple strategy unlocking door after door as long as this
is possible and then moving the keys to their goal destinations if reachable. [8]
Concluding our discussion of Grid, we want to brie y mention another proof
of NP-hardness for the bounded plan existence problem without going into detail
(cf. [8]). This reduction does not emphasize the route planning aspect of the
domain and instead makes use of doors and is illustrated in Figure 1.
Since a \benchmark domain" is not de ned by the PDDL domain le alone (consider
the Logistics domain, where it is implicitly assumed that in well-formed problems
the sets of portables, trucks and airplanes are disjoint), we refer to the literature for
informal [1, 14, 15] and formal de nitions [8] of these planning tasks.
6
The only di erence is that in Grid, the portable in hand can be swapped with a
portable at the current location in just one action, but this does not make a di erence
for the proof of Theorem 5.
5
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Fig. 1. Grid instance corresponding to (A _ B _ D ) ^ (A _ :A _ C ) ^ (B _ :C _ :D ).
Locations with doors are marked with squares. The bottom left location contains the
mobile and one key for each literal, opening the corresponding doors. The bottom right
location contains an additional key. All keys must be moved to the bottom left location.

3.1

Miconic-10

For the remaining competition domain, the Miconic-10 elevator domain [12],
things are a bit more complicated. There are actually three di erent domains
under that name that were part of the AIPS 2000 competition. The rst, called
Miconic-10 STRIPS, de nes tasks very similar to Logistics with one mobile,
or I111 with complete graphs. The only di erence is that portables (passengers)
can only be dropped at their destination locations and can never be picked up
again (reboard the elevator). Theorems 1, 2, and 6 apply, and thus plans can be
found in polynomial time, but deciding existence of a bounded length plan is an
NP-complete problem.
The same is true for the second version of Miconic-10, called simple ADL .
In this version, all boarding and leaving at a given oor (picking up or dropping)
is automatically handled by a single stop action with conditional e ects. It causes
all passengers inside the elevator with that goal destination to leave and all
passengers waiting outside to board. This only requires a minor change to the
proof of Theorem 6, changing the plan length bound to 2(jV j + K )+1 for jV j + K
movements of the elevator and jV j + K + 1 stop actions.
The \real" Miconic-10 domain additionally introduces special passengers
which impose movement restrictions on the elevator. Most importantly, the elevator may only stop at oors to which all passengers inside the elevator have
access, and there are \attended" passengers who require the presence of at least
one \attendant" passenger as long as they are inside the cabin (if the last attendant leaves the elevator, a new one must board). There are also VIP passengers
who must be served with priority.
The decision problems related to that domain are still in NP because the
number of stops can be bounded by twice the number of passengers to be served
(one stop at their initial, another at their goal oor), and this in turn bounds
the number of movements. However, as it turns out, plan existence is already
NP-hard in this domain. Due to space restrictions, we will not give a formal
de nition of the decision problem at hand, which can be found in [8]. It should
be possible to understand the following proof without those details, though.
Theorem 7. PlanEx-Miconic-10 is NP-complete
Proof. Membership in NP has been shown. For NP-hardness, we reduce from
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the problem of nding a Hamiltonian path with a xed start vertex v1 in a
digraph (V; A) [6, Problem GT39].
The corresponding Miconic-10 task has the following oors: an init oor
f0 , nal oor f1 , for each vertex u a vertex start oor f and vertex end oor
f  , and for each arc (u; v) an arc oor f . F is the set of all these oors and
for each vertex u, F is the set containing f , f  , and the arc oors for outgoing
arcs of u. These are the passengers to be served:
Passenger From To Access to : : :
Special
p0
f0 f 1 ff0 ; f 1 g VIP, attendant
8u 2 V : p
f0 f F n ff1 g
attended
8u 2 V : p
f f  F [ ff1 g attendant
8u 2 V : p1 f  f1 F n ff g
none
8(u; v) 2 A: p f f ff ; f  ; f g attendant
Assume that it is possible to solve the task. Because p0 is a VIP, the rst
stops must be at f0 and f 1 , picking up all the attended passengers and p1 .
Because of the movement restrictions of that passenger, the journey can only
proceed to oors from F 1 , and f 1 is not an option because going there would
lead to the only attendant leaving. Thus, the elevator must go to f 1 2 (for some
vertex v2 that is adjacent to v1 ) and can then only proceed to f 1 and then f 2 ,
picking up p11 .
We are now in a similar situation as upon arrival at f 1 , and again, the
elevator will eventually go to some oor f 3 , then f 4 , following the arcs of the
digraph (V; A) in a path [v1 ; : : : ; v ] until all vertices have been visited once.
No vertex can be visited twice because of the passengers of type p1 . So plan
existence implies a Hamiltonian path starting at v1 in the digraph.
On the other hand, if a Hamiltonian path exists, there is a sequence of elevator
movements that leads to all attended passengers having arrived at their nal
destination and the elevator being at some oor f for u 2 V . No longer requiring
attendants, it can then immediately proceed to f  , then f1 and nally serve the
remaining passengers of type f (for arcs (u; v) not part of the Hamiltonian
path), one after the other, completing the plan.
2
u

u;v

u

u

u

v

u

u

v

u

u

u

u

u
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4

Discussion

Let us brie y summarize the results of our analysis. For fairly general transportation tasks, we have shown NP-completeness of non-optimal planning in
the restricted fuel case and NP-completeness of optimal planning in all cases.
Just nding some plan in tasks where fuel is abundant was shown to be a polynomial problem.
This is detailed in Figure 2. For some domains, even some severe restrictions
are still sucient to get NP-hardness. Speci cally, all NP-hardness results in
the multi-agent competition domains still hold if there is only one agent, and
the NP-hardness result for Grid still holds if there are no doors at all. For
convenience, we repeat the results for the competition domains:
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Transport

Theorem 1

Mystery'

Section 3
 1+

Theorem111
3

Transport

Miconic-10

111
planar graph
Theorem 4

Transport

Grid

Theorem 2

Theorem 7

Transport

Transport

1

Mystery

Section 3

Miconic-10

simple ADL
Section 3.1

Logistics

Section 3
11
compl. graph1
Theorem 6

Transport

Section 3
11 1
grid graph
Theorem 5

Transport

Grid

no doors
Section 3

Miconic-10

STRIPS
Section 3.1

The transportation domains hierarchy. Black lines indicate special cases, gray
lines strong similarities of domains. Deciding plan existence is NP-complete for domains with gray boxes, plans can be generated in polynomial time for domains in
white boxes. The bounded plan length problem is NP-complete for all domains in the
gure. For the Gripper domain (not shown), both problems are polynomial.
Fig. 2.

Domain name

PlanEx

PlanLen

polynomial NP-complete
polynomial polynomial
Logistics
polynomial NP-complete
Miconic-10 (STRIPS or simple ADL)
polynomial NP-complete
Miconic-10 (full ADL)
NP-complete NP-complete
Mystery, Mystery'
NP-complete NP-complete
It is interesting to observe that in those domains where heuristic local search
planners such as FF [10] excel, the table lists di erent results for plan existence
and bounded plan existence. Because all hardness proofs only use a single agent,
they carry over to optimal parallel planning, which implies that in these domains
planners like Graphplan [3] or IPP [11] try to solve provably hard subproblems
that local search planners do not have to care about. When optimal plans are
not required, local search has a conceptual advantage here, and we cannot hope
for similar performance from any planner striving for optimality.
Greedy local search is less appropriate, however, if additional constraints can
lead to dead ends in the search space. We have faced this problem when dealing
with fuel constraints and in the full Miconic-10 domain, where it may be unwise
to have people board the elevator who restrict its movement too much. In fact,
the competition domains with NP-hard plan existence problems are exactly
the ones for which current planners based on heuristic local search encounter
unrecognized dead ends.7 [9]
While the observation that non-optimal planning is often easier than optimal
planning is by no means surprising or new, we consider it important to point
out. While there has been signi cant recent progress on non-optimal planning,
optimal planners tend to get less attention than they deserve, maybe due to the
Grid

Gripper

7
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This is also true for the non-transportation benchmarks. [8, 9]

fact that they are often compared to their non-optimal counterparts in terms of
the size of problems they can handle. This kind of comparison is hardly fair.
We also observe that all discussed decision problems are in NP. We do not
consider this a weakness of the benchmark set, as in STRIPS/ADL planning,
NP membership is guaranteed as soon as there are polynomial bounds on plan
lengths, which is a reasonable restriction from a plan execution point of view.
5

Related Work

Other work in the AI planning literature concerned with computational complexity results mostly focuses on domain-independent planning, analyzing different variants of the planning problem and special cases thereof [2, 4, 5]. This
work mainly covers purely syntactical restrictions of general planning, such as
limiting the number of operator preconditions or e ects, but also discusses the
complexity of STRIPS-style planning in (arbitrary) xed domains [5].
There are very few articles in the planning literature which are concerned
with the same kind of domain-dependent planning complexity results as this
work. The existing literature concentrates on the complexity of Blocksworld,
including results for generalizations of the classical domain, e. g. allowing for
blocks of di erent size. The most comprehensive reference for this line of research
is an article by Gupta and Nau [7]. There is also a very interesting discussion
of the important distinction between optimal, near-optimal and non-optimal
planning in Blocksworld. [16]
The usefulness of the idea of partitioning planning domains into families
like transportation and most of the corresponding terminology is borrowed from
work by Long and Fox [13], although in that paper the focus is on the automatic
detection of transportation domains and the exploitation of some of their features
by a planning algorithm, not on complexity aspects.
6

Outlook

While some questions were answered in the preceding sections, open issues remain. In some domains it would be interesting to investigate some more special cases to come up with more ne-grained results. For example, in the full
Miconic-10 domain, plan existence is NP-complete, but it is polynomial without special passengers and access restrictions. What is the complexity if only
some of these enhancements are made?
Where plan existence is NP-complete, detecting the phase transition between
(usually easy) under-constrained and (usually easy) over-constrained instances
would be interesting, increasing the bene t of these domains for benchmarking.
Finally, in addition to discussing \optimal" and \non-optimal" planning,
near-optimal planning is an interesting topic for domains where plan existence
and bounded plan existence are of di erent complexity [17]. Giving performance
guarantees is certainly easy in Logistics and the restricted Miconic-10 domains, but what about Grid?
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We present a random generator of partially omplete round
robin timetables that produ es ex lusively satis able instan es, and provide experimental eviden e that there is an easy-hard-easy pattern in
the omputational diÆ ulty of ompleting partially omplete timetables
as the ratio of the number of removed entries to the total number of entries of the timetable is varied. Timetables in the hard region provide a
suitable test-bed for evaluating and ne-tuning lo al sear h algorithms.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Lo al sear h algorithms (LSA's) are widely used to eÆ iently solve planning and
s heduling problems [3, 9℄. One diÆ ulty with LSA's is that they are in omplete
and annot prove unsatis ability. Thus, ben hmark instan es for measuring the
performan e of LSA's have to be satis able. Unfortunately, it has proven to be
surprisingly diÆ ult to develop random generators of hard satis able instan es
of ombinatorial problems [1℄.
Given a set of andidate ben hmark instan es, unsatis able instan es are generally ltered out with omplete algorithms, and then only satis able instan es
are used to evaluate and ne-tune LSA's. However, this approa h is problemati
in problems where in omplete algorithms an solve larger instan es than omplete algorithms be ause the latter annot identify hard satis able instan es.
In this paper we des ribe a random generator of satis able s heduling instan es whi h are omputationally diÆ ult to solve with LSA's for SAT. Our
generator starts by randomly reating a timetable T for a temporally dense
single round robin tournament using the in omplete satis ability solver WalkSAT [11℄. Then, it generates a partially omplete round robin timetable T 0 by
randomly removing a given number of entries of T in su h a way that the number
of removed entries in ea h olumn and ea h row are approximately equal. The
underlying generation model guarantees that T 0 an be ompleted into a feasible
timetable, and has the advantage that the expe ted hardness of ompleting a
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partially omplete timetable an be nely ontrolled by tuning the number of
removed entries.
In order to investigate the hardness of the instan es of our generator we
ondu ted a omprehensive experimental investigation. We observed that there is
an easy-hard-easy pattern in the omputational diÆ ulty of ompleting partially
omplete timetables with LSA's for SAT as the ratio of the number of removed
entries to the total number of entries is varied. Timetables in the hard region
provide a suitable set of randomly generated satis able s heduling ben hmarks.
We onsidered the generi problem solving approa h that onsists in modeling ombinatorial problems as SAT instan es and then solving the resulting
instan e with a SAT solver. In the last years the planning as satis ability approa h has gained popularity and has allowed the reation of planning systems
like Bla kbox [9℄. The s heduling as satis ability approa h was used by Crawford & Baker [5℄ to solve the job shop problem and by Bejar & Manya [2, 3℄ to
reate timetables for a variant of round robin tournaments. The generation of
satis able instan es for the quasigroup ompletion problem was investigated by
A hlioptas, Gomes, Kautz & Selman [1, 6℄, as well as in [8℄. Their papers inspired
our work on the round robin ompletion problem.
The paper is stru tured as follows. In Se tion 2 we introdu e the round robin
problem. In Se tion 3 we des ribe the random generator of partially omplete
timetables. In Se tion 4 we present and dis uss the experimental investigation.

2

The round robin problem

In this paper we onsider the timetabling problem for temporally dense single
round robin tournaments (DSRR): given an even number of teams n, the DSRR
problem onsists in distributing n(n 1)=2 mat hes in n 1 rounds in su h a
way that ea h team plays ea h other team exa tly on e during the ompetition.
Figure 1 shows a 6-team DSRR timetable. We represent DSRR timetables for
n teams by an n  (n
1) matrix o of variables, where variables ot;r tell the
opponent team against whi h team t plays in round r.
The DSRR problem for n teams an be represented as a onstraint satisfa tion problem (CSP) [7℄ as follows:

{ The set of variables is formed by all variables ot;r in matrix o.
{ The domain Do of ea h variable ot;r is f1; : : : ; ng.
{ The set of onstraints is formed by the following onstraints:
 all-different(ot;1 ; : : : ; ot;n 1 ); for every t 2 f1; : : : ; ng, and
 round-mat hes(o1;r ; : : : ; on;r ); for every r 2 f1; : : : ; n 1g.
t;r

The onstraints all-different and round-mat hes are de ned as follows:


) 2 1 
6= ^ = $

all-different(x1 ; : : : ; xm ) = f(v1 ; : : : ; vm ) 2 Dx1
round-mat hes(x1 ; : : : ; xm ) = f(v1 ; : : : ; vm

8
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Fig. 1. A 6-team DSRR timetable

Fig. 2. A symmetri

quasigroup

The all-different onstraint expresses that ea h row of a DSRR timetable
ontains every team only on e, and the round-mat hes onstraint expresses
that ea h olumn groups the teams into mat hes; ea h olumn represents all the
mat hes of one round.
Next, we de ne the SAT en oding of the n-team DSRR problem that we
used in the experimental investigation des ribed in Se tion 4.
1. The set fpki;j j 1  i  n; 1  j  n 1; 1  k  n; i 6= k g is the set of
propositional variables. The intended meaning of pkij is that team i plays
against team k in round j .
2. The onstraint all-different(pi;1 ; : : : ; pi;n 1 ) is de ned as follows:
V
1j

< n

W

k

pi;j

1kn
k 6= i
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6=
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3. The onstraint round-mat hes(p1;j ; : : : ; pn;j ) is de ned as follows:
V

V

1in 1kn
k 6= i

:

k

pi;j

_

i
k;j
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We de ne the DSRR ompletion problem to be the problem of determining
whether a partially omplete DSRR timetable an be ompleted into a feasible
timetable. In Se tion 4 we provide experimental eviden e that ompleting a
DSRR timetable is omputationally harder than onstru ting a full timetable.
The DSRR ompletion problem is NP- omplete. This follows from the fa t
that it is equivalent to the problem of ompleting partially omplete symmetri
quasigroups, whi h is know to be NP- omplete [4℄. Figure 2 shows the symmetri
quasigroup of size 6 that orresponds to the DSRR timetable of Figure 1. We
use the symbols f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; X g to ll the entries of the quasigroup: the entry in
row i and olumn j is r 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g if team i plays against team j in round
r , and the entries of the diagonal of the quasigroup are X .
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3

A random generator of partially omplete timetables

The random generator of partially omplete DSRR timetables that we have designed and implemented has two pe uliarities: (i) produ es ex lusively satis able
instan es, and (ii) the number of removed entries in ea h olumn and ea h row
are approximately equal. It has been shown re ently that removing entries in a
balan ed way allows one to generate hard quasigroup ompletion problems [8℄.
The pseudo- ode is shown in Figure 3: we represent entries by ott;r and refer
to removed entries as holes. The intended meaning of ott;r is that team t plays
against team t in round r.
0

0

0

pro edure Random-Generator
input: an even number of teams n and an even number of holes h
output: an n-team partially

0

h

T

b

omplete timetable with

S

h >

0

do

n-team

:= set of non-empty entries
0

t

omplete DSRR timetable
0

ot;r

0
have less than h + 1 holes and

t
ot;r

holes

h

:= n 1 + 1
:= a randomly generated

while

h

of

:= a randomly sele ted entry of

T

:=

T

h

:=

h

endwhile
return(T );

with entries

t

0

ot;r

and

t

ot0 ;r

T

su h that rows

olumn

r

0

t; t

has less than

have
h

0

holes;

S;

removed;

2;

Fig. 3. Random generator of partially

omplete timetables

In the experimental investigation, we used WalkSAT and the SAT en oding
de ned in Se tion 2 to randomly generate a omplete DSRR timetable. SAT
en odings of partially omplete timetables were obtained by adding the list of
holes to the SAT en oding of the orresponding omplete timetable. As the
resulting en odings had a onsiderable number of unit lauses, they were rst
simpli ed by applying unit propagation and then solved with WalkSAT.
It is worth mentioning that WalkSAT takes less than 1 minute to nd a omplete timetable for 40 teams. Systemati satis ability algorithms like Satz [10℄
are not able to solve omplete DSRR timetable for 14 teams after 48 hours.

4

Experimental results

In the experimental investigation we rst used the random generator of partially
omplete timetables to produ e sets of instan es for di erent number of teams:
n = 30; 32; 36; we onsidered these values of n in order to get experimental results
in a reasonable amount of time. For all the sets, we varied the ratio of the number
of holes (h) to the total number of entries of the timetable (n  (n 1)) from
0:350 to 0:420 for n = 30; 32, and from 0:320 to 0:400 for n = 36; we in remented
that ratio by 0:001 in ea h step. At ea h setting we ran WalkSAT on 20 partially
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omplete timetables. Ea h instan e was exe uted until 25 solutions were found
using no uto (max ips), 30% noise for n = 30, 26% noise for n = 32, and 20%
noise for n = 36. We used approximately optimal noise parameter settings for
ea h timetable size. Su h experiments were performed on PC's with 500 MHz
Pentium III Pro essors under Linux Operating System.
Figure 4 visualizes the easy-hard-easy pattern in the omputational diÆ ulty
of ompleting partially omplete timetables with WalkSAT for n = 30; 32; 36.
Along the horizontal axis is the ratio of the number of holes to the total number
of entries of the timetable, and along the verti al axis is the median number of
ips needed to solve an instan e.
Figure 5 is like Figure 4 but the median number of ips are normalized. One
an observe that there is a shift in the lo ation of the hardness peak as a fun tion
of the number of teams.
Figure 6 visualizes the easy-hard-easy pattern for n = 32 showing se onds
instead of ips. Along the verti al axis are the mean and median number of
se onds needed to solve an instan e.
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From the experimental results we an on lude that, when we use our random
generator of partially omplete timetables, there is an easy-hard-easy pattern in
the omputational diÆ ulty of ompleting partially omplete timetables with
LSA's for SAT as the ratio of the number of removed entries to the total number
of entries is varied. Thus, the expe ted hardness of ompleting a timetable an
be nely ontrolled by tuning the number of removed entries, and timetables in
the hard region provide a sour e of suitable s heduling ben hmarks to evaluate
and ne-tune LSA's.
Taking into a ount the existing work on the quasigroup ompletion problem [1, 8℄, and the equivalen e between the DSRR ompletion problem and the
problem of ompleting partially omplete symmetri quasigroups, we onje ture
that the easy-hard-easy pattern ould also be observed if we use non-Boolean enodings as well as algorithms other than WalkSAT. A ru ial point for obtaining
this diÆ ulty pro le was the generation model of partially omplete timetables.
We did not identify the easy-hard-easy pattern with other strategies of making
holes.
A knowledgements: Resear h partially supported by the DARPA ontra ts
F30602-00-2-0530 and F30602-00-2-0596, and proje t CICYT TIC96-1038-C0403. The fth author was supported by grant PR2001-0163 of the \Se retara de
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Abstract. Autonomous robots, such as robot office couriers, need control routines that support flexible task execution and effective action planning. This paper describes X FRM L EARN, a system that learns structured symbolic robot action plans for navigation tasks. Given a navigation task, X FRM L EARN learns to
structure continuous navigation behavior and represents the learned structure as
compact and transparent plans. The structured plans are obtained by starting with
monolithical default plans that are optimized for average performance and adding
subplans to improve the navigation performance for the given task. Compactness
is achieved by incorporating only subplans that achieve significant performance
gains. The resulting plans support action planning and opportunistic task execution. X FRM L EARN is implemented and extensively evaluated on an autonomous
mobile robot.

1 Introduction
Robots operating in human working environments and solving dynamically changing
sets of complex tasks are challenging testbeds for autonomous robot control. The dynamic nature of the environments and the nondeterministic effects of actions requires
robots to exhibit concurrent, percept-driven behavior to reliably cope with unforeseen
events. Most physical control processes are continuous in nature and difficult to represent in discrete symbolic structures.
In order to apply high-level plan-based control techniques, robots need adequate and
realistic representations of their control processes that enable their planning routines to
foresee problems and forestall them. In this paper we take the navigation behavior of
autonomous mobile robots as our prototypical example.
Different approaches have been proposed to specify the navigation behavior of such
robots. A number of researchers consider navigation as an instance of Markov decision problems (MDPs) [KCK96]. They model the navigation behavior as a finite state
automaton in which navigation actions cause stochastic state transitions. The robot is
rewarded for reaching its destination quickly and reliably. A solution for such problems
is a policy, a mapping from discretized robot poses into fine-grained navigation actions.
MDP s form an attractive framework for navigation because they use a uniform mechanism for action selection and a parsimonious problem encoding. The navigation policies computed by MDPs aim at robustness and optimizing the average performance. One
? This research is partially funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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of the main problems in the application of MDP planning techniques is to keep the state
space small enough so that the MDPs are still solvable.
Another approach is the specification of environment- and task-specific navigation
plans, such as structured reactive navigation plans ( SRNPs) [Bee99]. SRNPs specify a
default navigation behavior and employ additional concurrent, percept-driven subplans
that overwrite the default behavior while they are active. The default navigation behavior can be generated by an MDP navigation system. The (de-)activation conditions of
the subplans structure the continuous navigation behavior in a task-specific way.
SRNP s are valuable resources for opportunistic task execution and effective action
planning because they provide high-level controllers with subplans such as traverse
a particular narrow passage or an open area. More specifically, SRNPs (1) can generate qualitative events from continuous behavior, such as entering a narrow passage;
(2) support online adaptation of the navigation behavior (drive more carefully while
traversing a particular narrow passage), and (3) allow for compact and realistic symbolic predictions of continuous, sensor-driven behavior. The specification of good task
and environment-specific SRNPs, however, requires tailoring their structure and parameterizations to the specifics of the environment.
We propose to bridge the gap between both approaches by learning SRNPs, symbolic plans, from executing MDP navigation policies. Our thesis is that a robot can
autonomously learn compact and well-structured SRNPs by using MDP navigation policies as default plans and repeatedly inserting subplans into the SRNPs that significantly
improve the navigation performance. This idea works because the policies computed by
the MDP path planner are already fairly general and optimized for average performance.
If the behavior produced by the default plans were uniformly good, making navigation
plans more sophisticated would be of no use. The rationale behind requiring subplans
to achieve significant improvements is to keep the structure of the plan simple.

2 An Overview on X FRM L EARN
We have implemented X FRM L EARN a realization of this learning model and applied
it to learning SRNPs for an autonomous mobile robot that is to perform office courier
service. X FRM L EARN is embedded into a high-level robot control system called structured reactive controllers (SRCs) [Bee99]. SRCs are are controllers that can revise their
intended course of action based on foresight and planning at execution time. SRCs employ and reason about plans that specify and synchronize concurrent percept-driven
behavior. Concurrent plans are represented in a transparent and modular form so that
automatic planning techniques can make inferences about them and revise them.
X FRM L EARN is applied to the R HINO navigation system [BCF+ 00], which has
shown impressive results in several longterm experiments. Conceptually, this robot navigation system works as follows. A navigation problem is transformed into a Markov
decision problem to be solved by a path planner using a value iteration algorithm. The
solution is a policy that maps every possible location into the optimal heading to reach
the target. This policy is then given to a reactive collision avoidance module that executes the policy taking the actual sensor readings into account [BCF+ 00].
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The R HINO navigation system can be parameterized in different ways. The parameter PATH is a sequence of intermediate points which are to be visited in the specified order. COLLI - MODE determines how cautiously the robot should drive and how abruptly
it is allowed to change direction. R HINO’s navigation behavior can be improved because R HINO’s path planner solves an idealized problem that does not take the desired
velocity, the dynamics of the robot, the sensor crosstalk, and the expected clutteredness
fully into account. The reactive collision avoidance component takes these aspects into
account but makes only local decisions.
We propose an “analyze, revise, and test” cycle as a computational model for learning SRNPs. X FRM L EARN starts with a default plan that transforms a navigation problem
into an MDP problem and passes the MDP problem to R HINO’s navigation system. After
R HINO’s path planner has determined the navigation policy the navigation system activates the collision avoidance module for the execution of the resulting policy. X FRM L EARN records the resulting navigation behavior and looks for stretches of behavior
that could be possibly improved. X FRM L EARN then tries to explain the improvable
behavior stretches using causal knowledge and its knowledge about the environment.
These explanations are then used to index promising plan revision methods that introduce and modify subplans. The revisions are then tested in a series of experiments to
decide whether they are likely to improve the navigation behavior. Successful subplans
are incorporated into the symbolic plan.

3 Structured Reactive Navigation Plans
Let us now take a more detailed look at the representation of SRNPs.
(desk-1,desk-2)
navigation plan
with subplans
TRAVERSE - NARROW- PASSAGE( 635,1274 , 635,1076 )
colli-mode
slow
parameterizations
path constraints
635,1274 , 635,1076
justification
narrow-passage-bug-3
TRAVERSE - NARROW- PASSAGE(...)
TRAVERSE - FREE - SPACE (...)
DEFAULT- GO - TO ( desk-2 )

h

h

ih

ih

i

i

The SRNP above contains three subplans: one for leaving the left office, one for entering the right one, and one for speeding up the traversal of the hallway. The subplan
for leaving the left office is shown in more detail. The path constraints are added to
the plan for causing the robot to traverse the narrow passage orthogonally with maximal clearance. The parameterizations of the navigation system specify that the robot is
asked to drive slowly in the narrow passage and to only use laser sensors for obstacle
avoidance to avoid the hallucination of obstacles due to sonar crosstalk.
SRNP s are called structured because the subplans explicitly represent task-relevant
structure in continuous navigation behavior. They are called reactive because “perceived” qualitative events, such as entering or leaving a narrow passage, trigger the
activation and termination of subplans.
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4

X FRM L EARN in Detail

A key problem in learning structured navigation plans is to structure the navigation
behavior well. Because the robot must start the subplans and synchronize them, it must
be capable of “perceiving” the situations in which subplans are to be activated and
deactivated. Besides being perceiveable, the situations should be relevant for adapting
navigation behavior. Among others, we use the concept of narrowness for detecting the
situations in which the navigation behavior is to be adapted. Based on the concept of
narrowness the robot can differentiate situations such as free space, traversing narrow
passages, entering narrow passages, and leaving narrow passages.
Diagnosis of Conspicous Subtraces. Upon carrying
out a navigation task, R HINO produces a behavior
trace like the one shown in Figure 1. The robot’s position is depicted by a circle where the size of the circle
is proportional to the robot’s translational speed. Behavior feature subtraces such as low and high translational speed, turning in place, and frequent stopping often hint at which behavior stretches can be
improved. To infer how the improvements might be
achieved, X FRM L EARN first tries to explain a behavior
feature subtrace by finding environment feature
Fig. 1: Visualization of a behavior
subtraces,
such as “traversing a narrow passage” or
trace. The center of the circles de“passing
an
obstacle” that overlap with it. We use the
note the robot’s position and the
predicate
M
AY C AUSE ( F 1, F 2) to specify that the ensize of the circle the current speed
vironment
feature
F 1 may cause the behavior feature
of the robot.
F 2 like narrow passages causing low translational velocity. If there is sufficient overlap between a behavior feature subtrace b and an environment feature subtrace e then the behavior is considered to be a behavior flaw.
The diagnosis step is realized through a simple diagnostic rule that, depending on the
instantiation of M AY C AUSE (? F 1,? F 2) can diagnose different kinds of flaws:
D-1 Low translational velocity is caused by the traversal of narrow passages.
D-2 Stopping is caused by the traversal of narrow passage.
D-3 Low translational velocity is caused by passing an obstacle too close.
D-4 Stopping caused by passing an obstacle too close.
D-5 High target velocity caused by traversing free space.
The “revise” step uses programming knowledge about how to revise navigation
plans and how to parameterize the subsymbolic navigation modules that is encoded
in the form of plan transformation rules. In their condition parts transformation rules
check their applicability and the promise of success. These factors are used to estimate
the expected utility of rule applications. X FRM L EARN selects the rule with a probability
proportional to the expected utility and applies it to the plan.
For the purpose of this paper, X FRM L EARN provides the following revisions:
R-1 If the behavior flaw is attributed to the traversal of a narrow passage then insert a
subplan to traverse the passage orthogonally and with maximal clearance.
R-2 Switch off the sonar sensors while traversing narrow passages if the robot repeatedly stops during the traversal.
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R-3 Insert an additional path constraint to pass a closeby obstacle with more clearance.
R-4 Increase the target velocity for the traversal of free space where the measured
velocity almost reaches the current target velocity.
R-5 Insert an additional path constraint to avoid abrupt changes in the robot’s heading.
Because X FRM L EARN’s transformation rules are heuristic, their applicability and
the performance gain that can be expected from their application is environment and
task-specific. Therefore X FRM L EARN learns the environment and task specific expected utility of rules based on experience.
The “test” step. Because plan transformation rules check their applicability and parameterization with respect to idealized models of the environment, the robot, the perceptual apparatus, and operation of the subsymbolic navigation system, X FRM L EARN
cannot guarantee any improvements of the existing plan. Therefore, X FRM L EARN tests
the resulting candidate plans against the original plan by repeatedly running the original and the revised plan and measuring the time performance in the local region that
is affected by the plan transformation. The new candidate plan is accepted, if based on
the experiments there is a 95% confidence that the new plan performs better than the
original one.

5 Experimental Results
To empirically evaluate X FRM L EARN we have performed two long term experiments
in which X FRM L EARN has improved the performance of the R HINO navigation system
for given navigation tasks by up to 44 percent within 6 to 7 hours.
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Fig. 2. Behavior trace of the default plan (a). Low T-Vel subtraces (b). Learned SRNP (c).

Figure 2(a) shows the navigation task (going from the desk in the left room to the
one in the right office) and a typical behavior trace generated by the MDP navigation
system. Figure 2(b) visualizes the plan that was learned by X FRM L EARN. It contains
three subplans. One for traversing the left doorway, one for the right one, and one for
the traversal of the hallway. The ones for traversing the doorways are T RAVERSE NAR ROW PASSAGE subplans, which comprise path constraints (the black circles) as well as
behavior adaptations (depicted by the region). The subplan is activated when the region is entered and deactivated when it is left. A typical behavior trace of the learned
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SRNP is shown in Figure 2(c). We can see that the behavior is much more homogeneous
and that the robot travels faster. This visual impression is confirmed by statistical tests.
The t-test for the learned SRNP being at least 24 seconds (21%) faster returns a significance of 0.956. A bootstrap test returns the probability of 0.956 that the variance of the
performance has been reduced.
In the second learning session the average time needed for performing a navigation
task has been reduced by about 95.57 seconds (44%). The t-test for the revised plan
being at least 39 seconds (18%) faster returns a significance of 0.952. A bootstrap test
returns the probabilty of 0.857 that the variance of the performance has been reduced.

6 Conclusions
We have described X FRM L EARN, a system that learns SRNPs, symbolic behavior specifications that (a) improve the navigation behavior of an autonomous mobile robot generated by executing MDP navigation policies, (b) make the navigation behavior more
predictable, and (c) are structured and transparent so that high-level controllers can exploit them for demanding applications such as office delivery.
X FRM L EARN is capable of learning compact and modular SRNPs that mirror the
relevant temporal and spatial structures in the continuous navigation behavior because
it starts with default plans that produce flexible behavior optimized for average performance, identifies subtasks, stretches of behavior that look as if they could be improved,
and adds subtask specific subplans only if the subplans can improve the navigation behavior significantly.
The learning method builds a synthesis among various subfields of AI: computing
optimal actions in stochastic domains, symbolic action planning, learning and skill acquisition, and the integration of symbolic and subsymbolic approaches to autonomous
robot control. Our approach also takes a particular view on the integration of symbolic
and subsymbolic control processes, in particular MDPs. In our view symbolic representations are resources that allow for more economical reasoning. The representational
power of symbolic approaches can enable robot controllers to better deal with complex and changing environmants and achieve changing sets of interacting jobs. This is
achieved by making more information explicit and representing behavior specifications
symbolically, transparently, and modularly. In our approach, ( PO ) MDPs are viewed as a
way to ground symbolic representations.
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Abstract. Weakly-coupled Markov decision processes can be decomposed into
subprocesses that interact only through a small set of bottleneck states. We study
a hierarchical reinforcement learning algorithm designed to take advantage of
this particular type of decomposability. To test our algorithm, we use a decisionmaking problem faced by autonomous planetary rovers. In this problem, a Mars
rover must decide which activities to perform and when to traverse between science sites in order to make the best use of its limited resources. In our experiments, the hierarchical algorithm performs better than Q-learning in the early
stages of learning, but unlike Q-learning it converges to a suboptimal policy. This
suggests that it may be advantageous to use the hierarchical algorithm when training time is limited.

1 Introduction
The Markov decision processes (MDP) framework is widely used to model problems
in decision-theoretic planning and reinforcement learning [6]. Recently there has been
increased interest in delimiting classes of MDPs that are naturally decomposable and
developing special-purpose techniques for these classes [1]. In this paper, we focus on
reinforcement learning for weakly-coupled MDPs. A weakly-coupled MDP is an MDP
that has a natural decomposition into a set of subprocesses. The transition from one
subprocess to another requires entry into one of a small set of bottleneck states. Because
the subprocesses are only connected through a small set of states, they are “almost”
independent. The common intuition is that weakly-coupled MDPs should require less
computational effort to solve than arbitrary MDPs.
The algorithm that we investigate is a reinforcement learning version of a previously
studied planning algorithm for weakly-coupled MDPs [2]. The planning algorithm is
model based, whereas our algorithm requires only information from experience trajectories and knowledge about which states are the bottleneck states. This can be beneficial
for problems where only a simulator or actual experience are available. Our algorithm
fits into the category of hierarchical reinforcement learning (see, e.g., [7]) because it
learns simultaneously at the state level and at the subprocess level. We note that other
researchers have proposed methods for solving weakly-coupled MDPs [3–5], but very
little work has been done in a reinforcement learning context.
For experimentation we use a problem from autonomous planetary rover control that
can be modeled as a weakly-coupled MDP. In our decision-making scenario, a rover on
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Mars must explore a number of sites over the course of a day without stopping to establish communication with Earth. Using only a list of sites, information about its resource
levels, and information about the goals of the mission, the rover must decide which
activities to perform and when to move from one site to the next. Limited resources
and nondeterministic action effects make the problem nontrivial. In the main body of
the paper, we describe in detail how this problem can be modeled as a weakly-coupled
MDP, with each site being a separate subprocess.
We compare the hierarchical algorithm with Q-learning, and we see that the hierarchical algorithm performs better initially but fails to converge to the optimal policy. A
third algorithm which is given the optimal values for the bottleneck states at the start actually learns more slowly than both of the aforementioned algorithms. We give possible
explanations for the observed behavior and suggestions for future work.

2 MDPs and Reinforcement Learning
A Markov decision process (MDP) models an agent acting in a stochastic environment
with the aim of maximizing its expected long-term reward. The type of MDP we consider contains a finite set S of states, with s0 being the start state. For each state s 2 S ,
As is a finite set of actions available to the agent. P is the table of transition probabilities, where P (s0 js; a) is the probability of a transition to state s0 given that the agent
performed action a in state s. R is the reward function, where R(s; a) is the reward
received by the agent given that it chose action a in state s.
A policy  is a mapping from states to actions. Solving an MDP amounts to finding a
policy that maximizes the expected long-term reward. In this paper, we use the infinitehorizon discounted optimality criterion. Formally, the agent should maximize

"
#
X t
E
R(st ;  (st )) ;
1

t=0

where 2 [0; 1℄ is the discount factor. In order to model episodic tasks, we can include
an absorbing state from which the agent can only receive an immediate reward of zero;
a transition to the absorbing state corresponds to the end of an episode.
Algorithms for MDPs often solve for value functions. For a policy  , the state value
function, V  (s), gives the expected total reward starting from state s and executing  .
The state-action value function, Q (s; a), gives the expected total reward starting from
state s, executing action a, and executing  from then on.
When an explicit model is available, MDPs can be solved using standard dynamic
programming techniques such as policy iteration or value iteration. When only a simulator or real experience are available, reinforcement learning methods are a reasonable
choice. With these techniques, experience trajectories are used to learn a value function
for a good policy. Actions taken on a trajectory are usually greedy with respect to the
current value function, but exploratory actions must also be taken in order to discover
better policies. One widely-used reinforcement learning algorithm is Q-learning [8],
which updates the state-action value function after each transition from s to s0 under
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action a with the following rule:

Q(s; a)
where

Q(s; a) +

h

R(s; a) +

max

a0

i

Q(s ; a ) Q(s; a) ;
0

0

is called the learning rate.

3 Reinforcement Learning for Weakly-Coupled MDPs
Consider an MDP with a state set S that is partitioned into disjoint subsets S1 ; : : : ; Sm .
The out-space of a subset Si , denoted O(Si ), is defined to be the set of states not in Si
that are reachable in one step from Si . The set of states B = O(S1 ) [    [ O(Sm ) that
belong to the out-space of at least one subset comprise the set of bottleneck states. If
the set of bottleneck states is relatively small, we call the MDP weakly-coupled.
In [2], the authors describe an algorithm for weakly-coupled MDPs that can be
described as a type of policy iteration. Initially, values for the bottleneck states are set
arbitrarily. The low-level policy improvement phase involves solving each subproblem,
treating the bottleneck state values as terminal rewards. The high-level policy evaluation
phase consists of reevaluating the bottleneck states for these policies. Repeating these
phases guarantees convergence to the optimal policy in a finite number of iterations.
The rules for backpropagating value information in our reinforcement learning algorithm are derived from the two phases mentioned above. Two benefits of our approach
are that it doesn’t require an explicit model and that learning can proceed simultaneously at the high level and at the low level.
We maintain two different value functions: a low-level state-action value function
Q defined over all state-action pairs and a high-level state value function Vh defined
over only bottleneck states. The low-level part of the learning is described as follows.
Upon a transition to a non-bottleneck state, the standard Q-learning backup is applied.
However, when a bottleneck state s0 2 B is encountered, the following backup rule is
used:

Q(s; a)

Q(s; a) +

l [R(s; a) +

Vh (s ) Q(s; a)℄ ;
0

where l is a learning rate. For the purposes of learning, the bottleneck state is treated
as a terminal state, and its value is the terminal reward. High-level backups occur only
upon a transition to a bottleneck state. The backup rule is:

Vh (s)

Vh (s) +

h [R +

k V (s0 )
h

Vh (s)℄;

where k denotes the number of time steps elapsed between the two bottleneck states, R
is the cumulative discounted reward obtained over this time, and h is a learning rate.
It is possible to alternate between phases of low-level and high-level backups or
to perform the backups simultaneously. Whether either approach converges to an optimal policy is an open problem. We chose the latter for our experiments because our
preliminary work showed it be more promising.
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4 Autonomous Planetary Rover Control
4.1 The Model
In this section we describe a simple version of the rover decision-making problem and
how it fits within the weakly-coupled MDP framework. In our scenario, a rover is to
operate autonomously for a period of time. It has an ordered sequence of sites along
with priority information and estimated difficulty of obtaining data, and it must make
decisions about which activities to perform and when to move from one site to the
next. The goal is to maximize the amount of useful work that gets done during the time
period.
The action set consists of taking a picture, performing a spectrometer experiment,
and traversing to the next site in the sequence. Spectrometer experiments take more
time and are more unpredictable than pictures, but they yield better data. The time to
traverse between sites is a noisy function of the distance between the sites. The state
features are the time remaining in the day, the current site number (from which priority
and estimated difficulty are implicitly determined), the number of pictures taken at the
current site, and whether or not satisfactory spectrometer data has been obtained at the
current site. Formally, S = T  I  P  E , where T = f0 min; 5 min; : : : ; 300 ming
is the set of time values; I = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g is the set of sites; P = f0; 1; 2g is the set
of values for pictures taken; and E = f0; 1g is the set of values for the quality of the
spectrometer data. The start state is s0 = h300; 1; 0; 0i. The sequence of sites used for
our experiments is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The sequence of sites for the rover to investigate
Site Priority Estimated difficulty Distance to next site
1
8
medium
3m
2
5
hard
5m
3
3
easy
7m
4
2
easy
3m
5
9
hard
N/A

A nonzero reward can only be obtained upon departure from a site and is a function
of the site’s priority and the data obtained at the site. The task is episodic with = 1. An
episode ends when the time component reaches zero or the rover finishes investigating
the last site. The aim is to find a policy that maximizes the expected total reward across
all sites investigated during an episode. Because of limited time and nondeterministic
action effects, the optimal action is not always obvious.
In order to see how this problem fits into the weakly-coupled MDP framework,
consider the set of states resulting from a traversal between sites. In all of these states,
the picture and spectrometer components of the state are reset to zero. The set B =
T  I  f0g  f0g is taken to be the set of bottleneck states, and it is over this set that
we define the high-level value function. Note that the bottleneck states comprise only
300 of the problem’s 1,800 states.
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4.2 Experiments
In our experiments, we tested Q-learning against the hierarchical algorithm on the problem mentioned in the previous section. In addition, we tested an algorithm that we call
the omniscient hierarchical learning algorithm. This algorithm is the same as the hierarchical algorithm, except that the values for the bottleneck states are fixed to optimal
from the start, and only low-level backups are performed. By fixing the bottleneck values, the problem is completely decomposed from the start. Of course, this cannot be
done in practice, but it is interesting for the purpose of comparison.
For the experiments, all values were initialized to zero, and we used -greedy exploration with  = 0:1 [6]. For the results shown, all of the learning rates were set to
0.1 (we obtained qualitatively similar results with learning rates of 0.01, 0.05, and 0.2).
Figure 1 shows the total reward per episode plotted against the number of episodes of
learning. The points on the curves represent averages over periods 1000 episodes.
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Fig. 1. Learning curves for Q-learning, hierarchical learning, and omniscient hierarchical learning

A somewhat counterintuitive result is that the omniscient hierarchical algorithm
performs worse than both the original hierarchical algorithm and Q-learning during
the early stages. One factor contributing to this is the initialization of the state-action
values to zero. During the early episodes of learning, the value of the “leave” action
grows more quickly than the values for the other actions because it is the only one that
leads directly to a highly-valued bottleneck state. Thus the agent frequently leaves a
site without having gathered any data. This result demonstrates that decomposability
doesn’t always guarantee a more efficient solution.
The second result to note is that the hierarchical algorithm performs better than Qlearning initially, but then fails to converge to the optimal policy. It is intuitively plausible that the hierarchical algorithm should go faster, since it implicitly forms an abstract
process involving bottleneck states and propagates value information over multiple time
steps. It also makes sense that the algorithm doesn’t converge once we consider that the
high-level backups are off policy. This means that bottleneck states are evaluated for the
policy that is being executed, and this policy always includes non-greedy exploratory
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actions. Algorithms such as Q-learning, on the other hand, learn about the policy that
is greedy with respect to the value function regardless of which policy is actually being
executed.

5 Conclusion
We studied a hierarchical reinforcement learning algorithm for weakly-coupled MDPs,
using a problem in planetary rover control as a testbed. Our results indicate that the
decomposability of these problems can lead to greater efficiency in learning, but the
conditions under which this will happen are not yet well understood. Perhaps experimentation with different low-level and high-level learning rates could shed some insight. Also, experimental results from other weakly-coupled MDPs besides the rover
problem would be valuable. Finally, a more detailed theoretical investigation may yield
an algorithm similar to ours that is provably convergent.
On the application side, we plan to develop a more realistic and complex simulator
of the rover decision-making problem. In this simulator, the rover will choose among
multiple sites to traverse to. It will also have to manage its data storage and battery
capacity and perform activities during constrained time intervals. The state space of the
model will most likely be too large to explicitly store a value for each state. We will
instead have to use some form of function approximation.
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Abstract. Planning under partial observability in nondeterministic domains is a
very significant and challenging problem, which requires dealing with uncertainty
together with and-or search. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for tackling this problem, able to generate conditional plans that are guaranteed to achieve
the goal despite of the uncertainty in the initial condition and the uncertain effects
of actions. The proposed algorithm combines heuristic search in the and-or space
of beliefs with symbolic BDD-based techniques, and is fully amenable to the use
of selection functions. The experimental evaluation shows that heuristic-symbolic
search may behave much better than state-of-the-art search algorithms, based on
a depth-first search (D FS) style, on several domains.

1 Introduction
In this paper, we tackle the problem of conditional planning under partial observability,
where only part of the information concerning the domain status is available at run time.
In its generality, this problem is extremely challenging. Compared to the limit case of
full observability, it requires dealing with uncertainty about the state in which the actions will be executed. Compared to the limit case of null observability, also known as
conformant planning, it requires the ability to search for, and construct, plans representing conditional courses of actions. Several approaches to this problem have been
previously proposed, e.g. [WAS98], based on extensions of GraphPlan, and [BG00],
based on Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP).
Our work builds on the approach proposed in [BCRT01], where planning is seen
as and-or search of the (possibly cyclic) graph induced by the domain, and BDD-based
techniques borrowed from symbolic model checking provide efficient search primitives.
We propose a new algorithm for planning under partial observability, able to generate
conditional acyclic plans that are guaranteed to achieve the goal despite of the uncertainty in the initial condition and in the effects of actions. The main feature of the
algorithm is the heuristic style of the search, that is amenable to the use of selection
functions, and is fully compatible with the use of a symbolic, BDD-based representation. We call this approach heuristic-symbolic search. The proposed approach differs
from (and improves) the depth-first search proposed in [BCRT01] in several respects.
First, depending on the selection function, it can implement different styles of search,
including D FS. Furthermore, the use of selection functions allows to overcome potentially bad initial choices, and can therefore result in more efficient computations and
higher quality plans. Finally, it opens up the possibility of using preprocessing techniques for determining domain/problem-dependent heuristics. The heuristic-symbolic
algorithm was implemented in the MBP planner [BCP+ 01], and an extensive experimental evaluation was carried out. The results show that, even considering a simple
domain-independent heuristic, for several classes of problems the heuristic-symbolic
algorithm significantly improves the performance and constructs better plans with respect to D FS.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe partially observable
planning domains and conditional planning. In Section 3 we present the planning algorithm. In Section 4 we give an overview of the experimental evaluation, draw some
conclusions and discuss some future work.

2 Domains, Plans, and Planning Problems

A partially observable planning domain is a tuple hP ; S ; A; R; O; Xi. P is a finite set of
propositions. S  P ow(P ) is the set of states. A is a finite set of actions. R  SAS
is the transition relation, describing the effects of (possibly nondeterministic) action execution. We say that an action a is applicable in a state s iff there exists at least one
state s0 such that R(s; a; s0 ). O is a set of boolean observation variables, whose values
can be observed during plan execution. X : O ! P ow(S  f>; ?g) is the observation
relation. Intuitively, X associates each possible value of each observation variable to
the set of states where observing the variable returns such value. (We consider observation variables to be always defined, and independent from actions performed prior to
observing. The full framework (see [BCRT01]) and the actual MBP implementation are
free from these constraints. The current presentation is simplified for reasons of space.)
We consider conditional plans, branching on the value of observable variables. A
plan for a domain D is either the empty plan , an action a 2 A, the concatenation
1 ; 2 of two plans 1 and 2 , or the conditional plan o ? 1 : 2 (read “if o then
1 else 2 ”), with o 2 O. The execution of a plan  must take into account, at each
step, that the executor can be unable to distinguish between a set of possible states
for the current situation. We call such a set of indistinguishable states a “belief state”.
An action a is applicable to a belief state Bs iff a is applicable in all states of Bs.
Intuitively, the execution of a conditional plan  starting from a belief state Bs results
into a set of states recursively defined over the structure of  by either (a) the application
of the transition relation, if an action is performed, or (b) the union of the executions
on every branch resulting from the possible observation values for a variable o, if the
plan branches on o. We say that a plan is applicable on Bs if no non-applicable actions
are met during its execution on Bs. A planning problem is a 3-tuple hD; I ; Gi whose
components are a planning domain D, a set of initial states I and a set of goal states G .
A solution consists of a plan  which is applicable over I , and whose execution on I
results in a belief state equal to G or contained into it.
Consider the example of a simple robot navigation domain D0 , a 2x2 room with
an extra wall (Figure 1). The propositions of the domain are NW, NE, SW, and SE, i.e.
the four positions in the room. Exactly one of them holds in each of the four states
in S . The robot can move in the four directions, unless the action is not applicable
due to a wall standing in the direction of motion. At each time tick, the information
of walls proximity in each direction is available to the robot (observation variables
WallN, WallS, WallW and WallE). In the figure, the execution of the plan 0 =
GoEast ; WallN ? (GoSouth ; GoWest ) : GoWest, starting from the uncertain
initial condition NW or SW, is outlined by solid lines. The plan 0 is a solution for the
problem P0 = fD0 , fNW, SWg, fSWg g.

3 Planning under Partial Observability
When planning under partial observability, the search space can be seen as an and-or
graph, recursively constructed from the initial belief state, expanding each encountered
belief state by every possible combination of applicable actions and observations. The
graph is possibly cyclic; in order to rule out cyclic behaviors, however, the exploration
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Fig. 1. A simple robot navigation domain

can be limited to its acyclic prefix. Figure 1 depicts the finite prefix of the search space
for the problem P0 described above. Each node in the prefix is associated to a path,
describing how the node has been reached, and to the corresponding belief state.
The prefix is constructed by expanding each node in all possible ways, each represented by an outgoing arc. Single-outcome arcs correspond to applicable actions (action
execution is deterministic in belief space). For instance, N4 expands into N7 and N8.
Multiple outcome arcs correspond to observations. For instance, node N2 results in
nodes N4 and N5, corresponding to the observation of WallN. The application of an
observation is what gives the “and” component in the search space: we have a solution
for (the belief state associated with) N2 if we have a solution for both N4 and N5 (whose
associated belief states are obtained by conjoining the beliefs associated by X to the observed values of WallN with the belief state associated to N2). Some non-informative
observations are not reported in the graph.
The expansion of a node n is halted when (a) n is associated with a belief state
contained in the goal, or (b) n is a loop back, i.e. it has an ancestor node with the same
belief state. For instance, node N6 loops back onto node N1, while node N11 loops
back onto node N4. Node N9 and N10 are associated with the goal belief state.
The planning algorithm for conditional planning under partial observability is described in Figure 2. It takes in input the initial belief state and the goal belief state,
while the domain representation is assumed to be globally available to the subroutines.
The algorithm incrementally constructs the finite acyclic prefix described above. The
algorithm relies on an extended data structure, stored in the graph variable, which represents the prefix being constructed. Each node in the structure is associated with a
belief state and a path. In addition to son-ancestor links, the graph has links between
the nodes in the equivalence classes induced by equality on associated belief states, and
presents an explicit representation of the frontier of nodes to be expanded. A success
pool contains the solved nodes for the graph.
At line 1, the algorithm initializes the graph: the root node corresponds to the initial
belief state, and the success pool contains the goal. Then (lines 2-24) the iteration pro-
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H EUR S YM C OND P LAN(I , G)
1 graph := M K I NITIAL G RAPH(I , G);
2 while (G RAPH ROOT M ARK(graph) 62 fSu ess; F ailureg)
node := E XTRACT N ODE F ROM F RONTIER (graph);
3
4
if (S UCCESS P OOLY IELDS S UCCESS(node, graph))
5
M ARK N ODE A S S UCCESS(node);
6
N ODE S ET P LAN(node,R ETRIEVE P LAN(node, graph));
7
P ROPAGATE S UCCESS O N T REE(node,graph);
8
P ROPAGATE S UCCESS O N E Q C LASS(node,graph);
9
else
orexp := E XPAND N ODE W ITH ACTIONS (node);
10
11
andexp := E XPAND N ODE W ITH O BSERVATIONS (node);
12
E XTEND G RAPH O R(orexp, node, graph);
13
E XTEND G RAPH A ND(andexp, node, graph);
14
if (S ONS Y IELD S UCCESS(node))
15
M ARK N ODE A S S UCCESS(node);
16
N ODE S ET P LAN(node,BUILD P LAN(node));
17
P ROPAGATE S UCCESS O N T REE (node, graph);
18
P ROPAGATE S UCCESS O N E Q C LASS(node, graph);
19
else if (S ONS Y IELD FAILURE (node))
20
M ARK N ODE A S FAILURE (node, graph);
21
N ODE B UILD FAILURE R EASON(node, graph);
22
P ROPAGATE FAILURE O N T REE(node, graph);
23
P ROPAGATE FAILURE O N E Q C LASS(node, graph);
24 end while
25 if (G RAPH ROOT M ARK(graph) = Su ess)
26
return G RAPH ROOT P LAN(graph);
27 else
28
return F ailure;
Fig. 2. The planning algorithm

ceeds by selecting a node and expanding it, until a solution is found or the absence of a
solution is detected. At loop exit, either a plan or a failure is returned (lines 25-28).
With the first step in the loop, at line 3, a node is extracted from the frontier in
order to be expanded. The E XTRACT N ODE F ROM F RONTIER primitive embodies the
selection criterion and is responsible for the style (and the effectiveness) of the search.
Then, at line 4, we check whether the belief state associated to the selected node is
entailed by some previously solved belief state in the success pool. If so, the formerly
detected plan is reused for node, which is marked as success. Moreover, the success
is recursively propagated both to the ancestors of node (line 7) and to the nodes in
its equivalence class (line 8). The rules for success propagation directly derive from
the and-or graph semantics. Recursive success propagation takes also care of removing
descendents of success nodes from the frontier (as their expansion would be useless).
If the success of node cannot be derived by the success pool, then the expansion of
node is attempted, computing the nodes resulting from possible actions (line 10) and
observations (line 11). The graph extension steps, at lines 12-13, construct the nodes
associated to the expansion, and add them to the graph, also doing the bookkeeping
operations needed to update the frontier and the links between nodes. In particular,
for each node, the associated status is computed. For instance, if a newly constructed
node has a belief state that is already associated with a plan, then the node is marked
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as success. Newly constructed nodes are also checked for loops, i.e. if they have an
ancestor node with the same belief state then they are marked as failure.
If it is possible to state the success of node based on the status of the newly introduced sons (primitive S ONS Y IELD S UCCESS at line 14), then the same operations at
line 5-8 for success propagation are executed. Similarly, at lines 19-23, if it is possible
to state the failure of node based on the status of the newly introduced sons, failure is
propagated throughout the and-or graph. Failure can happen, for instance, due to loop
detection. The failure of the node is stored in such a way that it can be reused in the
following search attempts. Notice however that, differently from success, a failure depends on the node path. For instance, in a subsequent search attempt it could be possible
to reach a belief state with a non-cyclic path. Therefore, each belief state is associated
with a set of belief states representing the failure reason. Intuitively, the failure reason
contains the sets of belief states that caused a loop in all the search attempts originating
from the belief state marked with failure.
The algorithm is integrated in MBP [BCP+ 01], a general planner for nondeterministic domains which allows for conditional planning under full observability, also considering temporally extended goals, and for conformant planning. MBP is based on the
use of symbolic model checking techniques [McM93]. In particular, it relies on Binary
Decision Diagrams, structures that allow for a compact representation of sets of states
and an efficient expansion of the search space (see [CR00] for an introduction to the
use of BDDs in planning).

4 Results and Conclusions
We carried out an extensive experimental analysis of the heuristic-symbolic algorithm
presented in previous section, comparing it with the D FS approach of [BCRT01], shown
to outperform other conditional planners such as SGP and GPT. For lack of space, we
only provide a high-level description of the considered domains and results. The details
can be found in [BCR01]. We considered the standard benchmark problems for PO
planning used in [BCRT01]: MAZE, Empty Room (ER), RING. In the MAZE, a moving robot must reach a fixed position in a maze, starting from anywhere and being able
to observe the walls around its current position. Basically, this problem reduces to gathering knowledge about the robot position. Unless the maze is significantly symmetric,
almost at each move of the robot, observing contributes to the purpose. Furthermore,
the problem is highly constrained: observing is forced in many situations by the lack
of applicable actions prior to that. In the ER, the same problem is tackled considering,
rather than a maze, a wide empty room; the robot starts from anywhere in the room. In
this formulation, most moves of the robot will lead to “enabling” some useful sensing.
In the RING, the aim is to have all windows of a ring of connected rooms locked by a
moving robot. Each window must be closed, if open, before being locked (if unlocked).
Here, the key issue is that of locality: before moving around, the robot should better
solve the local problem of locking the local window. Otherwise, plans may become extremely lengthy. Thus, observing and moving must be interleaved “in a sensible way”.
Furthermore, we considered some variations to the ER. In the VER problem, the robot
initially is in one of two positions near the center of the room. This forces the robot to
execute long sequences of actions before being able to gather some useful information
from sensing the walls. In the ERS, a portion of the empty room is a “sink”, i.e. once
entered there, the robot cannot exit it.
The performance of the heuristic-symbolic algorithm heavily depends on the selection function, that controls which portions of the search space are explored. The
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problem of finding an effective, problem dependent selection function for controlling
and-or search appears to be in general very hard. In all our experiments, we considered
a simple structural selection function, that gives high scores to nodes whose equivalence
class contains many open nodes and few failed ones. In spite of this choice, the results
are quite promising. In the RING, ER, VER, ERS problems the timing of the search,
and the length of the plan (defined as its maximum depth) are much better than in the
original D FS search. The MAZE problem evidences a reasonable loss of efficiency. This
is due to the fact that the problem is very constrained, and drives the D FS search accordingly. In this case, the overhead of maintaining a graph structure and having explicit
propagation routines explains the result.
The conclusion that can be drawn is that giving up the D FS-style search is in general
an advantage, leading in many cases to better results even in absence of highly tuned
scoring mechanisms, and opens up the possibility for further improvements. Future
research will be directed to the definition of preprocessing techniques and more effective heuristic functions, with the goal to obtain “smarter” behaviors from the heuristicsymbolic algorithm. Another direction of future research is the extension of the partially
observable approach presented in this paper to find strong cyclic solutions, and to deal
with goals expressed in a temporal logic.
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Abstra t.

Re ently automati

fruitful when applied to

extra tion of heuristi

estimates has been shown to be extremely

lassi al planning domains. We present a simple extension to the heuristi

extra tion pro ess from the well-known HSP system that allows us to apply it to reward maximisation
problems. This extension involves

omputing an estimate of the maximal reward obtainable from a

given state by ignoring delete lists. We also des ribe how to improve the a

ura y of this estimate

using any available mutual ex lusion information. In this way we seek to apply re ent advan es in
lassi al planning to a broader range of problems.

Keywords:
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Domain Independent Planning, Reward Based Planning, Heuristi Sear h

Introdu tion

In this paper we investigate reward maximisation as an alternative to plan length for
the optimisation riteria in STRIPS style problems. In reward maximisation problems we
attempt to maximise the total reward obtained from the states visited and a tions taken
during plan exe ution, where the reward is an aribitary real-valued fun tion over states
and a tions. In parti ular we fo us on reward problems where the planners obje tives are
spe i ed through the rewards allo ated to di erent world states rather than as an expli it
goal whi h must be a hieved.
Inspired by the su ess of heuristi sear h in eÆ iently solving goal-based STRIPS
problems (Ba 00; BG99; HN01) we suggest that similar methods may be used in reward
maximisation problems. To investigate this idea we present a modi ation of the heuristi
used in HSP whi h is appli able in the reward maximisation ase.
This paper is organised as follows. Se tion 2 presents a mathemati al model of STRIPS
problems and its reward based extensions. Se tion 3 gives the derivation of our new heuristi
and an outline of the algorithm used to al ulate it. The nal se tions dis uss future work
(Se 4), ompare related work (Se 5) and present on lusions (Se 6).

2

Reward Based Planning

Following (BG99) we represent a onventional STRIPS (FN71) domain as a tuple D =
hA; Oi, where A is a set of atoms and O is a set of operators. The operators op 2 O and
atoms a 2 A are all assumed ground (all variables repla ed by onstants). Ea h operator
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has pre ondition, add and delete lists whi h we denote as Pre(op), Add(op) and Del(op)
respe tively, given by sets of atoms from A.
Su h a domain an be seen as representing a state spa e where:
1. the states s 2 S are nite sets of atoms from A
2. the state transition fun tion f (s; op) whi h maps from states to states is given by:
0
s = f (s; op) =



s

[ Add(

) n Del(op)

op

unde ned

if Pre(op)  s
otherwise.

(1)

3. the result of applying a sequen e of operators is de ned re ursively as
n = f (s0 ; hop1 ; ::; opn i) = f (f (s0; hop1 ; :::; opn

s

1

i)

n)

; op

(2)

In reward based planning the domain des ription is augmented to give P = hA; O; I ; Ri
where I  A represents the initial situation and R is the reward fun tion whi h maps from
situations to real valued rewards. R onsists of two omponents, a state based omponent,
R : s 7! IR, and an operator based
omponent, R : op 7! IR. The solution to a reward
based planning problem is a sequen e of operators P = hop1 ; :::; opn i that maximises the
total reward re eived from the states visited and operators applied during plan exe ution.
One parti ular problem with reward based planning not found in goal based planning
is the possibility of y li solutions with in nite reward. Su h in nities are diÆ ult to work
with so it is usual to modify the optimisation riteria to remove them; for example, by
dis ounting future rewards (Put94), optimising with respe t to reward rate, or optimising
with respe t to a nite planning horizon. A nite horizon is used in this work though the
method ould be applied in the other ases .

3

Heuristi s for Reward Based Planning Problems

Heuristi sear h planners use a heuristi fun tion h(s) to guide solution sear h in state
spa e. To develop an e e tive heuristi we use the same tri k that proved so e e tive in
STRIPS planning (BG99; HN01), i.e. we solve a relaxed problem ignoring operator delete
lists and use this solution as a heuristi estimate in the original problem. Unfortunately
solving even the relaxed problem an be shown to be NP-hard (BG99) so an approximate
solution must be used.
In STRIPS problems one of the most su essful approximations is that used in the HSP
system developed by Bonet and Gen er (BG99). This de omposes the problem of nding
the shortest path to the goal state into one of nding the shortest path to ea h individual
atom from whi h an estimate of the goal distan e is re onstru ted. This de omposition and
re onstru tion is performed be ause the number of atoms, jAj is generally mu h smaller
than the number of states, i.e. subsets of atoms, jS j, (whi h is exponential in the number
of atoms, jS j  j2jAjj). Hen e performing omputations in atom spa e an be signi antly
heaper in time and spa e than the equivalent omputations in state spa e.
For reward based problems we propose to use a modifed version of the same approximation te hnique of de omposing and res onstru ting state values from atom values. We
begin by de ning the value, V (s; t), of state s as the maximal reward obtainable in getting
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from the initial state I to this state in t steps. This value ould be al ulated dire tly in
state spa e using the forward Bellman Equation:
V

(s; t) = R(s) + max
op2O



( ) + V (f 1 (s; op); t

R op



1)

(3)

where V (s; t) is the value of the state s at time step t, R(s) and R(op) are the rewards
for being in state s and performing operation op respe tively, f 1 (s; op) is the inverse state
transition operator whi h returns the state s0 from whi h appli ation of operator op results
in the new state s, and V (I ; 0) = 0.
The problem de ned by (3) is equivalent to nding a maximal weight path through a
weighted dire ted graph. The nodes represent states, edges the operators, and the edge and
node weights the operator and state rewards respe tively. A number of eÆ ient algorithms
whi h are polynomial in jS j an be used to solve this problem. Unfortunately as mentioned
above, jS j is generally exponential in the number of atoms making even these algorithms
ostly. Hen e we approximate (3) by re-formulating the problem to apply over the smaller
spa e of atoms. This gives the equations (4) and (5).
(p; t) = max R(r; t) + max (R(op) + V (fPre(op)g; t
p2Pre(r)
p2E (op)

0
if p 2 I
V (p; 0) =
unde ned
otherwise
V

1))

(4)
(5)

where V (Pre(op); t) is the reward for for being in atom set fp : p 2 Pre(op)g at time
step t, and Pre(r) is the set of atoms whi h de ne reward state r. R(r; t) is the reward
obtained from being in reward state r at time t and is equal to the value of the reward
state R(r) if all the atoms in r are valid at time t and unde ned otherwise.
Equation (4) de nes the estimated value of an atom at time step t is the sum of the
immediate reward re eived due to the urrent state, R(r; t), and the propagated total
reward of the maximum reward path to this atom from the initial state. Equation (5) sets
the initial value of the atoms.
The a ura y of the fun tion, V (fB g; t), used to estimate value of an atom set, B , from
the values of its onsistituent atoms, p  B , is riti al to the a ura y of the heuristi and
hen e performan e of the planner. In (BG99) Bonnet and Gen er suggest using either the
sum or maximum of the atom values. Using the sum pessimisti ally assumes that ea h
atom is totally independent, hen e the shortest path to the set be omes the sum of the
best paths to ea h atom in the set. Using the maximum optimisti ally assumes that the
atoms are totally dependent su h that any path whi h a hieves one atom will also a hieve
all other atoms whi h an be rea hed with shorter paths. Hen e the shortest path to an
atom set be omes the length of the shortest path to the last atom a hieved.
In the reward maximisation ase things be ome a little more omplex. If independen e
is assumed then the atom set an only be valid when t is greater than the sum of the initial
values for ea h atom in the set. If total dependen e is assumed then the value of the set
be omes the value of the highest reward path whi h ould a hieve the set, i.e. the last atom
a hieved initially and after that the highest reward path longer than the sets initially valid
length. In this ase, whi h is used in this paper, we obtain Equation (6).
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4

(
V

(B; t) =

if 8a 2 B , V (a; t) is de ned

max V (a; t)
2 len( )
unde ned
a

B;l

a

t

otherwise

(6)

where B is the set of atoms, len(a) is the number of operations required to obtain atom
a's value V (a; t) and l is the number of operations required to
rst make B valid.
Solving the equations (4,6,5) also orresponds to nding the maximum weight path in a
graph, the onne tivity graph (HN01). In this graph atoms are nodes and operators/rewards
are high order edges whi h only be ome available after a ertain subset of the nodes (their
pre onditions) are valid.
Computation of the atom values an be done in polynomial time using a GraphPlan like
forward propagation pro edure based upon the Conne tivity Graph. Brie y, the algorithm
pro eeds in a time step by time step manner propagating tokens from atoms to operators
and rewards. The operators/rewards are then identi ed as available for propagating reward
and atom validity to their e e ts when all their pre- onditions are valid. The set of valid
atoms is then used to ompute the updated value for all the atoms using equations (4,6,5).
Using the value fun tion omputed in this way, the heuristi value of the state s in the
original problem is de ned as the maximal value of a valid atom in the nal layer of the
relaxed graph, Eqn (7).
h(s; t) = max V (p; t)
(7)
2 t
where t is the maximum time step to whi h the relaxed solution has been omputed and
P is the set of atoms valid, i.e. with de ned values, at time t.
def

p

P

t

3.1

Improving the Estimate Using Mutual Ex lusion Information

One problem with the heuristi estimates produ ed by the above pro edure is that it takes
no a ount of the negative intera tions between atoms. This is aused by ignoring the
operators delete lists allowing extra paths to states or atoms being possible in the relaxed
problem whi h do not exist in the original problem, making states be ome valid earlier or
with higher reward. This is the same problem of ignored negative intera tions examined
in (NNK00; NK00) and an be addressed in a similar way using any available mutual
ex lusion information.
Mutual ex lusions, alled mutexs from now on, are used extensively in the Graphplan
algorithm (BF97) and represent pairs of atoms that annot o ur together at some depth
in any plan. In the heuristi value omputation this information an be used to lose o
some of the extra paths by preventing or delay operators/rewards from be oming valid
until their pre- onditions are all non mutex. For negligible ost this information an be
used in the value omputation algorithm by annotating ea h operator/reward by the rst
plan depth at whi h it is appli able, i.e. all its pre- onditions are non mutex. Then the
operators/reward are restri ted to only be available after this depth. The te hnique an be
used both for stati mutexs whi h hold for all states and plan lengths and dynami mutexs
whi h hold only up to a ertain plan length.
The ost of omputing the additional mutexs an be ontrolled by only al ulating the
stati mutex's on e at the start of problem solving, for example by running GraphPlans
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full graph onstru tion algorithm to level-o from the initial state. Any mutex's whi h
hold at level-o this point are stati . Additional dynami mutex's and then be omputed
to any required degree of a ura y only when ne essary.

4

Further Work

A prototype reward based planner has been implemented using the above heuristi evaluation fun tion both with and without the mutal ex lusion enhan hements. Initial results
appear to validate the system with the heuristi values showing good orrelation to the
true value of a state. We are urrently in the pro ess of developing an A* sear h engine a
full test suite for the planner. We then intend to perform omparisons with other planners
in both onventional STRIPS and reward based domains.

5

Related Work

There are obviously ri h onne tions between this work and existing work on Graphplan (BF97) and the heuristi state spa e sear h planners (BG99; HN01) upon whi h it is
based. The idea of using mutual ex lusion information to a ount for negative intera tions
and hen e improve the quality of the heuristi estimates is similar to that used in (NNK00)
to improve the heuristi estimates in regression sear h.
This work is also losely related to work on adding probabilisti (BL98) and de ision
theoreti (PC00) abilities to the Graphplan algorithm. These systems rely on propagating
additional probability information through the planning graph in mu h the same way that
rewards are propagated in this work. This work also has signi ant onne tions to work on
de ision theoreti planning, where reward based formulations are also used. Traditionally
these systems have used dynami programming over a graphi al representation of state
spa e to nd optimal solutions (Put94). As dis ussed above in Se 2 and in (BDH99)
this works well for reasonable state spa e sizes but tends to be ome infeasible for very
large state spa es. Use of heuristi sear h to address su h large problems has re ently been
proposed by Bonet and Ge ner (BG00).

6

Con lusions

A method for extending the te hniques of heuristi planning, as used in the well known
HSP system, to the more expressive language of reward based planning was presented.
The development of a domain independent heuristi for reward maximisation problems
forms the rux of our work. This heuristi is based upon omputing an estimate for the
maximal reward obtainable in a relaxed problem where delete lists are ignored. We have
shown how our heuristi fun tion was developed to ope with reward a umulation and
goalless planning problems. We have also demonstrated how this heuristi estimate an
be improved by using any available mutual ex lusion information to take some a ount of
negative intera tions.
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Combining Two Fast-Learning Real-Time Search
Algorithms Yields Even Faster Learning⋆
David Furcy and Sven Koenig
Georgia Institute of Technology
College of Computing
Atlanta, GA 30332-0280
{dfurcy, skoenig}@cc.gatech.edu

Abstract. Real-time search methods, such as LRTA*, have been used
to solve a wide variety of planning problems because they can make decisions fast and still converge to a minimum-cost plan if they solve the same
planning task repeatedly. In this paper, we perform an empirical evaluation of two existing variants of LRTA* that were developed to speed
up its convergence, namely HLRTA* and FALCONS. Our experimental
results demonstrate that these two real-time search methods have complementary strengths and can be combined. We call the new real-time
search method eFALCONS and show that it converges with fewer actions
to a minimum-cost plan than LRTA*, HLRTA*, and FALCONS.

1

Introduction

Real-time (heuristic) search methods have been used to solve a wide variety of
planning problems. Learning Real-Time A* (LRTA*) [7] is probably the bestknown real-time search method. Unlike traditional search methods it can not
only act in real-time but also amortize learning over several planning episodes
if it solves the same planning task repeatedly. This allows it to find a suboptimal plan fast and then improve the plan until it follows a minimum-cost plan.
Researchers have recently attempted to speed up its convergence while maintaining its advantages over traditional search methods, that is, without increasing its
lookahead. Ishida and Shimbo, for example, developed ε-search to speed up the
convergence of LRTA* by sacrificing the optimality of the resulting plan [5, 6]. In
this paper, on the other hand, we study real-time search methods that speed up
the convergence of LRTA* without sacrificing optimality, namely HLRTA* [8]
(which is similar to SLRTA* [1]) and our own FALCONS [2]. We present the first
thorough empirical evaluation of HLRTA* and show that it and FALCONS have
complementary strengths that can be combined. We call the resulting real-time
⋆

We thank Stefan Edelkamp for introducing us to HLRTA*, Richard Korf for making Thorpe’s
thesis about HLRTA* available to us, and James Irizarry for re-implementing HLRTA*. The
Intelligent Decision-Making Group is partly supported by NSF awards to Sven Koenig under
contracts IIS-9984827 and IIS-0098807 as well as an IBM faculty partnership award. The views
and conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors and should not be interpreted
as representing the official policies, either expressed or implied, of the sponsoring organizations,
agencies, companies or the U.S. government.
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Table 1. Comparison of HLRTA* and FALCONS with LRTA*
Performance
Measure
Number of
Actions to
Convergence
Number of
Trials to
Convergence
Number of
Actions in
First Trial

Average
Over
All 15 Cases
7 Most Informed Cases
7 Least Informed Cases
All 15 Cases
7 Most Informed Cases
7 Least Informed Cases
All 15 Cases
7 Most Informed Cases
7 Least Informed Cases

Speedup Over LRTA*
HLRTA* FALCONS
2.08%
18.84%
-0.69%
28.73%
4.50%
8.86%
-11.06%
42.33%
-16.68%
43.87%
-5.17%
40.52%
7.04%
-21.90%
11.65%
-49.81%
-0.99%
-0.14%

search method Even FAster Learning and CONverging Search (eFALCONS) and
show that it converges with fewer actions to a minimum-cost plan than LRTA*,
HLRTA*, and FALCONS, even though it looks at the same states when it selects successors on undirected graphs and is not more knowledge-intensive to
implement.

2

Motivation for Combining HLRTA* and FALCONS

HLRTA* keeps the successor-selection rule of LRTA* but improves its valueupdate rule, while FALCONS keeps the value-update rule of LRTA* but improves its successor-selection rule. In the following, we compare these two realtime search methods with LRTA* averaged over 1000 runs in seven domains
with two or three different heuristic functions each, for a total of fifteen distinct
experimental cases that we have previously used in [3]. As required by the realtime search methods, all domains are finite, all of their states have finite goal
distances, and all heuristic functions do not overestimate the true distances. We
use three different performance measures. The main performance measure is the
number of actions until convergence (that is, until the real-time search methods
repeatedly execute a minimum-cost plan). The other performance measures are
the number of trials to convergence and the number of actions in the first trial,
where a trial consists of all actions until the goal is reached and the real-time
search method is reset to the start. Table 1 summarizes our empirical results.
The number of actions to convergence of FALCONS was smaller than that of
HLRTA* and the number of actions to convergence of HLRTA* was smaller than
that of LRTA*. In addition, we gained two other important insights:
– The number of trials to convergence of HLRTA* was larger than that of
LRTA* but the number of actions in the first trial of HLRTA* was smaller
than that of LRTA*. The opposite was true for FALCONS. Thus, the number
of trials to convergence is a weakness of HLRTA* and the number of actions
in the first trial is a weakness of FALCONS. Figure 1 illustrates this observation for one of the fifteen experimental cases, a four-connected gridworld
with the Manhattan distance heuristic. The figure graphs the number of actions for each trial. The graph for HLRTA* started below that of LRTA*,
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Fig. 1. Comparison of HLRTA* and FALCONS with LRTA* in a Four-Connected
Gridworld with Manhattan Distance Heuristic

rose above it after the eighteenth trial (see inset) and then remained above
it until the end of learning. The graph for FALCONS, on the other hand,
started above that of LRTA*, dropped below it after the second trial and
then remained below it until the end of learning.
– The improvement in number of actions until convergence of HLRTA* over
LRTA* was smaller in the most informed cases than that of HLRTA* over
LRTA* in the least informed cases. The opposite was true for FALCONS.
Thus, the number of actions to convergence is a weakness of HLRTA* in
the most informed cases and a weakness of FALCONS in the least informed
cases.
Thus, there are two reasons for combining HLRTA* and FALCONS. First,
the resulting real-time search method could reduce the number of actions to
convergence by reducing the number of actions for early trials below that of
FALCONS and the number of actions for later trials below that of HLRTA*.
Second, the resulting real-time search method could be less sensitive to the
level of informedness of the heuristic function and thus perform better across all
experimental cases.

3

eFALCONS

LRTA* associates an h-value with every state to estimate the goal distance
of the state (similar to the h-values of A*). LRTA* always first updates the
h-value of the current state (value-update rule) and then uses the h-values of
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Table 2. Comparison of eFALCONS with LRTA*, HLRTA* and FALCONS
Performance
Measure
Number of
Actions to
Convergence
Number of
Trials to
Convergence
Number of
Actions in
First Trial

Average
Over
All 15 Cases
7 Most Informed Cases
7 Least Informed Cases
All 15 Cases
7 Most Informed Cases
7 Least Informed Cases
All 15 Cases
7 Most Informed Cases
7 Least Informed Cases

Speedup of eFALCONS over
LRTA* HLRTA* FALCONS
21.31% 19.34%
2.18%
28.73% 29.01%
0.00%
13.52%
9.53%
5.16%
36.79% 41.44%
-12.11%
38.13% 44.38%
-15.77%
34.29% 37.10%
-10.36%
-15.01% -25.70%
4.72%
-36.86% -56.21%
7.95%
0.38%
1.28%
0.53%

the successors to move to the successor believed to be on a minimum-cost path
from the current state to the goal (action-selection rule). HLRTA* introduces hs values in addition to the h-values and uses them to modify the value-update rule
of LRTA* so that the h-values converge faster to the goal distances. FALCONS,
on the other hand, introduces g- and f-values in addition to the h-values (similar
to the g- and f-values of A*) and uses them to modify the action-selection rule
of LRTA* so that it moves to the successor believed to be on a shortest path
from the start to the goal. eFALCONS, shown in Figure 2, then uses the valueupdate rule of HLRTA* for both the g- and h-values and the action-selection
rule of FALCONS. eFALCONS and FALCONS access only the successors and
predecessors of the current state, while LRTA* and HLRTA* access only the
successors of the current state. Thus, all four real-time search methods access
the same states on undirected graphs. A more detailed description of eFALCONS
together with proofs of its properties is given in [4].

4

Empirical Study of eFALCONS

Table 2 compares eFALCONS with LRTA*, HLRTA*, and FALCONS. More
detailed results are given in [4], including significance results obtained with the
paired-samples Z test at the five-percent confidence level. The table demonstrates
two advantages of eFALCONS over HLRTA* and FALCONS:
1. The number of trials to convergence of eFALCONS was 41.44 percent smaller
than that of HLRTA*, and the number of actions in the first trial of eFALCONS was 4.72 percent smaller than that of FALCONS. We pointed out
earlier that the number of trials to convergence was a weakness of HLRTA*
and the number of actions in the first trial was a weakness of FALCONS.
Thus, eFALCONS mitigates the weaknesses of both HLRTA* and FALCONS
across performance measures. Indeed, Figure 1 shows that the number of actions of eFALCONS was smaller than that of FALCONS in the early trials
and smaller than that of HLRTA* in the later trials. As a consequence, the
number of actions to convergence of eFALCONS was 19.34 percent smaller
than that of HLRTA* and 2.18 percent smaller than that of FALCONS.
Thus, combining the value-update rule of HLRTA* and the action-selection
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In the following, S denotes the finite state space; sstart ∈ S denotes the start state;
and sgoal ∈ S denotes the goal state. succ(s) ⊆ S denotes the set of successors of
state s, and pred(s) ⊆ S denotes the set of its predecessors. c(s, s′ ) > 0 denotes the
cost of moving from state s to successor s′ ∈ succ(s). We use the following conventions: arg mins′′ ∈∅ (·) := ⊥, maxs′′ ∈∅ (·) := − ∞, and mins′′ ∈∅ (·) := ∞. We use the
following abbreviations, where ⊥ means “undefined:”

h(r) if dh(r) = ⊥ or dh(r) 6= s
∀s ∈ S and r ∈ succ(s): hs (r) :=
 sh(r) otherwise,
g(r) if dg(r) = ⊥ or dg(r) 6= s
∀s ∈ S and r ∈ pred(s): gs (r) :=
sg(r) otherwise, and
∀r ∈ S:
f (r) := max(g(r) + h(r), h(sstart )).
The values are initialized as follows: ∀r ∈ S: g(r) := h(sstart , r) and
h(r) := h(r, sgoal ), where h(r, r′ ) is a heuristic estimate of the distance from r ∈ S
to r′ ∈ S. Furthermore, ∀r ∈ S: dg(r) := ⊥, dh(r) := ⊥, sg(r) := ⊥, and
sh(r) := ⊥.
s := sstart .
s′ := arg mins′′ ∈succ(s) f (s′′ ).
Break ties in favor of a successor s′ with the smallest value of c(s, s′ ) + hs (s′ ).
Break remaining ties arbitrarily (but systematically).
3 a. p := arg mins′′ ∈pred(s) (gs (s′′ ) + c(s′′ , s)).
n := arg mins′′ ∈succ(s) (c(s, s′′ ) + hs (s′′ )).
b. Perform the following assignments in parallel:
g(s) := if s = sstart then g(s)
else max(g(s),
gs (p) + c(p, s),
maxs′′ ∈succ(s) (g(s′′ ) − c(s, s′′ ))).
sg(s) := if s = sstart then g(s)
else max(g(s),
mins′′ ∈pred(s)\{p} (gs (s′′ ) + c(s′′ , s)),
maxs′′ ∈succ(s) (g(s′′ ) − c(s, s′′ ))).
dg(s) := p.
h(s) := if s = sgoal then h(s)
else max(h(s),
c(s, n) + hs (n),
maxs′′ ∈pred(s) (h(s′′ ) − c(s′′ , s))).
sh(s) := if s = sgoal then h(s)
else max(h(s),
mins′′ ∈succ(s)\{n} (c(s, s′′ ) + hs (s′′ )),
maxs′′ ∈pred(s) (h(s′′ ) − c(s′′ , s))).
dh(s) := n.
4. If s = sgoal , then stop successfully.
5. s := s′ .
6. Go to 2.
1.
2.

Fig. 2. eFALCONS
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rule of FALCONS indeed speeds up their convergence. The number of actions to convergence of eFALCONS, for example, is typically over twenty
percent smaller than that of LRTA* and, in some cases, even over fifty percent smaller (not shown in the table).
2. The number of actions to convergence of eFALCONS was 29.01 percent
smaller than that of HLRTA* in the most informed cases and 5.16 percent
smaller than that of FALCONS in the least informed cases. We pointed
out earlier that the number of actions to convergence was a weakness of
HLRTA* in the most informed cases and a weakness of FALCONS in the
least informed cases. Thus, eFALCONS mitigates the weaknesses of both
HLRTA* and FALCONS across the levels of informedness of the heuristic
function.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented eFALCONS, a real-time search method that is similar
to LRTA* but uses the value-update rule of HLRTA* and the action-selection
rule of FALCONS. We showed experimentally that eFALCONS converges to a
minimum-cost plan with fewer actions than LRTA*, HLRTA*, and FALCONS.
For example, its number of actions to convergence is typically over twenty percent
smaller than that of LRTA* and, in some cases, even over fifty percent smaller. It
is future work to combine eFALCONS with ε-search to speed up its convergence
even more by sacrificing the optimality of the resulting plan.
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Wlph0Rswlpdo Sodqqlqj lq Whpsrudo SureohpvB
Dqwrqlr Jduulgr/ Hyd Rqdlqgðd dqg Ihghulfr Eduehu
Gswr1 Vlvwhpdv Lqirupäwlfrv | Frpsxwdflöq
Xqlyhuvlgdg Srolwìfqlfd gh Ydohqfld
Fdplqr gh Yhud v2q/ 79355 Ydohqfld/ Vsdlq
~djduulgrw/rqdlqgld/ieduehuCgvlf1xsy1hv

Devwudfw1 Wklv sdshu suhvhqwv WSV\V/ d Whpsrudo Sodqqlqj V\Vwhp/
zklfk dulvhv dv dq dwwhpsw wr frpelqh wkh lghdv ri Judsksodq dqg WJS
wr vroyh whpsrudo sodqqlqj sureohpv pruh h!flhqwo|1 WSV\V lv edvhg rq
d wkuhh0vwdjh surfhvv1 Wkh uvw vwdjh/ d suhsurfhvvlqj vwdjh/ idflolwdwhv
wkh pdqdjhphqw ri frqvwudlqwv rq gxudwlrq ri dfwlrqv1 Wkh vhfrqg vwdjh
h{sdqgv d whpsrudo judsk dqg rewdlqv wkh vhw ri whpsrudo ohyhov dw zklfk
sursrvlwlrqv dqg dfwlrqv dsshdu1 Wkh wklug vwdjh/ wkh sodq h{wudfwlrq/
rewdlqv wkh sodq ri plqlpdo gxudwlrq e| qglqj d surshu rz ri dfwlrqv1
Nh| zrugv= sodqqlqj/ whpsrudo sodqqlqj/ uhdvrqlqj derxw dfwlrqv

4

Lqwurgxfwlrq

Lq uhdo zruog sodqqlqj sureohpv zklfk ghdo zlwk wlph/ lw lv qhfhvvdu| wr glvfdug
wkh dvvxpswlrq wkdw dfwlrqv kdyh wkh vdph gxudwlrq1 Iru lqvwdqfh/ lw lv fohdu
wkdw lq d orjlvwlfv grpdlq wkh dfwlrq io| sodqh+Orqgrq> Prvfrz, lv orqjhu wkdq
io| sodqh+Orqgrq> Sdulv,1 Khqfh/ ghdolqj zlwk whpsrudo sodqqlqj sureohpv uh0
txluhv wr kdqgoh pruh frpsoh{ frqvwudlqwv ehfdxvh lw lv qhfhvvdu| wr vhohfw wkh
uljkw h{hfxwlrq wlphv iru dfwlrqv1 Frqvhtxhqwo|/ dq lpsruwdqw lvvxh lq whpsrudo
sodqqlqj lv wr jxdudqwhh wkh sodq zklfk plqlpl}hv wkh joredo gxudwlrq1
Wklv sdshu exlogv rq wkh zrun ri Vplwk dqg Zhog +wkh Whpsrudo Judsksodq
dojrulwkp/ WJS/ suhvhqwhg lq ^9`, dqg h{dplqhv wkh jhqhudo txhvwlrq ri lqfoxglqj
whpsrudolw| rq dfwlrqv lq d Judsksodq0edvhg dssurdfk ^4` e| jxdudqwhhlqj wkh
sodq ri plqlpdo gxudwlrq1 Zh suhvhqw d Whpsrudo Sodqqlqj V\Vwhp +WSV\V,
zklfk frqvlvwv ri wkuhh vwdjhv= d suhsurfhvvlqj vwdjh/ d whpsrudo judsk h{sdqvlrq
vwdjh dqg d sodq h{wudfwlrq vwdjh1 Wkh pdlq ihdwxuhv ri WSV\V duh=
 Lw lv deoh wr kdqgoh ryhuodsslqj dfwlrqv ri glhuhqw gxudwlrq dqg jxdudqwhhv
wkh rswlpdo sodq/ l1h1 wkh sodq ri plqlpdo gxudwlrq1
 Lw ghqhv d qhz fodvvlfdwlrq ri pxwxdo h{foxvlrq uhodwlrqv= vwdwlf pxwh{hv
zklfk duh wlph lqghshqghqw dqg g|qdplf pxwh{hv zklfk duh wlph ghshqghqw1
 Lw h{sdqgv d uhod{hg whpsrudo judsk +iurp qrz rq WJ,/ zlwkrxw pdlqwdlqlqj
qr  rs dfwlrqv qru ghohwh0hgjhv/ wkurxjk whpsrudo ohyhov1 Wkhq/ lw shuirupv
d sodq h{wudfwlrq +iurp qrz rq SH , vwdjh e| vhohfwlqj wkh dssursuldwh df0
wlrqv lq wkh WJ wr dfklhyh wkh sureohp jrdov1
Wklv zrun kdv ehhq sduwldoo| vxssruwhg e| wkh Surmhfw q1 5334334: 0 Qdyljdwlrq ri
Dxwrqrprxv Preloh Urerwv ri wkh Xqlyhuvlgdg Srolwìfqlfd gh Ydohqfld1
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5

Uhodwhg Zrun

Dowkrxjk whpsrudo ihdwxuhv lq sodqqlqj duh qrw xvxdoo| pdqdjhg e| fodvvlfdo
sodqqhuv/ rqh ri wkh uvw whpsrudo sodqqhuv rq wkh odvw ghfdgh zdv R0Sodq ^5`
zklfk lqwhjudwhv erwk sodqqlqj dqg vfkhgxolqj surfhvvhv lqwr d vlqjoh iudphzrun1
Rwkhu sodqqhuv/ vxfk dv L{WhW ^7`/ ghdo zlwk uhvrxufh dydlodelolw| dqg whpsrudo
frqvwudlqwv wr uhsuhvhqw frqvwudlqwv rq wlph srlqwv1 Dq dwwhpsw wr lqwhjudwh sodq0
qlqj dqg vfkhgxolqj lv shuiruphg lq KVWV +Khxulvwlf Vfkhgxolqj Whvwehg V|vwhp
^8`, zklfk ghqhv dq lqwhjudwhg iudphzrun wr vroyh sodqqlqj dqg vfkhgxolqj
wdvnv1 Wklv v|vwhp xvhv pxowl0ohyho khxulvwlf whfkqltxhv wr pdqdjh uhvrxufhv xq0
ghu wkh frqvwudlqwv lpsrvhg e| wkh dfwlrq vfkhgxoh1 Wkh sdufSODQ dssurdfk ^6`
pdqdjhv pxowlsoh fdsdflw| uhvrxufhv zlwk dfwlrqv zklfk pd| ryhuods/ lqvwdqwl0
dwlqj wlph srlqwv lq d vlplodu zd| wr rxu dssurdfk1
WJS ^9` lqwurgxfhv d frpsoh{ pxwxdo h{foxvlrq uhdvrqlqj wr kdqgoh dfwlrqv
ri glhulqj gxudwlrq lq d Judsksodq frqwh{w1 WSV\V frpelqhv ihdwxuhv ri erwk
Judsksodq dqg WJS dqg lqwurgxfhv qhz dvshfwv wr lpsuryh shuirupdqfh1 Wkh
uhdvrqlqj rq frqglwlrqdo pxwh{ +lqyroylqj wlph pxwh{, ehwzhhq dfwlrqv/ sursr0
vlwlrqv dqg ehwzhhq dfwlrqv dqg sursrvlwlrqv lv pdqdjhg lq WJS e| phdqv ri
lqhtxdolwlhv zklfk jhw frpsoh{ lq vrph sureohpv dqg pd| lpso| dq lqwudfwdeoh
uhdvrqlqj rq odujh sureohpv ^9`1 Rq wkh frqwudu|/ wkh uhdvrqlqj surfhvv lq WSV\V
lv vlpsolhg wkdqnv wr wkh lqfrusrudwlrq ri vhyhudo lpsuryhphqwv=
 Vwdwlf pxwh{ uhodwlrqv ehwzhhq dfwlrqv dqg ehwzhhq dfwlrqv dqg sursrvlwlrqv
duh fdofxodwhg lq d suhsurfhvvlqj vwdjh ehfdxvh wkh| rqo| ghshqg rq wkh
ghqlwlrq ri wkh dfwlrqv1
 WSV\V xvhv d pxowl0ohyho whpsrudo sodqqlqj judsk dv Judsksodq zkhuh hdfk
ohyho uhsuhvhqwv dq lqvwdqw ri wlph1 Zkloh lq WJS dfwlrqv dqg sursrvlwlrqv
duh rqo| dqqrwdwhg zlwk wkh uvw ohyho dw zklfk wkh| dsshdu lq wkh sodqqlqj
judsk/ WSV\V dqqrwdwhv doo glhuhqw lqvwdqfhv ri dfwlrqv dqg sursrvlwlrqv
surgxfhg dorqj wlph1 Wkh frpsdfw hqfrglqj ri WJS uhgxfhv ydvwo| wkh vsdfh
frvwv exw lw lqfuhdvhv wkh frpsoh{lw| ri wkh vhdufk surfhvv/ zklfk pd| wud0
yhuvh f|fohv lq wkh sodqqlqj judsk1 Krzhyhu/ wkh SH lq WSV\V lv vwudljkw0
iruzdug ehfdxvh lw phuho| frqvlvwv ri rewdlqlqj wkh sodq dv dq df|folf rz
ri dfwlrqv wkurxjkrxw wkh WJ1

6

Rxu Whpsrudo Sodqqlqj V\Vwhp

Lq WSV\V/ d whpsrudo sodqqlqj sureohp lv vshflhg dv d 70wxsoh iLv > D> Iv > Gpd{ j/
zkhuh Lv dqg Iv uhsuhvhqw wkh lqlwldo dqg qdo vlwxdwlrq uhvshfwlyho|/ D uhs0
uhvhqwv wkh vhw ri dfwlrqv +zlwk srvlwlyh gxudwlrq,/ dqg Gpd{ vwdqgv iru wkh
pd{lpdo gxudwlrq ri wkh sodq uhtxluhg e| wkh xvhu1 Wlph lv prghoohg e| U.
dqg wkhlu fkurqrorjlfdo rughu1 D whpsrudo sursrvlwlrq lv uhsuhvhqwhg e| ?s/wA
zkhuh s ghqrwhv wkh sursrvlwlrq dqg w 5 U. uhsuhvhqwv wkh wlph dw zklfk s
lv surgxfhg1 Khqfh/ Lv dqg Iv duh iruphg e| wzr vhw ri whpsrudo sursrvlwlrqv
i?s /w A!w  Gpd{ j1
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Dfwlrq

Gxudwlrq

og+E4/EF/K,

8

py+EF/K/X,

8

xog+E4/EF/X,

5

Suhfv1
Hhfwv
>zEc M =Ec 
dw+EF/K, Sdw+E4/K,
qeffE SqeffE
>zEc L
dw+EF/K,
Sdw+EF/K,
dw+E4/X,
=Ec 
qeffE
dw+EF/X,
S=Ec 

Wdeoh 41 Vlpsolhg Eulhifdvh grpdlq= qhfhvvdu| dfwlrqv wr dfklhyh wkh jrdo dw+E4/X,

Zh zloo pdnh xvh ri wkh dfwlrq grpdlq ghqhg lq Wdeoh 4/ zklfk suhvhqwv d
ghvfulswlrq ri wkh dfwlrqv ri wkh Eulhifdvh grpdlq/ wr vkrz wkh ehkdylrxu ri rxu
v|vwhp1 Rqo| wkuhh dfwlrqv duh ghqhg/ wkrvh zklfk duh qhfhvvdu| wr wudqvsruw
d errn +E4, iurp krph +K, wr xqlyhuvlw| +X, e| xvlqj d eulhifdvh +EF,1
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Iluvw Vwdjh= Suhsurfhvvlqj

WSV\V fdofxodwhv wkh vwdwlf pxwxdo h{foxvlrqv zklfk zloo doorz xv wr vshhg xs
wkh iroorzlqj wzr vwdjhv1 D pxwh{ uhodwlrqvkls ehwzhhq dfwlrqv lv ghqhg dv lq
Judsksodq ^4`1 Pxwh{ ehwzhhq sursrvlwlrqv dsshduv dv d frqvhtxhqfh ri pxwh{
ehwzhhq dfwlrqv1 Wkxv/ wzr sursrvlwlrqv s dqg t duh pxwh{ li doo dfwlrqv wkdw
dfklhyh s duh pxwh{ zlwk doo dfwlrqv wkdw dfklhyh t1
Ghqlwlrq 41 Vwdwlf pxwh{ ehwzhhq dfwlrqv1 Dfwlrqv d dqg e duh vwdwlfdoo|
pxwh{ li wkh| fdqqrw eh h{hfxwhg lq sdudooho +Judsksodq*v lqwhuihuhqfh,1 Iru lq0
vwdqfh/ lq Wdeoh 4/ dfwlrqv og+E4> EF> K, dqg xog+E4> EF> X, duh vwdwlfdoo| pxwh{
ehfdxvh ri wkh frq lfwlqj hhfw lq+E4> EF,1
Ghqlwlrq 51 Vwdwlf ds0pxwh{ +vwdwlf dfwlrq2sursrvlwlrq pxwh{,1 Rqh
dfwlrq d lv vwdwlfdoo| ds0pxwh{ zlwk d sursrvlwlrq s l s 5 gho  hiiv+d,1 Iru
lqvwdqfh/ og+E4> EF> K, lv ds0pxwh{ zlwk dw+E4> K, dqg iuhh+EF, lq Wdeoh 41
615

Vhfrqg Vwdjh= Whpsrudo Judsk H{sdqvlrq

Ghqlwlrq 61 Whpsrudo judsk +WJ,1 D WJ lv d gluhfwhg/ od|huhg judsk zlwk
sursrvlwlrq dqg dfwlrq qrghv/ dqg suhfrqglwlrq0 dqg dgg0hgjhv iroorzlqj wkh vdph
vwuxfwxuh dv Judsksodq1 Hdfk ohyho lv odehoohg zlwk d qxpehu uhsuhvhqwlqj wkh lq0
vwdqw ri wlph dw zklfk sursrvlwlrqv duh suhvhqw dqg dfwlrqv vwduw wkhlu h{hfxwlrq1
Ohyhov duh rughuhg e| wkhlu lqvwdqw ri wlph1
Ghqlwlrq 71 Lqvwdqfh ri dq dfwlrq1 Zh ghqh dq lqvwdqfh ri dq dfwlrq d dv
wkh wulsoh ?d/v/hA zkhuh d ghqrwhv wkh dfwlrq dqg v/h 5 U. uhsuhvhqw wkh wlph
zkhq wkh lqvwdqfh vwduwv dqg hqgv h{hfxwlqj/ uhvshfwlyho| +h @ v . gxudwlrq+d,,1
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Ghqlwlrq 81 Sursrvlwlrq ohyho1 D sursrvlwlrq ohyho S^w` lv iruphg e| wkh vhw
ri whpsrudo sursrvlwlrqv i?s /w A!w  wj suhvhqw dw wlph w zklfk yhuli|
?s /w A5 Lv b <?d /v /h A!s 5 dgg  hiiv+d ,/ h @ w 1
Ghqlwlrq 91 G|qdplf pxwh{ ehwzhhq whpsrudo sursrvlwlrqv dw S^w` 1
Ohw i?d /v /w Aj dqg i?e /v /w Aj eh wzr vhwv ri lqvwdqfhv ri dfwlrqv zklfk
dfklhyh ?s/w A/?t/w A 5 S^w` uhvshfwlyho|1 Whpsrudo sursrvlwlrqv ?s/w A dqg
?t/w A duh g|qdplfdoo| pxwh{ dw S^w` l l, ;> ! 5 i?d /v /w Aj>  5
i?e /v /w Aj>  dqg  ryhuods dqg ll, d dqg e duh vwdwlfdoo| pxwh{1 D g|0
qdplf pxwh{ h{sluhv dv qhz ohyhov duh h{sdqghg ixuwkhu lq wkh WJ1
Ghqlwlrq :1 Dfwlrq ohyho1 Dq dfwlrq ohyho D^w` lv iruphg e| wkh vhw ri lq0
vwdqfhv ri dfwlrqv i?d /w/h Aj zklfk vwduw wkhlu h{hfxwlrq dw wlph w1
Sursrvlwlrq 41 Ohw S^w` +w  Gpd{ , eh wkh hduolhvw sursrvlwlrq ohyho dw zklfk
doo whpsrudo sursrvlwlrqv lq Iv duh qrw sdluzlvh g|qdplfdoo| pxwh{1 Xqghu wklv
dvvxpswlrq/ qr fruuhfw sodq fdq eh irxqg ehiruh wlph w1
WSV\V dgrswv wkh vdph frqvhuydwlyh prgho ri dfwlrq dv WJS ^9`1 Wkh vhfrqg
vwdjh h{sdqgv wkh WJ e| dowhuqdwlqj sursrvlwlrq dqg dfwlrq ohyhov wkurxjk d
iruzdug0fkdlqlqj surfhvv1 Vwduwlqj dw S^3` / wkh dojrulwkp pryhv lqfuhphqwdoo| lq
wlph wkurxjkrxw wkh WJ jhqhudwlqj qhz dfwlrq dqg sursrvlwlrq ohyhov1 Dw hdfk
dfwlrq ohyho D^w` / wkh dojrulwkp jhqhudwhv wkh hqwluh vhw ri lqvwdqfhv ri dfwlrqv
zklfk vwduw wkhlu h{hfxwlrq dw w ehfdxvh wkhlu suhfrqglwlrqv duh qrw g|qdplfdoo|
pxwh{ dw S^w` 1 Diwhu jhqhudwlqj hdfk lqvwdqfh ri dq dfwlrq/ wkh sursrvlwlrqv lq
dgg  hiiv duh dgghg lqwr wkh surshu sursrvlwlrq ohyho +dffruglqj wr wkh gxudwlrq
ri hdfk dfwlrq,1 Wkh WJ h{sdqvlrq whuplqdwhv rqfh doo whpsrudo sursrvlwlrqv lq
wkh qdo vlwxdwlrq duh suhvhqw lq S^w` dqg qrqh duh sdluzlvh g|qdplfdoo| pxwh{
+l1h1 Iv lv vdwlvhg lq S^w` ,1 Li w A Gpd{ wkh dojrulwkp rxwsxwv cIdloxuh* ehfdxvh
qr ihdvleoh sodq fdq eh irxqg hduolhu wkdq Gpd{ 1
Wkh uhvxowlqj WJ iru wkh grpdlq ghqhg lq Wdeoh 4 lv vkrzq lq Ilj1 41
Dfwlrq xog+E4/EF/X, fdqqrw vwduw dw D^8` ehfdxvh lwv suhfrqglwlrqv lq+E4/EF,
dqg dw+EF/X, duh g|qdplfdoo| pxwh{ dw S^8` dqg wkh| fdqqrw eh vlpxowdqhrxvo|
dydlodeoh xqwlo S^43` 1 Dw D^43` / xog+E4/EF/X, lv dssolfdeoh wkxv rewdlqlqj wkh
jrdo dw+E4/X, dw S^45` +whuplqdwlqj wkh vhfrqg vwdjh,1
616

Wklug Vwdjh= Sodq H{wudfwlrq

Wklv vwdjh lv d edfnzdug vhdufk surfhvv wkurxjkrxw wkh WJ wr h{wudfw d ihdvleoh
sodq1 Wzr gdwd vwuxfwxuhv SodqqhgDfwv dqg JrdovWrVdwlvi|/ zklfk duh lqgh{hg
e| d ohyho/ duh xvhg1 SodqqhgDfwv/ zklfk lv lqlwldol}hg hpsw|/ vwruhv wkh lqvwdqfhv
ri dfwlrqv sodqqhg dw hdfk dfwlrq ohyho1 JrdovWrVdwlvi| vwruhv wkh whpsrudo
sursrvlwlrqv wr eh vdwlvhg dw hdfk sursrvlwlrq ohyho/ dqg lw lv lqlwldol}hg e|
lqvhuwlqj doo wkh whpsrudo sursrvlwlrqv lq Iv 1
Dvvxplqj wkh SH surfhvv vwduwv iurp wkh sursrvlwlrq ohyho S^w` +wkdw lv/ wkh
vhdufk vwduwv iurp wlph w lq wkh WJ,/ zkhuh doo whpsrudo jrdov lq Iv duh qrw
g|qdplfdoo| pxwh{/ wkh dojrulwkp surfhhgv lq wkh iroorzlqj zd|=
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dw+E4/K,
dw+EF/K,
og+E4/EF/K,
iuhh+EF,
lq+E4/EF,
py+EF/K/X,

gp

dw+EF/X,
dw+E4/X,
xog+E4/EF/X,

dfo

dfo
w@3

dDo

dDo
w@8

dfo dfo d2o
w@43

w@45

Ilj1 41 Whpsrudo Judsk iru wkh Eulhifdvh sureohp ghqhg lq Wdeoh 4

41 Li w @ 3 dqg JrdovWrVdwlvi|^w` - Lv / wkhq idlo +edfnwudfn, wklv lv wkh edvh
fdvh iru wkh uhfxuvlyh surfhvv1
51 Li JrdovWrVdwlvi|^w` @ ! wkhq pryh edfnzdugv lq wlph +w @suhylrxv ohyho
lq wkh WJ, dqg jr wr vwhs 4 wr vdwlvi| wkh jrdov dw w1
61 H{wudfw d whpsrudo sursrvlwlrq ?s/wA iurp JrdovWrVdwlvi|^w`1
71 Vhohfw dq lqvwdqfh ri dq dfwlrq  @?d /v /h A!s 5 dgg  hiiv+d ,/ h  w
+edfnwudfnlqj srlqw wr jxdudqwhh frpsohwhqhvv,1 Lq rughu wr jxdudqwhh wkh
fruuhfwqhvv ri wkh sodq/  lv glvfdughg +vhohfwlqj dqrwkhu lqvwdqfh ri dq df0
wlrq e| edfnwudfnlqj wr vwhs 7, li dw ohdvw rqh ri wkh iroorzlqj frqglwlrqv
krogv> l, < @?e /v /h A5 SodqqhgDfwv! dqg  ryhuods dqg d dqg e
duh vwdwlfdoo| pxwh{/ ru ll, <?t/h A5 JrdovWrVdwlvi|!d lv vwdwlfdoo| ds0
pxwh{ zlwk t1 Rwkhuzlvh/ s lv vdwlvhg dqg wkh vwuxfwxuhv SodqqhgDfwv^v `
dqg JrdovWrVdwlvi|^v ` duh xsgdwhg zlwk  dqg suhfv+d , uhvshfwlyho|1
Wkhq/ wkh dojrulwkp jrhv wr vwhs 5 wr vdwlvi| dqrwkhu +vxe,jrdo1
Sursrvlwlrq 51 WSV\V lv frpsohwh dqg rswlpdo1
Lq WSV\V/ doo ohyhov dw zklfk sursrvlwlrqv dqg dfwlrqv dsshdu duh doo jhqhu0
dwhg gxulqj wkh WJ h{sdqvlrq1 Wkhuhiruh/ li d sodq h{lvwv iru wkh sureohp/ lw zloo
eh irxqg lq wkh WJ1 Dgglwlrqdoo|/ vlqfh doo lqvwdqfhv ri dfwlrqv duh frqvlghuhg lq
wkh SH surfhvv dqg wkh WJ lv h{sdqghg wkurxjk wlph/ wkh uvw vroxwlrq WSV\V
qgv lv wkh sodq ri plqlpdo gxudwlrq1

7

Vrph H{shulphqwdo Uhvxowv

Dowkrxjk frpsdulvrq ehwzhhq rxu dssurdfk dqg rwkhu sodqqlqj v|vwhpv lv txlwh
gl!fxow ehfdxvh wkh| duh edvhg rq glhuhqw dojrulwkpv/ zh pdgh d frpsdulvrq
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Sureohp
WSV\V WJS
wjs0DE0t
7
93
wjs0DE0st
8
<3
wjs0DF0u
7
;3
wjs0DF0su
8
;3
wjs0DEGH0u
7
:3
Wdeoh 51 Uhvxowv ri frpsdulvrq ehwzhhq WSV\V dqg WJS +wlphv duh lq ploolvhfrqgv,

ehwzhhq WSV\V dqg WJS rq wkh h{dpsohv surylghg e| WJS1 Wkh h{shulphqwv
+Wdeoh 5, zhuh shuiruphg lq d Fhohurq 733 PK} zlwk 97 Pe dqg vkrz wkh
shuirupdqfh ri WSV\V lv ehwwhu wkdq WJS iru wkhvh sureohpv1 Frqvhtxhqwo|/
WSV\V vhhpv txlwh surplvlqj wr ghdo zlwk whpsrudo sodqqlqj sureohpv1

8

Frqfoxvlrqv dqg Ixwxuh Zrun

Lq wklv sdshu zh kdyh suhvhqwhg WSV\V/ d v|vwhp iru ghdolqj zlwk whpsrudo
sodqqlqj sureohpv1 WSV\V frqwulexwhv rq d fodvvlfdwlrq lqwr vwdwlf dqg g|qdplf
pxwxdo h{foxvlrq uhodwlrqv1 Wklv doorzv wr shuirup d suhsurfhvvlqj vwdjh zklfk
fdofxodwhv vwdwlf pxwh{hv ehwzhhq dfwlrqv dqg ehwzhhq dfwlrqv dqg sursrvlwlrqv
wr vshhg xs wkh iroorzlqj vwdjhv1 Wkh vhfrqg vwdjh h{sdqgv d WJ zlwk ihdwxuhv
ri erwk Judsksodq dqg WJS sodqqlqj judskv1 Wkh wklug vwdjh jxdudqwhhv wkdw wkh
uvw irxqg sodq kdv wkh plqlpdo gxudwlrq1 Iurp rxu h{shulhqfh dqg wkh rewdlqhg
uhvxowv zh wklqn WSV\V lv surplvlqj wr vroyh whpsrudo sodqqlqj sureohpv1
Wkh suhvhqwhg zrun frqvwlwxwhv d uvw vwhs wrzdugv dq lqwhjudwhg v|vwhp
iru sodqqlqj dqg vfkhgxolqj1 Vxfk d v|vwhp zloo eh deoh wr pdqdjh whpsrudo
frqvwudlqwv rq dfwlrqv dqg wr uhdvrq rq vkduhg uhvrxufh xwlol}dwlrq1 Dgglwlrqdoo|/
wkh v|vwhp zloo dsso| vhyhudo rswlpl}dwlrq fulwhuld wr rewdlq wkh sodq ri plqlpdo
gxudwlrq ru wkh sodq ri plqlpdo frvw1

Uhihuhqfhv
41 Eoxp/ D1O1 dqg P1O1 Ixuvw1 Idvw Sodqqlqj wkurxjk Sodqqlqj Judsk Dqdo|vlv/
Duwlfldo Lqwhooljhqfh/ <3 =5;4633 +4<<:,1
51 Fxuulh/ N1 dqg D1 Wdwh1 R0Sodq= wkh Rshq Sodqqlqj Dufklwhfwxuh/ Duwlfldo Lq0
whooljhqfh/ 85+4,=7<;9 +4<<4,1
61 Ho0Nkro|/ D1 dqg E1 Ulfkdugv1 Whpsrudo dqg Uhvrxufh Uhdvrqlqj lq Sodqqlqj= wkh
sdufSODQ Dssurdfk1 Surf1 45wk Hxurshdq Frqihuhqfh rq Duwlfldo Lqwhooljhqfh
+HFDL0<9,1 94794;1 4<<91
71 Jkdoode/ P1 dqg K1 Oduxhooh1 Uhsuhvhqwdwlrq dqg Frqwuro lq L{WhW/ d Whpsrudo
Sodqqhu1 Surf1 5qg Lqw1 Frqi1 rq DL Sodqqlqj V|vwhpv1 949:1 Kdpprqg/ 4<<71
81 Pxvfhwwrod/ Q1 KVWV= Lqwhjudwlqj Sodqqlqj dqg Vfkhgxolqj1 Lqwhooljhqw Vfkhgxolqj
hglwhg e| P1 ]zhehq dqg P1V1 Ir{/ 49<545/ Prujdq Ndxipdqq/ 4<<71
91 Vplwk/ G1H dqg G1V1 Zhog1 Whpsrudo Sodqqlqj zlwk Pxwxdo H{foxvlrq Uhdvrqlqj1
Surf1 49wk Lqw1 Mrlqw Frqi1 rq DL +LMFDL0<<,1 65966:1 4<<<1
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1 Introduction
Proof planning considers mathematical theorem proving as a planning problem. It has
enabled the derivation of mathematical theorems that lay outside the scope of traditional
logic-based theorem proving systems. One of its strengths comes from heuristic mathematical knowledge that restricts the search space and thereby facilitates the proving
process for problems whose proofs belong in the restricted search space. But this may
exclude solutions or restrict the kinds of proofs that can be found for a given problem.
We take a different perspective and investigate problem classes for which little or no
heuristic control knowledge is available and test the usage of randomization and restart
techniques. Our approach to control in those mathematical domains is based on investigations on so-called heavy-tailed distributions ([4, 3, 2]). Because of the non-standard
nature of heavy-tailed cost distributions the controlled introduction of randomization
into the search procedure and quick restarts of the randomized procedure can eliminate
heavy-tailed behavior and can take advantage of short runs. To apply these techniques
to the complicated domains of proof planning, the first task was to find problem classes
for which proof planning exhibits an unpredictable run time behavior, i.e., with heavytailed cost distributions. Secondly, the experiments provided the basis for determining
suitable cutoff values, i.e., the time interval after which a running proof attempt is interrupted and a new attempt is started. Finally, we designed a new control strategy which
dramatically boosts the performance of our proof planner for a class of problems for
which proof planning exhibits heavy-tailed cost behavior.

2 Proof Planning
A proof planning problem is defined by an initial state specified by the proof assumptions, the open goal given by the theorem to be proved, and a set of operators[1]. A
mathematical proof corresponds to a plan that leads from the initial state to the goal
state.
For a very basic example of an operator in proof planning consider the =Subst
operator. Its purpose is to replace occurrences of terms with respect to given equations.
=Subst is applicable during the planning process if a current goal is a term t[a℄ that
contains an occurrence of a term a and there is an assumption that is an equation with
a as one side and another term b as the other side. The application of =Subst reduces
then goal t[a℄ to the new goal t[b℄ which is the same term as t[a℄ but the occurrence of
a is replaced by an occurrence of b.
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The proof planning approach developed in this paper is implemented in the MEGA
system [8, 7]. MEGA employs backward chaining as its main planning strategy. That
is, the planner continuously tries to reduce open goals by applying an operator that has
an appropriate effect, which in turn might result in one or more new open goals and so
on. Initially, the only open goal is the theorem. During this planning process there are
several choice points such as which goal should be tackled or which operator should be
applied in the next step.

3 The Domain of Residue Classes
In this section, we describe the domain of residue classes over the integers. A detailed
description of the whole domain can be found in [6].
The Residue Class Domain A residue class set RSn over the integers is the set of
all congruence classes modulo an integer n, i.e., ZZn , or an arbitrary subset of ZZn .
Concretely, we can deal with sets of the form ZZ3 ; ZZ5 ; ZZ3 nf
13 g; : : : where 
13 denotes
the congruence class 1 modulo 3. Binary operations Æ on a residue class set are either
 ;  ;  which are the addition, subtraction, and multiplication on residue classes or
+
 y +
 x). For given residue class
functions composed from these connectives, e.g. (
xy)+(
set and binary operation we can examine their basic algebraic properties (is the set RSn
closed with respect to the binary operation Æ, is it associative, does it have a unit element
etc.) and classify them in terms of groups, monoids, etc. Moreover, we are interested
in classifying structures into equivalence classes of isomorphic structures. During this
classification process we have to prove proof obligations stating that two structures
(RSn1 1 ; Æ1 ) and (RSn2 2 ; Æ2 ) are isomorphic or not. Thereby, two structures (RSn1 1 ; Æ1 )
and (RSn2 2 ; Æ2 ) are isomorphic if there exists a total function h : RSn1 ! RSn2
such that h is injective, surjective, and is a homomorphism with respect to Æ1 and Æ2 .
A function h is a homomorphism, if h(x Æ1 y ) = h(x) Æ2 h(y ) holds for all x; y 2
RSn1 . A non-isomorphism problem is formalized as :iso(RSn11 ; Æ1; RSn22 ; Æ2), where
iso abbreviates isomorphi .
Two Proof Strategies We developed several proof techniques to tackle these non-isomorphism problems in MEGA. We will focus here on two of those techniques (1) proof
by case analysis and (2) proof by contradiction.
(1) The case analysis strategy is a basic but reliable approach to prove a property
of a residue class structure. Its essence is a proof by cases. It exhaustively checks all
instances of a conjecture. Since residue class sets are finite, only finitely many instances
have to be considered. For non-isomorphism problems the top-most case split is to
check for each possible function from the one residue class set into the other one that it
is either not injective, not surjective, or not a homomorphism.
(2) An alternative proof strategy creates a proof by contradiction. It assumes that
there exists a function h:RSn1 1 ! RSn2 2 which is an isomorphism and thus, in particular, an injective homomorphism. It derives the contradiction by proving that there are
two elements 1 ; 2 2 RSn1 1 with 1 6= 2 but h( 1 ) = h( 2 ) which contradicts the
assumption of injectivity of h. Note, that the proof is with respect to all possible homomorphisms h and we do not have to give a particular mapping. In the remainder of
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the paper we call the described proof technique to tackle non-isomorphism proofs the
NotInjNotIso technique.
We briefly explain the NotInjNotIso strategy for the example that (ZZ5 ; x
y) is
 y). The strategy first constructs the situation for the indirect
not isomorphic to (ZZ5 ; x
+
argument. From the hypothesis that the two structures are isomorphic follow the two
assumptions that there exists a function h that is injective and a homomorphism. By the
first assumption a contradiction can be concluded when we are able to show that h is
not injective.
The planner continues by applying a method to the second assumption, that intro h(y ) instantiated for every eley ) = h(x)+
duces the homomorphism equation h(x
ment of the domain as new assumptions. In the above example 25 equations like
 h(15 ) for x = 
h(
05 ) = h(05 )+
05 ; y = 
15
(a)
 h(05 ) for x = 
h(
05 ) = h(05 )+
05 ; y = 
05
(b)
are introduced. From this set of instantiated homomorphism equations the NotInjNotIso strategy tries to derive that h is not injective. To prove this, it has to find
two witnesses 1 and 2 such that 1 6= 2 and h( 1 ) = h( 2 ). In our example 
05 and
15 are chosen for 1 and 2 , respectively, which leads to h(
05 ) = h(
15 ). This goal is
 h(
 h(
 h(
 h(
 h(
transformed into the equation h(
05 )+
05 )+
05 )+
05 )+
05 )+
15 ) = h(
15 ) by
successively applying equations from the equation system with the operator =S ubst.
First, equation (a) is applied to the left hand side of the equation which results in
 h(15 ) = h(15 ). Then equation (b) is applied four times to occurrences of
h(
05 )+
h(
05 ) on the left hand side. The final goal is closed by an application of the operator S olve E quation which calls the Computer Algebra System M APLE to evaluate
the equation. The final equation holds since 5
h(05 ) equals 05 modulo 5. The choice
of the next instantiated homomorphism equation to be applied is guided by a heuristic
described in [5].

4 Experimental Results
The experiments were conducted with 160 non-isomorphism problems for the residue
class set ZZ5 . We decided for the residue class set ZZ5 because its cardinality is small
enough to obtain solution statistics in a reasonable time. Problems from this class are:
 y ),
y; ZZ5 ; x+
1. :iso(ZZ5 ; x
 x  y )).
2. :iso(ZZ5 ; x  y; ZZ5 ; (x  y )+(
The overall experimental effort was around one month of cpu time on a 32 node compute cluster. A detailed description of all experiments can be found in [5].
4.1 Randomization and Heavy-Tailed Behavior
First let us consider the NotInjNotIso strategy because this strategy leads to the
most interesting proof planning behavior in the residue class domain.The application
of the NotInjNotIso strategy to all problems of the testbed solved 108 of the 160
instances (67:5%) (2 hour time limit per proof attempt). The runs revealed a surprisingly high variance in the performance of this strategy on the different problems of the
testbed. On some of the problems it succeeded very fast and produced short proof plans
consisting only of a few applications of =S ubst, whereas on other problems the planning process took much longer and resulted in proof plans with many applications of
=S ubst. Furthermore, for over 30% of the instances no proof was found in 2 hours.
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Fig. 1. Run time distribution over testbed without randomization.

Table 1 displays the performance extrema for this deterministic proof by contradiction strategy on the testbed as well as the mean values over all successful runs. The
values in brackets give the deviation from the mean. Fig. 1 shows the underlying distribution of the run time for these experiments. In fact, the distribution exhibits heavytailed behavior [2] which is manifested in the long tail of the distribution stretching
for several orders of magnitude. Gomes et al. have shown that one can take advantage
of the large variations in run time of such heavy-tailed distributions by introducing an
element of randomness into the search process, combined with a restart strategy.
Costs
Mean Min.
Max.
Proof length 55
45 (18.2%) 83 (50.9%)
Run Time
Table 1. Statistics for successful runs (108 out of 160) on testbed using deterministic strategy.

483 8(98%) 7145(1380%)

A key criterion for the success of such a randomization and restart approach is a
large variance in different randomized runs with the same instance. To explore this
issue, we considered multiple runs on a single instance by introducing a stochastic element into the planning process. Typically, the heuristic for choosing the next instantiated homomorphism equation to be applied ranks several equations equally good. When
faced with such equally ranked equations, the planner applies them in a random order.
This randomized version of the NotInjNotIso technique was run 225 times for the
problem instance of the testbed:

 y ))+

 y )+

(
x+
25 )
:iso(ZZ5 ; (
x+
25 ; ZZ5 ; (
25 
(in the remainder of this section we refer to this problem as the standard problem).
Interestingly, the run time distribution of the randomized proof search by contradiction
on the single instance also exhibits heavy-tailed behavior similar to Fig. 1 (see [5] for
a detailed analysis). This indicates an inherent variance in the search process of the
strategy.
Given this result, we can now use a restart strategy to improve the proof search
performance. Fig. 1 shows that the ascend of the cumulative cost distribution function
is very steep at the beginning but becomes very flat beyond approximately 300 seconds.
This steep ascend at the beginning indicates that there is a large fraction of short and
successful runs whereas the flat ascend after 300 seconds provides evidence that the
probability of finding a proof plan decreases considerably. Hence, it is advantageous
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Fig. 2. Log-Log plots of run time distribution over testbed with and without randomization.

to perform a sequence of restarts on a single instance (with a predefined cutoff) until
reaching a successful run or the total time limit, instead of performing a single long run.
Based on an analysis of the underlying distributions of the experiments for the full
testbed and for the standard problem we considered several cutoff values, using a binary
search strategy. The cutoff value of 100 provided the best results. The planner found
proof plans for 156 of the 160 problems (97.5%) in an average time of 473.4 seconds.
For the four remaining unsolved problems M APLE does not provide any substitution
hint and, thus, the proof by contradiction strategy becomes quite ineffective.
Fig. 2 plots the run time distribution of the resulting restart strategy with cutoff 100
(log-log scale) on the problems of the testbed. The restart data is given by the curve that
drops rapidly. The figure also shows the run time distribution of the deterministic strategy. The sharp drop of the run time distribution of the restart strategy clearly indicates
that this strategy does not exhibit heavy tailed behavior.
In previous applications of randomization and restarts in combinatorial domains run
time has been the key issue [2]. In the case of proof planning, an additional important
issue is the length of the proof discovered by the system: shorter proofs are generally
more elegant than long proofs. An interesting aspect of the application of randomization
and restart strategies that is novel in our context is the fact that it leads to a variety of
proof lengths for the same problem instance. For instance, for our standard problem
instance, we found a range of proofs from proofs consisting of 47 to 78 nodes. Such a
degree of variance is unusual for proofs generated by proof planning.
Having a set of proof planning operators and a flexible control that includes randomization the planner can generate a variety of proofs. This greatly enhances the ability
of the system to find proofs and increase the overall robustness of the theorem proving
system.
4.2 Case Analysis Strategy
This strategy explores all possible mappings between the structures. Since the goal is
to prove a non-isomorphism, the prover needs to establish that no mapping is an isomorphism. Obviously, this strategy is computationally very expensive and, as our experiments show, it is practically infeasible for structures of cardinality larger than four.
There still is the question as to whether randomization may be of use in this context.
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Table 2 shows that there is still some variation in run time and proof length (100 randomized runs on a single problem instance from ZZ3 ) due to different search pruning
effects, but the variations are small compared to those encountered for the proof by
contradiction strategy. Further analysis (see [5]) shows that the underlying distribution
is not heavy-tailed and therefore a restart strategy would not boost the performance
significantly.
Costs
Mean Min.
Max.
Proof Length 598 540 (9:7%) 684 (14:4%)
2456 1110 (54:8%) 4442 (80:9%)
Run Time
Table 2. Randomized version of the case analysis strategy.

5 Conclusions
The analysis of the cost distributions of proof planning attempts for a class of theorems
and on the detection of heavy-tailed behavior gave rise to an application of randomization and restarts techniques. The experimental part of the investigations includes a
study of two different planning strategies and the determination of cut-off values for the
restart. As a conclusion, we have introduced new kind of control knowledge into the
proof planning process, a much larger fraction of problem instances became solvable
(from 67.5% to 97.5%), and a variety of proofs can be generated for a problem. The application of randomization and restart techniques makes the search process more robust
even when the size of the search spaces involved grows super-exponentially. We described in this paper experiments with non-isomorphism problems of the residue class
set ZZ5 . We obtained analogous results on non-isomorphism problems of the residue
class sets ZZ2 , ZZ3 , ZZ4 and ZZ6 (see [5]).
Proof planning can benefit from these investigations in general because they provide a stochastic approach to semi-automatically designing control knowledge and because this kind of control knowledge can augment the mathematically motivated control
knowledge previously used in proof planning.
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Abstract. Scheduling in Real-time systems differs from scheduling in conventional models in two principal ways: (a) Parameter variability, (b) Existence of
complex constraints between jobs. Our work focusses on variable execution times.
Whereas traditional models assume fixed values for job execution time, we model
execution times of jobs through convex sets. The second feature unique to realtime systems, is the presence of temporal relationships that constrain job execution. Consider for instance the requirement that job 1 should conclude 10 units before job 2. This can be modeled through a simple, linear relationship, between the
start and execution times of jobs 1 and 2. In real-time scheduling, it is important
to guarantee a priori, the scheduling feasibility of the system. Depending upon the
nature of the application involved, there are different schedulability specifications
viz. Static, Co-Static and Parametric. Each specification comes with its own set
of flexibility issues. In this paper, we present a framework that enables the specification of real-time scheduling problems and discuss the relationship between
flexibility and complexity in the proposed model. We motivate each aspect of our
model through examples from real-world applications.

1 Introduction
In this paper, we describe the features of our real-time scheduling framework called
the E-T-C ( Execution-Time-Constraints ) Real-Time Scheduling model. Real-time
scheduling differs from traditional scheduling in two fundamental ways, viz. non-constant
execution times and the existence of complex constraints (such as relative timing constraints) between the constituent jobs of the underlying system. A traditional scheduling
model such as the one discussed in [14] and [3] assumes that the execution time of a
job is a fixed constant. This assumption is not borne out in practice; for instance the
running time of an input dependent loop structure such as for(  to  ) will depend
upon the value of  . Secondly, jobs in a real-time system are often constrained by complex relationships such as: Start job  within units of Job  completing. Traditional
scheduling literature does not accommodate constraints more complex than those that
can be represented by precedence graphs.
Our scheduling model is composed of sub-models, viz. the Job model, the Constraint model and the Query model. The Job model describes the type of jobs that we are
interested in scheduling. The Constraint model is concerned with the nature of relationships constraining the execution of the jobs. The Query model specifies what it means
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for a set of jobs to be schedulable, subject to constraints imposed as per the Constraint
model. An instance of a problem in the E-T-C model is specified by instantiating the
variables in the sub-models.
We focus on the following issues:
(a) Designing a framework that enables specification of real-time scheduling problems,
and
(b) Studying instantiations of interest in this framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section  2 describes the Job model
within the E-T-C scheduling framework. The Constraint model is discussed in the
succeeding section viz. Section  3. Section  4 details the Query model and presents the
types of queries that we consider in this thesis. Each aspect of the E-T-C scheduling
framework is motivated through an example from real-time design. A classification
scheme for Scheduling problems in the E-T-C model is introduced in  5.

2 Job Model in E-T-C
Assume an infinitely extending time axis, starting at time  . This axis is divided into
intervals of length  ; these intervals are ordered and each interval is called a scheduling
window e.g.   represents the first scheduling window,    represents the second
scheduling window and in general,  !#"$&%' ()  represents the +*!, scheduling window.
We are given a set of ordered, non-preemptive, jobs -.0/123' 45676698;: , with start
times /3<=2&<749676'<&8;: and execution times /&>523>&456676>&8;: .  is the period of the jobset and all jobs execute periodically in each scheduling window. We remark that nonpreemptive jobs form the bulk of real-time applications in mission-critical tasks [11].

3 Constraint Model in E-T-C
The executions of the jobs in the job-set - ( discussed in the above section ) are constrained through relationships that exist between their start times and execution times.
In the E-T-C model, we permit only linear relationships; thus the constraint system on
the job-set is expressed in matrix form as :

?

G
@BC A =D A FE A 

(1)

where,
–
–
–
–

CA H
  <=23<&45676'<&8  is an I" vector, representing the start times of the jobs;
D A H >52=J>34=6767J>38  is an I" vector representing the execution times of the jobs;
?
G A is a KMLN I matrix of rational numbers, called the constraint matrix;
H O 2 O 4 676'O#P is an KQ" vector of rational numbers,
Observe that System (1) can be rewritten in the form:

R
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where,
R

CXSYU
A

?

D
A 

C D
Z A  A 

We can also use the finish times [5\ of jobs in relationships. Since the jobs are nonpreemptive, the relation: <&\ S >3\]^[=\ holds for all jobs 9\ and hence our expressiveness
is not enhanced by the inclusion.
System (1) is a convex polyhedron in the  I dimensional space, spanned by the
start time axes /=<=23<&41667'<&8;: and the execution time axes /&>52&J>3416676>&8;: .
The execution times are independent of the start times of the jobs; however they may
have complex interdependencies among themselves. This interdependence is expressed
by setting
D`_ba
(3)
A
where a is an arbitrary convex set. We regard the execution times as I" vectors
belonging to the set a .
The ordering on the jobs is obtained by imposing the constraints:
<&\

S

>3\cEd<&\ e 2 gfhFi9676'JIj"k1
?

The ordering constraints are included in the matrix in (1).
The Constraint model can be adapted to special situations by restricting either a or
?
or both. The following advantages result from such restrictions:
– A model that more accurately describes the requirements of the current situation,
– Faster algorithms for schedulability queries, and
– More efficient dispatching schemes.
In  3.1,  3.2 and  3.3 we discuss restrictions to the convex set a , while  3.4,  3.5
?
and  3.6 deal with restrictions to the constraint matrix .
3.1

The Axis-parallel Hyper-rectangle domain

As specified above, the set a in the Constraint model can be an arbitrary convex domain. One domain that finds wide applicability is the axis-parallel hyper-rectangle domain ( henceforth abbreviated as aph ). The Maruti Operating System [8–10] estimates
running times of jobs by performing repeated runs so as to determine upper and lower
bounds on their execution time. Accordingly, the running time of job  \ , viz. > \ , belongs
to the interval  l \ Jm \  , where l \ and m \ denote the lower and upper bounds on the execution time as determined by empirical observation. These independent range
variations are the only constraints on the execution times.
Observe that during actual execution, > \ can take any value in the range  l \ )m \  .
The aph domain possesses two useful features:
– A specification that is tractable for this domain is also tractable for arbitrary convex
domains [23],
– A specification that is provably “hard” for arbitrary convex domains is also “hard”
for this domain [18].
Thus when proving complexity results ( especially hardness results ), it suffices to
focus on the aph domain only.
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3.2

The Polyhedral domain

A feature of machining systems such as the ones discussed in [25] and [7] is the active
interdependence of execution times on each other. For instance, the requirement that
the sum of the speeds of two axes  2 and  4 not exceed n is captured by: > 2 S > 4 Edo .
Polyhedral domains are generalizations of the aph domains discussed above.
3.3

Arbitrary Convex Sets

Even polyhedral domains cannot capture the requirements of Power Systems in which
there exists quadratic constraints on the execution times. For instance, the spherical
4
4
4
constraint > 2 S > 4 S 67J> 8 Eqp=Jpsrq captures the requirement that the total power
spent in the system is bounded by p [2] .
3.4

Standard Constraints

The class of “standard
constraints” was introduced in [16], as a restriction to the con?
for which the Parametric Schedulability query ( see Section  4.3 )
straint matrix
could be decided efficiently.
Definition 1. A constraint is said to be a standard constraint, if it can be expressed
as a strict difference relationship between at most two jobs. The relationship could be
expressed between their start or finish times.
These constraints are also known as monotone constraints in the literature [6]. Standard constraints serve to model relative positioning requirements between two jobs and
R
absolute constraints on a single job. When the constraints are standard, the matrix
in System (2) is network unimodular [5, 13] and hence the constraint system can be
represented as a network graph [21, 4].
The advantage of the network representation is that certain feasibility queries in
the primal system can be expressed as shortest-path queries in the corresponding dual
network [4]. Standard constraints are widely used to model temporal relationships in
flight-control systems [11, 12].
3.5

Network Constraints

Network constraints are a straightforward generalization of standard constraints.
Definition 2. A constraint is said to be a network constraint, if it can be put in the
following form:
S
SYy
S
o;t< \
O3t<'uvExw= > \
 >6u
nh
(4)
where o;O3w= y n _bz .
Network constraints can also be represented as graphs [6, 1]; however the relationships between adjacent vertices form a polyhedron and are not adequately represented
through edges, as in the case of standard constraints. Once again, the advantage of the
graph representation is the existence of faster algorithms for feasibility checking as
opposed to general constraints. Network constraints find wide applicability in approximating certain measures [19].
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3.6

Arbitrary Constraints

Job completion statistics such as Sum of Completion times and Weighted Sum of Completion times of jobs are of interest to the designers of real-time systems [25]. These
8
statistics are aggregate constraints { \@| 2 }< \ S > \ % and cannot be captured through either standard or network constraints.

4 Query model in E-T-C
Goal: We wish to determine a start time vector C A , in each scheduling window, such that
the constraint system (1) holds ( is not violated ) at run-time for any execution time
vector D~
A _a .
The above specification ( called the schedulability specification ) is rather vague and
is intended to be so; in this section, we shall present three different formalizations of the
informal specification above. Each formalization ( specification ) has a different notion
of what it means for a job-set to be schedulable and is characterized by a distinct set of
complexity issues and flexibility concerns. However, in all the specifications the guarantees provided are absolute i.e. if the schedulability query is decided affirmatively, then
the constraint set will not be violated at run time. We also use the terms schedulability
query and schedulability predicate to refer to the schedulability specification.
4.1

Static Scheduling

Static scheduling ( also called Scheduling with no Clairvoyance ) is concerned with
deciding the following predicate:
? C D
G
X C
A   <=23<&416676<78  fD A i >=2=J>3457676J>38  _ba
ZBA 3A FE A
(5)
In other words, the goal is to determine the existence of a single start-time vector
C
A _bz 8 , such that the constraint system represented by (1) holds. The only information

that is available prior to the dispatching of jobs in the *!, scheduling window is the
knowledge of the execution time domain a .
In [23], we showed that the above proposition can be decided efficiently for arbitrary
convex domains. From a computational perspective, query (5) is the easiest to answer.
Static Scheduling is the only mode of scheduling at one’s disposal, if the dispatcher
does not have the power to perform online computations; in fact )&% dispatching time
is one of the advantages of static scheduling [24].
4.2

Co-Static Scheduling

Static scheduling is unduly restrictive in that even simple constraint sets will fail to have
static schedules [22]. The restrictiveness of Static Scheduling stems from the insistence
on rational solution vectors. If however, the solution vector is allowed to be a function
of the execution time vector, then a greater amount of flexibility results. In Co-Static
Scheduling ( also called Scheduling with total Clairvoyance ), the assumption is that
the execution time vector is known at the start of the scheduling window, although it
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may be different in different windows. Accordingly, we wish to decide the following
predicate:



fD A i > 2 J> 4 6676> 8  _Na

? C D
G 

 C
A H < 2 < 4 6767< 8 
@BA 3A ]E A

(6)

Co-static scheduling permits maximum flexibility during the dispatching phase, in
that if a constraint system is not co-statically schedulable, then it is not schedulable.
However, query (6) is coNP-complete for arbitrary constraint sets, as shown in [22].
We have recently shown that the co-static schedulable query is solvable in polynomial
time for standard and network constraints [20]. Co-static scheduling queries are applicable in Flow-shops [15].
4.3

Parametric Scheduling

Co-static scheduling requires knowledge of the execution time vector for a particular
scheduling window, prior to determining the start time vector for that window. This may
not be feasible in all real-time systems. Parametric scheduling ( also called Scheduling
with limited Clairvoyance ) attempts to provide a balance between the Static an CoStatic scheduling modes. In a parametric schedule, the start time of a job is permitted
to depend upon the start and execution times of jobs that have been sequenced before
it and only on those times. In this mode, we restrict our discussion to aph domains,
inasmuch as this simple domain preserves the hardness of schedulability queries. Thus,
the parametric schedulability predicate is:

T$

?
G 



<32Tfh>52 _  l!2=)m2 <74Tf>34 _  lW41)mh4#$76 <&8fh>38 _  lW8hJm;8  Z BC A =D A E A
(7)

5 A Taxonomy of Scheduling problems
From the discussion in the above sections, it is clear that in order to specify an instance
of a scheduling problem in the E-T-C scheduling framework, it is necessary to specify:

a
– The nature of the execution time domain
? ( ),
– The type of constraints on the jobs ( ), and
  
– A description of the schedulability query ( 


 

).

Thus, a problem instance can be specified by instantiating the tuples in the
triplet, where,

kX T s

represents the execution time domain a - The following values are permissible
for  :
 aph - a is an axis-parallel hyper-rectangle,
 poly - a is a polyhedron
 arb - a is an arbitrary convex domain.
Clearly aph is the weakest domain in terms of what can be specified and arb is
the strongest.
? R
–  represents the constraint matrix   U % -  can assume the following values:

–
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R

stan - The constraints are standard which implies that and U are network,
unimodular matrices.
 net - The constraints are network which implies that R and H have at most
two non-zero entries in any row
 arb - R and H are an arbitrary KMLI rational matrices
Once again stan is the weakest constraint class, in terms of real-time constraints
that it can model, whereas arb is the strongest.
–  represents the schedulability predicate - The schedulability predicate specifies
what it means for a set of jobs to be schedulable; the following values are permitted:
 stat - The query is concerned with static schedulability,
 co-stat - The query is concerned with co-static schedulability,
 param - The query is concerned with parametric schedulability.
Clearly co-stat is the most flexible query and stat is the least flexible.
Accordingly, o&; o p5O5 <6o j represents an instance of a real-time scheduling
problem, in which the execution time domain is an axis-parallel hyper-rectangle, the
constraints are arbitrary and the schedulability predicate is static. Our notation scheme
is similar to the X  Q scheme for traditional scheduling models [14, 3].

6 Offline Analysis versus Online Dispatching
Scheduling algorithms in the E-T-C model possess an offline schedulability analyzer
and an online dispatching component The analyzer examines the constraints on the
system and the type of schedulability query involved, to determine whether a feasible
schedule is possible. This analysis is always carried out offline. The dispatching component is concerned with determining the exact start times of the jobs in the current
scheduling window. Dispatching is always carried out online.
For a given instance of a scheduling problem, the offline analyzer is executed exactly once. If the schedulability query is decided affirmatively, the online dispatcher is
executed in every scheduling window.
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Abstract. Many systems are designed to perform both planning and execution:
they include a plan deliberation component to produce plans that are then dispatched to an execution component, or executive, which is responsible for the
performance of the actions in the plan. When the plans have temporal constraints, dispatch may be non-trivial, and the system may include a distinct dispatcher, which is responsible for ensuring that all temporal constraints are satisfied by the executive. Prior work on dispatch has focused on plans that can be
expressed as Simple Temporal Problems (STPs). In this paper, we sketch a dispatch algorithm that is applicable to a much broader set of plans, namely those
that can be cast as Disjunctive Temporal Problems (DTPs), and we identify four
key properties of the algorithm.

1 Introduction
Many systems are designed to perform both planning and execution: they include a
plan deliberation component to produce plans that are then dispatched to an execution
component, or executive, which is responsible for the performance of the actions in
the plan. When the plans have temporal constraints, dispatch may be non-trivial, and
the system may include a distinct dispatcher, which is responsible for ensuring that all
temporal constraints are satisfied by the executive. Prior work on plan dispatch [1-3]
has focused on plans that can be represented as Simple Temporal Problems (STP) [4].
In this paper, we sketch a dispatch algorithm that is applicable to a much broader set
of plans, those that can be cast as Disjunctive Temporal Problems (DTPs), and identify four key properties of the algorithm.

2 Disjunctive Temporal Problems
Definition. A Disjunctive Temporal Problem (DTP) is a constraint satisfaction
problem <V, C>, where V is a set of variables (or nodes) whose domains are the real
numbers, and C is a set of disjunctive constraints of the form Ci: l1 ≤ x1 – y1 ≤ u1 ∨
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…∨ ln ≤ xn – yn ≤ un, such that for 1≤ i ≤ n, xi and yi are both members of V, and li , ui
are real numbers. An exact solution to a DTP is an assignment to each variable in V
satistying all the constraints in C. If a DTP has at least one exact solution, it is consistent.
A DTP can be seen as encoding a collection of alternative Simple Temporal Problems (STPs). To see this, note that each constraint in a DTP is a disjunction of one or
more STP-style inequalities. Let Cij be the j-th disjunct of the i-the constraint of the
DTP. If we select one disjunct Cij from each constraint Ci, then the set of selected
disjuncts forms an STP, which we will call a component STP of a given DTP. It is
easy to see that a DTP D is consistent if and only if it contains at least one consistent
component STP. Moreover, any solution to a consistent component STP of D is also
clearly an exact solution to D itself.
Definition. A(n inexact) solution to a DTP is a consistent component STP of it. The
solution set for a DTP is the set of all its solutions.
When we speak of a solution to a DTP, we shall mean an inexact solution. Plans can
be cast as DTPs by including variables for the start and end points of each action.

3 A Dispatch Example
Consider a very simple example of a plan with three actions, P, Q, and R. (For presentational simplicity, we assume each action is instantaneous and thus represented by a
single node). P must occur in the interval [5,10] and Q in the interval [15,20]; P and
Q must be separated by at least 6 time units; and R must be performed either the interval [11,12] or [21,22]. The plan as described can be represented as the following
DTP: {C1. 5 ≤ P – TR ≤ 10 ∨ 15 ≤ P – TR ≤ 20; C2. 5 ≤ Q – TR ≤ 10 ∨ 15 ≤ Q –
TR ≤ 20; C3. 6 ≤ P – Q ≤ ∞ ∨ 6 ≤ Q – P ≤ ∞; C4. 11 ≤ R – TR ≤ 12 ∨ 21 ≤ R –
TR ≤ 22}.
(Note that TR, the time reference point, denotes an arbitrary starting
point.) This DTP has four (inexact) solutions: { STP1: c11, c22, c32, c41; STP2: c11,
c22, c32, c42; STP3: c12, c21, c31, c41; STP4: c12, c21, c31, c42}.
Definition: An STP variable x is enabled if and only if all the events that are constrained to occur before it have already been executed. A DTP variable x is enabled if
and only if it has a consistent component STP in which x is enabled.
In STP1, both P and R are initially enabled, while in STP3 and STP4, Q is initially
enabled. Hence, all three actions are initially enabled for the DTP. Enablement is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for execution: an action must also be live, in the
sense that the temporal constraints pertaining to its clock time of execution are satisfied. In the current example, none of the actions are initially live. The first action to
become live is P, at time 5. An action is live during its time window.
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Definition: The time window of an STP variable x is a pair [l,u] such that l ≤ x – TR
≤ u, and for all l’, u’ such that l’ ≤ x – TR ≤ u’, l’ ≤ l and u ≤ u’. Given a set of
consistent component STPs for a DTP, we will write TW (x,i) to denote the time window for variable x in the ith such STP. The upper bound of a time window [l,u] for x
in STP i, written U(x,i), is u. The time window of a DTP variable x is TW (x)=∪i∈S
TW (x,i), where S is the solution set of D.
The dispatcher can provide information about when actions are enabled and live in
an Execution Table (ET). This is a list of ordered pairs, one for each enabled action.
The first element of the entry specifies the action, and the second is a list of the convex intervals in that element’s time window. For our example, then, the initial ET
would be:
{<P,
{[5,10], [15,20]}>, <Q,
{[5,10],[15,20]}}>, <R,
{[11,12],[21,22]}>}. The ET summarizes the information in the solution STPs so that
the executive does not have to handle them directly.
The ET provides information about what actions may be performed, but it does not
provide enough information for the executive to determine what actions must be performed. To see this, note that the ET just given does not indicate that there is a problem with deferring both P and Q until after time 10. However, such a decision would
lead to failure: if the clock time reaches 11 and neither P nor Q has been executed,
then all four solutions to the DTP will have been eliminated. Thus, in addition to the
information in the ET, the dispatcher must also provide a second type of information
to the executive. The deadline formula (DF) provides the executive with information
about the next deadline that must be met.
In the next section, we explain how to calculate the DF, which is more complicated
than computing the ET. Here we simply complete the example, by illustrating how the
ET and the DF would be updated as time passes. The initial DF would indicate that
either P or Q must be executed by time 10. Suppose that at time 8, action P is executed. At this point, STP3 and STP4 are no longer solutions. The ET then becomes {
<Q, {[15,20]}>, <R, {[11,12], [21,22]}> } and the DF is trivially “Q by 20” . In
this case, an update to ET and DF resulted because an activity occurred. However,
updates may also be required when an activity does not occur within an allowable time
window. For example, if R has still not executed at time 13, then its entry in the ET
should be updated to be just the singleton [21,22], with no changes required to the DF.
The example presented in this section contains variables with very little interaction.
In general, there can be significantly more interaction amongst the temporal constraints, and the DF can be arbitrarily complex.

4 The Dispatch Algorithm
We now sketch our algorithm for the dispatch of plans encoded as DTPs. The input is a DTP and the output is an Execution Table (ET) and a Deadline Formula (DF).
For each pair <x, TW(x)> in ET, x must be executed some time within TW(x). It is up
to the executive to decide exactly when. The DF imposes the constraint that F has to
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hold by time t, where a variable that appears in the DF becomes true when its corresponding event is executed.
The dispatch algorithm will be called in three circumstances: (1) when a new plan
needs to have its dispatch information initialized, at or before time TR; (2) when an
event in the DTP is executed; (3) when an opportunity for execution passes because
the clock time passes the upper bound of a convex interval in the time window for an
action that has not yet been executed. Pseudo-code is provided in Figure 1. Space
constraints preclude detailed description of the algorithm (but see [5]). Here we simply illustrate the procedure for computing the DF, the most interesting part of the
algorithm.
Recall the example above. Initially, at time TR, the DTP has four solutions. To
determine the initial DF, we consider the next critical moment, NC, which is the next
time at which any action must be performed. This time is equal to the minimal value
of all the upper bounds on time windows for actions, i.e., it is min{U(x,i)| x is an action in the DTP, and i is a solution STP}. For instance, in our example DTP, U(P, 1)
= U(P, 2) = 10. The actions that may need to be executed by NC are those x such that
U(x,i) = NC for some STP i. We create a list UMIN containing ordered pairs <x,i>
such that U(x,i) = NC. In our current example, UMIN = {<P, 1>, <P, 2>, <Q, 3>,
<Q, 4>}. Now we perform the interesting part of the computation. If <x,i> is in
UMIN , it means that unless x is executed by time NC, STPi will cease to be a solution for the DTP. It is acceptable for STPi to be eliminated from the solution set only
if there is at least one alternative STP that is not simultaneously eliminated. This is
exactly what the deadline formula ensures: that at the next critical moment, the entire
set of solutions will not be simultaneously eliminated. We thus use a minimal set
cover algorithm to compute all sets of pairs <x,i> in UMIN such that the i values
form a minimal cover of the set of solution STPs. In our example, there is only one
minimal cover, namely the entire set UMIN. Thus, the initial DF specifies that P or Q
must be executed by time 10: <P∨ Q, 10>. In general, there may be multiple minimal covers of the solution STPs: in that case, each cover specifies a disjunction of
actions that must be performed by the next critical time. For instance, suppose that
some DTP has four solution STPs, and that at time TR, U (L, 1) = U (L, 2) = U (M, 3)
= U (M, 4) = U (N, 4) = U (S, 3) = 10. Then by time 10 either L or M must be executed; additionally, at least one of L or N or S must be executed. The corresponding
DF is <(L∨ M)∧(L∨ N∨ S), 10>.

5 Formal Properties of the Algorithm
The role of a dispatcher is to notify the executive of when actions may be executed
and when they must be executed. Informally, we will say that a dispatch algorithm is
correct if, whenever the executive executes actions according to the dispatch notifications, the performance of those actions respects the temporal constraints of the underlying plan. Obviously, dispatch algorithms should be correct, but correctness is not
enough. Dispatchers should also be deadlock-free: they should provide enough information so that the executive does not violate a constraint through inaction. A
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Initial-Dispatch (DTP D)
1. Find all n solutions (consistent component STPs) to D, calculate their distance
graphs, and store them in Solutions [i]. Associate each solution with its (integervalued) index.
2. Set the variable TR to have the status Executed, and assign TR=0.
3. Compute-Dispatch-Info(Solutions).
Update-for-Executed-Event (STP [i] Solutions)
1.
Let x be the event that was just executed, at time t.
2.
Remove from Solutions all STPs i for which t ∉ TW (x,i).
3.
Propagate the constraint t ≤ x – TR ≤ t in all remaining Solutions.
4.
Mark x as Executed.
5.
Compute-Dispatch-Info (Solutions).
Update-for-Violated-Bounds (STP[i] Solutions)
1.
Let U = {U (x, k)| U (x, k) < Current-Time}
2.
Remove from Solutions all STPs k that appear in U.
3.
Compute-Dispatch-Info (Solutions).
Compute-Dispatch-Info (STP[i] Solutions)
1.
For each event x in Solutions
2.
{If x is enabled
3.
ET = ET ∪ <x, TW(x)>}.
4.
Let U = the set of upper bounds on time windows, U(x,i) for each still unexecuted action x and each STP i.
5.
Let NC, the next critical time point, be the value of the minimum upper
bound in U.
6.
Let UMIN = {U(x, i)| U(x,i) = NC}.
7.
For each x such that U(x,i) ∈ UMIN, let Sx = {i | U(x,i) ∈UMIN}
8.
{Initialize F = true;
9.
For each minimal solution MinCover of the set-cover problem (Solutions, ∪Sx), let F = F ∧ (∨ x | Sx∈ MinCover x).
10.
DF = <F, NC>.}
Figure 1. The Dispatch Algorithm
third desirable property for dispatchers is maximal flexibility: they should not issue a
notification that unnecessarily eliminates a possible execution, i.e., an execution that
respects the constraints of the underlying plan. Finally, we will require dispatch algorithms to be useful, in the sense that they really do some work. Usefulness will be
defined as producing outputs that require only polynomial-time reasoning on the part
of the executive. Without a requirement of usefulness, one could achieve the other
three properties by designing a DTP dispatcher that simply passed the DTP representation of a plan on to the executive, letting it do all the reasoning about when to execute actions.
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Our dispatch algorithm has these four properties, as proved in [5]. The proofs depend on a more precise notion of how the dispatcher and the executive interact. The
dispatcher issues a notification sequence, a list of pairs <ET,DF>1 . . . ,<ET,DF>n,
with a new notification issued every time an event is executed or an upper bound is
passed. The executive performs an execution sequence, a list x1= t1, …, xn=tn indicating that event xi is executed at time ti, subject to the restriction that j>i ! tj > ti.
An execution sequence is complete if it includes an assignment for each event in the
original DTP; otherwise it is partial. The notification and execution sequences will be
interleaved in an event sequence. We associate each execution event with the preceding notification, writing Notif(xi) to denote the notification of event xi.
Definition. An execution sequence E respects a notification sequence N iff
1. For each execution event xi=ti in E, <xi, TW (xi)> appears in ET of Notif (xi) and
ti ∈ TW(xi), i.e., each event is performed in its allowable time window.
2. For each DF=<F,t> in N, {xi |xi = ti ∈ E and ti ≤ t} satisfies F. That is, the execution sequence satisfies all the deadline formulae.
Theorem 1: The dispatch algorithm in Fig. 1 is correct, i.e., any complete execution
sequence that respects its notifications also satisfies the constraints of D.
Theorem 2: The dispatch algorithm in Fig. 1 is deadlock-free, i.e., any partial execution that respects its notifications can be extended to a complete execution that satisfies the constraints of D.
Theorem 3: The dispatch algorithm in Fig. 1 is maximally flexible, i.e., every complete execution sequence that respects the constraints in D will be part of some complete event sequence.
Theorem 4: The dispatch algorithm in Fig. 1 is useful, i.e., generating an execution
sequence is polynomial in the size of the notifications.
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Abstra t. Finding the shortest plan for a given planning problem is
extremely hard. We present a domain independent approa h for plan
optimisation based on Geneti
with

orre t plans

Programming. The algorithm is seeded

reated by hand-en oded heuristi

plans are very unlikely to be optimal but are

poli y sets. The

reated qui kly. The sub-

optimal plans are then evolved using a generational algorithm towards
the optimal plan. We present initial results from Blo ks World and found
that GP method almost always improved sub-optimal plans, often drasti ally.

1

Introdu tion

Finding any plan for planning domains is often a diÆ ult task, but we are often
more interested in the even harder task of nding optimal or near optimal plans.
The urrent fastest planning systems use heuristi s and hill- limbing te hniques.
However, no heuristi is perfe t and plans found in this way are often suboptimal, in the sense they use more a tions to a hieve the goal state than are
ne essary.
We present a domain independent te hnique, based on Geneti Programming
(GP) that attempts to optimise linear plans. The system a epts a seed of plans
from whi h to optimise. This seed ould be produ ed by a urrent planning
system or plans made using heuristi s. The amount of omputational e ort to
devote to the optimisation stage an also be set by the user by setting various
parameters of the system. The GP algorithm also has anytime behaviour, and
ould return the best urrent plan at any time during the run.
Using the Geneti Planning optimisation system, we experimented on two
domains: Blo ks World Domain, and the Brief ase Domain [6℄. The Blo ks World
problems were kindly donated to us Jose Ambite. The results of the Brief ase
Domain have been omitted due to spa e restri tions. During the experimentation
we were looking for how mu h the initial plans ould be shrunk depending on
the type of heuristi s used, the behaviour of the system as it operated, and what
hanges we ould make to the urrent system to improve its ability.
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2

Plan Optimisation via Geneti Programming

We present here one possible implementation of using Geneti Programming as
a linear plan optimiser. We used two di erent hand-en oded poli y sets for the
Blo ks Domain in order to seed the initial population with orre t but overly long
plans. We then used a generational algorithm with standard geneti operators in
order to optimise those plans [2℄. We based our work on a previously implemented
generational algorithm for linear planning [8℄.
The following implementational details have many alternatives, and are not
xed. One of the strengths of our approa h is that the Fitness Fun tion and
Simulation stage an be altered to look for di erent ost aspe ts besides the
simplisti plan length.
Plan Representation: Plans are represented as linear lists of sequential,
instantiated, atomi a tions. Ea h atomi a tion ontains one operator and its
arguments.
Simulation: The simulation stage takes an individual or plan and then attempts to apply all the a tions. During the simulation stage various attributes
of the plan an be re orded su h as how many a tions there are in the plan and
what e e t the plan had on the initial state. This information an then be used
as input by the tness fun tion.
Fitness Fun tion: The tness fun tion takes the output of the simulation
stage and pres ribes a tness value to individual based on the information given
to it. In the ase of this system the tness fun tion has two parts. The rst part
says whether the plan a hieves all the goals not. The se ond part is the number
of a tions in the plan and is used as a tie-breaker in tournament sele tion.
2.1

Geneti

Operators

There is a large hoi e of geneti operators to be used during the optimisation
stage. We have taken the position of keeping things simple and sto hasti . One
alternative is to implement domain spe i operations, su h as rewrite rules, for
optimising parti ular domains.
Crossover: This system implements 1-point rossover.
Reprodu tion: This is the simplest operator and it opies the sele ted parent into the next population.
Shrink Mutation: This type of mutation simply deletes a randomly sele ted
a tion from the parent.
Move Mutation: This type of mutation moves a randomly sele ted a tion
to a new randomly sele ted position.
Mutations o ur on hildren reated by either reprodu tion or rossover. The
probabilities of the operators o uring are set by the user. The implementation
presented here is based on an existing system and is by no means optimal for
generating optimal plans. Improvements that an be made to it and some are
suggested in Se tion 5.
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Poli y Set Planning in Blo ks World

The Blo ks World Domain is important be ause it is one of the ben hmarking
domains used to ompare di erent planners. Blo ks is also important histori ally
as one of the original planning problem domains. In addition, nding optimal
plans for Blo ks World problems is known to be NP-hard [3℄. We also hose the
Blo ks World Domain as a fast domain spe i planning algorithm that produ es
optimal plans exists for it, alled BWOPT [7℄.
Our system uses hand-en oded poli y sets to produ e entire populations lled
with orre t but suboptimal plans. A GP optimising system probably works
better if the initial populations is diverse. To a hieve this the poli y sets were
interpreted non-deterministi ally.
The poli y sets generally fun tion like this. The rules within ea h poli y set
are tested sequentially. For the urrent rule the urrent world state is examined
and all a tions that ould operate on that state in a ordan e with the rule are
dis overed. At that point, one of the a tions is sele ted randomly and added to
the new plan. The urrent world state is updated and the formation of the plan
ontinues until all goals in the goal state are a hieved. If the rule allows for no
a tions, the next rule in the rule set is used and if one rule res then the other
rules are ignored.
There are several types of poli y sets that an hara terised by how easy it
is to optimise the resulting plan. The three types we are interested in here are:

{ Optimal Poli y Sets: These poli y sets always produ e optimal plans, for
{

any problem in the domain.

DM-Optimal Poli y Sets: These poli y sets always produ e plans where
the optimal plan an be dis overed by only deleting and moving a tions:
 8 2 C !  2 DM( ) where

C is the set of all plans onstru ted by the
poli y set,  is the optimal plan and DM( ) is the set of all plans whi h
an be reated by only moving and deleting a tions in .

{ Satis ing Poli y Sets: These poli y sets produ e orre t plans but may
produ e plans that are missing a tions whi h the optimal plan would need.

Poli y Set 1
1. Dis over all a tions a hieving well pla ed blo ks or
2. Find all a tions moving movable non-well pla ed blo ks to a new lo ation

Poli y Set 2
1. Dis over all a tions pla ing movable blo ks onto the table then
2. Dis over all a tions a hieving well pla ed blo ks
A well pla ed blo k is one whi h no longer has to move, as it is in its target
lo ation and all blo ks below it are well pla ed. A movable blo k is one whi h
is not underneath a blo k or already on the table. Poli y Set 1 does not s ale
very well for larger problem instan es: when the rst rule provides no a tions,
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it \wanders" around at random until the rst rule starts to su eed. The rst
poli y set belongs in the lass of Satis ing Poli y Sets. The se ond poli y set
unsta ks all the blo ks and then sta ks the blo ks ba k up in the right order.
This poli y set belongs in the lass of DM-Optimal Poli y Sets. This was the
poli y set Ambite used in PbR [1℄.

4

Experimental Results

Ea h experiment was done using the parameters shown in Table 1. We performed
25 runs for ea h problem, and again for ea h poli y set. We experimented using
50 Blo ks World problems. During the run we re orded the average number
of a tions in the rst best individual (from the seeding stage) and the average
number of a tions in the last best individual.1 Ea h point on the x-axis represents
a single problem. The order of the problems is rst by blo ks size, and then by
average length of the rst best individual.

Parameter
Termination
Population Size
Initial Length
Tournament Size
Maximum Plan Size
Geneti Operators
Shrink Mutation
Move Mutation

Setting
Maximum number of generations is 1000
20 plans
Maximum 400 a tions
2
1000 a tions
5% rossover and 95% reprodu tion
Applied to 5% of hildren, 1 delete
Applied to 5% of hildren, 1 move

Referring to Figure 1, Poli y Set 1 shows signi ant but not omplete improvement in plan length after 1000 generations. An additional termination riterion was implemented, alled \no hange" whi h stops a run if there is no
hange in tness after X generations. We repeated the experiments setting X to
5000. Taking the 30 blo k problems as an example, these were shrunk down to
the 50 a tion mark.
Referring to Figure 2, some improvement ould be made to the initial plan
within 1000 generations even though the initial plans were reasonably lose to
optimal. The no hange results managed to to shrink the plans a little more,
and taking the 30 blo k problems again, these were shrunk down to around the
40 a tion mark. This di eren e between the two poli y sets is returned to in the
on lusions.
Also in luded in Figure 2 are results from FF [4℄. We ran the 3 plans produ ed
for the 30 blo k problems using the no hange setup. The results are indi ated
with the triangles, and show signi ant shrinkage.
1
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CPU times are not onsidered as the system was implemented using Java, and running on Solaris. System times an be dramati ally improved if written for C under
Linux.
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5

Con lusions and Future Work

The most su essful urrent planners use heuristi s and hill- limbing te hniques.
However, sin e no heuristi is perfe t, su h te hniques often produ e suboptimal
plans, as in the ase of FF. We have presented a linear plan optimisation te hnique, based on GP, whi h attempts to optimise plans. The system is domain
independent, and an be used as addition to existing linear plan synthesisers.
The system uses simple operations like mutation and rossover in order to a omplish this. The system ould optimise plans to varying degrees of su ess
depending on where the plans ame from. A tentative on lusion is that plans
made by DM-Optimal poli y sets an be optimised further towards the shortest
plan than those made by satis ing poli y sets.
We want to improve on the Generational framework suggested here for plan
optimisation. There are a number of alternatives, su h as a steady state algorithm, that we ould adopt to de rease the length of the resulting plans. Also
the system ould be redesigned to optimise single plans.
We also want to broaden the de nition of optimal to mean more than just
plan length. More ompli ated domains with time, plan exe ution by an agent,
resour es, and so on, would make plan optimisation a multi-dimensional problem.
It seems plausible that a geneti te hnique would be suitable for this kind of
optimisation due to the way tness fun tions and simulation are used.
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Abstract. The Autonomous Sciencecraft Constellation (ASC) will fly onboard
the Air Force’s TechSat-21 constellation (scheduled for launch in 2004). ASC
will use onboard science analysis, replanning, robust execution, model-based
estimation and control, and formation flying to radically increase science return
by enabling intelligent downlink selection and autonomous retargeting. These
capabilities will enable tremendous new science that would be unreachable
without this technology. We offer a demonstration of the planning, scheduling,
and execution framework used in ASC.

1 Context
Robust planning, scheduling, and execution in a real environment is a challenging task.
In general, each of these elements is difficult in their own right, and the fusion of these
can be equally challenging. We offer a demonstration of the integration of each of
these in the real task of operating the Techsat-21 (TS21) constellation of sciencecraft
[4]. Our demonstration includes nominal operations as well as operations with
anomalies. Our system is capable of generating its own science goals based on
previous information-gathering activities. In general, the system as a whole provides
considerable autonomy. The rest of this document describes the specific mission and
its background, as well as our approach to addressing the challenges we face in flying
such a mission. .
TechSat-21 is scheduled for a late 2004 launch and will fly three satellites in a
near circular orbit at an altitude of 600 Km. The primary mission is one-year in length
with the possibility for an extended mission of one or more additional years. One of
the objectives of TechSat-21 is to demonstrate advanced radar systems. The principal
processor onboard each of the three TechSat-21 spacecraft is a BAE Radiation
hardened 175 MIPS, 133MHz PowerPC 750 running the OSE 4.3 operating system.
.

Portions of this work were performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. Other portions were performed at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Space Systems and Artificial Intelligence Laboratories, under contracts
from AFOSR and the DARPA Mobies program.
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OSE was chosen because it is message passing and thus suitable for distributed
applications. Each satellite will have 128 Mbytes of SDRAM as well as considerable
(Gigabytes) of disk storage
2 Autonomy Technologies and Scenario
The ASC onboard flight software includes several autonomy software components:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Onboard science algorithms [1] that will analyze the image data, generate derived
science products, and detect trigger conditions such as science events,
“interesting” features, and change relative to previous observations
Model-based mode identification and execution (MI-R) that uses component-based
hardware models to analyze anomalous situations and to generate novel command
sequences and repairs.
Robust execution management software using the Spacecraft Command Language
(SCL) package to enable event-driven processing and low-level autonomy
The Continuous Activity Planning, Scheduling, and Replanning (CASPER)
planner that will replan activities, including downlink, based on science
observations in the previous orbit cycles
The ObjectAgent and TeamAgent cluster management software will enable the
three Techsat-21 spacecraft to autonomously perform maneuvers and high
precision formation flying to form a single virtual instrument

We will demonstrate ASC – specifically autonomous recognition of science events and
response including planning and execution. For example, ASC will monitor lava flows
in Hawaii and respond as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Initially, ASC has a list of science targets to monitor.
As part of normal operations, CASPER generates a plan to monitor the targets on
this list by periodically imaging them with the radar.
During such a plan, a spacecraft images the volcano with its radar.
The Onboard Science Software compares the new image with previous image and
detects that the lava field has changed due to new flow. Based on this change the
science software generates a goal to acquire a new high-resolution image of an
area centered on the new flow.
The addition of this goal to the current goal set triggers the CASPER planner to
modify the current operations plan to include numerous new activities in order to
enable the new science observation. During this process CASPER interacts with
ObjectAgent to plan required slews and/or maneuvers.
SCL executes this plan in conjunction with several autonomy elements. Mode
Identification assists by continuously providing an up to date picture of system
state. Reconfiguration (Burton) achieves configurations requested by SCL. And
ObjectAgent and TeamAgent execute maneuvers planned by CASPER and
requested at run-time by SCL.
Based on the science priority, imagery of identified “new flow” areas; are
downlinked. This science priority could have been determined at the original
event detection based on subsequent onboard science analysis of the new image.

As demonstrated by this scenario, onboard science processing and spacecraft
autonomy enable the focus of mission resources onto science events so that the most
interesting science data is downlinked. In this case, a large number of high priority
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science targets can be monitored and only the most interesting science data (during
times of change and focused on the areas of change) need be downlinked.

3 Planning and Execution Framework
ASC utilizes a hierarchical architecture for planning and execution. CASPER operates
at the highest level of abstraction, creating mission plans in response to high level
science and engineering goals. CASPER performs traditional planning and scheduling
and reasons about high level states and resources. CASPER uses local search, iterative
repair, and continuous planning to respond at the 10s of seconds timescale (for further
details see [2]). CASPER is being deployed in a wide range of applications including
spacecraft operation, rover control, ground communications station automation, and
high level control of unpiloted aerial vehicles.
Scheduled CASPER activities correspond to scripts in the Spacecraft Command
Language (SCL) [10] that provide robust execution. SCL integrates procedural
programming with a real-time, forward-chaining, rule-based system to provide a
“smart” executive command and control function. This functionality can be used to
implement retries use of alternate execution methods for robust execution as well as
fault detection, isolation and recovery (FDIR). SCL is a mature software product, and
has successfully flown on Clementine I and ROMPS.
Mode identification (MI) uses a declarative model to interpret sensor information
to determine the configuration of the system in the presence of incomplete, noisy data.
Mode reconfiguration uses these same models to determine command sequences to
achieve desired configurations. The executive uses the model to track planner goals,
confirm hardware modes, reconfigure hardware, generate command sequences, detect
anomalies, isolate faults, diagnose, and perform repairs.
Our model-based execution framework is an enhanced version of the Burton
system, described in [9] and under development at the MIT AI and Space Systems
laboratories. This framework incorporates the Mode Estimation capabilities of
Livingstone 1 and 2, described in [5] and developed at NASA Ames. The marriage
between the model-based executive and SCL provides a powerful hybrid execution
capability with an expressive scripting language and an extensive capability to
generate novel responses to anomalous situations.
ObjectAgent and TeamAgent [7] provide an autonomous maneuver and
formation flying capability for ASC. At plan time, CASPER consults OA and TA on
the feasibility and resource requirements to perform formation changes, maneuvers,
and slews. At execution time, formation changes, maneuvers, and slews planned by
CASPER and requested by SCL are performed by OA and TA. In this execution time
function OA and TA perform closed loop control in their use of lower-level attitude
and control software to achieve the desired goals.

4 Related Work and Conclusions
In 1999, the Remote Agent experiment (RAX) [6] executed for several days onboard
the NASA Deep Space One mission. RAX demonstrated a batch onboard planning
capability but did not demonstrate onboard science. RAX also included an earlier
version of the Livingstone and Burton mode identification and fault recovery software.
PROBA[8] is a European Space Agency (ESA) mission launching in 2001 that will be
demonstrating onboard autonomy.
The Three Corner Sat (3CS) University Nanosat mission will be using the
CASPER onboard planning software integrated with the SCL ground and flight
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execution software [3]. Launching in 2002, 3CS will use onboard science data
validation, replanning, robust execution, and multiple model-based anomaly detection.
The 3CS mission is considerably less complex than Techsat-21 but still represents an
important step in the integration and flight of onboard autonomy software.
ASC will fly on the Techsat-21 mission will demonstrate an integrated
autonomous mission using onboard science analysis, replanning, robust execution,
model-based estimation and control, and formation flying. ASC will perform
intelligent science data selection that will lead to a reduction in data downlink. In
addition, the ASC experiment will increase science return through autonomous
retargeting.
Demonstration of these capabilities in onboard the Techsat-21
constellation mission will enable radically different missions with significant onboard
decision-making leading to novel science opportunities. The paradigm shift toward
highly autonomous spacecraft will enable future NASA missions to achieve
significantly greater science returns with reduced risk and cost.
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Abstra t

Dis oplan is an eÆ ient system for dis overing state
invariants in planning domains with onditional e e ts.
Among the types of invariants found are impli ative
onstraints relating a uent predi ation to a uent or
stati predi ation (with allowan e for stati supplementary onditions), single-valuedness onstraints, ex lusiveness onstraints, and several others. The algorithms
used are polynomial-time for any xed bound on the
number of literals in an invariant. Some ombinations
of onstraints are found by simultaneous indu tion, and
the methods an be iterated by expanding operators using previously found invariants. The invariants found
by Dis oplan have been shown to enable large performan e gains in SAT planners, and they an also be
helpful in planning domain development and debugging.

Introdu tion

(or state onstraints) in planning are
properties of obje ts or relationships among obje ts that
hold in all states rea hable from the initial state. For
example, a familiar invariant in a blo ks world is the
property that that if one blo k is on another, the latter
is not lear. In our terminology, this is an impli ative
onstraint. Another example is that a blo k an be on
at most one other blo k; this is a single-valuedness onstraint (sv- onstraint).
A point that has be ome widely re ognized in the
planning ommunity (and that we amplify in what follows) is that knowledge of state invariants is important
for eÆ ient planning. However, su h knowledge annot in general be assumed to be available a priori in a
given planning domain. Rather, planning domains are
generally onsidered fully spe i ed on e a set of operators with well-de ned pre onditions and e e ts has been
supplied, along with an initial state. This is defensible
sin e state invariants are impli it in the spe i ation
of the operators and initial state; i.e., under a Strips
assumption the only properties and relationships that
hange when an operator is applied are those spelled
out in the e e ts of the operator. So a separate spe iation of what remains un hanged when operators are
applied would be logi ally redundant. However, it is
far from obvious from inspe tion of a given set of planning operators and an initial state what the invariants
of the domain are. The goal of our resear h has been to
formulate automati , eÆ ient methods for inferring the
most important su h invariants, and to implement these
methods in our Dis oplan system.
State invariants



The on-line Dis oplan system an be a essed at

http://prometeo.ing.unibs.it/dis oplan. Dis oplan is

written in Common Lisp.

The importan e of state invariants for eÆ ient planning is that they an be used to radi ally restri t the
sear h spa e. This is so for any approa h to planning
that involves expli it or impli it exploration of in ompletely spe i ed possible states of the world, as is the
ase for dedu tive planning, regression planning, bidire tional planning, and planning by in remental onstraint satisfa tion (in parti ular, SAT-based planning).
In our work we have fo used on SAT-based planners.
These impli itly sear h a spa e of state sequen es, onstrained by disjun tions of ground literals. Their performan e depends riti ally on the invariants added (as
ground instan es) to the mix of disjun tions, and intuitively this is be ause state invariants onstrain the alternative states that are possible at ea h time step under
onsideration. Some results showing the dramati improvements in the performan e of SAT-based planners
like SATPLAN [8℄ and MEDIC [2℄ obtainable through
the use of automati ally inferred invariants are in luded
in [5℄.
Dis oplan nds a variety of di erent types of onstraints, in luding stati (type) onstraints (most importantly, supertype / subtype and ex lusion relations
among stati monadi predi ates { ones una e ted by
any operator), and predi ate domain onstraints (sets
of possible argument tuples orresponding to ea h predi ate in the domain, after 0, 1, ..., t a tions have o urred). But the majority of its algorithms are devoted
to the dis overy of state invariants, using a hypothesizeand-test paradigm. All the algorithms instantiating this
paradigm are appli able to sets of operators onforming with U pop or pddl syntax [11, 7℄, allowing for
when- lauses ( onditional e e ts) but not disjun tive or
universally quanti ed onditions. We will be referring
to the un onditional part of an operator as its primary
when- lause. The allowan e for onditional e e ts is a
major distin tion of Dis oplan from related systems.
Very brie y, the hypothesize-and-test paradigm onsists of hypothesizing invariants of some parti ular
synta ti type, su h as impli ative onstraints (IMPLIES
 ) where  and are literals that may ontain universal variables, augmenting these hypotheses with potential supplementary stati onditions, and then testing them against all when- lauses of all operators and
against the given initial onditions. In the testing phase,
minimal sets  of supplementary onditions are found,
up to sets of some limited size (e.g., 2 or 3) that sufe to ensure that  ) holds in all states rea hable
from the initial state. The hypotheti al invariants
of a parti ular type are hosen by inspe ting the preonditions and e e ts of parti ular operators, to nd
onditions that appear to be ome or remain true when
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ertain kinds of e e ts o ur. The idea is to hoose the
onstituents of in su h a way that a proof by indu tion of the invarian e of will be at least lo ally enabled.
In this way large numbers of synta ti ally possible invariants are eliminated from onsideration. The testing
phase an be viewed as an automated indu tive proof
attempt (with addition of supplementary onditions as
needed to allow the proof to su eed). An important
point is that may a tually onsist of multiple hypotheses that an be proved to be invariants by simultaneous
indu tion. Typi ally, su h multiple hypotheses onsist
of an impli ative hypothesis (IMPLIES  ) along with
sv-hypotheses orresponding to argument positions in 
and o upied by universal variables o urring in only
one of , . The point is important sin e the invarian e of the individual formulas in su h ases annot be
proved in isolation. Our various hypothesize-and-test
algorithms have been proved to yield orre t invariants,
and run in polynomial time for xed bound on the number of supplementary onditions  added to .
In a little more detail, the hypothesize-and-test algorithms onform with the following stru ture (iterating
over all possible andidate onstraints found in the
rst step).
1. Hypothesize a onstraint based on o-o urren es
of literals in a when- lause w of an operator and in
the orresponding primary when- lause w1 (if di erent). For example, e e ts  and might lead to an
impli ative hypothesis (IMPLIES  ), and possibly
sv-hypotheses about the predi ates involved.
2. Add a set of andidate supplementary onditions
f1; :::; n g, onsisting of the stati pre onditions of w
and w1 and if w 6= w1 , the negations of stati pre onditions of other when- lauses (ex ept ones that unify
with stati pre onditions of w or w1 or their negations).
3. Test hypothesis relative to ea h when- lause of ea h
operator, using the relevant veri ation onditions;
for ea h apparent violation of
nd the orresponding possible \ex uses" for the violation. An ex use is a
set of provisos f1 ; :::; m g, hosen from the andidate
supplementary onditions, that weaken the hypothesis suÆ iently to maintain its truth. If a violation
has no ex uses, abandon the hypothesis , otherwise
re ord the set of possible ex uses of the violation on
a global list.
4. Find all minimal subsets (up to a given size, e.g., 3) of
f1; :::; n g that \ over" all apparent violations of ;
a subset of f1 ; :::; n g overs an apparent violation
of if it ontains all elements of at least one \ex use"
for that violation;
5. Che k hypothesis ( 1 :::; m ) (i.e., the original hypothesis together with added provisos) for ea h of the
minimal subsets f1 ; :::; m g of f1 ; :::; n g found in
the previous step for truth in the initial onditions of
the problem being solved; return the variant hypotheses that pass this test as the veri ed hypotheses.
The veri ation onditions referred to in step 3 depend on the form of , and are designed to ensure that
if together with spe i ed supplementary onditions
holds in a given state, it also holds in every possible
su essor state. For example, in the ase of a simple impli ative onstraint (IMPLIES  ) together with a set of
stati supplementary onditions, the veri ation onditions say (roughly) that any operator e e t mat hing 
0

0

0

0
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(de ne (operator Put)
:parameters (?x ?y ?z)
:pre ondition (and (on ?x ?z) ( lear ?x)
(neq ?x Table) (neq ?y ?z) (neq ?x ?y))
:e e t (and (when (eq ?y Table)
(and (on ?x ?y) ( lear ?z) (not (on ?x ?z))))
(when (and (neq ?y Table) ( lear ?y))
(and (on ?x ?y) ( lear ?z) (not (on ?x ?z))
(not ( lear ?y))))) )

Figure 1: A Formalization of the blo ks world.
must be a ompanied by an e e t or persistent pre ondition mat hing , or else the pre onditions must entail
the falsity of a supplementary ondition; and similarly
for the ontrapositive, (IMPLIES : :). (The onditions are a tually slightly more ompli ated be ause of
the allowan e for onditional e e ts.)

Types of DISCOPLAN Invariants

The input of Dis oplan is a domain des ription onsisting of the spe i ation of an initial state and a set
of extended Strips operators whi h may involve onditional e e ts, negated pre onditions, onstants, typed
and untyped parameters (Figure 1 gives a very simple formalization of the blo ks world ontaining some of
these fetures). In the following we des ribe the types of
invariants that are dis overed by the urrent version of
Dis oplan (for a more detailed des ription the reader
is referred to [5, 6℄).
Predi ate Domain Constraints. Predi ate domain
onstraints are sets of possible argument tuples orresponding to ea h predi ate in the domain after 0, 1, ...,
t a tions have o urred. These onstraints are omputed
using a simpli ed version of the planning graph for the
given problem [1℄.
Stati Predi ates and Stati Constraints. Stati
onstraints are invariants involving type-predi ates, i.e.,
stati monadi predi ates that o ur positively in the
initial state { ones una e ted by any operator. Stati
onstraints onsist of a (possibly empty) set of obje ts
for ea h type-predi ate and a list of supertype, subtype,
and in ompatible relationships between type-predi ates.
Simple Impli ative Constraints. Simple Impli ative Constraints are onstraints of form (( )
) 1 :::k ); where , , and 1 ; :::; k are fun tionfree literals, i.e., negated or unnegated atomi formulas
whose arguments are onstants or variables. Su h onstraints are to be interpreted as saying \In every state,
for all values of the variables, if  then , provided that
1 ; ..., and k ". We assume that the variables o urring
in  in lude all those o urring in and in the supplementary onditions 1 ; :::; k . The predi ate in  is a
uent predi ate, while may be uent or stati . However, if  ontains variables that do not o ur in , then
is required to be \upward monotoni ", in the sense
that no instan es of it an be ome false (: does not
unify with e e t of any operator; this is ertainly true
if is stati ). Finally, we require 1 ; :::; k to be stati .
The following is an example of this type of onstraint
in the blo ks world stating that the table annot be on
any blo k: 8x; y ON (x; y) ) NEQ (x; TABLE ).
Single-valuedness Constraints. An sv- onstraint
states that the value of a ertain predi ate argument
is unique for any given values of the remaining arguments. An example of an sv- onstraint is the following
blo ks-world onstraint stating that any obje t an be
ON at most one other obje t:
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x; y; z:(ON (x; y ) ON (x; z )) y = z:
Impli ative Constraints + Single-Valuedness
Constraints. These invariants are formed by an impli ative onstraint and a set of sv- onstraints that are
simultaneously dis overed by Dis oplan. We distinguish two ases whi h require di erent veri ation onditions: the ase of subsumed variables and the ase of
non-subsumed variables. The blo ks-world onstraint

Operators and
Init/goal states
(PDDL or UCPOP)

PLANNER
PDDL

((IMPLIES (ON ?*X ?Y) (NOT (CLEAR ?Y))) (NEQ ?Y TABLE))

is an example of a ombined impli ative and svonstraint for the rst ase. In general, the impli ative onstraints we are onsidering here have as their
ante edent a positive literal that ontains at least one
\starred" variable not o urring in the onsequent, and
zero or more \unstarred" variables o urring in the onsequent. The stars indi ate that for all values of the
unstarred variables, the ante edent holds for at most
one tuple of values of the starred variables.
In the se ond ase we have impli ations in whi h both
ante edent and onsequent ontain variables not ontained in the other. All su h variables are \starred",
while the shared variables are unstarred. An example is
the following onstraint from the Logisti s domain:
((IMPLIES (AT ?X ?*Y) (NOT (IN ?X ?*Z))) (OBJECT ?X)).
This is an ex lusive state onstraint, i.e., it states that
no obje t an simultaneously be AT something and IN
something (and in addition an obje t an be AT no more
that one thing, and IN no more than one thing).
Antisymmetry Constraints. Antisymmetry onstraints are parti ular impli ative onstraints of the form
((IMPLIES (P t1 t2 ) (NOT (P t2 t1 ))) 1 2 :::n ),
where t1 and t2 an be onstants or universally quanti ed variables, and 1 ; :::; n are supplementary onditions whose variables are a subset of t1 ; t2 . An example of an antisymmetry onstraint in the blo ks world is
x; y: ON (x; y )
ON (y; x),
i.e., if one obje t is on another, then the se ond is not
on the rst.
OR and XOR Constraints. OR and XORonstraints are state onstraints of the form
(([X℄OR  ) 1 2 :::n ),
where  and are positive uent literals, su h that
non-shared variables are existentially quanti ed, while
shared variables are universally quanti ed, and where
the variables in 1 , 2 , ..., n an only be variables
shared by  and . An example of an XOR- onstraint
in the logisti s domain is
((XOR (AT ?X ?Y) (IN ?X ?Z)) (OBJECT ?X)),
stating that in any rea hable state, any obje t is either
at some pla e or in something.
Stri t Single-Valuedness and n-Valuedness Constraints. This type of invariant is a generalization of
sv- onstraints. A nv- onstraint states that a ertain
predi ate an be bound to at most n arguments for any
given values of the remaining arguments. A stri t nvonstraint states that a ertain predi ate is bound to
exa tly n arguments for any given values of the remaining arguments. An example of a stri t nv- onstraint
with n = 1 in the blo ks world is the invariant stating
that any blo k is on exa tly one thing (either another
blo k or the table).
Using \Expanded Operators" to Infer Further
Constraints. Dis oplan's pa kage in ludes routines
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Figure 2: General s heme of Dis

oplan's input/output

for expanding an operator with a set of given invariants.
The operator expansion onsists of enri hing the operator des ription with additional pre onditions and e e ts
that are entailed by the given invariants. By using expanded operators Dis oplan may infer new invariants,
whi h an be used to expand the operators again. This
an be iterated until no new onstraints are inferred.
Constraints with Ex eptions. Some hypotheses
are reje ted by Dis oplan only be ause they are not
veri ed against the initial state. For example, onsider
the blo ks world formalization of Figure 1, where we
have just one operator in whi h the parameters are not
typed. If we have the simple initial state ((ON A TABLE)
(ON C A) (CLEAR C) (ON B TABLE) (CLEAR B)), Dis oplan
dis overs (ON ?X ?*Y), whi h then be omes a hypothesis
with a stri t sv- onstraint ((ON ?X ?Y!1) in Dis oplan
format). But (ON ?X ?Y!1) is not on rmed be ause the
test against the initial state fails. This is be ause the
obje t TABLE is on nothing in the initial state. In order
to deal with these ex eptions, we have re ently weakened
the test against the initial state, so that a hypothesis an
be veri ed by restri ting the domain of ertain variables.
In our example (ON ?X ?Y!1) an be satis ed in the initial state, provided that ?X is not instantiated to TABLE.
Hen e, Dis oplan weakens the hypothesis by ex luding
TABLE from the domain of ?X, and derives ((ON ?X ?Y!1)
(NOT (MEMBER ?X (TABLE)))).
These ex eptions are omputed during the test
against the initial state by keeping tra k of uni ers that
assign anomalous tuples of values to the un onstrained
variables, i.e., tuples for whi h stri t single-valuedness
is violated (e.g., TABLE=?X in the previous example), and
weakening the onstraint by ex luding these values from
the domains of the relevant variables.
This analysis of the initial state is also used to derive
additional supplementary onditions res uing hypotheses that were reje ted be ause a required simultaneous
sv- onstraint was not satis ed in the initial state (while
all the other required veri ation onditions were satised). For example, if in the logisti s domain the initial
state of a problem ontains the fa ts (AT ORANGES MIAMI),
(AT ORANGES ORLANDO) and (OBJECT ORANGES), then the invariants
((IMPLIES (AT ?X ?*Y) (NOT (IN ?X ?*Z))) (OBJECT ?X))

annot be inferred. However, Dis

oplan infers

((IMPLIES (AT ?X ?*Y) (NOT (IN ?X ?*Z))) (OBJECT ?X)
(NOT (MEMBER ?X (ORANGES)))).1
1
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ISCOPLAN on-line

Intera ting with D

The general input/output s heme of Dis oplan is depi ted in Figure 2. The input domain and problem des riptions an be spe i ed using the syntax of either
U pop or pddl. Sin e the ore fun tions of Dis oplan
assume U pop des riptions, when the input is spe i ed
using pddl, it is automati ally translated into a U pop
set of operators.
The output of Dis oplan an be given as input to
either a planner that an exploit this information, or
to a domain developer, as an aid to domain spe i ation and debugging. The syntax of the output an be
either FOL or the ompa t format using impli it quanti ation and \starred" variables as in the previous se tions. The ompa tness of the starred-variable format
is due to the fa t that it allows an impli ative or exlusive onstraint to be augmented with simultaneously
di overed sv- onstraints merely by starring some variables, rather than adding expli it FOL formulas. The
FOL des ription of the state onstraints is obtained by
a postpro essing step translating the onstraints omputed in Dis oplan format into FOL.
Dis oplan on-line is a version of the system that an
be remotely run through any web browser. In parti ular, from the \test and demo" page of the web site of
Dis oplan the user an run Dis oplan either on a set
of prede ned domains and problems, or on any other
domain and problem that is supplied by the user from
her/his lo al ma hine (see Figure 3). Before running
the system, the user an set some parameters, su h as
the style of the output, the maximum number of supplementary onditions an invariant an have, the automati
omputation of the operator parameter domains using
te hniques des ribed in [4℄, et . Finally, the user an
inspe t the domain and problem sele ted.
Related Work and Con lusions

We have sket hed how many natural types of state invariants in planning domains with onditional e e ts
an be eÆ iently inferred, and have des ribed the implemention of our te hniques in the Dis oplan system.
The invariants inferred in lude predi ate domain onstraints, relations among stati type predi ates, impli ative onstraints, stri t and non-stri t sv- onstraints,
ombinations of impli ative and sv- onstraints (where
these annot be inferred in isolation), and OR and XOR
onstraints. All invariants are found by algorithms that
are polynomial-time for any xed bound on the number of literals in an invariant, and the algorithms an be
iterated to nd additional invariants after expanding operators using previously found invariants. The outputs
an be presented as FOL formulas or in a on ise format
with impli it universal quanti ation and \starred" variables indi ating single-valuedness. The automati ally
derived invariants have been shown to radi ally boost
the performan e of SAT planners, and are also potentially useful for other planning styles, and as a help in
domain analysis and debugging.
Other approa hes for the automati inferen e of state
invariants have been proposed in luding [10, 9, 3, 13,
14, 12℄, but to the best of our knowledge the only other
implemented system that is available is Fox and Long's
Tim. A major di eren e between the Dis oplan and
these approa hes is that Dis oplan an pro ess domains spe i ed using a more expressive planning language. In parti ular, Tim does not handle opera-
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Figure 3: Test and Demo page of Dis

oplan

on-line

tors with onditional e e ts and negated pre onditions.
Moreover, dis oplan infers some types of onstraints
that are not inferred by Tim, su h as antisymmetry
onstraints, XOR- onstraints and some impli ative onstraints involding variable binding onstraints or predi ates without parameters.2 On the other hand, some
of Tim's \state membership invariants" and \uniqueness invariants" are not inferred by the urrently implemented version of Dis oplan.
It remains un lear how important the \omissions" in
ea h system, relative to the other, are for planning and
domain analysis purposes. In any ase a reasonable
strategy at this time, for builders of planning systems
that an bene t from state invariants, would be to ombine the invariants found by Tim and Dis oplan.
We have developed some further algorithms for inferring invariants, beyond those implemented in Disoplan. The most general of these is an algorithm for
inferring n-ary disjun tions of uent literals, together
with sv- onstraints and stati supplementary onditions,
for n not limited to 2 (as at present). This algorithm is
a andidate for future implementation.
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CODA: Coordinating Human Planners
Karen L. Myers, Peter A. Jarvis, and Thomas J. Lee
AI Center, SRI International, Menlo Park, CA USA ?

Abstract. E ective coordination of distributed human planners requires

timely communication of relevant information to ensure the overall coherence of activities and the compatibility of assumptions. The CODA
system provides targeted information dissemination among distributed
human planners as a way of improving coordination. Within CODA, each
planner declares interest in di erent types of plan changes that could impact his or her local plan development. As individuals develop plans using
a plan authoring tool, their activities are monitored; changes that match
declared interests trigger automatic noti cation of appropriate planners.
In this way, distributed planners can receive focused, real-time updates
of plan changes that are relevant to their local planning e orts.

1

Introduction

The scope and complexity of large-scale planning tasks often necessitates cooperation among multiple planners with di ering areas of expertise, each of whom
contributes portions of the overall plan. These planners may be distributed both
geographically and temporally, thus further complicating coordination.
As a concrete illustration, consider special operations forces (SOF) mission
planning for the military (the motivating domain for our work). SOF planning
involves numerous people working on separate but interconnected facets (e.g.,
strategy, logistics, medical, intel) of an overall plan. The SOF planning process is time constrained, concurrent, and iterative. Individual planners construct
subplans based on their expectations for the operating environment and requirements. As the overall plan develops, expectations evolve and modi cations
must be made. Currently, such changes are communicated informally by word
of mouth, or transmitted in batch mode at regularly scheduled coordination
sessions. This approach can lead to omissions and delays that reduce the e ectiveness of the planning process and the quality of the resulting plans.
The SOF planning domain lies well beyond the range of current automated
planning technologies. Moreover, fully automated approaches are unlikely ever
to succeed because (a) planning for this domain involves a huge strategic component that is extremely dicult to model, and (b) successive planning tasks
(e.g., disaster relief, counter-terrorism) tend to be unique, making it dicult to
formulate reusable background knowledge with adequate coverage.
Techniques from the AI planning community can still contribute to complex
domains of this type. In particular, plan authoring tools can improve the plan
?

This work was supported by DARPA Contracts F30602-97-C-0067 and F30602-00C-0058, under the supervision of Air Force Research Laboratory { Rome.
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development process [2, 3]. Plan authoring tools provide a structured set of plan
editing operations that support users in developing large-scale plans, yielding
principled representations of plans with well-de ned semantics. Their main role
is to augment rather than replace human planning skills, but they may provide
limited automated capabilities. Planning aids can be de ned that reason over
the plan structures produced by these tools, including capabilities for supporting
multiplanner coordination.
The CODA system (Coordination of Distributed Activities) provides automated support for focused information sharing during collaborative plan development by a team of humans using plan authoring tools [5]. CODA is designed
for applications where distributed human planners are assigned responsibility
for developing subportions of a global plan. These subplans are expected to have
a moderate degree of coupling due to the need to re ect coherent strategy, to
coordinate actions, and to share limited resources. Within CODA, each planner declares the kinds of plan changes that are of interest to him or her; we
call these declarations plan awareness requirements (or PARs). As users develop
plans with a plan authoring tool, their activities are monitored. Changes that
match detected PARs are forwarded automatically to the person who declared
interest in them. In this way, distributed planners can receive focused, real-time
updates of plan changes that are relevant to their local planning e orts.

2 CODA Architecture

Figure 1 presents the architecture of CODA. Within the context of a global
plan, individuals work independently to produce local plans for their assigned
tasks. Plans are developed using a structured plan editor, which supports a broad
range of plan manipulation capabilities. User interactions with the plan editor
are tracked by an observer module, which maintains a history of all editing
operations. As events are logged, a semantically grounded representation of the
local plan is built.
The matcher provides the main inferential capability within CODA, being
responsible for linking observed plan changes to declared PARs. The matching
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process may involve reasoning with a background theory, whose role is to bridge
the gap between low-level plan edits and the high-level languages used to de ne
PARs. When matches are detected, noti cation is sent to the local planner who
registered the matched PAR.
CODA could be linked to a variety of manual and automated planning tools.
Currently, it is connected to the SOFTools Temporal Planner { a plan authoring
tool that supports graphical editing of SOF mission plans [2]. CODA's event
monitoring for the Temporal Planner covers most of the available editing operations, including creation, modi cation and deletion of objects, modi cation of
object attributes, temporal shifting of activities, and resource assignment.
CODA supports two modes for controlling PAR matching. In real-time mode,
PARs are checked after every plan edit, thus providing immediate noti cation to
planners of relevant changes. Real-time noti cation is suitable for the endstages
of planning or execution, when plans are mostly stable and changes could be signi cant. For earlier stages of plan development, when changes would be frequent
and wide ranging, CODA provides a batch mode of matching. Users can invoke
batch mode to summarize PAR matches for a sequence of plan modi cations
relative to a designated checkpoint plan.

3 Plan Awareness Requirements

The PAR representation language builds on a general-purpose query language for
the CODA plan ontology. It consists of a typed rst-order language that builds in
a model of frame representation systems as well as equality, term constructors
for lists and intensionally de ned sets, and quanti cation with respect to an
enumerable type. CODA supports two types of PAR: plan-state and transition.
Plan-state PARs describe conditions of a plan and are modeled in terms of a
formula in the plan query language. For example: There is an arrival to staging
base Gold scheduled for after 8 PM. Matching of a plan-state PAR occurs when
a modi cation results in a plan that satis es the associated plan query.
Plan transition PARs describe changes between two plan states. We distinguish several categories, based on the nature of the underlying plan changes:
{ Instance Creation PARs are used to declare interest in the addition of an
object to a plan that satis es stated conditions. For example: Addition of
decision points related to weather calls.

are used to declare interest in the removal of an
object from a plan that satis es stated conditions. For example: Elimination

{ Instance Deletion PARs

of a landing zone south of the embassy.

{ Instance Modi cation PARs are

used to declare interest in the modi cation
of an object that satis es stated conditions. For example: Changes to movements by the 4th-platoon.

{ Attribute Modi cation PARs specialize Instance Modi

cation PARs to changes
to a speci c attribute of a plan object, possibly satisfying stated change conditions. For example: Delays of > 1 hour in time to secure the Church.
{ Aggregate Modi cation PARs can be used to declare interest in changes to an
intensionally de ned collection of objects. The change may be to membership
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in the collection, or to some aggregation value de ned over the collection. As
an example: Decrease of > 2 in the number of re-support aircraft.
CODA includes an interactive PAR authoring tool that helps users de ne the
plan changes in which they are interested. This tool builds on the Adaptive Forms
technology [1], a grammar-based framework that supports the speci cation of
structured data through a form- lling interface that adapts in response to user
inputs. With this tool, users create PARs by lling in forms using an English-like
syntax; as users incrementally specify PARs, remaining options adjust in accord
with constraints of the underlying grammar. An internal compiler transforms the
completed forms into the formal PAR structures required by CODA's matcher.
When designing user input tools, the competing requirements of expressivity
and ease of use must be balanced. To address this issue, CODA's PAR authoring
tool provides two sets of forms. First, a set of general forms provides the full
expressive power of the PAR language. While powerful, these forms require more
e ort to complete; in addition, people unaccustomed to formal languages require
training to use them e ectively. Second, the tool includes specializations of the
general forms that capture commonly used idioms within the SOF planning
domain. The specialized forms build in values that users would have to specify
in the general case, thus simplifying the speci cation process.
4 Conclusions

CODA provides a practical solution to the problem of coordinating distributed
human planners. By having human planners explicitly declare those aspects of
the overall planning process that interest them, CODA can provide timely and
focused distribution of information that will expedite and improve the quality
of coordinated problem solving. The use of a rich, AI-based representation for
plans and planning operations provides the key to this technology.
The AI Planning community has developed several systems that share information to coordinate multiple automated planners, using techniques such as
constraint propagation [4] and relevance reasoning [6] that analyze the causal
structure of local plans. These approaches do not transfer to settings where humans author plans because complete causal structures, while a by-product of
automated planning methods, will not be available.
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Abstract. With the arrival of the Pathfinder spacecraft in 1997, NASA began a
series of missions to explore the surface of Mars with robotic vehicles. The
mission was a success in terms of delivering a rover to the surface, but
illustrated the need for greater autonomy on future surface missions. The
planning process for this mission was manual, and very time constrained since it
depended upon data from the current day to plan the next day. This laborintensive process was not sustainable on a daily basis for even the simple
Sojourner rover for the two-month mission. Future rovers will travel longer
distances, visit multiple sites each day, contain several instruments, and have
mission duration of a year or more. Manual planning with so many operational
constraints and goals will be unmanageable. This paper discusses a proof-ofconcept prototype for ground-based automatic generation of rover command
sequences from high-level goals using AI-based planning software.

1 Demonstration
We will demonstrate a ground based automated planning prototype for a multiinstrument Mars rover using the ASPEN planner (Chien, et al., 2000). With this
software, new goals can be added to the existing plan, resulting in conflicts that will be
solved using an iterative repair algorithm. The end result will be a valid sequence of
commands for execution on a rover.

2 Introduction
Over the next 10 years, NASA will be sending a series of rovers to explore the
surface of Mars. The rover planning process uses specialized tools for path planning
and instrument planning, but the actual activity planning and scheduling is a manual
process (Mishkin, et al., 1998). We are using AI planning/scheduling technology to
automatically generate valid rover command sequences from goals specified by the
specialized tools. This system encodes rover design knowledge and uses search and
reasoning techniques to automatically generate low-level command sequences while
respecting rover operability constraints, science and engineering preferences,
environmental predictions, and also adhering to hard temporal constraints.

3 ASPEN Planning System
In ASPEN, the main algorithm for automated planning and scheduling is based on
a technique called iterative repair (Rabideau, et al., 1999, Zweben et al., 1994).
During iterative repair, the conflicts in the schedule are addressed one at a time until
conflicts no longer exist, or a user-defined time limit has been exceeded. A conflict
occurs when a resource requirement, parameter dependency or temporal constraint is
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not satisfied. Conflicts can be repaired by means of several predefined methods. The
repair methods are: moving an activity, adding a new instance of an activity, deleting
an activity, decomposing an activity into subgoals, abstracting an activity, making a
resource reservation on an activity, canceling a reservation, connecting a temporal
constraint, disconnecting a constraint, and changing a parameter value. The repair
algorithm may use any of these methods in an attempt to resolve a conflict. How the
algorithm performs is largely dependent on the type of conflict being resolved and the
activities, states, and resources involved in the conflict.

4 Rover Motion Planning
ASPEN is able to reason about simple resource and state constraints. ASPEN also
has the ability to use simple external functions to calculate parameters for resource
usage. Many rover constraints are too complex to reason about in a generalized
planning system, or use simple parameter functions to solve. For these, an external
program must be used to reason about these constraints. ASPEN can interface with
other domain-specific programs (or special purpose algorithms) using input files,
library calls, a socket interface, or software interfaces. Motion planning is a good
example of a complex rover constraint requiring a specialized tool.
JPL uses a tool called Rover Control Workstation (RCW) for the motion-planning
problem (Cooper, 1998). RCW provides a unique interface consisting of a mosaic of
stereo windows displaying the panorama of Mars using camera images from both a
lander and a rover. The operations team uses the RCW to make decisions about where
to safely send the rover and what to do when reaching the goal. RCW calculates the
maximum safe tilt angles for the rover traverse goals input by the user. RCW also
calculates the parameters for the rover motion commands. The RCW software outputs
a set of goals that cannot be changed in ASPEN.

5 Mixed-Initiative Rover Planning
While the goal of this work is an integrated fully automated planning system for
generating a rover sequence of commands, the human operator is required to be part of
the planning process. There is not enough CPU capability onboard current flight rovers
to run autonomy software such as path planning or generalized planning. The JPL
developed Web Interface for Telescience (WITS) science-planning tool (Backes, et al.,
1998) and the RCW motion-planning tool each require human interaction. These tools
allow the user to select rover destinations and science targets in three dimensions using
surface imagery. The WITS tool does not actually enforce an order of the goals, but
instead relies on ASPEN to build the plan, schedule, and check the resource usage.
Combining these tools with ASPEN creates a “mixed-initiative” end-to-end
planning system. The ASPEN operator starts with a set of goals from WITS and RCW,
but can then modify the schedule within ASPEN by inserting new goals, changing
existing activities, or deleting activities. The schedule is then generated using a
forward dispatch algorithm followed by an iterative repair algorithm to fix any
conflicts. The repair actions available for each activity are defined within the model
for that activity. If the rover resources are over-constrained or under utilized, the user
may decide to modify the schedule to optimize the rover resource usage, then re-run
the iterative repair algorithm. Several iterations can be performed using ASPEN,
WITS, or RCW to modify the goals. This capability allows the rover operations team
to try several different scenarios before deciding on the best course of action. The
result of this mixed-initiative optimization strategy is a plan with increased science
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opportunities. Because ASPEN is autonomously checking flight rules and resource
constraints, the plan should also be safer than a manually generated plan.
We are also investigating how the user should be interacting with each of the tools
involved in building a schedule. The science and engineering users are used to
interacting with WITS and RCW, but not with ASPEN. Yet WITS and RCW do not
show resource information and activity ordering. Currently the system requires the
user to utilize the ASPEN GUI for resource and activity information. In the future,
this information could be added directly to the WITS GUI.

6 Difficulties in Modeling Rover Constraints
There are several aspects of modeling the Mars rover domain has proven to be very
difficult. The power system is a good example. The rovers planned for 2003 contain
solar arrays and rechargeable batteries. During the daytime, the power for rover
operations is produced using the solar arrays. If the total power drain from operating
the rover exceeds the available power from the solar arrays, the batteries must be
drawn upon. Because the battery drain is context dependent, the planner needs to
understand all the influences and be able to repair conflicts using this knowledge.
Additionally, computing the energy taken from a battery is a function of the battery
parameters such as temperature, current, voltage, etc. Representing this in a planning
model is very difficult.
To solve the power-modeling problem, we initially used a parameter dependency
function to calculate the amount of solar power and battery power as a function of the
activity duration, available solar array power, available battery power, and power
required by the activity. This technique will only work if there are no overlapping
power activities because the calculated solar array and battery usage are based on the
amount available at the beginning of the activity. In the ASPEN representation,
resource use is assumed to be constant over the duration of the activity. In the same
manner, we can only request the existing value of a resource at the start of the activity
and we must assume that the existing resource profile remains constant until the end of
the activity. In the case of overlapping activities that consume power, the first of the
two activities would calculate the required power based on the available power at the
start time of the first activity. The power available would change during the activity
due to the overlap of the second activity.
Another difficulty with modeling the depletable resources in planning systems is
the usage profile. Some examples in the spacecraft and rover domains include the
memory buffer resource, battery, and fuel. If an activity that uses the memory buffer
resource has duration of several minutes, ASPEN will change the value of the resource
timeline at the beginning of the activity. In this case, the entire amount of memory
buffer resource used by the activity is unavailable for the entire activity. In the
example, the memory resource is set to them maximum value at the start of the
timeline. This is the equivalent of consuming an entire tank of gas in a car at the
beginning of a trip rather than using the gas gradually over the course of the trip.
Likely the actual resource usage is linear over the duration of the activity. For long
activities, the depletable resource value near the beginning of the activity can be very
inaccurate. One workaround for this problem is to split the activity up into several
subactivities, each using an equal fraction of the resource. This solution has several
problems. First, it increases scheduling complexity by adding multiple activities into
the activity database. Second, it creates the problem of trying to determine how many
subactivities is enough to accurately model the resource usage. Third, it’s non-intuitive
for the user to see multiple subactivities that don’t represent actual events. The ideal
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method for modeling resource usage is to use a generalized timeline. Generalized
timelines allow modelers to provide a set of functions to describe the depletable
resource timeline and its constraints. The generic scheduler can then accurately reason
about the described timelines. The example given contains a linear depletable timeline,
but any other function could have been modeled as well.

7 Conclusions
Planning and reasoning about complex rover resources is a difficult task to
automate. The rover planning process involves interfacing with other specialized
planning tools to create a mixed-initiative end-to-end planning system.
Current approaches to rover-sequence generation and validation are largely
manual, resulting in a labor and knowledge intensive process. This is an inefficient use
of scarce science-investigator and key engineering-staff resources. Automation as
targeted by this tool will automatically generate a constraint and flight rule checked,
time ordered list of commands and provide resource analysis options to enable users to
perform more informative and fast trade-off analyses.
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Abstract We describe a Graphical Interface for Planning with Objects called GIPO
that has been built to investigate and support the knowledge engineering process in the
building of applied AI planning systems. GIPO embodies an object centred approach
to planning domain modelling. There are two reasons for providing knowledge engineering support for AI planning: (i) to apply a planning system to a new domain to
test the planning system itself (ii) to tackle the end-user problem for the engineer who
might be a domain expert but need not necessarily have a specialist knowledge of AI
planning. Our research is primarily aimed at developing a method and tools to meet
the requirements of the latter case (ii), although the benefits can also be enjoyed by
planning experts.
1. Introduction
Planform [1] is a UK EPSRC grant funded research project in which we are developing an open platform for the systematic acquisition of planning domain models, and
tools to combine these models with planners to create efficient planning applications.
Part of the work involves the development of an knowledge acquisition method where
knowledge is captured by describing changes that the objects in the domain undergo
as the result of the application of operators. The method requires that we structure the
domain definition around types of objects, the states that these objects may inhabit, and
the possible transitions from state to state that the objects may undergo as a result of the
application of planning operators. The content of this definition provides the basis for
much of the validation and cross-checking that the tool is capable of performing and
allows the domain developer to approach the task of defining operators in a structured
and well-supported manner. The additional support provides the possibility of opening up domain definition to modellers who do not need to be as skilled in AI planning
technology as has traditionally been the case.
In brief, GIPO provides (a) a graphical means of defining a planning domain model
(b) a range of validation tools to perform syntactic and semantic checks of emerging
domain models (c) dynamic tools to allow the modeller to verify that the domain specification can support known plans within the domain (d) tools to import and export
domain definitions to the literal-based PDDL format for typed strips domains, with or
without conditional effects (e) an interface that allows for the integration of third party
planning algorithms to be run and animated from within the tools environment.
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GIPO is designed on the assumption that the knowledge engineer will be trying to
build descriptions of new domains using a method which imposes a loose sequence on
the sub-tasks to be undertaken to develop an initial model. Once an initial rough model
has been constructed, development may proceed in a more iterative and experimental
manner. A key design goal in building the supporting GUI tool has been to allow the
creation of a specification with the tool taking care of the detail of the syntax of the
underlying specification. Use of the tool will never result in a syntactically ill-formed
specification.
2. Domain Acquisition
The process of domain model development and the model’s ontology on which this
is based is detailed in the literature (see GIPO home page [2], which also contains a
more detailed version of this paper). Here we sketch the main steps of the knowledge
acquisition process, describing how the tool supports this process. We outline two important steps of the knowledge acquisition process - acquiring domain structure and
acquiring domain actions.
The process starts with the identification of the kinds of objects that characterise the
domain. The method requires that distinct collections of objects, which we call sorts,
can be organised into a hierarchy. A visual tree editor is used to construct a sort tree
and the relations and attributes that characterise the objects of each sort. The key step in
the object centred modelling process is to characterise each valid state of objects of the
sorts that are subject to change during the planning process by defining their relations
and attributes. We refer to sorts subject to such change as dynamic where as the sorts
where the objects remain unchanged are static. A description of a state of an object
we call a substate definition. Under classical assumptions each member object of a sort
may be in only one such substate at any time, and that during plan execution the object
goes through transitions which change its state from one such substate to another.
In parallel with the specification of substates the modeller can now assemble planning operators. The operator editor forms the heart of GIPO. This editor relies on the
notion that operators and methods generally cause objects to change from one substate to another (called object transitions). Whereas substate definition captures domain
structure, operator definition captures domain behaviour.
For each object changed by the application of an operator there will be a transition
defining the set of substates the object may be in prior to the application of the operator
and the definition of the precise substate the object will be in as a result of applying
the operator. We enable the composition of operators by the domain modeller building
a simple graph of the operator by selecting the elements of the transitions from an
available list of the predefined substates the object/sort is capable of being in. Consider
the remove wheel operator taken from a tyre change domain illustrated in figure 1. The
rectangles describe states or generalisations on states of objects of identified sorts where
the pair of rectangles in the same row represent the transition that the referenced object
will make as a result of applying the operator, named in the oval box. Here there are
two objects changed by the operation, the wheel itself and the hub that the wheel was
attached to. The hub in the example moves from the state where it is jacked up and free
to being jacked up and bare as a result of removing the wheel.
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Fig. 1. The Operator Definition Editor

3. Domain Analysis
During domain model acquisition numerous local verification checks are applied to
ensure consistency. Once an initial domain model has been defined as described above,
the domain modeller can run global verification tools to further check the validity of
the specification. Tools which we have developed include goal ordering generators,
a random tasks generator, and a “reachability” analysis tool. The latter tool examines
substates that are defined for a sort and indexes them against the operators that use them
either as consumers or producers. This may reveal to the domain modeller that contrary
to expectation some substates cannot be produced and hence could only ever be used in
the initial state of an object, or that some cannot be consumed and hence either are only
useful in the development of objects of other sorts, or are of the kind of specified only
in a goal condition.
In addition to static analysis of the specification the domain modeller can dynamically check a domain against a set of problems either by using the manual stepper
(shown in figure 2) or by running a selected planning algorithm against defined test
problem cases. With the stepper, the engineer chooses actions to apply in the current
state to generate the consequent state and proceeds in this manner to verify that the
domain and operator definitions do support known plans for given problems within the
domain. In the example shown in figure 2, again drawn from the tyre change domain,
each column of circles represents the state of objects at one time instance. The linked
oval is the operator applied to the states with the links tracing the objects changing and
participating in the application of the operator. The inset dialog box shows an operator fetch tool in the process of the user choosing instantiations for the parameters. The
panes at the sides show the task being attempted and a list of available operators in the
domain.
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Fig. 2. The Plan Stepper

The animator allows integrated planners to run against defined problems and graphically displays the transitions made to objects as the plan unfolds. The animator is structurally very similar to the stepper except that the operator choice is determined by the
results output by the planner.
4. Future Work
Although the object centred method lifts domain acquisition to a conceptual level,
the details of specifying substate definitions and transitions are still too theoretical for
an unskilled user. We aim in the future to incorporate more inferencing mechanisms to
aid the unskilled user in this task. We are also developing methods to assist the domain
modeller to extract structured knowledge from informal textual descriptions of the domain and to assist the modeller to create new models by providing a library of previous
domain models.
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